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The secret of success is actually not a secret. It
is a simple matter of hard work, concentration and
ability. There has never been any question about
there being roan at the top in any profesSion or in
every line of business. Your problem is how to get
there. There are always a few in business who stand
near the top but there are always a greater number at
and near the bottom. Should you fail to aScendo the
fault is not .in your luck, but in. yourself.

a
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A.C. PRINCIPLES

In the Radio Fundamental Section of this training program,
most of the explanations were based on direct current, D.C.,
because its actions form the foundation for all of the ad..
Vance subjects. For those circuits carrying a uniform
value'of direct current, there are but three factors to con-.
eider, Voltage, Current and Resistance with a relationship
expressed by Ohm's Law.

The effects of variations in the value of the direct current
were brought out in the Lessons on Induction and Condensers
while, in the Lesson on Current Generation, the explanations
included a few principles of alternating current. As all
Radio Energy, as well as most Signals, are alternating, for
this lesson we are going to continue our explanations of
A.C. and will start with a brief review.

10,.begin$ in the earlier Lessons you iearned that an E.M.F.
is induced in a conductor whenever it cuts, or is cut by,
magnetic lines of force. .Then we showed how a loop of wire,
like Figure 1 of this Lesson, can be revolved in a magnetic
field to provide an induced E.M.F. or what is commonly con-
sidered as a Voltage.

However, as the loop is turned, the induced Voltage changes
in value from "0", when its sides are moving parallel to.the
flux, to maximum, when they Cut the flux at right angles.

Tracing the action for one complete turn of the loop, we
find that the induced voltage rises from "0" to its highest
value in the first qtarter turn and then drops back to'"0"
in the second quarter turn. In the third quarter turn, the
1.nduded voltage rises again to its highest value but is.in
the opposite direction because the -sides of the loop are
passing magnetic poles with a polarity opposite to that of
..he first quarter turn. In the last quarter turn, the volt-
age again drops to zero and the loop is back to its starting
position..

To show graphically, the relative strength, or value of in..
dueed voltage for all parts of a complete turn of the loop,
it is customary to lay out or plot a curve on the plan of
Figure 2,

DIY.thRENCE BETWEEN A.C. AND D.C.

When the loop of figure I is equipped with slip rings, con.
aected to the external circuit by brushes, the change of
direction of the induced E.M.F. will cause a like change of
direction in the current. The current till go first one way,
then the_othAriv ar443ternates_thereforeg-we call it "Alter..
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nating". As a definition,. we can say that direct current
is a current of electricity that passes always in the sane
direction through a cc:inductor°

Alternating current is a current of electricity which, at

regular intervals, reverses its direction in a Conductor.

A SIMPLE ALTERNATOR

The single coil of wire of Figure 1, with a slip ring con
nected to each end and revolving in a magnetic field, is
called a simple Alternator. In general you can think of an
Alternator as an electric generator that supplied its exter-
nal circuit with alternating current,

CYCLES

In the study of alternating current, the word 'cycle" is
used very often and we want you to understand its meaning
clearly before going further.

You can think of a cycle as a series of events which take
place over and over again in regular order, The days of a
week, months or seasons of the year are cycles. Take the
seasons for example.

Starting in the summer, we pass through fall, winter and
spring which brings us back to summer when we start all over
again.

If you have ever studied or worked on gasoline engines, yoU
knowtheserieS of events which take place in each cylinder,
First, intake, second, compression, third, power and fourth
exhaust. Those four events complete the cycle and if it re-
quires four stroke's of the piston to complete the four events,
we have a "Four Cycle" engine.

Here, for each revolution of the simple alternator of Figure
1, the E.M.F. will start at 0, rise to its highest value,
fall back to Os rise to its highest value in the opposite
direction and then drop to 0 again. This same series of
events happen over and over, once for each revolution as the
loop is turned and, like the series of events in the gas»
cline engine cylindert they are celled. a_ cyclP.

Get all of these events clearly in mind,, by studying Figure
2 because, in Our explanations of the actions of alter..
nating current, we are going to use more curves or graphs.

For convenience in Measuring, we divide a circle into 360
equal parts called degrees and,. as a simple alternator pro..
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duces one cycle for each complete revolution, we divide an
electrical cycle into 360 degrees also.

The curve of Figure 2 represents the value of the induced
E.M.F. for one cycle of 360 degrees and its length is shown
by the arrow G. At 90 degrees, the voltage has reached its
highest value and at 180 degrees is back to 0 again. At
270 degrees it is again at its highest value in the other
direction and at 360 degrees, the end of the cycle, is back
to 0 once more,

FREQUENCY

Remembering that each revolution of the loop of Figure 1
completes one cycle, the length of time required for each
cycle will depend on how fast the loop is turned. For
example, if the loop is driven at a speed of 1000 revolu..
tions per minute, it will produce 1000 cycles a minute. The
number of cycles that occur in a given time is called the
"Frequency"' of the current or voltage so that here, the
frequency will be 1000 cycles a minute.

In practical Electrical and Radio work, much higher frequen-
cies are used and one second istaken as the standard length
of time. The ordinary 110 volt A.G. used for house lighting
circuits has aSrequency of 6o cycles. That means there
will be 6o complete cycles each second or the induced E.M.F.
and the current it causes will rise to their highest values
in each direction, 60 times each second.

To produce this frequency, the simple loop of'Figure 1 will
have to turn at the rate of 60 revolUtions a second. There
are 60 seconds to a minute therefore, a speed of 60 revolu-
tions a second will be 60 times 60 or 3600 -revolutions per
minute.

For all Aadio and other Electronic work, frequency_means the
number of cycles per second.

ALTERNATIONS

Going back to Figure 2 again, you can see a cycle is made up
of two parts which are exactly alike but one is above and
the other is below the base lines Each of these parts is
called an "Alternation" and curves are drawn this way to show
the reversal of directions Thus, a cycle is made up of two
alternations and the 60 cycle A.G. we mentioned'a minute
ago has 2 times 60 or 120 alternations a seconds

Just go back and read those figures over again, becauSe at
first glance, they may be somewhat difficult -to grasp.
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Suppose you had a circuit a mile long and were using 60 cycles
a -c. The direction of current here would have - to change 120

times a second and while it sounds pretty -fast, you must remem-
ber that under theproper conditions electricity has the ability
to travel at the rate of 186,000 miles a second.

PHASE

Another term, commonly used with alternating current, is Phase.
Any point of a cycle is called a certain phase. Take the cycle

of Figure 2 for instance, where the curve starts at "0" over
at the left and rises to its highest point at 90 degrees.

Where -the 90 degree line crosses the curve is the 90 degree
phase, marked by the arrow "P-90". Coming'dom to the point
where the curve crosses the 45 degree line, we have the 45 de-
gree phase, Marked by the arrow "P-45".

We do not have to stop at any particular line however because
any point of the cycle is a phase. For example, in Figure 2
we show also the 30 degree, 60 degree, 150 -degree and 300
degree phase with arrows and, in each case, have drawn a bro-
ken line to the base to show their position in degrees.

The main point me want you to remember here is that the de-
grees are measured along the zero, or horizontal line and
not along the curve. The 30 degree phase is directly above
a point one third of the distance between 0 and 90 degrees
as shown by the dotted line. Keep this in mind because we
will have more to say about it later.

If the voltage, rpresented by the curve cf Figure 2, has a
frequency of 60 cycles, then arrow "C" represents one six-
tieth of a second and arrows "A" and "B" are one, one hundred
and twentieth of a second. However, all the cycles are ex-
actly the same and in Figure 3 we have continued the curve
for two complete cycles.

The arrows "A", "B" and "C" are the same as those of Figure
2, and again A and B show the alternations while C shows the
cycle. For the second 360 degrees, we again have the same
series of events and show the alternations by arrows "Al",
"Bl" and the cycle of "Cl".

Thinking of the usual 60 cycle alternating current, the curve
of Figure 3 would have to be continued for 60 times the length
of arrow C to show the action for one second unit but, as all
cycles are alike, you will seldom find a curve longer than
that of Figure 2.
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We want you to notice that arrows 02, 03 and C4, are alto
eomplete cycles. 'From 0 to 360 degrees, or for arrow C, the
curve starts at 0# rises to its highest value, drops to 0,
reverses, rises to its highest value and drops to 0 again,

when the action is repeated.

Now0 if you start at 90 degrees and trace through to L50 deo
grates, you will paha through all the events and therefore

arrow 02, also represents one complete cycles

In the same way, arrow 03 again shows a complete cycle be-
cause it covers 360 degrees and includes all the events.

No matter at what phase you start, by following the curve,
for 360 degrees, you will. pass through,one complete cycle.

For a curve of this type, a cycle includet the part between
any two points such that, at these points, the curve is the

same distance from the base, or 0# line and going in the
same direction.

MAXI= VALUES

Going back to Figure 2, as the curve represents the value of
the induced E.M.F. for one cycle, you can see it not only
changes direction. but also keeps changing in value.

At 90 degrees and again at 270 degrees the curve is at the
greatest distance from the base line and represents the
highest voltage, We call these high points "Maximum", and
the amount of E.M.F. at that phase is the "Maximum Value".

Don't lot the word scare you as maximum means largest or
greatest and, as the maximum value of the induced voltage
lasts for but a very short fraction of the complete cycle,
it is not used very much in regular everyday work. It

is important only in that the insulation of'the circuit
Will have to withstand this highest voltages

AVERAGE VALUES

Looking at the curve of Figure 2 in another way, for the
first 180 degrees, the voltage starts at 00 rises to max..
imum At 90 and then drops to 0 again. Taking this 180 dem,

grees, or alternation, as a whole, the value of the E.M.F.
will not be 0, nor will it be maximult.but will be somewhere
in between for what is known as the Average Value.

You can think of an average value like this. Suppose you.
study 2 hourt on Monday night, 1 hour en Tuesday. 3 hours
on Wednesday, do nothing on Thursday but come back strong.
with 4 hours'on Friday. For the five days you have put in
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a total of 10 hours study. You then take the 10 hours and
divide it by the 5 days which gives you an average of 2 hours
study each day..

In Figure 4, we again have the curve of Figure 2 but. to'find
oft mere about the actual values at the different phases,
h(ve drawn the scale over at the left. To make the figures
simple, we start With 0 at the base line and go up to 100 for
the maximum value,

To find the value at any phasg we simply draw a vertical
line© up to the curve, and from the point they cress, draw
a horizontal line over to the scale. For example, half way
between the 20 and 40 degree lines we drew the broken line
up to the curve and from there, the horizontal line passes
through the 50 mark on the scale. From this, you can see
that with a maximum value of 100 at 90 degrees, the value at
the 30 degree phase will be 50.

To find the average value of the induced voltage, we simply
tcke the values at different phases, or points, and then
alerage them up. The values at different points are call,.
eC. Instantaneous Values and their average is .636 of the
Maximum Value.

While it requires some higher mathematics to figure this

act exactly, the Curve of Figure 4 will give yoU a good idea,
Taking the values, as shown by the broken lines, we have
tha_fallowinga

PHASE w VALUE

10 degrees 4. 16
30 " - 50
50 iv . 76
70 ft . 94
90 If . 100

110 " . 94
130 " . 76
150 it . 50
170 it . 16

To find the average we simply add the values and divide by
9 because there are nine phases given. Adding, the total
value is 572 and dividing by 9, the average is 63.55.
While this value is a little low, it shows how the correct
Value of 63.6 is found

As a general rule, no matter what the actual figures may be
"Average ValuP equals Maximum Value times .636".
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ElxhOTIVE VALUES

tong back to the early Lessons again* you will remember
tLat according to Ohm's Law, Current equals Voltage divided

b3 Resistances Then, if the alternating voltage* shown by

the curve cf Figure 2 was connected to a circuits the
current would vary the same as the F.14a0

To illuotrate* we will imagine the alternator of Figure 1 is

connected across a cireuit which contains nothing except

resistances By that we moan there are no coils to produce

a self induced E.M.F. and no capacity to charge and Ws«

°largos Under these conditions, the current will vary with

etl'e voltage and at 0 degrees; with no E.M.Fs thore'will
be no current, at 90 degrees, with maximum voltage*, there
will be maximum currents and at 180 degrees both will be at

0 again,

Under these conditions, the current and voltage will be

in Phase, and you can think of the curve of Figure 2 as
showing the values of current for one cycle, Like.the

Veltageg the average value of tho current will be .636 of

tie., Maximum.

Current is measured in amperes and you will remember that
-ono coulomb per second equals one ampere. In other words*

ar ampere is the unit of'measure for a steady rate of

now but* for each cycle, alternating current is not steamy,

it keeps changing in value and also changes direction,

Instead of setting up a new unit for measuring this alter«
nesting current, we use the ampere and therefore, in some way,
lament find out how much alternating current is equal to an
ampere of direct current, Like all other electrical meas«
arements, here again we will have to compare the effects

and find out how much alternating current it will take to

produce the same effect as one ampere of direct current.

In oruer to do this, we compare the heating effects of

the two currents and consider them the same when, under
tl'e same conditions, they produce the same heating effect.

We have already explained the maximum and average values
for alternating current and you may think that the average
value will hold good here but it does not work out that

ways The heating effect can not be measured in current
alone becauee it requires voltage to force current through

a resistance or circuits In other words* it requires

power to heat a conductor and power is measured in Watts.

You know Volta, tinasetimperes equal Watts or as a formula

W
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As we are not interested in the voltage, we go back to Ohm's
Law which states, Volts equal Amperes times Ohms or, as a
formula,

E =IxR

It is a generally accepted fact that things equal to the
same thing are equal to each other therefore if E equals
"I x R" we can use that value instead of E in the first
formula.

Making these changes, or to be more correct, "substituting
this value", the formu]a for watts can be written,

W = (I x R) x I
W =IxIxR
W = I2R

To find the value of watts in terms of current and resist-
ance, the value of current has to be multiplied by itself,
which we called ''Squared" and show by the small figure 2,
written above and to the right of the letter I. If we use
the same circuit for both the direct and alternating cur-
rent, the resistance will be the same, thereforewe can
forget it and say the heating effect will be proportional
to the square of the current.

,

To find the value of direct current that will have the same
heating effect as the current of one Alternation, we will
first have to square the values at the different phases.
Taking those we used for finding the average value, we have -

PHASE VALUE CURRENT SQUARED

10 degrees 16 16 x 16 = 256
30 II

50 50 x 50 = 2500
50 it

76 76 x 76 = 5776
70 ' 94 94 x 94 = 8836
90 II

100 100 x 100= 10000
110 it

9k 94 x 94 - 8836
130 ,,

76 76 x 76 = 5776
150 ,,

50 50 x 50 = 2500
170 " 16 16 x 16 = 256

Adding these values, we find a total of 44,756 and, divid-
ing by 9 as before, arrive at an answer of 4971. As pre-
viously explained, this is the average but, as the original
values were equal to the "Current Squared", we call it
the "Mean Square".
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Then, to find the average or "mean" value of current we
extract the square root of the mean square to find the "Root
Mean Square". (M.S.). The square root of 4971 works out
to 70.5 which is a little low because, had all the instan-
taneous values been included in the calculations, the
R.M.S. value would have been 70.7 amperes.

In other words, the alternating current of the first alter-
nation of Figure 4, with a maximum value of 100 amperes,
will haVe the same heating effect as 70.7 amperes of direct
current. Therefore we call this the "R.M.S.", effective,
or virtual value of the alternating current and it is the
value which most A.C. meters are calibrated to read.

As a general rule, no matter what the actual figures may be,
"Effective Value equals Maximum Value times .707".

The things for you to get clearly in mind are the Maximum,
Average and Effective values of alternting Voltage and
Current and their relation to each other. 'Be have already
told you that the Average values are .636 of the maximum
and the Effective values are .707 of the maximum. In the
form of formulas we can write.

Average value equals .636 times Maximum value, or
Maximum value equals 1.57 times Average value.

Effective value equals .707 times Maximum value, or
Maximum value equals 1.414 times Effective value.

Average value equals .901 times Effective value, or
Effective value equals 1.11 times Average value.

Suppose we connect an Ammeter in an A.C. circuit and
obtain a reading of 10 amperes.

We know the 10 amperes is the effective value and according
to the formulas above, the maximum value is 1.414 times the
effective value which will be 1.414 times 10 or 14.14 amperes.

The average value equals .636 times maximum or .636 times
14.14 which is 8.99 or approximately 9 amperes. 'le also
have a formula which states that Average value equals .901
times Effective value. Using this,we have .901 times 10
amperes which is 9.01 or approximately 9 as before.

The reason that these last two do not agree exactly is
because the figure 1.414 is not absolutely correct.
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For usual figur'_ng, 1.414 will be close enough for the
square root of 2, while for many calculations, the value
of 1.4 is sufficiently accurate.

Right now, you may not see much sense to all of this but;
like many of the rules we explained in the early Lessons,
these figures will be necessary as we go along with our
alternating current explanations. Learn them now, and you
wontt have to come back later on.

SINGLE PHASE

The word phase, as we explained in the early part of the
Lesson, means any point of the cycle but it is used in
other ways with alternating current circuits. Sometimes
the wires of the circuit are called phases and there are
other common expressions therefore, if we use the word in
some places where it does not check up with our first mean-
ing, remember that this first explanation is the correct
one.

The simple alternator of Figure 1, when the armature is re-
volved, produces an alternating emf and when a circuit is
completed across the brushes, it will cause an alternating
current in the circuit. As far as the actual connections are
concerned, they are the same as for the simple generator,
with each side of the circuit connected to a brush.

We call this a single phase system because, at any point
in the revolution of the loop, there is but one value of
voltage or current. Most of the lighting circuits in use
today are Single Phase, connected like the direct current
circuits we have explained. For a -c power, there are
also TWO Phase and Three Phase circuits which require more
than two wires. However, at this time we are interested
mainly in a -c principles and therefore, for the next
Lesson will continue our explanations of this subject.
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You want a better position than you now
have in business, a better and fuller
place in life. All right; think of that
better place and you in it as already
existing. Form the mental image. Keep
the image constantly before you, and --
no, you will not suddenly be transported
into the higher job, but you will find
that you are preparing yourself to occupy
the better position in life -- your body,
your energy, your understanding, your
heart will grow up to the job -- and when
you are ready, after hard work, after
considerable preparation, you will get
the job and the higher place in life.

Joseph H. Appel

TRA -2
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The various values and actions_of alternating' current are
usually a little hard to keep clearly in mind* therefore, as
a short reviews we will go through them once mem.

A. C. TERMS

You will remember how alternating current is continually
changing in value and reverses its direction at regular in.
tervals. As these events take place in regular order we
call each complete change a cycles

For each cycle the voltage or current starts at'zero, rises
to maximum in one direction, drops back to zero, rises to
maximnr,, in the other direction and drops back to zero.

A complete cycle is made up of two like parts each of which
we call an "Alternation". From zero to maximum to zero is
one alternation and from zero to maximum to zero in the
opposite direction is the other alternation.

Another common A.C. term, "Frequency" is used to denote the
number of cycles per second. For example, the ordinary
lighting circuits have a frequency of 6o cycles which means
there are 6o complete cycles or 120 alternations every
se condo

You will hear the word "Phase" used a great deal and we
want you to remember it simply means some certain point
of a cycle. It usually has some explanation to show what
point is meant, Thus we might say the 45 degree" or "90
degree" phase and would mean that point of the cycle 45 or
90 degrees from the zero line.

When we say thct two currents, or the voltage and currents -
are in phase we moan that, when varying in the same din.
ection2 they both reach their maximum and zero values at
the same instant, While the values need not be equal, they
must occur at the same instant in order to be "in phase".

"Difference in Phase" or "Phase Displacement" simply means
the number of degrees of the cycle between thd maximum or
the zero values of two currents, two voltages or voltage
and current*

A.C. VALUES

In order to measure alternating currents, with direct
current units, there are several points to keep in mind

During each alternation, the values change from zero to.
maximum and back to zera,and the highest point reached
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is called the "Itaxiimam" value, while that at any point or
phase is known as the "Instantaneous' value.

As the instantaneous values keep changing, we average them
up for an alternation or cycle and find the "Average Value'
to be 0636 of the Maximem.

To use the direct current units of Volts and Amperes how-
ever, we compare the heating effects of A.C. and D.C. and'
find what we call the "Effective Values". The effective
values are those which are always used, unless the others
are named, and are equal to .707 of the maximum*

To sum this all up we will repeat the formulaste

Average Value equals .636 Maximum Value
Maximum Value equals 1.57 Average Value
Effective Value equals .707 Maximum Value
Maximum Value equals 1.414 Effective Value
Effective Value equals 1.11 Average Value.
Average Value equals .9 Effective Value

VECTORS

On account of the constant change of A.C. values,. we often
work out the various actions by means of graphs that are
made up in two general ways. One of these we have already
shown and explained in the various curves .and the -other is
by means of "'Vectors".

By definition, a vector is a straight lite of definite
length, drawn from a given point in a given direction
therefore, it cat represent various values, such as vole'
.age end current, which have both amplitude and. direction.

To determine the proper length of a vector, we draw a serail
on the plan of the upper part of Figure 1, in which each
inch or fraction of an inch, represents a definite nu.
merical value, This is exactly the serve plan used for the
"Scale of Miles", de awn in one corner of "most maps. To
find the distance'between any two cities, towns or other
points on the nap, you measure the number"of inches be«
tween them and then checking on the scale, find how many
miles are represented by the measured inches,

Following this idea, vector "A" of Figure 1 represents an
amplitude or magnitude of 50 volts because its Length is
equal to 50 divisiots of the scale._ 1n the same way, vector
"B" represents 30 volts_ because its length is equal to 30
divisions of the scale.
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As drawn in Figure 1, approximately 3/8 of an inch repre-

sents 10 volts on the scale therefore, as 5 x 10 volts equal
50 volts, vector A is 5 x 3/8 = 15/8 1 7/8 inches long

while vector B, representing 30 volts, is 3 x 3/8 . 9/8 =
1 1/8 inches long.

There is no definite rule about the size of the scales and
you can make them to suit your own needs. The one thing to
remember however is that you must make all the vectors in
any diagram to the same scale. For example, if you decide
to let one inch represent 100 volts or 100 amperes but find
one of the vectors too long, you will have to make a new
scale and shorten them all.

Vectors A and B are drawn as arrows to indicate their direc-
tion. Thus,'if we assume the arrowhead is positive, then
the 50 volts, represented by vector A is in the opposite
direction, or of opposite polarity, to the 30 volts repre-
sented by vector B. As you will learn a little later, vectors
are drawn at definite angles to each other or to some common
line used as a reference. In addition to being drawn at
some definite angle, we assume a vector can rotate around
a center as shown at the left of Figure 2.

Here, we have drawn vector AB of a length which represents
the maximum value of induction in the rotating coil'of a
simple generator. The end at "A" is the center and, a
horizontal line drawn through "A" will be considered as the
base line or zero axis. The position of the vector can be
stated as the angle it makes with the base line.

As the vector is rotated, the relative strength, of the in-
stantaneous values of induction, can be found by drawing a
line, at right anglos to the base, through the outer or "B"
end of the vector. This is shown by line "BC" of Figure 2
and the instantaneous value of induction, at any position
of the vector, will compare to the maximum value of induc-
tion as the length of line BC compares to the length of Vector
AB.

Still thinking of vector AB as the maximum value of induc-
tion in the loop of a simple generator, it will have to make
one complete turn for each complete cycle. The frequency
of the generated A.C. will depend on the time required for
each cycle and that, in turn, will depend on the speed at
which the vector, or loop it represents, is revolved. Regard-
less of the frequency, each complete cycle will consist of 360
electrical degrees which, in this case, coincides with one
complete revolution of 360 mechanical degrees.



I
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To follow the action for one cycle, we extend the zero axis

from A through DE and divide it in equal parts which repre

sent a certain number of degrees. Saying it in another way,

for distances along the line DE represent the time it takes

for the revolving vector to move the indicated number of degrees.

The vertical lines are called "Ordinates" and by projecting
the position of the outer end of the vector over to these
lines, we can find the instantaneous values. As'shown in

Figure 2, vector AB is in the 45 degree position, giving
an instantaneous value proportional to BC. By projecting
over to the 45 degree ordinate, we can lay off this same
value.

Then, by projecting the different positions of the end of
the revolving vector, over to the proper ordinates, and join-
ing these projections with a line, we have a curve like those
already explained in your earlier Lessons. To make a little

easier to follow, by dotted lines we Show the 315 degree posi-
tion of the vector and its projection.

In general, rotating vectors always represent maximum values,
but effective values can be shown in other kinds of vector

diagrams.

REFERENCE LINES

Before any vectors are laid out or plotted on a diagram, we
usually draw two lines at right angles to each other and call
them "Reference Lines". In Figure 3, for example, we drew the
horizontal line x -x and then the vertical line y -y. With
these in'place, we can easily locate or plot the vector AB of
Figure 2, because we know its position in degrees and can
measure from the reference lines.

ANGLES

As we explained for Figure 2, a vector can be revolved around
a center but there arc several more points we want to explain
about this type of diagram.

In this connection we want to remind you once more that a com-
plete circle is divided into 360 equal parts called degrees
and these degrees are divided into 60 parts called minutes.
However, many problems are worked out by dividing the degrees
into decimals instead of minutes.

We can, of course, carry the vector of Figure 4 around
for a complete circle the same as we did for Figure 2 with
the position on the reference line x -x as the starting
point, or the Initial line. Starting with line x -x and
revolving the vector to the position AC, as shown by the
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curved arrow we say that an angle has been generated.

Going around this circle anti...clockwise, the reference

lines divide it into four parts, called quadrants, Lien..

tified by the numbers shown. With the line AB turned t6

position AC of Figure h, we have generated en angle and,
as AC is in quadrant 2, we say the angle is in the second

quadrant*

For your work here, you can think of the values@ repre-
sented by vectors in quadrants 1 and 2 as positive and
those in quadrants 3 and h as negative. 'Or if you want to

think of the line x -x as being 0 degrees, usually written
"0", then all angles from 0° to 90 will be in the first
quadrant'', angles from 90° to 1800 will be in the second
quadrant, angles from 1800 to 2700 will be in the third
quadrant and angles from 270° to 360° will be in the
fourth quadrant,

With these things in mind, let's look at Figure 5 where we
have the line AB rotated to position AC through an angle
that we will call yl or phi. The distance AD on the line

AC is the length we are interested in, therefore we
drew a line down from D at right angles to the line AB

and the point those lines cross is marked E. That gives

us triangle A -D -E and, as the line DE was drawn at right

angles to AB, the angle at E is 90° which makes aright

angle triangle.

TRIGONOUETRIC FUNCTIONS

Looking again, at Figure 5, which is similar to the left
part of Figure 2, line AB is the initial or starting line

and therefore, line AD is callad the "Base" of the triangle.
Line DE, at right angles to the base, is the "Altitude"
while line AD is the "Hypotenuse".

As line AB is rotated around ppint A, point D will trace a
path as shown by the circular line. Starting in the posi..

tion AL, the angle at A will increase as line AC is ro-
tated for the 90 degrees of the first quadrant, Lines

drawn from point DI at right angles to AB, like line DE
of Figure 5, will increase in length as the angle at A
increases and, for any given angle at A, line DE will
have some definite length in respect to the length of
Line AD,

In Tri,onometry, we think mainly of a triangle, such as
Ai)E, and the fraction which is found by dividing the length
of line DE by the length of the line AD is known as the
"sine" of the angle at A.
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To use more general terms, DE is the side opposite the angle
at A, AE is the side adjacent while AD is the hypotenuse as
explained before, Thus, we can state that the sine of an
angle is equal to the side opposite divided by the hypotenuse°

As the angle at A increases and side LIE becomes larger, as
long as the 90° angle is maintained at E, side AE will become
shorter and thus, for each angle at A, there will be a defi-
nite ratio 'between the length of lines AD and AE, This
ratio is known as the "cosine' of the angle and is equal to
the side adjacent divided by the hypotenuse,

With the length of lines DE and AE both varying in respect
to line AD, for every angle at At there will be a definite
ratio between their lengths, This is known as the tangent
of the angle and is equal to the side opposite divided by
the side adjacent,

These we call the functions of the angle and you will usual..
ly see them written "sin" for sine, "cos" for cosine and "tan*
for tangent,.

Thus, for the angle at "A", Figure 5, we can write: »

Sin A =
IT]

AD

AE
Cos L.715 -

Tan A =
AE

To list all possible ratios of the lengths Of the. sides of
the triangle, to the functions listed above, we can add:

(Cosecant) - csc

(Secant) sec

(Cotangent)- cot

A .-, AD
DE

A D

Ai;

A
DE

The easiest way to remember these last three is that

Cosecant =

Secant =

1

sine

1

cosine

J.

Cotangent Tangent
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Going back to Figure 2, each instantaneous value will be
equal to the value represented by vector AB times the sine
of the angle at AI That is why the right half of Figure 2
is called a "Sine Wave" or "Sine Curve".

The size of the triangle does not change these ratios as
you can prove quite easily. Close to one edge of a sheet
of paper, about the size of this page, draw a line exactly
6 inches long. Then, at one end, and at right angles to
this line, draw a second line 3 1/2 inches long. Compared to
Figure 5, this will give you AE of six inches and ED of 3 1/2
inches.

Next, draw in line AD, across the outer ends of these lines
and mark it off in inches. From each of these inch marks,
draw lines, parallel to DE and down to line AE. Meas-
uring now, you will find any of the DE lines is exactly one
half as long as the distance from A to the point it crosses
line AD.

Thus, for any point along line AD, the hypotenuse of the tri-
angle is twice as long as the side opposite angle A and there-
fore the sine of the ang.le is 1/2 or .5.

The outside triangle of your sketch has a 6 inch base, a 3 1/2
inch altitude and a 7 inch hypotenuse therefore the func-
tions of the angle, equivalent to A of Figure 5 are -

sin = .5

7

cos = 6 = .8571

tan = 3.5 = .583
6

The angle is 30° and, to be accurate, the cos should be .866
and the tangent .577 but the values above are close enough
to illustrate the ratios.

Moving to the angle at Dior this same triangle, the func-
tions are -

sin = 6 = .8571

7

cos= 3.5 .5

7

tan = 6 = 1.71

5.5



"
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Here, the angle is 60° and the more exact values art., sin =
.866, tan = 1.73.

Most mathematical hand books contain tables of the functions
of all angles from 0° to 90° therefore, at this time, instead
of going further into their calculations, we want to give
you an idea of how they are used.

Going back to Figure 2, we will assume vector AB is drawn
to a length which represents 100 volts. Then, the instan-
taneous values will be equal to 100 volts times the, sine
of the angle between AB and the base line AODE. From your
sketch, the sin 30° is equal to .5 therefore, when AB is
at an angle of 30° to the base line the instantaneous value
will be

100 volts x sine 30°

100 volts x .5 r. 50 volts

The sine of the 45° angle, shown in Figure 2, is .707 there-
fore, the instantaneous value will be

100 volts x .707 = 70.7 volts

For angle of 60°, the sine is .866 and thus the instan-
taneous value will be

100 volts x .866 = 86.6 volts

Thus, for a sine wave voltage, the instantaneous values
vary as the sine of the angle between the rotating vector
and the base line.

Now one thing more about a right triangle, the square of
the base plus the square of the altitude equals the square
of the hypotenuse. Or we can say that the hypotenuse is
equal to the square root of the sum of the squares of the
base and altitude.

That sounds pretty deep, but in Figure 6 we have a right
angle triangle, ABC, with the 90°, or right angle at As

The base is divided- into four equal parts and the altitude
is equal to three of these parts. The hypotenuse is then
drawn in and is equal to five of these parts,

Now, drawing squares on each of the three sides, we find
the square on the altitude contains 9 small squares, that
on the base contains 16 sma:1 squares, while that on the
hypotenuse contains 25 small squares.

You can see here then that the square on the base plus the
square on the altitude equals the square on the hypotenuse
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which checks up with what we said a minute ago..

Try this for yourself. Draw a lino four illthos long, and
at one end draw another, at right angles to it, three
inches long. You will then have the lines AB and AC of
our Fleur° 6. Now take your ruler and measure fran B to
C. It should be exactly 5 inches.

Working; this out by arithmetic, the 4 inch base squared
equals 4 x 4 or 16* the 3 inch altitude squared equals
3 x 3 -r 9. Then 16 plus 9 equals 25 which is the square
of the hypotenuse.

To put this into the foil of a formula we can writes .1.,

Hypotenuse2 = Base2 + Altitude2 or

Hypotenuse = VPase2 Altitude2

formulas we can find any of the sides on the
as

HaSe2 = Hypotenuse2

Altitude2 = Hypotenuse2 Base2

SQUARE ROOT

By sin ole

sane idea

That brings us to the job of finding the value of any of
these after you know what its square is, or in other
words to find the square root of a number. 'Although this
procedure has been explained in the "Methods of Solving
Problens" Lesson, the following review may be of benefit.

Suppose now that line AC, Figure 6, is 20 inches long and
line 1.2 is 15 inches long and we want to find the length
of lino BC. You can* of course, draw it out on paper
and measure it, but you want to use the formula and work
it outs

The foLiula says that Hypotenuse2 = Base2 + Altitude2
and* substituting the above figures we find Hypotenuse2

152 202 which can be written

H'4D,2 = 1S x 15 plus 20 x 20

Hy p2 = 225J)lum 400

Hyp,2 = 625

Hype = -1625



/
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To obtain the answer here, we go ahead much like long divi-

sion in arithmetic and first write down the number 625.

Then, starting from the right, we draw a line after the

second figure like this, 6/25. Next, we look at the left

figure, which in this case is 6, and in our mind think of

the largest square that will be less, or go into it. We

know that 2 x 2 is 4 and 3 x 3 is 9 so that here, the

square of 2 is the largest that will go into 6. So we

write 2 as the first figure of the answer and the problem

now looks like

) 6/25 ( 2

The square of 2 is written under the 6, subtracted from it

and the next group of two figures brought down like this,

) 6/25 ( 2
4
225

We then multiply the answer, that we have so far, by 2

and use that as the first figure of the next divisor like

this,

) 6/25 ( 2
4

4) 225

Now we see that 4 goes into the 22 of the 225 about 5

times so write in 5 as the second figure of the answer and

also as the second figure of the divisor, giving us

) 6/25 ( 25
4

45) 225

The 45 is multiplied by the 5 of tha answer, being written

under the 225 and subtracted from it. Here there is no

remainder so the answer 25 is complete and the square root

of 625 is 25. The complete problem will look like this,

) 6/25 ( 25
4

45) 225
225

For larger numbers the method is exactly the same but, to

let you follow it through we will take the square root of

16129. Working the same as before and dividing into groups

of 2 figures by starting from the right, or the decimal

point, we have three groups her, and there will be three

figures in the answer.



*

/
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) 1/61/29 ( 127
1

22) 61

44

247) 17 29
17 29

The first number of the answer is 1, because the left group
of figures here is only 1 and the square of 1 is 1 x 1 which
of course still is 1. For the first figure of tha trial
divisor we took 2 times the first figures of the answer, or
2 times 1 which is 2.

That made the answer 12, so far, and for the next trial
divisor we took 2 times the answer, or 2 times 12 which is
24. Then as 24 goes into 172 about 7 times, we wrote the
7 as the last figure of the trial divisor and the last
figure of the answer.

VECTOR DIAGRAMS

You may be wondering how all these diagrams will help
you in Radio and other Electronic work but you are going to
find them of great use in your study of alternpting
current. However, before we take up any practical problems,
we want to give you a general idea of how vectors are used
and plotted.

For a simple example, at the left of Figure 7 we have a
boat near a short pier and just a little way from shore.
We arc going to imagine there are two ropes fastened t o
the boat and one man, on the shore at "B", is trying to
pull the boat in.

At the same time, another man, out on the pier at "C",
is trying to pull the boat over that way. We will also
assume that "B" is pulling with a force of 80 pounds while
"C" is pulling but 60 pounds.

Our problem is to find out whichway the boat will start
to move and how much the total pull will be. Saying it in
another way, there is an 80 lb. force or pull on the boat
in the direction AB, a 60 lb. force in the direction AC,
and we want to find the direction and value of the com-
bined or "Resultant" force.

Using Vectors, as shown over at the right of Figure 7, we
first decide on a scale and then lay off vector AB, par-
allel to AB over at the left, and of a length equal to 80
pounds on the scale. Vector AC is drawn parallel to AC
at the left, but of a length equal to 60 pounds on the scale.
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That gives us vectors AB and AC with a 90 degree angle at A.
Then we simply draw line BD parallel to AC, and CD parallel
to AB makinga four sided figure with a 90 degree angle in
each corner.

When all the sides are of equal length, we call the figure
a square but, when two of the sides are longer, we call
it a rcctancle.

Next, we draw in the diagonal, AD which is the answer to our
problem because it shows the ylesultant of the combined
forces. As we explained for Figure 6, here we have a right
angle triangle A -C -D, and AC equals 6o while CD is equal to
AB and equals 80.

To calculate the value of AD, we can find the square root
of 60 squared plus 80 squared which equals 100.. Bowever*
as this is a vector diagram, we simply measure the length
of AD anti check up on the scale to,find its value. By
its position, lino AD shows the direction and, by its
length, the value of the combined forces of AB and AC.

The two forces may not always be at right angles to each
other and should 'IT," walk out on the pier and pull with 1/00,
the vector diagram will be like that at the left of Fig.-
ure 8. Although we follow the plan of Figure 7, vector,
AB is drawn at the end of AC because they are both in the
same direction. The result is the vector AD, which again
shows the direction and value of the combined forces.

However, should tii" move around the other way and pull from
point 0:0 of Figure 7, then the vector diagram will be as
shown at the right of Figure 80 Here the forces'are directly
opposite and again the vectors are drawn in line, but the
result, vector AD, is the.difference of their length*

Using the values of Figure 7, vector AD at the loft of
Figure 8 has a value of 80 plus 60 or 140 -pounds, while
that at the right is equal to 80 minus 60 or 20 pounds.

In a great many vector diagrams, theforces.are not either
in line or at right angles but we make our diagrams on
exactly the same general plan.

Suppose for example, that in Figure 7, B vilalked over to the
left and pulled. Then, taking the vectors as before, we
would draw them as shown at the loft of Figure 9, with AB
and AC drawn to the proper length and angle.

Here again, the result is found exactly the same as in
Figure 7, CD being drawn parallel to AB and BD parallel



.
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to AC. That makes a four sided figure with each pair of

sides parallel but, as the corners are not right angles)

figures of this kind are called "Parallelograms". As be-

fore, we draw the diagonal AD, from point A to the oppo-

site corner, and it represents the resultant -of the two

forces.

Should B walk over to the inner end of the pier of Figure

7, then the vectors would be drawn as in the diagram at

the right of Figure 9. Again BD is parallel to AC, CD
parallel to AB and the diagonal AD is the resultant of

the two forces.

At this time we will not bother you with the mathematical

methods of finding the value and direction of the result-

ant force but want you to make up a few problepls of your

own, drawing the vectors accurately to scale and finding

the results by measuring the diagonal line.

When more than two forces enter into a problem, we use'
the method of Figure 10. Here we have four vectors Al)
A2, A3 and A4 drawn to scale and laid off in the proper

directions.

Then, as shown over at the right, to find the resultant
force, we lay off Al in the same direction and length.
At the end of Al, we lay off A2, at the end of A2 we lay
off A3 and so on for all of them. In each case the

length and direction of the vectors remain the same -to
make up the line A-1-2-3-4. To complete the figure)
we draw in the side A4, and call it a "Polygon".

The closing side, A4 of the Polygon,' indicates the value
and direction of the resultant force, therefore, we draw
in the line AR over at the left, the same length, and at
the same angle as the closing side A4.

Mlle the explanations of this Lesson have been of a
somewhat general nature, in the following Lesson we are
going to show you how these methods are applied to the
various actions which occur in alternating current
circuits to affect the values end phase angles of volt-
ages and currents.
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All business as new conducted -- particularly
those lines of business which embrace the so
called industries --- requires specialized train-
ing, in fact so much scientific knowledge that
the distinctive line between "business" and
"profession" is fast disappearing.

Anyone who hopes to achieve success, even the
average, must know more, or at least as much,
about some one thing as any other one and not
only know, but know how to do --and how to
utilize his experience and knowledge for the
benefit of others.

There is too little idea of persinal respon-
sibility, too much of the world owes me a
livingUs forgetting that if the dorld does
owe you a living, you yourself must be your
own collector.

-- Theodore N. Vail
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In the earlier Lessons, we have explained how the voltage
and current of an A.C. circuit are always changing in value
and periodically reversing in direction. Thinking beck
over some of the direct current actions, such as Induction
and the charge ana discharge of a condenser, you can be.
gin to see that the changes of current and voltage are going
to have important effects on all A.C. circuits*

RESISTANCE OF AN A.G. CIRCUIT

To make a start in explaining these effects, we are going
to take a simple circuit like Figure 1 which contains
nothing but the Alternator So, and a Resistance "WI* Even
though the current and voltage are alternating, there is
nothing here to cause any self induction, and all we
really have is the resistance of the connecting wires and
the resistor ttRu.

Ohm's Law can be applied to this circuit exactly the same
as for direct current because it takes care of -Voltage,
Current and Resistance and that is all we have. Keep this
point in mind because, before you complete this Lesson,
you may think that Ohm's Law is of little use for el
tarnating current.

Remember here that, as far as resistance alone is concerned,
the Current in a circuit is always equal to the Voltage di-
vided by the Resistance, no matter whether the current and
voltage are Alternating or Direct.

As we mentioned above, other actions occur in alternating
current circuitss, actions which are not mentioned in Ohm's
Law but aro taken care of by other laws we are going to
explain.

Going back to Figure 1 again, if the effective voltage of
the alternator is 110, and the resistance of the circuit
is 55 ohms, by Ohm's Law, the effective current will be 110
divided by 55 or 2 amperes*

Here of courSe there are the three Values f9r the A.C. volt.
age, Maximum, Average and Effective. We used the effective
voltage and our answer was effective current. Had we used
the maximum value of voltage. then our answer would have
been the maximum current and, had we used the average voitw
age, then the answer would have been the average current.

Just to make this a little easier to see, we knovt that the
maximum values are 1,111' times the effective values and
the average values are .901 of the effective values, there
fore we can list them as follows.
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E(effective) = 110 volts
E(maximum) = 110 x 1.41 = 155.1 Volts
E(average) = 110 x .901 = 99.1) Volts

Page 2

As the value of the resistance doe-_ not change appreca1i7y,
we can use Ohm's Law and substitute these voltage values
to find the corresponding current values.

E 110
I(effective) =  = =55 2 amps.

I (maximum)

I (average)

- 155.1 _ 2.82
55

anrs.

21J-1- = 1.3 amps.R 55

To check the action for , complt-,to cycle, for if3ur32 we
have followed the plan explained in an earlier LO` -500 '2.116

drawn a sine curve of the volta_o. Then, substitrtil,g
the instantaneous values of volts.4e in OhLlis Law, ve Lolnd
the instantaneous vall,es of current and tnem, drew
the current or "I" curve.

With "0" voltage, the current is "0" hut, as the voltage
increases, the current increases ir proportion'eod both
reach their maximum values at the same intant. The
as the voltage decreages, tho current deerea-;,:s in pro-
portion and both reach their zero vatuas, at the -are instant.
Under these conditions, we say the voltae and current are
"in phase". 4ks a definition, the current and voltage are
"in phase" when, varying :In the sari dirocbion they reach
their maximum and minimum values at the same in'tant, or rihase
of the cycle.

LUGGING CURRENT

For Figure 3, we have a circuit similar to that Figure
1, but have replaced the resistance; with an 'nductanoe or
a coil of wire. This coil is wound en an iron core, and
from the early Lessons on Inductin, you know that a change
of current in it will induce an emf.

You will also remember that the direction of tLis induced
emf is always such as to op use the current causing

In other words, an increasing current in the coil, inruces
an emf which opposes, or tries to prevent tle increa',e.

Then, when the circuit iq opened, or the currant is reducing,
the direction of the induced emf reverses and tries to holn
or maintain the current.
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Going back to Figure 30 the alternator produces an alter.
nating voltage that causes an alternating current in the
circuit On the first 90 degrees of the cycle, the volt.
age rises and as the current increases, the induced E.M.F.
of the coil opposes it,

On the second 90 degrees of the cycles the voltage reduces
and the induced E.M.F. in the coil then tries to maintain
the current, You can follow this action'in the curves of
Figure 4 where the 0E09, or voltage curve, is exactly like
that of Figure 2 but, on account. of the action of the in..
duced E.M*Fe, the current curve, while of the same shape
as that of Figure 29 will not be in phase with the voltagee

Starting at 09 the voltage rises and starts a current in
the circuit* As long as the current is increasing, the
induced E.M.F, in the coil will oppose it so that,'when
the maxitum voltage is reached, the current is still ii'
creasing, and has not reached its maximum value.

As the voltage passes its maximum value and the current
starts to decrease, the induced E.M.F. reversos and tries
to maintain it so that0 when the voltage is back to 0,
the induced E.M.F. still causes current in the circuit*

On account of this action, the current curve of Figure 4
can not be drawn in phase with the voltage because its 0
and maximum values will occur after those of the voltage.
This we call a "Lagging Current", .and the number of de-
grees, or angle,, that it lags behind the voltage is gen-
erally represented by the Greek letters theta, "G", or
phi, "Pe

INDUCTANCE

Now here is a very important point to get clearly in your
mind, For the moment, we are going to forget all about
the actual resistance of the wire in the circuit of Fig.
ure 3 and imagine that it has nothing but inductance, In
that case, the alternator will have to develop just enough
voltage to overcome the induced ELM,'.

Going back to the Laws of Induction, you will remember that
the value of an induced E.M.F. is proportional to the rate'
of cutting* Then, thinking of the flux,set up by -the -coil,
you can see that the magnetic lines will be,cutting the
wire at the highest rate when the current in the coil.is
changing at the greatest speed therefoiel the greatest
E.M.F, will be induced at that instant,

You know that as long as the current remains constant -in
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a coil of this kind that there is no induction because the
flux is not cutting the wires therefore, the value of the
induced emf depends, not on the instantaneous value of
current but the speed or rate at which it changes value.

Thinking of alternating current of some fixed frequency,
the value of the induced emf will vary with the amount
of current because the change, from zero to maximum,
always occurs in the same period of time. Thus with
higher maximum values, which require a larger change in
the same period of time, the speed, or rate of change,
will be Treater.

At this time however, we are intere. ted in the variations
of current during each cycle and, looking at the current
curve of Figure 4, you can see that the value of the
current is changing fastest when its actual value is 0.
To see this a little easier, draw a vertical line 5 or
10 degrees each side L the point where the current curve
crossee to 0 or base line and you will find that they
cross the curve same distance above and below the 0 line.
Then draw similar lines 5 or 10 degrees each side of the
maximum value, and :Nu will see thet the change there is
not very lerge.

To sum it all up then, the induced emf will be greatest
when the current is 0, because that is the point of fastest
change. When the current is at maximum, it is steady
for an instant and therefore there is no induced emf
at that time. Therefore, if the circuit contained nothing
but Inductance, the current would lag 90 degrees behind
the voltage. At maximum supply voltage there wuuld be 0
current, and at 0 supply volta4c there would be maximum
current.

Ps all wires offer sane resistance to a current of elec-
tricity, it is a oractical in ossibility to construct a
circuit with nothing but inductance and therefore the
current will not lag 90° behind the voltage. Depending
the relative values of Resistance and Inductance, the
angle of lag will have a value eemewbre between 0° and
90° therefore, in the curves of Figure 4 we show the
angle of lag as 45°.

on

To check this angle, you read the curve iron left to right
and, starting at 00, find the HE" curve crosses the
base line and extends upward. Then, moving 45° to the
right, the current curve crosses the base line and extends
upward. As the horizontal distance along uho base line
represents the elapsed time, the zero value of current
occurs after the zero value of voltage and therefore
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we say the current lags the voltage. The lag is usually in-
dicated in degrees of the cycle as indicated by "0" of Figure

INDUCTIVE REACTANCE

This opposition, of the induced E.M.F. to the current caused
by the alternator voltage, is called "Inductive Reactance"
and it is measured in of the same unit as used for resis-
tance.

Back in the Lesson on Induction, we explained that the Henry
was the unit of measure for Inductance and that a circuit
has an inductance of one Henry when a change of current, at
the rate of 1 ampere per second, induces an E.L.F. of 1 volt.
Or as a rule, we can state that the induced E.M.F. of a cir-
cuit is equal to the Inductance, in Henrys, times the change
in amperes per second.

In alternating current, there are four changes for each cycle.
The values start at 0 and rise to maximum, from maximum drop
back to 0, then change direction and rise to maximum and from
this maximum, drop to 0 again.

To find the rate of change, we know the frequency is the
number of cycles per second and with four changes in each
cycle, the rate of change will be four times as fast. Using
the letter f, for frequency, as a formula we can write the
time for each cycle as .1 sec. As a rule we say that the

length of time for each cycle is equal to one second divided
by the frequency.

As an example,
lighting circui
is 1- second.

Leo
ing each cycle
a cycle. With

read L sec.
4r

the frequency of the ordinary L.C. cemmercLal
is is 60 cycles and the tine for each cycle
However, the currant males four changes der -

so that the time for each change is but of

this in mind, we change the formula above to

Taking the rule that we have you
in formula form we have,

E -Lt

a minute ago and writin,2; it

when "Ell is the value of the induced E.M.F., "L" is the in-
ductance in henrys, "I" is thechange of current in amperes,
and "t" is the time in eeconde.
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From the explanation given above, the rate of change of cur-
rent in an a -c circuit is l/4f sec. Substituting this in the
formula,

E = LT- L1/4f = 4fLI

This is the average value of E and as the maximum value is
the one usually used in this work, we have to make a few more
changes. You know that the average value is .636 of the max-
imum so that .636 maximum E equals 4fLI. Then working this
out by simple fractions we find,

E(max)
46LI

- .636 - 628 fLI

Back in the early Lessons, we told you that the figure 3.1416,
called Pi, and usually represented by the Greek letter "el
is the number by which you multiply the diameter of a circle
in order to find the circumference.

As the figure above, 6.28, is just twice 3.14, the formula
is usually written,

E = 2yfLI

Compared to Ohm's Law, which states, E = IR, the "R" is re-
placed by H2lifin which as the Inductive Reactance,
abbreviated "XL". Its value is measured in ohms and is equal
to arr) or 6.28 times the frequency, in cycles per second,
times the inductance in Henrys.

CAPACITY REACTANCE

In Figure 5, we again have a circuit, similar to Figures 1
and 3, but this time there is a condenser connected across
the alternator. Going back to the earlier Lessons, you will
remember that, when connected across a source of emf: a con-
denser charged and absorbed a certain amount of electricity.

Then, when the voltage was reduced, the condenser discharged
and returned to the circuit, most of the energy it had ab-
sorbed. The amount of electricity a condenser can absorb
is called its capacity and is measured in Farads.

Connected across the alternator of Figure 5, the condenser
will be continually charging and discharging because the
alternating voltage is constantly changing. You can see
here that, as long as the voltage is rising, there
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mill be current into the condenser and it will charge.
The current mill be greatest when the voltage is rising
the fastest.

Then, as the voltage falls, the condenser will discharge,
and the current from it which will have the greatest
value when the voltage is falling at the greatest speed.

From the curves thatwe have shown, and as we explained
for the current in an inductance, the voltage is chang-
ing fastest when it has 0 value. This is a little hard
to see but suppose we say that the value of the voltage
changes fastest as it drops to 0 and reverses. It is not

the'actual value of the voltage that interests us just
now, but the speed at which the value changes.

You can Understand this better from the curves that we
have shown. For example, suppose that'in Figure 4,
the voltage has a maxim= value of 155. Then checking

through, we find the following instantaneous values.

Degree Phase Inst. Volt.

0

15
30

45

60
75

90

0

40.1

77.5

109..5

134;2
149:7
155.0

Check these figures back and remember that each 15 degrees
of the cycle takes place in the sate length of time. As

each cycle consists of 360 degrees, it will take 1/24 of

the time of a cycle for each of the divisions in the table.

Starting at 0, in the first 15 degrees the voltage has
risen to 40.1. In the next 15 degrees it rises 37.4 volts
higher. From 45 to 60 degrees it rises 24.7 volts higher
and so on until between 75 and 90 degrees the change is
but 5.3 volts. From these figures you can easily see that
the fastest rate of change takes place at the 0 value
while there is no change at the maximum value.

Assuming the condenser to be completely discharged, the
rapid change of voltage, at the zero value, mill'cause
the charging current to tise, almost immediately, to
its maximum value. Then, as the rate of voltage change
becomes less, the Charging current will decrease until
at Maximum voltagep'the condenser is fully charged and
the current is zero.
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The result of this action is exactly opposite to that of
inductance and, because the current reaches its maxinum
value before that of the voltage, =say the current "leads"
the voltage. With nothing but capacity in the circuit, the
current will lead the voltage by 90°.

Here again, a circuit' can not be bui]t without resistance
therefore: in practice, the lead will be less than 90°.
That is why, in the curves of Figure 6, we show the cur-
rent leading the voltage by 45°.

Compared to Figure 4, here the current has a fairly large
value at 0° but, reading to the right, we rind it crosses
the base line 45° before the 'voltage curve. Using the
180° ordinate as a reference, the current curve of Figure
4 crosset the 'ens° line 45° after the voltage while, in
Figure 6, the current curve crosses the base line 450
before the voltage.

This action of
to distinruish
it is ?nown as
Like Inductive
in ohms.

the condenser is kncwn as "Reactancew but,'
it from that of the inductance of Figure 3,
"Carac!ty'Reactance" abbreviated "Xc".
Reactance, Capacity Reactance is measured

To calculate the capacity reactance in terns of capacity
and frequency, re remober first that the charge of a
condenser is measured in coulombs and that a flow of one
coulomb per second is a current of one ampere. As an
equation can vritc.

Q = EC

When "Q" is the cherge in coulonbs, "E" is the voltage
across the condenser and "C" is the capacity in farads,
(coUlombs per volt).

The curves of Figure 6 show the current varies in value
therefore, for any complete charge or discharge, the number
of coulombs will be equal to the average current multiplied
by the tine it is present. As an equation/

Q = I (average) x t

Looking at the curves of Figure 6, you can see that the con-
denser will charge and discharge twice during each cycle
therefore, the tine for each charge or discharge will be
equal to 1/4f as explained for thL current changes of Fig-
ures 3 and 4. 'Substituting this value for the "t" of the
above equation,

Q= 'average X 1 = I(average)
"elf St
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but a former equation stated that Q = EC and, as things eQual
to the same things are equal to each other, -Je can combine
these two equations and find,

EC -
I(average)

4f

and transposing the "C", we have

E -
I(average)

As previously explained, it is customary to use maximum val-
ues and as I(average) = .636 I(maximum), we can write,

6361E -4fC

and, dividing both the numerator and denominator by .656 we
have,

I IE
6.2PfC 21-tfC

To separate the current "I", we can think of the equation as,

E - T7Td x

Notice here, Ohm's Law states that E = x I, which is resis-
tance times current, and the formula just given says that E
eoualq Capacity Reactance times current. The value of Capa-
city Reactance in Ohms then is equal to 1/2nfC where f is
the frequency in cycles per second and C is the capacity
in Farads.

REACTANCE

Comparing the curves of Figures 4 and 6, you will see that
Inductive Reactance and Capacity Reactance have exactly the
opposite effect on the phase of the current. Inductive Re-
actance causes the current to lag and Capacity Reactance
causes it to lead.

For your practical work, every a -c circuit will have some
of both and, in a simple series circuit, their combined
effect is equal to the difference between them. This dif-
ference is what we call the Reactance of a circuit and usually
represent it by "X".

IMPEDANCE

However, as we have told you many times before, all con-
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ductors have resistance, so that any circuit that you may
build will have resistance as well as reactance, both of
which oppose the current. For an a -c circuit, their com-
bined effect is called the Impedance and is usually re-
presented by the letter "Z".

You can now apply Ohm's Law to your a -c Circuit work, by
using the letter Z, for the impedance, instead of the
letter R for resistance. The current will equal the volt-
age divided by the impedance or in formula form we can
write,

I = E

In the circuit of Figure 7 we have a resistance, a coil
with inductive reactance and a condenser with capacity
resistance, all connected in series across the alternator.

From our explanations so far, you know the effect of re-
actance is to make the current lag or lead, while with
resistance only, the current and voltage are in phase.
To find their combined effect, or the impedance of this
circuit, we will have to take all of these things into
consideration but we can not simply add them as we did
the resistances of a direct current series circuit.

There are several methods by which this can be done and
as we are going to give you complete details in the later
Lessons a brief explanation will be sufficient at this time.

Checking back on the circuits of this Lesson, for Figure
1, with Resistance only, the Voltage and Current are in
phase. For Figure 2, with Inductance only the current
lags the voltage by 90°. Thus, we have two forces, acting
at 90°, or at right angles to each other and therefore
will have to add them as vectors.

However, the capacity reactance of Figure 5 causes the cur-
rent to lead by 90° which makes it act at 90° to the re-
sistance but opposite to the inductive reactance.

As we have already explained, the value of the Inductive
Reactance is equal to 21tfL and that of the Capacity Re-
actance to 1/2y1C. Then as their effects are opposite,
the combined action, or the reactance of the circuit, will
be equal to 2icfL minus 1/21cfC.

Resistance is shown by the letter R just the same as for
direct current and as a rule we can say the impedance of
a circuit is equal to the square root of the resistance
squared plus the reactance squared.
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As a formula we can write: Z = 0,2 + (2TrfL - Vf020

Suppose for example that in Figure 7, the resistance has a
value of 8 ohms, the coil has an inductive reactance of 15
ohms and the condenser a capacity reactance of 9 ohms,

To find the reactance, we first subtract the capacity re-
actance of 9 ohms from the inductive reactance of 15 ohmso
leaving the reactance of the circuit with a value of 6 ohms.

Then the resistance squared is 8 times 8 or 649 and the
reactance squared is 6 times 6 or 36, Adding these squares,
we have 64 plus 36 which is 100. Now we have to take the
square root of 100, but that is easy, as you know off hand
that 10 times 10 equals 100, therefore the answer is 10
ohms which is the value of the impedance for this circuit.

OHM'S DOW FOR A-C CIRCUITS

As we mentioned a minute ago, after you have found the
impedance, you can use Ohm's Law for your a-c work simply
by using Impedance, "Z", in place of the Resistance "R",
The one thing to remember here however is that you have
Maximum, Average and Effective values for both alternating
current and voltage. All you have to do is use the same
value of each. If you use the effective voltage, then
you must use the effective current, or if you use the
maximum voltage in solving for current, then your answer
will be the maximum current.

We just found that the impedance of the circuit of Figure
7 was 10 ohms so that, if the alternator produces an
effective voltage of 110, the current will be equal to the
voltage divided by the impedance which here is 110 divided
by 10 or 11 amperes. Ac we used the effective voltage,
then the 11 amperes is the effective current.

In our earlier explanations of series circuits we told you
that, at any instant, the current is the same in all parts
but here, according to the curves of Figures 2, 4 and 60
the phase angle of the current varies in respect to the
voltage. However, our former statement is true for a-c
series circuits like that of Figure 7.

The curves of this Lesson were drawn with the voltage as
the reference but, in Figure 4 for example, had we used
the current as the reference then, according to our
explanations, the voltage would lead the current. Following
the same plan for Figure 6, the voltage would lag the current.
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In Figure 7 therefore, with the same current in all parts of
the circuit, the voltage drop across the resistance will be
in phase with the alternator voltage, the drop across the
inductance will lead while the drop across the capacity will
lag the alternator voltage. Therefore, the total drop a-
cross the circuit will be equal to the vector sum of the
voltage drops across the different parts connected in series.

Using the values of the former example, the circuit in
Figure 7 carried a current of 11 amperes at 110 volts with a
resistance of 8 ohms, an inductive reactance of 15 ohms and
a capacity reactance of 9 ohms. To find the voltage drops
we follow the plan of Ohm s Law and multiply the current
by the resistance or reactance. Here then we will have: -

ER = IR = 11 x 8 = 88 volts
EL = IXL = 11 x 15 . 165 volts
E = IXc = 11 x 9 . 99 volts

Adding these values vectorially, we find

E(total) = 4+ (EL - Ec)2

= \I(88)2 + (165 - 99)2

Nr(88)2 +
(66)2

= 47744 + 4356

= Nr12100

= 110 volts.

Going tack to the earlier Lessons again, in a parallel cir-
cuit, the voltage across the branches is the same but the
current in them depends on their separate resistances. To
check this action for A.C. circuits, in Figure 5 we have
taken the units of Figure 7 but connected them in parallel
across the alternator.

Using the values of the former example and applying Ohm's
Law separately to each branch, we find

IR =
R

110
- -- = 13.75 amps

L X
E 110

T = - 7.33 amps
L

=
10Ic == 12.22 amps

Xe 9

As the applied voltage is the same for all branches, the
curves of Figure 2, 4, and 6 show the current will vary
in phase according to the type of unit connected in each
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branch therefore, the total current will equal the vector
sum of the branch currents.

From the values listed,

I(total) = I)2

= Ni(13.75)2 (7.33 - 12.22)2

= 4(13.75)2 ("4.9)2

. 4189 + 24

=^213

14.59 amps

The total impedance of the circuit will be equal to the
applied voltage divided by the total current,

E

= I

7 110
14.59

= 7.539 = 7.51k ohms.

From the explanations of this Lesson, you can see that,
in many ways, a -c circuits are similar to d -c and, in
general, the same laws apply to both. The main differences
are that, for a -c, we have reactance in addition to re-
sistance and, for correct results, some values must be
added vectorially. Once you have these similarities and
differences clearly in mind, you will find a -c is more
interesting than d -c. Also, it is of extreme importance
because a large part of your Radio and other Electronic
work is a -c.

For the next Lesson, we will continue this subject and
show you how the phase angle, between voltage and current,
affects the Power in a -c circuits.
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POWER IN A.C. CIRCUITS
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No matter how well trained you are, how
quick your eye and how skilled your hand,
your work is not the best unless you put
your spirit into it, And the more spirit
you put into your work, the more good it
does you, It reacts upon you wholesomelye
For when you work at work you like, at work
where your heart and soul and interest are,
then it is not work anymore, it is playo

Dr. Frank Crane
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VECTOR DIAGRAYZ

In our earlier explanations of D.C. circuits, we told you
that electrical power, in Watts, was equal to the'Product
of the E.M.F. in volts and the current in amperes* Should
there be any change, in'either the voltage or current, the
Power would change also. Therefore when we speak of
*Watts", we mean the Instantaneous Power.

For A.C. circuits, in which'both the voltage and current
continously change in value, the instantaneous Power will
be equal to the Product of the volts and amperes at any
phase of a cycle. In ordoroto follow this action in do.
tail, we will repeat the plans explained:in the former
Lesson, and make use of rotating vectors,

Starting with Figure 19 we assumed an A.C. circuit with
an effective voltage of 110, an effective current of 60

amperes and have drawn curves which show the power at all
phases of one cycle.

First we laid out the "Volt.Amps" scale but placed the 0
at the center because we know that the direction reverses.
Then we draw along horizontal axis through the 0 of the
vertical scale.

For these curves, ire assumed the circuit contained nothing
but resistance and, as the current and voltage will be in
phase, we laid off the vectors along the left end of the
horizontal axis. Vector A-111 represents the maximum value
of current and is equal in length to the effective value of
6o times 10414 or 84..85 on the "Volts.Amps" scale. Vector
A.D represents the maximum value of voltage and is equal
in length to 110 times 1.414 or 155.56 on the "Volts.Amps"
scale.

As these vectors are to rotate, we took A as the center
and drew one dotted semicircle through 13 and another
through De In reverse order, the instantaneous values of
the second 90 degrees are the same as those of the first
quarter turn, and those of the third 90 degrees like'the
fourth quarter, thus we show but half of the circles*

To the right of the "Volts.Amps" scale, we divided the zero
line into 16 equal parts and drew ordinates at each point.
As a complete circle or cycle contains'360 degrees, each of
these divisions represents 222 degrees.

You will remember that the instantaneous values are equal
to the vertical distance from the end of the revolving
vector to the base line, therefore we projected these val-
ues over to the proper ordinates,
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To make the voltage curve, we started with the vector A-D
on the base line and its projection is a point where the
base line and first, or 0 degree, ordinate cross.

Then, we revolved the vector through an angle of 222 degrees,
or one sixteenth of the circle, and projected over to the
24 degree ordinate, placing a dot the proper distance from
the base line. 7.,,ext we revolved the vector another 222

degrees, anti-clockwise, projected the instantaneous value
over to the 45 degree ordinate, and following the same plan
for the first 90 degrees, projected the instantaneous value
fur each 222 degrees.

For the second 90 degrees, the values are the same, but
in the reverse order, therefore we projected the 672 degree
value to the 1122 degree ordinate, the 45 degree value to
the 135 degree ordinate and so on until we had a zero value
of 180 degrees.

The second half of the revolution was done in exactly the
sam way except that the values were below instead of above
the base line.

PHASE

By joining all these projections with a line, we drew the
"volts" curve of Figure 1 and, by means of he kale at the
left, can find the instantaneous volta ,e at any phase of
the cycle.

Using thc current vector A-B in the same way, we laid out
the current curve and, as it is in phase with the voltage,
they both have the zero and maximum values at the same
instant.

As a guide, we draw the projection lines of the g:_7dJimil.,

or 90 degree current and volta e values over to the scale
to show that the length of the vectors is correct.

We started out to make a power curve and with curves showing
the instantaneous values of volts and amperes, were ready
to go ahead with it. You remember that Watts equal Volts
times Amperes and here with maxim, values of 155.56 volts
and 84.85 amperes the maximum power will be 13,200 Vatts.
The scale that we used for the volts and amperes was far
too sr -all for these values so we laid out a new iwatt scale
over at the right.

To obtain the values of -watts we had to multiply volts
by amperes and, on the 24° line, by checking back along
the lines parallel to the base, the scale showed about
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59.5 volts and 3205 amperes* That gave us 1933.7 watts so

me drew a line from the 1934 raArk on the watt scale, over

to the 22i° ordinate and put the first dot for the Power

curve whore they croesed*

Following this idea all the way through, we obtained the

value of watts for each of the vertical lines.bUt, even

though the current and voltage change direction, we showed

the power all above the base line*.

That is because electrical power does not depend on the

direction of the current but is the product of the voltage

and current* Or, if you want to think of that part of the

curve above'the base line as positive and the Part below

as negative, then the power is alwavA positive*

That can be explained by telling you that when you multi:1y

two positive or two negative quantities4 the result is al-

ways positive, However, if you multiply one positive and

one negative quantity, then the result is negative,

LEADING AND LAGGING CURD

In Figure 1 the voltage and current are in phase and the

power is all positive but, when the current lags or leads,
conditions are somewhat different as you will see in Fig-

ure 2*.

Here, we have redrawn the current and voltage curves of

Figure 1, and show the current lagging 45° but again, we

want to lay out the power, or Watts curve,

Starting on the 0° ordinate as before, we find zero volts

with a current value of 60 amperes negatived As watts are

the product of volts and amperes, with zero volts there will

be zero watts, no matter how large the current* Therefore,

at the 0° ordinate the value of watts is zero*

Going over to the 22i° ordinate, we find the voltage has
increased to about 59.50 in a positive direction, while the

current has reduced to a value of about 3205 in a negative

direction, Multiplying a positive 59.5 volts and a neg-
ative 32*5 amperes, the result is 1933 watts negative,

therefore, this point is marked off below the base line*

At the 45° ordinate, the voltage has increased to a value

of 110 but the current has dropped to zero and therefore

the watts are zero, At the next or 67i° ordinate, both

the voltage and current are positives therefore we follow

along, as explained for Figure 10 reLding the voltage and

current values on each of the vertical lines and multiplying
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them to find the number of watts At tho 180° ordinate,
the voltage drops to 0 thereforei the watts will be zero
regardlees of the currants

Notice '-re, even thoegh the voltage reverses direction at
the 180 line: the current does not. In other words the
induces EoM.Ps of the circuit is causing the current, not
the Ea,F0 of the alternator supplying the circuit. That
means, instead of the alternator supplying the power to the
circuit, the circuit is supplying power to the alternator.

To continue the power curve, the readings on the 11210
ordinate are similar to those on the 224° ordinate except
that thorn is positive current and negative voltage there
fore, again we'have to go below the base line and show
negative power.

At the 225° ordinate, the current has dropped to zero
therefore the power is zero. Except that both the voltage
and cur vent are negative, the values between the 225°
and 360° ordinates are the same as those between the 45°
and 180° ordinates. Vith negative voltage and negative
current, the power is positive as shown.

That gives us two small loops of the power curve below
the base lino and they are what interest us now. As ex-
plained above, the power, represented by these loops is
given back to the supply line by the induced E.M.F. of
the circuit and therefore can not do any useful work.

To make that a little easier to see, suppose that the
curves of Figure 2 were of a circuit consisting of an al-
ternator and a motor. If you were using that motor to
run some machinery, you will agree that any power it gave
back to the alternator would certainly not help you, and
could not help drive your machinery,

PCI.NER FACTOR

It is only that part of the curve above the base line, or
which is positive, that drives the motor, or does useful
work, yet you can see that if we multiply the volts times
the amperes, the results will be equal to the total power
both above and below the bane line.

The true, or useful power in the circuit will be the pos..
itive power only, and we will have to find the difference
between it and the total watts as shown by multiplying
the effective values of volts by amperes.

You can think of the shaded parts of Figures 1 and 2 as
representin the power of a circuit, and those parts above
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the base line as the useful or positive power.

In Figure 1, all the power is positive and the outline of '

the shaded parts was found by multiplying volts by amperes.
In Figure 2, however, to find tne positive power only, we
have to multiply volts by amperes by some fraction or de-
cimal that is less than 1.

This fraction or decimal is what we call the "Power Factor"
and as a formula we write : -

Power = Volts x Amperes x Power Factor

To make this come out right, for a circuit with the curves
of Figure l where all the power is useful.0the power fac-
tor will equal unity or 1. As we have explained, the curves
show a maximum voltage of 155.56 and a maximum current of
84.85 amperes Which, by our formula, Watts equal Volts x
Amperes gives a maximum of 13,200 Watts.

Using the formula, Power = Volts x Amperes x Power Factor,
with a Power Factor of 1 or unity, we have Power = 155.56
x 64.84 x 1 = 13,200 Watts the same as before. For Fig,
ure 2 however, although we still have the same maximum val-
ues of voltage and current, the difference in phase reduces
the useful pcwer and to use the formula here, the power
factor is less thrn 1.

A little later on we will tell you how we know but, at
this time, just take our word that the Power Factor of Fig-
ure 2 is .7071 or roughly .71 which may also be written 71%.

Then, substituting these values into the formula we have:,

Power = 155,56 x 84.85 x.7071 = 9333.7 Watts

In other words, a maximum voltage of 155.56 and a maximum
current of 84.85 amperes with a 45 degree lag, eroduced a
Maximum useful power of but 9333 watts. The difference
betaeen this figure and the 13,200 watts of Figure 1 is
shown by the small shaded loops below the base line of Fig-
ure 2.

Checking the maximum power values on Figure 2 we find the
negative loops indicate 1933 watts while the positive loops
indicate 11,266 watts. As a rough check, subtracting tho
1933 negative watts from the 11,266 positive watts leaves
9333 positive watts as stated above. However, adding the
1933 and the 11)266 we find a total of 135199 watts which
corresponds to the 135200 watts of Figure 1. Thus, neg..
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lecting direction, the total is the same in both circuits.

So far, we have based our explanations on maximum values
but, using the usual effective values the results are pro..
portiOnal. With effective values of 110 volts and 6o am.
peres$ for Figure 1, the effective power is 110 x 60 s 6604
Watts, Note,here, the effective power is exactly one
half of the maximum power.

For Figure 2, the effective power is 110 x 6o x 4,7071 =

4666,8 watts which is one half of the maximum value of
9333 watts mentioned above.

The point we want to bring out here is that the power
factor can never be more than 1 or uMty and, when the
voltage and current are not in phase, will be less than
1. The actual value will depend on the angle of lead or
lag,

For the general run of circuits however, there is some reac-
tance and the average power factors are about .95"or 95%
for incandescent lighting circuits with no motors, about
85% for mixed circuits with lights and motors and about 80%
for circuits with motors only.

However, if we could make a circuit that contained noth.
ing but inductance, then the current would lag 90°, there
would be as much positive as negative power and the power
factor would be 0. This, of course can never be done in
actual practice but, in some circuits, conditions come
pretty close to it,

WATTLESS CURRENT

That brings us to the term Wattless Current, which the
induced E.M.F. of the circuit returns to the alternator,
or that current which does no useful work. While in
common use, the term wattless current is not correct
therefore we are going to call it the "Reactive Current",
but don't form the idea that there are two separate
currents, because there are not.

There is only one current but we think of it as being made
up of two parts. First, that part which, when multiplied
by the voltage, will give us, in watts, the useful power
in the circuit. Second, that part which, when multiplied
by the voltage, will give us the negative Power in watts,
known as the Reactive or circulating power.

You may think that if this wattless or reactive current
does not provide useful power in the circuit that it will
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not make any difference, and in one way it does not, If

you are buying powers your meter does not show tbis current

and you do not pay for it* However, the circuit has to

carry this extra current and the conductors. have to be

large enough to handle it without heating.

As we have explained then, the power factor my be any-

where between 0 and 1 and the closer it is to 0 the larger

the reactive current will be, A low power factor will

have a tendency of heating the conductors and, as the re.

sistance increases with the temperature, the losses in

the circuit will increase, This same action in the coils

of the alternator mill reduce their effective capacity*

EILOVOLT.AMPEEES

You will find that most of the alternators and larger

power transformers are rated in Kilovolt. amperes instead

pf Kilowatts. A Kilovolt -ampere is the unit of apparent

power in an alternating current circuit and, when the power

factor is 1, it is equal to one Kilowatt..

The Kilowatt is the large mit of per.. lot alternating

current the same as for direct current
factor, the alternator will have to carry a -larger current

to produce the proper amount of power,

Suppose for example, you had an Alternator which, according

to the meters on the switchboard, wasproducing 2400 volts

at 53 amperes with a power factor of 080 The apparent

power then is 2400 x 53 r 127,200 watts or 127 kilowatts.

Multiplying this by the power factor -08 we get 1010760

watts or 101.76 kilowatts which is the true power*

There are a number of methods by which the Power tractor of

a circuit may be expressed or calculated yet all of them

are based on the ratio of the reactance to the resistance

of a circuit, This is because the power-actiuellyabsorbed
in a circuit is that taken by.the.resistance may,

The reactance in a ciraili t does not actually absorb power,

It stores a certain amount of energy driring some parts of

an A.C. cycle but returns -this energy'to the circuit -during

other parts of the cycle,

From the former oapinnaticals of this .Lesson we can state

lever- Factor n True Power
Apparent Power
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As the impedance of a circuit includes the resistance and
the reactance while only the resistance absorbs power, we

can state

Resistance
Power Factor . Impedance

Looking aL Figure 2 again, you can see that, if the angle
between vectors AB and AD were larger, the negative power
loops would be greater and therefore the power factor would

be lower.

Therefore, it is not the value of'the current but the phase
angle, between it and the voltage, which determines the power

factor.

As mentioned before, we think of the total, or line'current
as being made up of two parts or components. First, the
ACTIVE current which is that part in phase with the Voltage
and multiplied by the voltage to find the power. Second,
the REACTIVE current which is that part or component which
is 90° out of phase with the voltage.

To make a vector diagram of these components, at the left
of Figure 2 we have drawn a line foam the B end of the cur»
rent vector A.B up to and at right angles to the voltage '

vector A.D. Thus, line AwC represents the active current,
in phase with the voltage, while line B.0 representS the
reactive current, 90° out of phase with the voltage.

We now have a right angle triangle, A.B-C in which the cur.
rent vector A.D is the hypotenuse and, because lino A -C is
on the base line of the curve, we will consider it as the
base of the triangle.

Reviewing our former explanations on the functions of
angles, for the angle CAB, line AvC is the side adjacent
and vector A -B is the hypotenuse, therefore

AC
Cosine Angle A = AB

In many problems, we know the value of vector A -B and the
size of the angle but want to find the value of line A -C
therefore, by transposing the terms of the above equation..
we can write

AC a AB (cosine angle)

The angle here is shown as 45° and a Trigonometric Table
shows the cos 45° al .70710 Thus as AB has a value of 84445
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amperes,

J1C a 84,85 x *7071
AC 1. 6.0 amperns

Thus, with aft active current of 60 amperes and a maximum of

155.56 volts, the power will be 155,56 volts x GO amperes A

9333,6 watts, which coincides with our former calculations,

To show this vector diagram more clearly, at the left of

Figure 3 we have an onlarg:d view but have rotated the VO0w

tors until AB is horizontal, Here you can see that, with a

450 angle as shown, the active and reactive components are
equal but, thinking of the triangle, the line current, in*

dicatod by lwpotenuse AB will be equal to the square root

of the sum of their squares,

To illustrate the effect of the phase angle, at the right

of Figure 3 we have redrawn the diagram but reduced'the angle

to 3C uegrees. Comparing both diagrams of Figure 3, you

can see that the smaller angle increases the active current

and reduePs the reactive current thereby increasing the

power factor, As the angle becomes smaller, the power fac*

for increases until, with the current and voltage in phase,

the angle in ,zero, the power factor equals 1 and the active

current equals the line current,

In an earlier Lesson, we told you the cosine of 30 degrees

was .866 therefore, if vector A -B, in the right diagram of

Figure 3 represents 84.85 amperes,

Active Current a 84.85 x .866
Active Current 73648 amps,

Checking back then, the eosine of the angle is really the

same as the Power Factor, or as a rule, we can say:- Th6

power vector is numerically equal to the cosine of the arzle

of lead or lag,

In Figure 4 we show another method of making diagrams of

this kind and first lay off the vector A -B, or line current,

along the base line. Then the line A*0 is drawn in at the

proper angle and, at right angles to it, the line A...Da

From B, we draw a line parallel to A -D across A -C, and a

second line from B, parallel to A -C and across A.D.

That gives us a rectangle and the side on A -C represents
the active current because it is drawn at the proper angle

and is in phase with the voltage.

The side on A -D represents the reactive current and is at

right angles to the active current because the reactive
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component is 90 degrees ahead or behind.

That gives us a vector diagram with two values at right

angles to each other and the resultant is shown by the dia«

gonal of the rectangles

Here, we started with the value of the diagonal and split

it up into the two components which are at right angles to

each other. Notice the length, or value, of the reactive

current is the same in both Figures 3 and 40 but in Fig-

ure 4 we have both vectors in their proper relation to the

line current and each other

You may find these diagrams a little hard to follow but

in Figure 5, we have a similar problem worked out with

forces that are easier to see and understand*

In the upper right corner we show a boat that ia going to

cross a river and we know that, in smooth waters this boat

can travel at a speed of 8 miles an hour. The riVer has a

current of 6 miles an hour as shown by the arrows*

The boat starts across, with its engine driving it 8 miles

an hour, but the current pushes it sidewise at the rate of

six miles per'hour. You can see then, that its path will be

on a diagonal, and we can draw it out on the same plan

that we have been explaining.

First we draw the 8 arrow across the streaft making its

length equal to 8 on whatever scale we uses and at right an.

gles to it, we draw the 6 arrow to the same scale. No matter

what scale you use, the arrow across the stream should be

8/6 or 1 1/3 times the length of the one down the stream*

Then we complete the Figure by drawing a line from the other

end of each arrow, parallel to the other arrow and have a

four sided figure with a 900 angle at each corner. Next

we draw a diagonal line across the figure to represent the

direction and distance the boat will travel*

From what we have already told you, the diagonal is the

hypotenuse of a triangle and will equal the lbase2 + al.

ta-7177164, which here is V82 + 62 or 0.00 which is 10*.

If the boat ran for one hour under these conditions then,

it would travel 10 miles and land 6 miles down stream*

You can think of the extra mils it travels as the re.

active component that we mentioned a while ago, because

it requires no poWer from the engine in the boat to go

these extra miles,



_
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Or, looking at it from the power factor standpoint, a
meter on the boat would show that it traveled 10 miles.
The true power, or the distance that the engine actually
drove it huwever is only 8 miles, so we would have to
multiply the 10 miles by .8 in order to find the true
distance that the engine drove the boat.
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Thinking counts. It isn't so much what you know as
what you try to know. It isn't the absolute accuracy
of your views on how the whale lost its legs or the
bird got its wings as the amount of thinking you do.

-- Arthur Brisbane
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In the study of A -C Principles, so far we have given Tx
an idea of vectors and vector diagrams with a brief eyplan-
ation of the common Trigonometric Functions. Then we took
up some simple a -c circuits to show the action of inductive
and capacity reactances, followed by a Lesson 0,1 A -C Power.

As many of these terms and ideas may be new to you, perhaps
you are having difficulty in fixing them in your mind there-
fore, fcr the first part of this Lesson, we are going to tale
up some common types of a -c circuits and show the action by
means of vector diagrIms. In studying these explanations, we
want you to pay particular attention to the similarities and
differences of d -c and a -c circuits.

INDUCTIVE REACTANCE

To start, for Figure 1 we show an a -c circuit made up cf
an a -c generator or Alternator", (F), a coil or inductive
reactance, (XL), and resistance (R). An there is but one cur-
rent path across the alternator, this is a series circuit
and therefore, as explained for d -c, at any ins cant, the
current will be the same in all parts of the circuit.

In the former Lesson on Impedance, re explained similar cir-
cuits which contained but unit. as all current
paths contain resistance, for Figure 1 we show the resist-
ance of the connectng wires, as well as that, of the wire in
the coil, as a seperate resistor with a value of 3 ohms.
This arrangement permits us to consider the coil as a pure
inductanee which, a. some frequency, has an Inductive Re-
actance of 15 ohms as shown.

To draw a vector diagram for the impedance of this circuit,
we first decide on a scale, as shown above the circuit, and
then over at the left, on 4he horizontal axis, lay off a
vector equal in length to e units of the scale and mark it,
"R = 8". As already explained, as far as resistance is
concerned, the voltage acrosa it is in phase with the cur-
rent in it, therefore the R vector is drawn horizontally
as the base of the vector diagram. Following conventional
practice, the origin of this vector is at the left and it
extends to the right as indicated by the arrow.

Going back to the earlier Lessons, we told you that, in a
circuit containing nothing but inductance, the current
would lag 90° to that of the resistance. To show this action
in the diagram,'we start at the origin of the resistance
vector and draw a second vector at a right angle, making
obits length equal to 15 units of the scale.
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That gives us two vectors, of proper length and direction and,
to find their sum, from the outer end of each we draw a line
parallel to the other. Then, a line is drawn from the origin
of the vectors to the intersection of these lines. The com-
plete diagram now consists of a four sided figure, with a
right angle at each corner, and a diagonal line between oppo-
site corners.

As the opposite sides of this four sided figure are equal, it
is made up of two right triangles and, looking at the one to
the right, the base is the "R = 8" vector, the altitude is
equal to the "XL = 15" vector while the diagonal line is the
hypotenuse.

We have previously told you that the hypotenuse of aright
angle triangle is equal to the square root of the base
squared plus the altitude squared and, applying that rule here,
the diagonal, which represents the impedance, is equal to the
square root of 8 squared plus 15 squared. As an equation

2 = N/82 + 152 = N/64 + 225 =JiT; = 17 ohms

To investigate the actions in this circuit, we will assume
the alternator develops 10 volts and, to find the current,
we substitute the known values in the general equation.

I - = -12 = .588 amp.
17

Then, to find the voltage drop, across the different parts
of the circuit, we multiply the current by their resistance
or reactance. Here,

ER . IR = .588 x 8 = 4.7 volts

EL . IXL = .588 x 15 = 8.8 volts

The resulting voltages have been carried out to the second
significant figure only.

As previously explained,' for a resistance, the current and
voltage are in phase and, for an inductance, the current lags
the voltage by 90°. Here, with the same current in both, and
maintaining the same phase angle, the voltage across the in-
ductanceleads the current by 90°. Therefore; as shown in
Figure 1, a vector diagram of the voltage drops will be simi-
lar to that drairn for the impedance and the total voltage
across the circuit will be equal to the vector sum of the
voltage drops across the resistance end reactance. In the
form of an equation --

EA e J(4.7)2 + (8.8)2 .J22.09 77.44 = 49.53 = 10 v approx.

Because the voltage drop across the resistance is in phase
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with the current, the angle between the ER and EA vec-
tors is the phase angle between the voltage across the cir-
cuit and the current in it. Reviewing an earlier Lesson
in a right angle triangle, the cosine of an angle is equal
to the side adjacent divided by the hypotenuse and, using
the values of Figure 1,

ER 4
cosine of the angle = = = .47

ER 17
Also, in our explanation of Power Factor, we told you it
was numerically equal to the cosine of the angle and also
equal to the resistance divided by the impedance. For
Figure 1,

Power Factor
Resistana2

-
=

Impedance 17

By using a protractor, we can measure the angle of the vec-
tor diagram or, by checking the value of .47 in a table of
cosines, find the angle is 61.7°. Although we have shown the
calculations, a carefully drawn vector diagram saves all
figuring and, by measuring the vectors, the results are suf-
ficiently accurate for most ordinary work.

CAPACITY REACTANCE

For Figure 2, we have the Alternator and Resistance of Fig-
ure 1 but have replaced the inductance with a condenser which
has a capacity reactance of 9 ohms. Remember here, although
a good condenser does not allow current to pass through, its
charges and discharges provide alternating current in the
circuit in which it is connected. Therefore, we consider
capacity reactance on the same general plan as Resistance
and Inductive Reactance.

Following the plan of Figure 1, at the right of Figure 2 we
have drawn the vector diagram of the circ,it but, as cap-
acity Reactance causes the current to lead tha voltage, the
"Xc = 9" vector is drawn in the opposite direction to the
"XL = 15" vector of Figure 1.

Completing the diagram of the "R = 8" and "Xc = 9" vectors,
we find the diagonal has a value of approximately 12, which
means the impedance of the circuit is 12 ohms. By arith-
metic

Z = V82 + 92 = v164 + 81 = v145 =12.04 ohms

Still assuming the Alternator develops 10 volts, the current
in the circuit is

10
I = z = = .8333 amp.
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Then, as explained for Figure 1, the voltage drop will be --

ER = IR = .8333 x 8 = 6.67 volts

Ec = Ixe = .8333 x 9 = 7.5 volts

Laying off these vectors on the diagram of Figure 2, we find
their sum is 10 volts. The angle can be found by measurement
on the diagram or by calculation --

cosine of the angle = IR
6.67

- .667
EA 10

and as a check --

Power Factor = - =
12

- .667
2,7 -

to indicate an angle of 48.18.

It is conventional practice to consider vectors, like those
in Figures 1 and 2, as rotating in an anti -clockwise direc-
tion therefore, using the resistance vectors as a reference,
in Figure 1 the current lags the voltage while in Figure 2,
the current leads the voltage.

INPEDANCE

For Figure 3, we have combined the circuits of Figures 1 and
2 and connected the resistance, capacity reactance and induc-
tive reactance in series. The vector diagram is also a com-
bination of those drawn for Figures 1 and 2 and, as the in-
ductive reactance acts opposite to the capacity reactance,
their vector sum is equal tc their arithmetical difference.

With "XL = 15" and "Xc = 9" their vector sum is = 6", a
quantity known as the "Reactance" of the circuit. Then, fol-
lowing the former plan, the vector sum of the reactance and
resistance is the impedance of the circuit. Using the values
shown --

Z = ^iP2 + X2 = %/82 + 62 = + 36 = = 10 ohms

With the Alternator developing 10 volts --

I = = 12
10

= 1 ampere
Z

and the voltage drop across the different units will be --

ER = IR = 1 x El = 8 volts

EL = 'XL = 1 x 15 = 15 volts

Ec = IXc = 1 x 9 = 9 volts
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With a current of 1 ampere, the voltage vectors for Figure
coincide with the reactance and resistance vectors, therefore

cosine of the angle
ER 8

- EA - 10.

8
Power Factor = = = 8

10

.6

and, by measurement or reference to a table, the angle is
36.9°. Notice here, as the inductive reactance is greater
than the capacity reactance, the current lags the voltage.

You will find vectors are extremely useful when working with
a -c circuits and, as they are included in many technical ar-
ticles, we urge you to study them with extra care and thor-
oughness.

PARALLEL CIRCUITS

So far, we have considered only series circuits and, to con-
tinue, will assume the same units of Figures 1, 2 and 3 but
see what happens when they are connected in parallel. Before
explaining the circuits, we want to remind you that while the
current is the same in all parts of a series circuit, each
branch of a parallel circuit may carry different values of
current. However, as all branches of a parallel circuit have
the same voltage across them, we will use the voltage as the
base, or reference line of the vector diagrams.

For Figure 4, we have the units of Figure 1 but this time show
them connected in parallel and, to make the vectors of conven-
ient length, will assume the Alternator develops 100 volts.

As the voltage is the same for both, our first step is to find
the value of the currents in the branches of the circuit.

For the resistance,

F 100
IR = =

8

For the inductance,

= 12.5 amps

IL
E
L

1 00 e-
X

= = 6.67 amps
15

As before, the current in the resistance will be in phase
with the voltage while that in the inductance will lag the
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voltage by 90°. Therefore, as shown at the left of Figure 4,
the IR vector is drawn horizontally in phase with the voltage

(E). Thinking of the vectors as rotating anti -clockwise, the
IL current vector is drawn down at an angle of 90° from the
origin of the IR vector.

These current vectors are then added, by the former plan, and
the length of the diagonal indicates a total current of 14.16
amperes. By arithmetic --

../TR2 1L2 Ni(12.5)2 (6.67)2

IL = J156.25 + 44.48 .J200.74 = 14.16+ amps

In a series circuit, the total voltage is equal to the vector
suit of the voltages across the separate parts but, in a paral-
lel circuit, the total current is equal to the vector sum of
the branch currents. Therefore, for Figure 4 with a total
current of 14.16 amps, at 100 volts ,-

E

14.

100
16

--Z= = 7.06 ohms

In the study of d -c parallel circuits, we explained the con-
ductance method for finding the total resistance and a similar
method can be used for parallel a -c circuits. To include all
of the factors, and considering each one separately, the fol-
lowing terms are used.

Conductance (G) =

Susceptance (B) =

Admittance (Y) =

1

R

X

1

2

To illustrate the use of these terms, at the upper left of
the vector diagram of Figure 4, we have drawn vectors to
represent the reciprocals of the resistance and inductive
reactance. To have the vectors of convenient length, for
this part of the diagram, the scale was increased 50 times
and the addition made as previously explained.

To indicate these vectors are reciprocals, they were drawn
in a direction opposite to that of their respective current
vectors. Also, as the conductance and susceptance values are
numerically equal to the current, at a pressure of 1 volt,
the assumed value of 100 volts for "E" gives the current
vectors a value 100 times as great as that of their recip-
rocals. Therefore, the sum of the current vectors is equal
to 100 times the sum of the reciprocals.
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Working out these values by arithmetic --

y = =JG2 + B2 + (i)2 =J(.125)2 + (.0667)2

Y = -3zz = -1.015625 + .004414 J.020074

Y =Z = 141.6

1_ , 1 - 7.06 ohms
Y .1416

To find the phase angle here, we divide the in phase current
of the resistance by the total current, which can be expressed
in formula form by --

IT. 12.

14.16

5
cosine of phase angle = = = .8827

It

As previously explained, the Power Factor of a circuit is
numerically equal to the cosine of the angle of lag or lead
and, looking at the upper left of the vector diagram, you
will see the cosine of the angle is equal to 1/R divided by
1/Z. Working this out by fractions, we find the result is
Z/R which is the reciprocal of the relationship stated for
series circuits. On this basis, for the circuit of Figure 4,

when the resistance is a separate branch of a parallel cir-
cuit --

Z 7.06 n
Power Factor - T = .8825

8

The slight difference between the cosine and Power Factor is
due to the fact that we carried out the various values only
to four decimal places and, by measuring the diagram or con-
sulting a table, we find the angle is 28° and the current
lags the voltage.

For Figure 5, we have the units of Figure 2 connected in
parallel and, again assuming the Alternator develops 100
volts, the branch currents will be

IR =
E 100= -7- - 12.5 amps

= = 100
o xc - 11.11 amps

Using these values, the vector diagram is drawn, as shown
at the right but, because the currert in the capacity re-
active branch leads the voltage, its vector is drarin up
from the origin of the IR vector.
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Completing the diagram, we' find the vector sum of the'surs.
rents is 16073 amperes priaeo calculating the impedance,

Z -E
.73

-5.98 ohms
It

Following the plan of Figure 4, we show the vector diagram
of the conductance and susceptance and find their vector
sum, the admittances has a value of 01673. Therefore,

1 1Z.-
Y = 01673

.5.98 ohms

the same value as calculated from the total current (It)

vector,

Taking the values'of the current vectors, the phase angle

can be calculated,

cosine of the angle = . .7476

Z 5.
Power Factor =

- 860
8.

= '7475

By measurement on the diagrams or checking a table of
cosines, we find the phase angle is 41,640 and the current
leads the voltage,

Looking at Figure 6, you will find the units of Figure 3
connected in parallel across the alternator. The diagram
of the current vectors for Figure 6 is somewhat similar to
the impedance vector of Figure 3 but, to retain the proper
relationship of positions the "IL" vector is drawn down and
the "Ic" vector is drawn up from the origin of the "IR'

vector,

The total reactive current vector "Ix" is equal in length
to the difference of the "Ic" and "IL" vectors because the
currents they represent are 180° out of phaseo The "IX"

and "IR" vectors are added to'find the total current vector,
"It", indicates a value of 13026 amperes.

To calculate the impedance of the circuits the assumed volt-
age is divided by the total currents

z.E 100
I - 13626-

7.54 ohms

The phase angle can be found by calculating the value of

its cosine from the relationships between the current in the
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resistance and the total current, or between the impedance
and the resistance,

IR 1.5cosine of the angle =
IZ
-

13226. '9426

Z
= 8.0Power Factor =R- 9425

'

by measurement on the diagram, or checking a table of cosines,
we find the phase angle is 19.51° and the diagram indicates
the current is leading the voltage.

In all of these explanations, we have assumed that each unit
contained but one factor. In practice, this is seldom true
because, for example, the wire which makes up the coil shown
as XL, will have resistance. However, in many radio circuits
of this kind, the value of the reactance is so large in com-
parison that the resistance can be ignored for most practical
work.

COMMON HIGH FREQUENCY VALUES

So far, our explanations have assumed an a -c with a frequency
of 60 cycles, and while the actions hold true, the actual
values used in many radio circuits are entirely different.

Although the unit for measuring frequency is cycles, most
radio broadcasting is done on frequencies between 540,000
cycles and 1,600,000 cycles and, as these figures are quite
large, 1000 cycles is customarily used as the basic unit and
is called a Kilocycle. Thus, instead of writing 540,000
cycles, you will find it stated as 540 Ice.

Remember here that the a -c curves, explained in former Les-
sons, still hold good for these higher frequencies, the only
difference being in the time. For 60 cycle a -c, there are
60 complete cycles or 120 alternations every second. For a
radio frequency of 540 kc, there are 5+0,000 complete cycles
or 1,080,000 alternations every second. These high frequen-
cies are necessary to cause the electrical energy to radiate
through space and we generally think of them as waves with
each complete cycle forming one complete wave.

However, regardless of the frequency, the speed at which
these waves travel through space is always the same as that
of light -- 186,000 miles a second. This is a rather awkward
figure to work with but, in the metric system, the speed is
300,000,000 meters a second. As a meter is equal, to 39.37
inches, you can easily find that 186,000 miles equal
300,000,000 meters.
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As the speed remains the same, the number of waves that
pass any point in one second will depend on the frequency*
Or looking at it in another way, the length of the waves
will be governed by the frequency of the current or voltage,

In Figure 7, for example, we have an A.C. curve, like those
explained in the earlier Lessons, and now want you to
think of it also as a wave traveling through space. As
shown by the arrows along the base line, imagine the waves
are moving from left to right.

Arrow 1, drawn from the top or crest of one wave to a like
point on the next, is equal to the length of one complete
wave, Arrow 2 is also equal to the length of one complete
wave but is drawn from the beginning of the first wave to
the start of the second, while arrow 3, drawn from the bottom
or trough of one wave to the next is the same length as
arrows 1 and 2.

Now notice, one complete wave is the same as one A.C. cycle
and, if a steady stream of waves are traveling past some
point) there will be a wave for each A.C. cycle. Just to
keep the figures simple, if the current of Figure 7 has
a frequency of 1000 cycles, there will be 1000 waves
passing each second. Then, as the waves travel at a
speed of 299,820,000 or approximately 300,000,000 meters
a second, and 1000 pass a given point daring each second,
the length of each wave must be 300,000,000 divided
by 1000 or 300,000 meters.

In Figure 8, we have another wave, much like that of
Figure 7, but the frequency has been doubled. Arrow 4
it but half the length of arrow 1, yet both show the length
of one complete wave. From our explanations of the curve of
Figure 7, you can see that, traveling at the same speed,
there will be twice as many of the Figure 8 waves passing a
point each second.

If the speed is the same, and the number of waves is doubled,
the length of each wave must be but one half, Therefore)
arrow 4 is but one half the length of arrow 1, arrow 5 and
6 are half as long as arrow 2 while arrow 7 is half as long
as arrow 3.

We found the waves of Figure 7 were 300,00 meters long,
therefore those of Figure 8 must be but 150,000 meters.
To find the frequency, we simply divide the speed of
300,000,000 meters per second, by 150,000 meters, the
length of the wave and get 2000 cycles.

As a general rule or formula we can state: Wave Length
in Meters equals 300,000,000 divided by frequency in
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cycles. However, as radio freTiencies are figures in kilo-
cycles, (1000 cycles) or megacycles, (1,000,000 cycles), the
general formula is used in the following forms.

and

Wavelength (Meters)

Wavelength (Meters)

Wavelength (Meters)

300,000,000
cycles per second

300,000
- kilocycles yer second

300
megacycles per second

transposing the terms --

Cycles per

Kilocycles

Megacycles

Second

(kc)
300,000

Wavelength (MetersT

(mc)
300

Wavelength (Meters)

300,000,000
Wavelength (Meters)

INDUCTANCE

In our study of a -c, we gave you an explanation of inductance
because, with current constantly changing in value, the effect
of induction is somewhat the same as resistance. One point
we want to bring out here is the common use of the word "Induc-
tance" as a name for various parts. This is apt to'be con-
fusing because inductance is the ability of a circuit to
produce an emf, by self or mutual induction, when the current
in it varies. Therefore, practically all circuits, unless
especially built, have inductance and, calling some type of
coil "An Inductance" is not exactly correct.

Getting down to the more practical side, the :nductance of
a circuit depends on the arrangement of the corductors. V;ith

a piece of wire stretched out straight, the inductance rill
be small. Winding it into a coil, the inductance is greatly
increased but here, the size and material of the winding
form, the number of turns of wire, the spacing between the
turns and the length of the entire winding all vary the value
of the inductance.

The unit of measure for inductance is the Henry, and when
changing the value of the current in a circuit, at
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the rate of one ampere per second, induces an emf of 1 volt,
the circuit has an inductance of 1 Henry.

As the Henry is a very large unit, for smaller values used
in radio and other electronic circuits we split it up like
this.

1 Henry = 1000 millihenries
1 Millihenry = 1000 Microhenries
1 Henry = 1000 Millihenries = 1,000,000 Microhenries

CAPACITY

In our earlier Lessons we explained the charge and discharge
of a condenser and, in the study of a -c, told you its action
in an alternating current circuit.

The unit of measure for a condenser is the Farad and when 1
coulomb of electricity will produce a difference in pressure
of 1 volt across its terminals, the capacity of the condenser
is 1 Farad.

This is a very large unit and for radio units we split it up
like this.

1 Farad . 1,000,000 Microfarads (mfd)
1 Microfarad (mfd) . 1,000,000 Micro-microfarads (mmfd)

RESONANT CIRCUITS

In radio, most of the high frequency circuits consist of a
coil and condenser or, to be a little more technical, induc-
tance and capacity, together with the resistance of the wires
and other units. In general, they will be connected in ser-
ies, as in Figure 9, or in parallel, as in Figure 11. The
source, or supply, is shown by the alternator E, the induc-
tance is marked L, the capacity C, and the resistance, R.

You will remember also that, when connected in an a -c cir-
cuit, an inductance, measured in Henries, produces an induc-
tive reactance, measured in Ohms. This reactance causes the
current to lag behind the voltage and its value in ohms is
equal to 6.28 times the frequency in cycles per second times
the inductance in Henries. As frequency is one of the fac-
tors, with d -c or 0 frequency, the inductive reactance will
be 0 but, as the frequency increases, the value of the re-
actance will increase also.

On the other hand, a condenser is a capacity and, when con-
nected in an a -c circuit, it produces what we call Capa-
city Reactance. Its effect is to cause the cur-
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rent to lead the voltage and its value in ohms is equal to 1
divided by 6.28 times the frequency times the capacity in
Farads.

In this case, with d -c or 0 frequency the reactance will be
infinitely high and, for most practical purposes, will not
allow current. However, as the frequency increases, the
value of the reactance reduces and, at the usual radio fre-
quencies, provides a low resistance path for the current.

Just keep these two opposite actions in mind because in Fig-
ure 9, we have an inductance and capacity in series with the
resistance. When E represents a d -c voltage, there will be
0 current in the circuit because the reactance of the capa-
city is infinitely high.

When E represents a low frequency a -c, thd current in the
circuit will be small because, while the inductive reactance
is low, the capacity reactance is high. When the frequency
increases, the inductive reactance also increases but the
capacity reactance reduces in value.

Now, because their action is opposite, the total reactance
of the circuit is equal to the difference between the induc-
tive reactance and the capacity reactance. From what we have
just said, as the frequency is increased, it will reach a
point there the inductive reactance has increased and the
capacity reactance has reduced until they are exactly ecual.

At that particular frequency, the total reactance of the cir-
cuit will be 0, the value of the current will depend on the
voltage and resistance only and under these conditions, we
say the circuit is Resonant or at Resonance.

As the circuit of Figure 9 is essentially the same, the
vector diagram of Figure 3 can be used and you will notice
that, when XL is equal to XC, X will equal zero to make Z
equal to R. Therefore, at resonance, the series circuit of
Figure 9 will have minimum impedance which will allow maxi-
mum current and, as the reactances cancel, the voltage and
current will be in phase.

Connecting an a -c ammeter in a circuit of this kind and
taking readings at a constant voltage, but with different
frequencies, a curve, like that of Figure 10, can be plotted.
Notice how the current slowly increases at the lower frequen-
cies, but between 995 and 1000 kc, the increase is so rapid
that the curve is almost vertical. At 1000 kc the current
reaches its maximum value, then drops rapidly as the frequency
is increased
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further. The circuit is resonant fat loon Koc., or as we
sometimes say, it has a "resonant frequency of 100C K.C.

To get down to figures, the inductive reactance is equal
to 6.28 fL when "f" is the frequency and "L" the inductance.
Capacity reactance is equal to 1/6.28 fC when "f" is the
frequency and C the capacity. When the circuit is reson.,

ant, the inductive reactance is equal to the capacity
reactance, and using the expressions just given.

6028fL =
1ssoaarroma

6028f0

Here, we have a simple equation and, to change it around
to find the value of "f". transpose the denominator of
the capacity reactance term making it read,

(6.28M) x (6.28fC) =
(6,28f)2 LC = 1

1

f2= (6.28)2-14

f - 1

6.28

In our earlier Lessons, we told you 6,28 is equal to 2

times 3o14, and as the value "3.14" or "3,1)46" is
usually shown by the Greek letter pi, "170, the above e-
quation can be changed to

f

Which is the common formula for the resonant frequency
of a series circuit. Remember here however, L is the
inductance in Henrys and C the capacity in Farads.

For the smaller values, commonly found in Radio cir-
cuits, the formula can be simplified to,

whena

159160
KC

K.C. is the frequency in Kilocycles
L9 is the inductance in microhenrys
Co is the capacity in micro-microfarads

Using the same values of inductance and capacity, the
formula for the wavelength at resonance can be written,
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wavelength - (meters) - 1.884V/C

The point we want to emphasize is that the resonant fre-
quency depends on the product of the inductance and cap-
acity. With double the inductance and half the capacity
or half the inductance and double the capacity the reson-
ant frequency or wavelength would remain the same.

To illustrate the use of these formulas, we will assume
that, in the circuit of Figure 9, nil has a value of 85
microhenrys and ITC" a value of 300 micramicrofarads.
Substituting these values in the formulas:

1 1
f

2TIVLc 6.28 V.000085 x .0000000003

f =
6.28 (.000000159) .000000998

f = 1,000,000 cycles per second (approx.)

For the second formula:

K.C. - 159160 159160

K.C. -

leU V85x300

159160 - 1000 (approx.)
159

As one K.C. equals 1000 cycles, 1000 K.C. equals
1,000,000 cycles

For the third formula:

Wavelength (Meters) = 1.884 VIC

Meters = 1.884 V85x300 = 1.884 x 159

Meters = 299.55 = 300 (approx.)

Comparing these values by a former formula:

K.C. 300,000
Wavelength

300 000K.C. - 1000300

For the series circuit
ative value of current
zero, and the relative
The voltage across the

remember, at resonance, the rel
is at maximum, the reactance is
value of impedance is at minimum.
inductance or capacity may be
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greater than that across the circuit and the value of
current depends on the resistance only.

For this reason, the resistance is a very important factor
in a circuit of this type because, by controlling the
current, it also controls the voltage across the induc»
tance and capacity. The lower the resistance, the higher
the voltage,

PARALLEL RESONANT CIRCUITS

For Figure 11, we have the units of Figure 9 but, to more
nearly approach the conditions of ordinary circuits have
shown the resistance in series with the inductance. The

turns of wire which make up the unit have an appreciable
amount of resistance therefore "R" and "L" in series
represent the ordinary form of inductance. The capacity
"Cu is connected across or in parallel to the inductance.

As explained for the unit of Figure 9, the value of in-
ductive and capacity reactance vary at different fre-
quencies butt, the parallel connection causes an entirely
different action in the circuit.

Starting with D.C., or 0 frequency, there will be no cur»
rent in the capacity branch and maximum current in the
inductance although both have the power supply voltage
across them. As ne frequency is increased, the induc-
tive reactance increases and causes a reduction of
current while the capacity reactance decreases and allows
an increase of current,

Remember here, inductive reactance causes current to IAEA
the voltage by 90° while capacity reactance causes the
current to lead the voltage by 90°. Thus, these currents
will be 180° out of phase, or opposite to each other and,
neglecting the resistance, the current supplied by the
alternator will be equal to the difference of their val-
ues. This action is shown in the vector diagram of Fig»
ure 6,

Thus, as the frequency is increased from zero, the current
in the inductance will decrease while that in the capacity
branch will increase. Therefore the current supplied by
the alternator will decrease, reaching a minimum at the
frequency which allows approximately equal amounts in
both branches, At higher frequencies, the current in
capacity branch will continue to increase while that in
the inductance continues to decrease therefore, the
current supplied by the alternator will increase.

Thinking of the relationship between current, voltage,
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and impedance, in a general way the curve of Figure 10 shows
the changing impedance of the circuit of Figure 11, as the
frequency is varied.

For a parallel circuit, Resonance can be defined in three
different ways.

1. The frequency at which the line or supply
current is at minimum.

2. The frequency at which the impedance is p
pure resistance of the Power Factor is
unity.

3. The frequency at which the inductive re-
actance, XL, is equal to the capa6'ity
reactance, XC.

The variations of resonant frequency, calculated by these
three definitions, vary to such a small extent that, for
most practical purposes, the resonant frequency of a paral-
lel circuit can be found by the formula previously stated
for a series circuit.

Resonant (f) -
21NLC

The high value of the impedance or resistance of a resonant
parallel circuit often causes confusion and to explain the
action we want you to notice that the "R -L" branch of the
circuit of Figure 11, is essentially the same as the cir-
cuit of Figure 1 . Following the plan explained for Figure
1, we can calculate the conditions in the coil of Figure 11.

Repeating the values given for Figure 9, L 85 microhenries,
kc = 1000, we will assume R = 20 and, following the former

-plan --

XL = 6.28fL = 532 ohms (approx.)

Z = sf (20)2 + (532)2

Z = 532.38 ohms (approx.)

20Cosine of the angle - .0375z 532.38

Angle = 87.8°
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as if a like voltage were connected in series with the
coil therefore, neglecting the "output" connections,
we consider L2 -C2 a series circuits With C2 adjusted
so that the resonant frequency of L2 -C2 is the scare
as that for Ll-C1, the impedance will be minimum and
the current will be maximum. Maximum current causes
maximum voltage drop across L2 and C2 and thus there
is maximum output voltage.

At other frequencies, the impedance of L2 -C2 in series
is greater, the current is lower and therefore the
voltage is reduced. In both cases, we have made use
of the effects of resonance to increase the strength
of the desired frequency and reduce the value of other
frequencies. This is the action by which it is possi-
ble to "Tune" a radio receiver so that it will repro-
duce the signals of one carrier frequency only, be-
cause each resonant circuit acts to build up the de.
sired or tuned frequency and reduce all others,

In Radio and all other electronic devices, the impor-
tance of resonant circuits can not be overemphasized
therefore, before leaving this Lesson, be sure you
understand the main characteristics of series and
parallel resonances
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REVIEW OF INDUCTION

In the former "Mutual - Self Induction"'Lesson, we explained
the action by which a change of current, in a wire or coil,
caused a change of flux which induced an E.M.F. in the con-
ductors it cub through. We want to mention several im-
portant points regarding this action and, if they are not
clear in your mind, a review of the former lesson will be
neces3ary to refresh your memory,

First: There are two main classes or types of induction:
SELF INDUCTION which occurs in the wire carrying a current
and MUTUAL INDUCTION which occurs in a'wire not electrically
connected to the wire carrying current, but placed in its
magnetic field.

Second Induction occurs only while the burrent, and the
magnetic field it sets up, are changing in value.

To obtain sustained induction with a direct current supply,
it is neoessary'to install same device which will vary
the current but, in the "Current Generation" Lesson, we ex-
plained the production of A.C. which continually changes
in value and periodically changes direction.

In Figure 1 here, we show two coils of wire, and the one
connected to the source is the primary. The other, not
connected to the primary electrically, but placed in its
magnetic field, is the secondary. In order to induce an
E.M.F. in the secondary, the primary current must be varied
so that the flux it sets up, will change in value and
cut the turns of the secondary..

Should we connect the primary of Figure 1 across an alternat-
ing current circuit, the value of the current in it will
continually change during each alternation and reverse dur-
ing each cycle, The magnetic field set up by the primary
will act in the Same way and continually cut the turns
of the secondary.

When the alternating current in the primary changes dlr.
ection, the magnetic field reverses also, which means the
direction of induced E.M.F. in the secondary will reverse.
The result is that the secondary E.1,T.F. will be alternating
aid have the same frequency as that of the circuit supplying
the primary.

Analyzing this action brings out the reason why.transfor..
mars can not be used on direct current circuits. Suppose
we connected the primary of Figure 1 to a direct current
circuit. When the circuit was first closed, the current
would rise and as it did so, the flux would build up,
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cut the secondary and induce an E.M.F. in'it. However,

that would take but a very short time and, as soon as the
primary current reached its full value, it would remain

steady. The magnetic field would also remain steady, the
linos would not cut the secondary and there would be no
further induction.

In Figure 2, we again have the same general arrangement,
but have wound the coils on an iron core. While the iron

will carry more magnetic lines and thus produce greater
induction in the secondary, there are other actions to

consider. It takes a certain amount of time for the primary
current to magnetize the iron core and also for the core
to lose its magnetism after the current drops to zero.

Of course, the actual time is very small, figured in

seconds, but with the high frequencies used in Radio, it

becomes an important factor. In general, transformers
which carry curre2.ts with frequencies above 10,000'
cycles, are made on the plan of Figure 1, with air, or
other ileTlating materials as the core. Those which

carry cano-is with frequencies below 10,000 cycles are

Lindu with an iron core on the plan of Figure 2.

In general then, you can think of a transformer as a
device used only with alternating or pulsating current
and made up of three main parts. 1, the core; 2, the

primary winding, and 3, the secondary winding.

CORES AND CORE COI SMUCTION

In Figure 2, the core is of the simplest possible form and

can be made up of a bundle of iron wires. This is not

a very good plan because the'magnetic lines have to com-

plete their circuit and here, will have to pass around
through the air in order to get from one pole to the other.

As we have explained before, the reluctance of the mag-

netic circuit can be greatly reduced and the flux in-

creased by making the circuit all iron. Suppose we made

the core in the Shape of Figure 3 aad put a winding on
each side. Then, the magnetic lines will have a
complete and endless iron path and the action will be

improved.

We have already explained how'the laminations reduce the

eddy currents in the core and, for transformers, the

laminations are made of a special grade of silicon steel.

This steel not only has low hysteresis losses, but will

last almost indefinitely. The rapid and continual
change of flux will cause a change in ordinary iron or

steel and, after being in use for a while, the hysteresis
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losses increase and reduce the efficiency. We say then

that the core has "eged".

CORE TYPES

The transformer in Figure 3 has a closed core with the

primary wound on one leg and the secondary on the other,

This however, is not the best arrangement for the coils

as we \rill explain later. The point we went to make now

is thet the form of Figure 3 is called a Core Type trans»

fcrmer.

There are several ways of thinking of this and you can

say thlt a Core Type of transformer is one in which the

coils are placed so that they surround the iron but

have their outsides exposed to the air or other cooling

-aediva.

Or you can think of them as heving a long magnetic

circeit with a short average length of winding.

SHELL TYPES

The other rain form of core is what we call a "Shell

Type" and it is nade on the order of Figure 4. The core

here is built around the outside of the coils as well

as beine through their center and really forms a sort

of a shell around the windings.

Compared to the core type, the shell type of transformer

will hne a shorter maeneLic circuit and a longer overage

1, ne'th of winaing. The ,ray we have'Figures 3 and 4 drawn
this de.es not show up very well but, if you will inazine

we ,ranted to make the core bf Figure 4 with the same amount

of iron as that of Fi6vre 3, you can see that le would

have to malze the matereic circuit shorter.

Toth of these types have their advantages and it is

impossibl: to, say that either one is the better in all

respects. As a ,:eneral rale, however, you will find that

most iron core transformers, used in Radio and other

Elec ronic eruipmen, are built on the general plan of

Figaro I:6

BUILDING CORES

Perhaps, after lookinn; at these first few Figures, you

are bc:ineing to won(13r how the 7riadings are put in

their proper elate on the core, but that is a purely

mechanical job.

As t; e, cores are laminated they have to be built up of
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the proper number of pieCes of
shape and size., Suppose, just
have to assemble a transformer
have both coils already made,

Pave 4

steel that are cut to
as an example, that you
like that of Figure 3 and

The laminations will be cut out "L" shaped and each com-
plete square will be made up of two of the L-shaped pieces°
One of these will start at the upper left, go down the
left side and across the bottom only as far as the right
side of the center opening. The other L will start at the
lower right, go up and across the top only to the left
side of the center opening, where jt will complete the
square by touching the first pice,

To show this arrangement on Figure 3, take your pencil and
draw one line from the upper loft corner of the center
opening on up to the -top of the core, and another from the
lower right corner ,f the center opening down to the bottom.

The next complete lamination, or square, will also consist
of L770 L-shaped pieces but one will start at the lower left
corner, go up the left side, and across the top only as far
as the right of the center opening, The other L will start
at the upper right, go down the right side and across the
bottom to the left of the center opening,

In building up'the core, we will make two L-shaped piles
of laminations, each arranged so that there is first a
long and then a short extension at each end* After the
piles are the proper height, we can slip a coil on each
and then, by fitting these long and short piece exten-
sions into each other, make the complete job look like
Figure 39

MAGI ETIC LEAKAGE

In most of the transformers you will work with, the pri-
mary and secondary coils will not be placed on different
logs of the core, as in Figure 3, because of the action
shown in Figure 59

Here, if you will think of the right hand coil as the
primacy, and the direction of crrent, at this particular
instant, as shown by the arrows, a flux will be set up as
indicated by the arrows through the core9 There will alCo
be a field, shown by the broken lines around the primary,
which will not cut the secondary and will not do any
goodo

'We call this extra field the magnetic leakage and, to
reduce this loss, you will find that the secondary is
generally placed on the same leg as the primary, on
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the plan of Figure 4, but wound over or on top of it.

In seine cases, with a core like Figure 5, you will find
half of the primary on each leg and half of the secondary
wound over each half of the primary to make use of bOth
legs but reduce the magnetic leakage mentioned above.

The main idea is to locate the secondary winding as close
as possible to the primary so that the greatest number
of magnetic lines will cut the secondary and thus reduce
the magna tic leakage.

Figure 6 will give you a better idea of the arrangement of
parts in the common type of transformers because we have
the core of Figure 4 with one end removed and have cut
away half of the windings.

Notice here, the windings practically fill the space
between the legs of the core and the secondary is wound
over the primary. Each complete lamination consists of
one "1" and one "I" shamed piece and these are stacked
alternaLely to make up the core. The audio transformers
of Radio equipment are also built on this plan but, be-
fore explaining theta, we are going to tell you more about

the various actions.

POWER TRANSFORMERS

Most Radio and other Electronic equipment operates on A.C.
circuits and we will base the explanations of this Lesson
on the type of power transformers they use, While all
transformers can be placed in the two general groups of
Voltage and Current, you will work mainly with Voltage
transformers,

From the explanations of the earlier "Battery Connec-
tions" Lesson, you know the "A" or filament circuits of
electronic tubes require low voltage and Comparatively
high current° The "B", or plate circuits, require cam»
paritjvely high voltage with low current, The "C" or
grid circuits, require medium voltage with little or
no current°

The power is secured fran the house lighting circuit which
is usually 110 to 120 volts with a frequency of 60 cycles.
In some localities the frequency is 25 cycles and occasion-
ally you may find a 220 volt circuit, The transformer
will be plainly marked because it must be connected to a
circuit of correct voltage and frequency.

To illustrate the effect of a change in frequency, suppose
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a coil is designed so that, when connected a 110 volt 6o
cycle circuit, it allows but .1 amnere of current. With
.1 a7.Dere at 110 volts the impeC_anee is 110 z .1 or 1100

but, in this case, the imDedance consists of the
resistance and inductive reactance. TiewGver, the re..
sistance is ceciparatively low therefore, let's inacine
the entire iupedance consists of the inductive reactance.

In an earlier Impedance Lesson, we told you that the in-
ductive reactance, XL, was e,Lual to t7'o p1 tines the fre-
quency times the inductance. Written in the form of an
equaticn,

Where

XL ,., 2;111

= 3.1416
f = freqllency in cycles
L = inductance in hrnrys

As we assuLe that XL is 1100 ohms Lnd f is 60 oyoles, we
can transpose the formula to

"LL=
2Trf

and solve for the value of.L by substituting the nu-
merical values of XL and f,

1100 1100L
2,ff - 2 x 5.1416 N. 60 '076.992

L = 2.92 henry, approximately.

Now, if this sane coil is connected across a 110 volt,
25 cycle circuit, the inductive reactance will be equal
to 6,23 fL or 6.28 X 25 x 2.92 which is only 458.1J4 ohms,
and the current will be 110 divided by 458.414 or about
.24 ampere.

In other words, -the 110 volt 6o cycle coil, designed for
a current of .1 ampere, when connected across a 110 volt,
25 cycle circ,lit will tail= .24 ampere. This is over
double the design value of currant and will cause the
coil to heat up and perhaps burn out.

From the values of this exariple, you can gee why, as a
general rule, a 25 cycle transfortner will not be damaf,ed
and :nay operate satisfactorily on a 60 cycle circuit
but, a 60 cycle transPomor will be damaged if connected
in a 25 cycle circuit.
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TRATZFOMER ACTION

In our Lesson on "Mutual - Self Induction" we explained
why the secondary E.M.F. is to the primary E.M.F., as the

number of turns on the secondary are to the number of
turns on the primary.

Take tho circuits of Figure 7, for example, which show
the wiring diagram symbol with common connections of
a Power Transformer used in Electronic equipMent. The

primary is at the left and, by means of taps, is
arran,,ed to operate at 100 volts, 110 volts, or 120 volts.

This is done to take care of the variation of lighting
circuit voltages and'all we want you to notice now is that
the higher voltage connections include a larger number
of turns.

To explain the action, just imagine that the primary has
1,000 turns between the connections of the "100" arrayed
line. When connected to a circuit with a pressure of
100 volts, there will be a drop of 1 volt across each
10 turns°

There are three separate secondary windings, all of
which are wound around the primary on the plan of Figure

6. The upper secondary supplies the heaters or filaments
of the tubes with current at a'pressure of 6.3 volts.
According to the figure; above, there is 1 volt for each
10 turns of the primary, therefore, as all the'windings
are cut by the same flux, to produce 603 volts, this
winding will have 10 x 6.3 or 63 turns.

Another way to figure, is to remember the ratio between
the number of turns and voltage of the primary and second-
ary, which can be written;

Primary Turns:Secondary Turns: : Primary Voltages; SeCond..

ary voltage or in a little handier form, we can state,

Pri. Turns x Sec. Volts Pri. Volts x Sec. Turns

Substituting the figures just given for the transformer
of Figure 7, we have,

1000 x 6,3 . 100 x Seca Turns
6300 = 100 x Sec. Turns

63 . Sec. Turns

The center secondary, marked 500, is for the high volt- '

age plate current and to figure the number of'turns it has,

we again substitute in the formula, giving us,
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1000 x 500 . 100 x Sec. Turns
500,000 = 100 x Sec. Turns

5000 = Sec. Turns

The point we want to bring out here is that the 6,3 volt
secondary produces approximately one sixteenth of the volt-
age across the primary and has ono sixteenth the number
of turns. The 500 volt secondary produces five times the
voltage across the primary and has five times the number
of primary turns. Figuring the same way, the lower 5 volt
secondary must have 5.0 turns.

TURNS RATIO

The relation between the number of turns on the primary
and secondary. windings is'called the "Turns Ratio" and,
as explained for Figure 7, the primary voltage may be
raised or lowered.

When the voltage is raised, we have a "Step -Up" trans»
forJer and when it is lowered, we call it a "Step -Down"
transforwer. As the terms are used in Radio, a 3 to 1,
5 to 1, or 10 to 1 transformer means the ratio between
the number of secondary turns to the number of primary
Luras.

With this in mind, you will be table to understand the
action of -the extra connections, or taps shown in Figure
7, We imagined there were 1000 turns between the
primary connections shown by the "100" arrow.

Suppose now the primary is connected across a 110 volt
circuit, yet we want to keep the secondary voltages
exactly as marked.

The center secondary has 5000 turns and, with this 5 to
1 ratio, 110 volts on the primary would cause an induced
E.M.F. of 550 volts. Rewever, if we increased the primary
winding to 1100 or 4-6/11 to 1 and with 110 volts across
the primary, the secondary E.M.F. would again be 500 volts.

By adding another 100 turns to the primary, the ratio would
be 4-i/6 to 1 and 120 volts across the primary would induce
500 volts in the secondary.

In some A.O. electronic equipment, you will find the
primary of the Power transformer is equipped with a
switch or plugs so that the ratio can be adjusted to
suit the line voltage. Regardless of the actual line

voltage, it is a good plan to always make this adjust-
ment for the highest voltage at which the equipment
will operate satisfactorily.
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For example, if the primary of Figure 7 is connected so that

all its turns are across a 110 volt line, the secondary

voltages will be slightly low. However, this lower secondary

voltage usually means longer life for the tubes and better

protection against sudden surges of line voltage.

We will give you details of this action a little later

after we have explained electron tubes but now, Want

you to remember that by making extra connections, "or

taps, to either the primary or secondary windings, the

turn ratio can be changed and the secondary voltage

adjusted.

POWER RATIO

Another point we want you to keen in mind is the fact

that a transformer does not produce any electrical power,
Instead, it requires a certain amount of power to operate
a transformer and, figured in watts, there will alqays be

more power in the primary than the secondary.

For exwIple, suppose the transformer of Figure 7 is in

use and supplying 4 amperes at 603 volts, 2i amperes

at 5 vclts and 50 milliamperes at 500 volts. The total

secondary power will be,

4 Amps x 603 volts. 25.2 Watts
2.5 Amps x 5.0 volts =12,50 Watts
005 Amps x 500 volts = 25.00 Watts

Total =. 62.7 Watts

But by means of meters, ve see the primary power is 75

watts. As the primary power is the "Input" and the

secondary power is the "Output", we find it reqUires

an input of 75 watts to produce an output of 62.7 watts.

EFFICIENCY

Although it is not important in your work, the efficiency

of a transformer is found by dividing the output by the

input. From the values above, 62.7 divided by 75 gives

us approximately .84 or 814 as the efficiency of the

transformer. In other words, for every 100 watts of
power in the primary we are able to have but 84 watts

in the secondary.

ACTION ON OPEN SECONDARY

With the primary of a transformer connected across a
power circuit, it looks as if there would be current

in it whether the secondary circuit was being used or

not. That is true but, when the secondary circuit is
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open, the current in the primary is very small.

To follow the action, suppose we haver transformer, the

primary connected across a line and the secondary

circuit open. The elterr7ting -:urren', in the primary

will set up an alternating Mix that cuts both ,:indings

and induces an E.Y.F. in them.

The induced E.H.F. in the primary is caused 1-y- self

induction, while that in the secondary is cec..sed by mutual

induction but, as the sec ondary circuit is open, there

will be no current in it.

The self induced E.TI.F. in the primary is ca:Iled the

Reverse Pressure and, from your laws of inauct. Ln, you

know thft will oppose the 1,olta,se thet is clucine the

current.

As the primary iu wound on an iron core, the induction

will be high and the reverse pressure will br, alrxst as
grew-, as the line, or iLpressed pressure. 'The dif:'er-

ence between them is the effective volece, ,nd Is

the only- vessure that can C2PS') current. -:ith a m; i1

effective voltage, the rriear current is vory sr a 1.

LCTIOe -/ITH CLOED SECO:e=

then the secondary circuit is closed, ti on the induced
E.Y.F. in the secondary wfnding will cause a current.
This current sets up a flax &doh, that of the

primary, opposes the flux +hat causes it.

As we mentioned several times before, you can not

set up two distinct magnet,_c fields, in the s r.e place

aL the same time. "Ihenever You trylthey simp7y cos pine

and form one resultant field.

Here then, the flux set un by the secendery current ai:1

oppose the primary flux which induces the secendar-

with the result that the prfmary flax .rill be weakened.
111th a weaker primary flux, the reverse volte.7,e of the
primary will be lower and t. us trio effec:dve voltase aill

be higher.

A higher effective voltage means more pri-nary current,

and the whole action works out so that the prie:ar
current will vary with the secondary current.

Many men have the idea that a transformer can su-ply
almost any amount of current at its rated voltage 1,ut
that is not true. As the amount of current iircreases,
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the voltage available across the windings decreases,
making it necessary not to exceed the current v-lues for
which the transformer is made.

A change of voltage takes place in the secondary and,
as the current, or load, is increas.,d, tnevoltage will
fall. The amount of this drop is called the Regulation
and is usually figured the percenta6a of increase in
the secondary voltage as the lo -d is cut clown from its
proper value to 0. As an equation:

% Regulation = 100 (No load Voltage - Full load voltage)
Full load voltage

When used in respect to a generator, transformer or other
source of voltage, the term "Load" refers to the power de-
livered to the circuit by the source. However, you may
find the "Load" described as "so many !-mperes", "so many
Ohms" or perhaps in terms of the pow: consaming units.

To avoid confusion, always keep the "Power"
Then, if expressed in amperes, an increns...d
cause an incr--,ase in load but, if expressed
crease of resist:.nce will allow incrc,se
and, therefore, an increased load,

idea in mind.
of current yin
Ohms, a de-
of current

In some Electronic circuits, the power id dissipatod in
a Resistor Ahich should be called, The "Load Resistrnce"
but unfortlulatel-r, is often rcfei red to as the "Lo id"
However, an examination of the circuit will usu'lly
indicate what is meant nnd, as explained nbove, on in-
cr._ase in the value of the "Load resistance/. will r duce
the "Load" on the sup aly.

IUMD`NCE aATIO

As explained earlier in this Lesson, a trAns2ormer does
not produce any electrical energy and the secondary paver
will always be as less than that in the primary. However,
to bring out another importallt point, w) rill assure a per-
fect transformer with the 10 volt ,)rim,ry and 5 volt
secondary -of Figure 7. In this "perfect" transf-Tmer,
the power in the secondary will be equal to that in the
primary.

Connecting a 5 onrn load across the secondary, we will have

Current = E/R = 5/5 = I ampere
Power - EI = 5x1 = 5 watts
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For equal power in the primary

Current = W/E f 5/100 = .05 apps.

Impedance . E/I . 100/.05 = 2000 ohms.

Suppose we coinect a 10'ohm load across the secondary,
Then, for the secondary,

Current . E/R . 5/10 . .5 ampere
Power = E/I = 5x05 = 2.5 oatts

For err)nl power in the primary,

Current = W/E . 2.5/100 = .025 amp.
Impedance = E/I . 100/0025 . 4000 ohms

Comparing these values, we find,

Voltage Patio . 100/5 . 20

With the assumed "perfect" transformer, the voltage ratios
is equal to the turns ratio, a condition which is approx-
imately true in many actual circuits° Comparing the
secondary and primary impedances we find,

Impedance Ratio . 2000/5 = 400

and for the second example,

Impedance Ratio . 4000/10 = 400

Checkine, back on these various values, we see the im-
pedance ratio is equal to the square of the voltage ratio.
As an equation we can write

;Then

(a)2
zs - (Es)

Zp = Primary Impedance

Zs = Secondary Impedance

Ep = Primary Voltage

Es .'Secondary Voltage

Notice also, that the primary impedance is equal to the
secondary load impedance multiplied by the impedance ratio,
the square of the voltage ratio or the square of the turns
ratio. This primary impedance is 1;,-nown as the "Reflected
Impedance" or the "Reflected Load"..
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Keep these relationships in mind because they are e
importance in respect to some transformer applications
which will be taken up in the later Lessons.

Ca= TRANSFORLER UNITS

In Figure 8, we show a number of transformer units Which
.lay be employed in various types of Radio Equipment.
Although they h-ave different mechanical appearances, the
electrical action, as explained in this Lesson, is the
same for all.

The two upper rows of units are )mown as "Power Trans-
formers" and are used to supply the proper voltage and
current to the various elements of the tubes employed
in the electronic field. As shown, you will find
them in many different styles of mountings. They can

generally be distinguished from other transformerd
by their size and large number of connections.

The bottom row of units are referred to as "Audio Trans. -
formers" and they obtain their name from the fact that
they are designed to operate at audible frequencies which
aro generally assumed to be between 50 and 10,000 cycles.
Audio transformers may be used in Radio to transfer the
audible signal from one stage to the next.

This Lesson completes the series on general principles
therefore we are ready to take up their application to
actual Radio systems. In the next Lesson we are going
to explain the original methods by which Electrical Energy
is radiated through space and "Received" overlong
distances without the use of connectjng wires In the
explanations of the following Losbons, we assume you know
your general principles therefore, at this a

review :nay be of benefit.
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RADIO PRINCIPLES

Dr. Lee DeForest is known as the "Fathor"of Radio" be-
cause his invention of the "Audion" tubes back in
the year 19056 was the key which unlocl-ed the door
to the enormous development and application of radio
and other Electronic systems. However, we must remember
that it aas Dr. Deforests research to improve the
operation of existing "VTireless Telegraph" systems that
led to his now famous invention of the tube.

The wireless systems of that'day were extremely crude,
compared to modern apparatus, and operated entirely by
the dots and dashes of the telegraph code but, the
basic principles of their operation have not chanced and
are still eTiployed.

For this Lesson therefore, we will explain these prin-
ciples by showing their appl;_cation in the older
systems which operated without the use of tubes. By
this plan, we can not only simplify our explanations
but, later on, when we take up the subject of tubes,
you will appreciate their applications more readily.

First oC all, in order to send or transmit messages by
Radio it is necessary to operate A.G. with a fre»
guency of 10,000 cycles or more. It is only these high,
or Radio froluencies which will radiate through space
alad provide the desired action.

Thinking of a sinple alternator, as explained in the
earlier Lessons, you can readily calculate that the
frequency it generates will be equal to the number of
pairs of poles multiplied by the revolutions per second.

By buil.iing an alternator with a large number of poles
and runninc; it at a very high speed, freqUencies as
high as I00,000 cycles and even up to 200,000 cycles have
been iroc:uced. That however, seems to be about the limit
by th',s :othod and the machines are very costly. How-
ever, 00 to 500 Cycle alternators are successful and in
fairly couaon use.

Another rethod that was formerly quite common, and in
fact the first Radio Telephony was accomplished through
it, is the electric arc. By ',his method, the varia-
tion,of voltage across an arc were used to produce high
frecuency in a seconds or oscillating circuit. Due
to the greater efficiency and convenience of modern
tubes, this method is obsolete today.
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S. -.)AMC TRAMIESSION

One of the earliest, and perhaps the simplest method of

producing radio frequency currents, is by means of an

inductien coil and a spark gap. Like the arc$ spark
transritters are obsolete but as the action is easy to

folloe$ we want you to look at the circuit of Figure 1.

Think of this ap a telegraph set which can transmit the

dots and dashes of the code and send them through space

by means of radio frequency waves.

Starc,ng at the loft, we heNe a 500 cycle alternator

suepl:ing energy to the primary of a transformer. Thi8

transfor:,er has a hiLh ratio and stops up the voltage to

e value sufficiently high to jump a Cap in the secondary

circuit and produce a snerk*

TracinL: the circuits here, there is a path, from the upper

al,eraator brueh through the key, through the trans-

former primary and back to the lower alternator brush.

The key here is tne ordirary telegraph type and controls

this circuit,

From the upper end of the traqSformer secondary, there

is. a circuit over to the right, across a spark gap$
down through a coil, cal3ed an Inductance, and back to

the lower end of the secondary. Also, there is a

condenser connected across the spark gap and the in-

ductance.

Then, close to the inductance, there is a second coil, one

end of wnich connects to the antenna, and the other to

the ground. That completes the circuits and now we

will follow the action.

When the key is pressed, tho primary circuit is closed

and the alternator forces current through the primary

circuit. This leas a frequency of 500 cycles and induces

a high volta6e, of the same frequency, in the secondary.

The condenser is connected right across the secondary

therefore,, -s the secondary voltage rises during each

alternation the condenser is charged until the pressure
reaches a point where the resistance of the air in the

spark ;ap can no longer hold it,

Current is then forced across the gap, producing a
spark and, as long es tho spark continues, the resistance

of the gip is coriparatively low, allowing the condenser

to discharge through the gap and the inductance.

Now here is the idea. When discharging, the action of

the condenser is to equaliee the potential of its plates

and the plate at high pressure discharges through the
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gap and inductance to the low pressure plate. As the.

current ruehes from the high potential plaLe, it over-!

does the job, with the result that the plate which was

low,, becomes highly charge00

Still trying to equalize the potential of its platef,

the condenser then immediately discharges around the

circuit in the other direction and the action is repeated.

These discharges, first one way and then the other, con-
tinue until the plates are at equal potential, or the

differeare in volta,7e between them is not great enough to

force current across the gap.

Remeother here, this action is very fast and the condenser

discaerges take place thounanas and even millions of

times in a second but reduce in amplitude until they can

no lent* maintain current 5c2ess the gen. During the

next alternation of the vupply*, '611e secondary voltage

charges the condenser agein and the entire action is re-

peated.

In the circuit consisting of the condenser, spark gap and

inductance, the current will be of biell freqaency be

cause of the speed of the ecnuenser discharges and for

this reason, we call it an oscillating circuit. The coil,

connected between the antenna and ground, is placed so

as to to in the mafnetic field of the inductance and

thus the ligh frequency voltage is induced in it.

The inductance is really the primary and the coil in

the antenna eircuit, the secondary of a transformer
and t:Lerefore we call these two coils an Oscillation

Transforler.

It is this hiah frequency, in the antenna and its cir-

cuit, that seta up the electro-magnetic waves which
radiate with the speed of light and carry the messages;

Every ti,le the key in the alternator circuit is closed,

a. eerLes ofthebe waves leave the antenna, in much the

same way as the current travels in the ordinary tele-

graph circuit.

A.:TTEIINAS

To fully understand the action in the antenna, you must

remember that there is a rush of current first in one

directieu, then in the other, and the speed of these

changes of direction depends on the freauency.

It may h,lp you to think of the actual antenna, of the

circuit of Figure 1, as the straight solid line of

FiC:Ure, 2-A, with the upper part in the air, and
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imagine that the first part of the high frequency voltage

wave causes a rush of current fron the bottom to the top.

As this happens, the current sets up a magnetic field
around the antenna and, as shown oy the circles, you can
think of there as magnetic lines of force which srread
(yet in all directions and are 3roduced as long as there

is current in the circuit.

You can also thin'.: of this action much the same a- that

of charging a condenser. Although it lasts but a very

short time, this rush of current sets urn the magnetic
field, or magnetic lines of force.

Then, when the voltage can not caAee any further current,
there is a differance of voltage, between the antenna
and ground, which sets up -an electrical field. This

electrical field is a sort of a strain which is thought
of as beint; made up of lines, -such like the magnetic field,

and these lines also .love out from the antenna as shown

in Figure 2-B.

As the antenna current diet out, no further magnetic lines

are produced and those tat,,v.ere sot up, collapse and

fall back. However, 'Iefore they can all reach the an-

tenna, the high frequency voltage reverses and there is

a rush of current from the Lop to the bottom which, as

before, sets up a magnetic field, but in the opposite

direction.

As the voltage reverses, the lines of the electric field

also die out but, aq they are ,till moving away from
the antenna, vie have the conditions of Figure 3. Some

of the magnetic lines that were produced daring the

conditions of Figure 2-A are still spre,din,e oat and
traveling with the electric lines of force.

Then, as the high frequency voltage reverse- again,
these first lines seem to break off ford) in seierato
loops as in Figure 4, and one of these loops, or waves,
is thus formed for each cycle of the anuenna current.

If you were able to watch these actions, rhen looking dolt
on the top of the antenna, the magnetic field .would

appear much the same as ',he waves set up when you drop

a stone into calm itater. -1e show this action in Figure

5 and each band of rites represent- the lines set u -

by each rush of antenna current. Reeembcr, all of the

lines are spreading out at a spec] of 186,000 miles a

second.

The lines of the electric field also spread out at the same
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speed and at a distance from the antenna would look like
Figure 6. First, those lines set up when the antenna was
positive, or at a potential higher than ground and next,
those when the antenna was negative, Dr at a potential

lower than ground. In the same way, the bands of magnetic
lines of Figure 5 are alternate in their direction.

A little later on, we are going to explain how these
magnetic waves, cutting across the antenna of your Radio
receiver produce current of the same frequency as that
which caused them but now, we want to show you a little
more about the waves themselves.

KIND OF WAVES

All of the complicated wave actions, shown in Figures 2,
3, 4, 5 and 6 are generally drawn with simple curves
like those explained in the earlier Lessons, the part
above the straight or base line being considered as
positive and the part below, as negative. A line drawn
perpendicular from the base line to the peak of the wave
is the amplitude and represents the strength or intensity
of the wave.

When all of the waves have the same height, or amplitude,
we call them continuous, or write ca meaning continuous
waves. It is waves of this type which are used for
broadcasting and they are also in common use for wireless
telegraphy.

In the circuit of Figure 1 however, with the high frequency
oscillations caused by the discharges of the condenser,
a different form of wave is produced. It requires a high
voltage to force currant across the gap, which means a
voltage wave of high amplitude. As the condenser discharges
back and forth, the voltage gradually becomes lower and
lower, and the amplitude of the waves is less and less.

Laying out this action, in the form of a curve, we have a
wave train on the order of Figure 7. Notice here that
the first cycle, "A" is like those of a simple alternator
but, in the next cytle the voltage is lower, the next one
still lower and so on until it dies out,

This we call a Damped Nave and, while it is of very
little, if any use for speech or music, it was in
general use for telegraphy but, as we said before, has
gone out in favor of C.W.
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SPARK GAPS

Before leaving these damped waves, we want to mention
the various types of spark gaps that were used in the
circuits producing them. One of the simplest forms, on
the order of Figure 8 and consisted of two uprights
with an electrode supported by each.

One of these electrodes was threaded into the support
so that the distance between them could be carefully
adjusted. This type of gap was made in many forms, some
of them being provided with disks or collars on the
electrodes to help radiate the heat that was caused by
the spark. On account of this heat, most of the
electrodes were made of zinc, because it does not arc,
In making the adjustment of a gap of this type, the
electrodes wore set just far enough apart so that a
good fat spark would pass between them.

QUENUflED AND ROTARY GAPS

The action of one of these simple open spark gaps could
be improved by using a series of smaller gaps. Thie
type was celled a quenched gap and was made of a series
of metal disks, shaped so that they were held a short
distance apart, and the spark was enclosed entirely.

All of these different types of gaps were made with
the idea of producing a better form of wave and the
better models of spark type telegraph sets included
a rotary gap built on the order of Figure 9. Here, the
electrodes ware mounted about the same as in the
simple open gap, but a notched, motor driven disk
was placed between them.

As the disk revolved, the notches passed close to the
electrodes,*allowing the spark to occur butt between
the notches, the gap between the electrodes and the disk
was too large to perMit a spark, With the disk run..

ning at a good speed, the sparks occurred very rapidly,
but regularly, producing a wave that'cauced a musical
and distinctive note in the receiver*

RECEIVERS

Now to got back to continous waves, we told you many
human taro would not respond to frequencies over 10,000
cycles, yet that was where the Radio frequencies started -

In other words, should we connect a telephone receiver
in a high frequency circuit% we would not hear a sound
because, even if the diagraphm did vibrate at the fre..
quency of the current, the air waves it preduced would
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not effect our ears and we could not hoar them.

However, we know that the action of the diaphragm of
a telephone receiver is very slow, compared to elec-
tricity and magnetism, and usually think of the re-
versals of high frequency current as happening so fast
that the diaphragm can not follow them and therefore
does not move at all.

The problem then is this. We must have high'frequency
to cause the waves that travel through space, but need
a low frequency in order to hear them, and the problem
is solved by using the high frequency waves to carry
the low, or audio frequencies.

For example, in Figure 10 we show a curve of high fre»
quency waves, but the amplitudes are not all the same.
Starting at the left, the amplitude is quite low, but
rises with each high frequency cycle until it reaches
a high, or maximum point, when it Dowers again, after
which the action is repeated.

By drawing a line across the tops of the high frequency
waves, you will have a curve, or wave, of an entirely
different frequency. We can explain this by saying that
the high frequency wave is carrying the waves of lower
frequency and therefore, the high frequency is often
called the Carrier Wave, or Carrier Frequency. Don't.
worry juet now as to how we can control the amplitude of
these high frequency waves as we will explain that later.

According to our former explanations, those parts of the
wave above the center are considered positive while those
below are negative and as we have mentioned before, there
are rectifiers which allow current in one direction only.
Suppose then we connect a rectifier, in the circuit
carrying the waves of Figure 10, which will allow the
positive current but not the negative..

That will simply wipe out all of the negative parts of
the curve and leave us with the waves of Figure 11.
This is still high frequency but a telephone receiver
in a circuit carrying this form of current will produce
sound. It can not follow the changes of the high
frequency but, with its slower action, will respond
to the changes of amplitude and cause the diaphragm
to vibrate with the frequency of the curve drawn a-
cross the tops of the high frequency waves.

By connecting a condenser across the telephone re-
ceiver, and allowing it to charge and discharge, the
actual circuit current in the receiver will resemble the
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waves of Figure 12. The tops of the curves of Figure 11
charge the condenser, which then discharges and fills up
the gaps of Figure 12, to produce a current change, or
wave like Figure 13.

To sum it all up, you can think of Wireless, or Radio,
as the production of a high frequency carrier wave, the
amplitude of which is controlled, or modulated by
a lower frequency, Then, at the receiving end, the high
frequency is rectified, or demedulatedt and,passed
through a telephone receiver which responds to the lower
frequency and produces sound waves.

RADIO RECEIVERS

By the curves of Figures 1i to 13, we have .ndicated how
the modulated Radio Frequency waves are changed to .a
lower, audio frequency in order that we may hear them
and in Figure 21, we have the circuits of the simplest
form of Radio 'receiver, .It is commonly known. as a
crystal set and employs a single tuning coil, wound on
a form, with one end connected to the antenna while
the other connections are made by means of sliding con-
tacts, Notice, there is a direct path from the antenna
through the coil to the ground and it is in this cir-
cuit that we want to start our explanation.

To begin, we will have to go back to the laws of electro-
magnetic induction and remind you that whenever a con-
ductor cuts a magnetic field, or magnetic lines of
force, an E.M.F. or voltage is induced, It makes no
difference whether the conductor cuts the field, or the
field cuts across the conductor, as long as they cut
across each other, a voltage will be induced in the con-
ductor.

We have already explained how the high frequency elec-
tro-mngnetic waves are sent out from the transmitting
antenna in all directions, traveling at the speed of light.
No matter where you are, right now there are undoubtedly
a number of these waves passing through the room and
through your body. Of course they are very weak and do
not produce any sensation at all.

You can not see, hear, taste, smell or feel them but,
should you hold a piece of wire in your hand and let it
hang down, these waves would cut through and induce
a voltage in it as they vent by.

RECEIVING ANTENNAS

First of all, we want to arrange a wire so that there.
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will be the greatest possible induced voltage and provide
a circuit for the current it will cause. This we call an
antenna and, like the transmitting antenna, in its simplest
form is nothing but a vertical wire, insulated at the upper
end and connected to ground at the lower end.

Going back to the principles again, you will remember that
the value of the induced voltage depends on the rate of
cutting therefore, you can see that the higher the
antenna is placed the greater the number of magnetic lines
that will cut it and thus the induced voltage will be
stronger.

Like everything else, there are practical limits and with
the frequencies used in broadcasting today, the vertical
wire could be from 100 to 200 feet high. That would
mean a high and expensive tower beyond the means of the
ordinary man and therefore, other plans are in common use.

Usually, the antenna wire is stretched horizontally between
poles on a roof, between two buildings or any other handy
supports. Then, at one end or in the center of the
horizontal wire, is to a
which extends down vertically to the receiver. Inside the
receiver, the circuit is completed to ground through some
sort of a coil.

As the current in the transmitting antenna travels up and
down, it produces the magnetic lines of force that
travel through space and cut your receiving antenna.
The action at the receiving antenna is reversed because
it induces a voltage which, when a path is provided,
causes a current like that in the transmitting antenna.

With the large number of transmitting and broadcasting
stations now in operation, the waves sent out by
several and parhaps many of them will cut the receiving
antenna and each of them will induce voltages in it.
Naturally, you can not listen to them all at once and,
picking out only the one you want, is what we call
HTuning".

TUNING

We have already told you how the high frequency waves
are used to carry the low, or audio frequencies but it
is also by the use of these carrier waves that we are
able to select, or tune to the sending station that we
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want to hear,
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Looking at Figure 21 once more, over at the left we have
a circuit made up of nothing but the antenna, a coil of
wire and a connection to ground. You can think of the
upper triangular part of the symbol as the flat top of
the antenna and the connection between it and the coil as
the lead in. Or, you can think of the antenna and ground
as a pair of condenser plates, with the lead in and coil
conneclod between them.

As the waves from the sending station cut'the lead'in,
a high frequency voltage is induced which, in turn, causes
a high frequency current in the circuit. This may be
a little hard to see but, thinking of the antenna as a
condenser plate, it will tharge or discharge, when the
induced voltage reverses, and these charges form the
current in the circuit,

The coil however, has a different effect, Current in it
sets up a magnetic flux which cuts the turns of wire
making up the coil and therefore induces and E.M.F. in
the coil. This E.M.F. is in a direction to buck or
oppose the E.M.F, which causes the current that sets
up the flux,

As the current builds up in one direction, the magnetic
lines spread out and induce a voltage that tries to
prevent the current. Then, as the current dies out, the
magnetic flux collapses,- again inducing a voltage, but
this time its direction is such that it will try and
maintain the current,

The value of the voltage induced in'the coil will de-
pend on the number of turns of wire, the space between
them and so on, but now, we want you to remember that
it will have quite an effect on the amount of current
in the circuit, As in any A.00 circuit, we call the
coil an inductance and its action is to make the current
lag behind the voltage,

The other thing that interests us here is the capacity of
the antenna, or the amount of electricity it an absorb,
Capacity acts opposite to inductance and will cause
the current to lead the voltage,

That gives us three things to keep in mind about this
circuit. First, we have the voltage induced by the
passing waves and the current caused by it. Second,
the inductance of the coil which causes the current to
lag and third, the oapacity which causes the current
to lead the voltage,
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SUppose now that a train of waves with some certain
frequency comes along and induces a voltage of the same
frequency in the antenna. On account of the capacity,
the voltage will cause a current having a frequency
the same as its awn.

Here is the point, If the capacity and inductance are
of such values that the'capacitywill discharge just
as the induced antenna voltage reverses, the current
will be greatly increased.

As a good example of this action, suppose you are
pushing someone in a swing, You stand behind them and
the swing cones toward you but you do not push until
it stops and then starts away from you, Br pushing
at just exactly that instant, every time the swing
comes back, you can keel) it going Quite high with very
little effort.

However, if you should push while the swing was still
coming toward you, it would very soon stop and, -on the
other hand, if you waited until it had a good start
away from you, your push would not do much good.

Depending on the length of the rope, the swing will
move back and forth at sone certain rate or have some
certain frequency. If your pushes are at the same rate,
or frequency, and come at the right time, you can make
the swing go quite high with little effort.

The same idea holds here in our antenna circuit which
you can think of as acting somewhat like the swing.
Depending on the values of capacity and inductance, the
charges and discharges will occur a b some certain rate
and produce oscillations of some certain frequency,
That is what we call the natural frequency, or wave
length of the circuit,

linien a series of waves, of this same frequency, come along
aed cut the antenna, they induce a voltage which pushes
at just the right instant and a comparatively large
current is produced. Naves of other frequencies nay be
inducing voltages in the antenna et the same time, but
their npushn does not come at the proper instant. Therefore
little if any current caused by theme

Tuning them, means changing the Inductions or capacity
of a circuit so that its natural frequency will be the
same as that of the pasqing wave that we vent, All
of the tuning units used in radio work aro nothing bUt
inductances or capacities whose value can be changed
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or varied.

To tune the circuit of Figure 21 we move the slider
connected to ground, until there are the proper number
of turns in the circuit to tune it to the frequency of
the wave we want.

In parallel to the coil, there is another circuit from
the upper slider, through the crystal and phones to
ground. Like any parallel circuit, the current will
divide, some passing through the tuning coil and some
through the crystal and phones.

CRYSTAL DETECTORS

The crystal detector has a rather peculiar action as it
offers a fairly low resistance to current in one dir-
ection but an extremely high resistance to current
in the opposite direction. In practice, however, we
generally think of the crystal as allowing current
in but one direction.

With radio frequency current in the tuning coil, there
will be current in the phones also but, on account of
the crystal, it will be in one direction only. In other
words, the current in the tuning con has a wave form
like that of Figure 100 while the currant in the phone
circuit has a wave form like that of Figure 110

The movable contact, or slider, shown at the upper
right of the coil, allows us to balance the tuning
coil and phone circuits so as to have the greatest
current in the phones.

A small condenser, usually about .002 M.F., is connec-
ted across the phones and, as it charges and discharges,
due to the changes of volTage, it smooths out the waves,
giving thorn the form of Figure 12 and 130 Because
the diaphragm of the phones cannot respond as quickly
as the carrier froeuency current changes, its movements
correspond tm the shape along the tops of the waves.

RECEIVER UNITS

Although this explanation of tuning has been made for
the simplest type of Radio Receiver, we want you to
study it carefully because it includes the principles
by which all Radio Transmitters and receivers are tuned.
Technically, the action i5 nothing but an application
of the principles of rut,inan,:le,, explained in an earlier
Lesson. Instead of the slides shown in Figure 21,
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many methods have been developed by which the inductance
of a coil can be varied. Still following the develop-
ment of Radio, we want to explain a few of these, all of
which were popular at one time but some of which are no
longer in general used

VARI O -COUPLTTS

For example, the component shown as Figure 14, is
called a vario-coupler and consists of an outer tube,
made of insulating material, with a coil of wire wound
on the outside. This we call the stator, or primary
winding and there may be a small loop, called a tap,
every few turns. BY connecting these taps to a switch,
the number of turns, used in the circuit, can be
varied.

Supported on a shafts mounted in bearings fastened to
the stator, we have a second, smaller tube, which also
carries a coil, or winding. As the shaft is free to
turn, the Smaller tube can be turned inside of the
larger one, therefore as the outer tube is called the
stator, the inner one is the rotor.

You can think of this as a form of transformer with
the rotor carrying the secondary and the stator the
primary winding. When there is current in the primary,
the resulting magnetic flux cuts the secondary but,
by changing the position of the rotor, you can' control
the angle at which the flux cuts the secondary.

In this way, by changing the magnetic ooupling between
the coils, the amount of induction in the secondary can
be controlled. In the position of Figure 14,, the in-
duction will be the lowest, or the coupling at minimum.
Turning the rotor one quarter way around, the induc-
tion in the secondary will be highest, or the coupling
at maximums Instead of maximum, we often say tight
coupling, and for minimum, use the words, loose coupling.

Because Radio circuits are very sensitive, a slight
change in the position of the rotor often makes a big
difference in the action and, as the entire adjustment
is made in one quarter turn, the'coupler of Figure 14
is sometimes very hard to "tune".

In order to make the adjustment, or tuning, easier,
variocouplors are built on the plan of Figure 15, The

parts and windings are exactly like those of Figure
14 but, by placing the stator and rotor tubes in the
positions shown, it takes a half turn to move the rotor
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from the meximaz to- the minimum coupling positions.

For this reason, Figure lh is called a 90 vatic --couplers
while Figure 15..ir a 100/ vatic -coupler. Coup2ers are
generally connected so that the primary io in one air, -

cult and the secondary in another. Ramomber however,

even though the windings are not electrically,connected,
they are still coupled by the riagnetic flux of the pri-
mary which cuts the turns of the secondary winding.

ITARI METERS

Built along quite similar lines, another form of var-
iable inductance is called a variometers In the older
models, the stator was made of two blocks of insulating
material, hollowed out on the inside and held apart by'
small plates, which also carried ;,he rotor shafts The

stator winding was placed in the hollows

The rotor was made in the shape of a ball, mounted on a
shaft and carried its wi:.,ding on the outsides Turn-
ing the rotor produced the s.aue coupling effects as in
the coupler of FiLure and the vain dif2erence be-
tween the two is in their t'se.

In the coupler, the primary anu secondary windings are
generally parts of se5arate electrical circuJtsi while
in the variemcte2s the stator and roterwinoia, usually
connected in series, are part of the same circuits

As the rotor is turned, the magnetic fields, set up by
each part of the winding, aid or oppose each others When

the rotor is turned so that the flux combines°, the in-
duced E.M.F. is high and the inductance is large. Then
the rotor is turned so that its field is in a direction
to oppose that of the stator, the induced E.M.F. is low
and the inductance is smalls By changing the value of
its induced Eal:Fs, the variometer can be used as a vari-
able inductances

There are also many circuits which require an induc-
tance of some certain value and there you will find a
winding on a tube: like the stators of Figure 14 and
15. Or perhaps a fi:red cw.T,liug is needed in which
case the primary and sec xis may both be wound on
the same tube, with the required distance between them.

All coils of this kind are called cylindrical or se11.
enoid and the turns ore close and parallel to each
other. As the voltage in these oi2caits changes rap-
idly in value and direction, there will be a dif..
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ference in voltage between the turns. The vire is a
conductor and the turns are insulated Cram each other
therefore, a difference in voltage between the turns,
causes a condenser action which is called *Distributed
Capacity°.

110MEYOOME COILS

As distributed capacity causes losses of energy, many
different forms of windings have been made to reduce
it. One of the earliest of these was the honeycomb
coil with the turns of wire wound in a zig-zag pattern,
leaving open spaces between them.

The coila are made quite narrow and the turns are put
on in layers but, the turns in each layer cross the
turns of the layers next to them at an angle. In this

ways the distributed capacity is reduced and this type
is wound in a large variety of sizes.

SPIDER -WEB COILS

The same effect is produced in another form of winding,
known as the spider web, where a circular piece card-

board, fibre or other insulator, had an odd number of
slots cut in it.

Then, starting at the center, the wire is wound in and
out of the slots, or over and under the segnets between
them. The odd number of slots brings the adjacent turns
on opposite sides of the segments and wires cross at
an angle in the slots* This type of winding is very easy
to make and, like the honeycomb, has a low distributed
capacity.

Instead of using a permanent form, some coils of this
type are wound on a form that has wooden pegs set in the
center, like the spokes of a wheel, The wire is'wound
on in the same manner as the spider -web type and,
after the coil is complete, it'is given a coat of col-
lodion and the form is removed.

Then again, the pegs may be placed in a circle, at
right angles to a base, and the wire wound around the
circles either in and out like the spider...web or in-
side of one and then outside of two pegs. This we call
a basket weave or Lorenz coil and it is also coated with
collodion, after which it is removed from the form,

It has been found that the best of electrical insulating
materials allow a loss at the high radio frequencies
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and air seems to be the best material for an insulator,
02 course, we cannot build a coil that Nill be entirely
insulated by air but some types are wound on lattice
work forms or supported only by thin strips of'insul-

ation li1.e the 180° vario-coupler of Figure 16.

There have been several makes of balloon cr doughnut
coils in which a long solenoid winding is bent around
to form a closed circle. These are called toroidal coils
and their main advantage is that the magnetic field
they set up is contained inside the circle and will not

effect other units placed near them.

Also, any passing radio waves that cut through them, will

induce an E.M.F. in each side in such a direction that
they will oppose each other and be neutralized. This

feature is a great help in keeping out all waves except
those of the frequency for which the coil circuit is
tuned,

In spite of the many advantages clained for these special
types of windings, the general tendency has been to re-
place the couplers of Figures.1/ and 15 with coils of
the general form of Figure 17..

Here there are two tubes, with a small air space be-
tween them, the inner one carrying the primary and the
outer the secondary. Electrically, the conditions are
the sane as for the couplers of Figures 14 and 15 but
the windings are always in maximum coupling position.
This type of coil, or Radio, Frequency Transformer, was
used in nearly all the older models of neutrodyne
receivers,

Perhaps you are wondering why.we have been explaining
the electrical action of these older type coils, some
of which are nearly obsolete but here is the reason.

All of the coils, or high frequency transformere, in
use today, are their descendants and about the only
difference is the mechanical construction.

To brine out the size of modern coils, in comparison to
the oiler types, we have shown those of Figure 18 quite
small. Notice also, these coils are enclosed by a metal
covert known as a "shield", the purpose of which is to
keep out the fields set up by other circuits of a radio
receivero

In Figure 13, the two windings are on the same form,
instead of the two tubes shown in Figure 176 Both of
the windings are on the outside of the form, a space
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between providing the proper coupling. In some types, the

primary winding has a comparatively small number of turns,
to provide a low inductive reactance and a' unit of this
type is known as a "low impedance" primary° radio fre-
quency transformer.

In other similar units, the primary winding is made up of
a number of layers of small wire ands because of its small
size and large amount of wires has quite a high inductance-.
The inductive reactance will therefore be high and A coil
of this type is known as a "high impedance" primary®
radio frequency transformer. The performance of this Iran, «

former is an'improvement over that of the low inductane
primary type, in that the signal strength may be hold more
nearly constant over the entire tuning ranges

In the coil lf Figure 184-B, the primary and secondary are
both wound on the sane plan as the high impedance primary
of Figure 18 -As Instead of being placed on a tube, they
are wound'on a solid piece of insulating *material, oalled
a "dowel", and the amount of coupling depends on the
space between the primary and secondary windings. Hero,

both windings have a comparatively high inductance ands
as you will learn later, units of this type are used
as Intermediate Frequency, (I.F0) transformers.

As we explained earlier, in some circuits it is necessary
to have a fixed amount of inductance which can be ob-
tained by a single winding. In modern receivers, you

will find these inductances, commonly called R.F. choke
coils, quite mall in size with the general size and
shape of the coils of Figure 180.30 As we will explain
in a later Lessons Radio frequency chokes are gen
erally used as a part of filter systems in high fro.«
quency circuits°

CONLENSERS

All of these coils and windings are merely different
forms of inductance and, just as important, are the ca..
pacities to be used in the circuits. Here there is
not so much variation as all the common units are con
densors of either fixed Tr variable capacity...

While either the inductance or capacity may be varied,
most Radio Receiver tuning has been done with variable
condensers, as good tuning results are secured by having
the largest possible inductance of the fixed type and
changing the capacity.

For this purpose, we have variable plate condensers,
like that of Figure 20-A, made up with two sets of
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plates, one of which is mounted on a movable shaft and

slides or saw soothe into the other. One set of plates,

called the stator, is hold in position by the frame '

but insulated from it. The other set, called the rotor,
is fastened to the shaft and its plLtes can be turned
in or out between the stator plates°

As the rotor plates are turned in between the stator
plates, the effective area becomes larger and thus the
capacity is increased. You can see that the change

will be gradual and steady which is one of the reasons
for using this type of condenser for tuning. While

all condensers of this kind look somewhat alike, they
are made in three distinct types known as Straight Line

Capacity, Straight Line Wave Length and Straight Line

Frequency.

Those with half round rotor plates and the shaft at
the center of the flat side, are the straight line
capacity. In this type, each degree that the rotor
shaft is turned, changes the capacity some certain a-

mount. If you were to draw a curve plotting the cap-
acity against the position of the rotor, it would
give you a straight line, from which we get the name.

As we have already ecplained, on account of the dif-
ference in frequency, the stations broadcasting on the
shorter wave lengths are much closer to each other than
those on the longer waves. The result is that when tun-

ing with a condenser of this type, the shorter wave
lengths are all crowded at one end and it is very hard
to separate them.

To get away from this condition, by using plates of
special shape, the capacity of the condenser can be
made to vary so that each degree the rotor is turned
will °else the same change in the wave length of tuning,
These we call straight line wave length and they
will overcome the crowding on the shorter waves to a
certain extent.

The third design has the plates shaped so that each
degree the rotor is turned causes the same change in
the frequency of the circuit it is tuning. As all

of the broadcasting stations are separated in fre-
quency by at least 10 kilocycles, with a condenser
of this type the tuning will be uniform no tatter
what the wavelength may be.

Practically all variable condensers require a half
turn of the rotor plates and shaft to change from
maximum capacity positions. Various arrangements of
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dials and pointers are attached to the shaft $o that the
actual position of tb rotor plates can be accurately
adjusted. The markings on the dial may run from 1 to
100 in equal divisions but as the broadcast wavelengths
arc from 200 to 550 and the frequencies from 1600 K.C.
to 545 K.C., the numbers on the dial have to be "Logged"
in order to know where to find the various stations.

However, you will find the tuning dials of modern re-
ceivers are calibrated directly in kilocycles and meg-
acycles. While these markings are not always exactly
correcU, they are quite close and do make it easier
to tune for the various stations.

In the present day receivers, using more than one
tuning circuit a variable condenser is needed for each
and to operate these with a single dial, the units
of Figure 20-A are built together or "Ganged" like
Figure 20.43. Terminals are provided so that each
section of the gang is connected in its own circuit
but the rotors are all mechanically fastened to a sin-
gle shaft and moved by a single dial.

FIXED CONDENZERS

There are other conditions which require a capacity
to form a path for high frequency current, or make use
of its charges and discharges. For this purpose you
will find fixed condensers like those of Figure 19.

Their capacity can not be varied and they are commonly
made with tinfoil or copper plates using waxed paper,
oil or mica for the dielectric, You can obtain Mica
condensers in capacities from .00005 M.F. up to .02
M.F. and for the other types, almost any capacity you
may need.

Right here we want to remind you again that the unit
of capacity, the Farad, is so large that we usually
use one millionth of it which is a Micro -farad, M.F.
The condensers we have been explaining have capaci-'
ties of several thousandths of a microfarad, which
are 'rather hard figures to say therefore for high fro...
quency work, you will find one millionth of a micro -
farad, called a micro-microfarad,, and abbreviated
Mnf, used as a unit of measure for capacity. Thus,

a .001 UT condenser has a capacity of 1000 Mnf. (Micro.

Mikes).

The arrangement of Figure 21 is a Radio Receiver in
every sense of the word, because it perfOrms the
three essential functions of any Receivers
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1. It receives and selects the desired modulated carrier
by means of a tuned circuit. 2. It demodulates the
carrier and produces the signal frequencieso 3. It

includes a unit for converting'the signal frequencies
into sound of like frecuencieso

Keep these basic functions in mind becauseo in the
later Lessons, we are going to show you how by means
of tubes, ell of these actions are not only improved
but the strength of the signals can be increased enor-
mously before they reach the detector and after they
leave it,
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I won't, is a Tramp.
I can't, is a Quiter.
I don't know, is too Lazy
I wish I could, is a Wisher.
I might, i Waking Up,
I will ry, is on h5s Feet.
I can, Is on his Way.
I will, Is at Work.
I did, Is now the Doss.
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CIRCUIT DIAGRAM SYYDOLS

Checking through the earlier Lessons, you will find

that every electrical unit is a part of some circuit

therefore, fran a technical standpoint, the circuits are

most important because they include all of the units.

This may sound like a very obvious or self evident

statelent, yet it contains the reason for the universal

use of circuit diagrams in Radio and other Electronic

work.

Every machinist and many other classes of technicians

must be able to read blue prints end, in much the same

way, every one in the technical phases of Radio must

be able to read circuit diagrams quickly and accurately.

Realizing the importance of circuit diagrams, most of

our illustrations have been drawn in circuit form to help

you obtain the necessary information with a minimum of

effort. Also, we have introduced a number of "symbols"

which are used to represent the ordinary forms and typos

of component parts.

By using these symbols, all circuits can be drawn in

simplified form, with a minimum of effort, and yet

contain all the essential data. Circuit diagrams r'f

this type, known commonly as "schematics", indicate

all of the electrical connections of a Radio and can

be followed or "read" with much greater ease than by

inspecting the aCtual assembly of parts. Therefore, as

mentioned before, schematic diagrams are in universal

use,

As the following Lessons will contain explanations of cir-

cuits which include a greater number of component parts,

at this time wewere going to give you a brief des.

cription of the more common units. In addition to show..

inc their general appearance, we will include the symbol

by which they are represented in the usual form of

wiring diaLram.

Study these illustrations very carefully becausevin
the followine Lessons, we will base our explanations

on circuit diagrams in which the symbols are used, By

this plan we will help you develop the all-important

ability to read diagrams.

UNITS AND SYMBOLS

Looking at Figures 1 and 2, you will, find they both

contain two columns of rectangles, each of which has

a picture of same unit, at the left, with its
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wiring diagram symbol at the right. To simplify our
explaaations, the following paragraphs will be listed in
the same way as the units of the Figureu

AERIAL, also known as an Antenna and abbreviated "ant:,
refers to all of the many arrangements of both indoor
and outdoor wires which are used to transmit Radio energy
or, for a Receiver to intercept or "pick..up" the signal
energy sent out by a transmitting -or broadcast station.

GROUND, abbreviated "gnd", represents a connection to
the earth but, as shown at the left, the common method
of securing a ground is to attach a wire to a clamp
which, in turn, makes contact with a cold water pipe
of a city water system. Where no water pipes are
vailable, the ground may consist of a metal rod driven
several feet into moist earth. In other cases, metal
sheets or plates are buried to form the ground.

In the case of an autonobile, which is insulated from
the earth by its rubber tires, the frame of the machine
is cons dered as the ground for any Radio equipment
it may carry. For certain types of installations which
require no antenna, and frequently no actual ground,
the metal framework or chassis, on which the parts are
mounted, is considered as the ground. Therefore, the
sy:Abol is used to represent an actual or "external"
ground as well as a chassis or "internal" ground.

BINDING POST, sometimes known as a terminal, is merely
an arrangement by which external wires can be conven-s
iently connected to the internal circuits of a unit.
Usually, the external wire is clamped in place by means
of a threaded nut or a spring clip.

TIP JACK is really a form of binding post and used for
the same general purpose. In this case, the end of
the external wire is fitted with a metal tip which
makes the proper connections when pushed into the tip
jack.

PHONOGRAPH JACK is used for the same general purpose as
the tip jack but carries springb so that, when the
proper type of iaug is inserted, two or more connections
are made. Although listed as a phonograph jack, units
of this general type are made in a variety of styles
and models for various purposes.

Additional arms may be mounted on the jack frame and
some of them equipped with contacts so that other
circuits will be opened or closed as the plug is in-
serted or removed.'
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FIXED CONDENSERS have many applications in Radio Circuits

and will be found in a wide variety of sizes and s' -apes.

In general they consist of two thin sheets of T,etal foil,

spearated b7 an insulator. Tc save space, the foil and

insulation are usually wound up in the form of a roll or

cylinder and enclosed in eitner a cardboard or metal con-

tainer.

The Common forms of insulation are waxed paper, sheet

mica, oil, or an electrolyte which may be a paste or

liquid. Thus there are "Paper", "Mica", "Oil" and

"Electrolytic condensers.

CCNDEYSER BLOCKS are nothing but a convenient mechanical

assembly of a number of fixed coniensers and are made'

in a similar variety of sizes, shapes and capacities.

The common unit of measure for the capacity of a con-

denser is the Idcrefarad, abbreviated "rfd" or the

smaller unit, Picro-rricrofa/ad, "rmfd", e,_iral to one

millionth of a laicrofarad. The comalercial units are

rated both in canacity and working voltage.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS have' the same electrical action as

the fixed condensers but, in order that their cap-

acity ma: be readily changed, are made Lip of two sets

of metal plates. One set of plates is attached to the

frame while the other set is mounted on a shaft which

is free to turn.

As the shaft is turned, the plates which it carries,'

mesh between those of the stationary plates and thus,

in effect, the sire of the plates can be chan-ed in

order to vary the condenser capacity. In general, this

type is used for "Tuned" circaits.

CONDENSER GANG is the name liven to en assembly of two

or more variable condensers arranged with all of the

movable plates mounted on a single shaft. As this

shaft is turned, all of the condensers are varied at'

the same or proportional rates. -ade up in this way,

each condenser is a "Section" or "Gang". Thus,

the illustration of Figure 1 shows a 3 gang unit.

This is the type of unit used for tuning the common

models of Radio Receivers in which several tuned cir-

cuits are controlled by weans of a single slaft and dial.

ANTENNA AND RADIO FRE'TEI:CY COILS are found in the high

frequency amplifiers of Short :lave, Droadcast and Com-

munication Receivers. As already mentioned, antenna
is abbreviated "ant" and now we can add that Radio Fre-
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quency is abbreviated "r -f".

As shown in Figure 1, the common type of unit for this
use is made up of two coils wound on, or supported by,
a tube of insulating material. As each of the coils are
a part of different circuits, the assembly is often
called a transformer. The coil in the circuit which
supplies the energy is the "Primary" and the other coil
is the "Secondary".

I -F TRANSFORMER is a unit, similar to therhnt. and r -f
coils", but designed to operate at a lower or inter-
mediate frequency, abbreviated i-f. The complete assem-
bly, consisting of two coils and two condensers, is
usually housed in a metal can or shield. You will also
find the ant. and r -f coils are frequently mounted in
a shield or "Can", similar to that shown for the i-f
transformer.

For reasons which we will explain later, these coils re-
quire more turns of wire than those used for r -f and,

as shown, are often made up in sections. A small con-
denser is permanently connected across each coil in
order to tune the circuit.

These condensers are a sort of compromise between the
fixed and variable types which have been mentioned.
They consist of a number of plates, similar to those
of the variable type and, by means of a threaded screw,
the distance between the plates can be varied to
cause a change of capacity.

This change is made only at intervals, when service
is required, and therefore the condenser is known as
a "Semi Fixed" or "Trimmer" type. You will find i-f
transformers used in most modern receivers.

AUDIO TRANSFORMER is a unit which, like the r -f coils
and i-f transformers, has two separate windings or
coils. It'is designed to operate at the low, or audio,
frequencies, which we are able to hear and, to pro-
vide the proper conditions, the coils have a larger
number of turns and are wound on an iron core. For
the symbol, parallel lines indicate an iron core.

Although the different types of transformers are made
in a variety of sizes and shapes, they follow the
general plan shown in Figure 1 and are therefore not
at all hard to recognize or identify.

IRON CORE CHOKE is a unit quite similar to the Audio
Frequency or "a -f" transformer except that it has but
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one coil or winding. It also has an iron core and is
designed for use in low or Audio Frequency circuits.

You will find both a -f transformer and Iron Core
Chokes built on either of the plans shown but the choke
can be easily recognized because it has only two con-

nections while the transformer has four or more.

RADIO FREnUENCY CHOKE is similar to the iron core choke
in that it has but a single coil or winding. However,

it is designed for operation' in high or r -f circuits
and thcrefore, in most types, the coil has no iron
it its core.

In the upper illustration we show a Universal or
Lattice wound choke, mounted on insulating material
while, in the lower illustration, the winding is di-
vidod into several sections.

POWER TRANSFORMER is the unit which, in equipment op-
erated by the ordinar7 alternating current lighting
circuit, provides the necessary high and low volt-
ages. It usually contains a number' of coils or windings
and the one connected to the supply, is the priMary.
All of the other windings are "Secondaries" and, like
the Audio Transformer, all of the c)ils are mounted
on an iron core.

Although made in a variety of shapes and sizes, some
of which are like that shown for the a -f Transfor-
mer, the Power Transformer is usually larger and can
be identified by the larger nurber of terminals which
it carries.

KNIFE SWITCH. In the earlier Lessons we told you it
was necessary to "break" or open a circuit, in order
to stop the current and the knife switch is merely one
common arrangement which permits one or more c:rcuits
to be opened and closed conveniently and repeatedly.

The illustration shows a switch with six separate
points of connection and two blades, each of -,hich
can complete, or break, a circuit betwc-n the center
and either outer point.

As each blade is known as a "Pole" and each closed
position as a "Threw", the switch we show is a Double
Pole, Double Throw, abbreviated, "dpdt". You will

find this type of switch made up in a wide variety
of number of poles and number of throws.
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TOGGLE SWITCH is really nothing but a special and common
form of a knife switch and receives its name from the
mechanical or "Toggle arrangement by which the switch blades
are made to operate.

You will find toggle switches in common use, not only
for Radio equipment but also for mcrt household
appliances such as Vacuum Cleaner, Fans, and so on.
Like thu knife switches, toggle switches are available
in a variety of poles and throws.

ROTARY TAP SliqITCH, as shown in Figure 2, serves the
general purpose of all switches, which is to open and
close one or more circuits. For Radio applications,
there are common conditions which require that one wire,
or circuit, be connected frequently to each of a number
of other wires or circuits.

In this particular cae,'the switch blade is mounted on
a shaft and can be rotated in order to make contact
with a number of other points or connections. Ycu will
find switches of this general type in common use,
especially in the moderil types of "All Wave" Radio Receivers.

RHEOSTAT. In the earlier Lessons, we told you tht,
with the voltage remaining the same, a chqn,_:0 of
re-isance would cause a change of cur,"Lnt. k's It is
often necessary to control the amount eI °urn -J -1f, by
changing the value of r,sistance, a va-1a-JJ0 resitance
unit, known as a "Rhoost2t" is in common -as°.

The mechanical construction here s r,uch like thet of the
Rotary Tap Switcn except that the ax r;. rakes

contact 1iith the turns of a clrca," o)il of 'hire.
Actually, the iibstticn of thu coctrels the
amount or length of ware in the circui'. bat, :s the resis-
tance pur foot of the wire is unifor, the effect i7 a change
of resistance.

As shown by the symbol, a rheostat has but two external
terminals. Onu, cunhect.ed directly to the moving contact
02 arm and thu uth,r to one and of thu wire or resistanco
material.

POTENTIO'EL,R is a unit having about thu gam? el<,ctrical
and mechanical arrangement as the rheo3tat. The main
difference is that it includes a third terminal ,7o that
connections may be made to both girds of the rusiFtance as
well as thy, moving arm.

As you will learn inter, this third terminal makes
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many additional circuit arrangements possible and you
will find potentiometers used for the control of
volumes tone, voltage and so on.

FLED RESISTOR is the name given to a very caumon unit
which provides desired values of resistance. It nay
be uade of a coil of wire and known as a "Wire Wound"
type. It may be made of a compound of carbon and other
materials and known as a Carbon type. It may be made of
a glass rod covered with a thin boating of metal and
known as a "METALLIZED" type,

You will find these three general typos in values from
a fraction of one ohm up to several million ohms and
in sizes to carry various amounts of current,

DYNAMIC SPEAKER is one of the common devices for con.-
verting the electrical signal energy into sound. It

consists of a couparatively large electro.magnet,
called the field, and a smaller winding, known as the
Voice Coil, mounted at the center of a movable cone.

When the signal energy is present, in the voice coil,
its magnetic attraction andlopulsion, in respect to
the field, causes the cone to vibrate and produce the
sound waves in the air.

Dynamic speakers are made with cones of various died*
rioters and fiE-ld coils to suit the circuit conditions.

MAC:\IETIC SPEAKER is a unit for the same purpose as
the dynamic speaker and the preSent models are quite
similar. Instead of an electro magnet, the Magnetic
speaker has a permanent magnet for its field*

Looking at the symbols, you will notice there are
four connections to the dynamic speaker and only two
connections to the magnetic speaker,

MICROPHONE is a unit, the action of which is opposite
to that of the speakers. Sound Waves, which enter the
microphone, cause changes of the electrical energy
in its circuit and thus, in general, it converts sound
energy into electrical energy,

There are many types, styles, shapes and sizes of micro..
phones and, as we will explain in the later Lessons, there
are several distinct principles of operation. The one

shown in Figure 7 is known as a "Carbon" microphone and
its action is much like that of a rheostat*

The left hand symbol indicates a "Single Dutton" arm



.
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the right hand symbol, a "Double Button", type of carbon
microphone. Other common types of"microphones are,
Crystal, Dynamic, Ribbon, Velocity, and Condenser.

WIRES are used to connect the various units to each other
and to the sources of energy as well'as to the various.
output and input devices. Therefore, the various assem-
blies contain a number of wires but, for economical
reasons, each piece of wire'is arranged to serve the
greatest number of circuits.. As a result, circuit
diagrers shoe- wires which cross each other but must
distinguish between those which are connected and those
whicn are not.

As shown in Figure 2, Crossed wires, which are not
electrically connected, are shown by drawing a half
circle for one of them. When the crossed wires are
electrically connected, both wires are shown straight
with a small circle or dot at their intersections

In commercial diagrams, you will find either or both
of thee° methods used, Sometimes, when the dot in..

dicatcs a connection, the half circle is Omitted for
the crossed wires which are not connected. In other

diagrams, where the half circle is used, the dot.
is omitted for crossed wires' which are connected.)
In the later Lessons however, we use both symbols
as shown in Figure 2.

CELL AND DATTEEY. Contrary to a common idea that all
battery operated Radio Receivers and other apparatus
are obsolete, there are perhaps more of this type in

use today than ever before. Practically all Portable,
as well as Automobile and Airplane equipment can be

placed in the battery operated Class to say nothing
of the increased number of Radio receivers being sold
and used in localities without electrical light and
power service.

Also, as we will explain later, all the common types
of vacuum tubes are primarily direct current de-
vices and the ordinary types of cells and batteries
are one of the simplest and most convenient sources
for this type of electrical energy,

As we have already explained the action and con..
struction of cells and batteries, no further de...
tails are necessary at this time.

FUSE. In any electrical device, it is possible for
trouble to develop in such a way that the current will
increase sufficiently to cause serious damage,
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To furnish protection under these'conditions, most
apparatus is equipped with a fuse', connected so that
it carries the total current. As you perhaps know, an
electric current has a heating effect upon the conductor
through which it passes and the fuse is made of such
size or material that do excess amount of current will
heat it sufficiently to cause it to melt.

When the fuse material melts, it falls away from its
supports and opens the circuit the same as a switch.
In practice, this action is so rapid that the excess
current "blows" the fuse before any damage is done.

In Figure 2, we show two common types of fuses, the
upper one is known as a "Cartridge" and the lower one
as a "Plug",

HEADPHONES belong in the same general class as speak-
ers because they convert electrical energy into sound
energy. In construction, they are similar to those
used with ordinary telephones and contain a permanent
magnet with coils or windings to produce an action like
that explained for the magnetic speaker. Instead of

a cone, the headphone has a metal disk, called a dia.
phragm, which vibrates and sets up the sound waves
which are heard.

O

PHONOGRAPH PICK UP, as its name implies, is a unit
which is used for the reproduction of Phonograph
Records. It can be thought of as a special forth of
microphone because it converts the mechanical vi.
bration of the needle into corresponding changes of
electrical energy,

Here again, you will find a variety of makeh, models
and types. The upper one, shown in Figure 29 contains
a permanent magnet and a coil of.wire. Therefore it

is known as a "Magnetic Pick Up". The lower one op-
orates on en entirely different principle and is known
as a "Crystal Pick.Up".

METER; have already been explained and, in most
circuit diagrams, they are represented by a circle
with a letter enclosed to show their type. Thus,
"V" stand for voltmeter, "A", for ammeter, q,IA" for'
milliammeter and so on.

TOTES. As you will soon learn, practically all Radio
Equipment'is built around the various types of vacuum
tubes and, in Figure 2, we show the symbol for one
of the simplest'types. All tubes have the same gen..
oral appearance, connections being made to pin$ ex.
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tending below the base or to a metal cap placed ton top.

In actual practice, the circuit connections are made to
a "socket" which has openings, of proper number and

positions to fit the "pins" or "prongs" which extend
below the tube base, This arrangement permits the tubes

to be removed and replaced without disturbing any of
the wires or their connections.

Although several later Lessons will be devoted entirely
to the circuits, actions and operation of the many
types of tubes, at this'time we want to explain the
tube symbol of Figure 2.

The lines, inside the circle, represent the parts inside
the tube. The rectangle represents the "Plate", the
zigzag line the "Grid" and the loop or inverted "V"
the filament or heater.

STANDARD CIRCUIT SYMBOLS

With these various components made in a wide variety of
types, makes, and sizes, used in an even wider variety
of commercial apparatus, it followed naturally that
wiring diagram symbols were drawn in different ways
by the different manufacturers. Most of these cliff«

erences'were riot great enough to cause confusion and
any ones knowing the symbols shbwn in Figures 1 and 2,
can read the circuit diagrams published for any Radio
apparatus.

However, the symbols used by the Radio Industry did
not coinside with those used by the Electrical Power
Industry but, as long as Radio apparatus was simply
plugged into existing Light and Power circuits, the
difference of symbols did not cause any difficulty.

With the increasing use of Radio and other Electro-
nic tubes as integral parts of Electrical Power app-
aratus, some Manufacturers drew their circuits with
Radio symbols, some used Power symbols and some used
both As a result, it was extremely difficult for
anyone, even with a knowledge of both systems, to
read a circuit diagram accurately.

For example, on Power diagrams, the fixed con-
denser symbol of Figure 1 represents a pair of open
contacts while, for closed contacts the symbol was
the same as that of the variable condenser of Fig-
ure 1. Also, in Power diagrams, the fixed resistor
symbol of Lesson 2 was used to represent transformer
windings and choke coils.
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To remedy this situatiln, the American Standards Associas

tion worked out a compromise series .f "Standard Circuit

Symbols", the ilportant ones of which are shown in Figure

3, As these symbols have been accepted by all parties

concerned, they should be found in all new diagrams but

it would be unreasonable to expect the manufacturers -to

redraw the many older diagrams of existing equipments

Therefore, for some time to come, it will be necessary

to Imow both the old and the new "standard" symbols,

Comparing the symbols of Figure .3 with those of Fig.

ure 1 and 2, the main difference is in those for cap.

acity and contactors. From now on all capacity symbols

should consist of one curved and one straight line with

the addition of a slanting arrow to indicate variable

capacity.

This symbol has been used quite extensively in Radio

circuit diagrams and will be recognized readilys The

standard symbols for open and closed contactors will

no doubt, be contained in all power circuit diagrams

but, to prevent confusions it is most likely that the

modified switch type of standard contactor symbol will

be used for Radio circuit diagrams.

Notice the choice of symbols for resistance. The "zig-

zag" line has been the Radio symbol but the rectangle

symbol is easier to draw and the space provided for

the value will simplify the reading of circuit values.

The inductance syribol, shown in Figure° 1 and 2 is

retained as a standard unit, in addition there is a

new symbol consieuing of a series (..f semi circles.

While these symbols are sufficiently similar to pre

vent confusions the new standard is easier to draw

and way .gradually surercede the older one.

For both symbols parallel lines are added to indicate

au iron core while the arrows, used to indicate var-

iable values follow the plan employed for the resist.

ante eymbols.

Perhaps many of those units are new, as far as you

are concerned therefore we do not expect you to under»

stand their actions completely at this time. Instead,

we suggest you study each picture carefully, compare

it to the corresponding symbol and check both with the

brief explanation we have given.
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To help you further, we sugzest you look inside the

cabinet of all available Radios and see how many of the

coaponent parts'you can identify from the pictures of

Figures 1 and 2,
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Weakness does not prevent success if only the
body is weak. The trouble in the average person is
not lack of ability, intelligence or health. It is
lack of courage that comes from enthusiasm.

--- Arthur Brisbane
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ELECTRON THEORY

In our various explanations of the different electrical,
chemical and magnetic actions, we have told you that
all substances are made up of extremely small parts,
called molecules and these, in turn, are made up of still
s,naller parts called atoms.

An atm is the smallest chemical part of any substance
and all of the thousands of different substances are
composed of molecules made up of combinations of less
than 100 kinds of atoms. The atoms are called the
"elements" and can not be divided chemically into other

substances.

In electricity however, we consider each atom to be
composed of particles of negative electricity, called
electrons, which travel around a nucleus of positive
electricity called a proton. This conception of the
construction of matter is known as the Electron Theory
and is assumes that the difference in the atoms of the
various elements is due to the number and arrangement
of the electrons and protons.

Like the laws of magnetism, in regard to poles, we find
that like electrical charges repel each other, while
unlike charges attract each other. As every normal
atom has enough positive electricity in its nucleus
to balance the negative electrons, they are neutralized
electrically and do not show any particular electrical
action

If we add, or take away any electrons from an atom, it
loses its electrical balance and we call it an Ion. When
an ion has too many electrons, we say it is negatively
charged, because it repels other electrons, and call
it an "Anion".

In the same way, if it does not have enough electrons
to balnce the positive nucleus, we say an ion is
positively charged, because it will attract other
electrons and call it a "Cation". However, a negative

ion will try and move toward a positive ion because
unlike charges attract each other.

Perhaps you have tried, or seen, that old experiment
of rubbing a glass rod with a piece of silk cloth
and found that the glass would attract and hold small
pieces of paper in much the same way that a magnet
will attract and hold pieces of iron and steel.

According to the Electron Theory0 we can explain this
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action by tailing you that in rubbing the glass rod, some
of the electrons were ,knocked off, leaving it positively
charged, The paper atoms, with a few free electrons,
being neutral and having no charge, were attracted by the
positively charged ions of the glass,

Like all other electrical actions, the charges try to
neutralize, or balance and, as an ion with too many
electrons is negatively charged, while one with too few
is positively charged, the electrons will have to travel
from negative to positive in order to strike a balance.

In our earlier explanations of the simple cell, we told
you that the chemical action produced an ,oaf , and the

copper became positive while the zinc becane negative.
Now, we can add that the chemical action transfers
electrons from the copper to the zinc therefore, with a
deficiency of electrons, the copper has a positive
charge while, with an excess of electrons, the zinc has
a aegative charge.

As far as is known, all electrons arc exactly alike and
the difference in the various atoms is due to the number
of electrons and protons they contain. is

made up of an equal number of electrons and protons
while the positive neucleus consists of the protons plus
some of the electrons. The remaining electrons move more
or less freely around the neucleus, When a circuit is

completed across the eimple cell mentioned above, the
positive charge of the copper attracts and captures same
of the free electrons from the atoms of the wire con-
nected Lo it. Those atoms then have a positive charge
and capture electrons from adjacent atoms.

This action continues through the entire circuit until
those atoms, in contact with the zinc are supplied
with same of the excess electrons. Therefore, the exe
ternal circuit will carry a stream of electrons from the
zinc to the copper and the chemical action of the cell
will maintain the stream by transferring electrons from
the copper to the zinc, inside the cell.

Coesidering this flow of electrons as a current of
electricity, its direction is opposite to that of our
former explanations and this apparent contradiction has
caused considerably confusion in the study of Radio

and Electronics. However it would seem that this point
of difference has been overemphasized because, in a
great majority of cases, the direction of current is of

secondary importance.

Regardless of the assumed direction of current, any given
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circuit remains the same and the current is carried'by
the same units. The polarity of the supply voltage,
as well as the voltage; drops across the units, remain
exactly the same, and the numerical values of voltage
and current are not changed.

It is almost stPrdard commercial practice to trace cir
cults from Positive to Negative and as Voltage Tests
are made in most cases, the direction of current can be
ignored s However, there are some electrical actions,
such as that which takes place inside a vacuum tube, which
can be explained more readily by the Electron Theory and
thus we will make use of it in this and the following
Lessons.

To avoid confusion in the later explanations, the term
lcurreLt" will refer to the older "positive to negative"
idea while the e.xpression "flow of electrons" will
refer to the later Electron Theory. As the term "Cur-
rent' meens a flow of electricity or electrons, the
word "flow" will be used only in connection with the
movenent of electrons. From now on "current" is con.
sidered as positive to negative while a "flow of elec.-
Lrons" is from negative to positive,

ELECTRON TUBES

At ordinary temperatures, the atoms of any substance'are
in constant motion and, as the temperature is raised,
the motion increases. This change in motion makes a
bie difference in the various substances and, as we
have done before, we can use water as a good example.

When the temperature is below 32° F., the motion of
the atoms of the molecules is so slow that the water be..,
cones a solid which we call ice. When the temperature
is raised above this point, the movements of the atomA
increase, they becale separated further causing the
ice to "melt" and change into the liquid we call water.

If we continue to raise the temperature of the liquid
water, the movements of the atoms increase until finally
they leave the liquid aad escape as steam, which is a
gas..

When this happens, Je say that the water is boiling and
you know that boiling water is pretty lively. The
only difference between the solid ice, the liquid water
and the steam is a matter of temperature, or the diff-
erence in the movements of the atoms.

You can think of the movements of the atom; as vibra-
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tion and, the higher their temperature, the faster they
vibrate, causing them to keep further apart and expena
the substance that they compose. When this action is
carried far enough, a solid changes to a liquid and a
liquid to a gas.

The electrons of an atom are supposed to travel around
the positive nucleus at an extremely high rate of speed,
much faster than the vibrations Of the atom itself. In

the case of metals, for instance, where it requires a very
high temperature to change the solid into a liquid,
the electrons may be made to move fast enough to break
away from their atoms and leave the metal in about the
same way that steam leaves liquid water.

Py heating certain kinds of metal, a'stream of elec-
trons will be emitted from the atoms, laving positiiely
charged ions, and Elvin; the metal a positive chargo:
This positive charge will attract the free electrons,
therefore many of them are drawn back again.

The common method of producin this condition is to
form the metal into d thin wire and :)lace it in a glass
bulb, _like the ordinary incandescent laap. Connecting
this wires or filament, in an electrical cireuit and
allowing current in it, heat is produced and the elec-
trons are thrown off,

In order to prevent the filament from oxidizing or
"burning up", the air has to be pumped out of the bulb
and it also has been found that oxygen, which composes
part of the air, will prevent the electrons from leav-
in the filament.

Usually, the filament is made of tungsten, or platinum -
iridium wire, much the same as that of an incandescent
lamp but, by giving it a coating of thorium, or other
oxides, the number of electrons thrown off is greatly
increased at lower values of temperature.

TWO ETPIZNT TUBES

To make ute of this action, a second element, called
the Plate, is placed inside the bulb near the fila-
ment. When the fi?ament is heated, the electrons are
thrown off and the ponitive charge of the filament
draws many of them back but, some of them travelling
around inside the bulb, will strike the plate. To

increase this actions Le connect the plate to the pos-
itive of a battery, or other direct current supply, the
negative of which connects to one side of the filament.
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The d -c battery voltage will try and cause current in
this circuit but there is the gap between the plate and
the filament to prevent it. When the plate supply is
connecte(1, and the difference of its voltage is across
the gap between the plate and filament, you can imagine
that a large quantity of electrons have been pulled off
the plate, leaving it positively charged.

Under this condition, the electrons thrown off fram the
heated filament will be attracted to the positively
'charged plate and there will be a stream of them a6ross
the gap. Remembering the directions here, a flow of
electrons from the filament to the plate is the samt as
a current from the plate to the filament*

Should we connect the supply negative to the plate, it
becomes charged negatively, repels the electrons and,
as none of them pass from the filament to the plate, there
will be no current in the plate circuit* This action
can be explained by stating that when the plate is
positive in respect to the filament, the gap between
them is conductive and allows current but when the
plate is negative, the gap is non-conductive and,4ill
not allow current.

Tubes of this type are called "Two Element" or "Diode"
and aro used as rectifiers because they will alloW cur..
rent from the plate to the filament, but not from the
filament to the plate. The Tunear and other similar
bulb rectifiers are good examples of this action.

The amount of current in the plate circuit of these
bulbs er tubes, often called the "emission", depends
ou the number of electrons that leave the filament
and reach the plate.

.*ran what we have already explained, you can see that
the rate of emission will depend on the material the
filament is made of, its size, or surface area, and
the temperature to which it is heated. The voltage
on the plate will also have an effect because the
higher the voltage, the stronger its positive charge
will be and the more electrons it will attract.

In many of our former Lessons we have mentioned power
supplies and given you same of the circuits with a
general idea of their action. They were originally
developed so that the common 110 volt a.c lighting
circuit could be used as a voltage source for the
various elements of the tubas used in Radio and other
Electronic equipment.
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From the explanation just given for a diode tube, you can
see that in order to m7'tntain current in its circuit the
plate must be held positive in .respect to the filament.
As this is true of an tubes, the power supply must provide
a d -c voltage which, in most cases, has a value of 'from
about 90 volts to several hundred volts.

In contrast, the filaments or heaters of the common types
of tubes are designed to operate at lower values of voltage
and, as the current they carry is required only to raise
their temperature, in all but battery types, it may be a -c.

Therefore, when using an a -c source, the high voltage or
plate section of a Power Supply is made up with the four
main parts of Figure 1.

TRI.NSFca'ER

With the common 110 volt a -c as a supply, the power trans-
former is wound to both raise and lower the voltage. For
the filament or heater circuits, the voltage is reduced
but for the other circuits, the voltage is increased.
Electrically, the transformer primary is conrcctcd across
the 110 volt a -c supply and there are usually two or more
secondaries, each having the proper number of turns to
produce the desired voltage.

RECTIFIER

In the second unit of Figure 1, we have the rectifier which
changes the a -c output of a transformer seconary to direct
current. Although the current which leaves the rect:,Cier
is in but one direction: its valae changes with the a -c
alternations to produce what we call a pulsating d -c.
Regardles;., of ius type, or construction, the purpose of
the rectifier is to change the a -c so that it will always
be in the same direction.

FILTER

The third unit of Figure 1 is the filter ahich rece'ves
the pulsating d -c from the rectifier and smooths out the
pulsations. By using a combination of chokes and conden-
sers, the action of the filter is to reduce the high
values of current and raise the low values so that the
pulsating d -c input is changed to a d -c output of a uni-
form value.
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VOLTAGE DIVIDER

As the various tubes frequently require different values
of voltage for their plates* the uniform d -c is carried

through the fourth unite or voltage divider. The di-

vider is made up of resistances which cause fi voltage
drop When current is in them. By making connections
at the proper points, the required values of voltage
for the tube circuits are secured.

Keep these four units in mind because every purer
supply contains same or all of them. Notice that each

has a distinct and separate job to perform in order
that the a -c input is changed to the necessary d -e

output.

POSTER TRANSFORM6

Taking each of these units in detail, we will start
with the power transformer. Back in the earlier part
of the training, we spent an entire Lesson on trans-
former action and suggest you study that Lesson over
again before Loing ahead hereo

As shown in Figure 2-A, a simple transformer is"made
up of a primary winding and a secondary winding, both
wound on the same iron core, The action here is the
same as explained in former Leseono and, depending
on the number of turns, the secondary voltage may be
hi -her or lower than that across the primary. In

the usual power transformer, employed in Radio equip-
ment, generally there are several secondaries.

The circuits of Figure 2-D are a good example and show
the usual arrangement for filament type rectifier
tubes. The secondary marked "Plate" has a large number
of turns and produces the high voltage used for the '

plate supply of the other tubes. The other secondary,
marked "Fil"e produces the necessary filament voltage
and is used only to heat the filament of the rectifier
tube,

There are many other common arrangements but here,
we want to bring out only the differences in the
secondary windings. The wincing with the largest
number of turns produces high voltage at small cur-
rent values while the filament secondary produces
lower voltage but with larger current values.

t

Thie real purpose of the transformer is to change the
_110 volt a -c supply to other values of voltage which
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are needed to properly operate the tubes of electronic
equipment.

To more completely meet the circuit requirements, many
of the windineee are tapped. For example, Figure 2-0'
has several primary taps because, in some localities,
the line voltage is either below or above the normal
value of 110, Thus, if a power supply was to operate
on a 105 volt, instead of a 110 volt line, the primary
connections would be made to the lower and *105" taps.

the use of those connections, the proper number of
active primary turns can be selected to obtain the turn
ratio which will keep the secondary voltages at normal
values.

Keep this arrangement in mind because low secondary
voltages will impair the performance of the unit which
is operating on the output of the power supply, On
tlie other hand, high voltages may increase the gain
or sensitivity of the e3ectronic unit to such an
extent that unwanted coupling will occur and result
in oscillation. Also, the high voltage may reduce the
life of the tubes.

In Figure 2-0 we show a center -tap in the plate or
high Voltage secondary. This is a very common arrange-
ment and is necessary for the usual full -wave types
of tube rectifiers, The filament secondaries are
also often center -tapped and, for the rectifier tube,
the tap is ueed as the positive d-1 terminal while,
for the other tubes, it is used as a return for the
grid and plate circuits,

Figure 2..D shows the circuits of a typical power trans-
former such as used in a complete power supply. Here,
the arrangement is similar to that at 33 but the plate
or high voltaee winding is center tapped and there is
a third secondary.

Like the circuits of B and C, the "Plate" and "Fil X"
secondaries supply the plate and filament circuits
of the rectifier tube. The third secondary, marked
*Fil Y", is the filament or heater supply for the
other tubes of the unit which is obtaining its volt-
af;es from the power supply.

There are many other arrangements but those in Figure
2 are common and will give you the idea, Just remember,
the common types of transformers will have one primary
winding and one or more secondary windings, any or
all of which may be tapped,
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TYPES OF RECTIFIERS

Yearly all types of rectifiers, from the simple mechanical

vibrator to the modern tuba, have been usea in Radio and other

Electronic equipment.
Therefore we want to give you a brief

explanation of the more common types but remember, the

basic purpose of all recAfiers is to allow current in one

direction only.

The vibrator type, by a combination of permanent and

electro magnets, causes a switch to close with current

in one directioe and open when the current reverses. The

action is not too good and, unless carefully adjusted,

the contacts will spark badly. The speikit,g not only injures

the contacts but causes interference in most electronic

devices. That is why the vibrator type rectifier is seldom

used for a.,.c operated Radio equipment. However, as Lill be

explained later, v5brators are used in certain types of

equipment, such as Auto Radios.

Then, there are the chemical rectifiers, built much like a

wet cell, but usin7 a combinauien of electrodes and electro-.

lyte which offer an extremely high resistance to currant in

one direction and a low resistance to current in the reverse

direction.

Earlier in this Lesson we explained the action of the tube

rectifier and will not repeat here. Remember, there are

several types of Rectifier Tubes and if the actions are not

clear in your mind, go back and review before going ahead.

As previously explained,
to a ;reat extent in the
a-c values. However, it

in low voltage supplies.
and made in a variety of
electronic applications.

the dry plate rectifier is used

conversion of d-c meters to read
is also quite popular as a rectifier

It is clean and dry, easily replaced

sizes and types, suitable for many

HALF aAVE RECTIFIER

The rectifier may operate on either half or all of the

a-c wave, depending on its construction and circuLts but

the action can be followed more easily by the simple curves

of Figure 3. At A, we have the usual a-c, sine wave, that

part above the line being thoughtof as positive, while

that below the center, or base line, is negative.
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A simple rectifier, connected in series with the a -c circuit

and allowing current in one direction only, will pass cur-

rent like that of Figure 3-D. Notice here, le have simply

cut off the negative alternations of the a -c and call it a

half wave rectifier because but half of the a -c aave is

alloyed to pass through.

By using a double action, the negative parts of the a -c

wave can be changed so that the rectifier output will Lave

the wive form of Figure s -C. The shape of this wave will
also help you understand Arhat we meant when we mentioned

a pulsating direct current earlier in this Lesson.

Notice here, the values of the curve at A, Figure 3, are

not changed in E or C. All the rectifier has done is to
eliminate those parts below the base line either by drop-
ping them entirely or bringing them above the base line.

When both halves of the a -c wave are used, as at Figure

3-C, vie call the action, fall rave rectification.

Going on to Figure 4, you gill find the circuits of a
simple half wave vacuum tuoo t,7-pe of rectifier. The

transformer is like that of Figure 2-B and the tube is a
two element type -with a filament and plate. When the

primary is connected across an a -c supply, the voltaEe
induced in botn secondaries will be like the curve of

Figure 3-A.

The filament secondary connects across the filament of
the tube and the a -c voltage will cause an alternating
current. However, this current is needed only to heat
the filament and cause the emission of electrons, there-
fore does not need to be rectified.

The other secondary connects to the plate at one end and
to the negative flLoadif terminal at the other. The load

terminals are used to connect the unit to the proper cLr-
cuit and could be marked OUTPUTu.

Because of the electronic emission of the filament, there
will be current through the tube only from the plate to
the filament, which is equivalent to a flow of electrons
fran the filament to the plate. The direction of the in-

duced voltage in the plate secondary keeps reversing and
when it is "down", in Figure 4, there will be plate cur-
rent as shown by the arrows. Notice here, the plate cur-
rent must pass through part of the filament to reach the
positive load terminal, therefore the filament is the
positive side of the d -c circuit.
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When the direction of the secondary voltage reverses,
the plate will be negative in respect to the filament
and there will be no flow of electrons between them,
Therefore we can state that with voltage of this
polarity, the resistance of the tube is so high that,
for practical purposes, there is no current in the
circuit. Then, whin the voltage reverses during the
next arc, alternation, there is current in the direc-
tion of the arrows.

The circuit of Figure 4 thus changes the a -c. wave of
Figure 3-A to the form of Figure 3-B and is a half
wave rectifier,

FUTT. WAVE RECTIFIER

To make use of the other half of the a -c wave, in
Figure 5 we have an arrangement which contains two
of the half -nave rectifiers of Figure 4. The trans
former circuits are again like those of Figure 2-D
but, each secondary section has a center tap. To
make the explanation easier to follow, we will ima-
gine that each half of the plate secondary in Figure
5 has the sane number of turns as the entire plate
winding of Figure 4,

Looking at the lower half of the plate secondary and
the left hand tube of Figure 5, you will see we have
nothing but the plate circuit of Figure 4. The
action here, of course, will be like tnat explained for
Figure 4.

The upper half of the secondary is already connected
to the negative load terminal, through the center tap,
and its upper end connects to the plate of the right
hand tube.

The filaments of the tubes are connected in parallel
across the filament secondary, The center tap of the
filauent secondary connects to the positive load termi
nal and thus the plate current may be carried in all
parts of.the filament instead of but one half as in
Figure 14w

When the direction of plate secondary voltage is down
in Figure 5, the action of Figure 4 will take place
and there will be current through the left hand tube
in the direction of the arrows. When the secondary
voltage reverses and is "up", we have the proper
conditions for the right hand tube and there will be
current through it in the direction of the arrows.
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Saying it in a different way, one tube allows current
when the a-cs is in one direction and, when the a -c
reverses, the other tubes current, However,
the conrections are made so that, no matter which tube
supplies it, the direction -of current in the load cir-
cuit is always the _sena,

Checking up here, by weans of the canter tap and two
half wave rectifier tubes, the plate seencdary voltage
of Figure 3..A is changed to the wave of Figure 3-C
in the output circuite Taken as a unit, Figure 5
is a full wave rectifiers

Instead of using Lov tubes, in Figure 6 we again have
the circuits and actions of Figure 5, but use one tube
with two plates. The output of the unit in Figure 6
will have exactly the same wave form as Figure 5 and
is therefore a full wave rectifier*

You will find the circuits of both Figures 5 and 6 in
carmen use, Those of Figure 5 are generally emr.
ployed in power supplies delivering voltages and cur-
rents of higher values while the circuits of Figure 6
are cone only used with the ordinary voltages required
for most Radio apparatus.

FECTlieLER TUBE COI ECTIOIS

In the various types of Electronic equipment, there are
many methods of making connections to secure the action
of Figures 4 and 50 For example, in Figure 7-A, we
have the circuits of Figure 4 but the positive side of
the load circuit connects to a center tap of the fila-
ment secondary like that of Figure 5.

In Fle-lure 7B we have another comb nation in which one
end of the plate secondary connects either to ono end
or the center tap of the filament secondary. Mile
the mer1,--ings of the bed terminal may confuse you at
first glance, trace the, circuits and you will see the
direction of current through the rectifier tube is
still from plate to filament*

Although we do not show it, the transformer of Figures
7.43 has a core and primary exactly like that of Figure
The difference between the two is in the secondary
connections only,

To bring out the difference of the circuits in Figure
7, suppose the plate secondary develops 650 volts, that
there is a drop of 30 volts across the tube and the
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load negative is grounded. Under these conditions, for
the circuit of Figure 7-A, the connection to the tube
plate would be 650 volts above ground potential. Sub-

tracting the 30 volt drop of the tube, the filament
would be 620 volts above ground potential. As the re-

sistance of the entire filament circuit is low, the
positive load terminal would also be 620 volts above
ground potential.

Anyone working around the unit is at ground potential
and thus all the tube connections and its filament
circuits are "Hot" and will give a bad shock if ac-
cidentally touched.

For the circuit of Figure 7-B, conditions are differ-
ent. Again, with 650 volts across the plate secondary,
the positive load terminal will be 620 volts above the
ground load negative. Again there is the 30 volt
drop across the tube but, the plate is at ground po-
tential and the filament 30 volts below. As we have

explained many times, it is the difference of voltage
that really counts and a person at ground potential
could work around the tube of fi7ure 7-B without fear
of shock.

These two examples show the possibility of various
connections to rectifier tubes but wre want you to
notice that, in every case, the electrical action is
the same. The rectifier may be connected in either
the negative or positive side of the line but, in
either case, its purpose is to change a -c to pul-
sating d -c.

COLD CATHODE GASFOUS RECTIFIER TUBE

The Raytheon tube was the first full wave rectifier tube
to become popular but, unlike those DC have been explain-
ing, it has no filament. Although there is no fila-
ment or cathode to emit electrons, still it is elect-
rons that cause the action.

The tube has the usual shape of other types but, after
the air has been exhausted, some inert gas, such as
helium, neon or argon is placed in the bulb co improve
the action. By inert gas, we mean one that will not
unite or combine chemically with the other elements.

You will remember an electron is considered as a neg-
ative charge of electricity and will be attracted by
a positive charge. To make use of this action, the
Raytheon full wave rectifier has elements, consisting
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of small wires or strips of metal, coiled anodes, which
are surrounded by a cylindrical metal cathode.

To explain the operation we can assume there are a few
free electrons in the srace between the anode and cathode.
When the anode is positive, they are attracted and start
to move toward it. the closer thoy get, tl-e faster

they move and when enough of them strike the anode, there
is a measurable current.

The inert gas is electrically neutral but, when the
electrons, moving toward the anode at high speed, strike
or collide with the ,aolecules of gas, they knock off
other electrons, which also move toward the anode. As
their speed increases, the electrons, d:sludged from the
gas molecules, can eoll'de Idth other molecules and
knock electrons off them,so that the t,tal nuNler of
electrons reaching the anode is greatly increased. Ps
the electrons are "keocked of " the :as molecules, the
electrical balance is upset, tbe gas is no longer elec-
trically neutral but becomes "ionized".

In tubes of this type, operating on the principle of gas
conduction, it has the current
tional to the area of the negative electrode. Thus,
when the a-c supply CE 119,7'S the large cylindrical cathode
to become positive, in respect to the enall shire anode,
the action is reversed rug current in this direction is
comparatively email.

Xn Figure 8 we show the connections for a Faytheon full
wave rectifier Fnd went you to crpare them dith those
of Figure 6 which are the customary circuits for the
filament ty,,e full wave rectifier. The Raytheon tube
has no flament and therefore does nut require a fila-
ment sec ndary. Ilodover it does have some leakage
current Curing the rectifying action ac expiathed a-
bove, 'ohich cahes the too small "buffer" condensers,
C and C2

dl-

necesear.

-While the Raytheon tuee is not used to any great ex-
tent at the present time, other cold cathode rectifiers
employ some of the principles ex?lained

DRY ELITE RECTI.FIERS

It has been found that when certain metallic sub-
stances are brought in close contact, or placed under
pressure, current will pass through the c)ntact in one
direction much more readily than in the other. It

is this principle e-hich has been used to make the dry
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plate rectifier of which there are three general types on

the market. One uses plates of copper and copper oxide,

another has plates of copper sulphide and either magnesium

or aluminum while the third is assembled from plated iron

disks, coated with selenium and sprayed orith metal.

They are classed as low voltage rectifiers, but have been

made in ranges of from 20 to 50 volts with a current capa-

city of from .2 to 3 amperes. Higher voltages are secured

by placing the elements in series while higher currents are

available by connecting the units in parallel.

Vdhen operating, this type of rectifier heats up, but high

temperatures must be guarded against because, above a

certain heat value, current rill pass in aither direction

and the rectifying action stops. The usual dry plate

rectifier is made with a flange on alternate plates to

increase the radiation of heat and help to keep the tem-

perature at the proper value.

In the copper oxide type, the rectifying action takes

place between a plate of metallic copper and a layer of

copper oxide, formed on one side of the plate by a spec-

ial heat treatment. To increase the conductivity, a lead
washer is placed between the copper plates. Current can

pass quite easily from the oxide to the copper but there

is a high resistance to curreht passing frcii the copper

to the oxide.

The action of the copper sulphide type is somewhat dif-

ferent. Alternate disks of copper sulphide and magnesium
or aluminum are assembled alternately under high pressure.

When an a-c voltage is connected across the assembly, a
film is formed between the disks. This film allows cur-

rent to pass freely from the copuer su,.phide to the mac-

nesium or aluminum, but offers an extremely high resist-

ance to current in the other direction.

For the selenium type, a very thin layer of selenium is
applied to one side of a roughened iron disk and, after

heat treatment, it is covered by a soft metal layer
which forms the other electrode. CUrrent will pass

freely from the iron to the selenium but not from the
selenium to the iron. This construction permits good

contact without a high assembly pressure.

Rectifier units of this general type are properly
assembled and treated when made and must never be
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taken apart. Their life is about the same as that of the
average tube but) the larger the current they rectify,
the shorter their life.

As each contact forms a half wave rectifier, at least
two units must be used in order to secure full nave
rectification. This is the arre.lgerient we snow in Fig-
ure 9-A and we want you to compa2e it with Flgures 6
and 8.

?Alen it is necessary to cbtain a higher voltage, or the
transforr.er seconder:, h^s no center tan, the circuits
of Figure 9-B may be used. To follow the circuit here,
the arrows on the wiees show the path of curTent wi,en
the a -c voltage is in one direction. ;pith ve]tiee in
the other direction, the path of current is shown by
the arrows at the side of the wires. You will find
these rectifiers rade w4th several contacts for each
unit and usually assembled with four or V.ve external
connectiOns.

VOLTAGE DCMLER

Back in the earlier Lessons on condensers, you will
remember that when a condenser is pieced across a
source of voltage, it will chAr?;e and, after removing
it from the circuit) will have a pots-.tial difference
between its two terminals eoual to tht source across
which it was charged. In other words, assuming no
leakage, if the source is 110 volts, there will be a
difference of potential of 110 volts between the
terminal, or plates, of the condenser.

Under these conditions then, a charged condenser can
be compared to a battery. Keerieg this in mind,
suppose we have two condensers, each charged to a
potential of 110 volts and connect them in series.
The total potential difference across the combination
will be the sum of the -separate potentials or 220
volts. In other words, we have twice the volta;e
of the charging source and could say we have a volt-
age doubler.

In Figure 10) we show the simplified circuits of
such an arrangement, made up of condensers Ci and
C2 and two half wave rectifiers X and Y, with the
combination connected across an a -c line wjth a
peak voltage of 110 volts. Assuming that the uprer
lead of the source is positive, there will be cur-
rent from it, charging condenser C2, This circuit
is completed back to the other side of the line throu-
gh rectifier Y. On the next alternation, with the
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lower lead positive, the current will be through recti-
fier a, charging condenser Ci, with a circuit bacic to

the upper side of the source.

Both condensers are now charged, with their polarity as
indicated, and you will notice that they are connected
in series in respect to each other. Therefore the total
voltage available across the two condensers will be the
sum of thcir separate voltages. If &load were connec-
ted across both the series condensers, they would dis-
charge and provide current for external use. Also,

as these discharges would always be in the same direc..
tions the load current would be d -c

Frieui the above explanation, it may appear to you that
the condensers are charged by the a -c supply at the

same time they are discharging through the load. How-

ever, if you mill check back on the complete action,
you will see that while condenser C2 is charging, the
supply voltage is in series with condenser C1, which
has been cha-ged during the previous alternation;
maintaining the 'double" voltage across the load.

During the following alternation, while C1 is charg-
ing, 02 is in series with the a -e, supply across the
load and again the double voltage is maintained. It

may help you to think of the a -c supply as charging
one condenser, maintaining the double voltage and
supplying part of the load current, during each al-
ternation.

Ile circuits of Figure 11 show a conventional voltage
doubler circuit and the electrical actions are ex-
actly the same as explained for Figure 10. The only
addition being in the heater circuit of the duo -diode
tube which carries the necessary current to bring
the temperature of the cathodes to the proper point
to omit electrons. The resistance R is used only to
provide a voltage drop so that the filament, or
heater, will operate at its required value of voltage
and currents

Tracing the circuit, when the upper wire of the source
is positive, there will be current from P1 to K1,
charging condenser Cl the negative side of which con.-
nects back to the supply. On the next alternation of
the a -c , the current will be from the lower lead to
charge condenser 02, the negative side.of which con-

nects to P2, and back to the supply..

The output veltaLes given above are for no load eon.
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ditions and when a load is applied, they will drop to a
value depending on the amount of current and the capacity
of the condensers 01 and C2. You can easily understand
this if you remember that the amount of electricity a
condenser can store depends on its capacity.

For this reason, high capacity condensers, usually about
16 rnfds., are used in voltage doublers, and to obtain
satisfactory operation, the capacities Of Ci and 02
should be equal.

FILTER SYMMS

The current which leaves the rectifiers can be shown
by the curves of Figures 3-B and 3-C and, as we have
explained, is a pulsating direct current* If this cur-
rent is allowed in Radio equipment, it will produce
a hum because it varies with or at twice the frequency
of the a -c supply voltage.

To eliminate the hum, the variations of current must
be smoothed out, therefore a filter, composed of
choke coils and condensers, is connected to the rec-

To eliminate all hum, the filter
be carefully designed because, if the condensers are
too small, they will not handle the load properly,
while small choke coils will allow enough variation
to cause hum.

Going back to the early Lessons on alternating
rent, you will remember that in an inductance, any
variation of current induces en ant', which opposes
the change. For a condenser, the amount of charge
absorbed depends on its capacity and the voltage
across it.

Looking at Figure 12-A, suppose the voltage from the
rectifier is like the curve of Figure 3-0 where,
starting at the loft at 0, the voltage rises. This
will cause an,increasing current in coil L which,
by self induction, will set up an opposing emf
This induced calif will reduce the effective volt.
age and thus prevent the current frcn increasing
as fast as the voltage. Also, it will tend to in.
crease the voltage across condenser 0-1 which will
c,

*
narge.

By the time the voltage reaches its maximum value,
part of the current it caused will have passed thro-
ugh the choke coil,and part will have changed the
condenser C-1.
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The voltage then starts to fall in value and the current
starts to reduce, reversing the induced emf in the

3hoke coil. Remember this induced emf does not op-
pose the current, but opposes the changes. Thus, it

tries to prevent the current from increasing but now,
that the current is decreasing, it tries to maintain it.

At the same times the voltage is reducing across con-
denser G-1 allowing it to discharge. Thus we have

the self induced emf of the choke and the discharge
of the condenser both trying to hold up the value of
current. As a result, when the rectifier voltage drops
to zero, the condenser discharge and induced emf of

the choke coil maintain a current in the circuit.

Looking at it in a different way, acting together,
the choke and condenser hold the current back when
the rectifier voltage is rising but release it when
the rectifier voltage is falling.

Due to the fact that the condenser Cl is directly
across the output of the rectifier, the filter of Fig-.
ure 12-A is known as"condenser input". It has been
shown that input condenser G-1 has
a marked effect on the voltage output of the filter
but, with a reasonable value of capacity, seldom re-
duces the voltage variations or "ripple" much more
than 10 per cant. For this reason, C2 is necessary
to reduce the ripple to the point where it will not
be detremental in ordinary units. However, in some
electronic devices having a very high gain, to fur-
ther reduce the *ripple, it is necessary to add on addi..'
tional filter section, made up of chokes and condensers,

As mentioned above, condenser G-1 has an effect on the
output voltage and, by increasing its capacity within
certain limits, the voltage output can be increased.
However, the rectifier tube must be of sufficient ra-
ting so that it will be capable of charging the conden-
ser up to the required potential without overloading.
If not, the high charging current, necessary^for the
condenser, will shorten the life of the tube,

The advantages of condenser input are high voltage
output with a comparatively low hum level. However,
it has the disadvantage of poor regulation. By poor
regulation, we mean there is a comparatively large
variation of output voltage with changes of load.

In Figure 12-B we show another type of filter which
is similar to that shown in 12-A, the difference
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being in the addition of the choke L1 ahead of condenser

Cl. The purpose of the choke coil Ll is to prevent cur-
rent peaks from reacning a value high enough to damage the

rectifier tube.

Due to the fact that this type of filter reduces the cur-
rent peaks, it has the advantages of improved filter action,
better voltace regulation and reduced heating of the sec-
ondary winding of the power trensormer. However, it does

have the disadvantage of a lower voltaee output. Choke in-

put filters are recommended for use with mercury va)or rec-
tifiers where high pock currents cannot be tolerated. In

appearance, a mercury vapor rectifier is similar to the types

explained earlier in this Lesson. However, to reduce the

internal resistance, a small amount of mercury, which is
partially vaporized when the tube is in operation, is placed

inside the bulb.

The mercury vapor consists of mercury atoms, permeating
the inside of the bulb, which are bombarded by the elec-
trons on their way to the plate. If the electrons are

moving at a suffieiently high speed, the collisions will
tear off electrons from the mercury atoms and, when this
occurs, the mercury atoms become "ionized". That is, they

lose one or more electrons and become positively charged.

In the case of mercury vapor, ionization is made evident
by a bluish -green elow between the filament, or cathode,
and plate. '1Len ionization occurs, due to bombardment
of mercury atoms by electrons leaving the filaklent, free
electrons which would not rcach the plate and tend to
reduce the plate current, arc absorbed by the positive
mercury ions so that the plate current is increased.

A mercury vapor rectifier has a voltage drop, between
the filament and plate, of about 15 volts. This drop
is practically independent of current requiremnts up
to the limit of emission of electrons from the fila-
ment but, is dependent to some degree on the bulb tem-
perature.

You will find many arrangellents of chokes and conden-
sers in a filter, a very cannon type being like that of

Figure 12-A with the choke comected in either the
positive or negative side of tne circuit. You must

remember however that the filter is a complete unit
and the condenser capacity must be determined by the
inductance of the chokes in addition to the other
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factors we have mentioned. When replacing any parts, the
best plan is to duplicate the values of -the originals as
closely as possible.

As the voltages in the usual power supply are quite high,
the condenser dielectric must be able to stand up under
these high pressures. One important point that may be
overlooked is the fact that a power supply does not provide
a uniform output voltage.

Suppose it is designed to produce 250 volts at 100 milli-
amperes. If the load current is reduced to 15 or 20 milli-
amperes, the voltage will increase perhaps 40 or 50 volts.
With no load current, the voltage might go up to 300 or

400 volts. This is what we call the regulation and the
amount of variation will depend on the power supply design.

On account of their conneetions, the condensers have to
withstand this high voltage and therefore it is net safe
to operate any power supply unless it is properly connected
to its load. The usual filter ccndenser is made to operate
at 200, 300, 400, 600 volts or higher and, as a general
rule, it is a good plan to install condensers designed for
twice the normal voltage output of the rectifier. The

voltage values listed above are considered as the "d -c"
working voltage of the condensers and they should not ba
used in circuits operating az voltages above their rating.

Should any of the filter condensers break dorm and short,
several things may happen. First, as the outpuL varies
inversely with the load, the shorted condenser forms such
a heavy load that there is no voltage available at the
regular output connections,

If the rectifier is allowed to operate under these con-
ditions, the current will be above its rated maximum out-
put and the plates will heat up, often becoming red hot.
Even if it does not burn out, the life of the rectifier
tube will be shortened, Should the rectifier tube hold
up, high current will be present in the plate secondary
of the transformer and may burn it out.

Whenever you find a power supply in which the rectifier
seems to be working but furnishes no output voltage,
shut off the main supply at once and locate the trouble
before further damage is done.
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VOLTAGE DIVIDER DESIGN

Back in an earlier Lesson, we gave you a detailed explan-
ation of a voltage divider and told you how the various
resistance values were calculated. In practice, the cir-

cuits of that former Lesson are connected across the out-
put of the filters of Figure 12.

Perhaps the circuits of Figure 13, where we show a conven-
tional power supply circuit, will give you a better idea
of a voltage divider. For example suppose we are to find

the resistances of 111, R2 and R3 with 250 volts between
Br and D-, 90 volts across R2 and a drop of 50 volts across
R. Also, lel, us assume the coil L1 has a resistance of
1000 ohms and requires 2.5 watts for proper operation.
The current values are 10 milliamperes for the circuit
connected across B+ and B- with 10 milliamperes for a cir-
cuit connected across R2.

The first step in the design will be to find the amount
of current necessary to give coil L1 the required wattage.
Using a power formula of an earlier Lesson, we have,

P ' I2R I PR

Substituting the above numerical values,

I =
/2.5 = \77775 = .05 ampere = 50 milliamperes
1000

The total amount of current required for the other cir-
cuits is 30 + 10 or 40 milliamperes. Therefore, we
must have ar additional 50 - 40 or 10 milliamperes to
properly excite the coil. This can be obtained by
making the bleeder current 10 milliamperes.

To find the value of Ri, we must first find die voltage
drop across iu, which will be 250 - 90 or 160 volts.
The total current through Ri will be the bleeder cur-
rent plus that drawn from the tap which will be 10 4. 10
or 20 milliamperes. Knowing the voltage drop across Ry
and the current in IL, we can find the resisuance by
Ohm's Law. Substituting numerical values,

Ry = E- =1.02060. = 3000 ohms.
I .

As R2 carries only the bleeder current of 10 ma,
and there is a 90 volt drop across it, Its resistance
value in ohms must be,

R2 - E - 90 - 9000 ohms
.010
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Because the currents approaching a junction of electrical
conductors must equal those leaving it, there will be a

total of 50 milliamperes to B. and on through R3 tto complete
the circuit. As the voltage drop across Ra is given as 50
volts, its ohmic value must be

R3
I

= 1000 ohms
E

.050

The power rating of the resistors can be found by one of the
formulas where P = IE = E2/R. For example, in RI We have
a current of 20 ma and a drop of 160 volts. Using tha first
form above,

PRi = E1
1

I g. 160 x .02 = 3.2 watts

PR2 = E212 = 90 x .01 = .9 watt

PR = E3I3 = 50 x .05 = 2.5 watts
3

Looking at the circuit again, the output voltage of the
filters appears across condenser 02 and here, tae choke
coil L1 is in the positive side of the circuit. Resistances
R1, R2 and R3 are in series across C2 with Ra at the positive
and R3 at the negative side of the supply circuit.

The junction between resistors R2 and R.3 is marl:ed 85,-"
and is grounded therefor.., with 0B-11 ai a reference
point, voltage drops across R1 and R2 will be positive while
voltace drop across R2 Will be negative. This is a very
common method of obtaining botli positive and negative
voltages frum a single supply, voltages which, as you will
soon learn, are required fur the proper o7erntion of many
types of radio tubes.

For R2,

For Has

Condenser Ca and 04, connected across resistance" of the
voltage divider, act as filters as explained for those of
Figure 12. Here, variations of current in the resistors
will cause corresponding changes of voltage across them and
thus the condensers will charge and discharge to maintain
a more uniform current. For example, referring to Figure 13,
suppose the current in R2 starts to increase. The voltage
drop across Ra and 03 will also increase and the condenser
will charge and absorb some of the increased current.
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When there is a reduction of current in R2, the action
reverses and the condenser discharges, thus helping to
maintain the current in the resistance. These precau-
tions are necessary because any rapid variations of volt-
age, across any part of the voltage divider, will cause
hum or noise in the speaker of a Radio Receiver.

Check over these circuits carefully because, in our
next Lesson, we are going t.o use power supplies of this
type to help explain" the circuits and actions of other
types of Radio Tubes.
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The value of work depends upon the spirit
tnat is put into it.

After all, we are nothing but human beings
whether at work, at ,Dlay or asleep. Work is
nothing but the forth -putting of the human spirit.
It is the light that shines from the candle in the
soul. It is the energy streaming out of the
human mind.

--- Dr. Frank Crane
TRA -10
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ELECTRON TUBES

As explained in the previous Lesson, the action of a

two element, or diode type, tube is quite simple yet

it took many years to discover and utilize its prop-

erties.

Some time before l35, while Thomas Edison was per-

fecting the incandescent electric lamp, he noticed

that, after being in use for a tine, the inside of the

glass bulb become blackened and eventually caused a

serious reduction in the amount of available light.

Investigating this action, he mounted an electrode

inside the bulb, but not connected to the filament.

'lith this arrangement he found it rossible to establish

current from this electrode to the filament but not

in the reverse direction. This is known as the "Edison

Effect,' but no further developrent was attempted at

that time.

In the former Lesson on Radio Principles, we mentioned

that Wireless Systems were in operation and much re-

search was being done to improve their efficiency of

operation. Dr. J. A. Fleming, a British scientist

very active in Radio research, obtained a patent on a

two element tube known as the Fleming Valve.

In effect, the Fleming Valve was merely an application

of the Edison Effect and consisted of a plate surround-

ing the filament, both of which ware mounted in an

evacuated glass bulb. This was the original ancestor

of our present diode tube but, designed to replace the

crystal and'other detectors used in the Radio Receiver

of that day, it was not a great success.

It was soon found that the Fleming Valve was not as

efficient as the older type of detectors,therefore it

did not come into general use. However, it is cf ex-

treme importance as it started many experimenters to

study its action.

The experirents culminated in the discovery, by Dr.

Lee De Forest, that a third electrode, known as a '1 ;rid"

could control the action when it was placed between

the plate and the filament. It was in 1907 that Dr.

De Forest obtained his original patent on the three ele-

ment or naudionu tube, and this date is usually con-

sidered as the birth of cur modern Radio Systems.

Like most important inventions, the value of the

three element tube was not appreci.ited immediately
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and 1 -,ter, Dr. De Forest was arrested for trying to sell
stock in a company being organized to manufacture a
mdorthless Glass 3ottlen. however, by continued research,
the value of this tube gradually became apparent and
its applications have completely dominated all of the
later Radio developments.

THREE ELEMENT TUBES

Although the early models of tubes were comparatively
crude, sore of the modern versions have the general
appearance of Figure 1, but before going into the
electrical actions, we want to give you an idea of the
mechanical construction.

Looking at Figure 1, you will find the complete tube
consists of a base, the lower side of which carries
a numocr of metal orongs that are used to complete the
external electrical circuits through the inside parts.

Mounted inside the base is a glass stem which extends
upward and contains a number of wires that are used
both as mechanical supports and electrical connections.
The upper ends of these wires carry the plate, grid
and filament or lihat we call the uelementsu of the

Also mounted on the top of the base, you will notice
a ;lass bulb which completely encloses the elements.
The lower part of the bulb is sealed to the stem so
that the el:rents are inside a tightly closed space
from which the air is pumped.

The only element which can be seen in Figure -1 is the
plate, rade up of sheet metal in the form of flatten-
ed tube. It completely surrounds the other elements
and thus produces the best action as it can.i.tercepL
practically all of the electrons thrown off by the
heated filament.

To show the inner construction, for Figure 2 -we have
removed the bulb and plate of Figure 1, leaving the
grid e:;:posed. Instead of solid metal like the plate,
the grid is made of wir3 wound in the form of a
cage, or spiral coil, flattened to fit inside the
plate.

The grid is supported by two of the wires extending
upward from the stem and you will notice that one of
these cl;:tends down through the base and prong to form_
an external connection.
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In much the same way, the two outer wires which support
the plate are mounted in the stem and one of them ex-
tends downward to another prong to forma connection
for the plate circuit.

Going further, for Figure 3 we have removed the grid,
leaving only the wire supports and the filament which
has the general shape of an inverted "V", often called
a "Hairpin". Three wires are used, the central one as
a support only with the other two as supports and elec-
trical connections which extend down through the two
remaining prongs.

This three element or "triode" tube therefore requires
four'external connections and has four prongs on its
base, a bottom view of which is shown in the upper
sketch of Figure 4. This view is extremely important
and you will notice the four prongs are equally spaced
although those which are used for the filament con-
nections have a larger diameter than the other.

Check this view carefully as many Radio circuit dia-
grams are shown in this way with the prongs narked,
"F" for dilament, "G" for grid and "P" for plate.
Other diagrams show a tube symbol, like that in the
lower part of Figure 4, which we have lettered in the
same way in Order that you may compare all the views
of Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4.

When in use, the tube prongs are pushed into a socket
which has corresponding holes and metal springs which
make contact with the prongs and to which the circuit
wires connect. This arrangement permits the tubes
to be removed and replaced without disturbing the
wiring or permanent connections.

Like the two element tubes, when the filament of a
triode is heated, there is a stream of electrons to
the positively charged plate. With the grid placed
between the filament and the plate, all of the elec-
trons reaching the plate will have to pass close to
the grid wires.

Should we give the grid a slight positive charge;
by connecting it to the positive of a d -c supply,
it will act like the plate and attract electrons.
In other words, the positive charge of the grid will
now attract nany of those electrons which, after
being thrown off, would be drawn back by the pos-
itive ions of the filament.
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However, with a stronger positive charge than the grid,
the plate attracts practically all of those electrons
which have moved toward the grid and thus the number
reaching the plate is increased. This means, of courses
that the current in the plate circuit will be increased,

Should we give the grid a negative charge, be reversing
its connections to the d-c Supply, it will repel the
electrons, forcing them back toward the filament and
allowing the positive ions there to attract them. In
this way, the number of electrons reaching the plate
will be cut down and the plate current will be re-
duced.

The voltage on the grid can thus control the current
in the plate circuit and the main advantage of this
type of tube is that a comparatively small change of
grid voltage can cause a larger change of plate cur-
rent.

TUBE CIRCUITS

Before going any further with these actions, we want
to take up the practical side and show you how the
circuits are arranged and of what they consist.

To begin with, in the left hand diagram of Figure 5,
we have drawn the filament circuit connected to asource ofDsupply. This source is known as the "A
supply and the main purpose of its current is to
heat the filament and cause the emission of elec-
tronF. Unlike the other tulle circuits, the fila-
ment will operate on either direct or alternating
current but, for this Lessons to simplify the ex-
planations and emphasize some important points,
we will assume a direct current supply with the po-
larity as marked in Figure 5.

The filament is part of a simple circuit and the path
of the current is from the supply positive through
the filament and back to the supply negative. Near
the negative DO terminal Tie show a junction DOD
and want you to keep this point in mind.

For the center diagram of Figure 5, we show the com-
plete grid circuit which you can trace from the grid
through coil DL1D through the "CD supply, through
junction DOD, through part of the filament and,
across the space inside the tube, back to the grid.

The coil "Ll" may be a choke coil, a transformer
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winding or a resistance across which a signal or input
voltage can be produced. For this reason, the unit
in the position of the "L1" is often known as the input
circuit of the tube.

The supply, often known as the "C", furnishes a d-c
voltage and is connected so that its negative term-
inal is toward the grid and its positive terminal is
toward the filament. This supply maintains the grid
at some fixed value of voltage which is negative in
respect to the filFment and must not be confused with
the signal voltages which appear across the input
circuit.

To distinguish this fixed condition, the voltage de-
veloped by the C supply is known as the"grid voltage",
"grid bias", "bias voltage" or "C voltage". All
of these terms refer to the same action and, because
the resistance of the space between the grid and
filament is so high that practically no current is
present, the "C" sup4y is considered as a source of
voltage only.

Notice here, the complete grid circuit includes part
of the filament circuit and the point "0", already
mentioned, is where the tap circuits join. For
this reason, point 0 is commonly known as the "Grid
Return".

At the right of Figure 5 we shoLd the plate circuit
which, you wili nutiee, is about tne same as the
grid circuit. It consists of 'he plate, a coil
"L2", a supply "B" and is con7leted through part of
the filament.

Hero, the coil "L2" may be a choice coil, transfor-
mer winding or resistance and is thought of as the
"Plate Load". Compared to coil"Li" as the input cir-
cuit, coil "L2" is the output circuit. The "3" or
plate supply furnishes direct current for the plate
circuit and is always connected with its positive
toward the plate and its negative tou.ard the filament.

Our former explanation may have given you tie impres-
sion that the plate current was made up of the elec-
trons supplied by the filament. dhile this is true,

you must remember that electrons move from negative
to positive and therefore the negative of the plate

:rill rerlece the electrons which pass from the
filament to the plate. Regardless of the details,
from a practical standpoint, the B stuply maintains
the plate at the desired positive potential, in re-
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spect to the filament, and also supplies the plate current.

Checking the path of the plate
"B+", pass through "L2" to the
between the plate and filament
part of the filament and point

current, it will leave the
plate, across the space
and return to 1T.." through
"0".

For a tube operating as explained above, this junction
marked "0" is called a "reference point" and all tube
voltages are measured from it. For example, if you de-
sire to measure the plate voltage in Figure 5, you place
the positive terminal of a voltmeter on the plate connec-
tion at the tube and the negative on the reference point
"0". When measuring grid voltage, a sensitive meter can
be connected across the grid and "0" while for filament
voltage, the meter will be from F+ to "0".

Spend enough time on these three circuits to get them firmly
and clearly in mind because they are what we will have for
any three element tube operating on direct current. Above
all things, be sure you understand the purpose and circuits
of the different supplies.

The filament, or A supply is connected across the F ter-
minals of the tube socket. The B supply is alwF)ys in the
plate circuit with its positive connected toward the plate
of the tube.

The C supply is placed anywhere in the grid circuit,
usually at the filament end, with its negative toward the
G terminal and its positive connected to the F-.

CHARACTERISTIC CURVES

As most technical articles on the action and operation of
electronic tubes are written around their "Characteristic
Curves", we will continue our explanations by showing you
how curves of this kind are Bade. To being, we will make
a curve which indicates the changes of plate current caused
by variations of grid voltage.

Curves of this type represent actual operating values,
therefore the circuits of Figure 5 are combined into an
arrangement on the order of that shown in Figure ll. There,
the filament circuit is controlled by the rheostat, R-1,
and the voltmeter, "Ef", indicates the operating voltage.
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The "B" supply is tapped, to provide different values
of plate voltage, indicated by the voltmeter "Ep",
while the milliameter "Ip", indicates the plate cur-
rent. The potentiometer "Re provides a gradual ad-
justment of the grid voltage which is indicated by
the voltmeter "Egli. The "Switch" reverses the polar-
ity of the voltage applied to the grid circuit.

In Figure 6, we start with the usual arrangement of
squares but, for clarity, have made them comparatively
large. The plate current scale is at the left, with
"0" at the bottom and, as we are interested only in
the general action at this time: no numerical values
are given. In the same way, the grid voltage scale
is shown across the bottom with the "0" value off
center toward the right.

With the curve scales laid out and the tube connected
in the circuit of Figure 11, we adjust the grid volt-
age to zero and read the plate current as indicated
on meter "Ip". To record this value on the curve, we
start at "0" on the "grid volts" scale and go up the
"0" line until we arc opposite the indicated value
of plate current on the plate current scale, where we
plot the first point of the curve.

The grid voltage is then adjusted to some definite
value of positive voltage, as indicated by voltmeter
"Ego, and the value of plate current is read in
milliameter "Ip". This value is plotted as previous-
ly explained, for the second point of the curve.

Following this same plan, we find that, as the pos-
itive grid voltage is increased, the plate current
also increases quite rapidly at first but soon reaches
a point where a further increase of positive grid

'

voltage causes a smaller increase of plate current.

By plotting these various readings as points and then
joining the points with a Una, we have the upper
part of "Curve 1" of Figure 6 and the smaller in-
crease of plate current at higher values of nositive
grid volaEe is shown by the way the curve "bends
over" at the top.

The grid circuit connections are now changed by throw-
ing the "Switch" of Figure 11 so that a negative volt-
age will b, supplied and, starting with a small value,
we find the pl:tc current is less than with zero grid
voltage. This value is plotted as before and, as
the negative grid voltage is increased, the plate cur-
rent decreases quite rapidly at first but again WO
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reach a point where a further increase of negative grid
voltage causes a smaller decrease of plate current.

Here however, we continue increasing the negative grid
voltage until the plate current drops to zero or what
is known as the "Plate Current Cut Off". Then, join-
ing the plotted points of plate current values with a
line, we have the lower part of "Curve 1" of Figure 6.

Notice the shape of this curve carefully. Starting
at the bottom, the plate current first increases grad-
ually and then steadily, or in a straight line, for
quite a distance, after which the increase is not so
rapid. Keep this action well in mind because we are
going to have morc to say about it.

Curve 2 was made by repeting the steps explained for
Curve I but, with a higher value of plate voltage,
and you will notice it has the same general shape, but
its current values are higher. Different values of
plate voltage eiil cauee different values of plate
'current, for the same values of grid voltage, but the
general shape of the curves remain the same. The higher
the plate voltage the higher the plate current.

Of course, there are limits to these values, depend-
ing on the size of the elements of the tube, the
distance between them and so on but, for each parti-
cular type of tube, the manufactures specify how
high the plate current can be raised with safety.

AeiPLIFIER ACTION

The three element tubes we have been describing may be
used a- amplifiers, rectifiers or detectors, oscillators
and modulators, with several methods of operation for
each. For this Lesson, however, we will explain only
the first two actions.

Starting with the amplifier action, we, will assume that the
grid of Figure 5 is supplied with a negative C voltage,
or "biased", to a value such. that when a straight line is
drawn vertically from this value on the grid voltage scale
of Figure 6, it crosses the plate current Curve 1 at the
point we show as "O". This intersection is very important
and is known as the "operating point" of the tube.

We want you to notice also that, for a comparatively
large distance on either side of this operating point,
the curve is almost a straight line. Thus, ti.o say the

tube is operating on the straight part
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of its characteristic curve.

Suppose now that an a -c or signal voltage is induced
in coil Li og Figure 5 which is in series with the d-
c "C" supply. For one alternation, the signal
voltage will aid that of the "Co supply and increase
the total negative grid voltage. For the next al-
ternation, the signal voltage will oppose that of
the "C" supply and reduce the total negative grid
voltage.

Curve 1 of Figure 6 shows the changes of plate cur-
rent caused by changes of grid voltage therefore we
can use it to see the effect of the signal voltage.
The 0 supply or bias voltage determines the opera-
ting point, which is shown as "Os, therefore, direc-
tly below this point, we have drawn the "signal volts"
curve to represent the a -c signal voltage.

It may help you to follow the action here by imagin-
ing that the signal voltage curve is moving upward and,
the point at which it intersects the horizontal line
of the grid voltage scale will indicate the total
,grid voltage at that instant.

For our explanation, we will imagine the signal curve
has -roved up until its maximum right hand or positive
value crosses the grid voltage scale. This will
Cause a small aositive grid voltage and, to find the
corresponding value of plate current, we have exten-
ded the broken line up to Curve 1 and then over to
the riaht.

By overcoling the negative grid voltage, this first
hall altrnation of signal voltage has caused an
increase of plate current which we nave shown by the
left herd qaarer of curve Ip.

As the signal volts curve continues to move upward,
the point at which it intersects the grid voltage line
mores back toward the operating point "0" and there-
fore the value of plate current is reduced.

For the next alternation of signal voltage, the point
of intersection will move tow-ird the negative and of

-

the grid voltage line and thus the plate current will
be further reduced. Following the plan for the max-
imum value of the first alternation, we have drawn
b'okon lines to show the value of plate current for
the maximum voltage of the second alternation of
signal vol ago.
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Curve Ip shows all the changes of plate current which take
place during one cycle of signal voltage and of course,
the action will be repeated for succeeding cycles.
Notice here, curve Ipa has the same general shape as the
signal volts curve but its amplitude is greater. It is

by this action that small signal voltage, impressed on
the grid circuit of a tube, are amplified and carried
over to the plate or output circuit.

As a general definition of a tube action as an amplifier,
we can say it is that action by which a small variation
of grid voltage will cause a larger change in plate current.

DETECTOR ACTION

To continue our investigation of the action of this
tube, for Figure 7 we have redrawn the lower part of
curve 1, Figure 6, but have increased the C voltage,
or negative grid bias, until the operating point is now
at nOtl, Figure 7. The circuits have not been changed
in any way except, but increasing the bias voltage,
the operating point has been moved closer to the lower
end of the curve*

Again we will assume an a-c signal voltage is induced
in Ll of Figure 5, and, for simplicity, will consider
it to be the same as that of Figure 6.

Following the steps already explained, we imagine the
signal volts curve as moving upward and, as shown by
the broken lines, are able to draw the changes of
plate current as curve Ipd. Check this curve carefully
and you will find that the increase of plate current,
above the value at the operating point, is greater than
the decrease below this value.

This difference is due to the lower bend of Curve 1
and although both alternations of the signal volts
curve are the same in shape and size, those of curve
Ipd are different. In other words, like changes of
grid voltage cause unlike changes of plate current.

As the increases and decreases of current, in curve
Ipa, are equal, the average current remains at the
same value as when no signal voltage is present. For

the conditions of curve Ipd, the presence of the
signal voltage causes an increase in the value of
average plate current.
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Although apparently causing distortion of the signal,
the action of the tube, operating at point "0", Fig-
ure 7, is of importance because it is similar to that
of a rectifier and allows the tube to be used as a
"Detector". A tube operating under these conditions
is generally referred to as a "Bias Detector".

A5 we will explain fully in a later Lesson, these are
"Grid Leak" and "Diode!' detectors which produce an
action to that just explained for Bias Detect-
ors. At this time however, we want you to remember
only the general action of a detector, which is similar
to that of a rectifier.
How that we have explained the ;_eneral idea, for Fig-
ure 8 we have drawn a more detailed graph of the lower
parts of the c-rves of Figure 6 and include actual
values of voltage and current. while the curves of
Figure 6 are true for all triode tubes, curves like Fig-
ure 8 apply only to one particular type of tube. tube
roanufacturers publish corves like this for (Naah type
of tube they make, by taking readings a circuit
on the general plan of Figure 11. That is why we
want you to study -Loose curves carefully.

Looking at Figure 8, you lin] find the plate current
scale extends from 0 to 16 milliamperes while the grid
voltage scale extends from "-16" to 0. As you
Earn very so, most tubes ueed in Radio 'Receivers
have an operating point which prevents trio rid volt-
age from becoming positive and therefore only neg-
ative values of grid voltage are required.

Checking the "Ep = 250 volts" curve, with -14 volts
on the grid, the ale to current has a value of slight-
ly over 1 ina. As t'ne negative L rid volthgo is re-
duced, the plate current is cue .609, slowly a t first
and then at nearly unifore rat) until, at a value
of -4 volts on the grid, it reach°, a value of 16 ma.

The lower, "Ep = 150 volts" curve of Figure 8 has the
same general shape as toe up )er one but, for any value
of volLge, the plate current bas a lower value.
For example, with -8 volts on the grid, the upper
curve shows a plate current of approximately 8 i1a, while
the lower curve ineicates a value of but 1 rna

PLATE CURR.E1JT PLITE VOLT;LGE cuavEs

In our explanation of Figure 6, we told you a tube.
is useful as an amplifier necau a small change of
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grid voltage causes a larger change of plate current,
This can be seen in the curves of Figure 8 but, by
comparing them as in the example above, you can see that
a change of plate voltage will also have an important
effect on the plate current.

To show all of these variations, it is common practice
to adjust the grid voltage to different values and then
check the plate current for different values of plate
voltage. These are known as "plate current - plate volt-
age curves" and are made as shown in Figure 9.

Notice here, a separate curve is made for each value of
grid voltage and the group is known as a "family". we
want you to study Figure 9 very carefully because curves
of this kind are published by most tithe manufacturers
and, as we will explain in this later Lesson, they give
quite complete data on the characteristics of the par-
ticular type of tube from which they are made.

To illustrate one important use of these curves, in
Figure 9 you will find the left hand or "Eg = 0" curve,
shows that with 0 grid voltage, 100 volts on the plate
causes a current of 7.75 ma. The "Eg = -2" curve
shows that with -2 volts on the grid, the plate current
is but 5 ma although the plate voltage remains at 100.

From these values we see that a change of 2 volts on the
grid causes a change of 7.75 - 5 = 2.75 ma in the
plate current and our next step is to find what change
of plate voltage will cause the same change in plate
current.

The "Eg = -2" curve shows 5 ma at 100 volts and for
increase of 2.75 ma or a total of 7.75 ma, we follow
it up and see its value is 7.75 when it crosses the
132 plate voltage line. In other words, it requires
132-100 or a 32 volt increase on the plate to cause
a change of 2.75 ma in the plate current when the
grid voltage is held constant at a value of -2.

Instead of following the curve until its value in-
creases for the full change of current, a more accur-
ate method is to start at the reference point, first
read up for half the amount of change and then, going
back to the reference point, read down for one half
the current change. In this way, and variations in
the slope of the curve will average between the two
readings to provide greater accuracy.
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In Figura 9, 'our readings were taken on a part of the

curve which is approximately straight and therefore, the

single reading should provide suf"icient accuracy.

A IPLIFICATION FACTOR

From these value= we can find the amplification factor

of the tu' e. This is ahat we co.amonly called the ".:ill"

of the tube and is ofter represented by the Greek Letter
II It

The "mu" of a tube is a measure of the ,e,7inayn voltage

availal,le and is tne rtio of the change

of plaue voIta-,2, to the change of grid voltage nec-

essary to produce an equal c'iange in plate current.

Going heel, to the curves of Figure 9, we found a change
of 2 volts on the ;rid caused a change of 2.75 ma in

the plate current. To cau,-io a like change of 2.75

ma in the plate current, at a fixed value of grid volt-

age, there had to be a change of 32 volt-. on the plate.

The "mu" of the tube then is 32/2 = 16.

To show you that the amplification factor remains
abort the same at different values of plete voltage,

we can start at 300 on the plate volt.gc scab and

follow the line up until it nrosse-. the "Eg = 10"

curve. Checking this point of intersecti,n on the

left hand scale, Ye find the nlate current is 9.5 ma.

Startine at the 300 plate volt line again and going
up to the "Eg = -14" line, we find the plate current

is 4 ma. These two readings show that a chance of 4
volts on the grid causes a change of 9.5 -4 or 5.5

ma of plate current.

To find the change of rla tie voltage; necaseary to

cap=e this c7anee of plate current we first divide
the atove vali.e of 5.5 ma by 2 and have 2.75 ma.
Follooing, the former cyplana tiun for more accurate
readings., vie start at the intersection of the 300
plate volt line and "Eg = -10" curve and follow tli2

curve up until we reach a point op,-)osi he a value of

9.5 + 2.75 or 12.25 ma on the left hand scale.

From this point we follow straight dovin to the lower

scale and read the value as 325 volts.

Starting orce more at the intersection of the 300 plate
volt line and "Eg = -10" curve vie follow the curve down
until we reach a point opposite c value of 3.5

2.75 or 6.75 ma. This point shows a pieta voltage of

268.
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Checking back, we see it requires a change of 325 - 268
or 57 volts on the plate to cause the same change of
plate current as a change of 4 volts on the grid. The
amplification factor therefore is equal to 57/4 or
14.25 which is approximately witilin 10% of our former
example.

Using the values of our first readings from the curves
of Figure 9, the tube has a mu of 16 and therefore each
volt change on the grid will cause the same variation"
of plate current as a change of 16 volts on the plate.
With these figures, you can see how the tube actually
amplifies a signal because the grid is the input circuit
and the plate the output circuit.

The' curves of Figure 9 are not straight lines and
therefore, under different voltage values, the mu will
vary. However, this variation is so small under ordinary
working conditions that you need not worry about it.

The amplification factor, or constant, is controlled
largely by the mechanical construction of the elements
of the tube. A fine mesh grid, placed close to the
filament, produces a high mu, while a coarse mesh grid,
placed further from the filament, produces a low mu.

INTERNAL RESISTANCE

Thinking of the plate circuit of a tube as a simple direct
current circuit, at 0 grid voltage, the curves of Figure
9 show a current of 13.5 ma at 150 volts. Using Ohm's Law
and remembering that 13.5 ma equals .0135 ampere, the d-c
resistance is 150 volts divided by .0135 ampere or 11,111
ohms.

However, with 2 volts negative on the grid, and 150
volts on the plate, the plate current drops to approximately
9.5 ma. Notice that no change has been made in the plate
circuit except the conditions in the space between the plate
and the filament. Figuring as before, the 6-c resistance
is 150 divided by .0095 or 15,789 ohms.

We mention these figures only to show you that the
imernal d-c resistance of a tube varies with the grid
and plate voltages and is not what is commonly called
the "impedance", or plate resistance.

PLITE IMPEDANCE

The plate impedance is the resistance offered to al-
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ternating current in the plate circuit and can be thought
of as the ratio between the change of plate voltage and
the change of plate current caused by the change in voltage.

Going back to the curves of Figure 9, we found that,
with 0 grid voltage, the plata current was 7.75 ma
at 100 volts and a change of 32 volts caused a change
of 2.75 ma. The plate resistance, or plate impedance,
in this case then, is equal to 32 volts divided by
.00275 ampere, which is 11,636 ohms.

You may find this -difference -between the d-c resistance
and impedance a little hard to follow but you must
remember that, with -constant grid and plate voltages,
the plate -current remains steady. In other words, under
these-conditions we have a direct current circuit.

When the -tube -is in -operation however, an a-c voltage
is impressed on the grid and, although the plate supply
voltage remains constant, the -plate current will vary
because the actions already explained. These variations
of plate current cause the same electrical actions as a-c
and it is the resistance to them that we consider as the
plate impedance.

SYMBOLS

Before going further we want to mention here that on
most curves, or in technical descriptions, the letters
E are used for grid voltage, Ep for plate voltage,
Ig for plate current and Rn for plate impedance. Then
to show a change in the values, the letter "d" is
written before the other symbols. Instead of writing
"change of plate current", the letters- "dIp" are use do

Using these symbols, the general formula for the ampli-
fication factor or constant can be written as,

mu -
dEg

and for the plate impedance,

RpmdEp
dip

MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE

The third important factor, or constant, of a tube
is the Mutual Conductance, which is based on the
amplification factor and the plate impedance. It is
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usuall; dcfined as the ratio between the mu and RD and

shown by the symbol Gri. In other words, the mutual con,.

ductar__:e of a tube tells us how much change in plate
current is caused by a given change in grid voltage.
This is very useful as it shows the efficiency of a tube

as an amplifier.

Back in our early Lessons on parallel circuits, we gave
an explanation of conductance and told you it was the

reciprocal of resistance, For example, a circuit with
a resistance of 4 ohms has a conductance of . mho.

for the mutual conductance of the tubes, we follow
the same plan but, because the values are small, use
one millionth of a mho, called a microMhol as a unit

of meast,re. Therefore, the mutual conductance is us-
ually given in micromhos.

Using the symbols, the formula for mutual conductance
can be written as,

Gm =mu
Rp

but we already found that

mu = 12 and Rp = 1E2
dip

Substituting these Values in the formula,

Gm = dEP 14-1
dEg dIp

To divide fractions, -Ire simply invert the divisor
and irultiply which makes the equation,

Gm . .c21.1.2

dEg dEp

and cancelling the udEpu terms, we have

Gm =
dEg

which says that the mutual conductance is equal to the
changu in plate current divided by the change in grid
voltage.

From thE, curves of Figure v, we found an amplification
constant or "mutt of 16 and a plate impedance of 11,636
ohms at 100 volts. Substituting these values in the
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formulP, we have

u,m =Rpmu =111,336
-

6
0001375 mho.

To have the answer in micromhos, we simply multiply
by one million and find

Gm = .n01375 mho x 12.000,000 = 1375 micromhos.

To use the other form of the formula, the curves of
Figure a show us, at 100 volts on the plate, a change
of 2 volts on the 9:rid causes a change of 2.75 may
.00275'empera, in the plate current. Using these
values.

Gm = 112 .0775 = .001375 mhos = 1375 micromhos.
Eg

These -tlre constants -- amplification factor, plate
impedance, and mutual conductance -- tell you the
most important characteristics about the operation of
any vacuum tube.

EaSSION

From our earlier explanations, you know the action of
a vacuum tube depends on the emission, or stream of
electrons thrown off by the heated filament therefore,
in Figure 10, we show the fundamental circuit on which
most enfssion type tuoe testers. are based.

Unlike the circuit of Figure 11 which permits separate
tests on the various elements, to make a test of the
emission, vie are not interested in the relative actions
of the plete and grid therefore connect them together
as shown in Figure 10. The filament, connected across
the "Au supply has a control rheostat in series and a
voltmeter to show the actual operating voltage.

A second voltmeter, 11-21pu is connected across the plate
circuit -while the milliameter, uIpn indicates the cur-
rent which, as you know, is the useful emission. In
commercial tasters of this t7pe, the milliameter
scale is marked !'Good - ? Bade and controls are pro-
vided to elepoly the proper voltages and connections
for each tyo: of tube in accordance with a prepared
chart.

TUNGSTEN FILAMENTS

As we mentioned before, all substances are made up
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of electrons and protons but, to be of use in a tube, the
filament must be an electrical conductor and throw off
electrons when heated. Tungsten has these qualities to
such a degree that it is one of the three common materials
in use at present.

At high temperatures, tungsten emits electrons quite freely
and, while it will stand up well, requires a comparatively
large amount of power to heat it. Although the filament
operates in a high vacuum and will not oxidize or burn, the
metal evaporates slowly and, in time, the diameter becomes
smaller. As the diameter reduces, the electrical resistance
of the filament increases and, if the voltage is kept constant,
the current will decrease.

A decrease in current causes a drop in temperature and the
flow of electrons is cut down. However, if the voltage is
increased to bring the current up to normal, the filament
usually burns out in a short time because, being of smaller
diameter, its current carrying capacity is cut down. There-
fore, you can see why a tube will have maximum life when the
filament voltage is held constant.

THORIATED TUNSTEN FILAMENT

While there are a few tungsten filaments still in use, it
has been found the action is greatly improved by adding a
small amount of thorium. When heated, the thorium is thrown
to the outside and forms a layer on the tunsten. Electrons
are then emitted freely from the thorium at temperatures much
lower than those required for pure tunsten.

As the thorium in the outer layer is exhausted, a new supply
comes from the interior of the wire, renewing the outer layer
and maintaining the emission. When the entire supply has
been used, the emission is reduced but, unlike the older types
of tubes, the filament still heats up and looks perfectly
normal.

Should the tuoe be operated at a high voltage, the filament
becomes overheated and the outside layer of thorium is ex-
hausted before it can be replaced by that inside. To bring
conditions back to normal, the grid and plate circuit are
opened and a high voltage is applied to the filament for a
short time. Under these conditions, a new outer layer of
thorium is formed on the filament and the emission is restored
to normal.,
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The third common type of filament is made of platinum or
nicket wire coated with oxides of various elements such
as barium, strontium, calcium or caesium.

The main advantage of the coated filament is the large num-
ber of electrons emitted at comparatively low temperatures.
While the old tunsten filaments operate at a white heat, the
oxide coated type give a greater emission when heated to a
cherry red.

Another advantage lies in the fact that the platinum wire
carries the current while the coating emits the electrons.
Operating at a low temperature, the platinum will not evapor-
ate and, as only the coatirg emits electrons, the resistance
of the filament does not change with age. A filament of
tnis type can be operated at either constant voltage or cur-
rent for its entire useful life.

PLATE AND FILAMENT SATURATION

In our explanations so far, we have told you hag the plate
current was controlled by the plate and grid voltages but now
you can s e that the filament must also be considered. Within
certain limits, by increasing the temperature of any of the
three types of filaments, the emission will be increased and
to see just how far this action will go, we show the curves
of Figure 12.

To draw these curves, the plate voltage was held at a con-
stant value and the change of plate current plotted for each
change of filament voltage. With 45 volts on the plate, the
lower curve shows less then 1/2 ma, plate current at 1 volt,
1 ma at 2 volts and 2 1/2 ma at 5 volts. The point we want
to bring out hare is that a further increase of filament
voltage causes but very little increase of plate current.

In fact, the way the curve flattens out, the tube would
operate at 4 1/2 volts almost as well as at 7 volts. In
other words, between 4 and 5 volts, the plate is attracting
almost all the electrons it possibly can and a further
increase of voltage, while heating the filament to a higher
temperature, causes but a very slight increase in plate
current.

The upper curve, made with 90 volts on the plate, has the
same general shape and while the plate current increases
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rapidly up to 4 1/2 volts, it then starts to flatten outs,
Above 5 volts, the increase is very slight, showing there is
no advantage of operating the filament above this voltage,

Where the curves start to flatten out, we say a point of
saturation has been reached and, in both curves of Figure
5, this occurs near the 5 volt line. However, we see that
with 5 volts on the filament the plate current is 2.5 ma
at 45 volts and 7.25 ma at 90 volts.

With 5 volts across the filament and 45 volts on the plate
we decide therefore that the positive charge on the plate is
not strong enough to attract any more electrons and we have
a condition of filament saturation. As the plate voltage is
increased, the plate current also increases, up to a certain
point, and when a further increase of plate voltage cauaes
no increase of plate current, we have a condition of plate
saturation.

To fully understand these actions, there is one more condi-
tion we want to mention. Even though the plate is positive,
in respect to the filament, and many of the electrons reach
the plate, some are drawn back to the filament and others ac-
cumulate between the plate and the filament, making up what
is known as the "Space Charge".

Being composed of electrons, the space charge is nega-
tive and its action will be to repel, or drive other electrons
back towards the filament. In other words, a balance is
reached between the positive charge of the plate and the
negative space charge so that the plate current is definitely
limited.

Then, when the voltage on the plate is increased, its posi-
tive charge is increased and thus there is a high plate cur-
rent before a balance with tne negative space charge is
reached. Thinking along these lines, you can see how the
grid, placed between the filament and plate, and given a posi-
tive charge, will tend to neutralize the negative space
charge and allow a greater plate currant for a given plate
voltage. Keep this in mind because we will have more to
say about it in the following Lessons.
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FILICL::NT COYSTRI5CTION

rechancally, all filaments are made in the form of a
wire or ribbon and supported inside the tube as shown

in Fire 13. At A, we have the comnan U-shaped fila-
ment sTported at 3 points, raking it fairly rigid,
and ex )sing its entire surface to the surrounding
grid and plate.

At -B, the same idea is carried out a little further
and the filament has two leaps with 5 points of sup-
port. Y -)u Jill find this plan used in most of the
filament type power tubes and will notice a glass
bead a the top for h-lding the extra supports.

Lt C, the filamort is str-d&t, support 3d at the top
and b-ttan. Remember in all of these, the grid is
placed around the filament and the plate around the
grid. we show Inly the filament in order that you may
fellow its shape and method cf support.

A- C 170IL:17ETTTS

In the early days of Radio Broadcasting, the avail2ble
tubes required 1 ampere at 5 volts to heat the filament
properly nd with.several tubes in use, a 6 volt storage
battery was the most- ccarion and economical source of
supply. The 1-igher voltages for the plate were obtained
from batteries made up of larger numbers of dry cells
or amJ11 storage cells. As a result, the owner of a
Radio Receiver had an almtst constant problem of
battery replacement or recharging.

Because ef this condition, much research was done
to eliminate the batteries entirely and operate the
tube filaments on a -c Which usually could be obtained
by a inexpensive transformer operating on the

house lighting circuit. This nay seem a simple re-
placencrt :lob but the ordinary tube, with a filament
desiued for d -c will not operate satisfactorily on
a -c

This is due to the fact that, with an a -c supply, the
polarity of the filament changes at the frequency of
the sc7ply and the filament is part of the grid or in-
put cIrcuit of the tube. Thus, the variations of
Moment velic,7a. cause corresponding changes of grid
voltage -Lich are amplified by the tubes and appear
as a it hurl in the speaker.

This c.)ndition con be overcome to a large extant by
connecting a potentiometer across the filament and
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connecting the grid return to the variable contact. By

this method, the grid circuit can be connected to the
electrical center of the filament. arrangements of
this type were installed in many older model Radio Receivers
and were known as "Hum Controls".

While an improvement, this method does not entirely
eliminate the hum because alternating current is continually
changing in value as well as direction. That means the
filament will be heated as the current passes through
maximum value, cool off as the current reduces and reverses,
but be heated again as the current passes through maximum
value in the opposite direction.

The effect is the same as if we were continually changing
the filament voltae values of Figure 12 from 0 to raxirula.
Of course, with 60 cycles a-c, the changes take place so
rapidly that the filameet does not have time to cool
entirely bu.,, there L enough chaege in temperature to
vary the emission and cause the aum.

To overcome this trolli.1101 filsment type a-c tubes, are

made to operate on low -oltago and high current. Take

a coqui.mn filament type power tuba for exagple. It requires

an a-c filament supply of 2.5 volts end draws 2©5 amperes.
That means the filament has a very low resistance and is of
large cross section area. Leieg large, it takes long ,r

for it to heat up and cool off therefore, the rapid chen7es
of alternating current have but a small effect on its
temperature. This same plan is carried bat far all the
later filament type a-c tubes as you can see hy referring
to a table of tube characteristics.

HEATER TIP1E TUBES

As far as the useful operation of a tube is concerned,
the filament is required only to furnish the supply of
electrons. If it could be heated by some other Loans,
there would be no need of the usual filament current.

Working along tb3se lines, the me.jority of our modern
tubes have been developed with the filament proper used
only to supply the heat to a surrounding element that
furnished the electrons and, used this way, the filament
is called a heater. This arrangement makes it possible
to keep the heater circuit entirely separate from the
other tube circuits and thus reduce the a-c hum still
further.

The element for supplying the electrons is made of
metal, coated with an oxide and called a cathode. Its
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general shape is in the form of a cylinder which is
fitted closely around the heater, but insulated from
it.

In Figure 14-A we show a cathode which was used in the
early tubes of this type and we want you to notice that
in this construction the cathode is placed around the
filc.mont of Figure 13-C. This arrangement was not sat-
isfaci,ory because the magnetic field, set up around
the filament by the alternating current in it, in-
duced a voltage in the other circuits and caused con-
siderable hum.

To overcome -this -hum, the cathode of Figure -14 -B -was
developed with a heater of the general shape of Fig-
ure 1E-. As the heater is in the form of an inverted
"U", at any instant) the current in the sides of it
will be in opposite .directions. This will cause mag-
netic fields of opposite polarity and -they will tend
to neutralize) thus reducing the hum caused by the
induced voltage. However, in this construction it was
found thit additional insulating material was necessary4
between the cathode and heater, which made the tube
slow hooting.

A further improved Lype-cf-cathode has-beert-daraloped

the general construction of which is shown in Figure
14-C. The heater is a-comidltively long-ohairpin#
and is wound on an insulating dowel in the form of a
double spiral. Due to its hairpin shape, the current
in the sides will be in cp7)site directions, causing
the fields set up to neutral ize each other as expaained
for Figure 14-B. Also, due to the large amount of
heating surface, the cathode is quickly brought to -its
normal operating temperature.

At the top of the cathode proper, you will notice -an=
insulating washer through which the heater dowel ex-
-tends, thus serving to keep the heater in its proper
position. Extending upward, the dowel also -serves as -
a top support of the entire -cathode assembly. At the
bottom, the ends of the heater are brought out through
an insulating washer where they are spat welded to the
leads in the stem which extend to the tube prongs.
Also, there is an additionaLstem_wire- which.00nnects
the cathode to a prong in the tube base and also acts
as a support.

You will find variations of this type of dathode,--but
the general construction will be the same. In all
cathodes, manufacturers are constantly striving to
design one which will_heat more rapidly and keep the
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The complete construction of this type of tube is .quite simi-

lar to that of the triode explained earlier in this Leseon.

Here, the wire mesh grid is placed around the cathode ard,

to secure uniform spacing between the elemental the grid is

also cylindrical in shape. The plate is placed around the

grid and again, to secure uniform spacing, the active area

is cylindrical in shape.

As shown it the left hand asse-ibly view of Figure 15, the

cylindrical plate is often extended to engage the support-

ing -wires but the assembly proper is of co7aratively

small size rnd follows the shape of the cathode.

This arrangement provides four elements, -- helter, cath-

ode, grid and plate. However, tha heater is not considered

as an active dement, therefore, the tube is known as a

cathode type triode.

At the left of Figure 15, we show the completed tube rnd

want you to not -ice that there are 5 prongs on this base

instead of 4 as explained for tne filament type triode.

This is easily accounted for boc .use of the edditional

connection to this cathode.

At the right of Figure 15 we have shown the bottom view of

the base and tho symbol which is usod TO represent the cath-

ode typo triode. We want you to compare this with the fila-

ment type triode tube of Figure 4 so thet you can e -sly

differentiate between the two. The action of both is very

similar, the only difference being in the source of elect-

rons. In the filament typo, the filament is the source

of electrons and for the neater typo, the cats ode is the

source of electrons.

In the next Lesson we are going to take up multipurpose

tubes but, at this time, we want you to be sure you

fully understand the action of a triode. If ther3 is

any doubt in your mind concerning the action, throughly

review the explanations of this Lesson before going ahead.
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MODEM TUBES

In the former Lessons, we have explained the pur-
pose and action of the three element radio tube which
is reelly Lk e feandaTion for ell of the many tyres
wnich are now on the market. Like most other de-
veleeeents, the trend in tube design has been to
impreve the efficiency, by increasing the number of
elements, arrenging them so that one tube will do
the work which formerly required two or more.

Because cf the many and rapid changes in tube de-
sign, it is almost impocsible to remem'per the de-
tails o7' all, the va,^:]_ous tyres. However, as this
detailel data is easily available in tables, similar
to the one which follows this Leseen, we want to
make a general explanation of the purpose and action
of the additional eiements found in the later and
more complicated yp_s.

A general explanation of this 'And will not only
give you a geed understanding of the tubes now on
the market but will make it easier for you to fig-
ure out tne action'of new typos which nay be devel-
oned in the fueure.

T_ZT:TED alARATTEaTS2IOS

Contrary to a nopelar belif, tubes are not just.
put tcgether and some uce found for each completed
type. Instead, the need for ..one particular type
is carLfe]ly sLedied and tee Lobe is designed and
constructs: to fit that particular need although
additional UE3S have cam been fcund for certain
types of tubes after they appeared on the marl;et.
For example, the typ-: 24 scre,,n grid tube vas ori-
ginally designed for a high gain R.F. .enplifier
but later was often used as a d,tector and some-
times as an A.F. amplifier.

In respect to their application, all tubes can be
divided into three general classes. -

First: High Frequency Amplifiers, used at raaio
or intermediate frequencies where it is desired
to have a large vol cagegain with a low power out-

put. This type has a high nu and high plate im-
pedance -rich small power output.

Second: Low Frequency Amplifiers, used at audio
frequencies. Here there is a sub-division because
sonic tubes are deslgned for voltage amplifiers
while others, used in the output stages.tare re-
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quired to deliver a cemparatively larze powc2r output.

The low frequency, voltage iLplificr tubes usually
have a lolrer mu than similar high frequency types,
malcing their operation more ate:LA.3. Also, the
plate impedance is lower to allow them to work prop-
erly L.to the L'we: ieapedenee of the various types
of A.'. co,lpifng.

The output tubes are designed to operate the speaker,
or otLor output device and, to deliver maximum pow-
er, hove compartively high plate current and lox
plate imnedance, For the reasons mentioned above, the
mu is low bin, as we will explain later, for units
which require maximum catput with a minimum of tubes,
there are some types with fairly high gain.

Third: Detector and. Gecillator Tubes. Although the
detector is prfmarily a rectifier and the oscillator
an A.'). generator, we place them in one class be-
cause the sane -types of tupas are often used for
either purpose. Mile many detectors are arranged
to provide ampltication, in addition to rectifica-
tion, in E,aneral, tubes far this use are not am-
plificArs and therafore have a comparatively low mu
and Plate resistance.

Remember, these are general classes only and you
will find many variations. However, we want you to
appreciate the need for tube's of these three gen-
eral divisions in order that you may better under-
atind the more detailed explanations which follow.

CLASSI7ICATION TUBES

In the early days of Radio, the different types of
tubs were given numbers of two digits such as 01,
26, 27, and the various manufacturers placed their
own number first. Thus 226 was a type 26 manufac-
tured by R.C.A., Radiotron, a 326 lAas the same type
manufactured by E.T. Cunningham, and a 426 was again
the same tube but manufactured by the DeForest Radio
Company.

No aefinite system was used for the various types
and it was necessary to mmorize the various numbers.
For exrmple, type : 43 is a 25 volt power output tube,
tie 44, o 6.3 volt a.F. amplifier and type 45 a
2.5 volt triode pmer amplifier. Types 43 and 44
have a cathcde while type 45 uses the filament as a
source of electrons,
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This rgethod was continued until most of the two number com-
binations had been used, making it necessary. to adopt a
more difinite system which employs both letters and numbers.

Thus, we now have tube types such as 2A3, 6C7, 25Z5, and so

on. In all of these you will notice there is a number,
followed by a letter which, in turn,is followed by another
number.

The first number indicates the filament or heater voltage
in steps of 1 volt. Thus, for type 2-A-3 we know the fila-
ment voltage is between 2 and 2,9 volts. The exceptions of

this rule are some 2 volt tubes, which are given a first
number of 1.

The letter is arbitrarily chosen to represent the type of
tube and is usually taken from the first part of the

alphabet. However, as rectifier tubes serve an entirely
different purpose. the first models are given the letter Z
so that the 25-Z-51 mentioned above, is a rectifier with a
25 volt filament.

The last number shows the actual number of usable tube
elements with external connections. Thus, the 2A3 is a 2.5

volt, three element or triode amplifier. By this method,
a type 56 which is a 2.5 volt heater type triode would be-
come a 2-A-4 because it has external connections for the
heater, cathode, plate, and grid. A similar tube, built
in a metal shell, is known as a 6-C-5 because of a connec-
tion to the shell.

The 6-C-7 has seven elements, the heater, cathode, plate,
and four grids while the 25-Z-5 has five elements, the
filament, two cathodes, and two plates.

To eliminate the comparatively long Are necessary to make
a connection to the grid cap installed on top of some tubes,
a series of "single ended" tubes is now in common use. The

grid connection is made through a base prong as explained
for the triode tube and, to identify this feature, the tube
type includes the letter "S". For example, a type 6SF5 is
a single ended tube with about the same characteristics as
a type 6F5.

Because of the larger number of grids in some of the comb-
ination tubes, it has become rather difficult to name them
all and therefore you will often find them numbered, All

you need remenber here is that the numbers start at the
cathode, the grid closest to it being 0-1. The next out-
or grid is 0-2, and so on.
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The size and shape of the glass envelopes have also
been standardized and the letters indicate the general
shape of the glass while the numbers show approx-
imately the widest diameter in edghths of an inch.
For example, an 3-12 bulb is spherical with a diameter
of about 12/8 or 1 1 inches.

2

The R.M.A. (Radio Manufacterers Association) have also
adopted a numoering system for the prongs on the tube
bases as shown in the tube table of the next Lesson.
This system is used in many of the later type tube
testers and analyzers as it simplifies their operation.
The metal top cap of a tube is sometimes abbreviated
"T.C. instead of being given a number.

MULTI - ELEMENT TUBES

As we mentioned at the beginning of this Lesson, the
efficiency of many of the later types of tubes is due
to the increase in the number of elements. This

condition is taken into consideration by the present
system of numbering and is also the basis for the
names given to the various types.

From our earlier explanations, you know the positive
terminal of a direct current source is often called
the "anode" while the negative is the Ficathode".
As it is alwaye connected to the positive of the
supply, the plate of a tune is also known -s an "Anode
and, as we have already told you, the electron emit-
ting element, connected to the negative of the plate
supply, is the "cathode".

A simple tube, consisting of but one anode and one
cathode is called a "Diode", the prefix being a
Greek word for two. The same plan is followed,
when more elements are present, using the following.
Greek numerals as prefixes.

1 - Mono 5 - Ponta
2 - Di 6 - Hexa
3 - Tri 7 - Hepta
4 - Tetra 8 - Octo

From this table you can readily see tl'e reason for
calling a three element tube a IlTrieee". Following
the same plan, a four element tube 1111 be a net- '

rode"and a five element tube a "Pentode", and so on.

To give you an idea of the general appearance of some
of these combinations, for Figure 1 of this Lesson
we show a tube with two plates and two cathodes, each
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brought out to separate base prongs or pins. With
tie t:a heater connections, this makes a total of
six pins in tne base, tl-e arrangement of which is
shown below the outline view ef the tube.

Belo the bottcm view of the base we have drawn the
symbol ,which ohe=3 the assembly consists of tro Sep-
arate cethede type diodes having a common heater.
Thus VL: rave a double diode ahich is usually called a
"Due-Di.)d:".

As we will explain later, tubes of this general type
are usecl ac rectifiers or detectors and may be of
either the filament or cathode type with one or two
plates. Notice the base view of Figure 1 because all
tubes, with six base pins, have this same mechanical
arrangement.

Another common type of tube is shown in Figure 2 and
you will, notice, in addition to the pins in the base,
there is a grid cap on the ton. lake the pins, the
cap is used to corplcte an external circuit to a tube
element.

In many tubes, :nu will find the glass is not trans-
parent but has a coating on the inside. This is
usually what is knoJn as the "getterr, a chemical
whicl, will absoro any small quantities of air or gas
that may have Deen in the elements when the tube
was evacuated.

Directly below the assembly view of the tube we show
a bottom view of the base which has seven pins. You
will find caps on tubes with four, five, or six pin
bases and we show a seven pin base here merely to
bring out one standard arrangement.

Looking at the symbol below the base, you will find
that there are seven elements and thus a 6 volt model
of this type might De numocred "6-A-7". However,
follpaeing the general Plan of naming according to the
number of elements, it would be a "Heptode". Instead,

the core -ion plan is to call it a "Pentagrid" which
means it has five g{ ids and the presence of the plate,
cathede, and he :ter are assumed.

There are many variations to the numbering and naming
systms, but the general Plans we have explained are
suf,l'icient to enable you to interpret almost any
combination with which you nay come in contact.
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YETAL MI5

From our explanations, you car see that the glass
envelope or "bottle" of a tune is used mainly to pre-
vent the air from reaching the elements. Exactly
the same results can be secured by using metal instead
of glass but the problem has been to Perfect a method
of making an airtight joint to carry an insulated
wire through a metal shell.

The solution of this problem was found in an alloy,
known as "FERNICO" natal, which seals readily to cer-
tain kinds of glass. As shoklin in the cut away view

of Figure 3, you will notice the connecting wires
from the tube elements pass through a glass bead which,
in turn, is sealed to an eyelet of Fernico metal.

This arrangement forms an airtight joint as yell as
an insulated supocrt for the wires which complete the
external circuits to the tube elements. The arrange-
ment of the parts is similar to those explained for
glass type tubes, a central cathode surrouneed by one
or more grids with a cylindrical -plate on the outside.

This assembly is mounted on the metal header to which
the steel shell is welded. The air is pumped out
through a central glass tube which extends down into
the base. As shown by the middle sketch, the base
has eight equally spacea pins aroirad a central
"Aligning Plug".

This plug extends beyond the pins and has a raised
"Key" which fits a corresponding "Keywey" in the
socket. To place the tube in the socket it is nece-
ssary to enter the aligning Plug in the central
hole and turn until the key drops in the keyway.

Compared to the old glass tubes, the metal tubes e-
liminate the need of the glass stem and thus, for
equal size elements, the aceeribly can be made short
er and more rigid, while the length of the connec-
ting wires, betNeen the elements and the pins, can
be reauced.

The steel shell forms a good shield and to utilize
this action, the shell is connected to one of the
base pins in the same way as the other elements.
Comparing the symbols of Figures 2 and 3, you will
find the only aifference is the shell or "5" conn-
ection,

Because the self aligning feature of the 8 prong or
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octal base is a great convenience, you will find them

in use on glass as well as metal tubes. In fact, some

of the metal tube types are made with a glass envelope

and given a type number ending in G.

For example, the symbol of Figure 3 corresponds to that of

a 6,A-8 metal tube and, if the same elements were mounted

on an octal base and enclosed in a glass bulb, the tube

would be a "6,a -3-G".

Although some distinctive metal tube types have been

developed, in general their action 18 the same as

similar glass types, the difference being mainly in the

mechanical construction.

RECTIFIER TUBES

To explain the action of the various t:Tes of tubes we

have drawn a number of simplified circuits and will

start in Figure 4 with a simple aiode tube used as a

rectifier. From the symbol, you will notice the tube

has a plate, cathode, and heater and is therefore a

"diode", as the hen ter is used merely to cause the

emission of electrons.

For simple, yet practical conditions, we will assume
the a-c supply is an ordieary 110 volt, 60 cycle house

lighting circuit while the heater is designed to onerate

with .3 ampere at 12.6 volts. The series resistor "R"

must be of the proper value to cause a drop of 110 -

12.6 or 97.4 volts with a current of .3 ampere. By Ohm's Law,

the value of "RH must be,

R =97.4 = 624.6 = 325 ohms
I .3

The current in this circuit will be alternating and
because of resistance "R", the heat ir will carry the

rated amount of current and its temperature will rise

to the proper value to correctly heat the cathode.

Starting at the upper supply wire, you can trace
another circuit through the plate, cathode snd "d-c
Load" resistance back to the supply. There are

several points to keep in mind here.

First, the polarity of an a-c source rev3rses for
each alternation therefore, for one alternation the
plate will be positive, in respect to the cathode,
and for the following alternation, the cathode will be
positive in respect to the plate.



n'1:1
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Second, as previously explained, there will be current in
the plate circuit only v:hen the plate is positive in respect
to the cathode. This action, in combination with that of
the a-c supply means there will be plate current only during
every second alternation.

As shown by the arrows on Figure 4, there will be alter-
nating current in the heater circuit but, because of the
action between the tube elements, the plate current will
be in but one direction. From our former explanations, as
the direction is always the sare, the plate circuit will
carry pulsating direct current.

Although its value will vary and drop to zero during each
second alternation, there is pulsating direct current in
the plate circuit and thus we can show the "+" and "-11
polarity of the d-c load. As but half of the supply alter-
nations are used, we call this a "Half Wave" rectifier.

To utilize both alternations of the supply, we have "Full
Nave" rectifiers built on Uhe general plan of Figure 6
or with filament type tubes as shown by the symbol of
Figure 5.

Although it can be operated by being connected directly
to the supply on the plan of Figure 4, the tube of Figure
5 is usually connected to the secondary windings of a
transformer, the primary winding of which is across the
supply. One of these secondary windings has a c)mpara-
tively small number of turns and thus develops the proper
voltage for the tube filament while the other winding
usually has a much larger number of turns and develops
a high voltage for the plate circuit.

The action here is as explained for the tube of Figure 4
and the filament carries alternating current but there
will be plate current only when the plate is positive
in respect to the filament. To make use of both alter-
nations of each a-c cycle, the d-c load connects back to
a center tap of the plate windioL.

Thus, as shown by arrows, when the a-c voltage is in one
direction, one plate, which is positive in respect to the
filament, will carry current. For the next alternation,
when the a-c reverses polarity, the other plate, which is
then positive in respect to the filament, will carry
current.

In effect, the tube of Fitlie 5 consists of tro of
the tubes of Figure 4 connected so as to work alter-
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nately. By following the arrows you will notice that,
no matter which plate circuit of Figure 5 is in oper-
ation, the current in the d -c load resistance will al-
ways be in one and the same direction.

We will have more to say about rectifiers a little
laterF At this time we want you to think only about
the action of the tube in changing a -c to d -c.

DIODE DETECTORS

'While the circuits of Figure 5 are used as a part of
the direct current supply for the plate circuits of
amplifier, detector and oscillator tubes used in various
Radio units, the action is often employed for the de-
tection, or demodulation, of a modulated high frequency
carrier.

To show this action, for the circuits of Figure 64 we
have a tube with the elements of Figure I but, in
practice, the assembly can be much smaller. The sig-
nal voltage in the input coil "LlIl induces a similar
voltage in the secondary tIL2tt which is tuned to re-

sonance by condenser nCl".

Like the plate winding of the transformer in Figure
5, L2 of Figure 6 has each of its ends connected to a
plate 1-thile the separate cathodes both connect to the

Output" resistance which completes its circuit
back to a center tap of the winding, L2.

Here again, we have a full wave rectifier and the
current through the output resistance will always be
in one and the same direction. The variations of
this rectified current will cause the voltage drop a-
cross the output resistance to change in accordance
with the signal frequencies impressed on the Radio
carrier frequency.

Thus, the carrier frequency is demodulated or detected
and the signal or modulation frequency appears across
the output resistance. Condenser C2 forms a low re-
actance path or bypass for any high frequencies which
may be prevent in the output circuit. By coupling the
grid circuit of an amplifier tube acr)ss this output
resistance, the signal frequencies are carried over
to be properly amplified.

You will find diode detectors, both half wave and full
waves used in many circuits and, although they do not
amplify, they do not distort the signal at high volume
as readily as other types of vacuum tube detectors.
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TRIODE TUBES

It is generally conceded that Dr. Lee DeForest's introduction
of a third element, the grid, between the plate and cathode
Was responsible for the rapid growth of the Radio Industry.
By means of this grid, it is possible for a small amount
of energy to control a much larger amount and this simple
idea is the foundation of all modern amplifiers which use
electron tubes.

For a brief review of the action, in Figure 7 we show
the complete circuits of a cathode or heater type
triode tube ufed as a high frequency amplifier and want
you to think of the modulated carri.lr volta e as appearing
across the input coil Lle

By mutual induction, this voltage is carried over to
the secondary coil L2 which is tuned by the variable
condenser Cl. When th-,) resonant frequency of this
circuit equals the carrier frequency, the voltage drop
across the circuit will have its maximum value.

The grid circuit, from the upper end of L2 and Cl
through the grid, cathode and C supply is completed to
the lower end of L2 -C1 and thus the voltage will be
impressed on the grid circuit.

The plate circuit can be traced from the "+" of the B
supply through coil "L3", through the plate and cathode
back to "B-". The heater circuit consists of the A
supply and heater only. Notice here, the hater has
no connection to the other tube circuits and, as already
explained, its only rurrose is merely to heat the cathode.

Signal voltages in coil L2 cause like volta-0 changes on
the grid which, in turn, causes similar but larger changes
of plate current. The changes of plate cur;ent, in coil
L3, cause changes of voltage drop acroFs it and induce like
voltages in coil L4. The ratio between the voltae across
L4 and that across L2 is the "gain" of the tube and its
circuits, which are known as a "stage".

For a following stage, coil L3 can act as coil Ll of
Figure 7 and coil L4 can be tuned and connected across
the grid the same as shorn for coil L2. Connected on
this plan, a'number of stages are said to be in "Cascadi"
and most amplifiers are classified by tha numb :r of
"stages" which they contain.

In general, triodes are general purpose tubes which
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can be used in almost any stage of a complete unit,
amplifiers, the grid voltage, or bias, is of a

value which allgAs the tube to operate on the straight

payt of its characteristic curve. As a detector, the

grid bias is increased until the tube operates on the -

lower bend or knee of its grid voltage - plate current
curve.

TETRODE TUBES

In a former explanation we mentioned that the "space
charge" was a limiting factor of the plate current in

a tube. To remedy this condition, an additional grid
is placed between the control grid and plate and tubes
of this type,'with four active elemenus, are knaan
as "Tetrodes". HOwever, as the additional grid acts
as a sort of screen, they are also called "Screen Grid"

tubes.

For Figure 8 we show the circuits of a tetrode tube
connected as a high frequency amplifier and you will
notice the general arrangement is much like that of
Figure 7 and, although the screen grid, "G2", is not
a part of the signal circuits, it connects to a "+"

terminal of the B supply but at a voltage lower than
that of the plate. This positive voltage on the
screen grid tends to neutralize the space charge and
thus allows the voltage on the inner or control grid
to have a greater control over the plate current. In

effect, this gives the tube a higher "mu" or greater
amplification factor.

Another advantage of the screen grid is somewhat more
difficult to understand because it involved the ac-
tion of capacity in a-c circuits. Back in the earlier

Lessons, we told you a simple condenser was made up
of two electrical conductors which were insulated from

each other. Inside the tube, the grid and plate meet
these conditions and, as they are in different cir
cuits, there may be a difference of voltage between

them. Thus, there is a "Grid-Platel capacity which
acts as a small condenser.

As we will explain later, when a tube is operated as

a high frequency generator or "oscillators', some of

the energy in the plate circuit is fed back into the
grid circuit,, In the case of a triode, the grid
plate capacity acts as a path which allows the varia-

tions of the plate current to cause feed back to the

grid.

AS a result of this condition, it is difficult to

operate a triode as a high frequency amplifier with-

out causing it to oscillate. The screen grid,
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placed between the control grid and the plate, reduces
the "Grid-Plate" capacity to such an extent that the
amplifier action of the tube is greatly improved, and
the tendency to oscillate practically eliminated.

BIAS RESISTOR

You will notice also that the circuits of Figure 8
do not include a "C" supply but a resistance "R" is
connected between the cathode and "h-". The circuits

of the control grid, screen grid, and plate are all
completed through this resistance.

Being positive in respect to the cathode, both the
screen grid and plate will carry current which returns
to the negative of the B supply through the resistance.
From our earlier explanations of Ohm's Law, you know
there will be a voltage drop across a resistance which
carries current.

Thinking of the direction of current as being from
positive to negative, it will pass from the cathode to
the supply negative and the voltage drop across the
resistance will be positive at the cathode and negative
at the "B-" end.

The grid return is at the "B-" end of the resistance
and thus, as the resistance is in the grid circuit also,
the voltage drop across it will have its negative toward
the grid. In other words, the voltage crop, caused by
the plate and screen grid currents in this cathode or
bias resistor, produces exactly the sane effect as the
voltage developed by a C supply.

For example, a tube chart shoves on type of screen grid
tube (24a) should have the followint! conditions.

Place Voltage -- 250
Screen Voltage - 90
Grid Voltage -- -3

Plate Current -- 4 ma
Screen Current - 1.7 ma

Operating under these conditions the cathode current
will be equal to the sum of the plate and screen
currents for a total of 4-4- 1.7 or 5.7 ma and to cause
a drop of 3 volts, the bias resistor "R" must have a
value of,

R = = 3
I .0057

= 526 ohms

In practice, a 500 ohm resistor would be satisfactory
and the voltage drop across it would bias the grid properly.
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buhile developed mainly as high frequency voltage
amplifiers, tetrode type tubes are also used for other

purposes. Sometimes you will find the grid connections
reversed with the screen grid used as the control grid
while the inner grid is used as a screen. This arrange-

ment is known as a "Space Charge Grid".

SECONDARY EMISSION

In all types of radio tubes, the electrons, attracted
to the plate, may attain sufficient speed to dislodge
other electrons when they strike. Thus, the stream of
electrons, moving from the cathode to the plite, may
cause an emission of electrons from the plate itself.
The electrons driven off the plate in this way are
known as "Secondary Emission" because they are the
result of the original cathode emission.

For Diode and Triode types of tubes, secondary emission
causes no trouble because thu positive voltage on the
plate eventually attracts all the free electrons inside
the glass envelope. For tetrode types of tubes, the

screen grid, with a comparatively high positive voltage,

is placed close to the plate and thus attracts the electrons
of the secondary emission. As a result, the plate current
is reduced and the output of the tube is limited.

PENTODES

To overcome the bad effects of secondary emission,
another grid is placed between the plate and screen
grid as shown by "G-3" of Figure 9. Connected to the

cathode, this grid is negative, with respect to the
plate, and thus repels the electrons of the secondary
emission, driving them back to the plate and preventing
them from reaching the screen grid, "G-2".

Because its action is to suppress the secondary plate
omission, this element "G-5" is called the "Suppressor
Grid". Thus, in the tube of Figure 9, you will find a
cathode, "K", a control grid, "Gl", a screen grid, "G2",
a suppressor grid, "G3", and a plate, "P". As this
makes a total of five active elements the tube is known as
a "Pentode".

To make a comparison easier, for Figure 9 we show the
circuits of a high frequency pentode stage and you
will see the connections are similar to those of Figures
7 and 8. Here however, instead of an extra terminal
on the B supply, the lower screen voltage is



7,1
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obtained by means of a voltage divider,

Resistors R2 and R3 are connected in series across the
B supply and, as they form a complete circuit, they will

carry current which, because it does not pass through any

other circuit, is known as a nBleederliv There will be a

voltage drop across the resistances and, by connecting the

screen grid to the point between them, the desired voltage

can be secured.

To calculate the value of resistors used in an arrangement

of this kind, it is customary to assume a value of bleeder
current and, for this example, we will consider it to lie

5 ma. Neglecting the voltage drop across the bias resistor
R1, the voltage on the screen grid will be equal to the
voltage drop across R2,

Using the values given for the tube of Figure 8, the B
supply develops 250 volts and the screen requires 90
volts. For R2 therefore, the voltage nE" = 90 and the
currentur = 5 ma = .005 ampere. Substituting in Ghats

Law.

90R2 = =---- = 10,000 ohms
I .005

Resistor R3 requires a drop of 250 - 90 or 160 volts but

must carry the 1.7 ma screen current in addition to the
5 ma bleeder current. With a total current of 5F 1.7 or
6.7 ma: for a drop of 160 volts,

R3 E 160 = 23)080 ohms
I .0067

Usually: the value of screen voltage is not critical and
as ordinary commercial resistors are made with a tolerance

of plus or minus 10%, in practice, R2 could be rated at
20,000 ohms and R3, at 25,000 ohms.

In addition to the high frequency voltage amplifier of
Figure 9, other types of pentodes are used as power out.
put tubes because the use of the suppressor grid makes it
possible to secure comparatively high gain, or amplification,
with high output.

As shown by the symbol of Figure 9, the suppressor grid
G3, is brought out to separate connection or base pima
In fact, every element of the Moe has a separate Conn
ection which allows considerable circuit variation. For
example, if G2 and G3 of Figure 9 were connected extern-
ally to the plate, the tube would operate as a triode.



NIL
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In other types of pentodes, the suppressor grid is inter-

nally connected to the cathode, reducing the number of

external circuit connections but preventing the variations

mentioned above. We mention these different arrangements

because you will find them in commercial apparatus.

PENTA GRID CONVERTER

In our former explanations of Figure 2 and 3, we illus-

trated a tube with five grids and for Figure 10 we have

drawn the circuits in which it is commonly used. With

five grids, a plate, and a cathode, there are seven active

elements and therefore a tube of this type may be classed

as a nlleptodell. The number and arrangement of these grids

makes it possible for a single tube to p,.trform the dual

functions of first aetector and oscillator which, as you

will learn later, are required in superheterodyne circuits.

As we have mentioned before, when changes of energy in

the plate circuit are fed back to the grid circuit, a

tube will oscillate, or act as a high frequency genera-

tor. The frequency of these oscillations is controlled

by the natural, or resonant frequency of a tuned circuit

connected to of the tube.

Checking the connections of Figure 10, you will find a

high frequency path is completed from G1 to ground through

condenser C5 and the tuned circuit L5-C6. R2, between

G1 and K, can be thought of as a grid load. The circuit

of G2 is through L6 and the series or dropping resistor

R4 to the B+ of the plate supply and, in action, G2 is

really a plate, which is commonly referred to as the

anode.

With coils L5 and L6 inductively coupled, changes of

anode energy are fed back to the grid circuit and thus

we have a triode oscillator with 01 as the control grid

and G2 as the plate. Variable condenser 06 tunes the

grid circuit to complete this common type of oscillator.

Going back to the tube, the electrons, emitted by the

cathode and attracted toward G2 by its positive voltage,

must pass through G1 and thus, changes of voltage on 01

will control the flow of electrons as explained for the

simple triode tubes. With the arrangement of Figure 10,

the number of electrons reaching G2 will vary at the free

quency of the oscillator which is controlled by tuning

condenser C6.
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Forgetting G1 and G2 for a minute,. the other elements
of the tube form a tetrode Edith G4 the control grid,
G3 and G5 the screen grid, and P the plate. The action
of these elements is the same as explained for Fit;11TO 8.

In order to reach C3, G54 sad the plate, electrons frcm
the cathode must pass through G), G2 and GI. 'with the

plate at a higher positive potential than 32, many of
the electrons passing through G1 wIll also pass through
02 because of their velocity and the attraction of G3,
05, and the plate.

However, being closest to tine cathrde, Qa hes the
greatest control over the electrons end its voltage deter-
mines, the number of electrons which can reach any of the
other grids or the plate. As already explained, the
number of electrons reaching G2 variee eith the voltage on
01 and thus the tetrode sec don of the tube will have a
supply of electrons which varies at the oscillation
frequency.

As we Lill explain in detail in the lat3r Lecions, a
superheterodyne circuit is arranged so that the frequency
of a local oscillator will be impressed on the Nodulated
carrier frequency to produce a modulated or inter-
mediate frequency, mhich can be easily amplified. In the
circuits of Figure 10, the lodulated carrier frequency
produces e voltkee across the tuned L2-C1-C2
which is part of the tetrodo control grid circuit, G4.
The action is like that previously explained, the changes
of grid voltage producieg changes of plate current.

However, the number of electrons reaching G4 is already
varying at the oscillation frequency and thus the
variations 02 plate current Yiil carry the frequencies
'impressed on G1 as well as G4. Tnis will dive a tetel of
four frequencies in the plate circuit, 1: the nouulated
signal carrier frequency, 2: the oscillator frequency,
3: modulated frequency equal to the sum of the carrier
and oscillation frequencies, 4: modulated frequency eq al
to the difference of the carrier and oscillaton frequencies.

Condenser C3, in parallel to coil L3, tunes the nlate
circuit to a frequency eeual to the dif-serence between
the carrier end oscillEor frequencies and thus the
module -Lion is carried over to the following tubes at this
lower or intermediate frequency.
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The same action can be obtained by the use of separate

tubes, one operating as an oscillator and the other as

a first detector or mixerIbut it is necessary there be

some type of coupling between them. Here, the coupling

is accomplished by means of the control of GI on the

electrons reaching the plate and thus we call it "Elec-

tron" coupled. The steady, or direct, plate and screen

grid currents pass through RI causing a voltage drop

which is used as the d-c grid bias for the control grid,

G4, of the tetrode section. Condenser C4 tends to keep

the d-c voltage across R1 constant, when the voltage

starts to change from a normal d-c value, by virtue of

its property of absorbing and releasing electricity at

the proper instant.

In the tuned input circuit, L2-C1-C2,"the two conden-

sers are in series across the coil L2. As the cap-

acity of C2 is large compared to that of Cl the total

capacity is approximately equal to that of Cl. As far

as the signal voltages are concerneds the presence of

C2 has no practical effect. However, the presence of

C2 prevents the lower end of L2 from being grounded,

as far as the d-c or bias voltage is concerned.

Tracing the circuit of G4 you will find that it passes

through coil L2 and down to the point marked "avc" which

is the abbreviation for Automatic Volume Control. Keep

this connection in mind as we will complete the cir-

cuit after we have explained the actions of the tube of

Figure 110

DUO-DIODE-PENTODE

-In order to conserve space and reduce cost, without

sacrificing performance, it is now common practice

to combine the elements of two complete tubes in one

envelope and mount the combination on a single stand-

ard base. In some of these combinations there is a

common cathode while, in others, separate cathodes

are provided.

A common example of this idea is shown in the circuits

of Figure 11 where the tube has a heater and common

cathode. Next to the catnode there are two small diode

plates. "D.P.", each brought out to a separate base pin.

So far, the tube is similar to that of Figure 6 but,

by externally connecting the diodes, the action is as

explained for Figure 4. This connection is in common

use because, other things being equal, with a'given

signal voltage across the tuned input'circuit0 L2-C1

of Figure 11, the voltage across "D.P.-K" will be

twice as'great as with the center tap arrangement of

Figure 6.
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Going tack to Figure 11, the cathode is extended and, on
the right you will find a control grid, Gl, a screen grid,
G2, and a suppressor grid which is not identified as G3
because it is internally connected to the cathode and thus

has no separate connection or base pin.

As usual, the plate "P" is located on the outside of the

other elements and thus we have a pentode similar to that

shown in Figure 9. However, as the envelope also contains
a diode, the assembly is known as a "Duo", meaning double,

"Diode -Pentode."

The action here is much the same as explained for Figure 6
except, by connecting both diodes to a common point, the
action is that of a half wave rectifier. The modulated

carrier voltage, across the tuned circuit L2-Cl will alter-,
nately cause current between the diode plates and cathode,
allowing a rectified or pulsating current in the circuit
which is completed through ground, R3 and R2,

The current in this circuit causes the rectified signal
voltage to appear across R3 which, with its moveable center
contact, as a potentiometer. This moveable contact is
coupled to the control grid, Gl, through the condenser C5
and thus the signal voltage is carried over to the grid of
the pentode. Resistor R4 acts as the grid load or grid
resistance and for this circuit, the grid return is the
"ground" or B negative, The condensers C4 and C6, in
conjunction with R2, act as a filter to remove the carrier
frequency and allow current at signal frequencies.

Notice here, the signal voltage across the control grid
circuit will be the voltage drop across that part of R3
between the moveable contact and ground. The position
of this contact, by regulating the amount of signal voltage
on the grid, acts as a volume control.

The action of the pentode section is the same as already
explained for Figure 9 but here the signal is at low or
audio frequency and will appear across the plate load
resistor R6 and be carried over to a following tube
through the coupling condenser G2.

Going back to the diode circuits, you will notice an
nave" connection between R2 and R3 and we want you to
imagine this circuit connects to the Have" of Figure 10.
Under these conditions, the circuit of G4, Figure 10,
will be completed to ground through R3 of Figure 11 and
from ground through R1, Figure 10 to the cathode "K".
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From our former explanations, you know that in Figure 10,
the direction of current in R1 is such that the polarity
of the voltage drop acrost it makes the cathode end posi-
tive in respect to ground. For R3 of Figure 11, the di-
reCtion of current in it makes the voltage drop across
it, positive at the grounded end and negative at the nave
or R2 end.

Tracing through the complete grid circuit of Figure 10,
you will find the voltage drops across R1 of Figure 10
and R3 of Figure 11 are in series and thus, the total
grid bias voltage on G4 of Figure 10, will be equal to
their sum.

With no signal, there will be no current in R3, Figure 11
and no voltage drop across it. Therefore, the bias volt-

age in grid G4, Figure 101 will be the drop across RI
only. When a signal voltage is present, current in R5,
Figure 11, will cause a voltage drop across it which
is previously explained will be added to the drop across
R1, Figure 10, and thus increase the negative bias volt-
age on grid G4.

In this way, an increase of signal voltage will cause an
increase of grid bias voltage which, in turn, will re-
duce in amplification of the tube and thus reduce the
signal voltage drop aoross R3 of Figure 11. Thus, the

effect of the complete action is to tend to maintain a
uniform signal voltage across R3 regardless of the
strength of the signal impressed in the L2-Cl circuit
of Figure 10. This action is known generally as Auto-
matic Volume Control, "avc".

As we will explain later, there are many variations of
this simplified circuit but, in every case, the signal
strength reacts on the preceding tubes to automatically
control the output level or volume.

DOUBLE TUBES

For the reasons already mentioned, it is sometimes de-
sirable to have two similar or identical tubes in a
single envelope. Here again, there are many combina-
tions but for Figure 12, we show the circuits of a
double triode with a single or common cathode.

In the circuits of Figure 7, the triode was used as a
high frequency amplifier while for Figure 12, the cir-
cuits are those of a low or audio frequency, resistance
coupled amplifier.
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You can imagine here that condenser Cl is condenser C2

of Figure 11 and that the signal voltage will appear
across R2 of Figure 12. The input grid, nIGn, circuit
is completed through R2 and RI and, as already explain-

ed R1 is the bias resistor.

Remember here, with no signal voltage , there will be
no current in resistance R2 and therefore no voltage

drop acres it. However, there will be tom. plate
current in R1, as already explained, and the resulting

voltage drop across R1 provides the grid bias voltage.

Except for certain special circuits, in which there is
grid current, the bias voltage is developed only across
resistors which are common to both the grid and plate

circuits. Thus, in the circuits of Figure 12, rot.
sisters R2 and R5, which comnlete the grid circuits
to ground, carry no 6,641 current and thus have no
dmio voltage drop. Resistor R11 common to both grid
and plate circuits, carries the ii4vd plate current and
provides the voltage drop which is used as the grid
bias.

Like the triode of Figure 7, the changes of signal
voltage on the input grid will cause changes of curr-
ent it the input plate, IIIPP1 circuit and these will
cause the amplified signal'voltage to appear across
the plate load resistor R4,

The input plate is coupled to the output grid, 1100
through condenser fiC21 and this grid circuit is com-
pleted through R5 and R1 back to the cathode. The

action of the output triode is the same as that of
the input section and therefore the signal voltage,
amplified again, will appear across the output
plate resistor R3. Coupling condenser C3 will carry
the signal over to the following tube.

BEAM POWER TUBES

In the earlier explanations of this Lesson we men-
tioned the advantages of a screen grid, placed be-
tween the control grid and plate to form a Tetrode
tube and, to overcome the disadvantages of second-
ary emission from the plate, a suppressor grid was
placed between the screen grid and plate to form
a pentode.

As the plate circuits of output tubes must carry
sufficient signal power to drive the speakers or
other units, the variations of plate current are
comparatively large. Variations of plata current
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mean changes of voltage drop across the plate load which,

with a constant voltage supply/ will cause Changes of

voltage on the plate of the tube.

In the case of a tetrode, at times these changes cause
the plate voltage to become lower thanthe screen volt-

age. The electrons of the secondary emission will
therefore be drawn toward the screen, instead of re-
turning to the plate, and the plate current will drop.

Under these conditions, the plate current will be con-
trolled by the plate voltage, in addition to the con-
trol grid voltage, and the signal will be distorted.
The suppressor grid of a pentode, connected to the
cathode, is negative in respect to the plate, repels
the secondary emission electrons and returns them to

the plate. Because of this action, the platy current
of a pentode is practically independent of the plate
voltage.

Although an advantage in this respect, located be-
tween the screen and plate, the suppressor grid is an
obstruction in the path of the electrons which reach
the plate from the cathode. To reduce this effect,
the suppressor grid is made of an open network of
spiral mjre any therefore, its repelling action on the
secondary emission electrons is not uniform over the
entire area of the plate. While these various actions

may seem of little importance, their effect is to in-

crease the distortion and limit the ariount of usable

power the tube can develop.

In the tube symbol of the circuits of Figure 13, we
show the arrangement of a "Beam Power" type of tube
in which the disadvantages, mentioned above, have
been greatly reduced. As a result, power tubes of
this type have greater efficiency, higher power out-
put and sensitivity:

The electrons which are emitted by the cathode reach
the Plate by passing through the spaces between the
been forming plates which are connected to the cathode
like a suppressor grid, and therefore repel the elec-
trons causing them to be compressed into "beams".

The control and screen grids are made of wire, formed
into a spiral like those shown in the cut away view

of Figure 3.

The turns of the screen grid spiral are lined up
with those of the control grid so that the electrons
which pass through the grid will pass between the
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turns pf the screen grid also. In this way, the screen grid

current is held at a comparatively low value.

As shown in Figure 13, there is no suppressor grid but the

high density of the electrons in the beam tends to return

the secondary emission electrons to the plate. Electrons

which tend to reach the screen by returning from the plate

on the outer edges of the beam are repelled by the beam

forming plates.

Thus, although there is no actual suppressor grid to in-

terfere with the electron stream from the cathode to the

plate, the arrangement of the tube elements and the elec-

trons themselves provide for the mate action and prevent

the secondary emission electrons from reaching the screen

grid.

The circuits of Figure 13 are similar to those of Figure
8 except that the screen grid is operated from the same

voltage supply terminal as the plate. Also, as the sig-

nal is at audio frequency, the input is made up of a re-
sistance and ooupling condenser like that of Figure 12.
The coil Ll is the plate load and also the primary of a
low frequency or audio transformer, the secondary of
which, L2, connects to the speaker or other output device.

In this Lesson, we may have used some terms or given sorry
explanations which are not entirely clear to you but the
later Lessons will take them up in detail. At this time,

therefore, we want you to go over the various circuits
carefully and follow the actions as far as you are able
because, a knowledge of the general principles given here
will be of great help in your later work.

In the tube table of the next Lesson, you will find the
manufacturers ratings on the different types of tubes.
When using a table you need only remember that the fila-
ments or heaters should be operated at the exact values
shown in the "Filament Rating" column. The values of

plate and screen voltages are either the maximum or
average operating conditions and, in many cases, you
will find tubes operating satisfactorily at voltages
lower than those shown.
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GENERAL EXPLAIIATION OF TUBE TABLE

By courtesy of the Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., tube
manufacturers at Emporium, Pa., the following pages contain
the characteristics of the various types of tubes now in

common use. /ou will find the various types listed accor-
ding to number, starting with "OA4G" and continuing to "XXL".

Several of the numbers are followed by the letter "G" which
means it is the glass equivalent of a metal tube of the same

type. For example, the "6F6" is a metal type pentode used
as a Power Amplifier and 116F6G" is practically the same tube

built into a glass envelope.

A smaller version of the "G" is the "GT" type of tube which

is equipped with an octal base and has a tubular shaped bulb.

Because of the similarity in characteristics between G tubes

and the corresponding GT types, it is usually possible to

inter-change GT tubes for G tubes and visa versa if space
permits. Therefore a recent adoption of style GT/G indi-

cates the tube will replace G or GT services.

Other types which contain the letter "s" usually refer to
"single end" construction and the control grid connects to
a base pin instead of a cap un the bulb. For example the

"6N7" is designed for the came general service as the "6Q7"

however, due to its single end construction, the 6847 will
not replace a CQ7 unless the proper connections are changed.

Recent engineering improvements have resulted in the addi-

tion of another group of single ended tubes such as a type
7B7. These are the "lock-in" or some times called "loctal"

type of tubes. The tubes are small "all glass" types with-

out the familiar bakelite base. The contact pins are sealed

into the glass bottom of the bulb and the lower portion of the

tube is fitted with a metal shell and guide pin. This unit

acts as a shield and makes possible the lock-in feature of

employing a groove around the bottom of the locating pin which

fits into a catch on the socket.

The "loctal" tubes are not directly inter-changeable with other

designs of receiving tubes because socket requirements differ.

The important advantages of this type of tube are single
ended operation, compactness, suitable shielding, and a special

lock-in feature.

Pages 9, 10 and 11 contain diagrams of the base or socket

connections, of the various tubes, when viewed from the

bottom. The number and letter below each view corresponds
to the data in the column with the heading "Bane". The tube

filaments should be operated as shown in the "Filament Rat-

ing" columns. The other values of voltage and current are
either the maximum or averae operating conditions and, in

many cases, you will find tubes operating satisfactorily with

different voltages and currents from those shown.
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Type Clan Base

Filament
Rat ng

Use Plate
Volts

Negative
Grid
Volts

Screen
Volts

Plate
Current

Ma

Screen
Current

Ma.

Plate
Resistance

Ohms

Micromhos
Mutual

Conduct-
once

Ampli-
fication
Factor

Ohms
Load
for

Stated
Power
Output

Und is -
torted
Power

Output
Milk -
wattsVolts Amps

0A4G Triode 4-V Raley Tube Peak Cathode Ma =100 D -C Cathode Ma =25 Max Starter Anode Drop= 60 V Approx Anode Drop= 70 V Approx.
OZ4, OZ4G Duodiode 4-R F -W Red 300 A -C Volts Per Plate, RMS, 75 Ma Max 30 Ma Mon Output Current
01 A Triode 4-0 5 0 0 25 Amplifier 90 4 5 2 5 11,000 725 8.0

135 9.0 3.0 10,000 800 8.0
1 A4P Pentode 4-M 2 0 0 06 R -F Amp. 135 3 0 67 5 2 2 0 9 1 Meg 625

180 3 0 67 5 2 3 0 8 1 Meg 725
1 A4T Tetrode 4-1( 2 0 0 06 R -F Amp 135 3 0 67 5 2 2 0.7 350,000 625

180 3 0 67.5 2 2 0 7 600,000 650
1 A5GT/G Pentode 6-X 1 4 0 05 Power Amp. 85 4.5 85 3 5 0 7 300,000 800 25,000 100

90 4 5 90 4 0 0 8 300,000 850 25,000 115

1 A6 Heptode 6-L 2 0 006 Converter 135 3 0 67 5 1.8 5.1 400,000 2754 (G2=135 V 0 Max 2 0 Ma
180 3 0 67 5 1 5 2 0 500,000 3004 (G2 =180 V OM. 2 5 Ma

1 A7G Heptode 7-Z 1 4 0 05 Converter 90 0 0 45 0 55 0 60 600,000 2504 (G2= 90 V Max 1 2 Ma )
1 A7GT Heptode 7-Z 1.4 0 05 Converter Characteristics Same as Type 1 A7G
1B4P Pentode 4-M 2 0 0 06 R -F Amp. 135 3 0 67 5 1.6 0 7 1 5 Meg 1 560

180 3.0 67 5 1 7 0 6 1 5 Meg 1 650
165/255 Doodled. Td 6-M 20 0.06 Detector 135 3.0 0 8 35,000 575 20
1B7G Heeled. 7-Z 1 4 0.10 Converter 90 0 0 45 1 5 1 3 350,000 3504 (G2=90 V ,1 6 Ma )
1B7GT Heptode 7-Z 1 4 0 10 Converter CharaMeristics Same as Type 1676
1C5GT/G Pentode 6-X 1 4 010 Power Amp. 83 7 0 83 7.0 1.6 110,000 1,500 165 9,000 I 500

90 7 5 90 7 5 1 6 115,000 1,550 180 8,000 240I

106 Heptode 6-L 2 0 0 12 Converter 135 3.0 67 5 1.3 2 5 600,000 3004 G2=135 V 0 Max 3. Ma )
180 3.0 67 5 15 20 700,000 3254 (G2=180 V 0 Max 40 Ma)

1C7G Heptode 7-Z 2.0 012 Converter 135 3.0 675 1 3 2.5 600,000 3004 (02=135 V 0 Max. 3. Ma)
180 3 0 67.5 1.5 2 0 700,000 3254 G2 =480 V 0 Max. 4 0 Ma )

1D5GP Pentode 5-Y 2 0 0.06 R -F Amp. 135 3 0 67 5 2 2 0.9 1 Meg. 625
180 30 67.5 23 08 1 Meg 725

1D5GT Tetrode 5-R 2 0 0 06 R -F Amp. 135 3.0 67 5 2 2 0.7 350,000 625
180 3.0 67 5 2.2 0 7 600,000 650

1D7G Heptode 7-Z 2.0 0 06 Converter 135 3 0 67 5 1 8 2 1 400,000 2754 (G2=-135 V 0 Max , 2 0 Ma )
180 3.0 67 5 1 5 2.0 500,000 3004 (02=180 V 0 Max , 2 5 Ma )

1E4G Triode 5-S 1.4 005 Amplifier 90 00 45 11,000 1,325 14.5
90 3 0 1.5 17,000

1E5GP Pentode 5-Y 2.0 0.06 R -F Amp. 135 3 0 67 5 1 6 0 7 1.5 Meg I 560
180 3 0 67.5 1.7 0 6 1 5 Meg I 650

1E7G Duo Pentode 8-C 2.0 0.24 Power Amp. 135 7 5 135 7 0* 2 01 220,000 1,600 350 24,0007 575

1F4 Pentode 5-K 2 0 012 Power Amp. 135 4 5 135 8 0 2 4 200,000 1,700 16,000 310
1F5G Pentode 6-X 2 0 012 Power Amp 135 4 5 135 8 0 2 4 200,000 1,700 16,000 310

1F6 Doodi Pent. 6-W 2 0 006 R -F or 1-F 180 1 5 67 5 2.2 0.7 1 Meg. 650.
A -F Amp 135. 2 0 (Screen Supply =135 V. Thru 0 8 Meg Rest Grid Rest =1 0 Meg , Voltage Gan46.)

1F7G Deo& Pent. 7 -AD 2 0 0 06 12-F or I -F 180 1 5 67 5 2 2 I 0.7 I 1 Meg. I 650 I

A -F Amp 135. 20 (Screen Supply -135 V Thru 0 8 Meg Rest , Grid Rest =1 ()Meg , Vette.* Gain 46) I

1G4GT/G Triode 5-S 14 005 Amplifier 90 60 23 10,700 825 88
I1050 Pentode 6-X 2.0 0 12 Power Amp. 90 6 0 90 8 5 2 5 133,0001 1,500 8,500 250

1G6GT/G Dootriode 7 -AB 1 4 0 10 Power Amp. 90 0 0 1 0# 45,000 675 30 (Each Triode Class A)
90 0 0 1 0# 12,0005 I 675

1H4G Triode 5-5 2 0 0.06 Del. Amp 90 4 5 2.5 11,000 850 9 3
135 9 0 3 0 10,300 900 9 3
180 13.5 3 1 10,300 900 9 3

1H5G, GT Diode -Triode 5-Z 1.4 005 Del, Amp. 90 00 015 240,000 275 65

1H6G Doodled. Td. 7 -AA 2 0 0.06 Del , Amp 135 3 0 0 8 35,000 575 20

USG Pentode 6-X 2.0 0 12 Power Amp 135 16 5 135 7 0 2.0 125,000 1,000 125 13 500 I 575

1J6G Dnotriode 7 -AB 2.0 0 24 Power Amp Charactermfics Same as Type 19
1LA4 Pentode 5 -AD 1 4 0 05 Power Amp 85 4.5 85 3 5 0.7 300,000 800 25,000 100

90 90 4 0 0 8 300,000 850 25,000 115
1LA6 Heisted. 7 -AK 1.4 0.05 Converter 90 0 0 45 6 55 0 6 750,000 2504 (G2 =90V Max ,1 2 M..)
1L134 Pentode 5 -AD 1.4 0.05 Power Amp. 45 4.5 45 1.6 0.3 300,000 650 20,000 35

67 5 6.0 67.5 3 8 0 8 200,000 875 16,000 100
90 9 0 90 5 0 1 0 200,000 925 12,000 200

ILC5 Pentode 7 -AO 1.4 0.05 Amplifier 45 0.0 45 1.1 0.25 700,000 750
90 00 45 1 5 0.20 1 5 Meg 775

1LC6 Heptode 7 -AK 1.4 0.05 Convenes 45 0 0 35 0.7 0.75 300,000 2504 (02=45 V. Max., 1.4 Me )
90 00 35 075 0.7 650,000 2754 (G2=45 V Max, 1 4 Ma.)

1LD5 Diode Pent. 6 -AX 1.4 0.05 Amplifier 45 0.0 45 0.55 0 12 900,000 550
90 0 0 45 0 1 750,000 575

1 LE3 Triode 4 -AA 1.4 0.05 Amplifier 90 0 0 4.5 11,200 1,300 14 5
90 3.0 1 4 19,000 760 14 5

1 LH4 Diode-Tri. 5 -AG 1.4 0.05 Amplifier 90 0 0 0 15 240,000 275 65
1LN5 Pentode 7 -AO 1.4 0.05 Amplifier 90 00 90 1.6 0.35 1.1 Meg 800
1N5G, GT Pentode 5-Y 1.4 0.05 R -F Amp. 90 0.0 90 1 2 0.3 1.5 Meg 1 750
1N6G Diode Pent. 7 -AM 1.4 0.05 Power Amp 90 4.5 90 3 4 0 7 300,0001 800 25,000 100

1P5G, GT Pentode 5-Y 1.4 0 05 Amplifier 90 0.0 90 2 3 0 7 800,000 750

105GT/G Tetrode 6 -AF 1 4 0.10 Power Amp, 90 4 5 90 9 5 1 3 2,200 8,000 270

1R5 Heisted. 7 -AT 1.4 005 Converter 45 00 45 07 19 600,0001 2354
90 0 0 67 5 1 7 3 0 500,000* 3004

154 Pentode 7 -AV 1.4 0.05 Power Amp 45 4.5 45 3 8# 0.8# 100,000* 1,250 8,000 65
90 7 0 67 5 7 4# 1 4* 100,0001 1,575 8,000 270

155 Died. Pent 6 -AU 1.4 0 05 Amplifier 67 5 0.0 67 5 1 6 0 4 600,000 655
1T4 Pentode 6 -AR 1 4 0.05 R -F Amp. 45 0 0 45 1 9 0 7 350,000 700

90 0 0 67 5 3 7 I 25 500,000 900
175GT Tetrode 6 -AF 1 4 005 Power Amp 90 60 90 6.5 1.4 1,150 14,000 170

1 V Diode 4.0 6 3 0 30 H -W Red 325 A C Volts Per Plate, RMS, 45 Ma Output Current Condenser nput to Filter
2A3 Triode 4-D 2 5 2 50 Power Amp

Class AIL
250 45 0
300 62 0

60 0 800 I 5,250 4 5
40 0 per Tube, Push Po I, Faxed Bier

2,500 3,500
,Ngg

I I I

*Applied through 250,000 ohms.
Per Tube or Sect on -No Signs
(Plate and Target Supply Voltage

.*Triode Operation. :Pentode Operation 5Plate to Plate. 1APPrommate. *Conversion Conductance
:2Applied through 200,000 ohms. ttFor two tubes with 40 volts RMS applied to each end 150 Volts RMS applied to two grids.

§§With Average Power Input of 320 Mw. Grid to Grid 0 Applied through 20,000 ohms.
- Page 2 -





Type Class Base

Filament
Ra mg

Use Plate
Volts

Negative
Grid
Volts

Screen
Volts

Plate
Current

Ma

Screen
Current

Ma

Plate
Resistance

Ohms

Mtcromhos
Mutual

Conduct-
ante

Ampii-
fication
Factor

Ohms
Load

For
Stated
Power
Output

Undis-
tested
Power
Output

Milli -
wattsVolts Amps

2A4G Triode 5-S 25 2 50 Relay Tube Instantaneous Forward or Inverse Anode Volts = 200 Peek Anode Amps =1 25 Average Anode Current= 0.1 Amp Max
Averaging Time =45 Seconds Cold Starting Time= 2 Seconds

2A5 Pentode 6-B 2 5 1 75 Power Amp Characteristics Same as Type 6F6G

2A6 Duodiode Tri 6-0 2 5 0 80 Det Amp 250 I 2 0 I I 0 9 I
I 91,000 I 1,100 I 100 I I

5A7, 2A7S Heptode 7-C 2 5 0 80 Converter Characteristms Same as Type 6A7

2137, 21372 Duodi Pent 7-D 2 5 0 80 P -F or I -F Characteristics Same as Type 687

2E5 Triode 6-R 2.5 0 80 Indicator Characteristics Same as Type 6E5

2S /45 Duodiode 5-D 2 5 1 35 Detector The Two Diode Plates each Draw Approximately 40 0 Me with 50 Volts D C on the Plato

2W3 Diode 4-X 25 1 50 H W Rect 350 A -C Volts Per Plate, RMS, 55 Ma Output Current. Condenser Input to Filter

2X2 /879 Diode 4-A0 25 1.75 H -W Red 4,500 A -C Volts Per Plate, RMS, 75 Me. Output Current Condenser Input to Filter

2Z2 /084 Diode 4-13 2 5 1 50 H -W Red 350 A -C Volts Per Plate, RMS, 50 Ma Output Current
3A8GT Diode

Trl.-Pent
8 -AS 1 4

2 8
0.10
0 05

Tr' -Amp
Pent Ainci.

90
90

0 0
0 0 90

0 15
1 20 0.3

240,000
600,000

275
750

3LF4 Tam ode 6 -BR
(Series FR. Oiler.)

1 4
2 8

0 10
0 05

Power Amp.
Power Amp

90
90

4 5
4 5

90
90

9.5
8 0

1 3
1.0

75,000
80,000

2,200
2,000

8,000
8,000

270
230

305GT/G Tetrode r7 -AP
(Seder Fil Opel )

1 4
2 8

010
0 05

Power Amp
Power Amp

Characteristics Same es Type 3LF4

3S4 Tetrode 7 -BA
(Series Fll Opet )

1 4
2 8

010
0 05

Power Amp
Power Amp 9900 I .4 21 I

67 5
I 76.;

1 4
I Igg:22.1 %IP

8,000
332

5U4G Duodiode 5-1 5 0 3 00 F -W Rect 450 A -C Volts Per Plate, RMS, 225 Ma Output Current Condenser Input to Fil er

5V4G Duodiode 5-L 5.0 2 00 F -W Rent 375 A -C Volts Per Plate, RMS, 175 Ma Output Current Condenser Input to Filter

5W4GT /G Duodiode 5-1 5 0 1 50 F -W Rect 350 A -C Volts Per Plate, RMS, 110 Me Output Current, Condenser Input to Filter

5X4G Duodiode 5.0 5 0 3 00 F -W Rect. 450 A -C Volts Per Plate, RMS, 225 Ma Output Current Condenser Input to Filter

5Y3G Duodiode 54 5 0 2 00 F -W Red 350 A -C Volts Per Plate, RMS, 125 Ma Output Current Condenser Input to Filter
500 A -C Volts Per Plate, RMS 125 Ma. Output Current Choke Input to Filter

SY4G Duodiode 5-0 5 0 2 00 F -W Rent Characteristics Same as Type 5Y3G

5Z3 Duodiode 4-C 5 0 3 00 F -W Rect 450 A -C Volts Per Plate, RMS, 225 Ma Output Current Condenser Input to Filter

5Z4 Duodiode 5-L 5 0 2.00 F -W Red 350 A -C Volts Per Platt, RMS, 125 Me Output Current Condenser Input to Filter

6A3 Triode 4-D 6 3 1 00 Power Amp. 250
325
325

45 0
68 0

60 0
40 0#
40 04

1
800 I 5,250 4 2 2,500

(Push Pull, Fixed Bias) 3,0001
(Push Pull, Self Bias Resistor 850 Ohms) I 5,0001

3,200
15,000
10,000

684 /LA Pentode 5-11 6.3 0 30 Power Amp.
180

9 0
12 0

135
180

13 0
22 0

2 8 1 52,600 1 2,100 I

150
9,500 I 700

3.9 I 60,000 I 2,500 I8,000 1,500

6A5G Triode 6-1 6 3 1.25 Power Amp.
P P Atli Amp

250
325

45 0
68 0

60 0
40 0 Per

I "* 5,250 I 4 2 2,500 I

15,
3,000750

Tabs, Push Pull, Fixed Bias I 3 ,0001 I

6A6 Duotriode 7-B 6 3 0 80 Power Amp
Driver
Driver

300
250
294

0 0
5 0
6 0

17 5 Per Plate, Class B Operation, Zero Signal
' 6 0 11,300 I 3,100 I 35I)

7 0 11,000 I 3,200 I 35

10,0001 110,000
(Class A Driver
(Clan A Dnver

6A7, 6A7S Heptode 7-C 6 3 0 30 Converter Characteristics Same as Type 6A8G, Except Capacitances
6A8 Heptode 8-A 6 3 0 30 Converter Characteristics Same as Type 6A8G, Except Capacitances

6860, GT Heptode 8-A 6 3 0 30 Converter 50 I 1 1 1 12 3 1 600,000 I 360A I (G2 =100 V, 2 0 Ma)
lig I " I I 360,000 5508 (G2 = 250 V O, Max., 4 0 Ma.)

6AB5 /6N5 Triode 6-R 6.3 0 15 Indicator 1352 (Sense Plate Resistor 0 25 Meg , Target Current 2 0 Ma , Grid Bias -SO for 0° Shadow )

6AB7 /1853 Pentode 8-N 6 3 0 45 Amplifier 300 3 0 I 200 I 12 5 I 3 2 I 700,000+ I 5,000 I 3,500+ I I

6AC5GT/G Triode 6-0 6.3 0.40 Power Amp 250 +13
950 (Bias From
250 0 0

I

76 Driver)
I

32 0 I 36,700 I 3,400 I 125
32 0 (Class At One Tube, Dynamic Coupled)
2 5# (Clan B, Two Tubes) I I

7,000 3,700
10,000'r 8,000

6AC7 /1852 Pentode 8-N 6 3 0 45 Amplifier 300 I 150 I 10 0 I 2 5 I 750,00011 9,000 I 6,7501 Bias Res =160 ohms

6AD6G Duodiode 7 -AG 6.3 0 15 Indicator 11702
1502

Ray Control Volts =45 Approx For 0° Shadow) Approx - 23 Volts for 135° Shadow )
Ray Control Volts =75 Approx For 0° Shadow) Approx -50 Volts for 135° Shadow )

6AD7G Tn. Pentode 8 -AY 6.3 0 85 Triode Amp
Pent Amp

250
250

25 0
16 5 250

4 0
34 0 6 5

19,0001
80,0001

3,500

325
2,500
1,200

6

4 2
7,000 3,200

6AE5GT /G Triode 6-0 6 3 0 30 Amplifier 95 15 7 0

6AE6G Duo Plate
Triode

7-AH 6 3 0 15 Remote
Cut -Off

Sharp
Cut -Off

) 250
1 250
1 250
1 250

1.5
35 0

1.5
9 5

6 5
0 01
4 5
0 01

2,500

3,500

1,000

950

25

33

6AE7GT Duotriode 7 -AX 6 3 0 50 Amplifier 250
(Driver

Developed

13 5
or P P 6AC5GT= 250

in Circuit )

10 0 4,650 I 3,000 14
V 10 Me 6AC5GT Plate Me = 64 Output 9 5 Watts with 10,000 Ohms Load, Bias

6AF5G Triode 6-0 6 3 0 30 Amplifier 1130 18 0 7 0 4.900 1 1,500 7 4 I I

6AF6G Duodiode 7 -AG 6 3 0 15 Indicator 100) Ray Cent of Volts= Approx 60 for 0' Shadow, Approx Zero Volt for 100° Shadow )
1352 Ray Cont of Volts= Approx 81 for 0° Shadow, Approx Zero Volt for 100° Shadow )

6AG7 Pentode 8-Y 6 3 0 65 Amplifier 300 10 5 300 I 25 0 I 6 5 I 100,000 I 7,700

6B4G Triode 5-S 6 3 1 00 Power Amp Characteristics Same as Type 6A3

685 Duotriode 6 -AS 6 3 0 80 Power Amp Characteristics Same as Type 6N6G
6B7, 6B75 Duodi Pent 7-D 6.3 0 30 R -F or I -F

Amplifier

A -F Amp

100
180
250
250

3 0
5 0
3 0
4 5

100
75 0

100
50 0

5 8
3 4
6 0
0 65

1 7
0 9
1 5

300,000
1 Meg
800,000

950
840

1,000

6B8 Duodi Pent 8-E 6 3 0 30 R -F or I -F 250 3 0 125 10 0 2 3 600,000 1,325

6280 Duodi Pent 8-E 6 3 0 30 R -F or I -F Characteristics Same as Type 687

6C5, G, GT Triode 6-0 6 3 0 30 Amplifier 250 8 0 8 0 10,000 2,000 20

6C6 Pentode 6-F 6 3 0 30 Amplifier 100
250

3 0
3 0

100
100

2 0
2 0

0 5
0 5

1 Meg
1 Meg .+

1,185
1,225

6C7 Duodiode In 7-0 6 3 0 30 Det Amp 250 9 0 4 5 16,000 1,250 20

6C8G Duotriode 8-G 6 3 0 30 Amplifier
Inverter

250
250

4 5
3 0 Plate Load

Output

3 2
100,000 Ohms, Self Bias

Volts 80, RMS, for Inverter

22,500
Resistor 1500

Service.
Ohms, Voltage

36
Amplification

(One Sec ion)
48

6D6 Pentode 6-F 6 3 0 30 Amplifier 100
1 g

100
1 ; g

2 2 1002 1 :2,22 I I250 2 0

6D7 Pentode 7-H 6 3 0 30 Amplifier Characteristics Same as Type 6C6

6D8G Heptode 8-A 6 3 015 Converter 135
3 g 2 6 400,000

395A (02=135 V, 1 8 Ma )
100 '

13 5 1 7 600,000
550A

I

(G2 =250 V 0 , 4 5 Ma )

6E5 Triode 6-R 6 3 0 30 Indicator 1002
2502

(Senna Plate Resistor 0 5 Meg Ta get Current 1 0 Ma Grid Bias -3 3 for 0°Shadow )
(Series Plate Resistor 1 0 Meg Ta get Current 4 0 Ma Grid Bias -8 0 for 0°Shadow )

*Applied through 250,000 ohms
Rio Tube or Section -No Signal
§Plate and Target Supply Voltage

**Triode Operation :Pentode Operation 1Plate to Plate (Approximate AConversion Conductance

tTAPplied through 200,000 ohms TTFor two tubes with 40 volts RMS applied to each end 150 Volts RMS applied to two grids.
22With Average Power Input of 330 Mw Grid to Grid CI Applied through 20,000 ohms
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'Noe Class Base

Filament
Rat ng

Use Plate
Volts

Negative
Grid
Volts

Screen
Volts

Plate
Current

Ma

Screen
Current

Ma

Plate
Resistance

Ohms

Micromhos
Mutual

Conduct-
once

Amish-
fication
Factor

Ohms
Load
for

Stated
Power
Output

Undis-
torted
Power

Output
Milli -
wattsVolts I Amps

6E6 Duotriode 7-B 6 3 0 60 Power Amp
(1 Section)

180
250

20 0
27 5

11 5
18 0

4,300
11 ,,f/ISS

6 0
6 0

15,000"
14,0001°

750
1 600

6E7 Pentode 7-H 6 3 0 30 Amplifier Characteristics Same as Type 606

6F5, G, GT Triode 5-M 6 3 0 30 Amplobar 250 2 0 0 9 66,000 1 500 100

6F6 6160 Pentode 7-S 6 3 0 70 Power Amp

P P Ai Amp
P P ABsAmp

250
285
315
375
100
250
100

16 5
20 0
24 0
26 0

250
285
285
250

34 0
38 0
62 0
34 0

6 5
7 0

12 0
5 0

80,000
78,000

(Current &
(Current &

2,500
4 550

Output for Two
Output for Two

Tubes)
Tubes)

7,000
7,000

10,0001
10,000°1

3,200
4,800

11,000
18,000

6F7, 6F7S Pent -Triode 7 E 6 3 0 30 Pent Amp
Pent Amp
Triode Amp

3 0
3 0
3 0

100
100

6 3
6 5
3 5

1 6
1 5

290,000
850,000

16,200

1,050
1,100

525 8 5

Pentode Section
Pentode Section
Triode Sec ion

6F8G

1i

Duotriode 8-G 63 060 Amplifier
Inverter

250

250

80
5 .. !Plate Load

1,Amplificat

90
50,000 Ohms
on 29, Output

Per Plate, Sell
Volts 65,

7,700 2,600
Bias Resistor 1,150 Ohms,Voltage

RMS, for Inverter Service

20 (One Section)

6060
..,

Pentode 7-S 6 3 0 15 Power Amp 135 6 0
180 9 0

135 11 5
180 15 0

2 0
2 5

170,000
175,000

2,100
2 300

12,000
10,000

600
1,100

6H4GT Diode 5 -AF 6 3 015 Rectifier 100 4 0

6H6, G, GT Duodiode 7-0 6 3 0 30 Rechher 117 A -C Volts Per Plate, RMS, 4 0 Me Output Current
615GT tG Triode 6-0 6 3 0 30 Amplifier 250

250
8 0 9 0 7,700 2,600

20617 Pentode 7-R 6 3 0 30 Amplifier 3 0 100 2 0 0 5 I 1 0 Meg + 1 225

6J7G GT . Pentode 7-R 6 3 0.30 Amplifier Characteristics Same as type 617, Except Capacitances

6.18G -In -Heptode 8-H 6 3 0 30 Mixer
Oscillator

250 I 3 0 100 I 1 3 1 2 9 4 0 Meg I 290A I (Heptode Section)
250 Plate Supply Thru 20 000 Res , God Resistor30 000 Grid Current 0 4 Ma Plat. Current 5 0 Ma (Triode Section)

6K5G Triode 5-U 6 3 0 30 Amplifier 100 1 1 5

I "5 I
I

78,0005,
1

9004
I

707

I 3 0 1 10

6K5GT Triode 5-U 6 3 0 30 Amplifier Characteristics Same as Type 6850 Except Capacitance

6K6G, GT Pentode 7-S 6 3 0 40 Power Amp 100
250
315

7 0
18 0
21 0

100
250
250

9 0
32 0
25 5

1 6
5 5
4 0

104,000
68,000
75 000

1,500
2,300
2 100

12,000
7,600
9,000

350
3,400
4,500

6K7 Pentode 7-R 6 3 0 30 Amplifier 90
180
250

3 0
3 0
3 0

90 0
75 0

100

5 4
4 0
7 0

1 3
1 0
1 7

300,000
1 Meg
800 000

1,275
1 100
1 450

61(10, GT Pentode 7-R 6 3 0 30 Amplifier Chaiacteristics Same as Type 61(7, Except Capacitances

6K8 Tri.-Hexode 8-K 6 3 0 30 Mixer Osc Characteristics Same as Type 6K8G, Except Capacitances

61(130, GT To -Flexode 8-1( 6 3 0 30 Mixer
Oscillator

250 1 3 0 I 100 I 2 5 I 6 0 I 600,000 I 350A I (Hexode Section)
100 Grid Resistor 50,000 Plate Current 3 8 Ma , Conversion Conductance 3000 (Triode Section not Oscillating)

6L5G Triode 6-0 6 3 015 Amplifier 100
250

3 0
9 0

4 0
8 0

10,000
9,000

1,500
1,900

15
17

6L6, 6L6G Tetrode 7 -AC 6 3 0 90 Power Amp

P P A. Amp
P P AIL Amp
P P ABs Amp

250
350
2-0
360
360

14 0
18 0
17 5
22 5
22 5

250
250
250
270
270

72 0
54 0

134 0
88 0
88 0

5 0
2 5

11 0
5 0
5 0

22,500
33,000
23,500

Current &
Current &

6,000
5,200
5,700

Output for two
Output for two

tubes
tubes

2,500
4,200
5,00011
6,60011
3,80011

6,500
10,800
17,500
26,500
47,000

6L7 Heptode 7-T 63 0 30 Mixer
Amplifier

250
250

60
3 0

150
100

33
5 3

92
6 5

1 Meg + 350A (G3= Neg. 15 Volts)
600,000 1,100 (G3= Neg 3 0 Volts)I

6L7G Heptode 7-T 6 3 0 30 Mixer Amp Characteristics Same as Type 6L7, Except Capacitances

6N6G Duotriode 7 -AU 6 3 0 80 Power Amp 300
300

0 0
0 0

(Input Section) 8 0
(Output Section) 45 0 24,0001 2,400 58 7,000 4,000

6N7,6N7G Duotriode 8-B 6 3 0 80 Power Amp
Driver
Driver

300
250
294

0 0
5 0
6 0

17 5 Par Plate, Class B
6 0
7 0

Operation, Zero
11,300
11,000

Signal
3,100 35
3,200 35

8,00011 110,000
(Class A Driver)
(Class Driver)

6P5G, GT Triode 6-0 6 3 0 30 Amplifier
Detector

250
250

13 5
20 01

5 0
(Plate Current to be adjusted

9,500
to 0 2 Ma

1,450 I 13 8
with no Input Signal)

6P7G Pent Triode 7-U 6 3 0 30 Amplifier Characteristics Same as Type 6F7, Except Capacitances

607 DuodiodeTri 7-V 6 3 0 30 Det -Amp 100 1 5 0 35 88,000
1,1400)

70
250 3 0 1 1 70

6070 GT Duodiode Ti, 7-V 6 3 0 30 Det -Amp Charactenstics Same as Type 607, Except Capacitances
6R7 Duodiode Tri 7-V 6 3 0 30 Det -Amp 250 I 9 0 I

9 5 1 8,500 I 1,900 I 16

6R7G, GT Duodiode Tri 7-V 6 3 0 30 Detector Characteristics Same as Type 6R7, Except Capacitances

6S7 Pentode 7-R 6 3 0 15 Amplifier Characteristics Same as Type 6S7G, Except Capacitances

6570 Pentode 7-R 6 3 0 15 Amplifier 135
250

3 0
3 0

67 5
100

3 7
8 5

0 9
2 0

1 Meg 1
1 Meg 

1,250
1,750

375
1,100

6SA7 Heptode 8-R 6 3 0 30 Converter 100
250

2 0
2 0

100
100

3 3
3 5

8 5
8 5

500,0001
1 0 Meg 1

425A
4506

6SA7GT G Heptode 8 -AD 6 3 0 30 Converter Characteristics Same as Type 6SA7, Excep Capacitances

6SC7 Duotriode 8-S 6 3 0 30 Amplifier 250 2 0 2 0 53,000 1,325 70 (Each Tr ode)

6SD7GT Pentode 8-N 6 3 0 30 Amplifier 100
250

2 0
2 0

100
100

5 7
6 0

2 0
1 9

250,0001
1 0 Meg 1

3,350
3,600

6SF5 Triode 6 -AB 63 0 30 Amplifier 250 2.0 09 66,000 1,500 100

6SF5GT Triode 6 -AB 6 3 0 30 Amplifier Characteristics Same as Type 6SF5, Except Capacitance.

65J7 Pentode 8-N 6 3 0 30 Amplifier 100 3 0
I

100
I 2 9 g : T050,40.0.1.1 1,,sx,

250 3 0

65.17G7 Pentode 8-N 6 3 0 30 Amplifier Characteristics Same as Type 6517, Except Capacitances

6SK7 Pentode 8-N 6 3 0 30 Amplifier 100
13 0

100 13 0
250 9 2 12 142,222: ;',13)0S

6SK7G7 'G Pentode 8-N 6 3 0 30 Amohfier Characteristics Same as Type 651(7, Except Capacitances

6507 Duodiode 7r: 8-0 6 3 0.30 Det -Amp 250 I 2 0 I
I 0 9 I I 91,000 I 1,100 I 100

6SO7GT G Duodiode Tn 8-0 6 3 0 30 Det -Amp Characteristics Same as Type 6S07, Except Capacitances

6SR7 Duodiode To 8-0 6 3 0 30 Det Amp 250 9 0 9 5 8,500 1,900 16

6776 Duodiode In 7-V 6 3 0 15 Det -Amp 100
250

1 5
3 0

0 3
1 2

95,000
62 000

680
1,050

65
65

6U5 6G5 Triode 6-R 6 3 0 30 Indicator 1004
2504

(Series Plate Resister 0 5 Meg , Target Current 1 0 Ma , Grid Bias -8 0 for 0° Shadow
(Series Plate Resrsto 1 0 Meg Target Current 4 0 Ma , Grid Bias -22 0 for 0° Shadow

6U6GT Tetrode 7 -AC 6 3 0 75 Power Amp 110
200

10 5
14 0

110
135

44 0
55 0

4 0
3 0

10,0001
20,000+

5,600
6,200

2,000,
g;(512

6U7G Pentode 7-R 6 3 0 30 Amplifier 100
250

3 0
3 0

100
100

8.0
8 2

2 2
2 0

250,000
800 000

1,500
1 600

*Applied throug 250,000 ohms
OPer Tube or Section -No Signal
(Plate and Target Supply Voltage

**Triode Operation :Pentode Operation ¶Plate to Plate +Approximate AConversoon Conductance
:LAPPlied through 200,000 ohms 17For two tubes with 40 volts RMS applied to each grid t50 Volts RMS applied to two ends

44With Average Power Input of 320 Mw Grid to Grid °Applied through 20,000 ohms
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Type Class Base

Filament
Ret ng

Use Plate
Volts

Negative
Grid
Volts

Screen
Volts

Plate
Current
Me

Screen
Current

Ma.

Plate
Resistance

Ohms

Micromhos
Mutual

Conduct-
ones

Amon-
Batson
Factor

Ohms
Load

for
Stated
Power

Output

Undls-
toned
Power
Output
Milli -
wattsVolts Amps

6V6GT G Tetrode 7 -AC 6 3 0 45 Power Amp Characteristics Same as Type 7C5
6V7G Duodrode Tn 7-V 6 3 0 30 Det -Amp. 135 10 5 3 7 11,000 750 8 3 25,000 75

180 13 5 60 8,500 975 8 3 20,000 160
550 20 0 8 0 7,500 1,100 8 3 20,000 350

6W7G Pentode 7-R 6 4 0 15 Amplifier 250 3 0 100 2 0 0 5 1 5 Meg 1 1,225
6X5GT G Duodrode 6-2 6 3 060 F.V/ Rect 325 A C Volts per Plate, RMS, 70 Ma Output Current Condenser Input to Filter

450 A C Volts per Plate, RMS, 70 Ma Output Current Choke Input to Filter
6Y5 Duodrode 6-.1 6 3 0 80 F -W Rect 350 A C Volts per Plate, RMS 50 Ma Output Curren
6Y6G Tetrode 7 -AC 6 3 1 25 Power Amp 135 13 5 135 58 0 3 5 9,300 I 7,000 2,000 3,600

.200 140 135 61 0 44 18,300 7,100 2,600 6,000
6Y7G Duotnode 8-8 6 3 060 Power Amp 180 0 0 7 5. (Class B Operation) 7,000, 5,500

250 0 0 10 54 ' (Class B Operation) 14,00131. 8,000
6Z5 Duodrode 6K 6 3 0 80

F Red 230 A C Volts per Plate, RMS, 60 Ma Output Current12 6 040J -W

6ZY5G Duodrode 6-s 6 3 0 30 F -W Rect 325 A C Volts per Plate, RMS, 40 Ma Output Curren Condenser Input to Filter
6Z7G Duotnode 8-13 6 3 0 30 Power Amp 135

180
0 0
0 0

3 0.
4 2r

(Class 8 Operation)
(Cl.,, B Operation) 1Z,,ISIS:' ligg 1 9

7A4 Triode 5 -AC 6 3 0 30 Ampliher 90 0 0 10 0 6,700 3,000 20
250 8 0 9 0 7,700 2,600 20

7A5 Tetrode 6 -AA 6 3 0 75 Power Amp 110 7 5 110 40 0 3 0 14,000 5,800 2,500 1,500
125 9 0 125 44 0 3 3 17,000 6,000 2,700 2,200

7A6 Duodrode 7-AJ 6 3 015 Det -Rect 150 A C Volts per Plate, RMS, 8 Ma Output Current per Plate
7A7 Pentode 8-V 6 3 0 30 Ampliher 100 1 0 100 13 0 4 0 150,0001 2,350

250 3 0 100 2 2 6 800,0001 2,000
7A8 Octode 8-U 6 3 015 Converter 100 3 0 75 1 8 2 7 650,0001 375A (G2 =100 V, 2 8 Ma )

250 3 0 100 3 0 3 2 700,0004 550A (02 =250 V 0, 4 2 Ma )
7134 Triode 5 -AC 6 3 0 30 Amplifier 100 1 0 0 4 85,000 1,150 100

250 2 0 0 9 66,000 1,500 100
785 Pentode 6 -AE 6 3 040 Power Amp 100 7 0 100 9 0 1 6 104,000 1,500 12,000 350

550 18 0 250 32 0 5 5 68,000 2,300 7,600 3,400
315 21 0 250 25 5 4 0 75,000 2,100 9,000 4,500

7B6 Duodrode Tri 8-W 63 030 Amplifier 100 10 04 110,000 900 100
250 50 09 91,000 1,100 100

7B7 Pentode 8-V 6 3 0 15 Amplifier 100 3 0 100 8 2 1 8 300,000 1,675
250 3 0 100 8 5 1.7 750,000 1,750

7B8 Heptode 8-X 6 3 0 30 Converter 100 1 5 50 1 1 1 3 600,000 360A (02 =100 V, 2 0 Ma )
250 3 0 100 3 5 2 7 360,000 550A (02 =250 V 0, 4.0 Ms.)

7C5 Intrude 6 -AA 6.3 0 45 Power Amp. 180 8 5 180 29 0 3 0 58,000 3,700 5,500 2,000
250 12 5 250 45 0 4 5 52,000 4,100 5,000 4,500
315 13 0 525 34 0 2 2 77,000 3,750 8,500 5,500

Class AR, IN 1: s 15,2 lgg
5 0
4 0

(Class AB, Two Tubas)
(Class AB, Tea Tubes)

10,000,1
8,00011

10,000
14,000

7C6 Duodrode Tn 8-W 6 3 015 Amplifier 100 0 0 1 0 100,000 850 85
250 1 0 1 3 100,000 1,000 100

7C7 Pentode 8-V 6 3 015 Amplifier 100 3 0 100 1 8 0 4 1 2 Meg 1 1,225
250 3 0 100 2 0 0 5 2 0 Meg 1 1,300

7E6 Duodrode Tr, 8-W 6 3 0 30 Amplifier 250 9 0 9 5 8,500 1,900 16
7E7 Duodi Pent 8 -AE 6 3 0 30 Amplifier 100 1 0 100 10 0 2 7 150,0001 1,600 36

250 3 0 100 7 5 1 6 700,0001 1,300 42 5
7F7 Duotriode 8 -AC 6 3 0 30 Amplifier 100 1 0 0 65 62,0001 1,125 70

250 2 0 2 3 44,0001 1,600 70
707 /1232 Pentode 8-V 6 3 0 45 AmploRer 250 2 0 100 6 0 2 0 800,0001 4,500
7H7 Pentode 8-V 6 3 0 30 Amplifier 100 1 0 100 8.4 3 3 250,000 3,800

250 2 5 150 9 5 3 5 800,000 3,800
7J7 Tri -Hexode 8 -AR 6 3 0 30 Hex Mixer 100 3 0 100 1.1 3 1 300,000 260A

250 3 0 100 1 3 2 9 1 5 Meg. 300A
Tr; Osc 100 0 05 Meg. 3 7 (Tnode Gnd Current 0 3 Me )

2504 0 05 Meg 5 4 Mode Gr d Current 0 4 Ma )
7L7 Pentode 8-V 6 3 0 30 Amplifier 100 1 0 100 5 5 2 4 100,0001 3,000 i

250 1 5 100 4 5 1 5 1 0 Meg 3,100
7N7 Duotriode 8 -AC 6 3 0 60 Amplifier

(One Unit)
90

550
0 0
2 0

10 0
9 0

6,700
7,700

3,000
2,600 44C1

707 Heeled. 8 -AL 6 3 0 30 Converter 100 2 0 100 3 3 8 5 500,000 5254401e Grid Resistor 20,000.
250 2 0 100 3 5 8 5 1 0 Meg 550410sc God Current 0 5 Ma.

7R7 Diode -Pent 8 -AE 6 3 0 30 Amplifier 100 1 0 100 5 5 2.2 350,0001 3,000
250 1 0 100 5 7 2.1 1 0 Meg 1 3,200

757 Tn -Heptode 8 -BL 6 3 0 30 Hep Mixer 100 2 0 100 1 9 3 0 500,0001 500A

Tn. One
250 2 0 100 1 8 3 0 1.25 Meg 1 525A
100
2501

0 05 Meg
0 05 Meg

3 0
fig:dd.. Sgl Current 31.4:

7V7 Pentode 8-V 6 3 0 45 Amplofier 300 150 10 0 3 9 I 300,000 I 5,800 (Cath Bras Resistor =160 Ohms)
7W7 Pentode 8-131 6 3 0 45 Ampfifier Characteristics Same as Type 1V7, Except Capacitances
7Y4 Duodrode 5 -AB 6 3 0 50 F W Rect 325 A -C Volts per Plate, RMS, 60 Ma Output Current Condenser Input to Filter

450 A -C Volts per Plate, RMS, 60 Ma Output Current Choke Input to Filter
7Z4 Duodrode 5 -AB 6 3 090 F W Red 325 A -C Volts per Plate, RMS, 100 Ma Output Current Condenser Input to Filter

450 A -C Volts per Plate, RMS, 100 Ma Output Current Choke Input to Filter
10 Triode 4-D 7 5 1 25 Power Amp 250 23 5 10.0 6,000 1,330 8.0 13,000 400

350 32 0 16 0 5,150 1,550 8 0 11,000 900
425 40 0 18 0 5,000 1,600 8 0 10,200 1,600

12A Triode 4-D 5 0 0 25 Det -Amp 90 4 5 5 0 5,400 1,575 8 5 5,000 35
135 9 0 6 2 5,100 1,650 8 5 9,000 130
180 13 5 7 7 4,700 1,800 8 5 10,650 285

12A5 Pentode 7-F 12 6 0 30 Power Amp 100 15 0 100 17 0 3 0 50,0001 1,700 4,500 800
6 3 060 Power Amp 180 25 0 180 45 0 8 0 35,0001 2,400 3,300 3,400

12A7 Diode -Pent 7-K 12 6 0 30 Rectifier 125 RMS 30 0 Ma
Amplifier 135 13 5 135 9 0 I 2 5 102,000 975 100 13,500 550

I 2A11G, GT Heptode 8-A 12 6 0 15 Converter Charrictenshcs Same as Type 6A8G
12138GT Pentode In 8-T 12 6 0 30 Pent Amp 100 3 0 100 8 0 2 0 170,000 2,100 360 Pentode Section

Tn -Amp 100 1.0 06 73,000 110 Triode Section

*Applied through 450,000 ohms
Re, Tube or Section -No Signs
(Plate and Target Supply Voltage.

"Triode Operation U'entode Operation TPlate to Plate 4Aoprommme. Aconversion Conductance
I:Applied through 200,000 ohms ifFor two tubes with 40 volts FUNS applied to each grid 150 Volts RMS applied to two grids.

§§WIth Average Power Input of 320 Mw. Grtd to Grid. 0 Applied through 20,000 ohms.
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Class Base

Filament
Rat ng

Use Plate
Volts

Negative
Grid
Volts

Screen
Volts

Plate
Current

Ma.

Screen
Current

Ma

Plate
Resistance

Ohms

Micromhos
Mutual

Conduct-
ante

Ampli-
fication
Factor

Ohms
Load

for
Stated
Power
Output

Unei,
torted
Power

Output
Milli -
wattsVolts lAmps

30 Triode 4-D 2 0 0 06 Del -Amp 90 4 5 2 5 11,000 850 9 3
135 9 0 3 0 10,300 900 9 3
180 13 5 3 1 10,300 900 9 3

31 Triode 4-D 2 0 0 13 Power Amp 135 22 5 8 0 4,100 925 3 8 7,000 185
180 300 12 3 3,600 1,050 3.8 5,700 375

32 Tstrode 44( 2 0 0 06 R -F Amp 135 3 0 67 5 1 7 0 4 950,000 640 610
180 3 0 67 5 1 7 0 4 1 2 Meg 650 780

Detector 180 6 01 67 5 (Plate Current to be adjusted to 0 2 Ma with no Input Signal)
32L7GT Diode, Tet 8-Z 32 5 0 30 Rectifier 125 RMS 60

Power Amp 110 7 5 110 40 3 0 15,000 6,000 81 2,600 1,000
33 Pentode 5-K 2 0 0 26 Power Amp 135 13 5 135 14 5 3 0 50,000 1,450 70 7,000 700

180 180 180 22 0 5 0 55,000 1,700 90 6,000 1,400
34 Pentode 4-M 2 0 0 06 R -F Amp 67 5 3 0 67 5 2 7 1 1 400 000 560 224

135 3 0 67 5 2 8 1 0 600 000 600 360
180 3 0 67 5 2 8 1 0 1 Meg 620 620

3unis Tetrads 5-E 2 5 1 75 R -F Amp 180 3 0 90 0 6 3 2 5 300,000 1,020 305
250 3 0 90 0 6 5 2 5 400,000 1,050 420

A -F Amp 250* 1 0 45 to 67 5 0 5 2 Meg
35A5 Tetrode 6 -AA 32 0 0 15 Power Amp 110 7 5 110 40 0 3.0 14,0001 5,800 2,500 1,500

200 8 0 110 41 0 2 0 40,0001 5,900 4,500 3,300
35L6GT/G Tetrode 7 -AC 35 0 0.15 Power Amp 110 7 5 110 40 0 3 0 14,0001 5 800 2,500 1,500

200 8 0 110 41 0 2 0 40,0001 5,900 4,500 3,300
35Y4 Diode 5 -AL 32 0 0 15 H -W Rect 235 Max A -C Volts, RMS, 60 Ma Ou put Current with Panel Lamp

235 Max A -C Volts, RMS, 00 Ma Ou put Current without Panel Lamp
35Z3 Diode 4-Z 35 0 015 H -W Rect 235 Max A -C Volts per Plate RMS, 100 Ma Output Current Condenser Input to Filter
35Z4GT Diode 5 -AA 35 0 015 H W Red 117 A -C Volts, RMS, 100 Ma Output Current Condenser Input to Filter
35Z5GT/G Diode 6 -AD 35 0 015 H -W Rest Charaderistics Same as Type 40Z5 45Z5GT
36 Tetrode 5-E 6 3 0 30 R -F Amp 135 1.5 67 5 2 8 Not Over 575,000 1,000 475

180 3 0 90 0 3 1 54 of 500 000 1,050 525
250 3 0 90 0 3 2 Plate Ma 550,000 1,080 595

Detector 250 6 01 20 to 25 (Plate Current to be adjusted to 0 1 Ma with no Input Signal)
37 Triode 5-A 6 3 0 30 Amplifier 535 9 0 4 1 10,000 925 9 2

180 13 5 4 3 10,200 900 9 2
250 18 0 7 5 8,400 1,100 9 2

38 Pentode 5-F 6 3 0 30 Power Amp 135 13 5 135 9 0 1 5 130,000 925 120 13,500 550
180 18 0 180 14 0 2 4 110,000 1,050 120 11,600 1,000
250 25 0 250 22 0 3 0 100,000 1,200 120 10,000 2 500

39/44 Pentode 5-F 6 3 0.30 R -F Amp 90 3 0 90 0 5 6 1 6 375,000 960 360
180 3 0 90 0 5 8 1 4 750,000 1,000 750
250 3 0 90.0 5 8 1 4 1 Meg 1,050 1 050

A -F Amp 250* 1 0 67 5 0.5 2 Meg
40Z5/
45Z5GT Diode 6 -AD 45 0 0 15 H -W Rect 117 A C Volts, RMS, 100 Me Output Current without Panel Lamp Connected, or 60 Ma with Panel t amp

41 Pentode 6 B 6 3 0 40 Power Amp. Characteristics Same as Type 6K6G
42 Pentode 6-B 6 3 0 65 Power Amp Characteristics Same es Type 6F6G
43 Pentode 6-B 25 0 0 30 Power Amp Characteristres Same as Type 25A6GT/G
45 Triode 4-D 2 5 1 50 Power Amp 180 31 5 31 0 1,650 2,125 3.5 2,700 830

250 500 340 1,610 2,175 35 3,900 1,600
275 56 0 36 0 1,700 2,050 3 5 4,600 2 000

46 Tem& 5-C 2 5 1 75 Pawns Amp 250 33 0 Tie Gs toP 22 0 2,380 2,350 5 6 6,400 1,250
300 0 0 Tie Gs to G 4 0# (Class B Operation) 5,200'11 16,000
400 0 0 Tie Gs to G 6 0# (Class B Operation) 5,8009 20,000

47 Pentode 5-8 2 5 1 75 Power Amp 250 16 5 250 31 0 6 0 60,000 2,500 150 7,000 2,700
48 Tetrode 6-A 30 0 0 40 Power Amp 95 20 0 95 0 52 0 12 0 4,000 3,900 15 6 1,500 2,000

125 22 5 100 52 0 12 0 11 000 3 900 43 1,500 3,000
49 Tetrode 5-C 2 0 0 12 Power Amp 135 20 0 Tie Gs to P 6 0 4,175 1,125 4 7 11,000 170

180 0 0 Tie Gs to G 2 05 (Two Tubes Class 13 Operation) 12,000.1 3,500
50 Triode 4-D 7 5 1 25 Power Amp 300 54 0 35 0 2,000 1,900 3 8 4,600 1,600

350 63 0 45 0 1,900 2,000 3 8 4,100 2,400
400 70 0 55 0 1,800 2,100 3 8 3,670 3,400
450 84 0 55 0 1,800 2,100 3 8 4,350 4,600

50A5 Tetrode 6 -AA 50.0 0 15 Power Amp. 110 7 5 110 49 0 4 0 10,000$ 8,200 2,000 2,200
200 8 0 110 50 0 1 5 35,0001 8,250 3,000 4,700

5006G Tetrode 7 -AC 50 0 0 15 Power Amp Characteristics Same as Type 25C6G
50L6GT Tetrode 7 -AC 50 0 0 15 Power Amp Chaiacteristics Same as Type 25L6GT
50Y6GT/G Duodiode 7-0 50 0 0.15 F -W Red CharactenstIcs Same as Type 25Z6GT/G
50Z7G Dirodiode 8 -AN 50 0 0 15 Doubler 117 A -C Volts per Plate, RMS, 65 Ma Output Current per Plate With Current passing thru Panel Lamp Section

H -W Red 235 A -C Volts, RMS, 65 Ma Output Current
53 Duotriode 7 B 2 5 2 00 Power Amp Characteristics Same as Type 6A6
55. 55S Duodiode Tr, 6-G 2 5 1 00 Det -Amp Characteristics Same as Type 6V7G
56, 56S Triode 5-A 2 5 1 00 Amplifier 250 I 13 5 I 1,450

Detector 250 I 20 01 I I (Plate Current to be adllusted9er2 Ma no Input Silan3A 1

56AS Triode 5-A 6 3 0 40 Amplifier Characteristics Same as Type 56
57, 57S Pentode 6-F 2 5 1 00 Amplifier 100 3 0 100 2 0 I 0 5 I 1 Meg 1,185I

250 3 0 100 2 0 I 0 5 I 1 Meg + 1,225
Detector 250* 4 31 100 (Plate Current to be adjusted to 0 1 Ma with no Input Signal)

57AS Pentode 6-F 6 3 0 40 Amplifier Charactenstics Same as Type 57
58, 58S Pentode 6-F 2 5 1 00 Amplifier 100 I 3 0 I 100

LI I 1g I Eg:Sgg I 11,2 I
250 I 3 0 I 100

58AS Pentode 6-F 6 3 0 40 Amplifier Characteristics Same as Type 58
59 Pentode 7-A 2 5 2 00 Power Amp 250." 28 0 Tie Gs to P 26 0 2,300 2,600 6 0I 5,000 1,250

250: 18 0 250 35 0 40,000 2,500 100 6,000 3,000
300 0 0 Tie Gs to G 20 0 (Class B Operation Two Tubes) 4,6001 15,00015
400 0 0 and Su to P 46 0 (Class B Operation Two Tubes) 6,0001f 20 00025

70L7GT Diode -Triode 8 -AA 70 0 015 Rectifier 117 A C Volts, RMS, 70 Ma Output Current Condenser Input to Filter
Amplifier 110 I 7 5 110 40 I 3 0 15,000 7,500 2,000 1,800

71 A Triode 4-D 5 0 0 25 Power Amp 90 16 5 10 0 2,170 1,400 3 0 3,000 125
135 27 0 17 3 1,820 1,650 3 0 3,000 400
180 40 5 20 0 1,750 1,700 3 0 4,800 790

*Applied through 250,000 ohms.
Per Tube or Sector -No Signs
Wale and Target Supply Voltage

**Triode Operation :Pentode Operation IfPlate to Plate  Approximate AConversion Conductance
::Applied through 200,000 ohms 51For two tubes with 40 volts RMS applied to each grid 150 Volts RMS applied to two grids

¢§With Average Power Input of 320 Mw. Grid to Grid 0 Applied through 20,000 ohms
Page 7 -.-





Type Class Base

Filament
Rat ng

Use Plate
Negative

Grid Screen
Volts

Plate
Current

Ma

Screen
Current

Ma

Plate
Resistance

Ohms

Micromhos
Mutual

Conduct-
once

Ampli-
fication
Factor

Ohms
Load

For
Stated
Power
Output

Undis-
*cried
Power
Output
MIIII-
wattsVolts Amps

Volts Volts

75, 75S
76

Duodrode Tn 6-G 6 3 0 30 Det -Amp 250 2 0 0 9 91,000 1 100 100

Triode 5-A 6 3 0 30 Amplifier
Detector

250
250

13 5
20 0+

5 0
(Plate Current to be adiusted

9 500
to 0 2 Ma

1 450
with no Input

13 8
Signal)

77 Pentode 6-F 6 3 0 30 Amplifier 1002500.501 1?) 1003 31 1
0 4

'1

600,0001
0 Meg +

1,100
1,250

6-F 6 3 0 30 Amplifier 90
180
250

3 0
30
3.0

90 0
750

100

5 4
40
70

1 3
10
17

300,0001
1 Meg*
800,0001

1,275
1,100
1,450

78 Pentode

6 -I -I 6 3 0 60 Power Amp 180
450

0 0
0 0

7 5
10 5

(Class B Operation)
(Class B Operation)

7 000.
14,0001

5,500
8,000

Duodrode79

4-C 5 0 2 00 F -W Rect 350 A
500 A

C Volts per
C Volts per

Plato, RMS.
Plate, RMS,

125 Ma
125 Ma

Output Current
Output Current

Condenser
Choke Input

Input to Filter
to Filter

80 Duodrode

81 Diode 4-B 7 5 1 25 H -W Red 700 A C Volts per Plate, RMS, 85 Ma Output Current Condenser Input to Filter.

82 Duodrode 4-C 2 5 3 00 F -W Rect 450 A C Volts per Plate, RMS, 115 Ma Output Current Condenser Input to Filter
83 Duodrode 4-C 5 0 3 00 F -W Reel 450 A C Volts per Plate, RMS 225 Ma Output Current Condenser bout to Filter
83V Duodrode 4 -AD 5 0 2 00 F -W Red 375 A C Volts per Plate, RMS, 175 Me Output Current Condenser Input to Filter
84 6Z4 Duodrode 5-D 6 3 0 50 F -W Red 325 A C Volts per Plate, RMS, 60 Ma Output Current Condenser Input to Filter
85 Duodrode T. 6-G 6 3 0 30 Det -Amp Characteristics Same as Type 6V7G
85AS Duodrode Tn 6-G 6 3 0 30 Det -Amp 250 9 0 1 4 5 16,000 1,250 20

89 Pentode 6-F 6 3 0 40 Power Amp 160**
180)
180

20 0
18 0
0 0

Gs &Su to P
180

17 0
20 0

3 04
3 0

Class B Opern

3,300
80,000

Tie Su to P

1,425
1,550

& Gs to G (Two

4 7
125

Tubes)

7,000
8,000
9,40011

300
1,500
3,500

VR90-30 Diode 4-W Voltage Regulator With Starting Voltage at 125 Operating Volts 90 Operating Current 10 Ma Mm , 30 Ma Max

V99 Triode 4-E 3 3 0 0631 Det -Amp 90 I 4 5 2 5 15,500 425 I 6 6

X99 Triode 4-D 3 3 0 0631 Det -Amp 90 1 4 5
1

2 5 1
15 500 425 I 6 6

VR105-30 Diode 4-W Voltage Regulator with Starting Voltage at 135, Operating Volts 105 Operating Current 5 Ma Mm , 30 Ma Max
117L7/M7GT Diode-Tet 8 -AO 117 009 H -W Red

Power Amp
117 A -C
105 1

Volts, RMS,
5 2

I

75 Me
105 I

Output Current
43 I

Condenser
4 0 1

Input to Filter
17 0001 I 5,300 I 4,000 850

117N7GT Diode -Tel 8 -AV 117 0 09 1 -I -W Rect
Power Amp

117 A -C
100 1

Volts, RMS,
6 0 I

75 Ma
100 I

Output Current
51 I

Condenser
5 0 I

Input to Fiber
16,00011 7,000 3,000 1,200

117Z6GT/G Duodrode 7-0 117 0 075 Doubler 117 A -C Volts per Plate, RMS, 60 Ma Output Current per Plate

VR150-30 Diode 4-W Voltage Regula or with Starting Voltage a1180 Operating Volts 150 Operating Current 5 Ma Mm 30 Ma Max
-

18213/42213 Triode 4-D 5 0 1 25 Power Amp 250 I 35 0 20 0 2,500 2 000 I 5 0 I 4,500 1,350
183 483 Triode 4-D 5 0 1 25 Power Amp 250 65 0 20 0 2,000 1,500 I 3 0 4,500 1,800
210-T Triode 4-D 7 5 1.25 Power Amp (Standard Type 10 with Ceramic Base, See Type 10 Characteristics)

485 Triode 5-A 3.0 1 25 Det -Amp 180 9 0 5 8 8,900 1,400 12 5

864 Triode 4-D 1 1 0 25 Det -Amp 90
135

4 5
9 0

2 9
3 5

13,500
12,700

610
645

8 2
8 2

135 16 5 135 7 0 2 0 125,000 1,000 125 13 500 575950 Pentode 5-K 2 0 0 12 Power Amp
Special Non-Mic ophonic Tube, Characteristics Same as I ype 6C61221 Pentode 6-F 6 3 0 30 Amplifier

1223 Pentode 7-R 6 3 0 30 Amplifier "G" Equivalent of Type 1221 Above
1231 Pentode 8-V 6 3 0 45 Pent -Amp

Tet-Amp
300
300

150
150

10 0
12 0

2 5
0 5

700,000
540,000

5,500
6,500

3,850 Bias Rest -200
3 500 Bias Rest -.200

Ohms
Ohms

(G3 - Nag 15 V )
(G3 -Nag 3 0 V)

6 0
3 0

150
100

3 3
5 3
9 0

0 2
6 5

1 Meg +
600,000

350.6
1,100

1612 Heptode 7-1 6 3 0 30 Mixer
Amplifier

250
250

7,600 2,100 16 (One Section)XXD Duodrode 8 -AC 12 6 0 15 Amplifier 250 10 0
XXL Triode 5 -AC 6 3 0 30 Amplifier 250 8 0 8 0 2,300 20

*Applied through 250,000 ohms **Triode Operation )Pentode Operation .1 Pla a to Plate *Approximate &Conversion Conductance
#Per Tube or Section -No Signal. ))Applied through 200,000 ohms ifFor two tubes with 40 volts RMS applied to each grid (50 Volts RMS applied to
gnats and Target Supply Voltage. §§Weth Average Power Input of 320 Mw. Grid to Grid 0 Applied through 20,000 ohms

two gods

SYLVANIA PANEL LAMP CHARACTERISTICS
Gr- De ton Minia- Cu- -.). '!' Minia-

Type
No

curt
Volts Volts Amp

Bead
Color

Bulb
Style

lure
Base

Usual
Service

Type
No.

Type
No

curt
Volts Volts Amp

Bead
Color

Bulb
Style

tore
Base

Usual
Service

Type
No

240 6-8 6 3 0 15 Brown T-334 Screw Radio Dials S40 1249 2 0 2 0 0 06 Pink 11-34 Bayonet- - Battery Set Dials "S49

S41 2 5 2 5 0 50 White T-331 Screw Radio Dials
_

041 250 6-8 7 5 0 20 White G-31 Screw Auto Sets
Flash Lights

S50

S42 3 2 3 2 0 35 Green T-34 Screw Radio Dials S42
551 6-8 75 020 White G-315 Bayonet Auto Sets S51

243 2 5 2 5 0.50 White T-3311 Bayonet Radio Dials and S43 Auto Panels
Tuning Meters -

S55
- -

6.8 6 5 0 40 White G-434 Bayonet Auto Sets, S55
S44 6-8 6.3 0 25 Blue T-334 Bayonet Radio Dials and S44 Parking Lights

Tuning Meters
5292 2 9 2 9 0 17 White 11-314 Screw Radio Dials 2292T-331 -- -S45 3.2 3 2 0 35 White Bayonet Radio Dials S45 --
S292A 2.9 2 9 017 White T-314 Bayonet Radio Dials S292A

S46 6.8 6 3 0 25 Blue T-331 Screw Radio Dials and S46 Coin Machines
Tuning Meters -- -

S1455 18 0 18 0 0 25
-
Brown 0-5 Screw Coin Machines 01455

*S47 6-9 6 3 0 15 Brown T-34 Bayonet Radio Dials 1S47
S1455A 18 0 18 0

-
0 25 Brown G-5 Bayonet Coin Machines 51455A

248 2 0 2 0 0 06 Pink T-34 Screw Battery Set Dods S48

*Sylvania Types S47 and 549 are interchangeable with Types 40A and 49A, respectively, in other brands
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4-A

4-E

4-W

5-E

5-5

6 -AA

4 -AA

4G

4-X

5-F

5-7

6 -AB

TUBE AND BASE DIAGRAMS
(Viewed From Bottom of Base-RMA Numbering System)

4 -AB

4-K

4-Z

5 -AG

5-K

5-11

6 -AD

4 -AD

4-M

5-A

5 -AL

5-L

5-Y

6 -AE

4-B

4-R

5 -AA

5-B

5-M

5-Z

6 -AF

4-C

4-T

5-A13

5C

5-0

5-7

6 -AR

4-D

4-V

5 -AC

5-D

5-R

6-A

6 -AS

SYMBOLS A-Anode, A1-Anode 1, A2-Anode 2 D1-Deflector 1, 1)2-Deflector 2 D3-Deflector 3, D4-Deflector 4, Dp-Diode Plate, F-Filament,
Fc-Filament Center, G-Control Grid, GA-Anode Grid, Gm-Modulator Gnd, Go-Oscillator Grid, Gs-Screen Grid, H-Heater, Hc-Heater Center,
HT-Heater Tap, IC-Internal Connection, IS-Internal Shield, J-Jumper, K-Cathode NC-No Connection, P-Plate, Re-Ray Control, 5-Metal Shell,
SA-Starter Anode, Su-Suppressor Grid T-Target XS-External Shield, -Top Cap, ---).Locating Pin
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(F)

6 -AU

6-G

6-R

0.61.*

0 0
7 -AB

7 -AM

G

tiC

7 -AX

7-G

TUBE AND BASE DIAGRAMS
(Viewed From Bottom of Base-RMA Numbering System)-Continued

6 -AX

6-H

6-S

*4
7 -AC

7 -AN

7-B

7-N

6-B

0

6-T

7 -AD

7 -AO

O
Cr

t4t4
7 -BA

7-K

XC

0 tO
6 -BB

6-K

6-

7 -AG

7 -AP

7-C

7-0

F

6-C

6-L

6-X

1!)

7-AH

7 -AT

7-D

7-R

6-E

6-M

7-A

7-AJ

7 -AU

7-E

7-S

6-F

6-0

0 0

7 -AA

7 -AK

AMA

7 -AV

7-F

7-T

SYMBOLS A-Anode, A1-Anode 1; AS-Anode 2, D1-Deflector 1, DS-Deflector 2, D3-Deflector 3; D4-Deflector 4, Dp--Diode Plate, F-Filament,
Fc-Filament Center, G-Control Grid, {:Go-Anode God, Gm-Modulator God, Go-Oscillator Grid, Gs-Screen Grid, H-Heater, Hc-Heater Center;
H-i-Heater Tap, IC-Internal Connection, IS-Internal Shield, 1-Jumper, K-Cathode, NC-No Connection, P-Plate; Rc-Ray Control; S-Mete) Shell,
SA-Starter Anode, Su-Suppressor Gnd, T-Target; XS-External Shield, 0-Top Cap, -*Locating Pin
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8 -AS

8-R

TUBE AND BASE DIAGRAMS
(Viewed From Bottom of Base-RMA Numbering System)-Continued

8 -AV

84

8 -AY

8-T

8-y

8-A

8 -AL

8-B

8-u

8-Z

8 -AA

8 -AN

8-BJ

8 -AC

9-A0

8 -BL

8-W

LAD

8 -AR

8-C

SYMBOLS: A-Anode, Al-Anode 1, A2-Anode 2, DI-Deflector 1, D4-Deflector 2, D3-Deflector 3, D4-Deflector 4, Dp-Diode Plate, F--Filanient,

Fc-Filament Center, G --Control Grid, GA-Anode Grid, GrA-Modulator Grid, Go-Oscillator Grid, Gs-Screen Grid, H-Heater, Hc-Heater Center,
HT-Healer Tap, IC-Internal Connection, IS-Internal Shield, J-Jurnper, K-Cathode; NC-No Connection, P-Plate, Rc-Rey Control, S-Metal Shell,
SA-Starter Anode, Su-Suppressor Grid, 7-Target, XS-External Shield, -Top Cap, ---*Locating Pin
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Lesson TRA-13 Page 1

In an earlier Lesson on Radio Principles, we explained a
type of simp3e receiver which used no tubes but had a
detectoe elade of a crystalline metal such as Galena,
Silicon or Cerborundum. A fine wire point, known as a
"Cat 11.:eler" was moved around the surface of the metal
until a sensitive spot was found.

This arrangement operated as a rectifier or demodula-
tor of high frequency Radio waves and was known as a
"Crystal Detector". Due to its greater sensitivity,
the triede type of vacuum tube rapidly replaced the
crystal detector but, in later models of Radio Receivers,
the triode has been largely renlaced by the diode type
of tube, None of these various t7pes of d Lectors are
obsolete and recently, a new, improved type of crystal
has been placed on the market.

As all Radio Receivers, from the simplest to the most
elaborat,, reciaire a d t(ctor, we are going to wendd-
this Lessen in explaining them.

Their action can be shorn quite simply by the arrange-
ment of Figure 1 where We have a crystal detector in a
circuit -Tith a battery and sensitive milliammeter.
Connecta: by the solid lines, the meter will register
the current in the circuit but, with the crystal conn-
ections reversed, as indicated by the dotted lines,
the meter will read little if any current.

This action of the meter tells us, with current in one
direction, the crystal offers a low resistance bet
with curre:nt in the other direction, has an extremely
high resistance. This principle holds for all types of
detectors, or rectifiers, and can be thought of as the
change in current mhen an equal voltage is applied to
unequal resistances.

In Figure 1 for example, the battery voltage remains
the same but the value of current is changed by re-
versinE, the connections to the crystal. The change
of currert is caused by the difference of resistance
in the crystal.

VACUUM TUBE RECTIFIER

To make use of this nrinciple, the earliest vacuum tubes
were diodes and had but two elements, the filament or
cathode and plate. A circuit with a tube of this typo
is shown in Figure 2 and, when the filament is heated,
electrons ere drawn to the positive plate. When the
plate is negative, the electrone are repelled and
driven back toward the filament.
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Because a flow of electrons is considered as a current
of electricity, there will be current in the plate cir-
cuit, only when the plate is positive. Connecting a
diode tube as in Figure 2, during the alternation in
which the upper wire is positive, there will be current
in the direction of the arrows. During the next alter-
nation, the plate will be negative, the electrons will
be repelled and therefore there will be no plate current.

Although connected to an a -c supply, current in the
supply circuit of Figure 2 will not be alternating. While
changing in value with the changes of a -c voltage, the
current will be in the direction of the arrows only and
is called a pulsating direct current.

That is the action of modern rectifier tubes which are'
used in the power.supplies of and Radio and other Elec-
tronic eeuipment. However, we are interested in de-
tectors at this time and the diode tube of Figure 2 will,
produce a detector action like the crystal of Figure 1.

Perhaps the best way to see the entire action is by
drawing a curve like that of Figure 3. Imagine we have
the arrangement of Figure 2 but with an ammeter and
voltmeter in the plate circuit. of an a -c
supply, this time we have d -c arranged so that we can
make the plate either negative or positive, in respect
to the filament, at any desired voltage.

Followir the general plan used for three element tabes
we plot the plate current against the plate voltage.
No actual values are shown because we are interested only
in the general shape of the curve.

Starting over at the left, with negative plate voltage,
the plate current is zero. As the negative voltage is
reduced, the current still remains at zeros As soon
as the plate voltage is positive, there is plate current
and, as the positive voltage is increased; the plate
current increases also. Notice however, the plate
current does not increase in exact proportion to the
voltage. It starts slowly but then increases at a
faster rate to form the bend in the lower part of the
curve.

Keep this in mind as we will have more to say about
it later. Notice also, the similarity between this
curve and the grid voltage -plate current curve pre-
viously explained for a three element radio tube.
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MODULATION

To fully understand the detector action, you must have
a clear idea of the form of radio wave reaching the
receiver. In case you have forgotten, Figure 4 at A,
represents the high frequency carrier wave produced
by the oscillator at the Broadcasting Station and sent
out from the transmitting antenna.

For the Broadcast band, the frequency of this wave
will be somewhere between 550,000 and 1,600,000 cycles
but, as Jo explained in the earlier Lessons, our ears
will not respond to these high frequencies. Notice
also, the carrier waves all have equal amplitude and
will not produce any sound even if tuned in with a good
receiver.

Audio.frequency, or sound waves, having a lower fre-
quency, change less rapidly and usually are of an
irregular shape. The curve at'B, Figure 4 is an example
of a simple form of sound wave.

In order that the high
transmit signals, they
carrier wave is simply
Figure 4, which can be

frequency carrier waves will
are modulated and a modulated
a combination of waves A and B,
shown by the form at C.

Notice here, the carrier wave of A is still used and
has the same frequency but the amplitude of the waves
is varied so that a dotted line, drawn along the wave
crests, has the shape of the audio wave at B. The
modulated carrier wave of Figure 4C is the form which
reaches the detector which operates to change the wave
back to the audio form of B.

As its name implies, the carrier wave is used to carry
the audio frequencies from the transmitting to the re-
ceiving station and the detector, or demodulator, changes
the modulated carrier waves back to the low frequency
audio waves.

CHARACTERISTIC CURVES

To follow a modulated carrier wave through a three
element,radio tube we are going to use the character-
istic curves explained in the earlier Lessons on tubes.
In Figure 5, we show the usual grid voltage-plate cur-
rent curve and you will see there is a plate current
of 3 ma., with zero grid voltage. As the grid is made
positive, the plate current increases but, with the gtid
negative, the plate current is reduced and drops to
zero at about 51 volts. Notice here, the lower part
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of the curve is about the same as the positive half of

Figure 3.

To follow the action, in the upper center of Figure 5

we have drawn a sine *axe to represent an alternating

voltage which is applied to the grid. Reading down to

the grid voltage scale, you will find this sine wave
curve has a maximum value of 2 volts.

Starting at the top of this curve, with 0 grid voltage,
there will be a plate current of 3 ma. Following the

curve down, it goes to 2 volts negative which, as shown

by the grid -voltage -plate current curve, reduces the
plate current to l ma.

Then, as the voltage curve comes back to zero, the
plate current increases to 3 ma. but, when the voltage
curve reaches a value of 2 volts positive, the plate

current has increased to 4.91 ma.

Plotting these values, we draw the curve at the right
and find it has the same general shape as the voltage
curve. Or saying it in another way, an alternating
voltage applied to the grid will produce an alternating
variation of current in the plate circuit.

The important point to notice here is that equal alternations

of grid voltage produce equal changes of plate current.

Starting at zero grid voltage with a plate current of
3 ma. 2 volts negative reduces the plate current
12 ma. In the same way, when the grid is 2 volts positive,
the plate current increases li ma., from the 3 ma. at zero

grid voltage.

When the voltage wave of Figure 5 is like that of
Figure 4-A, the changes of plate current take place
so rapiCly that no sound is heard in the speaker. From

an electrical standpoint, as these rapid changes are
equal, the average plate current will rot change and
therefore will not operate any sound producing device.

One trouble with conditions, as shown in Figure 5, is
caused by the fact tIat the grid is positive part of
the time. When the grid is positive it allows grid
current vhich yooduces a voltage i'op in the grid

circuit and causes distortion of the wave.

To remedy this trouble, in Figure 6 we have placed a 3
volt negative bias on the grid but, to keep the values
about the same as in Figure 5, have moved the curve so
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that we still have a plate current of 3 ma.. at zero grid

voltage. The negative grid voltage is secured by the use

of a C battery or bias resistor.

Now, comparing Figures 5 and 6, you can see that like

values of grid voltage produce like changes of plate

current, but in Figure 6, with the 3 volts negative

grid oils, the average plate current is but 14 milli-

amperes.

With a maximum value of 2 volts, the a -c signal of

Figure 5 causes the grid voltage to vary from 2 volts

negative to 2 volts positive for a total change or

"swim-" of 4 volts. riuh the 3 volts negative grid

bias of Figure 6, 4 volts swing of the signal varies

the total grid voltage from 5 volts negative to 1

volt negative. Thus, although the signal voltage is

the same in both cases, the bias voltage of Figure 6

prevents the signal from driving the grid positive.

As shown by the heavier lines, every change in grid

voltage can be carried to the characteristic curve to

find the corresponding value of plate current. Notice

however, in both Figures 5 and 6, we are operating on

the straight part of the characteristic curve, above

the bend at the lower end. Increasing the plata voltage

lengthens the straight part of the curve and there-

fore, the voltage swing of the grid can be increased

without causing distortion.

ID2e:LL DET3CTOR

If we could build a tube, or other device, having a

perfect straight line for the entire length of its

voltage -current characteristic curve, we would have

a perfect rectifier. The curve of the diode tube,

shown in Figure 3, cones close bue the slope of the

curve changes at the lower end. This change in

slope is found in all present day detectors and, to a

certain extent, determines the amount of distortion.

For FiLure 7, we have drown the grid voltage plate

current curve of an ie,aginary perfect rectifier. Here

the curve is a straight line with the same degree of

slope for its entire length. In order to make a com-

parison to Figure 6, we show zero plate current with

e volts negative on the Grid.

here, with the grid held at negative 3 volts and the

2 volt e -c -lave impressed as before, the negative

values of the a -c voltage can not cause a reduction
of plate current. When the a -c voltage is positive,
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the plate current increases and, because the curve is
a straight line, the amount of increase is in propor-
tion to the change of voltage.

As shown in Figure 7, the AtiPme voltage is rectified and

there is current in the plate circuit only during the
positive alternation of each cycle of grid voltage, With
the straight line curve, there is a true wave form with-

out distortion.

Without the a -c voltage on the grid, the value of plate
circuit current is zero but, when the a -c voltage is
applied, there is plate current during the positive al-
ternations. Therefore, tha effect of the a -c grid volt-
age is to increase the plate current to an average value
as shown by the dotted line just below .5 ma.

In the curves of Figure 5 and 6, an a -c voltage, like
that of Figure 4-A, will not change the average value
of plate current but, in Figure 7, will cause an in-
crease of the average value of plate current.

In Figure 8, again we have the curve of Figure 7 but
this time, are going to impress the modulated wave of
Figure 4-C on the grid. Each positive alternation of
voltage causes an increase of plate current the same
as before but, as these positive alternations are of
different strengths, or amplitudes, the changes of
plate current will also vary. This time, the average
plate current will also vary and its changes of'value
will 2°11= the shape of the modulation voltage.

Remember, We show only a few of the high frequency
waves because, in actual preactice, it requires sever-
al thousand carrier waves to make up the modulated wave
of FiTure 4-C. Keeping this in mind, you can easily
understand that the separate ncaks of plate current,
shown in Figure 8, can not be followed but, the average
plate current will vary like the lo:rer shaded area.

In other 'cords, the values of the average plate current
vary so as to form a wave exactly like the original sig-
nal used to modelate the carrier wave. A seeaker,
or other sound producing unit, connected in the plate
circuit now, will respond to these audio frequency chan-
ges of average plate current and reproduce signals the
same as those t4aich modulated the carrier waves.

The curves of Figures 7 and 8 show imaginary detectors
with perfect action. In practice, we do not nave these
ideal conditions but approach them by three general
methods.
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DIODE DETECTOR

In present day receivers, the "Diode Detector,' is per-
haps the most common method of demodulation. This type
of detector makes use of a two element, or diode, tube
and for a simplified explanation of the action, we will
refer you back to Figure 2.

For this explanation ho-vever, we want you to assume a
resistor "Ri" is used as a load and replaces the lower
wire between the filament and the a -c supply. It

will possibly help you to follow our explanation by
actually drawing this load, R1, on Figure 2.

As Rl is in series with the tube, all the current in
the plate circuit must pass through it and thus the
voltage drop across it will be in proportion to the
current and the ohmic value of the load. rrith an a -c

supply, there will be current, only in the direction of
the arrows and the voltage drop across R1 will be in
the form of pulsating d -c In other words, this volt-
age drop across R1 will be similar in Shape to the
positive alternations of the applied a -c as shown in
the lower right of Figures 7 and 8.

Connected in parallel or across R1 a condenser of the
proper value will charge on the peaks of these volt-
age pulses and discharge as the voltage decreases. This
will tend to maintain a steady d -c voltage across R1
and it may help you to think of the charging and dis-
charging action of the condenser as filling in the gaps
between the positive alternations.

To establish the idea of this simplified explanation
more firmly in your mind, we will use the' same circuit
again, out will assume the modulated carrier of Fig-
ure 4C is applied as the a -c source.

Analyzing the wave of Figure 4-C, you will notice that
the neaks vary in amplitude. Thus, when applied to
the plate of Figure 2, the peak values of currant in
the circuit will also vary and cause the peak values
of voltage drop across Rl to vary in accordance with
the input voltage. tTithout taking the condenser ac-
tion into consideration, the w-ve form across Rl will
be similar to the positive alternations of the carrier
of Figure 4C, with varying degrees of amplitude,
dropping to zero after each alternation.

However, by the charge and discharge action explained
above, the condenser keeps the voltage from dropping
to zero and tends to maintain the voltage drop across
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R1 at the peak values. The result is a final waveform
similar to the broken line shown across the tops of
the positive alternations of Figure 40.

This broken line conforrs to the shape of the original
souna wave of Figure 43 and thus the above circuit has
achieved the purpose of a detector which is to separate
the original sound from the carrier. You can see however,
in order to accomplish this action, the condenser must
be large enough to smooth out the high frequency varia-
tions yet small enough to have no appreciable effect
on the audio variations.

In practical diode detectors, it is found necessary to
provide a filter with the general arrangement shown
in Fieeure 9. 77e want you to assume the combinations of
Cl-L1 and C2-T2 form the primary and secondary of the
last twf transformer in a superheterodyne receiVer,
resistors R1 and R2 form the load while condensers C3
and C4 give the needed condenser action and at the
same tiee, in combination with R1, form a high fre-
quency filter.

The action here is the same as previously explained
for Figure 2 and assuming L2 of Figure 9 as the volt-
age source, when the plate is positive in respect to
the cathode, the current will be from the plate, to
cathode, to ground and, to complete the circuit, from
ground up through R2 and al to the lower end of L2.

Therefore the rectified voltage appears across R1
and R2 but, as R1 is part of the filter, the audio
voltage across it is lost and the useable A.F. is that
which appears across R2. This signal is then applied,
through a coupling condenser, to the grid of the
first afid amplifier tube. A filter like that in Fig-
ure 9, reduces the useful output voltage by the
ratio R1/(R1 R2) as a result of the voltage drop in
Rl. Due to'this ratio, it is common practice to
make R2 several times the value of Rl.

The diode method of demodulation has the advantage
over other methods in that its characteristic more
closely approaches that of the ideal detector and
thus produces less distortion. It has the disadvan-
tages that it does not amplify the signal and draws
current from the input circuit thereby reducing its
selectivity.

However, because the diode method of detection pro-
duces less distortion and, as we will explain in a
later Lesson, permits the use of simple automatic
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volume control circuits without the necessity of an additional
voltage supply, it is most widely used in broadcast radio re-
ceivers.

GRID BLS DETECTORS

A second method of demodulation uses a three element tube
with a negative grid bias and is called, "Grid Bias Detec-
tor", "Plate Detector", or "Plate Rectification".

To understand the action, in
voltage-plate current curve,
ed but, this time, have used
voltage which cause the tube
the curve.

Figure 10 we again have a grid
similar to those already explain-
values of plate and grid bias
to operate on the lower bend of

In our former explanations we told you that, to avoid dist-
ortion, like values of positive and negative grid voltage must
produce eaual changes of plate current and therefore the
tubes are operated on the straight pert of the curve. To

make the tube opera Le as a detector, we adjust the voltage
values and make it work on the bend of the curve because in
effect, we want distortion.

Comparing the curves of Figure 6, 7 and 10, each has a neg-
ative grid bias of 3 volts but, fur Figure 10, the plate
voltage has been reduced until we have but 2 ma in the plate
circuit at zero grid vol tage.

As far as the a-c signal vol take is cuncerned, the 3 volts
negative can be considered ae zero, and again we h, %re an
a-c wave ilith a maximuth of 2 volts. uhen Lhe 6-c grid
voltage is zero, the 3 volt bias allows a plate carront of
bat .45 ma. when the a-c is 2 volts negative, the grid is
5 volts negative and the plate current is reduced to .12
ma. Checking up, you will find an increase of 2 volts neg-
ative on the grid reduces the plate current by .33 ma.

With the a-c signal 2 volt- positive, in combination with
the 3 volt bias, the grid is 1 volt negative which, accor-
ding to the curve, allows a current of 1.25 ma. Check-

ing up here, an increa e of 2 volts positive on the grid
increases the plate current by .8 ma.

From these values, you can see that like changes of grid
voltage cause unequal changes of plate current and the

wave is distorted. The changes of plate current are
plotted at the lrg_er right of Figure 10 and show
the distortion vary clearly because the lower
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loop is much shorter than the upper loop.

Notice also, without an a -c voltage on the grid, the

value of plate current is at the dotted line A. hen

an a -c voltage is applied, the positive alternations
cause an increase of plate current greater than the re.

duction caused by negative alternations of equal value.
For that reason, the ai-c grid voltage causes an in-

crease of the average Plate current. However, if the

a -c voltage waves :re at Radio frequency and all of
equal amplitude, the average plate current will remain
at a constant value and therefore wr11 not operate a
speaker.

Using the curve of Fiore 10 and the Modulated wave of

Figure 3, have drawn the' curves of Figure 11. Notice

here, ti.at while few of the negative a -c grid volt-

ages reduce the plate current to zero, they cause but a

small change in proportion to the Positive a...c volt-

ages.

The result is the wave at the lower right in which the
average current has the same general aave form as that

of Figure 6. nine not a perfect rectifier, the de-
tector of Figure 11 distorts the a -c grid voltage

waves to such an extent that the changes of average

plate current are of the same frequency as those which
originally modulated the carrier wave.

GRID BIAS DETECTOR CIRCUIT

So far, we have done our explaining by means of
characteristic curves but, in Figure 12, we have the
circuity for producing the action of Figure 11. A
signal, wieh a waveform like that of Figure 4-C,
is connected to coil Ll and, by mutual induction,
appears in the resonant circleit made up of coil L2 and

the variable condenser C.

The negative grid bias is secured by means of re-
sistor R1 and its by-pass condenser Cl, connected in

series with the cathode circuit. In order that the

tube act as a detector, values of grid bias and plate

voltage are used to make it oper-te on the lower bend

of the curve as explained for Figure 10.

As we explained for Figures 5 and 6, the grid should

never become positive in respect to the cathode there-
fore, it is necessary to have the bias voltage of a
value equal to, or - little greater than, the maximum
signet voltage on the grid. The number of amplifier
stages ehead of the detector will, in a great measure,
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control the signal voltage. Then, with the proper value
of grid bias, the plate voltage is adjusted until the
tube operates at the proper point of its curve.

Earlier in the training, we gave eou a table of to e
characteristics, in which you will find the correct
values of voltage on the different elements of a tune
in order for it to operate as a bias detector or am-

plifier. By applying these voltages, the tube will
ore -ate on the desired portion of the characteristic
curve.

Looking at the pieta current curve of Figure 11, you
will find that the vari:,t-ons appear in the form of
pulses which occur at the carrier frequency applied
to the grid circuit. Therefore we think of the de-
tector plate circuit as carrying some Radio or
Carrier frequency as well as signal or audio.frequen-

cies.

As explained for Figure 9, the action is improved by
a filter which "smooths out" these high frequency
variatiGns and, in many cases, a condenser connected
in the position of C2, Fi';ure 12, is sufficient. 'Be-

calee of its action, it is known commonly as a "By-

.,acs" condenser and thought of as forming a low
reactance path to "ground" the high frequencies.

The modulation, or sound signal, is developed a-
cross the load resistance R2 from which it is applied
to the grid of the first a-f amplifier through a
coupling condenser and grid load which form a 2e-
eistance cwapled stage.

CRID I EAK DETECTORS

The third metlod of demodulation is accomplished
by means of a grid teal- and conden or, the circuits
f which are shown in Figure 14. It is nore sen-

sitive than the rid bias detector because it acts
Ps an amplifier as fell a- a detector and its action

can be shown best by means of the curve \-f Figure

13 where we have plotted the .rid current against the

grid voltaee.

In our former explanations we told yGu that, with a
negatieve grid voltPge, there was no grid current.
However, by using a sue 'iciently sensitive meter and

measuring in "Jilcroamperes", we find an extremel:i small

current and can plot the curve. A microampere is
equal to one millionth of an ampere End as the curve
of Figure 13 shown but 2 micr,RImpereb at zero grid
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voltage and zero grid current at 6 volts negative, for
most explanations this extremely small current need not
be considered.

Mile not exactly correct, we have drawn the curve of
Figure 13 like that of Figure 10 to show that like
changes of grid voltage cause unequal changes of grid
current.

Looking at the circuits of Figure 14, the radio fre-
quency voltage, induced in the tuned circuit L2 -C is
impressed on the grid circuit which includes resist-
ance R11 with condenser Cl across it, in series with
the grid. Condenser C2 and resistor R2 have the same
action as explained for C2 and R2 of Figure 12.

The grid current, shown by the curve of Figure 13,
will travel from the grid, to the cathode inside the
tube and, to complete the circuit, back through 12
and the grid resistor Rl.of Figure 14. As we have
told you many times, current in a resistance causes
a voltage drop and here, with the direction of cur-
rent toward the grid, the voltage droe across R1 will
make the grid negative in respect to the cathode.

In the arrangement of Figure 12, the grid circuit in-
cludes input coil L2, tuned by condenser C, the grid,
the cathode and bias resistor R1 with its by pass con-
denser Cl. The voltage drop across R1, caused by the
plate current in it, provides the negative grid bias
voltage. of the proper value.

In the arrangement of Figure 14, the grid circuit in-
cludes the same components but resistor R1, with its
by pass condenser Cl, have been taken out of the plate
circuit and placed in series with the grid. While
this general action is the same as explained for Fig-
ure 12, here, R1 will carry grid current only but, as
before, the voltage drop across it provides the neg-
ative grid bLas. Looking at the curve of Figure 13,
there is a grid current of less than microampere
at the operating point uAn of 3 volts negative on
the grid. Assuming the current to be 22: microampere,
it will require- a resistance of 6,000,000 ohms, or
6 megohms to cause a drop of 3 volts. Therefore, if
R1 of Figure 14 has a value of 6 megohms, conditions
in the grid circuit will be as shown by the curve of
Figure 13.

As we mentioned before, the curve of Figure 13 was
drawn to compare with those of Figures 10 and 11 and
does not represent actual values of any particular
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type of tube. Although the action is the same, in actual
circuits9 the resistor in the position of R1 Figure 14,
has a value of 1 megohm to 2 megohms ard its known as
a "Grdel Leak". Remember, the value of the grid leak de-
termines the operatirg point of the tube as shown at
"A", Figure 13.

CHID CONDENSER TTAL7ES

So far, the action in the grid circuit of Figure 14 com-
pares closely to that shown by the curves of Figure 11
if we substitute grid current for plate current. Then,
if you will imagine R1 and R2 of Figure 9 are replaced
by a single resistor, with C3 ano G4 replaced by single
condenser, the diode circuit has components identical
to those of the grid crcuit of Figure 14. The only
difference is that the condenser-resistor combination
of Figure 9 is in the "low" or grounded side of the
circuit, wnile in Figure 14, it is in the "high" or
grid side of the circuit. However, the action will be
the same in both cases th-reforc, the variations of
voltage across R1, Figure 14 will compare with those
across the load resistor Figure 9.

As previously explained, these variations of current
occur as nigh frequency pulsations and it is customary
to provide a condenser to "smooth them out". Grid con-
denser Cl, Fleur, 14, is used for this purpose and,
operates on the general plan explained for the circuit
of Figure 9.

To provide the proper filtering action and yet have no
appreciable effect on the signal or audio frequencies,
in most circuits of this type, the grid condenser cap-
acity is usually .0001 mCd .00025 mfd or .0005 mfd.

=EC= ACTI)N

In effect therefor, the grid circuit of Figure 14 acts
as a diode detector, the output or signal voltage
apeearing across the grid cathode of the tube. As pre-
viously explained, this grid voltage controls the
plate circuit to cause corresponding changes of plate
current. Tleerefcre the tube acts as an amplifier as
well as a detector or demodulator.

Keeping all of the acticns in mind, when a signal
voltage is impressed on the grid, it causes changes of
grid current as shown by the curves of Figure 13, Like

the action explained for Figure 111 the average value
of grid current will vary in accordance to the signal
frequency of the modulated carrier wave,
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As the grid current increases, there is a greater vol-
tage drop across the grid leak and thus a greater nega-
tive grid bias. This increase of negative grid voltage
causes a decrease in plate current. Therefore the
plate current will have the same signal frequency as the
grid current but will reduce as the grid current in-
creases.

For the grid bias detector of Figure 12, the signal
voltage on the grid causes an increase of plate current.
For the grid leak detector, the signal Voltage on the
grid causes a decrease of plate current. For the
grid leak detector however, the changes of grid voltage
cause corresponding changes of plate current the same
as exelained for the amplifier tubes.

You will find the action of the grid leak detector is
often explained by means of the Electron Theory without
any mention of grid current. For example, if the grid
leak of Figure 14 is omitted, condenser Cl will prevent
any direct current in the grid circuit. As the signal
voltage is impressed on it, the grid is first positive
and then 'negative in respect to the cathode. Mile
positive, it attracts electrons, but when negative
there is little if any attraction.

These electrons cause the grid to oecome negatively
charged and each time the signal voltage makes the grid
positive, more cl3ctrons are attracted and the charge
is increased. As condenser Cl erevents the electrons
from escaping, the negative charge on the grid in-
creases. The usual tube action takes place and the
negative grid reduces the plate current.

IC allowed to continue, the negative grid charge would
increase and reduce the plate current to such a low
value the tubs would not operate. Connected across
the grid condenser, the high resistance grid leak
forms a lee Kee path for the electrons, allowing them
to escape and thus the grid loses its negative charge
and returns to normall_or zero potential.

Being used as a leakage path for the electrons, the
grid leak can be connected across the condenser, as,
shown in Figuree14, or connected from the grid to the
cathode.

SENSITT7TTY

Due to its amplifying action, the grid leak detector
is more sensitive than the grid bias, or plate detector,
and in general, the steepness, or slope of the grid
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voltage plate current curve determines the amplification.
Therefore, the steeper the slope, the greater the sen-

sitivity.

Mile not as sensitive, the bias and diode detectors
have the advantage of being able to handle stronger
signals without distortion.. In general, you will find
grid leak detectors used for weaker signal voltages
but, where the signal is built up with several stages
of high frequency amplification, the bias and diode
detectors are employed.

POWER DETECTORS

Although there has been a great deal of advertising,
electrically there is no exact meaning for the term,
!Tower Detector". A power detector uses the same type
of tubes and circuits we have explained in this Lesson.
To improve the tone quality and reduce noises of re-
ceivers, many designers decided that but one stage of
audio amplification should be used therefore the detec-
tor output has to be increased to secure sufficient
volume.

The so called "power detector" is designed to handle
an input signal of several volts without distortion
and the only difference between ordinary and power de-
tectors is in the strength of the signals that can be
handled. Mile both the grid leak and grid bias types
types are used as power detectors, the diode type is per-
haps the more common. It has the natural ability to
handle stronger signals and, with a high gain, high fre-
quency amplifier between it and the antenna, this lack

of sensitivity does not affect the sensitivity of the
receiver.

LINEAR DETECTION

A linear detector resembles the ideal detector of
Figure 7. It is operated on the straight part of its
curve and produces changes in output current which are
proportional to the changes of input voltage.

There are no perfect linear detectors because all have
a certain amount of bend in their characteristic cur-
ves. For weak signals, the detection is as we have ex-
plained but, for strong signals, the action approaches
that of Figure 7 and gives "straight line" or linear
detection.
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The advantages of power detectors are important enough
to make their use worth while. By apblying a stronger
siinal, linear detection is obtained and distortion

reduced. Using but one stage of audio amplification,
distortion is further reduced and because most of the
amplification in a Receiver is at high frequency,
hum, tube noises and other interference is reduced.
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I love the man that can smile in trouble, that can gather

strength from distress, and grow brave by reflection.

'Tie the business of little minds to shrink but he whose

heart is firm, and whose conscience approves his conduct,

will pursue his principles unto death.

--- Thomas Paine
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ANTENNAS

In the early days of Radio Broadcasting, the sensitivity of
the Receivers and the cower of the Transmitters were so low
that, for satisfactory reception, most Radio Receiver owners
found it necessary to erect an outdoor antenna. Since that
time, the sensitivity of the Receivers has been increased to
a point that, gith the high power Broadcasting Stations now
in operation, outdoor antennas have almost disappeared.

The adoption of "CHAIN" Broadcasting has also been a factor
because today, most desiraole programs are put on the air by
stations in all parts of the country, making it Possible to
tune them in most anywhere even with a comparatively insen-
sitive Receiver. Therefore, as far as broadcast reception is
concerned, the subject of antennas has been given but minor
consideration.

However, the present trend of development is toward the use
of higher carrier frequencies which in most cases, require
some special form of antenna to provide satisfactory recep-
tion. Today, the general Public appreciates that an outdoor
antenna is needed to bring in the distant Short Wave Stations
while many advertisements of Frequency Modulation and Tele-
vision Receivers emphasize this same need for those services.

For this Lesson, therefore, we want to expand our former sim-
ple explanation of Radio Energy radiated in space and give
you a few details in retard to its behavior.

WAVE PROPAGATION

Reviewing our former explanations, when a varying voltage is
applied across an ordinary wired circuit, the current varies
in proportion to the voltage and sets up a magnetic flux which
varies in proportion to the current. In turn, the varying
magnetic flux induces an E.n.F. which can be thought of as an
electric field.

Thus, if the voltage variations are thought of as waves moving
along a wire, the action produces a moving electric field, cor-
responding to the current changes, and a moving magnetic field,
Produced by the variations of current. In one of papers written
nearly 100 years ago, James Clark Maxwell pointed out that a
changing electric field is equivalent to a current and there-
fore can produce a magnetic field directly, without any inter-
mediate steps. By the same reasoning, a changing magnetic
field can produce an electric field.
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In the former Lesson on Radi) Principles, we told you how the
presence of a high freluency antenna current sort of pushed
the electric and magnetic fields out into space and their ac-
tion, combined aith that given above, will exolain the radia-
tion of energy through space without wires or conductors.

Used in this respect, the word space usually refers to regions,
like those between the earth and sun which, with the exception
of meteors and other widely separated bodies, are considered
as a vacuum. From this standeoint, instead of living on the
surface of the earth, we are located at the bottom of an ocean
of air, which completely surrounds the more solid center, and
is estimated to have a deeth of several hundred miles.

The recent tests of receiving Radio waves reflected by the
moon prove that Radio enemy can penetrate this ocean of air
and travel through interspace. However, practically all of
the Radio energy in use today travels only in this ocean of
air.

In the level at which we live, the air is under comparatively
high pressure, 14.7 lbs per square inch at sea level, and rates
as one of the best electrical insulators. At higher levels,
the air pressure is greatly reduced, making it possible for
the ultra violet, and other radiations from the sun, to ionize
a large proportion of the atoms which make up the air.

As explained in the earlier Lessons, when an electron is
knocked off, an atom becomes an ion, has a positive charge
and, to regain its balance, will recapture an electron as
soon as possible. In the lower levels of the atmosphere, the
pressure forces the particles of air together so closely that
an ion collides almost immediately with an electron and thus
becomes an atom or molecule again.

Due to this action, and also because most of the ultra violet
radiations are absorbed in the upper atmosphere, there is very
little ionization in the layer of air between sea level and an
altitude of about 30 miles. However, at higher levels, where
the molecules of air are more widely separated, the collisions
between them occur less frequently and thus an ion may retain
its charge for comparatively long periods of time.

As a result, the upper regions of the air contain ionized lay-
ers which, unlike ordinary air, act as electrical conductors
and change the direction of Radio waves which strike them. We
speak of these as layers because the different gasses, which
make up the atmosphere, ionize at different altitudes because
of the different pressures.
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Then, due to the variation of radiation from the sun, the num-
ber of these layers, as well as their height, vary from hour
to hour, day to day, week to week, and year to year.

THE IONOSPHERE

Due to their bending or refraction of Radio waves, it is pos-
sible to measure the height of the various layers and, in gen-
eral the region in which they occur is known as the HION(DSPHE7tEn.
The layers are identified by letter and, in general, are as
shown in Figure 1, with the following characteristics:

B layer - A rather small and scattering layer, about 6 to 18
miles high, assumed to be due to the pressure of
water v000r or ice in the upper atmosphere.

layer - A reflecting or scattorinr layer, 22 to 44 miles
high which is assumed in order to explain the action
of some radio signals.

D layer - A region of absorbing ionization, 30 to 55 miles
high, thought to be formed by hydrogen, bursts from
the sun. It may cause complete absorption of short
waves but result in improved long wave transmission.

E layer - The Kennely-Heaviside layer, the most regular of the
ionized regions in the ionosphere, extending from
about 55 miles to 85 miles in hAint. Its density
increases from zero before dawn to maximum at noon
and decreases to. zero after sunset.

F layer - The upper ionized layer of the ionosphere, extending
at night from about 110 miles to 250 miles, is caused
by the ultra-violA radiation from the sun. In the
day time, it divides into two parts, the lower, or Fl
layer extending from 90 miles to 155 miles while the
upper, or F2 layer extends from 155 miles to 248
miles. In winter its range is from about 90 miles
to 190 miles.

Layers B, C, and D, existing only at comparatively low levels,
are of relatively small importance compared to the effects of
the E and F layers.

WAVES IN SPACE

It has been determined that the waves, radiated from the an-
tenna of a Broadcast Station, divide into two main parts. One

part, which travels comparatively close to the earth's surface,
is known as the "ground -wave, while the other part, radiated
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upward, travels through the ionosphere and is called the nsky-

wave.

The ground wave is absorbed, or attenuated quite ranidLy, as
it travels away from the antenna and dies out after a com-
parattvely short distance. This attenuation varies with the
frequency of the carrier, therefore the higher the frevency,
the shorter the distance of ground wave travel. In general,

only thos6 receivers located at comparatively short distances
from the Transmitting Station can pick up the ground nava,
and thus it is useful mainly for short distance communication.

Our present day distance transmission of Radio energy is eos
sible because the sky waves are refracted by the ionized iv -
ere in the upper regions of the atmosphere. Althcugh rcfr-c-

tion is the proper word, the explanations can be simailieJ
by thinking of waves as being reflected by the ionised layers.

To illustrate the action, at the lower left of Figure 1, we
show a Broadcast- Station antenna and by lines won, and

Ile have indicated skr waves radiated upward at different

angles. The high angle of wave unit permits it to penetrate
the lower lay -ere but, at thee, higher layers its direction is

changed. However, lafore the change of direction has become
very great, the wave passes the center of the refractifv, layer

where the bending action reverses and changes the direction
back toward the original -angle. As a resu?.t, the wave passes

on upward and is lost.

Wave "WI, with a lower angle, has its direction ehanred at a
lower level than wave "all and, due to the diff:rence of angle,
it does not penetrate the refracting layer but is reflected
back to the earth which it reaches at point 'IV. Wave ncul

with a still lower angle, is reflected by a lovJer layer and
returns to earth at point nu. As indicated in the drawing,
these waves may be reflected by the earth and travel back up
into the ionosphere to be reflected back to earth again.

Following the surface of the earth, and starting from the
Broadcast Station, the ground wave extends Lo point 11111 and
receivers in this area would receive the signals. Assuming

wave niall to represent the highest angle which will reflect

back to earth, a receiver at point 11-211 could receive the

signals, but no signals could be heard between points 1 and
2. As shown by wave ncit, lower angle waves also return to
earth and thus waves at all angles, between 'WI and non re-
turn to earth between points 2 and 3. Therefore, receivers

in this area could hear the signals, '
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The space between points 1 and 2 is called the "Skip Zone"
because no signals are heard in this area. Neglecting the
effect of the ground wave, the space such as that between the
Station and point 2 is called the "Skin Distance".

We have already mentioned that the ionized layers vary in
both height and density therefore, looking at Figure 1, you
can see that any such change may vary the skip distance.
Those variations cause the common types of fading which are
common in short wave reception.

Another cause of fading is due to the fact that a signal may
reach a receiver by two different paths. Following waves "b"
and "c" of Figure 1 for a number of reflections between the
earth and the ionosphere, you can see they may reach the earth
at the same point but one path would include more "jumps" than
the other. Or, a change in the ionized layer might cause wave
"b" to be reflected back to earth at point 1, so that a receiver
at that location would receive signals by both the sky wave and
the ground wave. As the waves travel at the same speed and the
two paths are of different lengths, the signals may arrive out
of phase, to cause a reduction of signal or arrive in phase to
cause an increase of signal.

It has also been found that the length of the waves, or fre-
quency of the signal, has an important effect on the angle of
reflection of the sky waves. As the frequency is increased,
the angle of reflection also increases until finally, due to
the curvature of the earth, the waves do not return and are
lost.

Thus, for the higher frequencies, above 30 m1,2 the sky waves
are not reflected back to the earth. In addition, the ground
wave is shorted out by the earth and therefore the transmission
of signals depends almost entirely upon waves which travel in
straight lines from the antenna of the Transmitting Station to
that of the Receiver. This is known commonly as direct "line
of sight" transmission.

To illustrate this action, for Figure 2 we show the curved
surface of the earth with the transmitting antenna at the
left and three receiving antennas at different distances from
it. The waves are indicated by the straight lines "a" and "b".

Wave "a" intercepts the antenna of Receiver 1 but, travelling
in a straight line, is far above the antennas of Receivers 2
and 3. Wave "b", which just clears the surface of the earth,
intercepts the antenna of Receiver 2, but the antenna of Re-
ceiver 3 must be considerably higher to reach the path of the
wave. Thus, the actual distance that the signal can be trans-
mitted and received depends upon the height of the antenna.
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Wave alb" touches the surface of the earth at the Horizon be-
cause, looking from the top of the transmitting antennas this
point is a part of the line on which the earth and sky appear
to meet. Therefores the usual service area of the transmitter
of this type is often said to extend only to the horizon. Ac-
tually, redeption can be obtained a distance beyond the hori-
zon because the waves are bent slightly by the conditions of
the atmosphere with a result similar to that of the ionized
layers of the upper regions. Also, the high frequency waves
are slightly bent or "Diffracted" by obstacles in their path.

Neglecting these variations and assuming the surface of the
earth to be smooth or flat, the distance from the top of the
transmitting antenna to the horizon can be calculated by the
following formula.

Distance (in miles) = 1.224 Antenna height in feet

ANTENNA WAVELENGTH

Now that we have given you a general idea of what happens to
the transmitted waves in space, we want to explain what takes
place when these waves cut through a conductor which can be
considered as an antenna. Reviewing briefly, all energy of
this type travels at the rate of 300,000,000 meters or 186,000
miles per second and the relationship between frequency and
wavelength is stated usually by the equation

joWavelength (meters) 0,200,000
Frequency (cycles)

To make a comparison with the explanations of the earlier
Lessons, we will assume the common commercial frequency of
60 cycles and, substituting in the equation above, find the
wavelength is

Meters w 300,00060,000 . 0)00 000

Now, as 1609 meters equal one mile,

5,000s000 Meters = 5,000,000 . 3107 miles
1609

As shown in Figure 3, you can think of the wave as traveling
around a circuit but, for a length of 100 miles, as indicated
by the vertical parallel lines, the amplitude will
vary according to the curve but, at any instant, the amplitude
will be about uniform for the 100 mile section. That is why we
consider uniform conditions of current and voltage in our cir-
cuit explanations.
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In contrast, we will assume a frequency of 30,000,000 cycles
or 30 megacycles and, proceeding as before,

300,000,000
Meters = - 10

30,000,000

Then, as one meter equals 3.28 feet,

10 Meters = 10 x 3.28 = 32.8 feet

As shown in Figure 4, if a voltage of this frequency is applied
to a circuit 100 feet long, it will contain a trifle more than
three complete waves. This means that the voltage will not be
only of different value but of opposite polarity at different
points of the circuit. Therefore, it becomes necessary to mod-
ify our ideas of voltage and current as applied to d,; -..c and

low frequency it -c circuits.

A know that high frequency energy will travel through space,
without the aid of wires or conductors, by means of the elec-
tric and magnetic fields. Therefore we consider the action
to be much the same in the case of a circuit except that the
fields center around the wire which acts es a sort of a guide
to carry the energy from the source to the load. For a d -o
circuit, we think of current in but one direction and here,
in comparison, we can think of the energy as traveling with
the waves.

Suppose we have a wire suspended in spice, with both ends com-
pletely insulated, and that it is cut by the passing waves of
energy radiated from a transmitting antenna. Thinking of
these as voltage waves, they can be represented by the
dent" curve of Figure 5 which is similar to one cycle of the -

curves of Figures 3 and 4.

When it reaches the end of the insulated wire, the voltage
wave acts much like a water wave which strikes a solid obstacle
and backs up as a reflected wave. At the start, the anplitude
of the reflected wave is the same as that of the incident wave
at the stopping point and therefore it can be represented by
the "Reflected" curve of Figure 5. Thus, while the incident
and reflected waves travel in opposite directions, at the ends
of the wire, their polarity and amplitude is the same.

Traveling at the same speed, but in opposite directions, these
waves will aid each other at some points and oppose at other
points, therefore tne action can be shown by algebraically add-
ing the instantaneous amplitudes to find the ntotalll curve of
Figure 5 which thus reoresents the total voltage.
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As in any other circuit, the voltage of Figure 5 will cause a
current and, to see what happens, we have drawn the curves of
Figure 6. Here you will find the ItInctidentu wave is the same
as that of Figure 5 and the current varies with the voltage.
However, at the end of the circuit, the current path stops
therefore, at this point, the current must have a zero value.

Compared to a water wave, we think of the current as traveling
to the end and then reversing in polarity as well as direction
of wave travel. Looking at the right hand side of Figure 5,
the incident wave is rising from its lowest) or most negative
value and, although reversing the direction of travel, the re-
flected wave continues to rise from the lower value.

At the right side of Figure 6, the incident current wave is
also rising from its lowest, or most negative value but, as
current cannot pass this point, the reflected wave must neu-
tralize the incident wave. To show this action in the form
of curves, the reflected wave is given a value equal to that
of the incident wave, but of opposite polarity.

Following the plan of Figure 5, the incident and reflected
waves were added to find the value of the total curve of Fig-
ure 6 which, you will notice, is 90° out of phase with the
total curve of Figure 5.

Should you plot curves, like those of Figures 5 and 6, for
incident curves of different phase angles, you would find the
values of the total curves vary from maximum positive to max-
imum negative but, in respect to the length of the wiry, the
position of these values does not change.

Thus, the total wave varies in amplitude but does not travel
along the wire and therefore is known as a "Standine wave.

In order to cause this action, the length of the wire must
have a definite relation to the wave length of the transmitted
energy. For Figures 5 and 6, the wire is equal to one wave-
length and the action can be compared to that in a resonant
circuit. Notice also, in both Figures 5 and 6, if the wires
were cut in half, the curves would remain as shown.

Following the explanations of the earlier Lessons, it is pos-
sible to describe the constants of circuits in terms of induc-
tance and capacity but, for the conditions we have been ex-
plaiang4 it is more convenient to think of them in terms of
fundamental frequency or wavelength. In the case of a straight
wire, such as an antenna, its length is inversely proportional
to its lowest resonant frequency, which is known as its fundo*
amental wavelength or frequency.
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To illustrate this action, for Figure 7 we have combined the
curves of Figures 5 and 6 to show the standing waves of current
and voltage as they occur on a wire which is one wavelength
long. In comparison, Figure 8 shows the same curves for a
wire which is a "half wave" often called a Hertz, and one known
as a Marconi which is a "quarter wave" in length. As the half
wave is a very common condition, we want you to notice care-
fully that the current has zero value at the ends, with maxi-
mum amplitude at the center while the voltage has maximum
amplitude at the ends with zero value at the center. The points
of maximum amplitude are known commonly as "Nodes" while those
of zero value are "Anti -nodes".

Should the frequency of the curves of Figure 8 be doubled, the
standing wave would appear as shown in Figure 7. Thus, if the
wire of Figure 8 were resonant as a half wave antenna at 2000
kc, it would also resonate as a full wave antenna at 4000 kc,
and a two wavelength antenna at 8000 kc.

You are no doubt wondering why it is necessary to take the
resonant frequency of an antenna into consideration but you
must remember that any circuit which will resonate, is most
efficient at its resonant frequency and the same holds true
for antenna systems. In other words, an antenna system which
resonates at 2000 kc will receive signals at that frequency
much better than signals at 500 kc.

Under these conditions, a large number of separate antennas
would be necessary to receive signals from the various broad-
casting stations with the greatest amount of efficiency.
However, as this is impractical, a compromise must be made as
to the actual length of wine used. We will show you how this
is accomplished in the following explanations of the two fun-
damental types known as the 'Marconi" and "Hertz", named after
the men who first applied them to Radio communication.

MARCONI ANTENNA

The Marconi is the common type of antenna which used to be
erected on almost every housetop and, for the entire system,
it is completed to ground through the antenna coil of the re-
ceiver. In other words, the ground is an integral part of
'the system and it is therefore quite often referred to as a
grounded type antenna.

There has never been much attention paid to this type of an-
tenna, except to have it up in the air, with connections made
so that various stations could be heard. There are, however,
three important points to remember about the Marconi system
-- its length, height and ground.
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To be most effective, the antenna should be as high as pos-
sible and the ground connection should have low resistance to
radio frequency currents. The ground should preferably be one
with conductors buried deep enough in the earth to reach nat-
ural moisture. However, in most localities, good grounds can
be made to cold water pipes where they enter the house. To
make the connection, the pipe should be scraped clean and a
low resistance connection made with a tightly fastened ground
clamp. If no water mains are available, a metal rod or pipe,
6 to 8 feet long may be driven in the earth and connections
made as explained above.

This brings us up to the length but, before going into that
subject, we want to tell you that the horizontal section of
an antenna is called the "flat -top" while the wire connecting
the antenna proper to the receiver is called the "lead-in"
or "transmission line". "Lead-in" is the term most commonly
used with the Marconi system and both it and the flat top are
designated in Figure 9.

The flat top is separated from its supports by suitable in-
sulators and the lead-in is connected to it so as to form an
inverted "L". Thus, we have one continuous length of wire
from the open end of the flat top to the receiver. When cal-
culating the length for resonant frequency you must take into
consideration the total length from the far end of the flat
top to the ground connection.

Earlier in this Lesson, we gave you the following formula,

Wavelength in Meters -
y10,000,000

Frequency in cycles

and also told you the length of an antenna is specified in
terms of the wavelength corresponding to the lowest frequency
at which it will be resonant. This is known as the fundamen-
tal frequency or wavelength and for the Marconi antenna, this
length is approximately a quarter wavelength.

Under these conditions then, and assuming a quarter.wavelength,
to find the actual length of the antenna in meters, for any
desired frequency, it will be necessary only to use the form-
ula above and divide the answer by 4. However, to be more
correct, due to closeness of objects, the natural wavelength
is approximately 4,2 times the actual length. Substituting
this value in the formula, we have,

Length in Meters x 4.2 -
300,000,000

Frequency in cycles

or letting Ice represent 1000 cycles, the formula becomes,
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Length in Meters - 000 _
4.2 x Frequency in kc

To find the actual length in feet, we know that meters are
equal to feet divided by 3.28 and therefore we can write

th in feet 300.000
3.28 4.2 x Frequency in Ivo or

----;110.-Zj109.4 .00Length in feet
4.2 x Frequency in kc

Multiplying through and dividing by 4.2

Length in feet
Frequency in kc (1)

Just to show you how this works out, we will assume that we
want to design a Marconi type antenna which will be resonant
at 2000 kc. Substituting in equation (1)

234,000 = 23V)00Length in feet =
Frequency in ko 2,000

Length = 117 feet.

Therefore, if an antenna of the Marconi type were erected,
reasonably far from obstruction, and with a complete length,
from far end of flat top to' ground, of 117 feet, it would be
resonant at 2000 kilocycles. Remember, the above formulas
are for a quarter wavelength antenna, the minimum length that
can be used with a Marconi type for the frequency desired.

By substituting the frequencies of the regular Radio broad-
cast band into equation (1) you will find that the results
will be long lengths of wire which, in most localities, would
be impractical. However, present day standard broadcast
stations have such comparatively high cower that little
attention is required regarding the resonant frequency of the
antenna at these wavelengths.

For all -wave receivers, the antenna is designed to resonate
somewhere around the 49 meter band and, by operating on its
harmonics, will also resonate at higher frequencies. The
reason the antenna is resonated at the higher frequencies is
due to the fact that, as a general rule, transmitters operating
on the shorter wavelengths have less power than those on the
regular broadcast band and are therefore favored.
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Therefore, vie can give credit to the advent of the all wave

receiver for the present interest in antenna systems and with-

out some good type, in "noisy" communities, the reception of

long distance signals, with clarity and volume, is almost im-

possible.

Under these conditions then, if you are called upon to design

an antenna system for a receiver capable of operating on the

higher frequencies, be sure that the length is such that it

will resonate in the desired Frequency spectrum. It has been

determined that most of the "noise", interferFnce from voters,

neon signs, etc., in a receiver is picked up by the vertical

section, most generally the lead-in of an antenna systen aid

considerable research has been made to neutralize these ef-

fects.

One of the easiest methods, and perhaps the simplest to under-

stand, is to replace the single load-in wire of Figure 9 with

a pair of twisted Wires. One end of the twisted pair is con-

nected to the flat -top of the antenna while the other is left

open. At the receiver end of the line, the ends of the twisted

pair are connected across the primary of the antenna coil.

Under these conditions, any voltage induced in the wires of

the transmission line will be equal in magnitude and phase.

Therefore, the opposite ends of the antenna coil primary Kill

be at the same potential and polarity and cause these voltages

to cancel. This action will minimize, or eliminate, any noise

voltages, picked up by the lead-in, from entering the receiver.

Another simple method of noise reduction is to completely

shield the load -in with some metallic material. The material

most generally used is copper, so interwoven that it is cylin-

drical in shape, with an opening through the center to enclose

different sizes of wire. Of course, when this copper shield-

ing is used, the lead-in wire must be insulated from it to

prevent a short circuit which would eliminate the noise re-

ducing feature.

The actual lcad-in wire is run direct from the flat top to

the, receiver terminal while the shield is connected to ground.

The effect is that the shield, completely covering the lead-

in, prevents the noise from reaching the receiver by provid-

ing a low resistance path for it to ground. A bad feature

of this method is that the shield, lead-in wire and the in-

sulation between them form a condens2r which will tend to

attenuate the signals. The percentage of this attenuation

increases with the frequency and thus this method is not very

practical for short wave work although it will give quite

satisfactory results, with considerable noise reduction, on -

the broadcast band.
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The above two methods of noise reduction are two of the sime.
plest types but, under ordinary conditions, give good results
in the elimination of "man --made static".

HERTZ ANTENNA

The ungrounded, or. Hertz, antenna as applied to receiver
systems, is comparatively new to the ordinary radio listener,
although it has been in use for many years in the transmitting
field. Fundamentally, it consists of two quarter wave flat-
top sections, insulated from each other, with a lead-in from
each.

In Figure 10, we show a simple Hertz system, commonly called
a "Doublet", and you will notice that if you were to take two
quarter wave Marconi antennas like Figure 9, and place them
end to end, the Hertz system of Figure 10 woula result.

The natural wavelength of the Hertz antenna depends on its
length and such factors that may operate to change the dis-
tributed constants from those it would have in space. That

is, the closeness to other objects such as trees, buildings,
antenna posts, etc.

In practice, the natural wavelength of the wire will be ap-
proximately 2.1 times the physical length. Keeping this con-
stant in mind and following the earlier derivation of this
Lesson, we can arrive at the following formula,

Length in Feet = 468,000(2)
Frequency in ko

The above formula gives the total length of the flat -top, in
feet, and the result is for half wavelength antennas, the min-
imum length that can be used for a Hertz antenna at any desired
frequency. In designing an antenna of this type, the lead-in
should not be figured in the total length because it maintains
its functions independent of flat -top.

You can easily understand this because the lead-in is trans-
posed, crossed over at regular intervals, or twisted so as to
neutralize any signal pick-up in it. Thus, it acts merely as
a conductor to tran8mit the signal energy in the flat -top to
the receiver proper.

To show you how formula (2) is employed in the design of a
simple doublet type antenna, we will assume that we are called
upon to construct a system to resonate at 6000 ko , which is
6 megacycles. In using the prefix "mega" it simply means
million, like "kilo?' means thousand. In other words,
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6,000,000 cycles = 6,000 kilocycles = 6 megacycles

Getting back to our design, ne will first substitute 6,000
kc in formulv. (2) and have

Length in feet 468 000

Frequency in kc 6,000

Length = d68 - 78 feet

The above length is the total amount of wire in the flat -top
to resonate at the desired frequency but, as this system is
fundamentally two quarter wave length artennas, we cut the
wire at the exact canter and separate the sections with an
insulator as shown in Figure 10. This will hive us a length

of 39 feet on each side of the center insulator and each
outer end is also connected to an insulator so that the flat-
top can be suspended in the air. However, before stringing
the antenna, the transmission line should be properly connected
as indicated.

After the above connections are made, the antenna is suspended,

by suitable masts or supports and, to complete the job, the
other ends of the transmission line are connected to the
receiver. Of course, the efficiency of the entire system can
be improved by the use of proper nntenn coupling transformers,

to match the impedance of the transmission line, and also to
make the antenna resonant at different frequencies. These

units, however, will be explained later in this Lesson.

Although we have not mentioned it before, the simple doublet
antenna we have been explaining is quite highly directional
and receives best from right angles to the direction in which
the flat -top is stretched. Therefore, in erecting a s/stem

of this type, the loc2tion should be taken into consideration
and the wire run in such R direction as to give the best
possible reception of the stations desired.

In general, there are three outstanding characteristics of
this simple doublet antenna uhich you should ramerber.
Because of their importance, re will list thrii here.

1. Resonance at fundament -11 and harmonic frequencies.

2. High directivity.

3. Pick-up or flat -top, and lead-in sections main-
tain their functions independently of each other.
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'hie above explanations have all been based on the simplest
form of Hertz antenna but they can be used as a basis to
understand the more complicated arrays, such as the double
doublet, 11111 doublet and web type. These systems are on the
market and are completely assembled with their rather in-
volved matching transformers. To be placed in operationl,
they need only be "strungn between supports, as directed in
the instructions included with each system.

Due to the many and complicated details which must be taken
into consideration, in the complete design of such systems,
we do not think it advisable to go into them at this time.
We can tell you however, that their entire purpose is to in-
crease the overall efficiency so as to allow the best signal
to noise ratio.

This is accomplished by combining two or more simple doublet
antennas, together with matching transformers, to make the
system resonant at different frequencies and, in some cases,
to give the effect of a common Marconi system at the lower
frequencies, particularly on the regular Broadcast Band.

COUPLING TRANSFORMERS

The main considerations involved in the design of a receiving
antenna are, the amount of energy it can deliver to the Re-
ceiver, its directivity, and the freedom from undesired noises
in the signal. To improve the overall efficiency of receiving
antenna operations, considerable research has been done in res-
pect to. the transmission of energy from the flat top to the
Receiver itself.

This research has led to many types of ingenious coupling de-
vices which, for Navel! types of antennas, often are made
up of a rather involved network of capacity, inductance and
resistance. Usually, there are -two units, one for coupling
the flat -top to the lead-in, or transmission line, and one for
matching the impedance of the transmission line and serving to
couple it with good efficiency, to the Receiver.

When of the proper length, an antenna has the characteristics
of a resonant circuit, therefore its resonant frequency can'
be altered by changing its value of inductance and capacity.
Also, for any given value of capacity and inductance, the
capacity reactance reduces while the inductive reactance in-
creases as the frequency is increased.

Thus, in an antenna like that of Figure 7, the effective or
electrical length can be reduced by adding a series capacity
and increased by adding a series inductance. By utilizing all
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of these factors, a coupling transformer can alter the char-
acteristics of an antenna system to provide efficient recep-
tion over a wide band of frequencies.

LOOP ANTENNAS

As we have mentioned before, the high sensitivity of modern
Receivers plus the high power of standard Broadcast stations
has practically eliminated the need fcr ni efficient antenna,
therefore it has become common practice to install a loop
antenna inside the Receiver cabinet.

As far as the circuits are concerned, these loops are merely
an enlarged coil of the input circuit tuned by the vqriibl3
condenser of the tuning control. Mechanically, the loop is a
flat, or Ilpancakell type of winding with dimensions which lx.r-
mit it to fit inside the cabinet. A typical arrangement ie.

shown in Figure 11 with the flat oval coil held in shape by
bands of tape and clamped in a central support. As an an-

tenna, the loop is but a fraction of a wavelength in size,
therefore the voltages induced in each end will be in the name
direction and tend to oppose each other. However, the time
required for the radiated energy to travel from one end of
the loop to the other causes the induced. voltages to be suf-
ficiently out of phase to generate current in the loop.

Because of this action, the received signal will be maximum
when one end of the loop is pointed toward the Broadcast
Station and minimum when turned broadside to the station.
To provide greater pickup, most loops include a few turns,
brought out to terminals, which can be connected to a more
efficient type of antenna.

INSTALLATION

Due to the fact that it is becoming more and more common
practice to purchase an antenna system completely fabricated,
the proper installation is all that is necessary to allow it
to operate at its maximum efficiency.

Practically all antenna systems, now on the market, contain
complete instructions as to the proper installation methods
and we want to impress on you the fact that they should be
followed to the smallest detail. Each system hes been com-
pletely engineered and every detail worked out to give the
maximum efficiency. Should some detail, which in your opin-
ion is trivial, be omitted, the result may be a system which
operates poorly. Therefore, follow directions exactly and
completely and the results will be satisfactory.
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Should no instructions be included with the system, or you
are. constructing one of your own, the following explanation
will be of benefit.

When locating a place to erect the flat -top, it should be
removed as far as possible from sources of interference.
This is important because the strength of a Broadcast signal,
received from a considerable distance, varies almost directly
as the distance, while the signal strength of local inter-
ference varies as the square of the distance.

Also, keep the flat -top away from trees, wires, buildings,
etc., as such objects absorb signal strength. A good example
of this absorption is when passing under a viaduct in an
automobile which has a radio receiver. Almost invariably,
the signal strength will be reduced to the point where it
will be noticed by listeners. In some cases, the stations
will fade out entirely.

The next important fact is the height. Always place the
flat -top as high as possible because this means getting fur-
ther away from interference and the desired signal pick-up
will be greater.

We cannot over -emphasize the importance cf a good ground
connection. We told you how this is made for a Marconi
system and can add that it is also important for a receiver
employing a Hertz antenna.

This may seem contradictory to the explanations of the doub-
let systems designed to operate with no ground but, in such
cases, the purposes of a ground is to prevent chassis pick-
up and possible pick-up from the power line which would in-
troduce noise in the receiver. The ground, as used with a
Hertz antenna, has no function in the signal pick-up.

When making connections, both at the ground and antenna,
firSt make a mechanical joint and then a low resistance elec-
trical connection by soldering. Remember, a single high re-
sistance joint can cause the complete system to be inoper-
ative or to operate poorly.

LINE FILTERS

We mentioned above that considerable noise pick-up may be ex-
perienced from the power -line and now we will show you how,
to a great extent, this can be minimized or entirely elimi-
nated. Noise of this type is generally caused by electric
sparking machines,'such as motors, vibrators, electrical
sign flashers, etc.
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To determine whether receiver noise is being picked up by
the antenna or is transmitted through the power line, dis-
connect the antenna from the receiver and short the "ant",
and gne terminals. If the noise persists, you can be
reasonably sure it is coming through the power line. How-
ever, if it is reduced, then it is being picked up by the
antenna.

If the noise is found to be entering the receiver through the
power line, the next step is to find where it is originating.
The simplest way of doing this is to turn off the various
electrical devices in the immediate vicinity until the one
causing interference is found. The common causes, in the
ordinary home, are vacuum cleaners, oil burners, electric
razors, and the various electrical toys.

Once the source is determined, a very simple and usually
effective method of elimination, is by the use of capacity
connected as shown in Figure 12A. The principle of operation
is that the sparks ,"produced by the machine, cause waves of
a fairly high frequency and the capacity forms a low reactance
path to ground thus preventing them from being sent back to
the power line.

When installing the capacity, the condensers should, if possible,
be placed directly on the noise making machine, with the
ground being made to its chassis. Any long length of wire will
be a source of radiated energy which may be picked up by the
antenna system.

For fractional horsepower motors, vibrators, flashers, etc.,
the capacity of the condensers need not be over .1 mfd. For
larger motors, which draw Considerable current, the capacity
of the condensers must be increased in proportion.

No doubt the question has come in your mind concerning the
fact that, in our former explanations, we told you that a con-
denser will allow current in an a-c circuit yet, we connect
them directly across the a -c power line. That is true andj
as previously explained here, is the principle by which this
filter operates. Although the power loss across the capacities
is negligible, as a safety precaution it is a good practice
to connect them so that, when the unit is turned off, the
condensers will also be out of the circuit.

In cases where the interference is very bad, it is sometimes
necessary to make up a filter composed of both inductance and
capacity. A common form of connection is shown in Figure 12B.
Checking the circuit, you will notice that we have simply
added two inductances and two condensers to the circuit of
Figure 12A.
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As you will remember, an inductance has a high reactance Wth
an increase of frequency and, connected as shown, will tend
to stop, or prevent the "noise" from going back in the power
line while the capacities provide a low reactance path to
ground.

Compared to tho circuit of Figure 12A, this circuit Lives
approximately three times the protection against unwanted
quencies entering the power line and causing disturbances
the radio receiver.

In our explanations,
locate the source of
is impossible, it is
the receiver itself.

us

fre-
in

we have assumed that you vere able to
interference- but, in cases where this
necessary to make all connections ut
If such is the case, it is generally

the best plan to use the circuit of Figure 12B. Even then,
it is sometimes quite a task to completely eliminat3 the
interference, although in most cases it can be minimized.

Should you desire to construct the circuit of Figure 12B,
the coils Are of approximately 60 turns of wire on a form
with a diameter of 2 inches. Enamel copper wire should ka
used, the size depending on the current it is to carry-. As
a conservative rule, you can consider 1 ampere par 1500 cir-
cular mils. The condensers are the same size as explained
for Figure 12A.

There are many different makes of line filters on the com-
mercial market and all are made up of capacity, inductance
or a combination of both. Remember, however, as explained
for the antenna systems, if you are called upon to make an
installation, for the best results, completely follow the
directions.
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SILPLE RADIO REC:7'IVERS

In the last few Lessons, we have explained the Principles of
Radio Comunication, Power Suplav Tubes, Detector Circuits,
and Antennas, all of which must be combined to nerreit the
operation of a simple Radio Receiver. The Radio Principles
Lesson included a description of a "Crystal" receiver but now,
with the later explanations in mind, we are going to take up
the operation of a simple receiver which incorporates a vac-
uum tube.

Reviewing briefly, the energy froma Broadcast or Trans-
mitting station is radiated through space in the foe' of
pulses or waves which are varied, or modulated so as to carry
the voice and music "signals". The carrier energy is of com-
paratively high' frequency while the signals are of low or
audio frequency.

This energy, considered as a "1:odulated Carrier", cuts the
receiver antenna and induces a voltage of a frequency the
same as that of the carrier. Under present conditions,
every receiving antenna be cut bye number of ncdellated
carriers, each transmitted L- 4 differeet station, and :ave
a correspondin number of fre-uenciee in it.

Thus, the receiver has three necessary functioles. First, it
must be able to select any one of the freeuelcias induced in
the receiving antenna, second, it must separate the carrier
and signal frequencies and third, it must convert the signal
frequencies into corresponding sound waves.

No matter how complex, all Radio Receivers
three main functions and, while additional
amplification, a single tube, operating as
modulator, makes possible the reception of
this Lesson, therefore, we want to explain
operation of simple, single tube receivers.

TUBE CIRCUITS

must perform these
tubes are used for
a detector, or de -
Radio Sienals. For
the circuits and

First of all, we want to remind you that as far as the sig-
nals are concerned, for r.ost circuits, the control grid cir-
cuit of the tube is the "Input" and the plate circuit is the
"Output". This does not apply to diode tubes which are em-
ployed as detectors or as power supply rectifiers because
they do not contain a control grid.

111th the exception of the heater or filament circuits, the
various power supplies provide direct currert to maintain the
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desired operating points of the tubes. They also provide the
power which is necessary to change the amplituie of the signal
as it passes through from the input to the output circuits.

Following the signal through the receiver, it appears as a -c
or as variations in the values of d -c in what are known as
the "Signal Circuits". In other circuits, coniitions remain
essentially the same, whether or not a signal is present, and
these are known as the "Supply Circuits".

To show the application of these terms, for Figure 1 we Lave
drawn the circuits of a simple one tube receiver employing a
triode tube which, for proper operation, required one supply
to heat the filament and another supply for the plate circuit.

Following conventional terminology the "A" supply connects to
the filament while the "B" supply connects to the plate to
provide the two supply circuits. The signals, picxed up by
the antenna, appear as high frequency across the grid circuit
and as variations of d -c in the plate, or output circuit,
therefore these can be considered as the signal circuits.

For the tube there are three separate and distinct circuits,
the filament, the plate and the grid. The "A" supply pro-
vides the filament while the path
plate circuit is from the "B+" through the "phones" to the
plate and across the space between the plate and filament
inside the tube. Here, it unites with the filament circuit
and returns to "B-" through the "A" supply.

INPUT CIRCUITS

For the grid, or signal input circuits, there is a radio
frequency transformer made up of a primary winding, "Ll" and
a secondary"L2". Both windings are placed in fixed posi-
tions on a single coil form and the primary winding is con-
nected between the antenna and ground wile the secondary
winding connects across the grid circuit.

When carrier frequencies cut across the antenna, they induce
voltages of like frequency whin, in turn cause currents,
also of like frequency, in the primary coil Ll. These cur-
rents in coil Ll set up a magnetic flux which cuts the turns
of the secondary coil "L2" and induces an emf in it.

As explained in the former Lesson on antennas, the strength
of the voltage induced in the antenna, will depend on the
strength of the carrier and the dimensions of the antenna.
With the primary coil grounded, as in Figure 1, the antenna
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is of the Marconi type and the complete circuit extends from
the outer end of the antenna wire to ground.

Cut to the proper length, the antenna will be resonant and
carry higher induced voltages at some particular frequency
but, for several practical reasons, this action is seldom
utilized for ordinary Broadcast reception.

The Broadcast Band extends from 550 kc to 1600 kc and,
using the formula of the antenna Lesson, for a Marconi type,

,Length in feet
234,000

Frequency in kc

and substituting the above values of frequency,

and for 1600 kc

,

Length =
234

550
000

= 425 Ft.

Length -
234,000

= 146 Ft.1600

for 550 kc

Thus, no one length would approach resonance for the entire
band and even the shortest length is too great for construction
by the average listener. As the ratio between the highest and
lowest frequencies of the band is approximately 3 to 1, it is
not possible for any one length of antenna to be resonant over
even a part of the band.

In any resonant circuit, the important changes of voltage, cur-
rent and impedance occur at frequencies with values compara-
tively near that of resonance while, for values far removed
from resonance, changes of frequency have but'a negligible ef-
fect. Therefore, by means of a coil in the position of 1,11
Figure 1, the resonant frequency of the antenna circuit is of
a value far removed from those of the Broadcast Band. As a
result, the response of the circuit is reduced but remains
about the same for all frequencies of the band.

This condition may be obtained by making the antenna cir-
cuit resonant at a frequency either above or below the fre-
quencies of the band and, as the average antenna is about 50
feet in length, its resonant frequency is above those of the
Broadcast Band. However, in an arrangement like that of
Figure 1, the primary coil 12 is a part of the antenna cir-
cuit, therefore its value of inductance will effect the reso-
nant frequency.
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By making coil LI with but a few turns of wire, its value of
inductance will be small and the resonant frequency of the
circuit may be close to those of the Broadcast Band. W -en
this is done, the antenna transformer coil, mane up of LI and
L2 is said to have a low impedance primary.

By mal-ing coil L1 with a large number of turns, its inductance
will be comparatively large, thereby increasing the electrical
length of the antenna to such an extent that the resonant frd
quenoy of the circuit is lover than the :roadcart band. "vlith

this arrangement, the antenna coil is aaid to have a hi,h im-
pedance primary.

TUNTIJG

As mentioned before, the small currents in Li -et up mag-
netic flux which cuts the turns of the secondary L2 and in.r
duces an emf in it. for each current frequency in the pri-
mary, there will be an emf of corresponding frequency in-
duced in the secondary. Under ordinary conditions, there will
be a number of carrier frequencies induced in the secondary,
therefore it is necessary to provide some method by -which but
one of these frequencies will be built up while the others
are reduced.

This process is. known as "Tuning" and, in a circuit like that
of Figure 1, it is accomplished by connecting a vari,,Iale con-
denser across the secondary coil L2. The coil is wound so
that its value of inductance in conjunction with the varia-
tions of capacity in' the tuninL condenser Cl, will make it
possible to resonate the circuit, made up of L2-C11 at all
frequencies of the Broadcast Band.

Thinking of L2-C1 as a series resonant circuit, from the ex-
planations of the earlier Lessons you will remember that, at
resonance, it will have minimum impedance and maximum current.
Thus, by adjusting the capacit of the variable condenser Cl,
the. circuit can be tuned un'uil its resonant frequency is the
same as that of one primary current. For that particular
frequency, the circuit will provide minimum impedance. There.,.

fore, the emf, induced in the secondary, will caue maximum
current which, in turn, will cause maximum voltage drop
across the coil and condenser.

For other frequencies, the circuit rill offer a higher in
pedance, therefore the induced emf will cause a lower cur,.
rent and the voltage across the coil and condenser will be
reduced.' Thus, by tuning this circuit, it is possible t) ohm..
tain maximum voltage at the resonant frequency with reduced
voltages at other frequencies. It is this action which al-
lows the listener to "Tune" the particular carrier which is
modulated by the signals he wants to hear.
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As the resonant frequency of the circuit is controlled by the
variable condenser, Cl of Figure 1, it is known as a "Tuning

Condenser".

DETECTOR ACTION

So far, the receiver of Figure 1 permits the selection of
separate carriers and its next function is to restore the signal
frequencies to their original form which reqUires the removal
of the carrier frequency. This process is known generally as

"Detection" or "Demodulation". In an earlier Lesson on
"Detectors" we explained this action in detail, therefore you
should recognize the arrangement of Figure 1 as a "Grid Leak"
type of detector.

Reviewing briefly, the action of the tube permits current in
the grid circuit only when the grie is positive in respect to
the filament and thus it acts as a rectifier or diode detector.
To help you follow the action, for Figure 2A, we have drawn
a curve to represent a modulated carrier but, for simplicity,
have shown a carrier frequency much lower than those in common
use. You can think of this curve as representing the wave
form of the voltage across the tuned circuit L2-Cl.

Because of the rectifying action in the grid circuit this
voltage will cause a pulsating current which, in resistor R1,
will have a wave form as represented in Figure 2B. The current
pulses will cause corresponding voltage drops across R1 and
thus condenser C2 will charge and discharge in accordance
with the chances of voltage. As explained previously, the
action of the condenser tends to reduce the variations of
current in the resistor making its actual value vary more
like the dotted line of Figure 2B.

The direction of current is such that the grid end of R1 will
be negative and the voltage drop acros,- it can be thought of
as a sort of negative grid bias.

Notice however, in this case, the voltage across R1 will vary
with the signal frequency .;hick modulates the carrier and
therefore, the action is about the same as that of e diode
detector.

Going back to the earlier explanations on tube action, you
will remember that the grid voltage controls the plate current
therefore, the voltage drop across R1, which is in series with
the grid circuit, will cause corresponding changes of plate
current.

Thinking of voltage, condenser C2 of Figure 1 will allow the
modulated carrier to be impressed on the gr5d thPeecere 47:"-
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total grid voltage will be a combination of the modulated
carrier and the drop across Rl. In the form of a curve it
would have the general shape of Figure 2C and, with the tube
operating as an amplifier, the variations of plate current
will follow the changes of grid voltage.

As the overall function of the receiver is to reproduce the
original signals, it is necessary to remove the carrier fre-
quency variations of plate current, therefore condenser C3 is
connected from plate to ground. The "B-" connects to ground
also, therefore C3 is connected across the B supply and the
phones where its action is similar to that explained for C2
in respect to Rl.

The result of these combined actions is shown by the curve
of Figure 2-D which contains no variations at the carrier
frequency but changes in accordance with the frequency of the
signal which modulated the carrier.

OUTPUT CIRCUIT

So far, this simple receiver circuit of Figure 1 has the
ability to select individual carrier frequencies by means of
the action in the tuned circuit, L2, Cl. It can separate the
signal and carrier frequencies, or demodulate the carrier by
means of the detector tube action and, to complete its func-
tions, must convert the signal frequencies into sound waves
of corresponding frequencies.

The simplest method of obtaining this last result is to con-
nect a pair of headphones in series with he plate of the tube,
as shown in the circuit of Figure 1. As you will learn later,
a headphone contains a combination permanent and electromagnet
with a thin steel diapnragm placed close to but not touching
the magnet poles. Variations of current in the coils of the
electromagnet cause correspondirg changes of pull on the
diaphragm and cause it to vibrate at the frequency of the
current variations. The movement of the diaphragm produces
the changes of air pressure which we call "Sound Waves" and
which we can hear.

Thus, if current with a waveform like that of Figure 2-D is
carried by the electromagnet coils in the phones of Figure 1,
the diaphragm will vibrate in step with the variations of
current and produce sound waves which reproduce the original
signal.

As we mentioned in the earlier explanations on tubes, the
grid circuit is the "Input" and the plate circuit is the "Out-
put" therefore, in the circuit of Figure 1, the "Phones" are
connected in the output or output circuit.
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We want you to follow the circuits and actions of Figure 1
very carefully and thoroughly. Although the arrangement is
one of the simplest receiving circuits, a complete under-
standing of its functions and operation will make it much
easier for you to follow our explanations of more complicated
receivers of this and the later Lessons.

POWER SUPPLIES

To maintain the simplicity of the circuit of Figure 1, we
show but three terminals for power supply connections and as-
sume the receiver is to be operated by dry batteries. The
IT -A.01 terminal is common to both batteries with separate
terminals for IIA-11 and 1113+1t,

In most cases of battery operated tubes the 11A-11 is the com-
mon reference point for the supply voltages but, for a single
tube, operating as a grid leak detector, it has been common
practice to make the connections as shown. The HAI' supply
must provide a voltage specified for the filament of the par-
ticular type of tube which is used while the HIP battery is
usually a 45 volt unit.

The point we want to emphasize here is that the power sup-
plies are used mainly to keep the tube in operating condition
by furnishing the proper values of filament and plate cur-
rent. The actual operation of the receiver depends upon the
changes of plate current caused by the voltages induced in
the antenna.

Thus, any type of Power Supply which will provide the proper
type and values of voltage and current may be connected to
terminals like those shown in Figure 1. As we will explain
later, most Receivers obtain their power from batteries or
the common home lighting circuits but additional tubes and
parts are needed to convert the home lighting power to val-
ues suitable for the tube circuits. Some of those circuits
have been explained in the earlier !Tower Supplyil Lesson and
others will be taken up later.

REGENERATION

In our former explanations of Tubes, we told you that as amp-
lifiers, they had the ability to allow small changes of grid
voltage to control larger changes of energy in the plate cir-

cuit. Thinking in terms of power, a small amount in the grid
circuit can control a much larger amount, provided by the
plate supply. Also, as Radio Carriers and Signals are a --c,

the action depends on the changes of voltage and current
rather than on any fixed value.
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For example, a steady 67.e voltage on the grid of the tube of
Figure 1 would cause a uniform and unchanging plate current.
Regardless of itc actual value, tnts steady plate current in
the phones would hold the diaphragm in a stationary position
and prevent it from producing any sound waves. However, as
explained for FLgures 1 and 2, changes of grid voltao cause
changes of plate current which, in turn, cause the diaphragm
to vibrate, and produee sound WRV3S.

As the grid is the input, or controlling circuit, the varia-
tions of plate current will vary witn those of the grid volt-
age. Also, as there is a larger amount of power in the plate
circuit, the variations could be increased if, in some way,
they could be fed back into the grid circuit. For example,
if the high frequency variations of Figure 2-C could be
added to the modulated carrier of Figure 2A, its amplitude
would be increased.

The later explanations will tell you how this is done but
now we want you to renember only that, whcn the chingeS of
plate energy are fed back in phase, so as to increase the
changes of grid voltage, the action is known as "Regeneration".

When the changes of plate energy are fed back out of phase,
or so as to oppose the changes of grid voltegc, the action
is known as "Degeneration".

REGENERA'IVE DETECTOR

By making use of the regenerative action, the detector tube
of Figure 1 will become mach more sensitive and produce loud-
er signals. Therefore, in Figure 5, we have added coil L3 to
the circuits of Figure 1 and changed C3 from a fixed to a
variable type of condenser.

As explained for Figure 1, signal currents in the primary Ll,
induce voltages in the.seuondary L2, and these act on the
grid of the tube to cause corresponding changes of plate cur-
rent. In Figure 3, plate current aith a waveform similar to
that of Figure 2C is carried by L3, because it is connected
in series with the plate, and therefore the changes of plate
current will cause a varying flux to be set up around this
coil.

like the primary Ll, coil L3 is placed quite close to the
secondary 12 and, carrying current aith changes at the same
frequency as that in Ll, it acts as an additional primary,
causing a higher induced emf in 12. Thus, the plate coil
L3, often called a "Tickler", feeds some of the plate circuit
energy back to the grid circuit and causes an increase in the
changes of grid voltage.
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A3 explained for Figure 1, condenser G5 of Figure 3, still
acts to by-pass any high frequency around the phpnes, but
has another important action which makes it necessary for us
to trace its circuits for you. As we have already explained,
the changes of plate current cause coil L3 to set up a vary-
ing flux and act as a primary, as far as L2 is concerned.

For this explanation therefore, we can think of L3 as a
source of high frequency and find it connects to the plate at
one end, with a path completed to ground through the tube and
the 11B -A.01 leg of the fi lament. The other end of the coil
connects to one Bide of C3 and also to one side of the phones.
The other side of C3 Connects directly to the ground and the
other side of the phones connects to ground through the B sup-
ply to B-.

The high frequency circuit of coil L3 can therefore be com-
pleted by the path through the pl,ones or the path through C3.
As the headphones are made up of many turns of wire, wound
on an iron core, they can be thought of as an inductance with
a large inductive reactance at the high carrier frequency.

As 03 is a condenser, it can be thought of as a capacity re-
actance, the Value of which reduces as the fraquncy in-
creases. Thus, as the reactance of C3 will he much less than
that of the phones, it acts as a by-pass for the high fre-
quency.

Going back to the earlier Lessons, you will remember that
capacity reactance, in ohms, is equal to one divided by
2yfC, when C represents the capacity in farads. Therefore,
at any given frequency, as the value of C is increased, the
reactance is reduced and, as the value of C is reduced, the
value of the reactance is increased.

By using a variable type of condenser for C3, we can change
the capacity which, in turn, varies the reactance. As in any
other a -o circuit, assuming a constant voltage, the current
is controlled by the impedance and here the ffective imped-
ance consists almost entirely of the capacity reactance or 03.

The adjustment of C3 therefore controls the hien freluency
current in L3 and thus controls the mount of feedback or
11Regenerationn. In effect, it acts as a volume control for
the sound in the headphones. For simpliciety we did not
show a volume control in Figure 1 b.::cause a one tube re-
ceiver of this type seldom requires it.

The circuit of Figure 2 is a great improvement over that of
Figure 1, as far as signal strength, sensitivity and sharpness;
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of tuning are concerned, but it has some bad faults.

While the regenerative action will increase the strength of
the signal, if too much energy is fed back from the plate cir-
cuit, the high frequency variations gill continue without the
presence of a carrier. When this occurs we say the tube is
poscillatingo because it is actually generating aec at a
frequency determined by the resonant frequency of the tuned
circuit, made u2 of coil L2 and tuning condenser C1.

With frequencies generated by the tube, it no longer can act
as an efficient detector, therefore, as' far as the reception
of signals is concerned, best results are obtained when the
adjustment of C3 is such that the tube is just below the os-
cillating point.

To provide the desired performance, the selected values of
inductance and capacity are such that tree tube can be nada to
oscillate and when it does, a high frequency current is set
up in the primary coil, causing the antenna to send out waves
like a transmitter or broadcasting station.

While not very powerful, these waves travel for quite a dis-
tance and may cause trouble for the other receivers in the
neighborhood. Like any radio wave, they cut the anoenntie
near them and induce a voltage but, being straight high fre-
quency c.iw, (Continuous Waves), by themselves, will not cause
any sound in a receiver phone or seeaker.

But suppose they have a frequency of 825 kc, and some neigh-
bor is trying to tune in an 830 kc station. These two fre-
quencies, acting together, set up a third wave with a fre-
quency equal to their difference, which in this case would
be 830 minus 825 or 5 kc.

We caY1 this action Heterodyning and use it in some cases,
which we will explain later, but here the 5 kc wave would
cause a howl or squeal in your neighbor's receiver. Perhaps
you have used, or heard, a receiver which starts to squeal for
no apparent reason, and the tone may run up and down the
scale. The above action is one explanation of this condi-
tion and the change in tons: is caused cy the user of the os-
cillating set who, when changing his tuning, changes the fre-
quency of the wave he is sending out;

The same action is present in the set itself and, with the
tube oscillating, by changing the tuning, the difference in
the frequency of the oscillations and the incoming wave pro:.
duce a frequency that causes a squeal in your phones.
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This we call a beat note and it is heard on both sides of the
proper tuning point of a station. Going back: to the fir,ures
we used a minute -go, suppose you are tuning for a frequency
of 830 kc.

By changing y:ur adjustments until the oscillations have a
frequency of 825 kc, there is a difference of 5 kc, which
makes the note. Should you keep on moving your adjustments
until the oscillations had a frequency of 835 kc, the dif-
ference would once more be 5 kc, and you would hear the same
note again.

This is a very easy method of tuning because, for the proper
setting, all you have to do is tune midw2y between the squeals.

However, uhlle you are doing this, your neighbors will hear
a variety of squeals and howls in their receivers. As these
will not be appreciated, especially when they interrunt a pro-
gram, it is much better to operate a mgenerativg detector by
reducing the feed back until the tube stops oscillating and
then do your tuning without any beat notes.

TICKLER COIL

In the early days of Radio, coils Ll, L2, and L3 of Figure 3
were built usually in the form of a Vario-Coupler, described
in the earlier Lessons. The primary Ll and secondary L2 were
wound on the outer, stationary tube while the tickler L3 as
wound on the inner, movable form. With this arrangerent, the
amount of regeneration could be coati -oiled by changing the
position of coil L3 in respect to coils Ll and L2, therefore,
condenser C3 was of the fixed type, as shown in Figure 1.

For the arrangement of Figure 3, coils Ll, L2 and L3 are all
wound on a single coil form, 1 ith the proper snacing between
them and the regeneration is controlled bythe variable con-
denser C3. Because of the smoother action, the orrangcwent
of Figure 3 has made the older Vario-Couplcrs almost obsolete.

To obtain Regeneration, instead of Degeneration, the ends of
the tickler coil must be properly connected. Assuming an ar-i
rangemont like that of Figure 3, with all three coils wound
in the same direction and on the same form, the plate and 3rid
must be connected to'opposite ends of their respective coils.
As shown in Figure 3, the plate connects to the lower end of
L3 while the grid connects to the urger end of L2.

Should you ever assembly a receiver of this type and find the
regeneration does not produce the desired repults always re-
verse the connections to the tickler coil before looking fur-
ther for trouble.
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SCREEN GRID VOLTAGE CONTROL

There are a great many varieties of regenerative circuits

and in Figure 4 we show a common form using an r-f pentode

as the detector, the advantage of this type of tube being

its low inter -electrode capacities and high amplification

factor.

The only changes we have made in the circuits of Figure 3

are in the grid leak n111 which now connects from grid to

ground instead of across the grid condenser C2. However)

this changes only its position and not the electrical action.
The condenser C3 is of the fixed type and provides a by-pass

for the high frequency current.

To obtain voltage for the screen grid, we have the potentio-
meter, R2, across from B+ to B-, with the movable arm connected

to the screen. By changing the position of this movable con-
tact, the voltage on the screen can be varied from zero to
the full potential of the B supply.

The path of the signal is the same as in Figure 3 and) mhen

a voltage is induced in LE, with the grid circuit L2-Cl reso-
nated at this frequency, the changes of voltage are impressed
on the control grid and cause variations of plate current at

the same frequency as the modulation. The current variations
produce a changing magnetic field around L3 which induces a
voltage in L2 and thus we have the regenerative action.

In a former Lesson, we told you that changing the voltage on
the screen grid caused a variation in the amount of electrons
reaching the plate and thus, to a certain extent, controlled
the plate current.

From an earlier explanation, you will remember that the
strength of the magnetic field, set up around a coil, is de-
termined by the number of turns and the current in it. Also)

among other factors, the amount of enf inducel in another
coil, depends on the strength of this magnetic field.

Keeping these actions in mind, coil 13 is in series with the
plate circuit and will carry the total plate current. Now,

if changing the screen grid voltage varies the plate current)
it will also vary the strength of the magnetic field and con-
trol the amount of induced emf in the coil L2. In other words)
me can control the amount of feedback by varying the voltage
on the screen,trid, by means of the potentiometer R2, which

therefore acts as a volume control.
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This method of controlling regeneration, by varying the volt-
age on the screen grid, has been found more satisfactory than

that explained for Figure 3, due to the fact that it has a
smoother action over a wider range of freeuencies.

There is one otner thing you have no doubt noticed in Figure
4 and that is the ace of a cathode type tube instead of the
filament type. In this type of tube, you know the catnode
is the reference point and that the only purpose of the heat-
er is to bring -the temperature of the cathode to the proper
operating point. For this reason, we did not indicate a
supply but, before the receiver can oncrete, the correct
voltage must be applied to the neater.

TAPPED iicpurcom

Another common variation of a regenerative detector circuit
is shown in Figure 5 where ae have coils Ll and L2 of Figure
1, the grid leak R1 and condenser C2 of Figures 1 and 3 with
the tube of Figure 4. The tickler coil, L3, is omitted but
instead, the cathode connects to a tap near the grounded and
of coil L2.

In this arrangement, regeneration is obtained because the
plate current path is from the cathode to the tap on coil L2
and through a number of turns of the coil to B-. Here then,

instead of a separate tickler coil, a part of coil L2 carries
the plate current, acts as the primary of a transformer and
induces a voltage in the entire winding of L2. Ac explained
for the circuit of Figure 4, regeneration is controlled by
varying the screen grid voltage by means of the potentiometer,
R2, connected between B+ and B-.

The output circuit of Figure 5 is different from those ex-
plained previously because the plate current is carried by
the choke instead of the phones. Connected in series with
the plate, the choke current will be as shown in Figure 2-D.
As the choke contains resistance and reactance, it is con-
sidered as an impedance and variations of current in it will
cause corresponding changes of voltage drop across it.

The changes of voltage drop will cause condenser 04 to
charge and discharge and, due to the circuit connections,
these charge and discharge currents will be carried by the
phones. Thus, the phones will reproduce the signals in much
the same way as explained for Figures 1, 3, and 4.

This arrangement has several advantages from a practical as
well as an electrical standpoint. First, C4, known as a
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coupling condenser, insulates the phones from the d -c voltage
of the "Bu supply and thus reduces the possibility of shock
to the person wearing them. Second, the headphones mill
carry only the changes of current, or the a -c signal, which
reduces the total current in its windings. Third, the choke
coil can be made with values of resistance rind inductance
which will more nearly match the pentode tubes which require
a high impedance plate load.

As you will learn later, this is the method by which the signal
can be coupled from one tube to another in order to increase
its amplitude or volume.
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AUDIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIERS

Page 1

In our explanation of a simple Radio Receiver, we told you
its three necessary functions are (1) to select one of the
frequencies induced in the antenna, (2) to separate the car-
rier and signal frequencies, and (3) to convert the signal
frequencies into corresponding sound waves. The circuit is
arranged so that, after the first two functions have been
completed, the signal frequencies appear as variations of
output voltage or current.

To perform the third function it is customary to convert the
electrical changes of output into corresponding changes of
magnetism which cause corresponding motion of a diaphragm.
The motion or vibration of the diaphragm sets up the sound
waves which strike our ears and permit us to hear the signals.

In the later Lessons we will give
construction and operation of the
speakers which convert electrical
of corresponding frequencies, but
electrical actions.

you complete details on the
various types of phones and
variations into sound waves
now we are interested in the

In the early,days of Radio, when nothing but crystal and
simple one tube Receivers were available, we were satisfied
to wear a of headphones while listening to Radio Programs.
Even then, the room had to be quiet or the weak sounds could
not be heard. As Radio programs increased in popularity, the
public demanded signals which were not only louder but could
be heard without the inconvenience of wearing headphones.

To appreciate how well the demands have been met it is neees...
sary only to listen too a modern Radio Receiver yet, in spite
of the enormous improvements, the general principles of oper-
ation have not changed. Therefore, in this Lesson, we will
follow the development and show the method by which the
strength, or amplitude of the signal voltage is increased.

It may be well to mention here that, by signal frequencies,
we mean those of speech and music or those frequencies to
which our ears respond. Because they are audible, we call
them "Audio Frequencies" but, due to the variation of human
ears, it is difficult to establish exact values for the upper
and lower limits. HoWever, the complete range extends from
about 20 cycles per second up to 20,000 cycles per second but,
for most cases, it is not necessary to reach these limits.

The ordinary telephone systems operate on frequencies from
2a0 cycles per second to about 3000 cycles per second. However
records and Brogidcast programs consist of frequencies from
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about 50 cycles per second to 5000 cycles per second while
high fidelity production may extend up to 15,000 cycles per

second. Although 10,000 cycles per second has been commonly
considered as the dividing line between audio and radio fre-

quencies, there is some overlap and the higher frequencies
are necessary for more life like reproductions of sound.

As explained for a simple Receiver, the audio frequencies
appear in the output of the detector as electrical variations

and, as such, can be amplified by means of tubes in an arrange-
ment known as an "Audio Frequency Amplifier" or, more commonly,

an "Audio Amplifier".

CASCADE AMPLIFIERS

From an electrical standpoint, the audio amplifier must con-
tain a device by which the variations of signal current, like

in the output circuit of a detector tube in a Radio Receiver,

can be made to produce a change of voltage. Going back to

earlier Lessons, you will remember a change of current in a

resistance causes a change of voltage drop across the resist-

ance. Then, in the Lessons on a -c, we explained how a simi-

lar change of voltage was produced by a change of current in

an inductance.

These changes of voltage, caused by the changes of plate cur-
rent in a resistance or inductance, can be impressed on the

grid of a following tube and, due to the amplifying action of

the tube, the changes of grid voltage cause like, but greater
changes of current in its plate circuit.

These greater changes of plate current are made to cause
voltage changes on the next tube and the process is contin-
ued throughout the amplifier. Following the path of the

signal, it is carried over from the detector output circuit
through the following tubes in order. Electrically, it

passes through the tubes in series and a device of this

type is called a "Cascade Amplifier"'

Each tube, with its associated circuits, is known as a
'Stage" and, whenever there are several stages of audio am-
plification, the purpose of the first stages is to amplify
the voltage. The last stage, however, must furnish the
power to operate the speaker.

TYPES OF AMPLIFIERS

As we mentioned briefly in the early Lessons, according to
the method of coupling the stages, there are three main types
of audio amplifiers. Using the names of the coupling methods,

they are,
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1. Resistance
2. Impedance
3. Transformer

In this Lesson, we want to tell you the general operating
principles and advantages of each type. Although you will

find a great many variations and combinations used in pres-
ent day units, built according to the ideas of different
designers, in every case the general principles remain the

same.

RESISTANCE COUPLING

Starting with Figure 1, we have the circuits of a simple re-
sistance coupled stage of audio amplification. In the plate

circuit of the first tube is the resistance, Rn, and because
the action starts in the plate circuit, we will begin our
explanation there.

Imagine the left tube is operating as the detector of a Radio
Receiver and resistance Rol in series with the plate circuit,
carries the entire plate current. Therefore, every change of

plate current will cause a change of voltage drop across the
resistance.

With a constant d -c voltage from the B supply, the changes
of, voltage drop across Ro will cause a changing voltage at

the plate. As the plate current increases, the drop across
P. will increase also, therefore, in respect to *13-11, the

plate voltage will decrease. Because the changes of plate
current are caused by the changes of grid voltage, the ac-
tion of P. will cause the plate voltage to vary at the same
audio frequency as the grid voltage.

Looking at Figure 1 again, you will find condenser con-
nected between the plate of the left tube and the grid of the
right hand or following tube. As a condenser will not pass

, the grid of this tube is insulated from the d -c volt-
age of the B supply for this left hand tube. However, from
the plate and of this condenser there is a path through the
plate circuit of the tube to ground, while from the grid end
there is a path through resistor WI to ground.

Reviewing the action, a change in the value of voltage across
a condenser causes a displacement current to enter one plate

and leave the other. The direction of this current will be
in one direction when the voltage increases and the condenser
changes, but reverse when the voltage decraases and _the con-
denser discharges.
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Connected as in Figure 1, the voltage across the circuit made
up of condenser "C" and resistor "Rg" is the same as that
across the plate of the left hand tube, therefore variations
of plate current in Ro will cause changes of voltage across
the circuit.

For example, when the plate current increases, the increased
voltage drop across Ro will cause a reduction of plate voltage
and allow the condenser to discharge to a certain extent.
The path of this discharge, or displacement current will be
from the condenser to the plate of the left tube, through the
tube to ground and back up through Rg to the other side of
the condenser. Carried by Rg, this current will cause a
voltage drop which will be impressed on the grid circuit of
the right hand tube.

When the plate current decreases, the reduced voltage drop
across Ro will cause an increase of platy voltage and conden-
ser "C" will charge accordingly. The path of this displace-
ment current will be from the grid end of the condenser,
through R, to "s-", through the supply to "B+", and through
"Ro" to tae plate side of condenser "C".

Checking back, with a steady value of current in R0, the con-
denser will neither charge or discharge, therefore there will
be no current in "Rg" out variations of current in "Ro" cause
reversals of current in Rg and thus, in effect, variations of
d -c in Ro are changed to a -c in Rg.

As explained for Ro, the changes of current in Rg cause cor-
responding changes of voltage drop across it and these volt-
ages are impressed in the grid of the tube which operates as
an amplifier. To obtain the desired operating point, resistor
Re, with its bypass condenser Cc, is connected between cathode
and ground to provide the proper grid bias.

PLATE RESISTOR

For the proper operation of this circuit, the value of the
plate resistor is of great importance, because it is in ser-
ies with the plate circuit of the tube. Current in the cir-
cuit will cause a voltage drop across each of these, in pro-
portion to their relative values of resistance. Remembering,

that it is the changes of voltage drop caused by the changes
of plate current, which cause condenser C to charge and dis-
charge, for maximum results, the ohmic value of Ro should be
as high as possible.

However, for proper tube operation, it is necessary to main-
tain a definite value of plate voltage, therefore, as the
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value of Ro is increased, the plate supply voltage must be

increased also. This condition imposes a limit on the value

of the plate load resistor, Rol and, in practice, a compro-

mise is made. For triode voltage amplifier tubes, the value

of Ro is usually somewhere from 1 to 10 times the plate im-

pedance, depending on the characteristics of the tube.

THE CONDENSER

Condenser C, Figure 1, ig a capacity coupling between the

plate circuit of one tube and the grid circuit of another and,

therefore, is called a "Coupling Condenser". However, as it

prevents the d -c voltage of the plate supply from reaching
the grid, it is sometimes referred to as a "Blocking Condenser".

To be effective, the condenser must have a high d -c resist-.

ance to prevent direct current from the upper end of the plate

resistor, through the condenser and grid resistance, Rg, back

to the B negative.

Any coupling condenser leakage current in Rg will cause a

voltage drop but, as the grid connects to the positive end,

it will tend to make the grid positive in respect to the

cathode, in spite of the negative bias produced by the re-

sistor Ro. Should the arid become positive, it may increase

the plate current to the point of saturation and the tube

will no longer operate as an amplifier.

With the condenser C in perfect condition, it will charge and

discharge at the same frequency as the voltage drop across

Ro. The charge and discharge current caused by this action

will be through Rg and thus cause a voltage drop across it in

accordance with the signal frequency. For normal operation,

the drop across R will always be lass than that across Ro,
therefore the plate current will vary in proportion to the

signal voltage.

Considering Ro as the source of signal voltage, condenser C

and resistance are in series and, as only the voltage drop

across Rg is applied to the grid of the tube, the drop across

is lost. Going back to the early a -c Lessons, you will

remember the reactance of a condenser depends on the frequency.

At low frequencies, the reactance is high but, as the fre-

quency increases, the reactance becomes lower.

The circuit of Figure 1, used as an audio amplifier, impresses

audio frequency on condenser C and therefore a small capacity

produces a high reactance. This high reactance will cause a

loss of the energy which we want to supply to the grid of the

fallowing tube and the grid load Rg.
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The voltage changes across Ro are divided between the reac-
tance of the condenser C and the resistance of the grid load

g. The percentage of signal voltage across the grid circuit

of the right hand tube in Figure 1, will depend on the rela-

tive values of C and Rg.

GRID RESISTANCE

Still looking at Figure 1, resistance Rg is in parallel to

the grid circuit of its tube. Thinking of the grid as the
input circuit, its impedance is in parallel with the resis-

tance Rg. The higher the resistance of Rg, the greater the

signal energy on the grid.

When electrons accumulate on the grid, it becomes more nega-
tive and, if the action continues, the negative charge in-

creases to a value high enough to prevent plate current. This

action is known as "blocking" and, for best results, the capa-
city of the coupling condenser must have the proper relation
to the resistance of the grid load. While you will find varia-

tions of these values, for a grid load of 470,000 Ohms, it is

customary to use a .01 mfd condenser.

Because changes of frequency have but little effect on the

voltage drop across a resistance, the general arrangement of

Figure 1 provides fairly uniform action for the ordinary band

of audio frequencies while the efficiency of modern tubes per-
mits satisfactory operation at comparatively low plate vol-
tages. These conditions, plus the relatively low cost of the
resistors and coupling condenser, have made resistance coup-
ling the most popular and widely used type.

IMPEDANCE COUPLING

The main objections to the resistance coupling of Figure 1 are
the need of high plate supply voltage and the loss of power in
the plate resistance. However, it is only the changes of
plate current we want to amplify and these can be considered
as alternating current. If you will think back, you will rem-
ember that whenever these changes of plate current were used
to produce a voltage, the voltage was alternating.

Suppose now, instead of a resistance, an inductance is placed
in the plate circuit in the position of Lo, Figure 2. It is

made of a large number of turns of wire wound on an iron core
but has a fairly low resistance to direct current. Due to

self induction, the inductance provides a hign impedance to
the variations of current without changing the direct current
resistance values. By using an iron core and with the proper
number of turns, the coil is made to have a high reactance
value at the audio frequencies.
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In general, the action of the amplifier of Figure 2 is much

like that of Figure 1. The low d -c resistance of Lo causes

but a small voltage drop, therefore the loss is less than that

of the resistance coupling. At audio frequencies, the high
impedance of the coil causes a voltage drop which is carried

over to the grid of the following tube. As the value of the

voltage drop varies with the changes of plate current, the

signal voltage is imoressed on the following grid by coupling

condenser C.

Replacing the grid load resistance, Rg of Figure 1, we have
the inductance Lg of Figure 2. The action is similar to that
already explained except the lower d-c resistance of the

choke coil prevents blocking. The reactance at audio fre-
quencies produces a high impedance which causes a strong sig-

nal voltage on the grid.

Another point we want to mention here is that the coupling

condenser, "C", and choke, make a circuit gith capacity

and inductance in series. TEis circuit will be resonant at

some frequency determined by the values of inductance and

capacity.

Back in the earlier Lessons, you learned that, at resonance,
a series circuit had maximum current and minimum impedance.
Here, however, the grid is connected across the choke only
and at resonance, the maximum current in the choke causes it

to have a voltage drop nigher than that across the complete

circuit. By this action, the signal voltage is amplified al-
though the turn ratio between chokes Lo and Lg may be 1 to 1.

Another advantage of this action is that certain audio fre-

quencies can be amplified more than others. For example,

suppose we want to emphasize the lower or bass notes. The

circuit can be made resonant at about 75 cycles and frequen-
cies from 50 to 100 cycles will then cause a higher voltage
across the grid than those frequencies above 100. Thus the

lower frequencies will be overemphasized to make up for pos-
sible losses in the speaker.

To offset these advantages, the reactance of the choke coils
will vary with the frequency of the signal, and therefore,
for equal M.grill input voltages, the drop across them will
vary with the frequency. Because of this action, the re-

sponse of the circuit'will not be uniform for the ordinary

audio band.

In order to provide the required value of reactance at low

audio frequencies, the choke coil must contain a comparatively

large number of turns of wire which, together with its lumi-
nated iron core, make it a relatively expensive and heavy unit.
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Therefore, in the common types of Broadcast Radio Receivers,
but few impedance coupled audio amplifiers are used.

RESISTANCE - IMPEDANCE COUPLING

Because there are two chokes in Figure 2, this method is known
as "Double Impedance" coupling. Lany designers prefer some
of the features of Resistance Coupling and combine the cir-
cuits of Figures 1 and 2. For example, some audio stages
have the plate resistor Ro of Figure 1 but use the choke Lg
of Figure 2. Others do the opposite, using the plate choke
Lo of Figure 2 but Kith the grid circuit of Figure 1.

With several audio stages, you may sometimes find both these
combinations*used in the same receiver. The first stage may
have resistance in the plate and impedance in the grid circuit.
The second stage than will have impedance in the plate and re-
sistance in the grid and so on alternately for all stages.
This alternate arrangement reduces the possibility of feed
back between the variou3 circuits and tends to prevent os-
cillation or motor bo.ting.

AUTO TRAYSFORMER

A different combination of Figures 1 rend 2 is shown in Figure
3. Here we have the plate resistance of Figure 1 and the grid
impedance of Figure 2. The coupling condenser is connected
from the plat:: to a tap on the impedance winding. Signal volt-
ages will then be across the condenser and lower part of Imped-

ance

The entire wincing of Lg connects across the grid circuit and
acts as an auto transfoemer. As shown in Figure 3, the lower
part of L is the primary end the entire winding the secondary.
Because tee secondary has more turns than the primary, the
signal voltages across the primary are "stepped up" in the
grid circuit and greater amplification is secured.

TRAT:SFOR7ER COUPLING

The third type of audio amplifier uses transformer coupling
with the circuits of Figure 4. The transformer primary, Lo,
is in series .1itn the plate circuit of the first tube while
the secondary, Lg, is in series with the grid of the following
tube. Notice hers; the circuits of Figurest2 and 4 are quite
similar but Figure 4 has no coupling condenser because the
coils are inductiVely coupled by being wound en the same core.

The main advantage of tranaformer coupling is that, in addi-
tion to tha amplifying action of the tubes, the transformer
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also amplifies the signal voltages in proportion to the turn

ratio of the windings. This does not mean, however, that a
transformer with a 100 to 1 ratio would amplify the signal

voltage 100 times. The secondary voltage depends on the
voltage drop across the primary and, to keep the transformer

down to a practical size, its step up ratio is limited.

As we explained for the circuits of Figure 1, to make full

use of the signals, or variations of plate current, the plate

load, Ro, must have a value several times that of the plate

impedance. In Figure 4,,transformer primary Lo is the plate

load and therefore its value of reactance should approximate

the value of the plate load resistor Ro of Figure 1.

As explained for the choke coils of Figure 2, the transformer

primary winding is an inductance and its reactance will vary

with frequency. Therefore, to provide the necessary value of

reactance, at low audio frequencies, the primary winding re-

quires a comparatively large number of turns.

For a step up ratio in the transformer, the secondary winding

requires more turns than the primary and, as turns are added,

the distributed capacity of the winding is increased. By

definition, any two conductors, separated by insulation, form

a capacity, therefore adjacent turns and layers of the insu-
lated wire of the winding provide what is known as "distributed

capacity". As capacity reactance varies inversely as frequen-

cy, the impedance of the winding will decrease as the frequen-

cy increases.

Thus, the primary turns must be sufficient to provide proper
reactance at low frequencies while the secondary turns must

be limited to a value which will provide sufficient impedance
at high frequencies. To satisfy both of these conditions, the
turn ratio of a good audio transformer seldom exceeds 3 to 1.

In the older models of Radio Receivers, employing low mu tri-

ode tubes, transformer coupling was employed to increase the
overall gaid of the stages but, with the development of high
gain pentode tubes, resistance -capacity coupling is now used

in most cases. However, as we will explain later, in some
types of power amplifiers and for coupling the plate circuit

of an output tube to a speaker, transformers are in common
use.

POWER AMPLIFIERS

All of the circuits explained so far in this Lesson are de-
signed to provide maximum signal voltage across the grid cir-
cuit of the output tube and are, therefore, classed generally
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as "Voltage Amplifiers". Their purpose is to increase the
amplitude of the signal voltage so that louder or higher level

signals may be obtained. However, to convert these electrical
signals into corresponding sound waves, the last, or output

tube of an audio amplifier must be able to deliver sufficient
power to operate the headphones, or speaker at the desired
level or volume.

To illustrate this difference, we will assume the circuit of
Figure 1 is in operation and provides a drop of 5 volts across
the 250,000 ohm grid resistor R5. This sign'll may be several

times greater than the signal on the grid of the preceding
tube and be sufficient to drive its tube to capacity, From

a power standpoint, with 5 volts across a 250,000 Ohm resistor
we find,

Watts = -h!.0001
250,000

which is one tcn thousandth of one watt or one tenth of 1
milliwatt. Also, with 5 volts across 250,000 Ohms, -the cur-

rent

I = =12 =
02
5
000

= .00002 ampere
R 5,

which equals two hundred thousandths of an ampere or 2 hun-
dredths of one milliampere. With these mall values of vol-
tage and current we consider the arrangement as a volLage
operated circuit.

In contrast, many speakers have -voice coils of 4 ohms impedance
and, following the plan above, with 5 volts across the circuit,

Watts =
R

= 25 = 6-1/4

I=
R

54: = 1-1/4 amps

This is considered as a power circuit and, compared to a vol-
tage circuit, its value of impedance is lower while its current
is higher.

In order to provide appreciable power output, power amplifier
tubes have a lower plate impedance than corresponding amplifier
tubes and are operated at higher values of plate voltage. Pre-

ceding stages of voltage amplification build up the signal to
apply the required value On the grid of the power tube. This

value of grid voltage produces comparatively large changes of
plate current to provide the required power.
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PUSH PULL AMPLIFIERS

None of these amplifiers work perfectly, therefore the out

signal voltage is not of exactly the same wave form as

the input signal. Using a power tube, the signals may reach

a strength which overloads the tube or transformer and causes

distortion. To overcome this trouble most amplifiers, which
have a high power output, use the circuits of Figure 5 for

the last audio stage.

Starting at the left, we have a plate circuit like that of

Figure 4, but the secondary winding of the transformer is

tapped at its center. Each end connects to the grid of a

tube while the center tap acts as a grid return for both

tubes through the bias resistor Re.

Notice carefully, the grid circuit of each tube is from the

center tap to its end of the winding. lhen a change of plate

current occurs in the primary, a voltage is induced in the sec-

ondary. As explained for Figure 4, this voltage makes one end

of the secondary positive and the other negative. The same is

true in Figure 5, but here we have to consider the .center tap.

Ahat really happens is that the voltage across the, entire
winding is divided, one grid is negative to the center tap

and the other is positive. For example, suppose the induced
E.M.F. in the secondary was 20 volts with the positive at the

top. There would be a difference of 10 volts between the up-

per positive end and the center tap. There would also be a

difference of 10 volts between the lower negative end and the

center tap.

As the center tap connects to the cathodes through Rc, the up-

per grid is 10 volts positive while the lower grid is 10 volts

negative. This action takes place under all conditions and,
regardless of the value or direction of induced umf in the

secondary, the grids will always have equal voltage of opposite

polarity. In other words, the signal voltage -on the grids is

180° out of phase.

Cf course, the negative C bias prevents either grid from act-

ually being positive in respect to the cathode but, at the pos-

itive voltage from the transformer reduces the negative bias

on and grid, the negative voltage from the transformer increases

the negative bias on the other grid.

Following this action through the tubes, as the change of volt-

age on one grid causes its plate current to increase, the

change of voltage' on the other grid causes its plate currant

to decrease.
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Tracing the plate circuits, we see an arrangement similar to
that of the grid circuits. Each place connects to one end
of a transformer winding with a center tap connected to the
B supply. Starting at B positive, there is a circuit up to
the center tap, ihrough the upper half of the winding to the
plate of the upper tube. Also, there is a circuit from the
center tap through, the lower half of the winding to the plate
of the lower tube.

With no signal voltage, both grids have the same bias and,
therefore, the plate currents of both tubes should be equal.
With equal current of opposite direction in each half of the
winding, the magnetic fields will neutralize each other. As
far as the core is concerned, it is the same as if there were
zero current in the winding.

Looking at it in a different way, with the center tap as the
point of high potential, equal current through equal turns
of each half of the winding will cause an ear al drop of vol-
tage. Therefore, the outer ends of the vin]ng -Till be at
equal potentials with no difference in voltole, or voltage
drop between them. As far as ri,e ;ransfuzier is concerned,
the direct current in The plate circuit 1,as no ofiq', and
there will be no induced voltage in the secondary winding "Ls".
It is only the changes of plate current which cause the trans-
former action.

Now, suppose a change of plate current in the input transformer
primary "Lo" induces an em2 in the center tapped secondary
"Lg". As previously eeT17,ined, one g'id wil become Lore posi-
tive and the cy.11:Tr l'Aoz-c. negative to cause the current in
one plate circuit to increase while the current in the other
plate circuit will decrease.

Going back to the laws of induction, the induced emf is always
in a direction to oppose a change. Thus, in that half of
winding Lo, in which the current is increasing, there will be
a self induced emf in a direction to oppose the increase.

For the other half of the winding, in which the current is
decreasing, there will be an induced emf in a direction to
oppose the decrease. Following these actions for the entire
coil, you will f.ind the self induced emf in both halves of
the winding is in the same direction and the difference is
voltage across the entire winding will be equal to the sum of
that induced in both halves of the winding.

Going back to an earlier explanation of transformer action,
you will remember that the self induced emf in the primary
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is caused by changes cf magnetic fl' x which cuts the secondary

also. Thus, the action explained for the primary of the out-

put -transformer will inalca an end" in the secondary winding

"Ls".

Because the induced primary voltage pushes away from the plate

of one tube and pulls toward the other, circuits like that of

Figure 5 are known as "Push Pull". Due to the double action,

other things being equal, the total voltage induced in the sec-

ondary will be twice as great as with a single tuba.

The push-pull amplifier has several important advantages we

want to mention at this time. Changes of voltage caused by
variations of the plate supply or by the use of a -c in the

tube filaments tend to ?Jaime° oat the same as the d -c plate

current, and thus hum is reduced in the output transformer

secondary. However, hum whicn originates in preceding stages
will be carried over and amplified with the signal. The bal.-.

ancinc action also tends to reduce distortion and thus the push

pull stage can deliver more than twice the undistorted power
output of a single tube.

No bypass condenser is shown for bias resistor Re of Figure 5

because, with the tubes properly balanced, the total plate

current of both will remain the seine although the separate

plate currents will very. Thus, with a.steedy current in the
resistor, the bypass condenser is not needed but, for pro-
tection against unbalanced conditions, a condenser is in-

stalled in some circuits.

OUTPUT Cni:NECTIONS

In our explanation of a simple one tube receiver, we con.
nected a pair of headphones in series Kith the plate of the

tube and thus the variations of plate current caused the dia-

phragm to vibrate and produce the sound waves. The two main

disadvantages of this arrangement are, first, the reactance
of the coils in the phone may not be of proper value to match

the plate impedance of the tube and, second, the phones are
connected directly to the high voltage plate supply, exposing

the user to the possibility of shock.

This latter disadvantage may be overcome by using an arrange-
ment similar to that of Figure 2 and substituting the phones

for the coil shown as "L ". Coupling condenser "C" blocks

the high d -c voltage ofgthe plate supply but permits the
variations of plate voltage to be carried over to the phones.

However, as most modern Receivers are equipped with a speaker,

the common arrangements for the output connections are shown

in Figures 5 and 6.



.
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In Figure 6 you will see a pentode type tube with the screen
grid connected directly to the "B+" and the transformer pri-
mary Hitt' in series with the plate. Bias resistor "RC", with
its bypass condenser "Cc", is connected between cathode and
ground while the signal voltages are impressed on the grid as
shown for the output tubes of Figure's 1 to 4. The speaker,

or headphones, connect across the transformer secondary "Ls"

and are isolated from the high d -c voltage of the plate supply.

The transformer is useful also in
load of the tube to the impedance
put device. For example, we will
will provide an output of 2 watts
ohms but we want to use a speaker
but 5 ohms.

"matching" the required plate
of the weaker or other out -
assume the tuoc of F;gure 6
with a plate load of 2000
which has an impedance of

As explained in the earlier Lessons, a transformer does not
produce any energy and the power in the secondary will always
be less than that in the primary but it can alter the values
of voltage and currant. This is done by changing the ratio
of primary to secondary turns but, in every case, the product
of voltage and current in the secondary is less than the prod-
uct of the voltage and current in the primary.

For Figure 6, to simplify our explanation, we will neglect
the plate current, which causes no action in the secondary,
and assume the secondary pmer equals the primary power. From
the earlier Lessons we laavl the relationship between power,
voltage and resistance is stated as,

IT =E2

and, transposing the terms,

E = NTE

Here then, with 2 7eatts in a 2000 ohms plate load,

E = VA x 2000 = 1/4co0 = 63.24 volts

Thus, with 2 watts in the primary L01 there should oe a drop
of 63.24 volts across it.

For the secondary, which is to connect to a 5 ohm speaker, for
a power of 2 watts,

E = OR = \/2x5 = V10 = 3.162 volts

Thinking of the transformer only, with 63.24 volts across the
primary, there should be but 3.162 volts across the secondary
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for a ratio of 63.24 divided by 3.162 which is 20. As the

turn xatio of the winding is approximately equal to the
voltage ratio, in this case the primary will require 20

times as many turns as the secondary.

Notice here, the ratio between the 2000 ohms of the primary

and the 5 ohms of the secondary is 2000 divided by 5, or 400

and the square root of 400 is 20, the same value as the turns

ratio. As this relationship holds true in all cases, as a
general rule we can state the turns ratio squared is equal to

the ratio of the impedances between which the transformer works.

From the primary side, the transformer looks like the load im-

pedance multiplied by the turns ratio squared and thus, in the

example just given, the 5 ohm speaker is equivalent to 5 x 202=

5 x 400 = a 2000 ohm plata load. This action is often re-

ferred to as a "reflected load".

For the push pull circuits of Figure 5, the arrangement is
about the same as that of Figure 6 except that the primary has

a center tap and thus each half of the winding acts as the

load for one tube.

TYPICAL AUDIO AMPLIFIER

To show the common combination of these various circuits, for

Figure 7 we have the arrangement of a typical audio amplifier
used in the popular table model Radio receivers. Tube Tl is

a "Diode Triode" in which the diode acts as a rectifier or

detector for the modulated radio carrier.

The signal voltages appear across resistor R1, and are coupled

to the grid of the triode section of the tube through conden-

ser 02. Resistor R1 is in the form of a potentiometer and
acts as a volume control but, with that exception, the circuits
are similar to those of Figure 1 with R1 in place of Ro, C2 in

place of C and R2 in place of Rg.

The triode section of Ti, operating as an amplifier, is re-
sistance coupled to the output tube, T2, on the general plan

of Figure 1. Here, R3 replaces Ro, C4 replaces C, R4 replaces

Rg, and R5 replaces Re. Condenser C3 acts to remove any car-
rier frequencies which may be pr,sent in the plate circuit.

The circuits of the output tube, T2, are similar to those of
Figure 6 except the tube is of the beam power type. The by-
pass condenser, corresponding to "C," of Figure 6, is omitted
to reduce distortion by inverse feed back, an action which
will be explained later.
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Condenser C5, connected between the plate and screen grid,
prevents the generation of unwanted frequencies, known as
"Parasitics". Its action is to provide a low reactance
path for high frequencies and thus prevent high r -f volt-
ages between the plate and screen. This same action reduces
the higher freouency audio signals somewhat and thus C5 acts
also to limit the high frequency response.

While values will vary in different models, assuming T1 to
be a 12SQ7 and T2 a 50L6 type of tube, the following are
representative values of resistance and capacity.

R1 - 1 Megohm control
R2 - 2 to 10 Megohms
R3 - 470,000 Ohms
R4 - 470,000 Ohms
R5 - 150 Ohms

Cl - .0001 mfd
C2 - .01 mfd
C3 - .0005 mfd
C4 - .01 mfd
C5 - .01 mfd

In addition to amplifying the signal of a detector, these
circuits will amplify any audio frequency signals such as
those produced by a microphone or phonograph pickup. To
make use of this action, some models of Radio Receivers are
equipped with a "phono" terminal as indicated by the broken
lines of Figure 7.

Any audio frequency voltage, applied between the phono termi-
nal and ground, will appear across resistor Fl and be ampli-
fied the same as the detector output. In practice, some sort
of a switching arrangement is installed to cut off the radio
signals while the "phono" circuit is in use.

Audio amplifiers have many applications in Electronics such
as the "Phono" arrangement mentioned above, as Public Address
Systems, Intercommunication Systems, Sound Movies, and so on.
The basic circuits of these specialized audio amplifiers are
the same as explained in this Lesson, therefore the details
will be taken up later in the study of their applications.
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HIGH FREQUETICY AMPLIFIERS

In our explanation of a simple Radio Receiver, we described
the action of the antenna coil or transformer and, reviewing
briefly, the primary winding connects between the antenna
and ground to form a path for the current caused by the volt-
ages induced in the antenna.

The secondary winding is tuned to resonance by a variable
condenser to provide selectivity by amplifying the resonant
frequency and attenuating other frequencies. For. Figure 1

of this Lesson, we show a similar circuit with Ll as the
primary and L2 as the secondary, tuned by the variable con-
denser Cl, and connected across the Lrid-cathode circuit of
the tube.

In the. simple Receiver circuit a grid leak and grid condenser,
connected in series witn the grid of tne tube, caused a de-
modulating or detector action, but nere the grid connects di-
rectly to one side. of the coil and condenser. Therefore, the
modulated cornier voltage, developed in the tuned circuit, is
applied directly to the grid.

Acting as an amplifier, +he tube will cause the variations
of grid voltage to control the changes of plate current and
thus, the modulated carrier frequencies will appear across
the plate coil L3. As an amplifier, the tube does not cause
a change of frequency but, due to its action, the signal
voltage drop across L3 will be greater tl-an the voltage of
the tuned circuit L2-Cl.

Thus, the arrangement of Figure 1 is known as a Radio Fre-
quency amplifier or, more commonly, an r -f stage. The term
"stage's is used quite loosely but, in aeneral, you can think
of a tube and its aseociated circuits as a Hstageu. On this
basis, the simple one tube Receiver contained a Detector stage,
while the audio amplifiers of the preceding Lesson included
Input or First stages, Output stages, Push -Pull stages ani so
on.

In modern multi -tube Radio Receivers, it is cuatomary to ase
one or more st-Fes of high frequency amplification ertween
the antenna end detector. As we will explain later, the com-
mon type of Recciver circuit reduces the carrir to a lower
or intermediate frequency to provide more efficient operation
but, at this time, we will consider all of thes, as thigh
frequency anplifiere.

These high frequency stages form an important part of a com-
plete Receiver as they determine its selectivity, sensitivity
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and fidelity or tone. The following definitions will help
to clarify the similarities and differences of these actions.

Selectivity is the ability of a Receiver to accept and re-
produce the signals of the desired Broadcast or other Trans-
mitter without interference or the reproduction of signals
from other stations.

Sensitivity is the ability of a receiver to accept weak sig-
nals and reproduce them at the desired level or volume.

Both of these Receiver characteristics are controlled by the
high frequency amplifier stages which muct be balanced to pro-
vide the best results. 'or example, a highly sensitive re-
ceiver will pick up a greater number of signals and thus re-
duce the apparent selectivity. Then, a Receiver which is ex-
tremely selective may tune so sharply that it is difficult
to operate and, even when tuned properly, will pass a band
of frequencies too narrow for good tone.

COUPLING

Going back to the Audio Frequency Amplifier Lesson, you will
remember there are three distinct types of coupling.

1. Resistance
2. Impedance
3. Transformer

While all these are used for audio amplifiers, practically
all high frequency amplifiers ere built with transiormerse
Resistance coupling requires higher plate voltages and does
not produce good amplification at the higher frequencies.
Impedance coupling has similar faults because the windings
have a high distributed capacity and, at liEh fre4uancies,
the impulses pass Through the capacity, instead of the wind-
ing. This, in affect, really shorts the winding.

Transformer coupling has several advantage which make it the
most popular system in common use. Greauer mnplificition can
be obtained by means of transformers than by any other method.
The ohmic resistance of the winding is low, permitting the
use of lower supply voltages.

The losses in high frequency air core transformers are low3r
than in the usual iron core types, thus producLng a more uni-
form amplification ovar a wide band of frequencies. Also, the
transformer secondary may be tuned with a variable condenser,
connected as in Figure 1. Because of their common use, vie
will explain only the transformer type of coupling in this Les-
son.
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RADIO FRWOENCY SYSTDIS

As we have previously explained, the purpose of the high fre-
quency amplifier is to increase the strength or amplitude of
the signal before it reaches the detector. In Figure 1, we
have the circuits of one stage of the simplest type of tuned
Radio Frequency Amplifier. Coil Ll is the primary and L2 the
secondary winding of an air core transformer with a va.riefele
condenser, C11 connected across the secondary L2. Since the
inductance of the coil is of fixed value, the circuit L2 -C1
is tuned to resonance by varying the capicity of the condenser.

If the various actions, explained in the Lessons on Resonant
Circuits and Electron Tubes, are not clear in your mind, we
suggest that you review those Lessons before going ahead.

With a varying, or alternAting, current in the primary Ll, a
voltage of like frequency will be induced in the secondary L2.
Coil L2, therefore, really is the source of voltagi as far as
its circuit is concerned.

With condenser Cl connected across the coil, the circuit is
completed and is considered as containing inductance and capac-
ity in series. When tuned to resonance, the impedance of this
circuit will be at minimum to allow maximum current with maxi-
mum voltage drop across the coil and also across the condenser.

Tracing further, you will find the grid of the tube connects
to one end of the coil and condenser while the cathode con-
nects to the other ands. This means that the voltage drop
across the condenser will be impressed on the grid circuit of
the tube.

Because of the action in the tube, the changes of grid voltage
cause similar but greater changes of current in the plate cir-
cuit. Following the action through, the current changes in
coil Ll are amplified and reproduced in coil L3. As coil L3
may be the primary of another transformer, like Ll-L2, you can
see the action will be repeated in the next stage if L3 re-
places Ll of Figure 1.

OSCILLATION

Although the later Lessons contain detailed explanations of
vacuum tube oscillators and their circuits, the following
brief description should enable you to understand the action
as it applies to the operation of high frequency amplifiers.

The inductance Ll and condenser Cl, of Figure 1, are often
called an oscillating circuit because of their action when
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tuned to resonance. However, the term "oscillation" is used
in so many different ways that we will start by giving you a
little explanation regarding it.

The word, Oscillate, means to reverse or move back and forth.
Thus, if the condenser Cl of Figure I wore charged, by some
external source of voltage, when the source was removed, it
would discharge around the circuit first one way and then the
other. The frequency of these reversals or oscillations,
would depend on the values of inductance and capacity.

By utilizing this action, the common types of Radio tubes
will generate high frequency current and, in Figure 2, we
have two arrangements of tube oscillator circuits. At A,
coils Ll and L2 are similar to those of Figure 1. By being
placed close to each other, or coupled, any change of plate
current in coil L2 induces an emf in coil LI which, in
turn, causes a change of grid voltage.

When connected so that an increase of plate current causes
a more positive voltage on the grid, there will be an
oscillating current in the coil Ll and the condenser across
it. The frequency of this oscillating current is controlled
by the inductance and capacity in the circuits but, as in Figure
1, the frequency can be varied by changing the capacity of the
variable condenser.

In Figure 2.4A the condenser is across the grid coil, Li,
and thus we call the circuit a "tuned grid". In Figure 2-B,
the same results are obtained but the condenser is across
the plate coil L2 and we call it a "tuned plate" circuit.
Because of the electro magnetic coupling between the coils,
some of the energy in the plate circuit is carried over to
the grid circuit causing what we call "feed back".

In Figure 3, we have coils Ll and L2 so far apart that there
is practically no coupling between them. However, the
condenser, connected between the grid and plate, provides a
low reactance path for high frequency current and therefore
allows feed back,

Even though we do not install the condenser shown in Figure
3, there will be a certain amount of capacity between the
connecting wires to the grid and plate and also between the
grid and plate inside the tube.

With all the connecting wires and units carefully placed to
avoid feed back, there will still be a certain amount of
capacity as shown by the dotted lines of Figure 3. As long
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as the grid and plate are at -different potentials, there will
be a capacity current between them. Then, the grid being a
part of the input circuit, and tee plate a part of the out-
put circuit, there is an action in one which affects the
other.

Now notice, in Figure 1 we have circuits similar to these of
Figure 3 and, although the tuba is supposed to be an ampli-
fier, it may also act as an oscillator. Vie want the circuit
L2-01 of Figure 1 to resonate at the frequency of the signal
carrier but, with enough.feed back, the tube will act as an
oscillator and Produce oscillations of a different frequency.
These oscillaelone may build up and prevent the signal fran
passing through or may combine with it and produce squeals
and howls.

FACTORS INCREASING OSCILLATION

in general, when we say a tube, or receiver, is oscillating,
'ae mean the tubes are acting as oscillators .and producing
frequencies which snoil the reception of the desired signals.

The methods used in building amplifiers are very apt to in-
crease feed Lack. Increasing the amplification of each stage
or adding stages will have a tendency to cause oscillation.
Using tubes with a higher mu, increasing the plate voltage
or doing anything which might increase the gain of an am-
plifier, also increases the tendency of the tubs to oscillate.

Another point we want to mention here is that the tendency to
oscillate increases with the frequency. This fact explains
the reason that many of the early model Receivers worked fair-
ly well on the lower frequencies but gave trouble on the high-
er frequencies.

REGENERATION

In most cases, a feed back of energy from the plate to the
grid of an amplifier tube is not wanted but, when controlled
properly, can be used to advantage. As explained in the
Simple Receiver Lesson, the first models had but one tube,
operating as a Detector and Regeneration was employed to
improve their selectivity and saesitivity.

The circuits wore similar to Figure 4 of this Lesson with the
tickler coil L3 mounted so that the coupling, between it and
coil L2, could be varied. Notice here, coils Ll and L2 com-
pare to those of Figure 1 while L2 and L5 of Figure 4 compare
to Ll and L2 of Figure 2. As explained for Figure 3, when no
feed back is provided intentionally, a certain amount will be
present at all times.
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To follow the action, suppose a constant carrier voltage is
applied across coil LI of Figure 4. The current in the coil
will then be controlled by its impedance which, for this
explanation, we will think of as Resistance. Changes of
current in LI will induce corresponding voltage in L2 which;
in turn, will cause changes of grid potential,

This change of grid potential will cause changes of the plate
current, carried by the tickler coil L3 and, due to the coupling
between them, will induce voltages in coil L2. With the tickler
coil connected properly in its circuit, the voltages it induces
in coil. L2 will be in phase with those induced by coil Ll and
the total induced voltage in L2 will be equal to the sum of the
voltages induced by coils Ll and L3,

As a result of the action of the tickler coil, L3, the increased
induction in L2 is the same as if the changes of current in
coil Ll were increased. However, thinking of coil Ll and L2
only, as we assumed a constant voltage across Ll, an increase
of current could be caused only by a decrease of reactance,
Therefore, the addition of coil L3 has caused a decrease of
effective resistance.

In mathematics, it is necessary to add a negative quantity
to obtain a reduced sum, therefore the action of the tickler
is often considered as "Negative Resistance", For a circuit
of this kind, when sufficient negative resistance is added
to overcome the losses, continuous oscillations can be produced.
Then, if the negative resistance is increased, the circuit
can supply energy to other coupled circuits. Such a conditiob
can occur by the feed back of voltage through the tickler
coupling.

While regeneration may be desired, difficulties often arise,
due to the grid plate capacity, by which the voltage, fed back
in the right phase and amount, causes not only regeneration
but oscillation, as already explained earlier in the Lessone

As we told you in the first part of this Lesson, when a
receiver starts to howl or squeal, it shows a tube is no longer
operating in step with the incoming signals but, is generating
a frequency of its own. To use regeneration, yet prevent
oscillation, some method of control must be provided,

In the circuits of Figure 4, the tickler coupling is controlled
by the position of the rotor. Regeneration is at radio
frequency and when the tube is used as a detector, the plate
coil L4 has a high impedance to radio frequency current. To
reduce the high frequency impedance of the plate circuit, condenser
C2 is connected, either across the coil as shown, or with one
side connected to the cathode as
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indicated by the broken line. In either case, the condenser

forns a low reactance circuit around the co'l. TI at is why,

when used fur this purpose, we call it a nr.:,pj:,,S" condenser.

NEUTRODYNE

When several stages of high frequency amylificeticn are used
in a radio receiver, unwanted ccunling and feed back arc very
likcely to occur. Sufficient fred back, or rec;encration, will
cause a tube to oscillate and, even when it does not cause a
howl, may make the music or speech sound "mushy".

In the older type of receivers, using triode tubes, the great-
est cause of excessive feed back was due to the grid plate
capacity of the tube. This is shown in Figure 3 and the
action was explained earlier in this Lesson.

In order to everceme oscillalion in these early high fre-
quency amplifiers, the "Neutrodyne" principle, developed by

Prof. Hazel nine, was employed. This method and ethers of

similar dcsigh ere also often called f'Brid-se" cr "Balanced"
systems. In pr'Lncip1e, she Neetrodyne sin -Ay makEs use of

a voltage, outgide the tube, to offset feed back voltage.

For Figure 5, we show a "Ncutrcdyne" circuit which is Cm -
manly referred to es the Rice System. The innut coil L2 is

tapped at its exact center and while one end of this coil
connects to the grid in the usual way, the other connects to
the plate through the neutralizing condenser C2. The conden-
ser C3 is simply a by,,ass to ail ow Radio frequenc7 current
in the plate circuit but not in the plate supply.

With the +ap at the exact center of L2 and the capacity of
C2 cqucl to the grid plate cap -city of the tube, the circuit
is neutralized. Feed back voltage from the plate to the grid
Hill be balanceC by an equal aed ore )site voltage, fed from
the grid to the plate, through the neutralizin7 condenser 02.

This is often explained as a bridfy circuit ane, laid out as
in Figure 6. The heavy rolid lines are the actual parts and
-the dotted lines indicate the capacities between the tube
elements. Checking up, you will find plate, grid cath-
ede and plate cathode cl)acities.

If it wcr° possible to have the grid cathode and plate cathode
capacities exac+ly equal and the ccunling between the two
lams cf L2 in proper relation, the circuit would be balanced
at any frequency. Since such a condition rarely exists, re-
e.eneration takes place and must be eliminated by the methods
described.
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R.F. AND I.F. E.TPLIFISRS

In the high frequency amplifjers of our present day radio
receivers, pentode type tubes are used aImbet eniversally.
As explained in earlier Lessons, the edditienal grids al,d
construction of modern tubes have /esalted in a very high
amplification factor and low inter -electrode capacities.

The inter -electrode capacities ore so low that, for tha
ordinary frequencies, the feed back voltage caused by them
is not large enough to make the former methods of neutrali-
zation necessary.

The modern R.F., or Radio Frequency, amplifier is fundament-
ally the same as explained for Figure 1. However, the other
elements of the tube must be supplied with their proper volt-
ages in order to secure satisfactory operation. Remember, as
far as the signal is concerned, the control grid is the in-
put, the plate the output and the extra elements are employed
only to increase the overall efficiency of the stage.

Checking back on the circuits of Figure 1, and 5, the tubes
operate as amplifiers but, for simplicity, we have omitted
the cathode resistor or other arrangements used to provide
the proper grid bias voltage. Kowever, the action of the
tube is such that the variations of plate current will occur
at the same frequency as that of the voltage across the grid
circuit. Thus, the a -c voltage drop across the plate coil
L3 will have a greater amplitude but its frequency will be
the same as that across tha grid coil L2.

Amplifiers of this general type are employed between the
antenna and detector of a Radio Receiver in oraer to in-
crease its sensitivity and selectivity. The weak signal
voltages, induced in the antenna, are built up by the am-
plifying action of the tubes to increase the sensitivity
while the tuned circuits, like L2 -C1 increase the selectivity
by causing an increase at the resonant frequency ait4 a re-
duction of other frequencies.

Although complete details will not be given until a later
Lesson, we can tell you now that the common types of Super-
heterodyne Receivers combine or mix the modulated carrier
of the Broadcast stations Kith the frequency of an oscilla-
tor to obtain a lower or intermediate frequency.

The tuning circuits are arranged so that, for the full
tuning range, the intermediate freeuency remains at the
same value, thereby making it possible to employ semi fixed
condensers for tuning the transformer windings. Once the
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condensers are set, or aligned, they require only an occas-
ional check to see that they remain tuned to the proper in-
termediate frequency.

In Figure 7, we show a common i-f stage and you will notice
it is very similar to Figure 1, with the exception of addi-
tional condensers Cl, C3 and the bias resistor R with its by-
pass condenser C. The action is the same as explained for
Figure 1 and, with the coils Ll and L2 inductively coupled,
we have the transformer action. With signal current in Ll,
a voltage of like frequency will be induced in L2. The con-
trol grid, being connected across L2 -C2, will thus have this
voltage applied on it.

In some radio receiver, you may find that only the secondary
of the i-f transformer is tuned, however, the common practice
is to tune both the primary and secondary. To a large extent,
the i-f amplifier controls the sensitivity and selectivity
of a superheterodyne receiver and with the primary and sec-
ondary both tuned, the maximum voltage drop will be obtained
and the selectivity will be improved.

Practically all of the smaller superheterodyne receivers,
and some of the larger ones, do not have an r -f amplifier,
the signal from the antenna being applied, through an antenna
coil, direct to the grid of the first detector. Therefore,
practically all the high frequency amplification is obtained
in the i-f stages. However, due to the high voltage ampli-
fication and selectivity in the i-f amplifier, it is seldom
necessary to use more than one or two stages in order to
drive the second detector.

SELECTIVITY

As we explained earlier in this Lesson, selectivity was the
ability of a tuned circuit to receive a certain signal with-
out interference from others. However, we did not say how
selective a receiver must be in order to provide satisfactory
reception.

To fully understand this requirement, it will be necessary
to have a general knowledge of what happens at the trans-
mitting station. The energy, radiated from the antenna of
a broadcast station, is a rather involved wave motion and,
when the microphone is idle, it may be considered as a
single frequency called the carrier wave. In other words,
if a station is transmitting on 1000 kc, its carrier wave
has a frequency of 1000 kc.
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Let us assume such a carrier and that an audio frequency of
2000 cycles, or 2 kc, is put into the microphone. The

antenna then has frequencies of 1000 kc 2 kc = 1002 ko and

1000 kc . 2 kc 'a 998 kc. When music is broadcast, the audio
frequencies may vary between zero and 5000 cycles, above
and below the carrier, from instant to instant. These
frequencies, on either side of the carrier, are called "side
hands".

The design of the transmitter should be such that each of
these audio frequencies is given equal power, compared to
the others. To do this, the resonance curve of the antenna
should have a flat-top response, 5 kc each side of the
carrier, with steep sides showing a sharp cut-off.

The ideal curve is shown in figure 8 and you will notice
that it is rectangular in shape and meets the requirements

listed above. However, such a response is seldom obtained
in practice and Figure 9 will give you a better idea of wha
to expect.

If audio frequencies up to 5000 cycles are transmitted, sac
station requires a channel, or band width, of 10 kc for
its transmission. The regular broadcast band is from 550
to 1600 kc which means there are 1050 kc available With
10 kc for each station, there are 105 channels or space fo
105 simultaneous transmissions.

At the listening station, the receiver should be able to p ck
out any one of these stations and receive it without inter-
ference from signals on other channels. This means a receiver,
with a good degree of selectivity, is one which, for exampl.e,
will receive and amplify on a band from 995 to 1005 kol
but not reproduce a signal in the adjacent channels. Tha is,

to cope with conditions in the broadcast band, the receive
should have ten kilocycles selectivity.

To obtain this condition, the high frequency amplifier of
receiver should have a square top, steep sided response
like the "ideal curve" shown in Figure 8. As previously
mentioned, this is very difficult, if not impossible, to
and most receivers will have a curve which resembles Fig

In some receivers, the response curve is so broad that sty
on an adjacent band, or even two or three channels away
will be audible during weaker passages of the desired sig
Then again, other receivers may be so selective that the
audio notes are lost, due to side-band cutting. This sim
means that the high frequency waves, corresponding to the
carrier frequency plus or minus 5000 cycles, are cut off
the high frequency amplifier.
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A receiver which has such a steep selectivity curve that the
higher audio frequencies are reduced or cut off, cannot
possibly deliver a high quality loud speaker output even
though the audio amplifier is perfect.

Considerable research has been done to improve the overall
response curve of radio receivers. Some of the developments
involve very complicated circuit design and therefore are not
used an general practice.

One of the most common types of unit, employed to obtain a
reasonably flat-topped response curve, is the triple tuned
I.F. transformer. Its input and output circuit are very
similar to the double tuned transformer of Figure 7, however
between Li and L2 of Figure 7, and inductively coupled to
them, is another coil with its semi-fixed condenser.

This tuned circuit, which we will call LX -0X, has no
electrical connections to other circuits and operates only
the induced voltage from Ll. The plan here is to tune LI-C1
slightly below resonance, L2-02 slightly above resonance,
and LX-CX exactly to resonance. By adding the response
curves of all three tuned circuits, the result is a curve
with a fairly fiat top and straight sides.

OVER COUPLED AMPLIFIERS

It has been definitely determined, by laboratory experiments
that the amount of magnetic coupling is a big factor in the
sharpness of the resonance curve of a high frequency amplifier,

The effect of coupling upon selectivity might be utilized if
a system were provided so that, as the receiver is tuned to
the lower frequencies, the coupling between the coils could
be increased automatically. In an i-f transformer, where a
single band of frequencies is to be handled, this variable
coupling may be utilized.

With minimum coupling, between the primary and secondary of
an i-f transformer, the response curve is very sharp. If
the primary and secondary windings are placed closer togeth
the selectivity decreases, which means that a wider band of
frequencies will be passed. An amplifier, arranged to
provide this change of couplinglwill have variable selectiv
making it possible to pass a band of only a few hundred eye
at the most selective position, and as wide as 101,000 cycle
or more when the coupling is increased.

As we will explain in the later Lessons, over-coupling two
coils, tuned to the same frequency, results in a response

r,
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curve which has two peaks separated by a dip, as shown in

Figure 10. The frequency characteristic of such a transfor-
when its coils are closely coupled, will not be very go

because the center of the response curve will have less amp-
lification than the outer bands.

Under these conditions, the higher audio frequencies will re
ceive greater amplification while the low notes may be decre sed

materially. However, ace lver way of overcaning this diffic lty
and of producing a response curve with steep sides and an al-
most flat top, has been developed.

To show you how this accomplished, we will assume an i-f
lifier with three stages like that of Figure 7, the final on
feeding into a diode -detector. We will also assume that the
first two transformers are arranged mechanically so that the.
coupling between their coils can be increased or decreased.
The third one, how ever, is loosely coupled or under -coupled,
so that its response curve is fairly sharp. This curve is

also shown in Figure 10.

Mien the coupling of the first two transformers is increased
so that a dip occurs in the curve, the third transformer sti
has a sharp response exactly on the carrier frequency and on
the lower audio frequencies.

Now, if the overall response of such an amplifier is measure
it will be found that the overcoupled transformers produce
amplification at the higher audio frequencies, filling in th
portion of the range not covered by the third transformer.

1

Furthermore, the final transformer, having a good response at
low frequencies, fills up the gap in the characteristic pro-
duced by overcoupling the earlier transformers. A general
idea of what the overall characteristic of such an amplifier
would be is shown in Figure 11 and you will notice that it
tends to approach the ideal curve shown in Figure 8.

The above described feature is incorporated in some of the
larger modern radio receivers, making it possible to vary t
selectivity. This is generally accomplished by means of a
control knob placed at the front of the cabinet.

IRON CORE HIGH FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS

As we explained in the earlier Lessons, the usefulness of
magnetic materials at high frequencies is limited by the ed
current losses. It has been found, however, that by suitab
subdividing the core material, the eddy current losses can
be reduced to low values even at high frequencies.

e
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The required degree of subdivision is obtained by producing
the magnetic material as a fine dust that is mixed Kith an
insulating binder and then formed under pressure to the de-
sired shape. Coils employing such cores have reasonably low
losses in the broadcast band frequencies from 550 to 1600
ice' and are used to a great extent at frequencies, below
500 .100,, which fall into the general 14 bands.

Air core coils are wound on a core having a permeability of
one or unity. From your earlier Lessons, you know that if
the permeability of the core of a coil is increased, the in-
ductance, per length of wire and per unit of space, gill al
increase. Using an iron core, as described above, the per-
meability of the material may be as high as 12. Therefore,
with a given length of wire, of a given high frequenc-j rosin
tance, a greater inductance may be wound.

Although we have not mentioned it before, the losses in a
coil are commonly expressed in the convenient terms of the
ratio of the reactance to the effective resistance and calIed
the "Q11 of the coil. Written as an equation,

Q
Coil reactance 2rrfL

Coil resistance

When: L = inductance of the coil in henrys
tr = 3.1416

f = frequency in cycles
R = effective resistance of the coil

( 1 )

To show you how this works out, we will assume a coil with
an inductance of 185 microhenrys, an effective resistance o.
6 ohms and find its Q at a frequency of 1000 kc. Substitu
ing in eluation (1),

271fL 2 x 3.1416 x 1000000 x .000185
Q R 6

Q = 193.7 = 194

From the earlier Lessons, you know that resistance in an a -p
circuit introduces losses and, in a coil, this would mean
reduction in amplification. Looking at equation (1), you
can see that as the resistance increases, the Q reduces,
therefore, the Q of a coil is really the reciprocal of the
losses. In other words, the higher the Q, the less the
losses and the greater the amplification.

Getting back to the iron core coils, we told you above that
with a given length of wire, of a given Nigh frequency re-
sistance, a greater inductance could be wound on an iron c
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than on an air core. This, of course,means there will be a
higher ratio of inductance to resistance than is obtainable
with an air core. Because the ratio is higher, the Q of the
coil will be increased and result in greater amplifiction.

Due to this greater amplification, iron core high frequency
coils are being used in both re -f and i,f amplifiers of radio

receivers. These transformers are now on the market under
various trade names, such as Terrocart" coils.

FILTERING

So far, we have explained only the feed back caused by the
grid plate capacity on the inside of the tube and told you
how it could be neutralized. However, oscillation is also

caused by other "feed -backs".

Unless special care is taken, the transformer following a
tube will couple its field with that of the transformer
ahead of the tube and thus produce an inductive feed -beck.
This can be remedied by properly placing the coils or by
shielding the transformers and tubes.

Then, between the turns of the coils, or between connecting
wires which run Parallel and close to each other, there is
capacity. At the higher frequencies, the redeced reactance
of these various capacities allow feed -back, often of suffi-
cient strength to produce oscillation.

In many of the older battery type xe.ceivers, run down' B bat-
teries produced oscillation and caused a nowl by another fnrm
of feed -back. As a dry cell discharges, its internal resist-
ance increases and forms resistance coupling of the battery

circuits. 'nth the ra.lio frequency amplifier stages all con-
nected to the same B battery, the resist,arce coupling is com-
mon to all, producing feed -back which c'111:16S oscillat:on.

To overcome these troubles, and keep the high frequency cur-
rents in their proper circuits, various forms of filters are
used, a good example oC which is shown in the Radio Frequency
stage of Figure 12.

The grid bias voltage is represented by "El" and the plate
voltage by "L2". The grid circuit is from the grid, through
coil Ll, resistance R, supply El and back to the cathode of
the tube. However, high frequency current in this circuit
has a low reactance path from the lower end of LI to the
cathode through the condenser Cl.
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In other words, the resistance R makes it more difficult for

radio frequency current to enter the supply while condenser Cl

offers a low reactance bypass.

The same general plan is followed in the plate circuit but,

instead of a resistance, there is an inductance or choke, L3.

The choke offers a fairly low resistance to direct, or low

frequency current but has a high impedance at radio frequency.

Here, condenser C2 offers a low reactance bypass for the
radio frequency, allowing it to complete its circuit to the
cathode without passing through the plate supply E-2.

By the proper use of resistance, inductance and capacity,
filters may be made to confine the various currents to their
proper circuits and thus reduce the unwanted coupling between

Stages.
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Keep your head clear with regular sleep, hard
thinking, wise living, constant observation.
Start now, ahead of the others, and they will
never catch up if you will stick iArith it. It

is not special brilliancy that makes success
but persistency.

--- Arthur Brisbane
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MN]) PASS 2iLTERS

One method of increasing the selectivity of Radio Receivers
is by the use of a Band Pass Filter or what is often called
a "Pre-Selector". The operation of this type of circuit is
not clearly understood by the average man because it is made

up of two tuned circuits which are coupled by either a small

inductance or comparatively large capacity. There is noth-

ing new about these circuits but, because the coupling is
common to both tuned circuits, the action becomes a little

more complicated.

Starting with Figure 1-a we have an input coil "L" coupled
to coil "Ll" which, in turn, is tuned by the variable conden-
ser Cl. The circuit is completed through the smaller induc-
tance "M".

The coil "Ll" and condenser "Cl" are of standard size and do
not differ from those explained for the usual forms of radio

frequency amplifier circuits while the small inductance "?1'

has a value of but several microhenrys. So far, we have the
usual tuned circuit except that a few turns of "Ll" are
placed at M and, for this part of our explanation, we will
think of M as a connection instead of an inductance.

If coil "L" is in an antenna circuit, the energy in it will
be carried over to coil Li in the usual way. The circuit

Ll - Cl M will be resonant at the frequency to which it is

tuned by condenser Cl.

It might be well to mention here that, in band pass filter
circuits, the energy must be fed in at one point only with
no inductive coupling between any of the inductances in the

different circuits. For this reason, coils Mend L2 must
be completely and separately shielded from coils Ll and L.
Because coils L and Ll carry the input or pick up energy,
it is not absolutely necessary that they be shielded.

Looking along the circuits further, you will see that coil
L2 is tuned by the condenser C2 to form a second resonant cir-
cuit L2 - C2 - M. Goil L2 has the same inductance as Ll and
condenser C2 has the same capacity as Ll, therefore the circuit
L2 - C2 M can be tuned to resonance at the same frequency as
LI - Cl - M.

The point we want to bring out here is that inductance M is

in series with two resonant circuits, both of which are tuned
to the same frequency. Therefore, current in circuit 01 API LI

M will cause a voltage drop across M and, because of the
circuit arrangement, this voltage will be impressed on the
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tuned circuit consisting of L2 - 02 - M. Thus, coil M acts
as the coupling between the two tuned circuits.

Looking at Figure 1-A again, and neglecting coil hi, that part
of the circuit, made up of L2 - C2 is connected across Ll Cl.

Thus, energy in L1 - Cl can be transferred direct)y to 12 - C2
to provide a total of three tuned circuits.

Circuit 1 - Ll-Cl-M
Circuit 2 - 1,2-02-M

Circuit 3 - 11-C1-C2-L2

in which Li is equal to L2 and Cl is equal to C2. To check
further, the general formula for resonance is

f = LL__
2*xu

therefore, the frequency will be inversely proportional to the
square root of the product of L and C. For circuit 1 above,
the total "L" is equal to Ll + Hand, because Ll is equal to
L2, the same is true for circuit 2. Then, as Cl is equal to
G2, the resonant frequency will be the same for both circuits.

For circuit 3, the total "L" is equal to Ll + L2 and, as they
are equal and connected in series, their sum is equal to twice
the value of either one. However, Cl and 02, also of equal
value, are connected in seres therefore, their sum is equal
to 1/2 the value of either o'le. For the complete circuit
there will be twice the inductance and 1/2 the capacity,
therefore the produce "LC" will, be the same as for circuits
1 and 2 without "M".

With all the units connected as shown, there will he two cir-
cuits, resonant at different frequenciel one for the circuits
including M, and one for the circuit without I. Connected
across condenser 02, the grid circuit of the tube will have
these resonant frequency voltages impressed on it.

REACTANCE

In the earlier Lesson on Impedance, we told you the inductive
reactance of a coil, indicated by the symbol "XL", is calcu-
lated by the formula,

XL = 2.11fL

when "L" is the value of inductance in henrys, "f' is the
frequency in cycles per second and 112TO is equal to 6.28.
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In much the same way, we told you the capacity reactance of
a condenser, indicated by the symbol "Xon, is calculated by
the formula,

oXX
= -1--=2-'f

with the symbols the same as for inductive reactance except
that "Co represents the value of capacity in Farads.

To follow the action of the tuned circuits of Figure 1-1A, we
have made use of these formulas to draw the curves of Figure
1-B. As the curves are shown only to explain the action,
and are not intended for actual design, to obtain a resonant
frequency of approximately 1000 ix, we assume coils Ll or L2
to have an inductance of 80 microhenrys.

Substituting this value of ftLfl, together with the frequencies
shown by the scale across the bottom, in the formula for
inductive reactance, we calculated the values for the curve
oku. Notice, this curve is a straight line and the value
of inductive reactance, as shown by the scale at the left,
increases directly with the frequency.

Following the same general plan, and as,uming Cl aed C2 to
have a value of 316 mmfd we substituted the various frequency
values in the formula for capacity reactance to calculate the
value for the curve Xo. Because inductive and capacity
reactance are opposite in effect, the reactance scale at the
left has a center zero with XL values above and X0 values
below.

.The X0 curve is not a straight line, but the capacity reactance
increases as the frequency decreases and at zero frequency we
say `there is infinite reactance. Of course, this is not actually
true in practice as the condenser dielectric win have less than
infinite resistance and allow some loss.

With both capacity and inductance in the circuit, the total,
reactance is equal to their algebraic sum but, as one is
above and the other below the zero line, we seem to subtract.

For example, at a frequency of 600 kc, curve XC has a value
of 840 below the zero line while XL has a value of 300 above.
Adding the 840 below as minus 840 to the 300 above as plus
300, the result is minus 540, or 540 below the zero line.

Adding these curves -t different values of frequency, you
will find they are equal and opposite at 1000 kc, and thus
the total reactance of the circuit is zero. This ie really
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nothing but a different way of explaining the action of a
resonant circuit and it may help you here to go bacl: and re-
view the earlier Lesson on the subject.

Adding the curves XL and Xc of Figure 1-131 we locate the
values for curve X which represents the total reactance of
the tuned circuit. Notice the slope of this curve and see
howl at frequencies below 1000 kc, there is an increase of
capacity reactance while at frequencies above 1000 kc there
is an increase of inductive reactance.

Following the same general plan, and assuming "LI" to have a
value of 10 microhenryss we added this value to the 80 micro-
henrys of coils Ll or L2 and plotted the curvel%L+M". This
curve is similar to that of XL but, with a higher value of
inductance, its reactance values are greater. Notice here,
the difference between curves "XL" and "XL+NP increases with
frequency.

Adding the values of curve "XL+:1" to those of curve "XCH, we
plotted curve "XM" to represent the reactance of those cir-
cuits of Figure 1-A which include inductance "M". checking
the values here, the reactance is zero at a frequency lower
than that of curve X while the values of both become more
nearly equal at the lower frequencies, but separate at the
higher frequencies.

Thinking of "M" as the coupling between two tuned circuits,
the higher its value, the greater the difference between the
values of reactance as shown by curves "X" and "XM".

CAPACITY COUPLING

Looking at Figure 1-C,.you will find the circuits like those'
of Figure 1-A except that inductance "Y" is replaced by capa-
city "NE". As explained for Figure 1 -As there are three cir-
cuits but heres they contain the following units.

Circuit 1 - L1 -01 -NM
Circuit 2 - L2 -C2 -MC
Circuit 3 - Ll-Ci-C2-L2

For the first two circuits, capacity MC is in series with the
tuning condensers, Cl and 02, therefore the total capacity in
the circuit will be less than for the tuning condensers alone.
In the earlier Lessons we told you the total capacity of two
series connected condensers was calculated by the formula,

Cl AtO2C total
Cl + G2
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For Figure 1-C, we assume condensers Cl and C2 are the same
as those of Figure 1-A, each with a capacity of 316 mmfd.
Giving MC a value of .002 mfd, which is 2000 mmfd, and substi-
tuting in the above equation

316 x 2000
C total - - 273 mmfd (approx.)

316 + 2000

With this value of total capacity, for Figure 1-D we have
plotted curves for the circuit of Figure 1-C to correspond
to the curves of Figure 1-B, drawn for the circuit of Figure
1,A. Assuming Ll, L2, Cl and C2 have the same values in
both circuits, curves XL, X, and XC are the same for both.

The reactance of the smaller -total capacity, equal to the sum
of Cl and MC in series, is shown by curve "XC + MG" in Figure
l -D and, adding the values of this curve to those of XL, we
have reactance curve" .07. Compared to curve "X", curve "XXI
indicates zero reactance at a higher frequency and its values
approach those of "X" at the higher frequencies.

In the circuit of Figure 1-,A, the higher the value of "M" tre
greater the difference in frequency at which curves "X" and
"XM" indicate zero reactance, while in the curves of Figure
1-D, the smaller the value of "1010 the greater the differ-
ence in frequency at which curves "X" and "XLfC" indicate zerl
reactance.

RESISTANCE

The curves of Figures 1-B and 1-D show the changes of reactance
over a rather wide band of frequencies but, in the usual type
of receiver, we are interested in the action for a narrow
band of frequencies and therefore, for Figure 2-A have en-
larged a small section of curve X. Checking here you will
find values of -22 chins at 980 kc, zero ohms at 1000 kc and
418 ohms at 1020 kc.

Reviewing the earlier Lesson on Impedance, you will remember
that even when the inductive and capacity reactance neutral-
ize each other and a circuit is resonant, it still has resis-
tance. Therefore the response of the circuit depends largely
on the value of resistance.

Thinking of curve "X" of Figure 2-A as representing the reac-
tance of a series circuit, we assumed different values of
resistance to calculate the impedance at the frequencies shown.
Then, applying agiven value of voltage, we calculated the ell,-
cuit current.
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The results of these calculations are shown in the curves of
Figure 2-B with resistance values of 2 ohms, 5 ohms and 10
ohms. At the high and low frequency ends of the scale, the
resistance has little effect on the response but, as reson-
ance is approached, it becomes the controlling factor. At
resonance, the response is inversely proportional to the re-
sistance.

In most circuits of this type, the coil contains all appre-
ciable resistance and the ratio of inductive reactance to
resistance is known as the "e" of the circuit. As an equation

Q
XL` 2.1

Thinking along these lines, the curves of Figure 2-B show the
response of a circuit with different values of Q. As curves
"XL" of Figures 1-B and 1-D show a reactance of 530 ohms at
the resonant frequency of 1000 kc, the values of "sr, for the
curves of Figure 2-B, are as follows,

When R = 2, Q =.§-22 - 250
2

When R = 5, Q . 500 = 100
5

hen R = 10, Q = - 50
10

As the Q is reduced, the peak response is reduced also and the
curve tends to broaden, which means a more uniform response
for a wider band of frequencies. As the Q is increased, the
response increases also and the curve becomes sharper, which
means it will pass a narrower band of frequencies.

IDEAL REC:TVER

If it were possible to build a perfect Broadcast Receiver,
the tuned circuits would have a response as indicated by the
dotted line of Figure 2-B. Checking the values of this curve,
and starting at the low frequency end, the response is zero
up to 995 kc where it Foes straight up to maximum. The maxi-
mum value is held uniformly up to 1005 kc where it drops
straight down to zero.

With a response like this, a Receiver would respond only to
a 10 kc band of frequencies and, as present Broadcast carriers
are separated by 10 kc, it would be possible to tune each ose
with no interference from any other.
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SIDE BANDS

Going hack to the earlier Lessors again, you will remember

the carrier wave of the Broadcast station is modulated by

the signal or audio frequency. These audio frequencies are

usually from about 50 cycles up to 5000 cycles and form what

we call nide Bands%

The carrier wave is a -c therefore the side band will be pre-

sent on both sides and we have to add 5000 cycles to, and

subtract 5000 cycles from, the frequency of the carrier wave.

With a carrier wave frequency of 1000 kc, the receiver must

respond to frequencies from 9e5 kc to 1005 kc in order to

take care of the modulation or audio frequencies.

The broken line curve of Figure 2-B has a flat top which in-

dicates it will have equal response to all frequencies be-

tween 995 kc and 1005 kc, and therefore all side band fre-

quencies will be amplified equally. Thus, this straight

side, flat top curve is the ideal type of response for a Broad-

cast Receiver.

In contrast, curve IT = 2 ohrsu has a maximum response nearly

equal to that of the ideal curve but, at 995 kc and again at

1005 kc, the response is but 40% of the maximum. This means

that the higher signal frequencies appearing at the upper and

lower edges of the side bands will be amplified and repro-

duced at lower levels than the lower signal frequencies. For

the "R = 5 ohmsu and uR = 10 of ms!! curves, the difference in

response at different frequencies is much lees but, the

maximum response has been reduced.

As far as the performance of a Receiver is concerned, the

height of the response curves, like those of Figure 2-B, rep-

resents the relative sensitivity while the width represents

the relative selectivity. The main purpose of a band pass

filter is to provide the desired degree of selectivity.

EiebECTS OF FREQUENCY AND COUPLING

Going back to Figures 1-A and 1-C, the circuits provide for
two resonant frequencies, the difference in their values
being controlled by the coupling and the frequency. If these

factors are not chosen properly, the circuits will not tune
within the desired limits and will not fulfill their orig-
inal purpose.

Take the circuits and curves of Figure 1 for example, Tuning

is done by changing the capacity of condensers Cl and C2
which merely raises or lowers the values of the IIXOP curves.



-
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This results in a change of the "XT curves to provide zero
reactance at a higher or lower frequency.

Should we change the value of the inductive coupling "v" or
the capacity coupling "MC" then curves fqYff and rl:C" would
be raised or lowered to provide zero reactance at different
frequencies.

As the value of "M8, Figure 1-A, is increased, there is more
inductance in the circuits of which it is a part, their reso-
nant frequency iF reduced and we think of the coupling as
having been increased. In contrast, as the value of ITIC",

Figure 1-C is reduced, the total capacity in the circuits of
which it is a part is reduced also, causing an increase of
resonant frequency and again we think of the coupling as
being increased.

To show the effect of coupling, for Figure 2-C we have tl,o
curves, similar to "R = 2 ohms" of Figure 2-B, with a differ-

ence of 10 kc between their resonant frequencies. Assuming

these to represent the relative values of voltage acrosa C2
of Figures 1-A and 1-0, their combined effect is as indicated
by the broken line curve.

Compared to either of the original curves, the combined tion

provides a response which, with the exception of the dip in
the center, approaches the shape of the ideal response curve.

By reducing the coupling, the difference bate in the resonant

frequencies is decreased, indicated by the curves of Figure
2D, while with ^n increase of coupling, lAhich separates the
resonant frequencies, the resulting response is shown by the

curves of Figure 2-E.

A study of these three curves will indicate the effect of
coupling and let you see how, with the proper degree of
coupling, the response of a band pass circuit ern he made
to more nearly approach that of the ideal, shown oy the
broken line of Figure 2-13.

While these explanations have been based on the common type
of Broadcast Receivers, which require P band pass of 10 kc,
for Television and Frequency Modulation, much wider bands
are required. Details of these circuits will be included in
the later Lessons but, at this time, We want to assure you
that they ere nothing but special applications of the prin-
ciples explained in this Lesson.

So far, we have assumed the value of thecouplinr unit did
not change but, as shown by the curves of Figure 1, the
coupling reactance varies at different frequencies. To check
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This effect, we want you to examine the MEM" and eV
of Figure 1-B.

curves

The frequency scale covers the Broadcast Band and, as conden-
sers Cl and 02 are tuned to provide resonance at various
points of the band, in effect, curves "Wu and "X" are moved
up or down until they have zero reactance at the desired
frequency. Thus, the horizontal distance between these
curves is proportional to the difference of the two resonant
frequencies.

For example, reading across the IC -450 line, curve XM corres-
ponds to a frequency of 600 kc while curve X corresponds to a
frequency of 650 kc for a difference of 50 kc. Reading across
the zero reactance line, XM corresponds to a frequency of
930 kc and curve X tp a frequency of 1000 kc for a difference
of 70 kc. , Reading across the 1,1,-450 line, curve XM corres-
ionds to a frequency of 1400 kc and curve X to a frequency
of 1540 kc for a. difference of 140 kc.

Thus, when tuning the circuits of Figure 1-A, across the
Broadcast Band, the resonance peaks will be closer at the
lower frequencies and further apart at the higher frequen-
cies because the effective value of the coupling changes with
the result as shown by the curves of Figure 2-0, 2-D and 2.Z.

Similar effects occur in the capacity coupled circuit of
Figure 1-C but the action is such that the resonant peaks
separate at the lower frequencies and become closer at the
.higher frequencies.

CIRCUIT COUPLING

For Figure 3, we show a common type of circuit which is a
good example of electro-magnetic or "inductive" coupling
between stages. Coil Ll is a transformer primary connected
in the plate circuit of a preceding tare and tuned by con-
denser Cl. The transformer secondary, tuned by condenser C2
is connected across the grid circuit of the following tube.

Checking the connections here, by omitting condenser Cl the
circuit is that of an r -f stage, explained in an earlier Les-
son. Also, the circuit is identical to Figure I -A of this
Lesson, with the exception of the coupling shown as NM".

However, as coil L2 of Figure 3 is located in the magnetic
field of coil Ll, the mutual inductance provides an effect
similar to coil "IP of Figure I -A. For circuits of this type,
the amount of coupling is controlled by the relative positions
of the primary and secondary coils.
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When the coils are coupled loosely, the pass band is narrow
and, when coupled tightly, the pass band is wider. In sane

cases, this coupling is adjustable to provide variable selec-

tivity. In other cases, when a wido band is required, you
will find a capacity connected from the plate end of the
primary to thu grid end of the secondary.

LINK CIRCUITS

Another form of electromagnetic coupling is shown by the sim-
plified circuits of Figure 4. Here we have two transformers
and the secondary "L30 of one is connected to primary "IA"

of the other.

In other words, we really have the circuits of Figure o but
have moved coils Ll and L2 apart, coupling them by means of
coils L3 and L4. The circuits L3 I4 is called a "Link" be-
cause it couples, or links the tuned circuits. One advan-
tage of the link circuit is that it allows us to adjust the

coupling.

For example, the coupling between coils Ll and L3 can be
fixed and that between coils L2 and L4 can be made variable.
Thus, a small adjustment between coils L2 and L4 will vary
the coupling but have little effect on the tuned circuits.

You will find many variations of this simple link circuit
are now in use and very often the link is grounded to reduce
any capacity coupling between the tuned circuits.

TYPES OF COUPLING

From our explanation so far, you can see that in all band
pass filters, the type and amount of coupling between the
tuned circuits is important.

In Figure 1-A, the tuned circuits are coupled by the small
inductance "M", which is common to both, and you can think

of this as "Inductance Coupling".

In Figure 1-0, the tuned circuits are coupled by the conden-
ser MC, which is common to both, and you can think of this

as "Capacity Coupling".

In Figure 3, the tuned circuits are coupled by the mutual
induction between the coils of the tuned circuits. There
is a magnetic field common to both coils and you can think

of this type as "Inductive Coupling". However, the action
is similar to that of Figure 1-A which is also called an
Inductive or Direct Coupling.
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SHIELDING

We have already mentioned that energy must enter the band
pass filter circuits at one point only and therefore some
of the units must be shielded. For the circuits of Figure
1, coils L and Ll are inductively c oupled and, while it is
not necessary, if shielded they must be both be inside the
same shield. There must be no mutual induction between
coils Ll, M or L2 therefore both M and 12 should be dlaced
in separate shields.

These same general rules hold for the circuit of Figure 3
also but in Figure 1-C, it is not necessary to shield the
coupling condenser MC or the tuning condensers.

No matter what the actual arrangement of the circuits or
shields may be, their purpose is to prevent any form of
coupling between coils except that for which the circuit
is designed.

NTY1,7,R OF STAGES

So far, all Our circuits have consisted of a single stage
filter. While one stage greatly improves the performance
of a receiver, it may not provide enough selectivity unless
the following stages are well tuned.

In a complete Band Pass filter receiver, earticularly the
older models, you will often find two or more filter stages,
between the antenna and first tube, which are followed by
several stages of untunea radio frequency amplification.

Another plan is to use a one stage filter, between the anten-
na and first tube, followed by several stages of tuned high
frequency amplification. Still other receivers combine both
these plans and in the following figures of the Lesson, we
have some of the typical circuits.

PRE -SELECTOR

In Figure 5, we show the circuits of a two section filter
between the antenna and first tube and, in this position, the
filter is generally called a "Pre -Selector".

In each section, coils Ll and L2 are inductively coupled like
those of Figure 3. Coupling between the sections is like

that of Figure 1, the common inductance coil here being L3.
Checking through, in section 1 you will find two tuned cir-
cuits, Ll-C1 and L2 -C2-13 and for section 2, -circuits Cl-L1-
1.3 and C2 -T2. Also, the output circuit of section 1 and ingeb
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circuit of section 2, Figure 5, duplicate the arrangement of
Figure 1-A to provide the tuned circuit Ll-L2-C2-Cl. In addi-
tion, coils Ll and L2 of Figure 5 are coupled as explained
for the circuit of Figure 3.

You will notice all condensers of Figure 5, except the one in
the antenna circuit, are shown in two parts. The larger is
the main condenser while the smaller represents a trimmer,
These trimmers can be adjusted so. that all the main conden-
sers will tune properly with a single dial.

For Figure 6, we have the circuits of another filter with a
combination of inductive and capacity coupling. Capacity Cl
is an antenna compensating condenser which is adjusted and
set according to the length and type of antenna. In effect,
this condenser really tunes the antenna circuit to a frequen-
cy which provides efficient operation over the tuning range
of the pre -selector.

Coil LI is inductively coupled to L2 which is part of the
resonant circuit L2-02-06. Condenser C6 is also in the
resonant circuit C3 -L3 -C6 and thus couples the two tuned cir-
cuits like MC of Figure 1-C. The third tuned circuit con-
sists of L2 -C2 -C3 -L3.

Coil L3 is inductively coupled to L4 which is part of the
resonant circuit L4 -04-C7. Here, C7 is also part of the
resonant circuit C5 -L5 -C7 and/ like 061 is the capacity
coupling. Here, the third tuned circuit consists of L4 -04;r
05-L5.

Here we have a common ground connection but, in tracing, be
sure to follow only the circuits mentioned above. Notice
also, tuning condensers 03, C4 and C5 are provided with
trimmers so that they can be adjusted to tune with 02 from
a single control.

INDUCTANCE AND CAPACITY COUPLING

In the circuits of Figure 7 we have still another arrangement
of a multi -stage Band Pass filter. As in Figure 6, the an-
tenna circuit is tuned to the proper value by condenser Cl.

The first resonant circuit is made up of Ll-I2-C2-C6 and is
tuned by condenser C2. The second resonant circuit consists
of G3 -L3 -L6 -C6 and is tuned by condenser C3. Condenser 06
is common to both these circuits and therefore we have capa-
city coupling. With the exception of C61 these units also
ke up the resonant circuit, Ll-IA-C2-05-L3-L6.
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The third resonant circuit is made up of C4 -L4 -L6-07 and

-tuned by condenser C4. Coil L6 is common to both the second
and third circuits, therefore, we have a common inductance
like that of Figure 1-A.

The fourth resonant circuit is made up of C5 -L5 -L7 -C7 and

tuned by condenser 05. Condenser C7 is common to the third
and fourth circuits and, therefore, we again have a capacity
coupling.

Coils Ll and L7 are not used for coupling but, being made
with values equal to L6, slim coils L2, L3, L4 and L5 and
their tuning condensers to be of equal value.

Another good example of a band selector input to .the first
radio frequency tube is shown in Figure 8 where we have a
partial circuit of a complete receiver.

The antenna circuit is tuned broadly by condenser Cl and
coil Ll is inductively coupled to L2 in the usual way. The

first resonant circuit is made up of L2, C2 -L4 and tuned by

condenser C2. The second resonant circuit, L3 -C3 -L4 -C4 is

tuned by condenser C3. Coil 1,4, being common to both tuned

circuits, is the coupling.

The fixed condenser, c4, is not common to both circuits and
must not be considered a; a capacity coupling. Insteed,it
really is a part of a filter circuit and forms part of a
high frequency path from the upper end of R to ground.

We do not want to explain the rest of tke circuit in detail
but you will notice there is a couble impedance coupling be-
tween the tubes while each grid, screen grid and plate lead
has a filter made up of a resistance and condenser.

INDUCTIVE PRE-SFUCTOP

For Figure 9, we have a circuit used with some superheturo-
cyne receivers. The antenna circuit Las a high inductance
winding, Ll, which is inductively ccuplud to L2. Coil L2
is part of the tuned circuit L2 -C2 which is coupled induc-
tively to L3. Coil L3, in turn, is part of the tuned cir-
cuit L3 -C3 which is connected across the grid circuit of the
first r -f amplifier tube.

While it bay be a little hard to follow, the circuits here are
similar to those of Figure 1-A. Instead of the common induc-
tance IV, in Figure 9 coils L2 and L3 are wound on the same
form and the coupling is by mutual induction. To have the
small coupling required, the coils are wound the proper dis-
tances from each other. The output of the r -f tube is then fed
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through the next r-f transftrmer to the input grid of the
following tube.

MODIFIED LINK CIRCUIT

In the circuits of Figure 10, we show another arrangement of
a pre-selector and here aoin, we have the circuits of Fig-
ure 1-A but the coupling is by mutual induction between
coils L4 and L5,

Coils Ll, L2 anc! L3 are shielded, as shown by the dotted
lines, and thus the value of the coupling is controlled by
roils L4 and L5.

Pre-selectors of this type are followed by two or three
stages of tuned High Frequency amplification to make an ex..
tremely selective receiver.

There are many variations and types of band pass filter cir-
cuits and, like those we have shown here, all are based on
the simple circuits of Figures 1 and 3.

Before leaving this Lesson, be sure you understand the con-
nections and general actions of both capacity and inductive
coupling. These circuits are in common use and, in order
to do intelligent work, you must know what the various units
are supposed to do.
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COIL DESIGN

Modern Broadcast Receivers are made up of three main parts

or sections. 1 - A high frequency amplifier, 2 - a detec-
tor or modulator and 3 - an audio frequency amplifier.

That part of the receiver between the antenna and detector,

amplifies the modulated high frequency, increasing its

strength or amplitude before it is demodulated by the de-

tector. Because of the comparatively high carrier fre-
quencies, many of the coils used in these circuits have no

iron in their cores and are made with a comparatively
small number of turns.

These are known generally as radio frequency, (r -f) coils,

and for this Lesson we want to give you details of their
design. Although powdered iron cores are employed in some
types of r -f coils, our explanations will be based on the
air core types.

TYPES OF WINDINGS

There have been a wide variety of coil designs, in regard
to size, shape and method of winding but practically all of
them can be placed in one of the four general types shown
in Figures 1 to I.

However, before taking up the details of these main types,
we want to give you an idea of their general appearance and

therefore, in Figure 5, we have shown a few of the many
forms which have been, or still arc in use.

At A, the coil ends are connected to a row of plugs, which
fit into a terminal strip, making it a simple matter to re-
move or replace the coil assembly. Those shown at D and M
are similar but with ridges holding the wire away from the
main part of the form. The windings are connected to prongs
like those of a tube base.

This particular type is still quite popular, for home made
short wave receivers, where it is necessary to use several
coils to cover the desired wave bands. An ordinary tube
socket can be connected in the receiver and The various
coils plugged in, when required, as easily as a tube.

All of those contain primary and secondary windings, placed
a certain distance apart, to allow a definite magnetic
"coupling" between them. Because neither of the windings
are movable on the form, we call it "fixed coupling".
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While these coils show the windings placed along side of
each other, both wound on the outside of the form, there
are other styles. Sane coils have the primary wound over,
or on top of, a part of the secondary with a layer or tiro

of insulation in between. Others place one winding, usu-

ally the primary) on a selaller form which is slipped inside

and fastened to the larger one.

For some circuits which require a change of ctupling between
the windings, the arrangement of Figure 5-B has boon in
common use. This is similar to the vario-couplers, ex-
plained in an earlier Lesson and, by turning the rotor,
the coupling can be varied from maximum to minimn.

The same idea will be found in other types) like the one
shown at H. Here) the primary is wound on a separate form
and supported on an adjustable bracket. The coupling can
be changed to secure the best operating conditions but) is
not adjustable from the panel like the one at B. For that
reason) the form at B is called a fiSami4"ixedff type of
coupling.

As we will explain later) the coil form causes electrical
actions which increase the losses in the winding. Air is

one of the best known insulators and therefore many at.
tempts have been made to reduce the amount of solid mater-
ial in the coil form.

For example, at C, Figure 5, the cylindrical form is made
up of a ring at each end with thin strips in between. While
the strips support the wire) it is insulated mostly by air.
At E, the same idea is carried still further and the coil
is wound in the shape of a figure 8 to reduce the size of
its magnetic field. Here, there is but one piece of sup-
porting material placed at the point the turns cross* Still
another type is shown at F where the winding is bent around
in the shape of a doughnut, supported only at the center,

As we explained in the earlier Lessons, a coil has induct-
ance but between the turns there is a condenser action, which
produces a capacity. One reason for the various types we
have mentioned, is to reduce what is known as the "Distri-
buted Capacity" of the winding.

Coils A, B, C, D and M of Figure 5 are of the general type
of Figure 1 and consist of a coil, wound as a single layer
of wire on a cylindrical form of insulating material, such
as fibre) bakelite or other plastics. This is a basic type,
known as a single layer solenoid, and is made in a wide
variety of lengths and diameters.
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Figure 1 is a sectional view in which dimension line "b"
represents the length of the winding, line "d" represents
the diameter and line "a" the radius which is equal to 1/2
the diameter. Keep these dimensions in mind as we will
have more to say about them.

BANK WOUND COILS

There are some circuits which require more inductance than
can be had with the single layer coil of Figure 1, unless
it is made too large for practical use. To permit more
turns in a smaller space, the wire can be wound in layers
as shown in Figure 4. Starting at the left end of the in-
ner layer, the turns go to the right, then out to the second
layer and back to the left. While a winding of this type
has far more inductance than the single layer winding of
similar dimensions it also has a greater distributed
capacity.

Going back to the earlier Lessons, you will remember there
is a voltage drop across a coil whenever there is current
in it and this drop, or difference in potential, is spread
evenly all the way along the wire. Following the numbers

on the upper part of Figure 4, the voltage drop between
turns "1" and "2' will be that caused by the length of wire
in one turn. However, "22" is also next to "1' and the
voltage drop, or difference in potential here, will be
equal to that caused by 21 turns of wire.

In the earlier Lesson on Condensers we told you the amount
of charge was expressed by the formula --

Q CE

When Q = quantity of charge in coulombs
C = capacity in farads
E = voltage across the condenser

The effect of the distributed capacity will be proportional
to the amount of charge therefore, although the actual value
of capacity is the same, with 21 times the voltage between
turns 1 and 22, there will be 21 times the capacity effect
as between turns 1 and 2.

To cut down the losses produced by this action, the Bank
Winding of Figure 3 is often used. The turns are wound in
the order of the numbers and you will see there are never
more than 4 turns between any two wires which lie next to
each other. In this way, the distributed capacity is cut
down to a value low enough to make the coil more efficient.
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A good example of this type of winding is shown in Figure 5-H
where we have a cut away form, the winding being made in
several banks with a space between each.

HONEYCO'AM COILS

One of the first forms of windings for Radio circuits was
the Honeycomb Coil. It is layer wound, but the turns of
each layer are at an angle to those of the layers above and
below. By this method, the turns close to each other are
not parallel and thus the capacity is reduced.

Figure 5-K will give you a good idea of the appearance of
a honeycomb coil in its mounting. The coils were made in
a standard width but with from 50 to 1500 or more turns,
providing almost any value of inductance. Being wound in

layers, the diameter increases as turns are added.

Many modern circuits employ coils which are similar to the
"Honeycomb" but are known as "Universal Wound" or "Lattice
Wound". Here again, the winding is made on the general plan
of Figure 4 but the turns of each layer are placed at an
angle to those above and below.

Instead of the large diameter shown in Figure 5-K, these
later models are wound on a dowel of wood or other insula-
ting material from 1/4" to 1/2" in diameter. In Figure

5-JG, we show two of them mounted in a glass tube and while
the dimensions of the complete coils are quite small,
values of inductance may be comparatively high.

Another type of winding, shown in Figure 2, is a combina-

tion of Figures 1 and 4. The wire is wound in layers but
with only one turn to each layer. This we call a "Disk" or
"Pancake Winding" and, like the bank winding of Figure 3,
the difference in voltage between adjacent turns is quite
law.

good example of this type is the "Paddlewheel" inductance
of Figure 5-L, which is made up of a number of disks or
"pies" electrically connected in series. Here, the capacity
of each disk is low and the spacing between the disks re-
duces the distributed capacity of the entire winding.

SPIDERWEB COILS

Another type of winding, made somewhat on the same plan,, is
the spiderweb coil of Figure 5-N. A form of sheet fibre,
cardboard or bakelite, has an odd number of slots cut in it
and the wire is wound around, down through one slot and up
through the next.



-
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There are many varieties of this type of winding and, when
wooden pegs are used in place of the flat form, it is often

called a basket -weave. Imagine the form of Figure 5-N made

up of a wooden hub with an odd number of pegs, arranged like

the spokes in a wheel. The wire can be wound under one peg

and over the next, or under one, over the next two, under
the next two, and so on.

After the winding is finished and tied together, the pegs
can be removed, leaving coils like those of Figure 5-J.

Here, there is practically no form material and the capa-
city is further reduced because adjacent turns are kept
as far apart as possible.

Other types of basket -weave coils are made by placing a
circle of pegs at right angles to a wooden base. The wire

is then wound around the pegs as explained above.

We mention these various types of windings to give you an
idea of the different forms of coils which have been, or
are, in common use for the inductance units of the resonant

circuits of a High or Radio Frevency Amplifier. In every

case, the object is to produce the correct value of induc-

tance with the least amount of distributed capacity or
other actions that will cause a loss of energ:i.

In modern Broadcast Receivers the various coils have bcan
fairly well standardized and, in most cases, the aesemely
includes a metal shield. The general arrangement -and af2..
pearance can be seen in Figures 6 and 7 where we show sev-
eral models of Meissner coils with 1,he shield cut away to
expose the windings.

Figure illustrates an antenna or r -f coil with a secon-
dary, bank wound on the general plan of Figure 3 and a pri-
mary, wound on the general plan of Figure 5-G. The coil
assembly is mounted over an opening in the metal chassis
and circuit connections are made on the underside of the
chassis to lugs riveted on the lower end of the coil form.

The coil of Figure 6-B is of the same general type but is
mounted in a square shield can and the illustration shows
the spade lugs which are riveted to the lower part of the
shield to provide a method of mounting. The secondary
coil is made of "Litz" wire, to reduce losses, and is wound
by a special arrangement known as "Universal Progressive".
This is a combination of the bank and universal methods of
winding and improves the efficiency of the coil.

For Figure 7 we show the popular type of intermediate fre-
quency transformer used in Superheterodyne Receivers.
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Although the details of the action and purpose of these units
will be explained in a later Lesson, at this time we want
you to notice there are two universal wound coils, wound
on a common form with adjustable trimmer condenser mounted
at the top. Holes in the shield permit adjustments to be
made.

While the windings of Figure 7-h are clearly visible, to
exclude moisture, many coil assemblies are dipped in hot
wax, or similar compounds, to give them the general appear-
ance of Figure 7-B. Unlike some of the older types of
Figure 5, the coils of Figures 6 and 7 are completely en-
closed and therefore only the shield cans are seem by a
visible inspection of the receiver chassis.

INDUCTANCE

From the earlier Lessons, you know a tuned, or resonant,
circuit must have certain values of inductance and capacity.
While various plans have been worked out, the common method
is to use a coil, or inductance, of fixed value and, by
means of a variable condenser, charge the value of capa-
city in order to tune the circuit until it is resonant at
the carrier frequency of the desired signal.

The alternate method, often called "Permeability" tuning,
is accomplished by a mechanically movable core, usually
made of powdered iron, and arranged to slide inside the
coil.. By changing the position of this movable core, the
permeability of the magnetic circuit is changed and thus,
the inductance of the coil can be altered. This arrange-
ment employs a fixed condenser is conjunction with the coil
and the circuit is tuned by changing the position of the
movable core.

FACTORS QONTROLIING INDUCTANCE

Thinking of a common type of coil, wound on the general plan
of Figure 1, the value of its inductance will depend on four
main factors.

1. The size of diameter of the form.
2. Total length of winding.
3. The number of turns.
4. Material used for the core.

Before going ahead, we want to remind you here that induct,.
tance is due to electromagnetic induction. If the action
is not clear in your mind, review the earlier Lessons on
Electro-Nhgnets, Induction and Inductive Reactance.
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To illustrate factor No. 1 above, suppose we have two simrle
coils, Loth wound with the same size Nire and the same num-
ber of turns. While both use the same material for the form,
one is 1 inch in diameter, while the other it 2 inches in
diameter. Without going into all the electrical details,
you can understand that here, other thin2,s being equal, the
larger coil will have the greater inductance because its
greater length of wire will cause greater induction.

Factor 2, "The total length of winding" can be easily fol-
lowed in Figure H. Esre we have two coils, both wound on
forms of the same material and diameter, each having the
same number of turns. Instead of being wound close tog'ether,
the coil at the left has Lhe turns separated so that it re-
quires a total length of 2 inches for tha entire winding.

The coil on Lhe right is exactly like that on the left ex-
cept the turns are closer and the total length is but 1-1/2
inches. Because the turns are closer, the induction be
tween thsm is re.?tr and tulle the =.horter windin:!, on
the right, hes the pro%t3r indectanoe..

Factor 3, "The number of turns", is shown in Figure 9 where
again we have two coils wound on forms of the same size and
material with the same size of wire. Here however, the
left coil has but 25 turns while the other has 35 turns.
In both cases, the turns are clos.3 together making the 65
turn winding longer. Because of the larger number of turns,
the coil on the right will have a greeter inductance than
the one of the left.

Should smaller wiry be used, so that the 35 turns of the
right hand coil make a winding of the same length as the
left hand 25 turn coil, the larger number of turns will
oause the coil on the right to have a greater inductance
than the one on the left.

For factor 4, "Yhterial used for core", in Figure 10 we
show two coils having equal aimensions and an equal number
of turns. Here, the right hand c)il has a laminated iron
core and, because of the magnetic auslity of iron, will
have a much greater inductance than the one on the left.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS

We have already told you that most radio frequency circuits
contain a variable condenser for tuning. The condenser ad-
justment is mechanical and, as they are easily secured in
many forms, we will nit take time here to e7plain them.
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Electrically however, the variable condenser will have a

certain maximum capacity, or rating, when the rotor plates

are meshed all the way into the stator platen. Tt is this

capacity which determines the size of a condenser.

Then the rotor plates a -e turned all the way out, there is

still solee capacity, which we call "Minimum". Mile there

is quite a variation in the minimum capacity of various

types having equal maximum capacity, most of those on the

market will give satisfactory results.

OSCILLATION CONSTANT

In the Lesson on "Resonant Circuitsu, ae gave you the formulas

kc t. 159 160
-7LC

Wavelength = 1.8 341;T3

in lehich "L" was -the inductance in m4.crohenrys and UCH the

capacity in micro-nicrofarads. For your work here, HIP

represents the inductance of the coil and "Cu the capacity

of the variable coral-Jnser.

Suppose we have a variable condenser, -lith a maximum capacity

of 350 mmfd, and lant to wind e coil wh7thh, when connected

across the condenser, will form a tuned circuit that will be

resonant at a frequency cf 545 kc, equivalent to a ravelength

of 550 meters. TLus we have definite values of frequency,
wavelength and capacity for calculating the required value of

inductance, "L".

To simplify the work, ws can transpose the terms of the

formulas to mae them read --

L , (152160)2
(1.m )ac

L = C;'aveler002
(1.884)20

Substituting the values given for this example,

L = (159163)2 _ 2533190E600
(545)2 x 550 27025 x 350

L 25331905600 = 243 + microhenrys
10358750
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Substituting in the Wavelength equation,

L =
(550)2 302500

(1.884) x 350 - 3.55 x 350

302500
L - 243+ microhenrys

1 242

Therefore, the coil requires an inductance of 243 microhenrys
in order to tune the circuit to 545 kc or the equivalent
wavelength of 550 meters. If the circuit is to be used in
a Broadcast Receiver, it must tune to L600 kc or 187.5 meters
when the variable condenser is set at its position of minimum
capacity.

To calculate the required value of capacity, with known val-
ues of frequency, wavelength and inductance, we tan transpose
the formulas to read,

CF9160)2=
kc)2 x L

C =
(1.884) x L

and substituting the known values of frequency and induct-
ance,

(159160)2 25331905600
- (1600)2 x 243.5 = 2560000 x 245.5

G 2b53190560U = 40.6 mmfd
6256J300

Substituting the known values of Wavelength and Inductance
in the Wavelength equation,

C
(187.5)2 35156

=
(1.884) x 243.5 - 3.55 x 243.5

356
C 815= 40.6 mmfd64

Which tells us the minimum capacity of the condens3r must
be 40.6 mmfd. We give you this figure simply to show how
the formula is used because the ratio between maximum and
minimum capacity is fixed by the mechanical construction
of the variable condenser and is usually about 10 to 1.

What with the square root sign, decimals and fairly large
figures for frequency or wavelength, it is quite a job to
work out the values for each particular circuit. However,
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as the values of L and C are the only variables and are al-
ways multiplied, we call their product the oscillation
constant.

Like other similar factors, the "LC" constant has been cal-
culated for all ordinary wavelengths; and the table at tho
end of this Lesson will give you the values in most comnun
use.

The first column lists the wavelength in meters, the second,
the corresponding frequency in kilocycles and the third,
the produce of "LC" with L in microhenrys and C in micro -
farads.

Because both units are in common use, for the former ex-
amples we gave the capacity in mmfd while the table is cal-
culated for Capacity in mfd. To compensate for this differ-.
ence you need remember only that, to change mfd to m-Ifd,
move the decimal point six places to the right and, to
change mmfd to mfd, move the decimal six places to the left,

Following this rule, the 350 mmfd condenser of the former
example has a rgpaCity of .00035 mfd. The same relation-
ship holds for the "LC" constant of the table and, for
capacity values in mmfd, molt° the decimal six places to
the right.

Take the problem we just worked, using a .0D035 mfd con-
denser and solving for the value of L to tune 550 meters.
Going down the Wavelength(Meters)11 colum to 550 we find
the frequency is 545 kc and the "LC", or oscillation con-
stant is .08519. ge know the value of C is .00)35 mfd and
therefore divide .08519 by .00035 which gives us 243
ticrohenrys, the same as before.

Changing the capacity value to 350 mmfd, and moving the
decimal of the 1'101 constant six places to the right, the
problem beeomes 85190 divided by 3-50 which again gives
approximately 243.

You will find this table useful also for converting wave-
length to frequency or frequency to wavelength. All you
have to do is read down to the frequency or wavelength you
want, and opposite to it, in the proper column, you will
find the corresponding value.

For example, to find the frequency at a wavelength of 400
meters, you follow down the "Meter" column to 400 and go
over to the 'Ike" column where you find 750. That tells
you a wavelength of 400 meters has a frequency of 750 kc.



-
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By substituting in the fprmula, or by using the table, you

can calculate the value of inductance which is needed to

cause a circuit to be resonant at any wavelength or fre-

quency with any given value of capacity. Following the

same general steps, you can calculate the required value of

capacity to use with any given inductance.

INDUCTANCE FORMULAS

While there are a large number of rather complicated formu-
las for calculating the inductance of various types of coils,
for this Lesson we are interested only in those which, as
shown in Figures 8 and 9, have an "air" core.

The following simplified formulas, which are sufficiently
accurate for most ordinary work, are known as "Emperical"
because they are the result of experimental measurements on
many coils of various sizes and shapes. By definition, an
emperical formula is one founded on experimental data only
and not deduced from purely theoretical considerations.

SINGLE LAYER SOLENOIDS

The type of coil shown in Figures 1 and 11 is known as a
single layer solenoid and its inductance can be calculated
by the formula,

a2N2
L = ()

Oa + 10b

When L = inductance in microhertrys
a = radius in inches
b : length of coil, in inches
N = number of turns.

Looking at Figure 11, you will see that "a" is equal to 1/2
of the diameter "d", or that = 2a". The length of the
coil, "b", refers to the winding only, regardless of the
length of the form.

While the formula is usually stated in the form shown above,
for most practical problems it is necessary to calculate
the number of turns of wire which will have the desired
value of inductance when made up into a coil of known length
and diameter.

For problems of this kind, the simplest method of solution
is to first transpose the terms of the formula so that the
letter 'N" appears as the first member. Without going in-
to deLnil at this time, formula (1) above can be transposed
and written as,
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(2)

To show you exactly how this information can be put to prac-
tical use, suppose you are building a short wave receiver,
using plug-in coils, and have installed tuning condensers
with a maximum capacity of 140 mmfd, which is equal to

.00014 mfd. You intend to wind your own coils, on the gen-
eral plan of Figure )1, and want to start with one which
will make it possible to tune from 150 meters down to 70
meters or less.

As the condenser is rated at its maximum capacity, you base
your calculations on the highest wavelength, or lowest fre-

quency, because that is where the circuit will be resonant
when the coil is properly conuected and the movable plates
of the condenser are fully meshed. Therefore, you turn to
the table and find, with a wavelength of 150 meters, the
"LC" constant has a value of .006535. PS an equation, for
this condition you can vvrite,

LC = .006535

As the condensers have a maximum capacity of .00014 mfd,
you substitute this value for the "C" of the equation and

have,

L(.00014) = .006335

and trans posing the terms,

.006335
L =

.00014

Dividing .006335 by .00014,

L = 45.25 microhenrys.

By this plan, it is necessary to make but one simple divi-
sion to find the inductance required in the coil.

To actually make the coil, you require some sort of bakelite,
fibre or other similar material in the shape of a tube or
form on which to wind the wire. To have some definite val-
ues, we will -assume you measure the coil form and find it
has a- diameter, "d" of 1.5 inches. Rise, you decide to make
the winding have a length, "b", of 2 inches. Looking at
Figure 11, you see that "d = 2a" and therefore a = d/2 =
1.5/2 = .75 inch.

Your next step is to substitute these values for the letters
in equation (2), which you write as,



-
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V45.25(9 x 4. 10 x 2)
N .75

145.25 (6.75 20)

.75

05.25 x26.75
.75

N lagi2
1 .75

Following the steps given in an earlier Lesson, you extract
the square root of 1210 as follows,

3 4. 7 8

/12/10./00/00
9

64 / 3 10

2 56

687 / 54 00
48 09

6948 / 5 91 00

5 55 84

Then you write

= 34.78
N

.75

and dividing 34.78 by .75, find that,

N = 46.37 turns.

Knowing the number of turns and the space in which they must
be wound, to select the size of wire to use, you can refer
to the following table.

.4INDING TABLE

B & S
Gauge

Approximate Turns per inch
Bare Enamel D.C.C. D.S:C.

Feet
Per Ohm

Feet
per lb.
D.C.C.

14 16 14 13 388 77

16 20 18 16 244 119

18 25 23 20 154 188

20 31 29 24 97 298

22 39 36 29 61 460

24 50 45 34 38 38 745

26 -63 57 40 45 24 1120

28 79 71 45 53 15 1760

30 100 88 51 67 f') 2534

32 126 120 60 77 6 3137

D.C.C. - Double Cotton Covered, D.S.C. - Double Silk Covered



ID
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As your coil requires approxiMately 46 turns i a space of

two inches you divide 46 by 2 to find a value of 23 turns

per inch. Checking back over the table, you see a #18 bare,

#18 enamel or #20 D.C.C. wire will meet the spare require-
ments by winding the turns close to each other. However,

as the turns must be insulated from each other, it would be

poor policy to use the #18 bare wire.

You decide to use #20 D.C.C. wire but want to find out how

much to buy as well as the d-o resistance of the coil. To

find the total length of the wire, you calculate the length

of one turn and multiply this value by the number of turns.
No doubt you remember that the circumference of a circle is
3.1416 times its diameter and here, with a 1.5 inch diameter,

each turn will be 1.5 x 3.1416 = 4.71 inches.

For 46 turns, the total length will be 46 x 4.71 = 216.66

inches which, divided by 12, equals approximately 18 ft.
To this you add a foot or so, to allow for making connec-
tions, and decide that 19 feet of wire will do the job.

Going back to the winding table, in the right hand column,

you find #20 D.C.C. requires 298 feet to make up one pound

so that 19 ft will weigh 19 divided by 298 or .0637 pound.
As there are 16 ounces to a pound, and 16 x .0637 = 1.019,
you need just a little more than one ounce of'wire.

To find the d-c resistance of the coil, you refer to the
sixth column of the winding table and find #20 has a value
of 97 "Feet oer Ohm". Your coil of 19 feet therefore has a
resistance of 19 divided by 97 or approximately .2 ohm,

SIZE OF WIRE

For some applications, the size of wire is determined by the

amount of current it must carry but here, as the current is

comparatively small, the main requirement is the space the

wire will occupy. Therefore, either the #18 enamel or #20
D.C.C. would be satisfactory and, with the turns wound close,

would provide the desired inductance in the required space.

Due to "Distributed Capacity", mentioned earlier in this

Lesson, it is often desirable to wind the coil with a space
between the turns and, as the length of the coil must not

be changed smaller wire can be used.

For example, the winding table
winds 45 turns to the inch and
turns in two inches, the space
about equal to the diameter of

states that #24 enamel wire
using this size, to wind 46
between the turns would be
the wire.
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Remember here, from formula (2), you found that a coil of 46

turns, inches long and 1-1/2 inches in diameter has an in-
ductance of 45.25 microhenrys. Nothing was said about size

of wire or spacing between turns and therefore you knot;

these factors have no effect, as far as the inductance is
concerned.

FRE4UENCY RPNGE

With the coil designed for the highest wavelength, or low-
est frequency, you want to find the range over which it will
tune. In other words, you want to find the lowest wave
length or highest frequency at which the coil and condenser
circuit will be resonant.

Nest modern tuning condensers aro sold with definite stated
values of maximum and minimum capacity but, if the minimum
is not known, it can he considered as one tenth of the max-
imum eapacity. On this basis, your condenser, with .00014
mfd maximum capacity a.i1l have .1 x .00314 or .000014 mfd

minimum capacity.

To find the "LC" constant, you multiply the 45.25 microhenrys
by the .000014 mfd for a product of .0006335. Referring to
the "LC" table you see the value is .00057 for 45 meters and
.0007039 for 50 meters. Comparing this with the .0)06335,
you decide the circuit will tune to approximately 47 or 48
meters.

For this explanation, we have follvied the ordinary proce-
dure in which the variable, or tuning condenser is purchased
as a finished unit with definite values of maximum and min-
imum capacity. The coil form is also purchased as a pi,ce
of tubing or complete with prongs to plug into a tube
socket.

To wind a coil which, when connected properly to the con-
denser, will male up a circuit that will be resonant at the
desired wavelengths or frequencies, the only remaining fac...
tors are the length of winding, "b", end the numl,er of turns,
"N".

While there are variations, in general, you will find that
single layer solenoid coils are apnroximately "square".
That is, the length "b", has about the same value as the
diameter "d". Therefore, taking all of these into consid-
eration, it is necessary to calculate only for "N".
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DISK WINDINGS

For soils of the general type of Figure 2, the conditions
are somewhat different but again, there is a simple formula
which is sufficiently accurate for all ordinary work. Look-
ing at Figure 2, you will see the winding has practically
no length "b" but, there is a difference between the radius
"a" of the inner and outer turns. This difference is marked
"c" and for the value of "a", the average radius is calcu-
lated.

For example, suppose the radius of the inner turn is 1/2"
and that of the outer turn is P. The difference between
them is 1" - 1/2" = 1/2" for the value of the "c". The
average radius is (1" 1/2") 2 = 3/4" for the value of
"a". To find the inductance, these values can be substi-
tuted into the formula,

a2N2
L =

8a 110

When L = Inductance in microhenrys
a = Average radius, in inches
c = Depth of winding, in inches
N = Number of turns.

(3)

Here again, it is usually the number of turns which must be
calculated and therefore the terms of the formula can be
transposed to,

(8a + lie)
N (4)

a

This formuly is used with coils of the general type of Fig-
ure 2 the same as explained for formula (2) and coils like
that of Figure 1.

MULTILAYER COILS

The coils shown in Figure 3 and 4 combine the dimensions of
Figures 3 and 2 and for this type the general formula is
written as,

.8 a2N2
L =

6a 4- 9b 10c

When L = Inductance in microhenrys
a = Average radius, in inches
b = Length of winding, in inches
e = Depth of winding, in inches
N = Number of turns

(5)
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Like the other formulas, the terms can be transposed to sim-
plify the problems which require the calculation of the num-

ber of turns and ',cormula (5) can be written as,

iL(6a 9b Ij0c)
(6)

.8 a

HIGH FREUENGY RESISTANCE

In a high, or Radio Frequency circuit, the current is not
distributed equally through all parts of a wire because the
flux, at the center, forces it toward the outer surfaces.
This action increases with frequency until, at ultra high
values, the current appears to travel in the space adjacent
to the outer surface of the wire.

This action, known as "Skin Effect", reduces the effective
area of the wire and thus increases its effective resistance.
Occurring only at the higher frequencies, this effective re-
sistance is often called the "High Frequency Resistance" to
distinguish it from the d -c or ohmic resistance of the wire.

In the case of a coil, the value of high frequency resist-
ance will depend on the frequency, material of the form or
core as well as the shape of the winding, and may be many
times the ohmic resistance of the ainding.

As in other a -c circuits, the resistance consumes or dissi-
pates energy while the reactance does not therefore, as a
coil is designed primarily as an inductance, its efficiency
is controlled by the ratio of the raactance to the resist-
ance. Jm previously explained, this ratio is known as the
"Q" of a coil and the resistance is the effective value which
ineludes the high frequency resistance.

For this reason, we often think of the resistance as repre-
senting the loss of a coil and, naturally want to keep it at
as low a value as possible. Although not alluays true, in
general, the best size of wire to use for a coil is the
largest that can be wound in the proper space. Due to the
skin effect, you will find many high frequency coils wound
with tubing instead of solid wire.

For Broadcast coils, the high frequency resistance can be
reduced by the use of litzendraht (litz) vv ire, made up of a
number of small separately insulated strands. These strands
are properly transposed or woven so that each one success-
ively takes all possible positions in the cross section of
the complete conductor. This arrangement reduces the skin
effect and thus reduces the high frequency resistance.
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Commercial litz wire is made in a number of sizes such as
ten No. 38 wires, ten No. 41 wires and seven Do. hl vires,
each individual strand being enameled to provide the reeuired
insulation. The ccntplete conductor is then insulaued 113

methods and materials sinilar to those used f)r cnd
other stranded wires. Thus, the plan of windinc7, .expin:ned

for Figure 6-B, plus the use of litz wire, provides c
of high merit or high "Q".

At frequencies above 1500 kc, litz wire shows little elven-
tage over ordinary conductors, therefore, you will find it
used mainly for Broadcast Receiver coils.

DISTRIBUTED CAPACIT=

In explaining the coils of Figures 3 and q we merltioned the
difference in voltare between adjacent turns .1nd its relalion
to the "DistrfJuted Capacit7" effect.

Going back to the former Lesson on Condensers, we toad you
that a simple condenser is made cf two plates, or sore elr,c-
trical conductor, separated by an insulate:. As th' turrs
of a coil are insult ted from each otncr, acco:ainr to this
general difinition, they form a simple condenser.

The fact that the wire is continuous and all adjacent turns
are connected does not enter into this pamIcular action be-
cause, with a difference in volta:,-e between theni adjacent
turns act the same as if they were connected to opposite
terminals of a battery or otter source of electricity.

To help you see the action, for Figure 13 we have drawn a
few turns of wire and included condenser symbols to Indicate
the capacity between the various turns. These symbols show
the action at separate points only but the effect is the
same for the entire length of the winding.

Checking the condenser symbols, shown by dottea lines in
Figure 13, you can see there is capacitance, not cni: be-
tween adjacent turns but between each and eve:7 turn as
well as to ground. The total effect of this action is
equivalent to a single capacity, of equal value/ connected
across, or in parallel to the etitire poll.

Thus, in addition to the resistance of the wire, we have an
inductance and capacity in parallel, both actually in the
coil itself. Therefore, the coil contains the recuired corn-
ponentb of a tuned circuit and will be resonant at some fre-
quency.
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In an a -c circuit, a capacity or condenser is considered as

a reactance but, in practice, there is always some loss of

energy in the dielectric. This is true for the distributed
capacity therefore we think of these losses as increasing
the effective resistance of the coil. This is ore reason

why, to maintain a high "Cr, the distributed capacity of a

coil should be kept as low as possible.

Notice also, the distributed capacity is in the same elec-

trical position as the variable condenser usually used to

tune a circuit. Therefore, the distributed capacity is
added to that of the variable condenser and tends to prevent

the circuit from tuning to a resonant frequency as high as

indicated by calculations which include only the capacity

of the tuning condensers.

We told you that the main reason for the various forms of

coils shown in Figure 5 was to reduce the distributed capa-
city and thus, because of the actions mentioned above, many
of them were sold as "Low Loss" units.

PRIMARY WINDINGS

So far, we have explained only the methods of finding the in-

ductance and number of turns of the winding connected in the

tuned circuit which, for the common type coils of Figure 6,

is the secondary. This type of coil is known as an r -f trans-

former because it has a primary winding which is coupled in-

ductively to the secondary.

Unlike the secondary, the primary is not tuned and usually
is in the antenna circuit or acts as the "Load" in the plate

circuit of a preceding tube. For this latter condition, the
units of Figure 6 are used as a method of coupling the plate

circuit of one tube to the grid circuit of the following tube.

Due to the comparatively loose coupling, in this case, the
secondary voltage depends ohJy to a small extent upon the
"Turns Ratio" between the secondary and primary. The main

requirement of the primary is that its impedance be of such
value, compared to the plate impedance of the tube, that
there will be the greatest obtainable voltage drop across it.

Because of the comparatively high plate impedance of the
later types of tubes, it is 4npra-rtical to obtain sufficient
inductanrle with a single layer primary on the plan of Figure

1. Instead, the winding is made on the plan of those ex-
plained for Figure 6.
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The ratio betwPen the upper and lower frequencies of the
Broadcast bpnd is approximstely 3 to I therefore, the induc-
tive reactance of the primary will vary by a like ratio. As

a result of this action, the Lransfer of energy, from primary

to secondary will not be uniform over the entire band. This

condition can be improved by the use of a small capacity,
usually in the form of a single turn of insulated wire, wound
over the grid end of the secondary and connected to the plate

end of the primary. This can be seen in Figure 6-A where the
central lug has one 1, ire to the primary and one to the upper

end of the secondary.

COUPLING

Whenever two coils are used for the transfer of energy, we
say there is a coupling between them. This coupling may be

"Magnetic" or "Inductive", as shown in Figure 6 where the
aoils are placed so that the mrgnetic flux of tne primary
cuts the secondary. The couplin4 may also be made by means
of a condenser as mentioned above and also explained in the
earlier Lessons.

Using the arrangement of Figure 7 as an example, when the
coils are close together, we say they are "Tightly Coupled"
and when comparatively far apart, we call them "Loosely
Coupled".

The coupling has an effect on the action and at this time we
want to mention only the general rules: The more loose the
coupling, the lower the amplification but the greeter the
selectivity.

The explanations of this Lesson apply only to coils with
air cores, designed to operate at comparatively high fre-
quencies. In Electronic equipment, you will find them in
r-f or carrier frequency circuits and in nearly all inter-
mediate frequency amplifiers.
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Wave
Length
(Meters)

Frequency
(KC) (LC)

Wave
Length
(Dieters)

Frequency
(KC) (LC)

1

2

3

4

5

300,000
1503000.
100,000
753, 000

60, 000

.0000003

.0000011

.0000025

.000001.5

.0000070

175

180
185

190
195

1, 714

1,667
1,622
1,579
1,538

.008620

.009120
069634
.01016
.01(771

6

7

8

9

10

50, 000

42,860
37,,500

3,333
30,000

.CO00101

.0000138

.0000100

.0000228

.0000282

200
210
220
230
240

1,500
1,429
1,364
1,204
1,250

.01126

.01241

.01362

.01489

.01622

15

2.0

25

30
35

80,000
15, 000

122000
10,000
8,571

.0000634

.0001.126

.0001';60

.0002533

.0003448

250
260
270
280
290

1,200
1,154
1,111
1,071
1,034

.01760
01903

02062
02207
.02366

40
45

50
55
60

7,500
6,667
6,000
5,454
5,000

.0004503

.0005700

.0007039

.0008519

.001014

300
310
320
33 0

340

1,000
967
937

909
882

.02533

.02705

.02883

.02066

0032&5

65

70

75

80
85

4,615
4,286
4, 000

3 9750

3,529

.Q01188

.001378

.001583

.001801

.002034

350
360
370
380
390

C57
833
810
789
769

.03448

.03648

.03854
004065
.04277

90
95

100
105
110

2,333
3,158
3,000
29857
2,727

.002280

.002541

.002816

.003105

.003404

400
410
420
430
440

750
731

714
697
681

.04503

.04733

.04966
i05204
.05446

115

120
125
130
135

23609
2,500
2 5400

29308
2,222

.003721

.004052

.004397

.004757

.005130

450
460
470
480
490

666
652
638
625

612

.05700

.05960

.06219

.06485

.06759

140
145
150
155
160

2,144
2.069
2, 000

1,935
1,875

.005518

.005919

.006335

.006760

.007204

500
510
520
530
540

600
588
576
566
555

. 0703 9

907327
07606
.07905
.08208

550 545 .08519
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A little neglect may breed mischief.
For want of a nail, the shoe was lost;
For want of a shoe, the horse was lost;
For want of a horse, the rider was lost.

. . . Franklin
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TRF RECEIVERS

In spite of the almost unlimited number of developments in
Radio, there have been but three basic types cf receiver cir-
cuits. These are usually considered as the Regenerative
Detector, Tuned Radio Frequency (trf) and the Superhetero-
dyne.

As explained in the earlier Lessons, before the advent of
Radio Tubes, the common type of receiver employed a crystal
detector but there was no satisfactory method of amplifying
the signals. As all receivers reauire some form of detector,
this is not considered as one of the basic types mentioned
above.

Shortly after its invention, the three element vacuum tube
replaced the crystal because of its improved stability and
sensitivity as a detector. However, the simple one tube
receiver, as shown in Figure 1, did not differ greatly from
the crystal receiver, as far as its circuits were concerned.

In contrast, the regenerative detector, explained in the
earlier Simple Recei-er Lesson, employed a new idea by feed-
ing a portion of the output energy back to the input circuit.
That is why this form of circuit is considered usually es
one of the three basic types.

During those early days of Radio, the object of most experi-
menters was to increase the sensitivity of the receiver, be-
cause the comparatively small number of Broadcast stations
made selectivity of secondary importance. Therefore, as
soon as their amplifying action was discovered, triode tubes
were employed to increase the amplitude of the detector sig-
nal output.

Following this plan, it became common practice to build re-
ceivers with one or more stages of audio amplification be-
tween the regenerative detector output and the headphones.
While this plan increased the amplitude or volume of the
signals, it did not improve the sensitivity or selectivity
of the detector.

R -F AMPLIFIERS

To make improvements in this respect, it was necessary to
increase the amplitude or strength of the signal before it
reached the detector and therefore, one or more stages of
amplification were built in between the antenna and the de-
tector. To produce the desired result, these stages were
designed to operate at the frequencies of the Radio carriers
and therefore are known as Radio Frequency (r -f) amplifiers.
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To show these developmtrnts in simplified circuit form, for

Figure 1 we have drawn a simple one tube receiver circuit

which consists of an antenna coil, with primary and tuned

secondary, a grid leak detector and headphones. As the

action -of this circuit was explained in the Simple Receiver

Lesson, we will not repeat: However, ff the various actions

are not clear in your mind, a review of the former Lesson

will be of benefit.

For the circuits of Figura 2, we show all the units of Figure

1, but here, the voltage developed across the tuned circuit,

L2-Cl, is impressed on the gr!el of the "R -F Amp" tube. To

simplify this drawing, we show no provision for grid bias
voltage therefore you can assume the plate voltage is cf a

value loin enough to allow proper operlton wren the grid re-

turn connects to "A-".

As previously explained, the action of the tuned secondary

circuit is to produce a hither voltage at tAe desired reso-
nant'frequency only and t! -us, corpared to tile antenna cir-

cuit, it provides increasd sensitivity and selectivity.

AsAing as an arplificr, the tube does not cause a change in

frequency and thus, the changes of plate cerrcht Jill vary
with the changes of signal voltage en the grid. The changes

of plate current cause corresponding uhangcs of voltage drop
across coil L3 and these, in turn, induce vol -eagcs of like

frequency in coil L4 which is tuned by variabe condenser C4.

Noticc here, tho arrrngcment of Ll-L2-C1 stmilar to th?it

of L3 -L4-04 and, due to the amplifying action of the tube,

the voltage across L3 will be greater than that across Li.
This means the voltage across 14-C4 will be grater than that

across L2-Cl and, as L4 -C4 replaces L2-Cl of Figure 1, the
detector ineut signal voltage is greater.

This arrangement is hnoun as an r -f amplifier and while that
shown in Figure 2 consists of but one stage, two or more
stages may be connected in cascade to increase the action
still further.

Comparing the circuits again, you will find resistor R2 of
Figure 2 replaces the headphones of Figure 1, while the cir-
cuit of condenser C3 is not changed. Thus, the dc.tcctor

plate current, carried by the phorcs of Figure 1, is carried
by resistor R2 of Figure 2.

To increase the amplitude or strength of the sigrals, the
detector is resistance coupled to the "A -F Amp" tube by the
combination of the plate resistor R2, coupling condenser C5
and grid resistor R3. The change of detector plate current
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produce correspc,nding changes of voltage drop across R2
thereby causing coupling condenser C5 to charge and dis-
charge. The charge and discharge currents, carried by R3,
cause corresponding changes of voltage drop which are
pressed on the grid of the "A -F Amp tube.

This tube operates as an audio amplifier and the phones,
connected in series with the plate, carry the plate current.
Due to the amplifying action, the changes of the amplifier
tube plate current are greater than those of the detector
and thus the phone signals are louaer.

Thus, the arrangement of Figure 2 comprises a three tube
receiver made up of an r -f stage, a detector and one a -f
stage. The operation of the detector is the same as that
of Figure 1 but the r -f stage provides added sensitivity
and selectivity while the a -f stage adds volume or ampli-
tude to the signal in the plate or output circuit of the
detector.

In Figure 1, the "Bi.. terminal connects to the detector
plate through the headphone while, in Figure 2, the fl13-01
terminal connects to the ".L -F Amp!? plate t'lrough the head-
phones, to the detector plate through resistor R2 and to
the "R -F Amp" plate through coil L3,

All grid returns connect to the "B -A-" terminal -- the "R -F

Amp" through coil L2, the detector through resistor R1 and
coil L4, while the "A -F Amp" return is through R3.

One side of each tube filament connects to the 11111+" terminal
while the other side of each filament connects to the "B A-"
terminal. Thus, the supply circuits of Figure 1 have been
extended to corresponding elements of all three tubes of
Figure 2.

INPUT CIRCUITS

For simplicity, no volume control or power supply is shown
in the circuits of Figures 1 and 2. Therefore, for the cir-
cuits of Figure 3 we show the diagram of a complete modern
type of 4 tube, trf receiver.

As far as the signals are concerned, the arrangement is the
same as that of Figure 2, although different types of tubes
are installed. Here, there is a 12SK7, r -f Pentode for the
r -f amplifier stage, a 12SJ7 operating as a bias type of
detector with a 50L6 Beam Power tube as the audio amplifier
stage. The 35Z5 is a rectifier to provide the d -c plate
power.
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We want you to study the diagram of Figure 3 with extra care
as it follows commercial practice and is the type of drawing

you will work with when. doing actual work. The values of

most components are shown, those for resistors being given in
ohms and those for condensers in micrefarnas. For simplicity
the heaters are not included in the tube symbols but are
shoan as a separate II:Heater Circuit%

While further details will be given in a later Lesson, it
this time 1,e want to trace the circuit for you because it is
used in the popular a -o/d -c type of Radio a.tuipment. Unlike

the power supplies explained in the earlier lessons, there
is no power transformer and the voltage of the ordinary home
lighting circuit is applied directly to the heater circuit.

Starting at the common form of plug marked illinen1 it is
customary to assume a value of 117 volts for the usual 110--
100 volt circuit and to connect the heaters in series. To-do
this with a simple circuit, all of the heaters must be de-,
signed to -operate at the same value -of current.

Caecking the tube charactoristics, you will find- all the
types shown in Figure 3 require a heater current of 0150
ampere, although the voltages vary. In a aeries circuit,
the voltage drops are added, therefore with a 12SK7, 125J7,
501,6 and 3525, the total drop is 12 + 12 + 50 + 35 = 109 v.
To bring the total up to that of the line, a 60 ohm resistor
is connected in the circuit because,with a current of .150
ampere, the drop across it will be .150 x 60 = 9 volts. Add-
ing this to the 109 volts of the tube herters, the total is
118 volts, approximately equal to the supply -voltage. The

3525 heater is tapped at a point to provide a 6.3 volt drop
and the dial lamp is connected across this part. Thus, ahem
the switch is closed, the tube heaters connected in series
with,each otner are placed across the supply line, which pro-
vides the proper current.

For the plate voltage supply, there is a connection from one
end of the dial lamp to the plate of the 3525 and, due to
the rectifying action of the tube, its cathode becomes the
source of d -c. The filter is made up of two 16 mfd condensers,
with their positives connected to the cathode while the
speaker field of 450 ohms, in series with a 20 ohm resistor,
is used as the filter Choke. This places the choke in
the negative- or return side of th3 circuit as explained in
the earlier Lesson on Power Supplies.

Thus, the cathode of the rectifier tube of Figure 3 serves
the same purpose as the 11B+it terminal of Figure 2 and supplies
high voltage d -o to the plate and screens of the other tubes
at a value_ usually a few volts lower than that of the a -c
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supply line. For a d-c supply line, the action remains about
the same but, the plug must be placed in the supply outlet so
that the prong, connected to the rectifier plate, contacts the
positive side of the supply.

Checking the high voltage circuits by starting at the recti-
fier cathode, there is one path through a transformer primary
to the plate of the 50L6, a direct connection to the 501,6
screen grid, a circuit through a 500,000 ohm resistor to the
12SJ7 plate and one through the 2 megohm resistor to the 12SJ7
screen grid.

Going further to the left of Figure 3, there is a circuit
through the r-f coil primary to the 12SK7 plate, a direct con-
nection to the 12SK7 screen grid and a final path through a
25,000 ohm resistor, a 200 ohm resistor and part of the
15,000 ohm volume control to ground.

To complete the circuit, we start at the grounded end of the
20 ohm resistor and continue through the 450 -ohm dynamic
speaker field winding to the switch and other side of the
supply line.

The input circuit for the 12SK7 tube of Figure 3 is much like
for the "R-F Amp!! of Figure 2 but the plate and screen

grid circuits of the 12SK7 reach ground through the cathode,
the 200 ohm resistor and part of tne 15,000 ohm volume con-
trol. The 200 ohm resistor and part of the volume control
carry also the bleeder current in the 25,000 ohm resistor
and the resulting voltage drop across them makes the cathode
positive in respect to ground. However, as the control grid
is grounded through the antenna coil secondary, the grid is
negative in respect to the cathode.

Changing the position of the moving arm of the volume control
will change the value of resistance, between cathode and
ground, and therefore vary the value of negative grid bias
voltage. AS a change of grid bias voltage alters the gain
of the tube, this variable resistance acts as a volume con-
trol. To make the action more positive, the other outer end
of the volume control connects directly to the antenna and
thus, that part of the volume control resistance, shown to
the left of the grounded movable contact, is in parallel to
the antenna coil primary. That part of the resistance, shown
to the right of the grounded movable contact, is in series
with the 12SK7 cathode.

When the grounded contact is moved to the left in our drawing,
the resistance in parallel to the antenna coil primary is
reduced and thus the signal voltages across the coil are
a)so reduced. At the same timp, the value of resistance in
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series with the 12SK7 cathode is increased and causes an in-
crease of negative grid bias which cuts down the gain of the
tube,

For full volume, the grounded contace is moved all the way to
the right of our drawing but, the 200 ohm resistor remains in
the cathode circuit to provide wha.:, is known as the minimum
bias. Without this resistance, full volume would reduce the
bias voltage to zero and the signal might be distorted. The
.01 mfd condenser, connected from catnode to ground, is in
parallel to all the resistance which dovelopc the grid bias
voltage and acts to maintain a more uniform voltage drop.
Used in this way, it is known commonly as a "By-pass" con-
denser.

DETECTORS

Due to its greater sensitivity, a grid leak detector is
shown in the simple receiver circuit of Figure 1 and, to
provide a more complete comparison, the same detector cir-
edit is included in the circuits of Figure 2. However, for
most trf receivers, there is sufficient r -f amplification to
permit the use of less sensitive types of detectors which
have the ability to handle larger signal voltages with less
distortion.

Thus, you will seldom' find a regenerative detector in a trf
receiver but instead, a bias type such as the 12SJ7 of Fig-
ure 3 or the diode type of the circuits of Figure 4.

On many circuits, the negative grid voltage is obtained from
the drop across a 25,000 to 50,000 ohm resistor connected in
series with the cathode, such as the 150 ohm resistor in the
cathode circuit of the 50L6 in Figure 3. Here however, the
cathode of the 12SJ7 detector is grounded directly therefore,
the bias voltage must be developed in the grid circuit al-
though the grid current is negligible.

Starting at the grid, and tracing its circuit back to the
cathode, we go through the secondary winding of the r -f coil
through a 2 megohm resistor, through a 20 ohm resistor to
ground and from ground back to the cathode.

With negligible grid current, there will be negligible volt-
age drop across the 2 megohm resistor but, as already ex-
plained for the 12SK7 tube, the plate and screen grid cur-
rents of all the tubes return to ground. To complete their
circuits, they pass through the 20 ohm resistor and 450 ohm
speaker field winding to reach the negative side of the
supply circuit. Thus, the voltage drop across the 20 ohm
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resistor, caused by all the plate and screen grid currents,
provides the negative grid bias voltage for the detector tube.

This arrangement provides what is often called a "Semi -fixed"
bias because, regardless of the variations of the separae
plate and screen grid currents, the sum of them all will be
fairly constant. Unlike self bias, the negative grid voltage
does not depend entirely upon the plate and screen grid cir-
cuits of the same tube. The bleeder current, carried by the
200 ohm resistor and part of the volume control, has a simi-
lar effect on the bias voltage of the 12SK7

The .05 mfd condenser, connected between the lo-er end of the
r -f coil secondary and the grounded rotor plt_tes of tLe

condenser, is in parallel to ne 2 megohm and 20 ohm re-
sistors and can act as a by-Dasi. Also, it is in series
with the tuning condenser, connected across the coil second-
ary, and thus is a part of the tuned circuit.

As far as the tuned circuit is concerned, the .05 mfd conden-
ser makes but little difference. Assuming the ccmmon vale
of .000365 mfd for the tuning condenser, in series with the
.05 mfd fixed condenser, the tonal canacity is approxima,ely
.000302 mfd, a difference of but 3 mm2d which can be com-en-
sated by adjustment of the trimmer, mounted on most tuning
condensers.

Thus, the .03 mfd condenser completes the timed circuit of
the coil secondary to pro-ide the same action as that of the
tuned secondary of the antenna coil but, as far as the grid
bias voltage is concerned, provides an isolated d-c path
for the grid circuit.

The plate circuit of the 12SJ7 tube of Figure 3 is much like
the detector plate circuit of Figure 2 but, as the 12SJ7 is
a pentode, its screen grid must be supplied with a positive
voltage. This screen grid circuit consists of a 2 megohm
resister, connected between the screen grid and supply posi-
tive, with an .01 mfd condenser from screen grid to cathode
which is grounded. Notice also, the .0005 mfd ccndenser,
connected between plate and cathode, corresponds to C3 of
Figure 2.

In addition, the .01 mfd coupling condenser compares to C5
of Figure 2, while the 500,000 ohm grid resistor compares to
R3. Thus, the signal circuits of Figure 2 and 3 arc almost
the same and include the same number and types of stages.
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OUTPUT CIRCUITS

For the output circuits of Figure 3, we show a type 50L6
Beam Power Amplifier tuba which has a maximum signal power
output of approximately 2 watts. Tracing its circuit, you

will find the plate connects to the supply positive through
the primary winding of the output transformer with a direct
connection between the screen grid and supply. The cathode

connects to ground through a 150 ohm resistor,

This tube operates an an audio amplifier output stage and
the negative grid bias is provided by the voltage drop across
the 150 ohm cathode resistor. Unlike the r-f and detector
stages, there is no condenser connected across this resistor
and therefore the grid bias voltage will vary with changes
of plate and screen grid current. While this action reduces
the effective gain of the stage, it also reduces the distor-
tion of the signal and, as will be explained in a later
Lesson, is known as "Inverse Feedback". We mention this
point now tc avoid confusion beetause at first glance, it
might appear that the condenser was acaidentally omitted
from the diagram.

Although the speaker is not shown, its connections are given.
The voice coil connects across the output transformer secon-
dary which is marked 0V.C." while the speaker field winding
is part of the plate supply filter. Some receivers are
equipped with different types of speakers and the "Field" a
Figure 3 may be replaced by an audio choke coil or a resistor,

Mhile there are many minor circuit variations, the arrangement
of Figure 3 is typical of the smaller, lower priced trf
receivers.

R -F STAGES

The third type of basic receiver circuit, known as the
"Superheterodyne" and which will be explained in a later
Lesson, has almost entirely supplanted the other types but
trf receivers still have certain desirable features. Cir-
cuits on the general plan of Figure 3, require a minimum
number of components and, where a high degree of selectivity
is not needed, provide an inexpensive and acceptable type
of receiver.

In some Public Address systems, it is desirable to roconduce
radio programs as well as those which originate in the micro-
phone or phonograph record. The trf type of circuit is some-
times used for this purpose therefore, for Figure 4 we show
the circuit diagram of a unit known as a "High Fidelity" trf
type of Radio Tuner.
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We use the word tiTuner" instead of Receiver because, as shown
in Figure 4, the unit does not include a complete audio amp-
lifier. Instead, it is designed to provide a Radio input for
Public Address and other similar sound systems.

Checking through the circuits, you will find two r-f stages
with type 6SK7 r-f pentode tubes, a 6H6 detector stage and a

6F8 first audio stage arranged to provide two separate output
channels.

Starting at the antenna, the signal passes through a band
pass filter arrangement to reach the grid of the first 6SK7
r-f amplifier tube. This filter is similar to those explained
in our earlier Band Pass Filter Lesson and includes two tuning
condensers. The plate of this tube is coupled to the grid of
the second 6SK7 r-f amplifier by a similar band pass filter
which also includes two tuning condensers.

Figure 4 shows broken lines which connect all four of the
tuning condensers to indicate they are connected mechanically
and thus all tuning is done by a four gang condenser with a
single control. This arrangement provides a single tuning
dial while the band pass filter circuits permit a more uniform

over a wider band of Also, sufficient
selectivity is obtained by the tuned band pass filter circuits
to permit the use of an untuned r-f transformer to couple the
second 6SK7 to the 6H6 diode detector. The 50,000 ohm resis-
tors, connected across the primary and secondary of this
transformer, provide a more uniform response to the frequen-
cies of the tuning range.

The detector is of the common diode type and its circuit can
be traced from the upper end of the untuned secondary to the
parallel connected diode plates, through the tube and the
parallel connected cathodes to ground. From ground, the
circuit continues through two 100,000 ohm resistors and a
50,000 ohm resistor to the lower end of the untuned secondary.

To make up the filter, required for this type of detector
circuit, a .0001 mfd condenser is connected between each end
of the 50,000 ohm resistor and ground. A connection, made
at the junction between the 50,000 ohm and 100,000 ohm resis-
tors, is connected to the .05 mfd condenser which couples the
audio signal in the detector circuit to the grid resistor of
the 6F8 tube.

This grid resistor consists of a 500,000 ohm potentiometer
which acts as a volume control because its movable contact
connects to the parallel connected control grids of the 6F8
which is a double triode type of tube. Thus, each triode
section of the 6F8 tube will have the same signal voltage
impressed-on tta.zrid.
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With the exception of a decoupling filter, made up of a 5000
ohm resistor and an 8 mfd condenser, connected in one of them,
both plate circuits are alike but entirely separate. One

plate couples to output terminal No. 1, through a .25 mfd
condenser while the other is coupled to output terminal No. 4
through a .1 mfd condenser.

As output terminals No. 3 and No. 5 are grounded, the signal
output of one plate circuit will appear across output termin-
als No. 1 and No. 3, while the output of the other plate will
appear across output terminals No. 4 and No. 5.

AUDIO HMFLIFIERS

The resistors between the output terminals are of values to
match the common input impedances of audio amplifiers. High

impedance inputs are connected across terminals No. 1 and
No. 3 while low impedance inputs are connected across ter-
minals No. 2 and No. 3.

In most large public address systems, the operator must be
able to hear the proo;ram although the speakers may be lo-
cated in positions mhere he can nut hear them. Therefore,

it is common practice to install a special "!Lonitorn circuit
terminating in a speaker close to the operator.

Terminals No. 4 and No. 5 of Figure 4 provide a convenient
signal source for a monitor circuit and, due to the arrange-
ment of the 6F8 circuits, switching or other changes in the
monitor circuit will have no effect on the signals in the
main circuit connected across terminals No. 1 and No. 3 or
No. 2 and No. 6.

Yost audio amplifiers used for Public Address systems are
provided with several input circuits for one or more micro-
phones, or phonographs, and have sufficient gain, as well as
power output, to provide the desired signal levels. The out-

put frequencies of the tuner of Figure 4 compere to those of
the microphone and pnr'nograph picfr-ups and therefore can be

plugged into the amplifier input on the same general plan.

The amplitude of the output signal voltages of the tuner of
Figure 4 compare to those of a phonograph pick up and are
higher than those of modern, lop level microphones. That is

why most audio amplifiers are arranged to provide an addi-
tional stage of voltage amplification for the microphone
input circuits.

CONTROLS

For the circuit of Figure 3, there are but three controls,
Tuning, Volume and "Off. -On" switch. The two tuning condensers
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are mechanically "gangedn to provide a single tuning control

and the switch, mounted on the volume control, combines both

actions. Therefore, but two control knobs are needed for the

operation of this receiver.

The controls of Figure 4 are much the same except that here,

four tuning condensers are ganged to provide a single tuning

control. The volume control does not carry the switch because

with an external power supply, the "Off-On" switch will be

included as a part of the supply.

In tracing the circuits of Figure 3 we found the detector

grid return connected to a point on the common return which

was negative in respect to ground. The value of the nega-

tive grid bias voltage was due to the drop across a 20 ohm

resistor which carries the plate and screen grid currents

of all except the rectifier tube. In this way, the detector

grid bias is practically independent of the changes of de-

tector plate and screen grid currents.

Looking at Figure 4, you will find a somewhat similar arrange-
ment which has a different purpose. Tracing the grid circuit

of the first 6SK7 tube, you pass through a tuned secondary

coil, a 2 megohm resistor, the 50,000 ohm and both 100,000

ohm resistors of the detector circuit in order to reach ground.
From ground, the circuit is completed back to cathode through
a 400 ohm resistor.

For the second 6SK7 tube, the grid circuit is through a tuned

secondary coil, a 2 megohm resistor and one 100,000 ohm re-
sistor of the detector circuit to ground. From ground, the

circuit is completed back to the cathode through a 400 ohm
resistor.

Under ordinary operating conditions, there is no current in
these control grid circuits, therefore, with no signal, the
grid circuits of the 6SK7 tubes of Figure 4 are similar to
the 12SK7 grid circuit of Figure 3 when the volume control
is turned all the way to the right. The grid bias voltage

is equal to the voltage drop across the resistor connected
between cathode and ground.

With no grid current and no signal, in Figure 4 there will
be no voltage drop across any of the resistors in grid re-
turn or detector circuits. Notice here, the 2 megohm resis-

tor, tuned secondary winding and .05 mfd condenser in each
of the 6SK7 grid circuits of Figure 4 are connected the same
as similar units in the detector grid circuit of Figure 3.

Thus, the .05 mfd condensers of Figure 4 are in series in
the tuned circuits and, in conjunction with the 2 megohm
resistors form a filter in the grid return circuit.
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When a signal voltage is present, there is current in the
diode detector circuit Of Figure 4 and thus current, in the
50,000 ohm and two 100,000 ohm resistors will cause a voltage
drop across them. The direction of this current is such that
the grounded end of these three series connected resistors
will be 'Positive while the end connected to the coil will be
negative.

Thus, the voltage drop across the grounded 100,000 ohm resis-
tor in the detector circuit will be impressed on the control
grid of the second 66K7 tube and added to the drop across the
400 ohm cathode resistor for the total grid bias voltage. The

same action takes place in the grid return of the first 6SK7
except that the drops across both 100,000 ohm resistors and
the 50,000 ohm resistor will be impressed on the grid.

Thus, an increase of signal voltage will cause an increase
of detector current which, in turn, will cause a higher volt-
age drop across'the resistors in the detector circuit. As
explained above, this higher drop across the resistors will
increase the total negative grid bias on the r -f amplifier
tubes and reduce their gain.

This action, known as Automatic Volume Control (avc) will be
completely explained in a later Lesson but we have given
these few details hero in order that you can follow the cir-
cuits and controls of Figure 4 in complete detail. Circuits
like those of Figures 3 and 4 often contain some form of
Tone Control but, as these circuits will be explained in an
advance Lesson, we have not included them here.

SELECTIVITY

The selectivity of a radio receiver determines its ability
to reject undesired carrier frequencies and can be defined
as the ratio of the response at resonance to the response
at other frequencies, separated at specified values from
the resonant frequency. In the Broadcast Band, the carrier
frequencies are 10 kc apart and a receiver, advertised as
having 10 kc selectivity means it should receive signals
at ono carrier frequency without interference from carriers
10 kc above and below.

According to the definition, the selectivity is dependent
upon resonant response and therefore will be determined, to
a great extent, by the'number of tuned circuits in a complete
receiver. In Figure 3, for example, there are but two tuned
circuits and therefore the selectivity will not be as good as
in the circuit of Figure 4 with four tuned circuits.
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The NH of the tuned circuits will also have an effect and,
as explained in the earlier Lessons, the higher the "..e the
steeper the response curve. Now we can add, the steeper the
response curve, the greater the selectivity.

To reduce interference, from Broadcast stations in any local-
ity, the FCC allocates carrier frequencies which are separated
by more than 10 kc. Because of this policy, satisfactory re-
ceptior is obtained with rec6ivers of less than 10 kc selec-
tivity. Radio Tuners on the general plan of Figure 4 are often
designed for uniform response over a 20 kc band but are suf-
ficiently selective to separate local Broadcast stations and
provide high fidelity reproduction without interference.

Keep this explanation of selectivity in mind because, in the
later Lesson, on Superheterodyne Receivers, we w:_11 use these
trf circuits as a basis for comparison.

SENSITIVITY

While the terms are frequent17 confused anra tl"e eff cts may

overlap, the selectivity and sensitivity Of a Radio Receiver
are separate and distinct characteristics. Ae a definition,
the Sensitivity of a Radio Receiver cet,.rmirne the lowest
value of signal input Arhichwill cause bori.0 definite or de-
sired value of output. Thus, every stepe in the complete
Receiver can contribute to its sensitivity.

The sensitivity of any particular model of Radio Receiver
is uaually stated as a signal input of so many microvolts re-
quired to provide an output of so many watts. Some manufac-
turers specity in terms of input only such as Ha sensitivity
of better than one microvolt% .This is a ratner indefinite
statement which infers a satisfactory output level at this
value of input.

In general, you can think of the sensitivity of a Receiver
as being det-rmined by its overall pein frcm the antenna or
input circuit to the final output circuit. Remember here,
the gain of the tuned stages, which provide the se] ectivity,
also contribute to the sensitivity.

FEM BACK

From the definitions of selectivity and sensitivity it would
seem that both could be improved by the nddition of r-f
amplifier stages. However, there are other actions which place
a rather low limit on the number of euch stages thit con be
used to advantage.
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In our explanation of the Regenerative0Detector, we told you
how energy, fed back from the plate to the grid of a tuoe

could cause oscillation. Using pentode tubes, as shown in
Figures 3 and 4, the grid plate capacity is of negligible
value but, with several r -f stages, all operating at this
same frequency, there are several possible sources of feedback.

The magnetic field, set up around one coil, may extend far
enough to couple a coil of another stage. In most cases, the
coils are saiclded to prevent this action but, with several
high gain stages, stray fields may be strong enough to provide
unwanted feedback.

The wires of the various circuits may be placed close enough
to each other to provide a capacity coupling between stages and,
with a common source of voltage, the circuits of the different
tubes may be coupled through the power supply.

After taking all ordinary precautions, by means of shielding
and filters, to prevent unwanted coupling, three or more r -f
stages employing modern high gain tubes, usually provide
enough gain to cause oscillation by moans of stray coupling
which is practically impossible to eliminate.

When oscillation of this type is present in a Receiver, it
will "whistle' as the Broadcast stations are tuned in or when
the tuned stages are not resonant at the exact frequency of
the incoming carrier.

TYPICAL CIRCUITS

As mentioned earlier in this Lesson, the arrangement of Fig-
ure 3 can be considered as a typical circuit of the small trf
type of Radio Receiver, designed to operate on any common 110
volt lighting circuit either a -c or d -c.

For high fidelity reproduction, the more elaborate arrange-
ment of Figure 4 can be considered as a typical trf tuner. It

has sufficient, selectivity to separate local Broadcast stations
and a sensitivity high enough to provide adequate signal
strength for the audio amplifier it drives.

Study these trf circuits carefully because many of the larger
types of modern Receivers include one or more r -f stages.
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SPEAKERS

Vie mentioned speakers and headphones in many of our earlier
explanations, and gave you the basic principles of operation,
but now want to offer greater detail as to the manner of con-
verting audio electr4cal currents into sound waves. Souna
is a disturbance in the air, or a series of air waves, and
no matter how a speaker or headphone is constructed, it
must change the electrical energy into acoustical energy
which will produce sound waves of the same frequency.

A Eomron method of construction is to arrange the speaker
parts so that the variations of electric current sat up a
magnetic field of changing strength. The magnetic field
acts on a piece of iron, causing it to move in the air and
produce a sound wave disturbance which varies with the
strength of the field.

Looking at the action in a different way, the electrical
energy is changed to magnetic energy, which is then changed
into mechanical energy or motion. These are the same changes
which take place in an ordinary electric motor and therefore
the mechanism of a speaker is often called a motor.

HEADPHOYES

The earliest and simplest form of speaker was built on the
same plan as the ordinary telephone receiver, snown in Fig-
ure 1-B, where we have first a strong permanent nagnet made
in the shape of a U or horse shoe. A small piece of iron,
fastened to each of the poles of this magnet, forms the core
of a coil of wire as shown by the cutaway section.

Going back to the Lessons on Eagnets and Electromagnets, you
willremember that current in a coil of wire sets up a mag-
netic field which is exactly the sane as that of a permanent
magnet.. Here then, with current in the coils, there will be
two magnetic fields, one produced by the U shaped magnet,
and the other by the electromagnet. As it is impossible to
establish two separate magnetic fields in the same space at
the same time, these two will combine and form one field.

In the ordinary headphone, the field of the permanent mag-
net is much stronger than the field of the coils or electro-
magnets. Therefore, the flux produced by changing current
in the coils will simply increase or decrease the total
magnetic flux.
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Forgetting the coils for a minute, the small pieces of iron

extend the low reluctance path for the flux ,of the permanent
magnet, and to compleae the mpgnetic circuit, a metallic di-
aphragm is placed close to the ends of the iron core.

Tracing tne magnetic .circuit, we start at the IT pole of the
permanent magnet, go thlougll the small piece of iron and

across the air gap to the dicehragn. A path is oroukted
by the diaphragm from which we pass across the lower air
gap, and back though the other iron core to the S pole of

the, permanent magnet. Magnetic lines have the property of
always trying to shorten, and therefore the diaphragm dill
be pulled in toward the small pieces of iron, and as long
as the magnetic pull of the core remains constant, the thin

metallic membrane will remain in a fixed eosition.

Now, if the electromagnets are connected in an electrical
circuit and have current in them, they gill also set up a
flux which will have exactly the same magnetic circuit as
that of the airmanent magnet. According to the right hand
rule, the polarity of the magnetic flux developed by the
electromagnets depend on the direction of current in
each coil at that instant.

If the polarity of the electromagnet is the sere as that
the permanent magnet, the total flux will be incr-aced and
the diaphragm pulled in further toward the small cores of
iron. If, the polarity of the electromagnet is opposite to
that of the permanent magnet,. as the result of a reversal of
current in the coils, the total flux will be decreased, the
pull on the diaphragm will be weakened, and it will move
away from the iron cores.

Men the coils are connected in an audio frequency circa:t,
the magnetic pull on the diaphragm will vary with the cur-
rent changes in them and cause the metallic member to Vi-
brate at the same frequency as the changes of current.
These vibrations of the diaphragm cause a disturoance in the
air and set up waves of pressure which give the sensation of
sound in the human ear.

To increase the strength of the air waves, the diaphragm is
partly covered with a cap of non-magnetic material which
does not touch it, but leaves a small air space between, so
that the vibrations of the diaphragm cause the air to be
forced out the opening in the center of the cap with greater
strength.
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In order to save space, the parts of Figure 1-E are arranged
as shown in Figure 1-A. The ilagnet is made circular in seape
and laid flat in the back of the case. The small pieces of
iron, mechanically attached to the permanent magnet, stand
up at right angles and support the coils. The diaphragm is
circular in shape and rests on the case at its outer edge,
being held away from the extended iron cores to prevent ti,e
diaphragm from touching them even during normal operation
of the headphone.

While the headphone of Figure 1 is really a speaker, it is
usually classed separately beoau9e of its limited action.
To be sensitive, the diaphragm must be place close to the
cores but if a strong signal causes the thin membrane to
touch them, there will be a rattle and the tone of the siF-
nals will be spoiled.

To cause louder sensations of sound, the diaphragm must
able to move greater distances and thus produce stronger air
waves. Many different plans have been tried, but as the
principles of practically all are alike, we will explain
only the main types.

BALANCED ARMATURE

At Figure 2-A, we show a common form of the older balanced
armature type speaker unit which uses the actions of ,7igure
1 in a different way. Again, we have- the 1arge permanent
magnet, but this time the pole pieces, being salt iron ex-
tensions of the main pole, are made U shaaed. A single coil
is placed between the pole pieces and a small movable piece
of iron called an armature, is used instead of the usual
fixed core.

The path of the permanent magnet flux is from the magnet
pole, through the pole piece to its ends, across the air
gaps, through the ends of the armature and across the re-
maining air gaps to the other pole piece.

Perhaps you can follow the magnetic path better in Figure
2-B, where we show a view through the center of Figure 2-.L.
The pole piece fastened to the N pole of the permanent mag-
net is shown as N, while the end of the other pole piece is
marked S.

The armature is supported at its center and held midway be-
tween the poles. Being made of iron it will be pulled toward
any of the pole ends when a change of flux exists. An a.Lea-
tric current in the coil will magnetize the armature, rak:leig
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the upper end either N or S, depending on the direction of
current.

Suppose the upper end of the armature is N, then the lower
end will be S. From the earlier Lessons, you know unlike
magnetic poles attract, therefore, under these conditions,
the upper end of the armature will be pulled to the right
in Figure 2-B, while the loser end will be pulled to the
left.

This double pull action will rock the armature on its sup-
port and cause the drive pin to move. The drive pin is fas-
tened to a diaphragm, which causes air disturbances, and
thus the results are similar to those explained for Figure 1.

In the construction of a unit similar to Figure 2, the dia-
phragm can be made of any suitable material and of any size
or shape because it is not in the magnetic field. The dia-
phragm or armature of Figure 1 had to be flexible in order
to spring back and forth as the magnetic pull changed. In

Figure 2, the armature can be made rigid and thus be better
able to respond equally to all changes of magnetic flux
caused by audio freauency currents in the coil.

Units of this type are no longer popular, but the principles
involved are important enough to warrant a clear understand-
ing of these actions. Continual improvement is being made
in the design construction and efficiency of loudspeakers.
Such changes are made with the thought of improving the tone
quality, making the sounds more realistic.

CONE SPEAKERS

Being limited in size, the diaphragms of early designs of
speakers could not produce sound waves equally well at all
audio frequencies, especially those of the lower notes. To
overcome this difficulty, the present magnetic speakers re-
place the diaphragm with cones of various sizes made of
special paper or other composition. However, for larger
installations, like those in theatres, ball parks and so
on) speakers designed for "heavy duty" service are coupled
to large horns in order to distribute the sound to desired
areas.

To explain the action of a cone speaker, in Figure 3 we show
a view of an early form of unit used for such a reproducer.
Tree permanent magnet is a straight bar and forms the base.
Mounted on the magnet, a bracket supports the armature, the
outer end of which forms part of the coil core. The other
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part of the coil core is fastened to the bar magnet, leaving
a gap between it and the armature.

When the current in the coil is in a direction to increase
the total flux, the air gap will shorten as a result of mag-
netic action, and thus the variations of current again cause
the armature to move.

By means of the adjusting nuls, the bracket can be moved and
thus the fixed length of the air gap is adjusted for best re-
sults. For weak signals, the gap is set quite close, but for
the stronger signals, it must be widened. A drive pin, f as-
tened to the outer end of the armature, carries the vibration
out to the cone.

Checking back on these first three Figures, you will notice
the principle of operation is the same in all. A change of
current in the coil causes a change of magnetic flux which
causes a diaphragm or armature to move. The differences are
in the mechanical arrangement of the various parts. In the
more improved designs 'of magnetic speakers, the use of high
flux density magnetic materials, and shortening of magnetic
paths, has resulted in a unit which, in operation, compares
favorably with the smaller types of present day udynamic"
speakers.

From an electrical standpoint, speakers of the magnetic type
are very simple, as they have but one circuit. The most com-
mon electrical trouble is more often due to an open circuit
in the coils, and a simple continuity test between the speaker
terminals, will quickly show if this fault is present.

BALANCED ARFATURE CONES

In the assembly of Figure 4, we have a balanced armature unit,
on the general plan of Figure 2, but with two coils, on the
order of Figure 1. By using a strong permanent magnet and
making the coils of many turns of fine wire, a strong pull
Ls produced. To maintain a strong magnetic field, the air
gap between the armature and pole pieces must be short and
thus, even with a strong pull, the rrotion of the armature is
limited as to the distance it can move.

To increase the strength of the sound waves, the diaphragm,
or cone, must have less restriction on its motion and an im-
provement in operation is secured by the arrangement of le-
vers in Figure 4. The armature is supported and pivoted at
the center of the coils, but being extended at the right,
the movement of the outer end is increased.
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The drive pin is fastened to the extended outer end of the
armature and carries the motion to the thrust lever. As

drawn in Figure 4, the thrust lever is supported at the
left, and thus the movements of the drive pin are increased
at its outer end. The drive rod connects between the outer
end of the thrust lever and the cone, so that the armabrre
movements, through "lever" arrangements, are made greater.

All tne parts are fastened so that there is no lost motion
and the cone responds to every movement of the armature.
However, a small movement of the armature causes a greater
movement of the cone and thus strenger,air raves are pro-
duced, causing a greater volume of sound.

MECHANICAL ADJUST:TETT

Vihile the electrical circuits of these speakers are very
simple, the mechanical adjustments ae-e more cmplicated.
To respond to each small charge of current, the armature
must be held under tension. Tne Immanent magnet maintains
a pull on the armature and the tension on the supported
speaker cone must be adjust to counterbalance this cull and
permit the armature to be centered. In Figure 4, the elfec-
tive length .of the drive rod can be changed by shifting the
position of the nuts on Uhe threaded end at the thrust, lever.

In Figure 5-A --re show an enlargeelent of Figure 2-2 with the
armature in the proper position. Most speakers are protected
from the high d -c plate voltage and carry only alternating
current. For Figure 5-A, no matter which -ray the armature
tips, it has a chance to move the maximum distance before
striking a pole.

In Figure 5-a, the armature is set square with the poles but
it is not in the center of the air gap. Here the short side
of the gap will not permit the armature full motion in either
direction.

The. position of Figure 5-C is common when the parts have
shifted slightly, after the speaker has been used for some
time. As shown here, the armature could move quite a dis-
tance to the left at the top but has very little room to
move to the right.

With the armature in position B or C of Figure 5, the speak-
er would operate to a certain extent on weak signal currents
but would rattle if the strength of the coil currents were
increased, as strong signals would cause the armature to
strike"the poles. while each make and model have their vin
particular methods of adjustment the idea is the same for all.
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In general, the drive pin is loosened at the armature and,
by nears of paper, celluJoid or thin metal Teadges commohly
called "shim:", the armature is centered between the poles.
Starting at the cone, all the nuts, screws or other joints
are tightened to eliminate all chances for lost motion. The

drive pin is then refastened to the armature, the shims re-
moved and the air gap carefully measured again. The idea
is to secure the position of Figure 5-A and it is important
to check the gals after the shims are removed.

Very often there is a certain amount of spring in the drive
pin, thrust lever or other parts, or fastening the drive pin
will cause a strain that pulls the armature off center ,Mien
the shims are taken out. In many models, the drive pin is
soldered to the armature and can be loosened or refastened
by a hot soldering iron with little chance of causing strain.

MAGNETIC SFEAKMS

So far, all the speakers we have explained are called"M.ki-
NETIC" because the changing magnetism of a coil combines with
the field of a permanent magnet and cause the diaphragm to
vibrate. The idea can be simplified to the drawing of Fia-
ure 6-A. The armature is mounted near its center to allay
pivot action and the varying pull of the magnet cj'uscs it to
rock back and forth. The notion of the armature is carried
over to the diaphragm through the drive pin.

No natter how the parts are arranged, the motion of the arma-
ture is limited by the length of the air gap between it and
the magnet. To obtain a magnetic field of proper strength,
the air gap must be quite short.

Forgetting the size of the parts, you will remember the
strength of a magnetic field varies inversely as the square
of the distance from the poles. Thus, if the air gap length
were doubled, the strength of the flux would be reduced to
approxamately 1/4 of its former value.

INDUCTOR TYPE

In Figure 6-731 we have a different arrangement shown in the
simplest possible form. The armature and drive pin are tle
same as before, but the position of the magnet is changed*
 When the strength of the flux increases, the armature will
be drawn toward the center of the magnet but on account o'
their positions, the armature can never actually touch the
magnet.
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This is the plan used in the "INDUCTOR" type speakers and
it allows for greater armature motion withoW6 danger of rat-
tling. Notice also, the air gap can be kert as short -as
that of the magnetic type.

DYNRIIC SPEAIERS

At the present time, practically all audio amplifiers are
equipped with dynamic speakers which produce such more nat-
ural tones than the other types. Here again, the motion of
the diaphragm, or cone, is caused by magnetism but the arrange-
ment of the parts is entirely different.

To show you the idea, in Figure 7 we have a simplified sketch
of the general aerangement of an electro-dynamic speaker. 'In-
stead of a permanent magnet, there is a large electromagnet,
the xinding of which is called the field coil. This coil is
wound on a large central core which extends around the out-
side of the coil. A cross section of the core looks like a
capital E, except the upper and lower sections nearly close
on the middle extension. Technically, an iron core of this
shape is known as a ring magnet, and to See the reason fer
the name -"ring", look ahead to Figure 13. The seeticircu-ar
section is part of the ring magnet, the other portion being
hidden by the light metal casing.

Going back to the field coil of Figure 7, an air gap is pro-
vided between the central core and outer parts of this freree
so that, with current in the coil, there is a strong magne-
tic flux across the gap.

A second coil, with a small number of turns, is wound on a
form and placed in the air gap. This is the "Voice Coil"
which connects electrically to the output of the audio amp-
lifier. The voice coil itself thus replaces the armature
of the other types of sneakers and therefore, you will also
hear these called "'Moving Coil" speakers. The voice coil
moves like a piston under the action of separate magnetic
fields, and like the arrangement of Figure 6-B, should never
actually touch the field coil core.

The cone is fastened directly to the voice coil form, with
the outer edge held securely in place by a damning ring and
fastened to the s:eaker housing or frare. The diameter of
the cone will vary with speaker requirements, but the normal
sizes are 211, 3", 4u, 6", 8", 10", 12", 14", 15" and 100.

The mechanical motions of a dynamic speaker aro simpler ti an
the armature type as there are no levers or drive pins to
adjust and no iron in the moving parts. As a result, the
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motions of the cone follow the variations of voice coil cur-
rent more closely and more natural tones are produced.

The purpose of the field coil is to develop a very strong
magnetic flux in the air gap, making it possible to achieve
a greater movement of the voice coil. In this way, the lower
notes, which require more energy for the proper motion of the
cones are produced with the necessary volume.

To explain how it is possible to obtain greater motion of the
cone by having a strong field flux, we can turn to a general
law of physics. The force between two magnetic poles is di-
rectly proportional to the product of the respective charges
and inversely proportional to the square of the distance be-
tween them. l7ritten as a general expression --

Force
Charge No. 1 x Charge No. 2

distance2

If we let the strength of the "field" represent charge No. 1,
the flux developed by the voice coil as charge No. 2, and the
fixed linear separation between the two components as the
average distance, then the greater we make either or both
charges, and the shorter we can make their separation, the
greater the force acting. As the voice coil assembly is the
only moveable part, its motion will displace the air and cre-
ate sound waves.

As we mentioned previously, modern speakers are designed to
provide strong field fluxes. Likewise it is desirable to de-
velop a strong flux as a result of audio frequency currents
in the voice coil. Increasing the number of turns increases
the mass of the moving coil and thus causes "sluggish" re-
production at high audio frequencies. The trend of improve -
went is toward the use of very light voice coils, some designs
using aluminum wire having low resistance to the changes of
signal currents.

Looking at Figure 7, we can assume the winding of the central
core is connected to a suitable source of d -c, and that the
direction of current is such as to make the right end of the
core a N pole. At some instant let the current in the voice
coil develop a S pole at the left end.

Again applying fundamental principles of magnetism, the attract-
ing force will cause the voice coil assembly to move to the
left. ?":hen the current in the voice coil is in the opposite
direction, the polarity of the coil will reverse, and the re-
pelling action of the fields cause the voice coil assembly to
move to the right.
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While we will go into more detail later in the training, we
want to tell you here the field coil may receive its current
from a separate supply. There are two general types of elec-
tro-dynamic speakers which have been and are now still in use.

One, called the d -c model, has its field coil designed to oper-
ate from d -c supply. The voltage drop across the field coil
depends on its d -c resistance and the power required to set
up the necessary amount of magnetic flux in the air gap in
which its voice coil vibrates.

A second type is the a -c model, and is the same as the d -c
unit except that it requires a rectifier and suitable filter.
While most units are operated directly from the conventional
110 - 120 volt a -c line, a few higher wattage units include
a transformer.

The arrangement of the field supply is identical to the power
supply and filter of the usual a -c operated receiver or ampli-
fier, and for reasons of economy, the speaker field coil is
often connected in the supply circuit to serve as the "choke"
of the filter system.

Although quite well filtered, the choke current usually has
small pulsations which are known as a "Ripple". As the speaker
field and voice coils are both in the same magnetic circuit,
they can be thought of as the primary and secondary windings
of a transformer, as far as varying field current is concerned.

With a ripple in the field current, a ripple voltage will be
induced in the voice coil, and as it is part of a closed cir-
cuit, the ripple voltage will cause current. Thus, the voice
coil will vibrate at the frequency of the ripple voltage and
cause an undesirable hum. If the rectifier is a half wave
unit, the hum frequency will be O cycles. If a full wave
rectifier is used, the frequency of the hum will be 120
cycles.

To overcome this undesirable hum reproduction, many speakers
incorporate a third winding which contains the same number of
turns as the voice coil, and is connected in series with it.
However, it is placed en the core sn that its induced voltage
will he 1800 out of phase with that induced in the voice coil.
In this way, the ripple voltage is neutralized and the hum
from this source is reduced. Because of its purpose, this
third winding is known as a "Hum Buckling Coil".

These arrangements for supplying the energy for field coils
are made to suit various types of amplifiers, but have noth-
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ing to do with the amplifier itself. Like the permanent mag-
nets of the magnetic and inductor types, the field coil here
must produce a strong, steady magnetic flux, and therefore
the coil must be supplied with direct current. The difference
in the types is therefore only the difference in the source of
electricity for the field winding.

Because its motions are quite fast, the voice coil assembly
must be made as light as possible. 'If it were heavy, it
would require more pull to stop and start it, therefore, it
could not respond opickly to the changes of current. To keep
the coil light in weight, it must have but few turns of wire,
yet it must set up a magnetic flux of good strength.

Magnetic flux, you will remamber, is measured in ampere --turns
therefore, with but fevl turns on the voice coil, the amount
of current must be large. In the Lesson on transformers, we
told you' the secondary output, in watts, was always a little
less than the primary output. Therefore, when the secondary *

voltage was higher than that of the primary, the current
would be lower.

In the same way, when the secondary voltage is lower than the
primary voltage, the secondary current is larger than the pri-
mary current. 1:.e want to maize use of this feature of a step

down transformer and thus the voice coil of the speaker is
connected across the secondary winding.

The primary of this step down transformer connects in the plate
circuit of the last audio tubes and thus the magnitude of thv
changes of plate current are increased in the voice coil. We
have already explained the circuits of an output transformer
and the connections here are the same. In order to fulfill
the conditions just explained, a dynamic speaker requires the
correct type of transformer and will not operate properly with
just any transformer unit.

In our explanations of audio amplifiers we told you why the
unit in the plate circuit required a high resistance or in.
pedance. The headphone of Figure 1, designed for use in the
plate circuit, had many turns of fine wire and had a d -c re-
sistance of from 2000 to 4000 ohms. The variations of plate
current in the coils connected in the plate circuit induced a
large emf and thus the impedance of the coils is many times
the value of the d -c resistance. For this reason all the
magnetic and inductor types of reproducers are often identi-
fied as HEIGH IMPEDANCE" unite.
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The dynamic type of speaker with its voice coil of but a few
turns of wire has a low resistance and would be called a
"LOW IMPEDANCE" unit, the voice coil circuits usually having
an impedance between 2 and 16 ohms.

The field winding of the dynamic speaker has a comparatively
high resistance because it is usually wound with many turns
of fine wire. But being supplied with direct current there
is no impedance to consider. However, certain types of d -c
models of electro-dynamic speakers used in automobile and
other 6-12 volt radio or electronic equipment, have low d -c
resistances in order that the current be of such value as to
give the proper power and magnetic flux. The types designed
for 6-12 volt d -c, or 110-120 volt a -c are constructed to
give best results at those voltages.

The other d -c types, in which the field coil is used also as
a filter choke coil, usually has the coil resistance plainly
marked on the unit, and the common values are 1000 and 2500
ohms. The wattage required for the necessary field excita-
tion is also given in the specifications of each particular
model, but this requirement will vary, depending on the power
output of the speaker.

For example, suppose you have an electro dynamic speaker with
a 2500 ohm field which requires 5 watts for proper excitation
and you want to connect it in the "B" supply as a filter
choke. Using the power formula P = I2R, and transposing it
to I = VP7R you can find the necessary current. Substituting
the numerical values, I = V5/2500 = V.002, which is approx-
imately 44.7 milliamperes. By an'S Law, the voltage drop
across the -field must be .0447 x 2500 or 111.75 volts. The
B supply must be able tofurnish this extra voltage and power
in addition to that required by the tube circuits.

In general, the field coil power dissipation should be approx-
imately equal to the maximum audio frequency power expended
in the voice coil winding.

SPEAKER CIRCUITS

To help you follow these various methods of supplying the
speaker field with direct current, Figures 8, 9, 10 and 11
show practical circuits.

In Figure 8 we show the final audio tube of a receiver with
the primary of the output transformer in series with the
plate circuit. The voice coil of the dynamic speaker is con-
nected across the transformer secondary.





_ _
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The voice coil is alwayS connected as the load on the output
stage and is independent of the speaker field circuit con-
nections. Usually a transformer or other arrange -lent is
installed for proper impedance match, and sometimes the out-
put unit is mounted on the chassis, but the circuits. remain
the same, when the last audio stage of the amplifier has
two tubes in push pull, the output transformer primary is
connected as explained in a former Lesson. The secondary
of the output transformer and voice coil however, still
have the circuits of Figure 8. For the speaker field, we
show only the ends of tne circuit which connect to ,the d -c
supply.

DYNAMIC FIELD SUPPLY

The usual a -c dynamic speakers have two general methods of
rectifying a -c current. One type uses a dry plate rectifier
while the other uses a rectifier tube.

In Figure 9 we show the circuits of the dry plate rectifier
type, but here again, there are two common arrangements.
For example, suppose the speaker field is designed to op-
erate at 6-8 volts d -c. By means of a step down transformer
the a -c potential of the house lighting circuits is reduced
to a low value. Then, following the circuits of Figure 9,
this lo. voltage a -c is rectified before reaching the field
coil circuit.

To follow the action, notice the direction of current through
the rectifier is as shown by the arrows. No matter what the
direction of a -c in the supply, the left end of the field
coil of Figure 9 will always be positive with respect to the
center segment of the dry plate rectifier.

Even though the rectifier ooerates on both valves of the a -c
cycle and is of the full Wave type, there will be some vari-
ations of current which 1.111 cause a hum. To reduce this
num, a large capacity, low voltage condenser of from about
2000 mfd to 4000 mfd is connected across the field winding
as shown.

Other models use the same general circuits but the field wind-
ing is designed for about 100 volts and the rectifier input
is connected directly across the 110-120 volt a -c supply cir-
cuit. For this type, a condenser of much smaller capacity
can be used because the current variations will be lower in
magnitude. The large capacity condensers mentioned above are
made only for low voltages, usually 8 volts, and thus cannot
be used in circuits where the potential is greater than the
working voltage of the condenser.
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The second main type of supply is used with a high voltage
field winding and the circuits of Figure 10 illustrate a
typical arrangement. Here we show a transformer with two
secondaries, both of which are center tapped to provide
"common return" points. The circuits are about the same
as those explained earlier in the training, therefore we
will not go into detail again here.

In explaining the power supplies, we showed a filter made
up of choke coils and condensers. Vie have the same cir-
cuits here in Figure 11, but the field winding of the dynamic
speaker acts also as one of the choke coils. You will find
this quite a common plan in many Radio and other Electronic
units.

The speaker field coil may be in either the positive or neg-
ative side of the circuit. You may even encounter the terms
"positive leg" and "negative leg", but this really means the
speaker field winding will be connected in series with the
highest positive part of the circuit if it is stated as being
in the "+" leg. For the speaker field to be in the "-11 leg
means the total "B" current passes through the necessary
tubes and other circuits before passing through the field
coil, one side of which connects to the most "-" part of the
d -c circuit. Figures 10 and 11 show the field coil in the
"+" side of the'd-c circuit.

P -M SPEAIERS

As the operation of a loudspeaker does not depend on the man-
ner of obtaining a strong magnetic field flux, recently de-
veloped magnetic alloys have made it possible to dispense
with the field coil and achieve comparable results using
these Permanent Magnet dynamics, more commonly abbreviated
"p -m" speakers.

Most of the early typos of permanent magnets were made of
tempered high carbon steel, but it was found that tungsten
steel not only produced a stronger flux, but had a longer
life. Colbalt steel magnets and non -ferric alJoy magnets,
such as Alnico "5" have come into use because they can be
magnetized even more strongly than those of tungsten steel.

Looking ahead to Figure 15 you will see a cross sectional
itiew of a pHm speaker, and as the fundamental parts are
associated in the same way, the basic action is like that
of the speaker of Figure 7. The sketch of Figure 15 shows
the 11E" shaped magnetic path, but because the permanent mag-
net has sufficient magnetism for proper operation, no elec-
tromagnetic excitation is necessary.
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As Figure 15 illustrates thd "ring" magnet type of p-m, other
designs make use of the same principle except the core is
replaced with a "slug" magnet of the proper strength. The
outer shell or case then is made of lighter iron material
and merely provides a magnetic path to the air gap.

As far a tone quality and frequency response are concerned,
the electro-dynamic and p-m speakers are very nearly identical,
comparing similar sizes. The larger sizes of p-m's cost more
than the equivalent dynamic. For remote placement of speakers,
the p-m has the advantage of requiring but two conductors from
the audio amplifier.

CENTERING DYNALUC SPEaKER CONES

Mechanically, it is necessary that the voice coil be concen-
trically located in the gap of the magnetic circuit at the
end of the pole piece.

Air gap clearances must be close for best results and it is
desirable to maintain maximum magnetic energy in the gap.
However, it is also necessary that the voice coil "ride free"
in the space provided. If grit or dust gets into the gap,
free motion of the voice coil is no longer attained.
Similarly, the voice coil cannot rub on the poles or core and
provide good sound reproduction. The latter condition is
commonly due to warped voice coil forms, and not only causes
losses of power because of the friction between the parts,
but also causes distortion. Such off-center operation is
apparent in the sound by rasps and rattles.

The common plan of centering the voice coil is shown in
Figure 12 where we are looking into the center of the cone.
A centering spring, commonly called a "Spider", is fastened
to the voice coil form at its outer edge. The spring is then
fastened to the center of the core, holding the coil in
position.

Being flexible, the spring allows the voice coil to move in
and out freely with the changes of current, but will not allow
a side-way movement. When the voice coil slips out of
position here, it is necessary only to loosen the screw at
the center of the spider and place three shims between the
coil and core, spaced equally around the core.

These shims can be made of cardboard, celluloid or flexible
sheet metal, but must be of such equa) thickness that all
three will fit tightly. After the shims are in place, the
center screw is tightened and the shims removed.
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For Figure 13, we show an a -c dynamic speaker chassis and here
you can see the dry plate rectifier, cone and output trans-
former, whereas the field winding and voice coil are inside
the main housing. Tne speaker would be connected in the out-
put circuit as shown in Figure 8, with the a -c cord plugged
into a suitable alternating current supply.

BAFFLES

then speakers are used with out a horn, the forward movement
of the cone compresses the air in front of it. At the same
time an area of low air pressure is created behind the cone.
As the high pressure area in front of the cone moves forward
and spreads out as a sound wave, the surrounding air moves
in to fill the area of low pressure behind the cone.

On the next alternation of the audio signal current, the cone
will be pulled back and the conditions mentioned above will
be reversed.

The speed of sound is generally considered to be approximately
1125 feet per second, at ordinary room temperatures, and at
low'frequencies, the high pressure area on one side of the
cone has time to pass around and help equalize the lag pres-
sure area on the other side. Thus, instead of travelling
away from the cone as a sound wave, the high pressure area
simply slips around the cone to fill in the law pressure
area on the other side.

At higher frequencies, the movement of the cone is so fast
that the high pressure area on one side does not have time
to pass around to the other side before the cone moves and
forms a second high piessure area or wave. Thus the high fre-
quency sound waves are heard at a distance from the speaker
but the low frequency waves, moving from side to side of the
cone to equalize the air pressure, are not properly heard,

To overcome this condition, it is necessary to increase the
distance from the front to the rear of the cone so that the
low frequency waves will not be able to travel from front
to back before the cone moves. This is usually accomplished
by mounting the speaker on a flat board which has an opening
the size of the cone. High pressure areas caused by the for-
ward movement of the cone must pass around the edges of the
board in order to reach the rear of the cone. Instead of a
flat board, the same results are secured by placing the
speaker in a cabinet or console, and regardless of its shape
the material used for this purpose is called a 'Waffle.
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Thus the primary function of the baffle is to acoustically
"load" the speaker to allow it to radiate sound waves more

efficiently. In the true sense of the word, the loudspeaker
element without the baffle is not a "speaker" because the
baffle is part of the acoustical system. Likewise, the baf-
fle structure should not vibrate like a "soundingboard" but
rather be rigid and without resonant effects. When the baf-
fle is in the shape of a horn, it serves as a conduit for
directing the sound waves.

It has been found that satisfactory speaker reproduction is
Obtained when the size of the baffle is equal to k the wave-
length of the lowest frequency desired. A baffle is measured
from the center of the speaker opening, around the shortest
way and back to the center. Thus, for a circular baffle, the
radius would be equal to 32.- of the quarter wavelength. How-
ever, the diameter is equal to twice the radius which makes
the diameter equal to the wavelength.

Although most baffles are either square or rectangular, it
is the shortest distance which is measured and thus the sides
of a square or the shorter sides of a rectangle should be
equal to 1. the wavelength of the low frequency cut off,
measured from the center of the core to the closest edge of
the baffle.

In Figure 14, we have plotted a curve of frequency in cycles
against the baffle size in inches. In other wordsl'the fre-
quency is the lowest which can be reproduced by a baffle of
a given size. For example, to reproduce a frequency of 112
cycles, the curve shows a 30 inch baffle is needed , while to
reproduce down to 32 cycles, the baffle must be 104 inches.

Since the early days of reproducing sound by electro-cechan-
ithal means, steady improvement in the quality of reproducers
has been made. It can be understood that no matter how good
the electrical circuits of the audio amplifier, if the speaker
assembly is inferior, the reproduction will be poor. As the

listening public is getting more and more "sound conscious",
efforts have been made to improve the audio frequency range
of speakers.

BASS REFLEX PRINCIPLE

One effective method of extending the bass response and re-
ducing cabinet resonance is to make use of the back wave of
the moving cone such that it adds in phase to the frontal
wave moving forward from the face of the cone.
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In Figure 16, we show the front and sectional views of a
typical Bass Reflex speaker, which operates on this principle
and in comparatively small space, provides reproduction
similar to that of a speaker mounted on an extremely large
flat baffle.

In Figure 16-B, you will note the placement of sound absorbing
material and want to tell you that its purpose is to partially
absorb the cabinet resonant frequencies which are above the
frequency desired to be accentuated. For example, suppose the
approximate low frequency cut off of the baffle is 80 cycles.
The dimensions of the spea:.rer are then chosen to cause the
cabinet to resonate at a frequency about an octave lower than
80 cycles, and in operation, as a result of resonance, the
standing waves will reinforoe the waves moving out from the
front of the speaker.

The action can be shown a little more clearly by the sound
wave motion of Figure 16-B. The solid semicircles, moving
away from the cone, represent the frontal wave. Similarly,
the solid circles, moving to the back plate of the cabinet
represent the waves which are 180° out of phase with the
frontal waves. If the dimension "D" is of the proper length
and the port area is in the correct position, the reflected
waves shown by dotted half circles will build up a standing
wave and be in the correct phase relationship to add to, or
reinforce, the frontal wave.

The overall action is to extend the bass response and to
partially eliminate the cabinet resonant effects that very
often occur in open back Cabinet baffles.

Another method of improving the bass response is to place the
speaker driving unit in an enclosed cabinet and then cut
suitable slits, usually in the back, for the escape of the
back wave. Some enclosures are made air tight and the inside
is lined with absorption material. The stiffness due to air
compression in the enclosure acts to aid in radiation of lower
frequencies.

DISTRIBUTION ANGLES

You may have noticed the difference in the quality of sound
emitted from a given speaker at different angles with respect
to the axis of the cone. For example, in Figure 17, a
listener at Ll would not hear the same quality of sound as
that of a listener at L2. The reason for this is because high
frequency waves, about 3000 cycles, seem to travel in narrow
beams at an angle of about 20° with the axis of the cone. The
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listener at Ll then would hear predominately the loier and
middle frequencies.

The angle of radiation of "beam like" distribution at high
frequency widens out as the frequency decreases. However,
as it is the higher frequencies in speech and music which
give understandability and brilliance, it is desirable to
diffuse or conduct the higher notes to all parts of the lis-
tening area.

To accomplish uniform distribution of sound at all frequencies,
several methods are used, and one is diagramically shown -by
Figure 18. Herein the top view at A and side view at B, we
show vanes which, if you visualize Figure 18-A replacing Fig-
ure 17, will cause the high frequency radiation to be spread.
Therefore) with the vane diffusers, listeners at Ll and L2
will hear very nearly the same proportion of high and low fre-
quencies.

Figure 18 shows spreading of the high frequencies only in the
horizontal plane. Normally this is sufficient for room repro-
duction of audio programs, but should a greater spread or dis-
tribution be desired, vanes can be placed horizontally to pro-
vide vertical distribution. Figure 19-A illustrates the double
vane idea carried a little further in that the vanes now take
the shape of a rlulticellular horn. Loudspeakers of this type
are primarily for use in Public Address installations such as
theaters, skating rinks, churches, etc.

In order to achieve 360° sound distribution, the plan of Figure
19-B can be used. The entire unit is suspended from a suitable
support and because of the shape of'the upper and lower deflect=
ing plates, sound waves will spread, as indicated by the arrows,
in a 3600 radiation angle with the vertical axis of the speaker
assembly. The driving unit is contained in a suitable metallic
housing which in turn is attached to the polished deflecting
plates.

TWO 'TAY SYSTEtiS

In an earlier part of this Lesson, we indicated the use of the
bass reflex principle to increPse the bass response of a speak-
er and although not mentioned previously) we show a high fre-
quency unit in the cabinet enclosure of Figure 16.

It has been found that a single cone speaker does not adequately
cover the extended frequency range desirable in higki quality re- -
productions. If frequen0:es from about 40 to 15,000 cycles are
desired, this can best be accomplished by using two separate
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speakers - one a "woofer" for low frequencies; and a "tweeter"
for high frequencies, to provide a two way system. The woofer
can then be constructed to best radiate low notes and the re-
quirement is a rather large cone area and heavy voice coil in
order to develop the necessary power. For high frequencies
the cone area can be small and the voice coil can be light to
move more rapidly and with smaller power requirement.

The object of the two way system, is to provide suitable and
uniform frequency response as well as power handling capa-
city over the desired range of reproduction.

To direct the electrical currents of high and low audio fre-
quencies into their respective channels, a filter system is
needed. Although we will go into greater detail on the sub-
ject of filters and "cross over" netgorks in a later assign-
ment, we want to point out the basic principles which are not
difficult to follow.

It is desirable that the high frequency speaker receive its
correct range of frequencies, and in the circuit of Figure 20,
condenser Ci together with coil Li form a "High Pass" filter.
Condenser Ca. passes the higher notes readily because at higher
frequencies the reactance of the condenser is low. Li "chokes"
the high frequencies and forces them through the low reactance
path of C1 and the high frequency speaker voice coil. The low

audio notes will readily pass through coil Li, and through the
low frequency speaker voice coil, back to the other side of
the input circuit. Condenser C2 tends to bypass any high fre-
quencies that get into the low frequency channel, whereas L2
tends to bypass any low frequencies that get into the high
frequency network.

One model of a two way speaker system uses the plan of support-
ing the high frequency speaker in the cone cavity of the large
speaker. For example, imagine the high frequency unit of Fig-
ure 16-B properly supported in the large cone area of the
speaker just below. Such a method simplifies cabinet construc-
tion and, at the same tine, provides some sound distribution.

Another two way speaker difign system provides for the mount-
ing of the high frequency unit on the rear of the woofer cone
driver, and the high frequency sound is _fed through a passage
in the center of the woofer pole assembly. In effect, this
passage is a horn, and is allowed to expand for proper dds-
tribution of the sound waves.
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EFFICIENCY

Very little has been said about the efficiency of a speaker.
That is, the conversion of electrical power to acoustical
energy. It is very difficult to obtain the necessary data
for determining speaker efficiencies, and such calculation
is usually performed only by the manufacturers in the re-
search laboratories. However, we want to give you an idea
of the relative capabilities of different speakers, and it
may surprise you to learn that loudspeakers are not very
efficient. The efficiency of a loudspeaker may be defined
as the ratio of the useful power output (acoustical) to the
electrical input (watts) expressed as a percentage.

There are many factors which tend to govern the efficiency of
a speaker, one being the flux density in the air gap of the
magnetic circuit. Other factors to be considered are the
mass and electrical characteristics of the voice coil, the
mass and area of the diaphragm.

Of the above mentioned, the most important is the flux den-
sity of the air gap, Earlier in the Lesson we explained the
requirement of a strong field flux for the proper operation
of the voice coil assembly, and the greater the force acting
to move the voice coil under a given set of conditions, the
greater the resultant motion of air waves. You can now see
why air gaps are made as short as possible, and why improvtd
materials for securing stronger fluxes will increase the
conversion of electrical power to acoustical energy.

To give you some idea of the relative efficiencies of some
speakers and radiators, note the table below. These figures
are general deductions based on the use of a 400 cycle test
note which approximates the most predominate frequencies in
musical reproductions.

SPEAKER TYPE

Small Cabinet
Large Baffle
Directional Baffle
Projection (Horn)

EFFIcIENCY

5 to 10%
5 to 10;:,

7 to 20%
10 to 30%

The projector or horn type speaker is the most efficient yet
naturally enough, there will be continued improvement in the
design or loudspeakers. However, from the explanations offered
you can readily understand the basic principles involved in all
reproducers.
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Lesson RRT -2

PHONOGRAPH PICKUPS

Pagel

In earlier Lessons, we have explained how it is possible to

transmit sound by radio carrier waves and in this assignment,

we are going to show you how it is possible to reproduce

sound from a phonograph record. The "heart" of such a sys-

tem is the unit which changes mechanical energy to electrical

energy and it is known as a "pickup". In fact, a "pickup"

is nothing but a form of an electric generator and in this

Lesson we are going to explain exactly how it operates.

From your earlier Lessons, you will remember that to produce

electrical energy by mechanical means, it is necessary that

an electrical conductor cut through, or be cut by, magnetic

lines of force. In other words, the generator operates on

the principles of electromagnetic induction.

The part which sets up the magnetic, flux is called the field

and the part in which the emf is induced is the armature.
For most of the smaller sizes of commercial generators, tie
armature is the moving part.

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION

To show you how these principles are worked out, in Figure 1

we have the main parts of the magnetic pickup assembly. The

magnetic flux, or field, is produced by the U shaped perlanent

magnet and to concentrate the lines of force, soft iron pole

pieces are placed between the magnet poles.

The armature is centered between the pole pieces and mounted

on a pivot with tne needle attached at the lower end of the

extended shaft. The variations of the record groove cause
the needle to vibrate from left to right in Figure 1, and
thus we have an armature which moves in a magnetic field.

A coil of wire is placed around the armature, although not

fastened to it, thus completing the necessary parts of an elec-
tric generator. The construction is much different from the
commercial types of generators with revolving armatures and

the output voltage of a pickup is extremely small in compari-

son. Ho'ever, the vibration of the armature does produce suf-

ficient emf for the operation of associated audio frequency
amplifiers.

PHONOGRAPH RECORDS

Before going ahead with the detailed explanation of the oper-
ation of a pickup, it is necessary that you know something
about the records themselves.
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In Figure 2, we show an enlarged view of a small section of

a disk record which is cut with a series of fine grooves in

the form of a spiral. Really there is one continuous groove

which starts at the outer edge of the playing surface. Cut-

ting through the disk you would see something on the order

of Figure 2-B where we show the groove as a triangular slot.

At A, Figure 2, we are looking down on the top of the record

and show the groove by the heavy black lines.

If we place the needle of Figure 1 in the outer or right-hand

groove of Figure 2-A and start the record moving in the dir-

ection of the "Record" arrow, the spiral form of the groove
will keep forcing the needle -toward the center in the direc-

tion of the "Needle" arrow. While follawhag the groove, the

variations will cause the needle to move sideways, or later-

ally, and the armature will vibrate between the pole pieces.

From our former explanations, the movement of the armature

will induce an emf in the coil, the frequency and strength

of -which will depend on the size and shape of tre variations

of the groove.

When the record is made from the original prcgram, the needle

which cuts the groove is operated by sound waves and thus the

lateral vibrations are really a record of the sounds. The

vibrations of the needle of Figure 1 therefore induce an emf

with the same frequency as that of the sound liaves which op-

erated the cutting needle.

OPERATION OF MAGNETIC PICKUP

Going back to Figure 1, you will notice the armature is sup-
ported on a pivot near the lower end, while at the upper end,

it passes through a piece of rubber which holds it midway
between the poles. The flux of the permanent magnet leaves

the N pole, passes through the iron pole pieces, across the
left air gaps through the sections of the armature opposite
the pole pieces, the right air gaps and the other pair of
pole pieces to the S magnetic pole.

The point we rant to bring out here is that, with the arma-
ture in the center of the air gap, the magnetic flux will

divide equally, half of it passing through the upper pair of

poles and half through the lower pair of poles. Except for

those parts opposite to the poles, there will be no magnetic

flux in the armature.

Studying the action in a different way, and thinking of that

part of the armature actually in the center of the coil as the
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core, under the conditions just explained, there will be no

magnetic flux in the core of the coil. As all the flux
passes straight across the space between the pole pieces,
there will be practically no magnetic lines through the
turns of wire which make up the winding of the coil.

When the needle is moved to the right by a variation of the
record groove, as shown in Figure 3, the upper end of the
armature will move towards the upper N pole piece. From the

Lesson on Magnets and Magnetism, you will remember that iron
has a much lower reluctance than air, and moving the needle
to the right reduces the left air gap, thereby reducing the
reluctance of the magnetic circuit.

The reduced reluctance will permit some of the magnetic lines
to pass from the N pole of the permanent magnet, through the
upper pole piece, across the shortened gap to the loser S

pole piece and on to the S pole of the magnet. The number
of magnetic lines passing through the armature will depend
on the distance the needle is moved to the right at a given
instant and the further it is moved, the greater number of
lines which will cut the coil.

Some of the magnetic lines will not be inside the armature
and, in the following a path from the upper left to the lower
right pole pieces, a portion of the total flux will cut through
the turns of the coil winding. Going back to the early Lessons
again, you will remember that when a dire cuts through, or is
cut, by magnetic lines, an emf is induced in the wire.

With the armature properly centered there are no magnetic
lines passing through it and hence no lines can pass through
the coil. When the armature is moved, the magnetic lines
travel across the body of the shaft, some of them cut through
the coil and therefore an emf is induced in the winding, also
some of the magnetic lines follow the path of the lower re-
luctance and travel down through the armature, as shown by
the arrows.

In the same way, when the needle is moved in the other dir-
ection by the next alternation of the recorded wave, the
armature takes the position shown in Figure 4. Here the air
gap between the armature and the upper end of the S pole
piece has been shortened and some of the magnetic lines pass-
ing from the N to S pole of the magnet travel up through the
armature.

Following this action, you can see the variations of a wave
which has been cut in the record groove will cause like vari-
ations of magnetic flux through the armature. In other words,
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that part of the armature between the arms of the poles is
the core of the coil and the changing flux in the core will
induce, an emf of like frequency in the turns of the winding.
Thus, the recorded variations are changed to electrical en-
ergy.

You will also notice, the further the armature moves, the
larger the number of magnetic lines it will carry because
the air gap between it and the pole pieces is shorter. The
emf induced in the coil is proportional to the rate of change
in the armature flux and when the needle is moved by a re-
corded wave of large amplitude, a relatively large emf is
induced.

Checking these actions closely, the armature motion induces
an emf of the same frequency as the frequency of the recorded
wave, and the resultant voltage will have a value proportional
to the amplitude of the waves in the record groove. The pick-
up therefore changes the mechanical motion of the needle,
caused by the variations in the record groove, ino electrical
energy of equal frequency and proportional amplitude.

MAGNETS

In addition to the movement of the armature, the electrical
action depends on the magnetic flux which is set up by the
magnet, and for satisfactory operation the flu,: must be of
proper strength and remain constant. While the actual di-
mensions of the magnetic circuit have an effect on the flux,
and vary for different makes and models after the unit has
been designed and assembled, the magnet must maintain the
proper strength, and for all practical purposes, it is a
PERMANENT magnet.

The voltage generated in the pickup is controlled not only
by the change of magnetic flux in the armature, but also by
the number of turns in the coil. Regardless of the coil de-
sign, the stronger the flux of the permanent magnet, the more
sensitive the pickup. Of course, this is true only up to the
point of magnetic saturation of the moving armature, as this
condition does not permit changes of flux proportional to the
vibrations caused by the moving needle point.

You already know the opposition offered to the passage of mag-
netic flux lines is called reluctance and its value varies
greatly with different materials. .For example, in the mag-
netic circuit of Figure 1, starting at the N pole, there is
a low reluctance path through the soft iron pole piece. The
air gaps between the pole piece and armature have an ex-
tremely high reluctance, whereas the armature has a low re-
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luctance. The S pole piece and the material of the magnet
have low reluctance, therefore,with the exception of the air
gaps, there is little opposition to the flux in the parts
assembly of a phonograph pickup.

In order that the armature have unrestricted movement, the
air gaps must be quite large and thus the strong cobalt
steel and Alnico magnets are in general use.

There are a great many factors which enter into the design
of the magnetic circuit and we have given you this explan-
ation to emphasize the importance of maintaining the origi-
nal ad,justments of a pickup. For example, if the air gaps
should be widened, the total flux would be cut down, the
sensitivity of the pickup would be reduced and the impedance
of the coil would be changed.

DA"' I PING

From our former explanation you may have the idea that a
pickup is a perfect generator but unfortunately such is not
the case. The armature is made rather light in weight, and
has the mechanical characteristics of a vibrating reed. It
will then have a natural resonant frequency depending on its
mass and dimensions.

When the record causes the armature to vibrate at or near
its resonant frequency, its motion increases and the ampli-
tude of the induced emf is also increased. Thus certain
frequencies of the record will be reproduced with more than
the proper volume.

To hold the armature vibrations more closely to those im-
parted to the needle, various mechanical dampers are used.
In Figure 1, 3 and 4, for example, the upper rubber bearing
of the armature acts as a damper and helps to prevent any
armature motion except that caused directly by the movement
of the needle.

In order to see this action more clearly, think of the arma-
ture pivot and needle as a simple vibrator. The displacement
of the upper end of the armature from a fixed position will
depend on the distance between it and the pivot. Thus, with
the pivot below the pole pieces, as in Figure 1, the upper
end of the armature will have a greater movement than the
needle. In other words, there is a leverage which mechani-
cally am.p3ifies the vibrations of the needle.
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Being placed at the end of the long armature, the rubber
bearing has the maximum damping effect. Remember here,
while the object of the damper is to cut down the resonant
frequencies, it also reduces the amplitude of vibration for
all frequencies of the armature and tends to reduce the
voltage output of the unit.

T7PES OF NEEDLES

Checking back over Figures 1, 3 and 4 o± this Lesson, you will
notice the needle is always clamped tightly to the arnatere
and thus becomes apart of the vibrating unit. 7,11at we said

about the stiffening effect of the damper will thus apply to
the needle as well.

There are many different types of phonograph needles of var-
ious sizes and shapes, but the most common are made in three
distinct types. First, a fairli large and stiff steel needle
called a "Loud Tone". Second, a smaller and more flexrele
steel needle called a "Soft Tone"- or "Half Tone", Third, a

still more flexible "Fibre Needle",

To show you the effect of these various types of needles on
the output voltage of the pickup, we have drawn the curves of
Figure 5. The scale across the bottom represents the freq-
uencies while that at the left shows the relative generated
voltage when the needle is used with a given pickup assemble-.

Starting with curve No. 1, which represents the output with
a new loud tone steel needle, you will find there is a little
over 1 volt produced at a frequency of 50 cycles. This value

remains constant, as the frequency increases, up to about
4000 cycles and then drops rapidly, falling to zero at about
7800 cyles.

Curve 2 shows the voltage generated when a worn loud tone steel
needle is used. At low frequencies the voltage is the same as
for a new needle, but at about 2000 cecles, the worn point,
being larger, fails to completely follow the recorded waves.
This causes the voltage to drop off rapidly for ail frequen-
cies above 2000 cycles.

The soft tone needle, being more flexible, absorbs some of
the vibrations of the needle point and thus cuts down the
movement of the armature. The result is shown in Curve 3,
which at 50 cycles causes the pickup to develop a little over
.9 volts.
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Following this curve, you will find it maintains a uniform
value from 50 to about 1000 cycles. The damping action of
the needle prevents the higher frequencies from producing
the full movement of the armature and thus the generated
voltage drops off at frequencies above 1000, falling to
zero at about 4500 cycles.

The fibre needle, being still more flexible than the soft
tone steel needle, has a greater damping effect and produces
the voltage variation shown by curve 4. The action here is

the same as for curve 3 but the effect is more pronounced,
producing a lower voltage for the lower frequencies and cut-
ting off more of the high frequencies.

Although not shown in Figure 5, a worn soft tone steel or
worn fibre needle will produce a change of voltage similar
to that between curves 1 and 2 and a careful study of these
curves will show you why, for good reproduction, it is nec-
essary to use a needle which is in good condition.

Another thing we want to mention here is the pressure on the
needle point. If the point is circular, its area is approx-
imately .000007 of a square inch. Vidth the pickup exerting
a downward pressure of but one ounce on the point of the
needle, the pressure would be over 8900 lbs. to square inch.

As the ordinary pickup needle pressure is more than one ounce,
You can imagine the conditions under which the needle operates.
However, some pressure is needed to hold the needle in the
groove and the grinding action between the record and needle,
increases the area of the point and thus reduces the pressure
per square inch on the record.

The needle, or rather the needle point, is thus one of the
most important parts of the complete pickup as it has a great
effect on the quality of reproduction and wear of the record.
We want to emphasize these facts because, being small and
inexpensive) the importance of the pickup needle is likely
to be overlooked.

There are three general factors to consider in the selection
of a "playback" needle. First, the needle must be of the
correct shape to fit the needle holder of the vibrating arm-
ature which at the same time will permit the needle point to
match perfectly with the record groove. Second, the needle

point should have and retain a high polish to prevent scor-
ing or damaging the walls of the groove. Third, it must be
long wearing, capable_of retaining its manufactured shape.
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In general, the final choice of a needle muot be a corqraeise

among the factors Mentioned above and oermssible record l'ear,

as well as the desired qualit/ or reproduc3icn of Cle elec-

tion.

Steel needles usually give the greatest volume, and generally

should not be used for more than one record play. As ex-

plained for Figure 5, standard types give the greatest high

frequency response but since needle scratch frequency and

hiss are in the upper audio frequency regisl,er, these roisee

are more predominate.

Chrome plated needles are ver- sililar in character to the

standard steel needles except that thev have longer pla:TLng

life. These needles usually giVe trenty-five to fifty plays,

depending on the pickup pressure.

The "flexible" needles are usuall: made of 'eamboo, cactus

thorns, etc., and are used oriearil:; to reduce U.e high fre-

quency response, noise and record 7 -ear. These needles aro

not suitable for record changer t7pe pia -Jere.

Fetal alloy points are pol4_shed to a high decree and therefore

decrease record Jeer ar the friction between the pint and re-

cord is reduced. Popular needles of the alloyed point ray be

used from about 1000 to 5000 pla:s, and are suitable for rec-

ord changers.

The Sapphire or "jewel" needles have corresoondingly lcnFer

life and compare favorably ritn the alloy tips. Care seeould

be exercised in handling to prevent dropping, as the point

is apt to chip or break. Changing tie posit on of tie needle

in the holder is not recommended as record darade nay result.

These needles are satisfactory for changers and wide range

reproduction systems.

FREWEITTIRES701-37,
For Figure 5 we drew smocth curves to show the relative ef-

fect of the different tTTpes cf needles. For the complete

pickup unit hoTever, ae have to consider the needle, armature

coils, magnets and all the oth3r parts which enter into the

changing of the variations of the record groove into sound.

With this in mind, ra have drawn the curve of Figure c, where

the bottom scale again represents frequency but the left hand

scale represents the relative volure of the reproduced sound.

Starting with a relative value ,7%f about 5 at 45 cycles, you

will notice the curve is not smooth but drops irregularly to
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a value of 3k at 700 cycles. Then the curve rises rapidly
to a peak at about 1500 cycles but drops off even more rap-
idly to a value of less than 32 at 2000 cycles.

This hump in the curve is called a "Resonance Peak" and is
the resonant frequency of the vibrating part of the pickup.
Following the curve again, you will see a smaller "Peak"
around 3500 cycles after which it drops rapidly to zero at
about 6000 cycles.

Using a pickup of this kind, frequencies around 1500 cycles
would be produced with excess volume and spoil the proper
reproduction of the record. That is why you will find the
various dampers placed around the armature because their
action is to cut down these peaks and produce a more uniform
volume for the entire range of frequencies.

At this point, we want to emphasize the importance of a
chart which indicates the frequency response of a device.
Nhile Figure 6 was used to explain that changes of frequency
gave rather irregular variations in relative volume for a

pickup, similar data can be shown, for loudspeakers, audio
amplifiers and microphones. In general, an ideal frequency
response curve would be one which is relatively "Flat" over
the full range of operation. Such a curve would represent
"uniform" output without "resonant" effects over the desired

range.

CRYSTAL PICKUP

The pickup we have been explaining in the early part of this
Lesson operates on the principle of electro-magnetic induction
and is therefore commonly called a "Magnetic Pickup". There

is another type which operates on an entirely different prin-
ciple and is called a "Crystal Pickup".

It has been found by experimentation that several crystalline
materials, such as quartz, tourmaline and rochelle salt have
the property of producing an emf when the crystal is mechan-
ically strained. Furthermore, the action is reversible, so
that when an electric charge is properly impressed on the
crystal, it changes its shape. This remarkable characteris-
tic is called the "piezo-electric effect" and is present in
all so-called piezo-electric materials to a greater or less
degree, dependent upon the form in which it is cut, and the
manner in which the electric field is impressed.

In Figures 7 and 8, we show two views of a common type of
crystal pickup which utilizes a piezo -electric crystal ele-
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ment to convert the mechanical motion of the needle to elec-
trical energy. By carefully analyzing Figures 7 and 8, you
will see that the crystal is supported by two conductors,
insulated from each other, and when the needle vibrates,
there will be a strain on the crystal. Then, because of its
piezo-electric properties, there will be a. difference of po-
tential between the two terminals, which will vary with the
amount of mechanical strain.

As this pickup operates by virtue of the piezo-electric abil-
ity of the crystal, its output is'not subject to the effect
of Mechanical inertia. This chareeteristic gives it the name
"astatic" which means the eLckep, as a body, is in neutral
equilibrium and therefore has no tendency toeard a change in
position witn its consequent effect on electrical output.
Due to this feature, the frequency response is unusually un-
iform and without objectionable peaks over a range extending
fron 30 to 8000 cycles.

Although the voltage outputs of crystals vary considerably,
the average output of a crystal pickup is slightly over 2
volts when using a 500,000 ohm load.

PICKUP =PEDAUCE

In our earlier explanations we told you that the coil of a
magnetic pickup was male up of a large number of turns of
wire. Now we can add that these coils may be wound to most
any desired impedance. The impedance will vary with the in-
ductance, distributed capacity and d -c resistance of the
winding. Those coils which have a comparatively nigh ineuc-
tance are known as "high impedance" pickups, while these with
a low inductance are referred to as "low impedance" pickups.
The piezo-electric pickups are of the "high impedance" type.

The advantage of low impedance pickups is that they can be
used at comparatively great distances from an amplifier with-,
out severe attenuation of the high frequencies due to the
.capacity shunting effect of the transmission line. The ad-
vantage of the high impedance type is that it can be connected
directly across the grid of a tube without the use of a trans-
former.

PICKUP CIRCUITS

Throughout the explanations of this Lesson we have told you
that the voltage output of a pickup vas in proportion to the
vibrations of the needle, which in turn depended on the var-
iations of sound on the record, and that it could be amplified
the same as any other audio frequency voltages. In Figure 9
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we show the usual input connections of a low impedance mag-
netic pickup coupled to the grid of an amplifier tube.

Due to the low impedance of the pickup, it is necessary to
use a transformer to match both the impedance of the pick-
up and that of the grid circuit in order to get the maximum
voltage transfer. In an early Lesson, we told you that the
relation between the number of turns on the primary and
secondary of a transformer is known as the liturn.ratio".
1:1riting this as an equation, we have

Mere

-
Ns

N = turn ratio
N = turns on the primary
Ns = turns on the secondary

(1)

We also explained that the primary and secondary voltages of
a perfect transformer were in proportion to the turns ratio.
Therefore, we can write,

Es

Mere
N = turns ratio
E = primary voltage

Es = secondary voltage

(2)

Analyzing the above equation, 'e can say that the greatest
voltage across the secondary will appear when a very high
turn ratio is used. This is true ti hen no current or paver
is talzen from the secondary. Homever, a certain amount of
power is al4ays consumed and under these cmditions, the max-
imum voltage across the secondary will be obtained when the
square of the turn ratio is equal to the ratio of the primary
and secondary impedances. 7xitten as an erivation,

1.111-iere

N2= ZS
ZP

N = turn ratio
Zs = secondary impedance

Z = primary impedance

(3)
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Although the above equation is on the assumption of a perfect
transformer, its complete derivation is rather involved and,
for the time being, we will ask you to take our word for its

correctness.

To show you a practical application of equation (3) we will

assume that it is necessary to find the turn ratio when the

pickup of iigure 9 has an impedance of 100 ohms while it is

desired to have a grid impedance of 100,000 ohms. Substituting

in equation (3), the proper turn ratio would be

N2 = 12/122a = 1000
100

N = V1000 = 31.6

A transformer used for this purpose is called an "impedance
matching transformern and you will find them commonly employed
in all types of Radio and other Electronic equipment.

Getting back to the action of Figure 9, the voltage output
of the pickup will cause current in the primary of the trans..,
former and a voltage will be induced in the secnndary. AS

the grid circuit of the tube is connected across the secondary,
the variations of voltage will he impressed on it, which
in turn will cause variations of plate current at the same
frequency as the voltage output of the pickup. These variations

of current are then carried through other stages of amplification
until the signal is brought to the desired level to operate a
speaker.

In Figure 10, we have the circuit connections of a high
impedance pickup. Although the symbol shown is for a crystal
type, a high impedance magnetic pickup could connect in the
same way. The voltage output of the pickup is impressed
across the potentiometer, R, and because the grid is connected
to the movable contact, various values of pickup voltage, from
zero to full potential, can be applied to the control grid

element. In other words, the potentiometer, R, acts as a
volume control, but the tube action is exactly the same as
explained for Figure 9.

The circuits of Figure 11 show the second detector and audio
system of a conventional type of Radio-Phonograph combination.
The change from Radio to Phonograph is made by a double throw,
single pole switch shown at the lover left of Figure 11. When
the switch arm is in the upper position, the audio signal is
obtained from the Radio circuits, and when the arm is in the
lower position, the audio signal is furnished by the Phonograph
Pickup.
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Although the input circuits of Figures 9 and 10 show triode
tubes, it is quite common to use pentode types. All you
need remember however, is that the control grid circuit is
the input and the plate circuit the output, with the other
tube elements being employed only to improve the overall
efficiency of the stage. In other words, if a pentode were
used in Figure 10, the suppressor grid would be connected
to the cathode and the screen grid tied to a suitable source
of d -c, the other elements remaining as shown.

SCRATCH FILTERS

Earlier in this Lesson, we told you that by following the
variations in the record groove, the needle of a pickup
caused the armature to vibrate in a magnetic field and in-
duce a voltage of the same frequencies as the recorded sound.
However, due to the texture of the material of which the
record is made, other undesirable frequencies are generated
and manifest themselves in the speaker as an obnoxious high
frequency "hiss" or scratch.

1'o overcome these undesirable frequencies, a "scratch filter"
is often employed and generally placed directly across the
output of the pickup, as in Figure 12, where we show a fil-
ter made up of L, C and R.

From your earlier Lessons, you will remember that a series
resonant circuit has the characteristic of minimum impedance
and maximum current at the resonant frequency. In other

words, with no d -c resistance, and the reactance of the in-
ductance and capacity equal, the total impedance would be
zeros

looking -at Figure 12, let's assume that the variable resistor
R is set so that its resistance is negligible and that the
values of L and C are such that the circuit is resonant at
5000 cycles. Now, suppose the needle vibrates at a frequency
of 5000 cycles. Under these conditions, the series circuit
-of L and C form a "short" across the output of the pickup
and no voltage will be available at the grid of
the tube.

In other words, the frequency response of a pickup, using a
"sc,rath filter, will have a "dip" at its resonant frequency.
This "dip" can be controlled, to a certain extent, by adding
a variable resistance in series as shown by R of Figure 12.
You can easily see that by varying the value of R, the effect
of the scratch filter -can be controlled. The rheostat R thus
controls the amount of attenuation at the frequency to which
L and C are resonated.
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It has been found that the Hscratch" frequencies predominate

around 3700 cycles and, to find the values of L and C, it is

only necessary to make use of the formula for resonance which

is given in an earlier Lesson as,

Where

1
f

2TrAC

f = frequency in cycles
= 3.1416

L - inductance in henries
C = capacity in farads

Solving for LC, we first divide both sides of the equation by f.

f 1

f 2rTVLC
Or 1 - 1

2rrfVLC

Multiplying both sides of the equation by VtC

1 x vIC =
1/2/1j x 1

or
1

2 rf

Squaring the equation to remove the square root sign,

Thus,

( EE )2 = (2 )2 or LC .=
41.12f2

1L- -- -",-

4172f-C

C - 1

717?"2-1

and

From the above equations, you can see that it is necessary to

assume a value for either L or C in order to find the value of

the other component. In a circuit of this type, the values of
L and C are frequently chosen to resonate at a frequency of
approximately 5000 cycles. Suppose we have a 100 millihenry coil

coil and desire to resonate it at 5000 cycles. The correct

capacity would be,

C = 1 = 1

41-1-f'L 4 x (3.14)2 x (5000)2 x .1

1 1
C= 4 x 9.86 x 250/0000 x .1 - 98600000

C = .0000000101 farad = .0101 Mfd.
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The values of the condensers used in ordinary Radio and other

Electronic work are not calibrated to very close tolerances,
and the above value of C could be assumed as .01 lid. There-

fore, with a 100 millihenry coil and a capacity of .01 Lfd.,

the circuit would resonate at approximately 5000 cycles. As

R is variable, its value is not critical and will depend on

the amount of attenuation desired.

PHONO OSCILLATOR
In order to utilize a radio receiver for the reproduction of

phonograph recoeds, it is castomary to connect the output of

the pickup into the circuits of tne detector or first audio

stage on the general plan of Figure 11. By means of switches,

circuits like these of Figures 0 and 10 are established and

t'ee pickup outont voltages, ampliCied by the a -f stages of the

receiver, arc reproduced by the speaker.

Lany of the smaller models of radio receivers do not include

sufficient audio amplification to provide satisfactory phono-

graeh signal levels therefore, circuits on the general plan

of Figure 13 have been d.welopod to utilize the sensitivity
of the complete receiver. These circuits operate as a minia-

ture Broadcast station and permit the phonograph signals to

be tuned in the same as regular programs without special con-
nections or changes is the receiver circuits.

To understnad the action here, we want to refer you to the
description of the Regenerative Detector given in the earlier

Simple Radio Receivers Lesson. There we explained the condi-

tion of oscillation when sufficient energy was fed back from

the plate circuit to the [rid circuit. Also, it will be of

benefit to review the explanation of the Pentagrid Converter
given in the former Lodern Tubes Lesson.

In tl-a circuits of Figure 13, coil Ll and variable condenser
C2 are of such values as to form a parallel circuit which will

resonate at frequencies of the Broadcast band. This circuit

is connected betv.een grid 1 and ground. Grid 2, called an

anode because it operates as a plate, connects to the "3" of

tl.e plate supidy through coil L2 which is inductively corpled

to coil Ll. Cathode resistor az, with its by-pass condenser
Cl, is the common arrangement for providing a negative grid

bias voltage.

1 -Then the power is turned on, the surge of anode carrent, car-

ried by coil L2, induces an emf in coil Ll, and tne resulting

voltage drop across it not only charges condenser C2 but im-

presses a positive potential on Grid 1. This positive poten-

tial tends to cause a further increase of anode current which

in turn will cause a higher positive potential on Grid 1.
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This action continues until a condition of anode saturation
is reached and there can be no further increase of current,
nth no change of anode current in coil L2, there is no in-
duced emf in coil Ll, therefore, condenser C2 discharges
through the coil, reducing the positive potential on Grid 1
which in turn causes the anode current to decrease.

Decreasing anode current in coil L2 induces an emf in coil
Ll but now, the resulting voltage causes grid 1 to become
more negative, in respect to the cathode, and reduce the
anode current still further. This action continues until
the anode current is reduced to zero, the induced emf dies
out ana condenser 02 discharges to reduce the negative grid
potential. As the grid becomes less negative, the anode cur-
rent increases and the entire action is repeated.

As the voltage across the tuned circuit, L1-02, is impressed
on Grid 1, its control over the aLode current causes the in-
duction to occur at the proper instants to maintain the os-
cillating or circulating current. The speed, or frequency
of the changes is controlled by the values cf Ll and C2 in
the tuned circuit.

Some of the electrons, emitted by the cathode, are attracted
by the screen grid and pass through the anode and screen grid
to reach the positive plate. However, the action of Grid 1
will cause a variation of this electron stream at the frequency
controlled by the tuned circuit Ll-C2. As a result, the plate
current carried by coil L3 will vary at the frequency of the
oscillator.

Forgetting the oscillator circuits for a moment, the plate,
grids 3, 4 and 5 and the cathode resemble the arrangement of
an amplifier tube with Grid 4 connected to the input circuit
acting as the control. With a pickup connected across re-
sistor R1, its output voltage will be impressed on the con-
trol grid circuit in the usual manner. Thus, the variations
of pickup output voltage will cause corresponding changes of
plate current.

However, the plate current is already varying at the oscillator
frequency therefore, the action of Grid 4 will be to vary the
amplitude of these variations to produce a modulated carrier
as explained in the earlier Radio Principles Lesson. Carried

by coil L3, the variations of plate current will cause corres-
ponding changes of voltage in inductively coupled coil L4 so
that the variations of voltage across the "ANT" and "GND"
terminals of Figure 13 will be essentially the same as the
modulated carrier transmitted by a Broadcast Station.
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As all radiation at radio frequencies is under strict control
of the Federal Communications Comnission (F.C.C.), certain
rules have been set up to permit the operEtion of this type
of curcuit without violation of existing laws. The maximum
legal radiation distance can be calculated by the formula,

157,000
Distance =

K,C
- ft.

For example, if condenser C2 of Figure 13 was set to proCuce
an oscillator frequency of 600 hc, substituting in t:Le for-
mula,

Distance -
157,000-

261 ft.
600

Thus, operating under these conditions, the antenna connected
to the antenna terminal and the power ou'uput of the c4rcnit
must be adjusted so that the signals can not be picked up or
cause interference in receivers located more than 261 ft.
distant. For normal use, the receiver will seldom be located
more than 25 or 30 feet from the oscillator and therefore the
rule does not interfere with the intended purpose of the unit.

To place the arrangement in operation, a short piece of wire
is connected to the antenna terminal and the phonograph pick-
up is connected across the input circuit. The radio receiver
is then tuned to a frequency at which no Broadcast signals
are heard, preferably near the lower frequency end of the
band. With both the receiver and phono-oscillator in opera-
tion, condenser 02 of Figure 13 is then adjusted until the
phonograph signals are heard in the speaker cf the receiver.
After this has been done, no further adjustments are neces-
sary and the phonograph canbe tuned in like any Broadcast
station.

By replacing the pickup with a microphone, speech or music,
picl:ed up by the microphone, will be amplified and heard in
the speaker of the receiver. This plan is followed at tizies
to utilize an available radio receiver as a Public Address
amplifier.

EQUALIZERS

In an audio frequency amplifier for use in record reproduction,
there areseveral ways in which the adjustments of electrical
networks can be made to give tone quality to suit the indivi-
dual listener. Although most of these circuit vairations
come under the heading of "Tone Controls", which will be ex-
plained later, simple additions to the input circuits of a
crystal pickup may alter the characteristics sufficiently to
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give satisfactory results. These simple electrical networks
are sometimes called equalizers" because they change or
balance the operation of some unit for desired performance.

Crystal pickups are high impedance units and thus should be
connected across a high resistance load. In Figure 10, if
R is decreased from an optimum value of 500,000 ohms, the
low frequency response of the crystal decreases, while in-
creasing its value increases the response of the low notes.
For best results the value should be kept between 250,000
and 1,000,000 ohms.

A crystal pickup circuit may be further equalized to suit
individual tastes by dividing the resistive load and using
a condenser as shown by Figure 14. The purpose of the con-
denser C is to provide a low reactance path for the higher
audio frequencies, and its value is usually between 50 and
500 mmfd. Resistor R1 may be between 1 and 5 megohms where-
as, R2 is usually .5 megohms.

In Figure 15, we show a modified form of the circuit of Fig-
ure 14 indicating a switching arrangement whereby the high
and low frequency response can be varied independently.
Switch No. 1 is to control the low frequency response and
Switch No. 2 adjusts the high end. Typical values for the
circuit of Figure 15 are: R1 = 2 megohms, R2 = .25 megohms,
R3 = 1. megohm, R4 = .5 megohm, C1 . 50 mmfd., and C2 =
500 mmfd.

PICKUP DESIGN TRENDS

As is true with practically everything we use, some improve-
ment could be made to increase its usefulness or efficiency.
Likewise, phonograph pickups are constantly being improved,
and one arrangement is to mechanically attach the vibrating
needle to a vane which is placed in the magnetic field of an
oscillator coil. In brief then, this vibrating vane will
vary the electrical constants of the circuit and change the
amplitude of the oscillations according to the audio vibra-
tions of the needle. The output of the oscillator, generat-
ing high radio frequencies much the same as the "wireless
phone', oscillator described by Figure 13, must then be de-
tected and fed to an audio channel where the action is the
same as we have explained for audio circuits.

Another pickup design, developed by RCA, is called the Vibra-
tron. Before offering a brief explanation of the unit, it
may be well to mention that some detrimental effect in a re-
ceiver or amplifier may put to good advantage in other devices.
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Por example, in some of the early types of vacuum tubes, the
electrode construction was such that a jar or mechanical vi-
bration of the tube would cause a change in the linear dis-
tance between the various electrodes. Jarring the tube
while in operation would cause the elements to vibrate and
thus, in effect, control the strength of the plate current
at the frequency of the vibrations. Deing audio frequency

in nature, this would cause a "howl" in the speaker. Tubes

having an action of this kind were called litlicrophonic".

In the Vioratrom pickup, the needle is mechanically coupled
to the plata of a tiny triode vacuum tube. The extended

electrode of plate then acts as a lever arrangement and
audio variations cf the needle will cause corresponding
changes in distance between the plate and cathode. Thus

the plate current in the output circuit will vary at these
audio frequencies, and can be amplified and fed to a speaker
in the conventional manner.
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When you get into a tight place and
everything goes against you, till it
seems as though you could not hold on
a minute longer, never give up then
for that is just the place and time
the tide will turn.

-- Harriet Beecher Stowe
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In the last Lesson we explained the action of phonograph
pickups and here we want to take up the action of another
accessory of Radio and Electronics which is known as a

qiicrophone". The purpose of a microphone is to change
sound waves into electrical energy which may be amplified
by audio frequency circuits to operate a speaker or other
device.

SEJIPLE TRANSMITTER

The action of the transmitter, or microphone, used in the
ordinary te]ephone is easy to follow and, for that reason,
in Figure 1 we show a simplified sectional view. At the

left of the diagram there is a cap with the mouthpiece and
the diaphragm is supported by the case directly to the right.
When you talk into the mouthpiece, the air waves, set up by
your voice, strike the diaphragm and cause it to vibrate.

Just remember here that the diaphragm will vibrate at the
same frequency as the sound waves which strike it.

Looking further to the right, you will see a piece of carbon
which fits just inside a container which is called a cup.
The diaphragm is attached, at its midpoint, to the small
end of the carbon piece. Although we do not show it, the
cup is fastened rigidly to the frame of the unit and thus

remains stationary. Being fastened to the diaphragm, the
piece of carbon will move with it and thus is marked "lovable

Carbon".

Inside the container, a second piece of carbon, fastened to
the rigid cup, is marked "Fixed Carbon". As air waves strike

the diaphragm and cause it to vibrate, the movable carbon,
fitting loosely in the cup, will vibrate with the diaphragm.
The fixed carbon does not move and thus the vibration of the
diaphragm will change the distance between the two carbons.

The -space between the movable and fixed carbons is filled

with small pieces of carbon, called granules, and as these
granules touch each other, there will be an electrical cir-

cuit between the carbon particles.

To form a complete electrical circuit, the carbon elements
are connected in series with a switch, primary winding of

an input transformer and a battery ofetwo dry cells. When

the- switch is closed, the current is carried by the carbon

granules but actually, its path is through only those
points at which the granules are actually in contact.

As the movable carbon moves toward the fixed carbon, the

granules are squeezed together, t -ouch each other at more
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points, and thus provide
the movable carbon moves
granules separate, there
thus fewer paths for the

more paths for the current. Then
away from the fixed carbon, the
are fewer points of contact and
current.

The result of this action is that the electrical resistance
between the movable and fixed carbon will vary with the
respective positions of the movable carbon. The part in
which the change of resistance takes place is in series
with the other units of the circuit and this variation of
resistance causes a change of current. The resistance of
the circuit changes with each movement of the diaphragm
and, initially, the changes of current are controlled by
the sound waves which strike the diaphragm.

The changes of current, in the primary of the input trans-
former, cause a cnange of magnet flux in the core, and an
emf is induced in the secondary. Here then, the sound
waves striking the diaphragm are changed into an alternating
emf in the transformer secondary, the frequency of which will
be the same as that of the sound waves.

In order to secure the best operation, the resistance of the
carbon circuit must be quite loa in value and therefore the
impedance of the primary winding of the transformer is made
low. The input circuit of an audio amplifier tube requires
a high impedance and, as we have explained in former lessons,
to meet this condition, the transformer secondary is made
with a large number of turns.

Although the transmitter described above is satisfactory for
telephone work, it is not sensitive enough for many installa-

.
tions where the sound must be picked up from a distance. One

early method of increasing the sensitivity of a single carbon
transmitter, or microphone, is shown in Figure 2. Here you
will see the cover has a ring of slots around its outer edge
and a circular spacer, inside the slots, with the carbon held
in a central block. The diaphragm is held on the spacer by
a clamp ring and rests lightly against the carbon. The clamp
ring has a small central opening which is opposite the cone
mounted in the center of the beveled case.

Sound waves entering the unit from an angle as shown by line
A, strike the case, is reflected to the clamp ring, back to
the cone and up to the diaphragm. Sound waves, entering the
unit from the direction of line 3, strike the beveled corner
of the case, are reflected to the cone and up through the
central opening of the clamp ring to the diaphragm.

Although we have shown but two lines of sound, the cone and
beveled case are arranged so that all sounds, from a corn--
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paratively large angle, are reflected and focused to strike
the diaphragm near its center. This concentration of sound
waves causes a greater movement of the diaphragm and thus
the unit is more sensitive.

There are many types and models of units which operate on
this variable resistance principle and, in general, they
are called single button microphones because_there is but
one group of carbon granules.

7.70 BTJTTON MICROPHONE

The single button microdhone of Figure 2 operates satisfac-
torily for ordinary speech frequencies but will not faith-
fully reproduce the wider range of frequencies necessary for
the proper reproduction of music. The main reason for this
is the mechanical resonant frequency of the diaperagm causes
over amplification at those frequencies. By using a thin,
tightly stretched diaphragm, working against an air chamber,
this effect has been greatly reduced but the frequency res-
ponse is not uniform for the required range.

To overcome some of these troubles, the tdo lbu;ton" mic-
rophone has been developed, one type of which is shown in
the sectional view of Figure 3. It is made up of a rigid
rear plate and front ring with the diaphragm in between.

Screwed into the front ring, the ridge of the tension ring
forces the diaphragm into the groove of the rear plate. As

the microphone is circular, this action takes place all the
way around, causing the diaphragm to be tightly stretched.
A carbon button assembly is then screwed into the center of
the rear plate but insulated from the plate, by a rubber
bushing. An open spider is mounted on the front ring and a
second carbon button assembly is screwed in the center of
the spider. Thus there is a carbon button on each side of
the tightly stretched diaphragm.

Sound waves, passing through the openings of the spider
strike the diaphragm and cause it to vibrate. Notice here,
as a sound wave forces the diaphragm toward the rear plate,
the pressure on the carbon granules of the rear button Is
increased while that on the granules of the front button is
reduced. Thus we have a sort of "Push Pull" arrangement
between the diaphragm and carbon buttons.

The center of the rear plate is shaped to form an alr pocket,
or chamber, behind the diaphragm and, as the air cannot rea d-
ily escape, it acts as a damper. In this way, the effect of
the resonant frequency of the diaphragm is reduced and tne-
fraquency response is improved.



_
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The diaphragms are generally made of duralumin and, to im-
prove the electrical contact, the carbon granules are care-
fully selected as to size and quality and often gold plated.
In the more expensive types, the diaphragm is carefully
stretched until it is resonant at some definite frequency.

TWO BUTTON EICROPHONE CIRCUIT

The circuit of a two button microphone is similar to that
of Figure 1 but, to secure proper operation of both buttons,
it requires the arrangement of Figure 4. Here, the trans-
former primary is center tapped to allow two circuits, like
Figure 1, to operate from a single battery, usually of
about three volts.

To explain the action, we will imagine that both buttons of
Figure 4 allow equal currents and the battery positive con-
nects to the center tap of the transformer primary. Thus,

current leaving the battery will divide equally, part of it
passing through ono half of the primary and the other part
through the second half of the winding.

As the primary of the transformer is made up of one continous
winding, the direction of current in the tgo parts, or sides,
will be opposite and each half will produce equal and opposite
magnetic fields which neutralize each other. The direct cur-
rent therefore has no effect on the transformer core or sec-
ondary winding, and any "hiss", which is a thermal agitation
voltage developed by current in the buttons, will be balanced
out.

However, when a sound wave moved the diaphragm, the current
in one button increases chile that in the other decreases.
At first glance, you may think the increase of current in
one half of the winding will neutralize the decrease in the
other half but, remember these currents are in opposite
directions.

teeping this in mind and checking up on the laws of induction,
You will find the action in bott halves of t!ee primary will
f -educe an emf of the same direction in the secondary. TIlus,

other things being equal, a certam change of current in a

two button microphone will induce twice the voltage of a
single button type.

As the direct current of the battery has no effect on the
transformer secondary, it is only the changes of microphone
current which induce an emf. Thus, we have an action like
that of push pull connected tubes used in the output stage
of an audio amplifier which, as explained in an earlier
Lesson, reduces distortion.
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In the diagram of Figure 4, we show but one rheostat which
is in the common battery circuit, although there is a mil-
liammeter in each button circuit. You will find installa-
tions of this type which have a separate rheostat for each
button in order that the currents can be balanced. To

eliminate the expense of two meters, a jack is often connected
in each circuit, making it convenient to plug in a meter
while adjustments are being made.

By careful design and assembly, two button microphones are
able to reproduce most required frequencies equally well
but are sensitive to all vibrations. For this reason, the
microphone is generally mounted on springs in the center of
a heavy metal ring. Vibrations of the stan4 cannot reach
the microphone and therefore are not amplified.

Moisture or mechanical shocks have a tendency to cause the
carbon granules to "pack", and the unit must be tapped gently,
with the current off, to restore normal operation.

A good quality, two button carbon microphone is very sensi-
tive, not only to sound waves produced in front, but also
to sounds which originate at the side and rear. For that

reason, it is necessary that all extraneous noises be kept
at a minimum.

Although the carbon microphone has the advantage of inducing
a greater voltage than other kinds of microphones, its use

is more common in simple application where the disadvantages
of the requirement of a battery, noisy operation and poor
response are not serious objections.

CONDENSER MICROPHONE

The purpose of all types of microphones is to change sound
wave disturbances in the air into electrical currents of like
frequency and amplitude. The carbon button type accamplishes
the change by allowing a diaphragm, caused to vibrate by the
Changing pressure of the sound waves, to vary the resistance
of an electrical circuit by changing the mechanical pressure
on a cup of carbon granules. The condenser microphone, how-
ever, operates on an entirely different principle.

From your earlier Lessons, you know a simple form of electrical
condenser consists of two metal plates separated by a dielec-
tric. The capacity of the condenser depends on the active area
of the plates, the thickness and material of the dielectric.

Suppose we take a rigid metal plate and mount a metal din-
phragm on it, using an insulated mounting and let the air
between the plates serve as the dielectric. Sound waves,
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striking the diaphragm, will cause it to vibrate and thus
change the thickness of the dielectric between it and the
rigid plate. In this way, the sound pressure waves will
cause a change of capacity between the plater,.

When connected in an a -c circuit, a condenser hae a capacity
reactance which is measured in ohms and the reactance varies
inversely with the capacity. Thus, by changing the capacity
it is possible to cause changes of electrical current which
will follow the changes of pressure due to the sound waves.

To use a condenser of this type as a microphone, it is neces-
sary to have a d -c supply but the action remains about the

same. :hen the sound waves force the diaphragm closer to the
rigid plate, the capacity increases and current enters, or is
said tc charge, the condenser. When the diaphragm springs
back, the capacity is reduced, the voltage across the conden-
ser increases and current is forced back into the circuit.

Perhaps it may help you to understand this action by repeat-
ing the formula for a condenser which states:

Q (Coulombs) = C (Capacity) x F (Voltage)

From the above formula you can see that an increase in capa-
city, the ,roltage rema'ning the same, will cause an increase
of Q (coulombs), which means a current into the condenser.
A decrease in capacity, on the other hand, gill cause a de-
crease of Q, which means that there win be current out of the

condenser.

With these actions in mind, in the circuits of Figure 6 you
will find the condenser microphone IA" in series with re-

sistance "R" across a d -c supply, considering "ground" as
B-, and all current in and out of "W" paLses through the
series resistance 'T". These changes of current cau;e a
changing voltage drop across F which replaces the plate re-
sistor of the usual resistance coupled amplifier arrangement.

Thus the voltage, across resistance R of Figure 6, will vary
with the sound waves striking the diaphragm of the condenser
microphone the same as the voltage, across the secondary of
the transformer of Figure 4, varies with the sound \laves
striking the diaphragm of the carton batton microphone.
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Because the movement of the diaphragm is small, the change
of current caused by a condenser microphone are also small
and the two stage amplifiers of Figure 6 is necessary to
bring the voltage output to a level comparable to that of a
carbon type microphone.

Although the condenser microphone Las low output, it has an
excellent frequency response, and proper construction of the
unit keeps moisture and temperature effects to a rinimum.
A study of Figure 6 will indicate that no input transformer
is required, and therefore the condenser microphone is con-
sidered a high impedance unit. This microphone is particu-
larly adaptable for sound studio and laboratory measurement
work.

CONDENSER haCROFHONE CONSTRUCTION

Although the simple arrangement we have explained produces
the proper action, its performance would not be satisfactory
for practical work because the movement of the diaphragr,
would not follow the varying pressure of the sound waves with
a high degree of accuracy. To secure proper response, many
refinements are necessary and, as an example, in Figure 5, we
show a sectional view of a typical condenser transmitter.

The diaphragm is made of an alaminum alloy, .0011 inch thick,
securely clamped at its outer edge between gaskets of softer
aluminum. The stretching ring is then adjusted until the
diaphragm has a resonant frequency of 5000 cycles, and for
satisfactory operation, the thin membrane has sufficient
stiffness. The back electrode is placed very close to tne
diaphragm, the film of air between them acting as a damper.

To dampen the resonant frequency, yet have only a slight effect
on other frequencies, a special damping plate is installed.
This damping plate has grooves, cut at right angles, with
holes drilled through to the compensation chamber. However,
if the air inside were confined between the diaphragm and a
solid back, changes of atmospheric pressure would charge the
distance between the diaphragm and damping plate.

To prevent any change of operation from this source, a more
flexible compensating diaphragm is placed in the compensation
chamber. Atmospheric pressure is applied to one side of this
diaphragm therefore, it will always move to a position which
equalizes the pressure on both sides of the operating diaphragm.

Being flexible, the compensating diaphragm would greatly re-
duce the damping action of the air, therefore the holes, in
the damping plate, do not open directly into the compensating
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chamber. Instead, there is an acoustical valve which allows
the atmospheric pressure to equalize, as previously explained,
but prevents the rapid changes of pressure, caused by the
vibration of the main diaphragm, from reaching the compensating
diaphragm.

The diaphragm and damping plate are assembled in a dustproof
cabinet and sealed with beeswax to make the joints air tight
and keep out all moisture. A small tube opens into this space
and the microphone is filled with nitrogen to prevent corro-
sion of the operating surfaces.

CONDENSER EICROPIICTIE AULIFIER

As we mentioned before, the output of a condenser microphone
is considerably lower than that of the carbon types and thus
greater amplification of its output is necessary. Also, as
the action of the condenser microphone depends on changes of
capacity, the connections between the microphone and amplifier
must be short. For this reason, it is Common practice to
build an amplifier, similar to that shown in Figure 6, in a
tubular housing with the unit of Figure 5 mounted at one end
and supported so that it may be turned in any direction.

A sAall amplifier, used only to increase the voltage output
of a device and arranged as explained above, is commonly re-
ferred to as a "head amplifier". However, it is only an audio
amplifier, the circuits of which have been previously ex-
plained, therefore, we will not repeat at this time.

RIBBON OR VELOCITY MICROFHOrE

Both the carbon and condenser microphones are sensitive to
sounds from all directions and, while this is an advantage
in many cases, in others it is a decided disadvantage. In
recording sound pictures, for example, it is necessary to
have all the background noises in street scenes, but for
good dialogue between characters in the picture, all back-
ground noises must be eliminated.

The "Velocity" microphone was developed to improve this con-
dition, as it is sensitive to sounds from one direbtion but
insensitive to sound from other directions, as shown in the
constructional details of Figur 7. The moving-elenent is a
thin metallic ribbon suspended between the pole pieces of a
powerful, cobalt steel, permanent magnet in such away that
its length is perpendicular to, and its wLdth in the plane of
the magnetic lines of force. Due to the fact that permanent
magnets are utilized, no external voltage supply is necessary.
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The pole pieces are constructed and cut away so as to allow
free passage of the sound waves through the microphone. The
ribbon element is made of very thin duralunin and is suspended
from metal cross pieces which, although not shomn in Figure
7, rest on four insulating busnings. These insulating bush-
ings are the only nonmetallic parts of the microphone, there-
fore, temperature and humidity changes will have but little
effect on its operation.

The microphone operates on the prinCiple of an electric gen-
erator, in that a voltage will be induced in a conductor when
it is moved in a magnetic field. In other words, when a
sound wave strikes the ribbon, it will vibrate in the magnetic
field at the same frequency as the sound and will therefore
have a voltage of like frequency induced in it. As the resis-
tance of the ribbon is but a fraction of an ohm, its changing
voltage output is transferred directly to the primary of an
impedance matching transformer which is considered as an in-
tegral part of the microphone. The transformer secondary may
be wound to most any desired impedance and thus it is possible
to have both low and high impedance velocity microphones.

Referring to Figure 7, you will notice that the pole pieces
shield the ribbon from the sound on two sides but it is free
to receive sound impulses on either of its broad surfaces. In

fact, the "Velocity" principle of operation is dependent on
the "pressure gradient" or the difference between the sound
pressure on the front, and back of the ribJon.

The word "Velocity" is used to describe the type of microphone
because the ribbon has very low inertia and actually follows the
motion of the air particles of the sound wave. The ribbon mi-
crophone responds to sound equally well from either the front
or back and is considered bi-directional. However, as the angle
at which the sound strikes the microphone departs from 900, at
either the front or back, the total output falls, dropping off
quite sharply when the sound veers around toward either side
of the case.

The ribbon is very delicate and must be protected from sudden
draughts or puffs of wind. To aid in this, it is surrounded
by an inner and outer screen of fine mesh silk attached to
its magnetic assembly and outer case, respectively. These
and a metallic screen help protect against mechanical injury
or the accidental entry of magnetic material into the assembly.

The frequency response is excellent from 20 to 15,000 cycles,
provided the source of sound is at a greater distance than
about eighteen inches from the microphone. If the source is
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nearer than about six inches, distortion may take place caus-

ing over -accentuation of the lower notes. This characteristic

makes the ribbon microphone difficult to use where unusual
sound conditions must be overcome. However, it helps to

effect a practical decrease in output, as performers must
work at a greater distance from it than they do frcm other
microphones.

The output of the ribbon microphone is somewhat greater than
that of the condenser type and therefore it requires moderate
amplification. However, it is not necessary to use a head
amplifier although, in the case of long transmission lines,
it is commonly done.

Velocity microphones are suitable for high quality recording,
radio broadcasting and outdoor uses wnen not exposed to winds.
Its bi-directional characteristic is helpful in reducing
acoustic feedback, audience noise and room reverberation.

VELOCITY :11ICROPHOIZ CON!!ECT ION

In the above explanation, we told you that the secondary of
the internal transformer could be wound so that the unit be-
came either a high or low impedance microphone. With the high

impedance type, the output of the microphone can be fed direct-
ly across the grid load of an audio amplifier tube as shown
in Figure 8, where R1 is the grid load.

When the low impedance microphone is used, an impedance match-
ing transformer must be employed, such as shown in Figure 10.
In other words, the input connections must be like those of
high and low impedance pickups, as explained in an earlier
Lesson.

However, for low 2evel microphones, the audio amplifier must
have a high gain in order to bring the signal up to a proper
level where it will satisfactorily operate a loudspeaker or
other device.

DYN.A:!TIC MICROPHONES

As one would expect from the name, the dynamic or moving coil
microphone operates on the same principle as the dynamic speaker.
However, conditions are reversed and in the microphone, an emf
is induced in the coil as the sound waves cause it to vibrate
in a strong magnetic field.

The moving coil microphone is one of the oldest types and was
invented as early as 1877 by Siemans. However, due to the fact
that its output level is quite low, it was not used until the
advent of audio amplifiers.
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In Figure 9 we -have a simplified cross-sectional view of a
dynamic microphone and you will notice the central portion
of the diaphragm is dome shaped 16hich makes it quite rigid.
A light aluminum coil, fastened to the diaphragm at the base
of the dome, projects into the magnetic field bet:leen the
N and S pole pieces of the permanent magnet which forms the
frame for the microphone.

The diaphragm is clamped to, but held a short distance from,
the pole pieces by the ring and washer. The small air space,
back of the diaphragm, is closed except for the narrow annu-
lar slit Sl, which connects into the larger space within the
body of the magnet. This slit serves to control the resoonse
of the diaphragm by air resistance.

A familiar example of air resistance to obtain constant velo-
city is the parachute. Without a par9chute, and falling under
constant force of gravity, the speed of a man would be governed
almost entirely by inertia; his acceleration would be con-
stant but his velocity would continously increase. 71ith a
parachute however, enough air resistance is introduced to be-
come a controlling factor and the velocity of the fall becomes
constant. The various slits and openings in a dynamic micro-
phone operate somewhat in a similar way in order that the
required action diaphragm is obtained and a
good frequency response results.

Going back to Figure 9, the cavity C is formed within the
central pole niece and connected to the air chamber by the
narrow slid S2 to further increase the damping action and
improve the frequency response.

You can easily see that the stiffness of the diaphragm would
control its motion at the low frequencies and produce a
velocity that would decrease with the frequency. Such stiff-
ness control begins at about 200 cycles and below this fre-
quency, if this effect were not corrected, the sensitivity
of the microphone would tend to fall off. However, if the
force on the diaphragm can be increased at a rate correspond-
ing to the falling off of velocity due to stiffness, a uniform
response will be obtained.

This action is secured in Figure 9 by an air connection Alede
through the tube from the front of the diaphragm to the air
chamber within the magnet. By proportioning the length and
diameter of tnis tube, it is possible to exert a suction,
which increases as the frequency decreases, on the rear of
the diaphragm at the same time that pressure is applied to
the front. At low frequencies, this suction increases tne
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velocity and thus, by producing an additional force, tends
to offset the increasing effect of stiffness at low fre-

quencies.

From the above explanation concerning the research which has
been done on the frequency response of this type of micro-
phone, you can easily understand why it is quite uniform over

the entire range of audio frequencies. From Figure 9, you

can see that, for best response, the dynamic microphone should

always directly face the sound source so that the waves will
strike the diaphragm at approximately right angles.

The impedance of the coil of this type of microphone is gen-
erally between 20 and 250 ohns and therefore it is of a low
impedance. However, it is quite common to follow the method
employed for the ribbon microphone and mount a transformer
as a part of the microphone assembly. Under these conditions,

it can be made either high or low impedance. The input con-
nections are similar to those of the ribbon mike and so we
will not repeat the former explanation.

The dynamic type is very popular because of its rugged con-
struction and its general applications are similar to those
of the velocity microphone.

CRYSTAL MICROPHONE

The crystal type of phonograph pickup operates because of the
piezo-electric effect characteristic of certain crystals. That

is, when a crystal is prope/ly cut, and subject to mechanical
stress, there rill be a difference of potential between its
two faces. In our explanation of the crystal pickup, this

mechanical stress was obtained by the vibration of the needle
and, in the microphone, it is obtained by the pressure of the
sound waves which cause the crystal to bend and produce a dif-
ference of potential between its faces.

The piezo-electric effect of Rochelle Salt, has been found
superior to other crystals and therefore it is most commonly

used in this type of microphone. Although the salts are

soluble in solution, rigid experiments. have shaein that suitable
protection against moisture and humidity can be obtained by
enclosing the crystal in waterproof paper and waxes.

The effect of temperature variation has also been reduced to
a minimei by the use of very thin sections of crystal arranged

in two sections or plates connected together in such a manner
that when electrodes are attached and an emf aiplied, one of
the plates will expand and the other plate will contract.
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This action results in a bending effect, similar to that of
a bimetallic thermostat, and when arranged in this way, the
crystal is known as a "bimorph element".

There are two common types of crystal microphones, one of
which employs a diaphragm rigidly connected to the crystal
and the other in which the diaphragm exerts a varying pressure
on the bimorph element through a resilient intermediate mem-
brane. Simplified sketches of both types are shown in
Figure 11.

The one shown in Figure 11-A, is known as a "sound cell" or
"grille type" microphone and it consists of a rectangular
frame of bakelite on each side of which a thin Rochelle Salts
Bimorph unit is supported by the frame at two points. The
space between the crystal and frame is sealed by a flexible
but air tight ring which permits the crystal to vibrate freely
with variations due to sound pressure. The entire cell is
impregnated Tith wax to maintain the elements in an airtight
and moisture proof chamber.

When the entire unit is subject to sound variations, the two
sides of the crystal unit vibrate in phase with each other
and produce an emf across them in direct proportion to the
sound pressure. However, if the unit is subject to mechani-
cal vibration or shock, the voltages, generated by both sides,
are out of phase with each other and cancel any generated
emf, therefore, no voltages are developed across the input
amplifier tube by these disturbances.

Because of the condition of mechanical resonance, the physi-
cal dimensions of the sound cell are one of the most important
considerations in the design of the crystal microphone. That
is, if the mechanical resonance of the crystal is in the fre-
quency band to be reproduced, the response will be seriously
impaired. This condition is prevented by designing the
crystal to have a natural resonance period above the highest
frequency wave to be reproduced.

One of the exceptionally fine characteristics of the crystal
microphone is its ability to amplify the higher spectrum of
musical frequencies above 8000 cycles. This is due to the
increase of voltages developed near the mechanical resonance
period of the crystal. Therefore, if the crystal has a re-
sonant period slightly above 10,000 cycles, the frequency
characteristic will rise as it approaches this value.

The output of a single sound cell is quite low but this can
be increased by connecting the cells in series. Also, the
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impedance is vary high and to reduce this, the cells may be
connected in parallel. In commercial units therefore, the
microphones usually consist of from 4 to 24 cells connected
in series or series parallel. The output of the ordinary
sound cell microphone is comparable to that of a dynamic
microphone.

In Figure 11B, we have the other type of crystal microphone
and it consists of conical duraluminum diaphragm which actu-
ates the bimorph crystal element directly. The diaphragm
has an effect to cause considerable mechanical stress on the
crystal and therefore, as the generated voltages are propor-
tional to the stress, the output of this microphone is greater
than the sound -cell type. However, due to the inertia of the
diaphragm, microphones of this type do not generally have a
very uniform frequency response and, as a rule, are found in
the lower price class services such as home recording, small
public address systems and Amateur Radio.

In general, crystal microphones are of the high impedance
type and may be connected °Erectly across the grid circuit
of an amplifier tube as explained for Figure 8. Men using
a crystal Ilmiken, the grid Aoad Ri, should have a value of
approximately 5 megohms.

Unlike the ribbon and dynamic microphones, the crystal is
sensitive to sound from all directions and this characteristic
may be used to advantage as explained for the condenser and
carbon microphones. The crystal microphone however has the
advantage of a better frequency response and does not require
an external voltage.

laCROPITONE TRENDS

The various kinds of microphones just described have one
feature in common, namely they all convert the motion of the
air particles into motion of a diaphragm, ribbon or plate,
and in turn, these motions lead to the induction of an emf.
There are many forms which the above common requirement can
take, in order to provide some special characteristic.

For military purposes, for example, lip microphones, pickups
which are actuated by throat movement during speech, and
others were used as their unique construction permitted some
desired characteristicleuch as interference elimination,
compactness, and freedien of movement of the wearer.

Some microphone manufacturers combine the principles of
operation of two units into a single assembly in order to
gain the advantages of each or some )articular combination
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characteristic. For example, a crystal and a velocity mi-
crophone may be combined into one unit. Recalling the basic
principles of operation of each, if a sound wave strikes the
"front" of the microphone, moving the ribbon and diaphragm
of the crystal in unison, the generated emf's can be made
additive and hence the output will be greater.

In addition, such a combination unit can be made "selective".
When the sound wave approaches from the "rear", it will
actuate the ribbon microphone, but the crystal diaphragm will
only respond effectively from the "front" direction, thus
the generated emf's tend to cancel, resulting in low output.
In such a manner, these two units mounted in a single head
have greater output with.the property of discriminating
against undesired sounds.

It can readily be seen that such microphones are useful in
noisy locations and whenever it is necessary to concentrate
the pickup of sound. Places of general applications are
concert halls, auditoriums and open sound studios.

Another recently developed unit is the differential micro-
phone, and it is responsive not only to sound pressure but
also to distance of sound origin. It works on the principle
that, from its original disturbance, sound first falls off
rapidly in intensity, then remains quite constant, decreas-
ing slightly with distance.

The differential microphone is constructed to admit sound
waves equally on both sides of the diaphragm, therefore, ran-
dom noise, created at a distance, will strike both sides of
the diaphragm with about the same intensity and restrict its
movement. This action makes it suitable for use in noisy
locations and also ideal for public address work, as acoustic
feedback, caused by the sound output of a speaker actuating
the microphone, is reduced.

Any microphone which has a "flat" frequency response will
provide less strain on the listener, higher articulation,
and contain less possibility of acoustic feedback because
peak resonant effects are eliminated.

TRANSMISSION LINES

Now that we have explained the action of various types of
microphones, we will take up the wire, or "Transmission Line",
which connects them to the input of the audio amplifier. The
subject of "Transmission Lines" is very lengthy and involved,
therefore, at this time, we want to give you only a practical
-idea. of the advantages of a low impedance line.
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In Figure 12A we show a microphone cable made up of stranded
wire, covered by two layers of braided cotton and a shield
of braided copper. Then, to protect the shield, there is an
outer covering of flexible rubber. When attached to an Input
circuit, the inner stranded wire is connected to the grid
side of the circuit and the shield to the ground side. Look-
ing at Figures 8 and 10, the stranded wire would be connected
to the upper input terminals, while the shield would be con-
nected to the lower terminals.

In this way, the shield is at ground potential and as it coma,.
pletely surrounds the "hot" inner wire, it acts to prevent any
undesirable fields from inducing a voltage intq the input
circuit. Therefore, by using this type of cable, the noise
level in the speaker,` caused by pickup, will be kept at a
minimum value.

However, from your early Lessons, you know that a condenser
is made up of two conductors, separated by a dielectric and,
as the microphone cable of Figure 12,E has two conductors,
separated by insulation, it is a condenser. The capacity of
the cable will depend on the area of the conductors and the
distance between them, the same as for any other condenser.

As we will show you a little later in our explanation, this
capacity is undesirable and, to reduce it, the common types
of "low loss" microphone cables have many more layers of
insulation between the shield and "hot" wire than we sI-ow
in Figure 12-A. This reduction in capacity is due to the
increased distance between the conductors or plates.

As we told you above, in order to transfer the energy from
the microphone to the input circuit of the tube, the cable
is connected across the grid circuit. In doing this, we
place a condenser (capacity of the cable) across the re-
sistor R1 of Figure 8.

In order to see this more clearly, in Figure 12-B, we show
an equivalent circuit made up of Ri, C and R all connected
together by two conductors. You can think of R as being the
microphone impedance, R1 the grid impedance with the capa-
city, C, and the conductors making up the cable. For maxi-
mum transfer of power, the terminating impedances must be
equal and therefore, R equals R1.

Under these conditions, and with a hypothetical "no -loss"
cable, the power in R1 would equal that in R. It is needless
to say that such a cable is not available and there will be
some losses, the amount of which will depend on several
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factors. Here, we are interested only in the effects of the
capacity of the cable on'high and low impedance lines and
will therefore assume there are no other losses, Also, for
simplicity, we will consider R and R1 as resistances.

To show you the losses introduced by the capacity of the
cable, we will first consider a high impedance line in which

the terminating resistances R and Ri each have a value of
600,000 ohms. Ige will also assume the cable is 100 ft. long:
with a capacity of 30 micro-microfarads per foot and the out-
put of the microphone R is 1 microwatt.

Under these conditions, the power in the combination of C

and R1 would be equal to that in. R. Therefore, in order to
find the power in Ri it is first necessary to find the impe-
dance of the combination made up of Ri and C. To do this
we make use of the formula for parallel resistances given in
an earlier Lesson as,

R
Ri,R2

t
Ri + R2

Here, one branch is made up of capacity reactance, Xcl and
therefore, as stated in the Lesson on impedance, it must be
added vectorially, which changes the above formula to

RiXe
Rt-

)Arti) (X0)'

The right member of the above expression is then the equiva-
lent value of R2 shown in Figure 12-B.

The capacity reactance Xc is expressed by the equation:

X - 1

21-rfC

Assuming a frequency of 10,000 cycles, which is in the upper
band of the audio spectrum, and the 100 foot cable with a
capacity of 30 mmfd per foot, the reactance would be

X - 1 -
1

277fC 6.23 x 10000 x (.00000000003 x 100 ft.)

X - 1 - 53 08 ohms
c .3001884
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The total impedance of the combination R2 would then be

RiXc
-

500000 x 5308
R2

(500000 Y2 -+C5 3087

2654000000 L654000000
R2

250023174864 500027

R2 = 5307 ohms

The voltage drop across R2 can be expressed by

P = 2- or E = Nr-PIT:2

P2

The power in the combination of P2 was given as 1 microwatt
or .000001 watt and substituting,

ER2 =.J.000001 x 5307 = .0729 volt

Now, knowing the voltage drop across R. and its resistance,
the power in it is equal to,

(Eq].)2 (.0729)2 .005307

PR1 = - 500,000 - 500,000

PR1 = .0000000106 watt = .0106 micrunatt.

Without taking into consideration the capacity effect, the
voltage drop across Ry would be

Epl = JPR1 = %f.000001 x 500000 =kr,3 - .707

Notice the difference in magnitudes, of the power in, and the
voltage across Ry, under the conditionc, assumed.

In other words, using the high impedance line with this type
of cable, at 10,000 cycles, there it a great reduction of both
power and vo] tage in Ri.

Nov let's E'ee what hap neno when the frequency is in the lower
aud4o band and, for this, we will as ,ume 50 cycles, with the
other values, remaining the -ame.

1 1
Xc 1061000 ohms

21TfC - 6.28 x 50 x .00000000:f

R2 500000 x 1.061000

N- /(500000)2-+ (1061000)2

51:5000000000

%- a-250000000000) + (112.5721000000T
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R2
J-375721000000 1172900

R2 = 452300 ohms.

To find the voltage,

ER2 = PR = .J:066001 x 452560 = J.452300

ER2

PR1

PRI

530500000000 530500000000

. .6725 volt approx.

(.6725)2 .4523
0000009046

R1 - 500000 - 500000 -

- .0000009046 watt = .9046 microwatt.

Here, we have only slight losses as compared to that at 10,000
cycles. This is easily understood when we will remember that
capacity reactance varies inversely as the frequency. With
the high impedance line therefore, severe attenuation of the
high frequencies is encountered. In other words, as the fre-
quency increases the efficiency of the line is reduced.

Suppose that we again analyze the circuit of Figure 12-B, but
this time, we will assume R and R1 each have values of 50 ohms,
the other values being the same as given above. We will pro-
ceed the same as before but, to avoid repetition, will not
repeat all the steps. From above, at 10,000 cycles,

Xc = 5308 ohms

With a 50 ohm line

R2 - 50 x 5308

150 )2(530)-2
- 50 ohms approx.

For 50 cycles,

Xc = 1061000 ohms

50 x 1061000

N/(50)2 + (1061000)2
50 ohms approx.

For the 50 ohm line therefore, the capacity of the cable has
such a very slight effect that we consider it as being neg-
ligible. Under these conditions, there is only a small
attenuation of the frequencies in the audio band.
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The above examples have been more or less self explanatory
and we do not think you will have any difficulty in seeing
the advantages of a low impedance transmission line.

No doubt the question has come up in your mind as to how a

low impedance line can always be obtained. However, this
can easily be accomplished by the use Of impedance matching
transformers, the sane as explained in the last Lesson.

In connecting such a circuit, with a high impedance micro-
phone, a matching transformer would be used with a primary
impedance equal to that of the microphone and the secondary
equal to the desired line impedance. Then, at the amplifier,
there would be another transformer with its primary equal to
the line impedance and the secondary of the desired grid im-
pedance. In other words, at the microphone there will be a
step down,transformer while at the amplifier there will be a

step up transformer.

In general, a high impedance line can be used for only short
lines without severely attenuating the high frequencies. For

all long runs, and good frequency response, low impedance
circuits should be used.

The explanations of this Lesson bring to mind the wide variety
of microphones that have been developed to meet almost any
condition of operation, irrespective of the acoustical
problems and transmission difficulties. These well designed
units, together with associated electronic equipment, have
increased the efficiency of sound communication and have made
possible greater enjoyment of your favorite radio and recorded
programs.
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True progress never commands the human race to
start over again from scratch. Civilization is
an accumulation of living values, an organic
thing. Without change, there can be no growth;
but without tradition there can be no civiliza-
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-- Dorothy Thompson
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Before starting our explanation of tone control circuits, we
want to give you an idea of the various audio frequencies
which affect the human ear. Like electricity, sound fre-
quencies are measured in cycles per second and in Figure 1
we show the standard piano keyboard with the frequencies of
the "CH notes below.

Middle C has a frequency of 256 cycles per second and when
, this note is struck, the string it operates vibrates at this
frequency. Eight notes above is another C note and its fre-
quency is just twice that of middle C or 512 cycles per sec-
ond.

These eight notes are what we call an "Octave" and the point
to remeober here is that the frequency doubles for every oc-
tave. Starting over at the left of the keyboard, low C has
a frequency of 32, the next C, 64, the next 128 and so on,
doubling each tine to a frequency of 4096 cycles per second
at the upper end.

In electrical work, the octaves are known as harmonics, and
starting with lower C as the fundamental frequency of 32
cycles, the next HC" is the second harmonic because its 64
cycles frequency is twice the fundamental of 32 cycles.

If you are at all familiar with written music, the notes
shown below the keyboard will show you where these frequencies
are located on the bass and treble clefs. Middle C, you will
find, is between them. The frequencies given here are based
on the scientific scale with middle C tuned to 255 cycles.
For the orchestral pitch, middle C is tuned to 264 cycles;
or perhaps more common, A is tuned to 440 cycles.

Above the piano keyboard of Figure 1 we have listed various
musical instruments and voices with their frequency ranges.
The Piccolo, for example, has a range from 512 cycles to 5000
cyclese the flute from 256 to 2048 and so on down. The lines'
marked "Woman" and "Man" show the frequency range of the av-
erage speaking voices.

Study these ranges carefully, as they will give you a good
idea of the various frequencies and help you in much of your
later work. The reason these frequency values are important
is due to the fact that, from the tine the sounds strike the
microphone of the Broadcasting Station until the speaker coil
operates its diaphragm, sound frequencies are transmitted,
received and amplified as electrical energy. Therefore, as
far as the receiver circuits are concerned, the various notes
and tones are nothing but a -c of like frequency.
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For example, if the voice coil of a dynamic speaker carries
an alternating current with a frequency of 256 cycles, the
diaphragm will vibrate at that frequency and produce a tone
of the same pitch as middle C on the piano keyboard.

The common systems for the distribution of electrical power
are operated at some constant voltage and frequency with the
load, which may vary from 25% to 100% of the rating, as the'
only variable factor. To design a transformer for these sys-
tems, the amount of iron and size of the windings depend on
the load to be carried, but both the primary and secondary
circuits operate at one frequency only.

In comparison, the design of a transformer for music and
voice is much more complicated.' The frequency of an ordinary
mants speaking voice varies from 128 to 213 cycles per second,
while a momanls speaking voice varies from 192 to 304 cycles
per second. For the various musical instruments, the range
of fundamental frequencies are from 40 to 5000 cycles per
second, while the harmonics, or overtones) are well up into
8000 cycles or more. These overtones are the first, second,
third and fourth harmonics which renresent the quality and
timbre of the voice and music.

These higher frequencies must be amplified in the same way
as the fundamental frequencies in order that the human ear
can distinguish different instruments and voices. The cir,.
cuits used to amplify voice and music should handle all fre-
quencies from 40 to 8000 cycles equally well although the
power may vary.

For talking pictures, public address systems and all similar
Electronic equipment, the amplification of power should be
the same at all frequencies) yet very often, one frequency)
or group of frequencies, is overamplified.

In this Lesson we will explain the circuits, give you formu-
las for tuning them to different frequencies and then show
you what effects they have on the operation of the amplifiers
in which they are used. '4'e will explain how to increase the
impedance of a circuit for some definite frequency, and in
other cases, how to reduce the impedance at the same frequency.

SILTLE ACCEPTOR CIRCUIT

To describe these actions, we are going to follow the usual
engineering practice and make a series of graphs or curves.
For example, at the upper right of Figure 2, we have a simple
series circuit made up of a choke coil, or inductance) with



a.
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a value of 159 millihenries and a condenser with a capacity
of 1059 microfarads.

nhile these may seem to be odd values, they work out very
nicely, and once you have the idea, it will be easy to silo-
stitute any other values in their places. Comparing this
circuit with those of the earlier Lessons, you will recog-
nize it as "series resonant", but for the purpose we are
going to explain, it is commonly known as an "Acceptor" cir-
cuit.

To see just what takes place here, you must remember that
when an inductance is placed in an a -c circuit, it becomes
an inductive reactance measured in ohms, and its value found
by the formula: -

XL = 21TfL

If you have forgotten how this formula is derived, go back
and review the earlier Lesson on impedance. You will notice
the inductive reactance varies with the frequency, and to
find out that happens, we substitute .in the formula for
different frequencies.

With an inductance of 159 mh, which is .159 Henries, and a
frequency of 200 cycles, we have

XL =-2 x 3.14 x 200 x .159 = 19.7 = 200 Ohms.

When the frequency is 400 cycles,

XL . 2 x 3.14 x 400 x .159 = 399.4 = 400 Ohris.

When the frequency is 600 cycles,

XL = 2 x 3.14 x 600 x .159 = 599.1 = 600 Ohms.

In the same way, we can find the inductive reactance in ohms
for any frequency, but of course, wl,en the frequency is zero,
the reactance will also be zero. At zero frequency, the re-
actance of the choke coil is zoro but it will have the ohr'ic,
or d -c resistance of the wire. However, for this explanation
we will imagine the d -c resistance is zero.

To show this change of reactance in the form of a curve, in
Figure 2 we laid off a horizontal "f" scale from 0 to 1000
cycles and a vertical reactance scale from 0 up to 600 Ohms
and from 0 down to 800 Ohms.
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Going back to an earlier Lesson again, you will remember that
inductive reactance causes the current to lag while capacity
reactance causes the current to lead, therefore we will plot
the XL curve above, and the capacity reactance below, the 110"

reactance line, or axis.

Taking the values we just worked out, at zero frequency there
is zero reactance, therefore, the first point of the curve is

located where the zero scale lines cross. With a frequency
of 200 cycles, the reactance is 200 ohms, therefore the next
point is at 11141 where the 200 lines cross. At 400 cycles,

the reactance is 400 ohms, therefore point 11Sn is located
where the 400 lines cross.

Plotting the other points in the same way and connecting them,
we have the graph XL which is a straight line and shows how
the inductive reactance increases with the frequency.

CAPACITY REACTANCE

As the condenser 11011 is in series with the inductive uLlf, we
next find the capacity reactance for various frequencies by
substituting in the formula

1X=
2nfC

The C of the formula represents farads and as the condenser
of Figure 2 has but 1.59 mfd., it must be written as .00000159
Farad. When the frequency is 200 cycles:

X 1 1 Ohms.=
C 2 x 3.14 x 200 x .00000159

When the frequency is 400 cycles -

X0

=50.7
.001397

2 x 3.14 x 400 x .00000159 .003994 =
250.3 Ohms.

At zero frequency, the formula shows the capacity reactance
is equal to 1 divided by 0 which is infinity.

Following the plan explained for the inductive reactance,
curve Xc, Figure 2, is plotted below the frequency scale or
axis. Notice here, the graph is not a straight line and at
low freoueneies, the capacity reactance is very great, but
as the Tenuency is increased, the capacity reactance rodeces
very replay at first and then more slowly. Saying it another
way, at low frequencies the inductive reactance is and the

capacity reactance is high, while at high frequencies, the
inductive reactanceis high and the capacity reactance low.
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CIRCUIT REACTANCE

As both these values are present in the same circuit and act

in opposite directions, the total reactance of the circuit

must be equal to their algebraic sum. To add, the inductive

reactance is thought of as being positive while the capacity

reactance is negative.

For example, at a frequency of 200 cycles the inductive re-

actance has a value of 200 Ohms positive while the capacity

reactance has a value of 500 Ohms negative. Adding, the sum

is 300 Ohms negative. Adding in this way, re find 150 Ohms
positive at 400 cycles, shown by point "a" in Figure 2. At

other frequencies, points "b", "c" and "d" are found by the

same metnod and joining then we have the curve X which rep-

resents the total reactance of the circuit.

Checking up here, you will notice the curve starts with a

large negative reactance at low frequencies but rises rapidly

as the frequency increases, reading zero at about 317 cycles.

In other words, at a frequency of 317 cycles, the inductive

and capacity reactances are euqal and opposite to make their

sum zero.

As we explained in the earlier Lessons, the circuit is reson-

ant at this frequency, has zero reactance and thus allows

imum current. Looking at it in a different way, if the cir-
cuit of Figure 2 was connected across a 317 cycle supply it

would form a short.

SERIES RESONANCE

The subject of.resonance seems to cause come confusion, there-

fore we want to check up a little further at this time. The

general formula for resonance is stated:-

f =
1

6.28;22

and substituting our values of 159 millihenries and 1.59 micro -

farads, we find f is equal to 316.69 cycles per second.
Following the explanations already given, at 516.09 cycles:-

XL = 6.28 fL = 316.22 Ohms

Xc - 1 = 316.23 Oh: Ls
6.23fC
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Thus you see, at the resonant frequency of 316.69 cycles as
found by the general formula, the values of inductive and
capacity reactance are equal. Our figures show a difference
of .01 ohm but had we carried the figures out further, the
results would have been exactly equal.

For all practical purposes, both inductive and capacity re-
actance represent an opposition or resistance to an alterna-
ting or pulsating current of electricity. Thus, curve X of
Figure 2 can be re -drawn with all points above the axis as
shorn in Figure 3. Check these two curves and you will find
points "a", "b", "c" and "d" are exactly the same.

At 200 cycles, Figure 2 shows a net capacity reactance or
negative value of 300 Ohms, while Figure 3 shows this same
value above the axis instead of below. In this way, Figure 3
is really easier to read as it shows the circuit reactance
decreasing to zero at resonance and then increasing as the
frequency is increased further.

The small sketch below Figure 3 is merely the graphical meth-
od of adding the values of capacity and inductive reactance
at different frequencies.

RESISTANCE IN ACCEFTOR CIRCUIT

So far, we considered the circuit of Figure 2 as having zero
resistance, but in practice that is never true. For Figure
4 therefore, we have added a resistance of 200 ohms in series
with the inductance and capacity.

Once more, we will refer to the earlier Lessons and remind
you that when adding resistance and reactance, it is necessary
to find the sauare root of the sum of their squares. The same
results can be obtained by graphs nr vector diagrams if the
resistance is represented at right angles to the reactance.

This is the plan we have followed in the small diagram below
Figure 4. For example, at 200 cycles, according to Figures
2 and 3, X has a value of 300 ohms. To find the impedance,
with the 200 Ohre resistance of Figure 4, we vork like this

= V112 X4 = V(200)2 (300)2

Z = V130,000 = 360 ohms

The lower curve of Figure 4 is that of Figure 3, while the
upper curve is found by calculating the values as explaThed
above for 200 cycles. The lower diagram of Figure 4 shows
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the work for points Han, wbul not! and udn. The upper curve
of Figure 4 thus represents the actual practical values more
closely, and at the resonant frequency of j17 cycles, the
reactance drops to zero but the impedance drops only to the
200 Ohms of the resistance.

PARALLEL CIRCULLS

Many circuits contain inductance and capacity connected in
parallel and to find the reactance and impedance, we have to
follow the general plan of simple direct current parallel
circuits. In the earlier Lessons, we told you how to find
the total reactance of a parallel circuit by adding the con-
ductances of'the branches. Conductance is measured by the
unit 1110 and, as a formula, we can write: -

1
111.05

OHMS

To find the total reactance of an inductance and capacity in
parallel, we can follow the same plan. That will give us a
property known as the "Susceptance" of each branch which, like
conductance, is measured in "MHOS". Comparod to d -c circuits,'

we have reactance instead of resistance, both measured in -ohms,
and susceptance instead of conductance, both measured in iaos.

For Figure 5, we have taken the units of Figure 2, but con-
nected them in narallel and are goin7 to draw curves for the
susceptance of each. To make the difference easy to keep in
mind, the curve for the susceptance of the inducb,nce will be
marked wYL", for the capacity "Ye" and their sum wr.

Remembering the relation between Mhos and Ohms, if

XL m 6.28 in ,Ohms

YL um 1 in Mhos
6.28,fL

And, in the same way, if,

X, - 1 in Ohms
6.28 fC

Ye = 6.28 fC in Mhos

At a frequency of 200 cycles)

YL=. 1 - .005 1110

6.28 x 200 x .159

Ye = 6.28 x 200 x .00000159 .002 MHO

Y .005 - .002 = .003 MHO



..

.
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As explained for Figure 2, these points are located for dif-
ferent frequencies and connected to make the curves of Figure

5. Notice here, curve has the same general shape as curve

X of Figure 2 and also crosses the axis at the resonant fre-
quency of 317 cycles. However, susceptance represents tne
ease with which a reactive circuit will carry or allow currant

and as this is zero at resonance, the reactance of the circuit
must be very high.

If the frequency is reduced, the susceptance increases which
means the circuit will offer less resistance to current. In

the same way, when the frequency is raised above resonance)
the susceptance again increases, but where most of the current
is carried by the inductance at frequencies below resonance,
the capacity carries more current as the frequency increases.

REACTANCE OF PARALLEL CIRCIJ11

Perhaps it will be easier to follow the action here as we
change the susceptance curve, "1" of Figure 5 back to values
of reactance. Remembering the relation between Clams and Mhos
we can use the formula

X

At 200 cycles, curve Y Figure 5 has a value of .003 1,:ho and
substituting in the above formula

1
X =

.003
- 333 Ohms

Following this plan for frequencies from 0 to 1000 cycles,
curve Y of Figure 5 becomes curve X of Figure 6. Notice here,

at zero frequency, the reactance is also zero but increases
rapidly with the frequency, reaching infinity at the resonant
frequency of 317 cycles.

This may be a little hard to follow but, at resonance, XL --,,
lc and, being connected in parallel, both will have equal vol-
tage across them which means equal current. However, the cur-
rent in the inductance lags 90 degrees behind the voltage
while the current in the capacity leads the voltage by 90 de-
grees. Thus we have two equal currents, 180 degrees out of
phase which means they are opposite and neutralize each other.
As a result, there will be no current in the circuit, even
though there is a voltage across it, therefore the reactance
must have a value of infinity.
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Above the resonant frequency, the capacity reactance drops

rapidly and approaches zero, giving a curve which shows con-

ditions opposite to those of the series circuit. Here again,

for all practical purposes, the values of reactance can all
be thought of as positive and following the plan explained
for Figures 2 and 3, the curve of Figure 6 can be redrawn as

in Figure 7.

Following the curve here, and keeping the circuit in mind,
at zero frequency there is zero reactance. All the current

is carried by the inductance and none by the capacity. As

the frequency is increased, the reactance of the inductance
increases 'while that of the capacity is reduced.' The total
reactance however, increases rapidly and still there is more
current in the inductive than the capacity branch of the cir-

cuit.

At resonance, the reactances aro equal, the currents are equal
and opposite, making the total reactance rise to infinity.

Above resonance, the capacity reactance reduces faster than
the inductive reactance increases, making the total reactance
less. Under these conditions, most of the current is carried
by the capacity branch of the circuit.

REJECTOR CIRCUIT

Compare the curves of Figures 3 and 7 very carefully and notice
their differences. At resonance, the circuit of Figure 3 has
minimum reactance and thus will allow maximum current. At re-

sonance, the circuit of Figure 7 has infinite reactance and

thus allows minimum current.

The series circuit offers a high reactance to all but the re-
sonant frequency which it "Accepts" while the parallel circuit
of Figure 7 offers a comparatively low reactance to all but
the resonant frequency, which it "Rejects". For that reason,
the parallel arrangement of Figure 7 is often called a 11Re-
jectOr Circuit".

RESISTANCE IN PARALLEL CIRCUIT

As we explained for the circuit of Figure 3, there will alway.;.v
be some resistance therefore, in Figure 8, we have added WO
ohms to the circuit of Figure 7. To plot a curve under these
conditions, we follow the general plan explained for the series
circuit curve of Figure 4 by using the formula,

Z= vR2 X2

or by vectors as shown below Figure 8.
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With a frequency of 200 cycles, the curve of Figure 7 shows
the reactance has a value of 333 ohms and we know that "RH
of Figure 8, has a value of 200 ohms. Substituting in the

formula:

Z = Vr(2002 + (333)2 = 388 Ohms

Following this plan for frequencies from 0 to 1000 cycles
per second, we are able to draw the curve of Figure 8 which
approximates the actual conditions very closely. At zero
frequency, the impedance of the circuit is equal to its re-
sistance. As the frequency increases, the impedance rises
rapidly, approaching infinity at resonance. At higher fre-
quencies, just above resonance, the impedance drops rapidly
and then more slowly, approaching the value of the resistance
again.

L017 PASS FILTER

Nowthat we have explained the electrical actions of these
series and parallel resonant circuits, cur next step is to
show you how they are used to obtain practical results.

In Figure 9-A for example, we have the circuit of Figure 2
but have connected the load across the condenser and want
you to think of this load as the grid circuit of a tube.
Imagine also a constant voltage across the entire circuit
with an arrangement to vary the frequency from 30 to 5000
cycles.

Looking at the circuit, the inductance and capacitance are
in series across the supply and the load is in parallel to
the condenser. Like any parallel circuit, the voltage across
the branches is equal and here the voltage across the load
will always be the same as the voltage across the condenser.
As the impedance of a grid circuit is extremely high, we will
imagine it carries no current.

If we let L/2 and C/2 of Figure 9-A have the same numerical
values as L and C of Figure 2, at a frequency of 100 cycles
the condenser 110/2 has a reactance of approximately 1000
ohms, while the inductance 11112" has a reactance of 100 ohms.
The total reactance is therefore 1000 - 100 or 900 ohms.

With 10 volts assumed across the circuit, the current will
be .011 ampere which will cause a drop of 11 volts across
the condenser and a drop of 1.1 volts across the inductance.
At this frequency, the voltage across the load will be a
little higher than the supply voltage.



-
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When the frequency is increased to 1000 cycles, the inductance
has a reactance of 1000 ohms while the condenser has a reac-
tance of approximately 100 ohms. With 10 volt supply, again
there will be a current of .011 ampere in the circuit, but now
there will be 11 volts across the inductance and but 1.1 volts
across the condenser and load.

You can figure the voltage drop at various frequencies and
will find the lower frequencies are passed on to the load with
comparatively high voltage while the higher frequencies reach
the load at greatly reduced voltages. In other words, the cir-
cuit allows low frequencies to pass with little loss but
greatly attenuates the higher frequencies and therefore is
commonly known as a "Low Pass Filter".

HIGH PASS FILTER

Using the same circuits, but connecting the load across the
inductance, as shown in Figure 9B, the opposite effect is
obtained. For convenience, we will say that "2L" and "20"
of Figure 9-P are numerically equal to "L" and "C" of Figure
2 and following the explanation of Figure 9-A, with a 10 volt
supply at 100 cycles, there will be a drop of 1.1 volts across
the inductance and load. At a frequency of 1000 cycles, there
will be a drop of 11 volts across the inductance and load,

Thus, the higher frequencies are passed on to the load with
little loss while the lower frequencies are greatly attenu-
ated. The arrangement of Figure 9-B therefore is known as
a "High Pass Filter".

When the load of Figure 9 is not infinitely large and carries
a measurable current at "A", the inductance is in series with
the load and thus causes but a small voltage drop loss at low
frequencies, but a large voltage drop at high frequencies.
For Figure 9-B, the condenser is in series with the load and
causes a large voltage drop at low frequencies with but small
drop at high frequencies, Therefore, the explanation given
for voltages of different frequencies also holds true when
the loads carry current.

T TYPE FILTER

The circuits of Figure 9 represent the simplest form of fil-
ters and, in practice, you will usually find a number of induc-
tances and capacities arranged in different ways. The cir-
cuit of Figure 10-A is like that of Figure 9-A except a
second inductance has been added and connected in series with
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the load. Since the layout of the units resembles the letter

11TH this circuit is known as a T type filter.

Because the inductances are in series with the load, the ac-

tion will be similar to that of Figure 9-A and thus again we

have a low Pass Filter. The action of the inductance in series

with the load will cause a sharper attenuation of the higher

frequencies in the T type than the simple type.

For a T type high Pass filter, the same general layout is

used, but the parts are connected as shown in Figure 10-C.

Here we have the circuit of Figure 9-B with a second conden-

ser connected in series wth the load. This second condenser

will cause a sharper attenuation of the lower frequencies,

and for the most purposes, is an improvement over the simple

type.

The circuits of Figure 10-A and 10-C are single section T

type filters and a complete filter is often made up of two

or more sections. Suppose two sections, like Figure 10-A

were connected in series. There would be a total of four

inductances and two condensers. Two of the chokes would be

in series between the condensers, and to save space, they

could be combined into one unit with twice the inductance.

Thus a two section T type filter can be made o2 three induc-

tances, or chokes, and two condensers, tne outer dhokes with

half the inductance of the center one.

In much the same way, two sections of the T type high pass

filter of Figure 10-C would be made ue of three condensers

and two chokes, the outer condensers having twice the capa-

city of the center one.

PI TYPE FILTERS

Another common arrangement of a low pass filter is shown in

the circuits of Figure 10-B. Notice here, the choke is again

in series with the load but has a condenser across the circuit

on each side. Because the units here have a layout similar

to the shape of the greek letter pi, Tr", it is known as a

"PIS" type. Thus, the circuits of Figure 10-B represent a

single section, Pi Type, Low Pass Filter.

Using a similar arrangement, in Figure 10-D, we have the cir-

cuits of a single section Pi Type, High Pass Filter with a

condenser in series with the load and two chokes across the

line.
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A two section Pi type low pass filter is made up of tro chokeS

and three condensers, the outer conaensers having one-half the

capacity of the center one, while a two section, Pi type high

pass filter has two condensers and three chokes, the outer

chokes having twice the inductance of the center choke..

FILTER CURVES

Another method of showing the action is by means of curves,

and for Figure 10E we have plotted the action of .t -e low pass

filters of circuits A and E. Starting with zero at the lower

left, the frequency scale is along the bottom and the current

scale at the left.

At zero and low frequencies, thy; current is high, but at some

particular frequency, starts to reduce quickly. This is the

"Cut Off" of the filter and at frequencies above the cut off,

the current reduces rapidly to a comparatively low value.

The curve of Fiore 104 is laid out in the same way and shows

the action of a High pass filter. At high frequencies, the

current is high, but as the frequency is reduced to the cut

off point, the current reduces rapidl,T, and for all practical

purposes, there is zero current at low frequencies.

WV PASS FILTER DESIGN

In the design of a low pass filter section, it is general prac-
tice to consider the cut off value to be two times the resonant

frequency of the circuit. Therefore,

rout off = 2 x 1 _ 1

2.11VE(7, TIVL-0

dividing rr into 1 results in the constant .3183. For the low

pass filter therefore, the formula becomes,

In which

f=.3183
VLC

f = Cut off frequency in cycles per second.
L = The inductance in Henries.
C = The capacity in Farads.

The value of the load connected to the filter is important and

should be approximately equal to the impedance of the filter
itself.
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As explained in former Lessons, a transmission line has a cap-
acity between its conductors, and any unit length will have a
certain value of inductance even though it is not a coil. It

is convenient to consider the electrical constants of a cir-
cuit "lumped" together, and for example, the low pass filter
circuit of 10-B could represent a transmission line.

Any convenient length of a transmission line will have prop-
erties of inductance (L) and capacity (C), and such a network
connected to a source of voltage, will have what is known as
a "characteristic impedance" which is entirely dependent upon
the vaaues of L and C.

When the values of L and C are known, the impedance of the line
or filter can be found from the general formula

Z= ( 2 )

At this point we want you to accept the correctness of the ex-
pression for characteristic impedance as the derivation of the
formula is rather involved.

The values of L and C employed in the above and following de-
sign formulas are the same as those shown in Figures 9 and 10.
However, you must take into consideration the figure "2" and
use it as indicated. That is, if C in the formula is 10 mfd.,
the values of the condensers in Figure 10-B would each be 10/2
or 5 mfd.

For an example solution, suppose we have a 200 millihenry choke
coil and 2 mfd condensers connected as in Figure 10-B. "C"
will then be equal to 2 mfd times 2 or 4 mfd and substituting
in the formula, the cut off frequency will be --

f = .3183 ,3183

200 x .000004 .000894
- 356 cycles

To find the proper impedance for this filter to work into, we
substitute in the second formula and have: -

Z Z v(-
C

/ .200 = V50,000 = 223.6 Ohms,000004

Thus, we find the filter should work in a circuit with an inp
put and output impedance of about 225 ohms and will have a cut
off frequency of 356 cycles.



--
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Very often, it is necessary to build
circuit with some definite impedance
find the correct values of L and C.
way, we will work with equations (1)

By squaring equation (2), we have

Z2
L
Ci

From which we know,

C = 2and L = CZ2

a filter to work in a
and therefore we must
To do this in a general
and (2).

Substituting this value of C in equation

f .3183 .3183

LLx72 J2
f

.3183 .3183 Z

L/Z

Transposing these values --

.3183 Z
f

Following the
from equation

f

(1)

(5)

same steps, but substituting the value of L
(2), in equation (1)

,3183 .3183 .3183

'/(CZ2) x C yez2 CZ

Transposing these values

3183

fZ
C (4)

Suppose now we want to use a low pass filter in a 200 ohm
microphone circuit and have a cut off at 350 cycles. For the
proper values of L and C, we need only substitute in equa-
tions (3) and (4) like this --

L .3183 x 200 .1818
1.1nry

350 350

C - .3183 ,3183 _00000454 Farad
350 x 200 70,000



I
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Worldng this way, we find an inductance of 182 Millihenries
and capacities of 4.54 2 or 2.27 mfd, will produce a laN
pass filter, like Figure 10-B, to work in a 200 ohm circuit
and have a cut off of 350 cycles.

Of course, the odd values found this way cannot be purchased
readily therefore you select standard sizes of the closest
values, and substituting in equations (1) and (2) deteraine
what effect they will have on the filter. In our former ex-
planation we found a 200 millihenry choke and 2 mfd condensers
would make a filter with a cut off at 356 cycles and an im-
pedance of 223.6 ohms. This would be close enough to the
above values for most practical applications.

HIGH PASS FILTER DESIGN

In the design of high pass filters, the cut off frequency is
considered to be one half the resonant frequency, therefore,

1 1 1
fcut off =

2 2TrVLC 4,11)7

Dividing 4v into 1 results in the constant .07958 and the gen-
eral formula for the cut off frequency becomes -

.07958f

VLT
(5)

The impedance of the filter remains as stated in Formula (2)
and to find the proper values of L end C for a given load
inpedance, vie follow the plan explained for low pass filters.

"Without repeating all the steps,

L
=.07958Z

f

C= .07958

fZ

for high pass filters,

(6)

(7)

To show you how these work out, suppose we again take the
200 ohm microphone circuit with a cut off frequency of 550
cycles.

Substituting in equation (6) and (7)

L .07958 x 200 15.916 - .0454 Henry
350 350

07c58
C = " =07958 - .00000113 Farad

350 x 200 70,000
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Reducing these values to the more common units, the choke coil
of Figure 10-C requires an inductance of 45.4 Millihenries and
the condensers a capacity of 2 x 1.13 or 2.26 mfd. Commercially
we might have to use a 50 millihenry choke and 2 mfd condensers
and substituting in formula (5)

.07958 .07953
f - - 356.8 cycles

\T.05 x .000001 .000223

which is very close to our required value of 350 cycles.
;'then substituting in equation (2),

Z = 000001
v/ - V50000 = 223 ohms

.

These explanations will give you an idea of how the different
values are found and the methods a)ply to all types of filters
explained in this Lesson. As a general rule, the T type filter
is used for constant voltage circuits while the Pi type is used
for constant current circuits.

TONE CONTROL CIRCUITS

The actions of series and parallel circuits containing induc-
tance, capacity and resistance are used in many ways for con-
trolling or improving the tone of audio amplifiers. For ex-
ample, a low pass filter would reduce the higher frequencies"
and thus emphasize the lows while a high pass filter would
reduce the lows and emphasize the highs. By making either,
or both, of these adjustable, we would have a Tone Control.

In Figure 11, we have the circuits of one of the simplest
and perhaps the most common type of tone control. The com-
plete circuit is a single stage of a resistance coupled audio
amplifier made up of the grid load R, bias resistor R1 and
the plate load resistance R3. However, in addition to these
units, there is the condenser C and the variable resistance
R2 which make up the tone control.

7ithout taking C and R2 into consideration we will assume that
the frequency response of this stage is perfectly flat. That
in, both high and low frequency voltages will appear across
the load R3, with equal amplitude, provided the input voltages
are equal. Now, let's assume that C and R2 are connected in
the circuit with the movable contact at the upper end of R2.
This, in effect, takes the resistance out of the circuit and
places the condenser C from the plate of the tube to ground.
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As the reactance of a condenser varies inversely as the fre-
quency, it will tend to provide a comparatively low reactance
path for the iigh frequencies. Under these conditions, the
frequency response of the stage is no longer flat and, at the
high frequency end, there will be a dropping off in the amp-
litude of the vrltage across R3. In other words, the high
frequencies will be attenuated by an amount depending on the
value of C.

Therefore, if condenser C were variable, the degree of the
attenuation could be controlled. Hovevor, a variable conden-
ser of the needed capacity is impractical but the same effect
is obtained by the use of the variable series resistance R2.
The action of R2, by changing its resistance, is to increase
or decrease the total impedance of plate circuit which will
have a greater effect at the high frequencies due to the laa
reactance of condenser C. In other words, R2 controls the
authority of condenser C in the attenuation of the high fre-
quencies.

In the design of a tone control circuit of this type, R2 has
a resistance value several times greater than the capacity re-
actance of the condenser, at the lowest frequency chosen, in
order that when the moving arm is at the lower end of 1t2, in
Figure 11, there will be little, if any, of the higher fre-
quencies attenuated.

You will also find the tone control of Figure 11 employed in
the grid circuit, with the condenser C and resistance R2, con-
nected in series from the grid to ground. The action however,
is exactly the same as explained above.

The ohmic value of R2 will depend on the capacity of the con-
denser C and the impedance of the circuit in which it is placed.
The common values vary between 50,000 and'500,000 ohms. The
value of the condenser C dill depend on the maxi:I-elm attenua-

tion desired and generally varier between .02 mfd and .003 mfd.

The circuit of Figure 11 will attenuate only the high frequen-
cies, and to attenuate either the highs -or lows, the circuit
of Figure 12 is commonly employed. You will notice, that the
amplifier stage is exactly the same as that in Figure 11,
while the tone control is made up of the condensers C, Cl and
02 together with the variable renistors R2 and R4. The teo
variable resistances are "ganged", or controlled by the same
shaft, and the broken line below R2 indicates an "open" while
the seliri line above R4 indicates a direct connection.
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To use definite values, we will assume that R2 and R4 each
have a resistance of 500,000 ohms while C is .02 mfd, Cl is
.05 mfd and C2 is .00075 mfd. With the movable arm in the
position shown in Figure 12, the only active parts are the
condensers Cl and C2, connected in parallel, to form the
coupling condenser to pass the signal to the grid of the
next stage. We will assume that the values of these con-
densers are such that a flat frequency response is obtainable
with the movable contacts as shown.

Suppose now, that the shaft of the control is turned so that
the movable contacts are at the lower end of R4. Under these

conditions, we have added the 500,000 ohms resistance of R4
in series with condenser Cl and have thus increased the coup-.
ling impedance for a given frequency. However, we still have

the condensers Cl and C2 in the circuit and, as 02 is very
small, the reactance will be so large at the low frequencies
that but little signal voltage will be carried over to the
grid of the following tube. However, the capacity reactance
reduces as the frequency increases and thus the high frequen-
cies will be carried over to the next stage with but little
attenuation. Therefore, aith these connections the low fre-
quencies are attenuated.

If the movable contacts are at the upper end of R2, condenser
C will be connected directly from the tube plate to ground
and give exactly the same action as explained for Figure 11,
thus attenuating the high frequencies. By placing the movable
contacts anywhere between the eictremities we have explained,
the desired degree of attenuation of either the high or low
frequencies can be obtained.

The circuit of Figure 13 is another method of controlling both
the high and low frequency response but here we make use of
tuned circuits containing resistance, capacity and inductance.

'rTscing the circuit, an inductance "L" is connected in series

between the plate and transformer primary while a potentio-
meter, "R2" is connected in series witli a condenser HCU, ac-
ross the primary. The movable contact of the potentiometer
connects -directly to the plate of the tube.

With the potentiometer arm P at the top, or inductance end,
of R2, the inductance L is shorted out of the circuit. All

the resistance of R2 is in series with condenser C across the

transformer primary. The value of R2 is high enough to pre-
vent the condenser from attenuating the high frequencies which

are carried over by the transformer to the following stage.
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With the arm P at the bottom, or condenser end of R2, conden-
ser C is in parallel to the transformer primary and choke coil
L while R2 is across the choke. This arrangement places a
tuned circuit in series with the plate, producing greater
amplification at and near the resonant frequency, while the
added inductance of the choke tends to attenuate the higher
frequencies. Thus, moving arm P one way will cut down the
lows and increase the highs while moving it the other way will
attenuate the highs and increase the lows.

RESONANT PLATE CIRCUIT

Not all tone controls are of the adjustable type and in Figure
14 we have a common circuit for increasing the amplification
of the laler frequencies. eleel only the circuits of the
tube which feeds the push pull output stage although there may
be several stages in the complete amplifier.

In the ordinary circuit of this type, the "B+11 supply would
connect directly to one end of the output transformer primary
but here, the condenser C has been added in order to make the
circuit resonant at some lo,T frequency.

The signal in the plate circuit of the preceding tube is car-
ried over through the coupling condenser and appears as a
voltage across the grid resistance R. This voltage is thus
across the grid and cathode of the tube, controlling its plate
current.

There is a circuit frule-the plate of tube Tl, through the trans-
former primary and condenser C to the cathode. This is like the
circuit of Figure 2 and has values which make it resonant at
some low frequency. For signals at or near this frequency,
the reactance of the transformer primary and condenser C is
very low, allowing a high current. This high current causes
a greater voltage drop across the transformer primary -and thus
tends to increase the amplification of signals, at or near the
resonant frequency.

A similar high voltage appears across condenser 0 -which is al-,
so in the circuit C, R2, Cl and Ri. Condenser Cl has a large
capacity and is used to bypass high frequency currents around
the B supply therefore R2 is necessary because the voltage
drop across it keeps one side of the condenser C above ground
potential.

The voltage across C therefore will cause current in the cir
cuit made up of C, R2, Cl and Ri, but, as R1 is in the grid
circuit, current through it will cause a voltage drop which
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will be applied on the grid of the tube. Thus, the signal
voltages in the plate circuit are fed back to the grid in
the correct phase, increasing the signal voltage.

Tlae reactance of condenser C will vary inversely with the
frequency and thus this feed back action will take place
only at low frequencies. At high frequencies, the reactance
of C is low, there is but little. voltage drop across it and
therefore, no noticeable feed back.

The result of the action is a greater amplification of the
lower frequencies with little or no effect on the higher fre-
quencies.

BASS COMPENSATION

The characteristics of the human ear are such that, when
sounds are reproduced at lower than normal volume levels,
the low notes appear to be abnormally weak, while when the
sound is reproduced at greater than normal level, the low
notes appear to be abnormally loud.

In order to compensate for this, the manual volume control
of many radio receivers and audio amplifiers is arranged so
that, at low levels, the intensity of the low notes is not
reduced as much as that of the higher pitched sounds.

Such a circuit is shown in Figure 15 and the arrangement is
common3y referred to as ',Bass Compensation% Tracing the
circuit, we have the potentiometer R, which is tapped toward
its lower end, and from the tap, the condenser C and resistor
R2 are connected in series to ground. The movable contact
of the potentiometer, being connected directly to the grid
of the tube, allows any value of voltage across R, from zero
to full potential, to be applied to it. Due to this action,
the potentiometer is a volume control.

With the movable contact at the upper end of R, the full sig-
nal voltage is applied to the grid, and the part above the
tap is in series with the parallel combination made up of C,
R2 and the loner section of the potentiometer. Controls of
this type are usually tapped at 30% of the resistance, and
using a 1 m(,gohm control, the upper section would have a re-
sistance of 700,000 ohms while the lower section would have
a resistance of 300,000 ohms. Therefore, with the movable
contact at the upper end of the volume control, there would
be little attenuation of any frequency.
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however, as the arm is moved towards the tap, where maximum
compensation occurs, the condenser forms a comparatively
low reactance path for the high frequencies and thus they
are attenuated. The resistance R2 is connected in series
with C in order that there will not be too great a loss of
the higher frequencies and also to fix the output level, when
the volume control arm is set at the tap. In practice, using

a 1 megohm control tapped at 300,000 ohms, with C having a
capacity of .01 Mf., a fairly high order of compensation will
occur when R2 has a value of 10,000 ohms. To reduce the com-
pensation, it is only necessary to increase the value of R2.

Summing up the action of this circuit, at low settings of
the volume control, the section of the potentiometer in use
is shunted to ground through a resistance and capacity com-
bination which has a lower impedance to high frequencies
than to low frequencies and which thereby discriminates
against the former. With the control set in the high posi-
tion, there is little attenuation of any frequency.

COMPENSATED VOLUME CONTROL

If, in Figure 15, vie place an inductance L in series with C
and R, and make the circuit resonant at about 1000 cycles,
where the ear has the greatest sensitivity, then the audio
frequencies in this region are bypassed more than those at
the higher and lower audio frequencies. This series resonant
circuit is then a form of an acceptor circuit, sometimes cal-
led a "trap", and its effectiveness can be controlled by the
value of R. Larger values of R will decrease the attenuating
effect of the tuned circuit.

As this circuit arrangement gives an apparent boost of both
the high and low audio frequencies, it is called a "Compensated
Volume Control", in contrast with the bass compensated circuit
of Figure 15. Insertion of the acceptor circuit provides a
"loss", therefore the audio amplifier must be capable of sup-
plying the needed additional amplification.

BASS BOOSTER

In Figure 16, we have the circuits of a simplified "Bass
Booster". The name is derived from the fact that, instead
of attenuating the highs in order that the low notes will be
most pronounced, the low frequencies are amplified more than
the highs to give a better control of the individual tone
desired by the listener.
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Checking the circuits of Figure 16, you will notice that the
signal voltage is impressed across the volume control R.
From here, however, it splits and one path is from the upper
end of R to the grid of T1 while the other path is from the
movable contact to the left hand grid of T2. Thus, we have
what might be called a dual channel audio system.

Following the signal from the grid of T1, it will appear in
the plate circuit made up of the tuned circuit L -C. From here,
it is carried over to the potentiometer R2, by condenser Cl,
and impressed on the right hand grid of T2. Let us assume
that the combination L -C is resonated at 30 cycles. From your
earlier Lessons, you know that at this frequency, the circuit
will offer maximum impedance and thus maximum voltage drop.
As the frequency increases, or decreases, from resonance, the
voltage drop across the circuit will also decrease. Under

these conditions therefore, with the circuit resonated at 30
cycles, we have amplified the low notes to a much greater de-
gree than the higher frequencies.

However, the original sound, of all frequencies/ is impressed
on the left hand grid of T2 and thus, in tube T2, we have not
only the amplified bass notes but also the original sound.
The next step is to "mix" the two and this is done by sinpl:'
connecting the two plates of T2 together. From these plates,
the resultant audio voltages can be amplified in the usual
way.

TUNED PLATE BASS BOOSTER

A modified bass booster, not requiring the use of a separate
tube, may be an arrangement whereby an audio frequency tuned
circuit is placed in the plate circuit of a.tube. Looking at
Figure 11, suppose the condenser C is replaced by the tuned
audio L -C circuit of Figure 16. Imagine also that R3 of Fig-
ure 11 is removed and instead of connecting the variable arm
to ground, assume it is connected to B+. The plate load then
becomes the tuned circuit and any desired portion of R2.

In practice it is desirable to place a fix resistor of about
25M to 5OM ohms in series with the variable rssistor in or-
der to prevent excessive amplification at the frequency of
the tuned circuit and to provide greater stability. The

value of the coil L and the capacity of C will depend on the
desired resonant frequency and also on the plate resistance of
the tube.

If a tube with a high resistance is used, such as a high mu
triode or pentode, L should have a high value of inductance --
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say about 100 henries, and for an 80 cycle bass boost, C
should be about .04 mfd, whereas 100,000 ohms resistance
would be a satisfactory value of R2.

In operation, the audio frequencies at and near resonance of
the tuned circuit will develop a greater voltage than fre-
quencies above the resonant value, thus the bass boost is
accomplished. The desired amount of accentuation can be con-
trolled by R2.

TREBLE - BASS BOOSTERS

It may be desirable to boost both the high and low frequencies
in an audio system, particularly if the program is being op-
erated at low level.

In Figure 17 we show a resistance -capacity coupled stage which
is basicly conventional in that the audio frequency voltages
are applied to the control grid of the triode tuee, and thus
appear with greater amplitude across the plate load resistor
R5. From this point and coupled through condenser Cl, the
proportion of the high and low frequency voltages appearing
across the input to the following a -f tube will depend on the
respective position of the arms on potentiometers R1 and R2.

If the tube is a low mu triode and its grid load, plate load,
and cathode resistor with its bypass condenser are of conven-
tional values, to give satisfactory high and low frequency
boosting, the other circuit constants ray be as follows: -
Cl = .25 mfd, C2 = .0006 mfd, CS = .006 mfd, C4 = .0005 mfd,
C5 = .004 mfd, R2 = 500,000 ohm logarithmic control,, R2 = 5
megohm linear control, R3 = 250,000 ohms and R4 = 50,000 ohms.

We will assume that the indicated position of the potentio-.
meter arms R1 and R2 give "normal" operation of the circuit
such that no tone control effect takes place.

If bass boost is desired, the arm of R2 is moved up which
effectively shorts out the parallel network composed of C
and part of R2 and therefore decreases the (:opposition" to
the low frequencies being applied to the following grid cir-
cuit.

Now assuming that R2 is returned to normal position, if high
boost is desired, control R1 is moved to the left to decrease
the shunting of high frequencies to ground through C3.

with R1 in normal position and bass attenuation is desired,
control R2 is moved down which effectively provides a "loss"
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circuit for low frequencies across its self, yet lets the
high frequencies pass to the output terminal through C4 with-
out appreciable attenuation.

High frequency attenuation is then provided by moving R2 to
the right which decreases the opposition to high frequencies
through condenser C3.

Resistor R5 is about 50,0001Linorder that its output volt-
age remains essentially constant irrespective of the change
of impedance made in the tone control secV.on of the circuit.
R3 and R1 Ere selected to determine the 1 --,o" a. nolial set-
tings. !es, the ci"cuit operates on the nriocinle of intro-
ducing loos -3s, alrolification of the tube is required in
order to cc,apensate frr then.

It 1%111 be noticed that the basic 'principles of attenuation
in the aoove desosehea tone control is to provide a low oppo-
sition path to hit;,, frequencies, and a high opposition path
to the low frequencies.

Other tyros of treble -bass control circuits sometimes used
in hi:her p -iced audio lysters consist of two or more tuned
circuits ac!,inz as a portien of a load in a tube circuit and
desirable accentuation is accomplished b- means of series or
shunt variable resistcncos.

AUTOUATIC TONE CONTROL

As you will learn later, it is possible to make a tube, op-
erating under certain corditions, to exl-ioft properties of
a condenser or an indootEnoc. A cunir-le ap:lioe-,tion of this
former feture is ill2lrated in Eit-eLre Ahore we show a
tube and circuits which function as an automatic tone control.

The principle object of the circuit is to provide changing
capacity effects across the portion of th; r-lune control
which supplies audio voltage to the succeeCing a -f stage at
changing volume levels. In other words, the circuit is de-
signed to vary the high frequency audio response automatic-
ally in accordance with the strength of the signal in the re-
ceiver. When a strong signal is being received, the higher
audio frequencies are permitted to pass, while in the case
of a weak signal where the noise level is high and is com-
posed largely of the higher audio frequencies, tho action of
the circuit is such that these frequencies are attenuated by
the "condenser action" of the circuit.
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The capacity between the control grid and cathode of the tube,
acting as a conventional amplifier, is dependent on its mutual

conductance. Mien the amplification of the tube is high, Lhe
input capacity of the tuiie is correspondingly high. When the
gain is low, the input capacity is also low.

When a variable mu tube, which means one that the amplifica-
tion factor varies with d -c grid potentials such as a 6K7, is
connected conventionally as shown in Figure 18, and has a
change of d -c bias applied from a suitable source in the re-
ceiver, then changing signal levels affecting the operating
point of the tube serve to vary the input capacity of the
tube in accordance with the strength of the signals being re-
ceived. The input capacity appears as a shunting condenser,
shown by the dashed lines, and when the capacity increases,
the high audio frequencies are bypassed.

The condenser connected between the plate and control grid
serves the purpose of broadening the range over which the in-
put capacity varies as under the action of the d -c bias cir-
cuit. The purpose of the switch is to cut off the automatic
tone control citcuit if desired. when the switch is open,
no audio signals reach the tube and therefore it will have
no tone control effect.

In this Lesson, we have given you an explanation of various
types of frequency controls and, although you may run into
variations of these, the principles will be the same. There-

fore, be sure that you are familiar with these principles so
that you will not have any difficulty understanding the action
of any tone control.
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In.an earlier Lesson, we explained the action of audio ampli-
fiers are used to build up the amplitude of the sound signals
of a radio receiver to a level where they would operate a loud

speaker. In addition to this, the audio amplifier has many
other applications such as to increase the volume of a phono-
graph and to amplify a speaker's voice so that he can be heard
clearly all over a large hall or outdoor audience. Churches,

Baseball Parks, Football Stadiums, Amusement Parks and most
places where people gather are equipped with audio amplifiers

to furnish music or announcements.

When employed for the above purposes, the audio amplifier is
generally called a Public Address or "P -A" amplifier while
the complete equipment, consisting of microphones, phonograph
and radio tuner is referred to as a "P -A System". The action

of a p -a amplifier is exactly the same as for the audio amp-
lifiers explained in an earlier Lesson. However, greater power
output and amplification, or gain, is required for p -a work.

Like the former lessons, we will explain the general types and
give you the principal circuits so that you can understand any
particular make or model.

PHASE INVERSION

In Figure 1, we show the circuits of a common type of push
pull amplifier which was completely explained in an earlier
Lesson. You will remember that as the control grid of one
tube becomes more positive, in respect to the secondary cen-
ter tap, the control grid of the other tube becomes more nega-
tive. Thinking of a negative polarity, when the voltage on
one grid is decreasing, on the other it increasing, and as

they are in the opposite direction, or of opposite polarity,
we say they are 180° out of phase.

In order to obtain the advantages of push-pull amplification,
it is necessary that the signal voltages applied to the grids
of the push-pull connected tubes are 180° out of phase. Sev-

eral types of circuits which have been developed to supply
signals at the required 180° phase displacement are known
generally as "Phase Inverters".

The circuits of Figure 2 show a simple form of phase inversion
and you will notice the grid circuit is very similar to that
of Figure 1. However, the signal voltage developed across the
load R1 is coupled to the grid circuit by the capacity Cl.
To fully understand the action, we want you to think of the
upper end of L as the primary of a transformer with the lower
part, below the tap, as the secondary.
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With a voltage applied through the coupling condenser Cl to a
grid of T2, a current will exist in the primary of L. This in

turn will induce a voltage of the same frequency in the second-
ary which is across the grid circuit of T3. As the voltages

in the primary and secondary of a transformer are considered
to be 180° out of phase, the proper phase relationship be-
tween the voltages on the grids of T2 and T3 has been effected.

In push-pull operation, it is necessary that the voltages on
the opposite control grids be of equal amplitude and this is

accomplished by the proper turn ratio between the primary and

secondary windings. In practice, the coil L is generally re-
ferred to as a center tapped choke while in the above appli-
cation it really acts as an auto -transformer.

The circuit of Figure 3 shows another method of phase inver-
sion and you will notice that the load of the input tube "Tl"
is divided into two parts of equal resistance, R3 in the cath-
ode side and R4 in the plate side of the complete plate cir-
cuit. Resistance R2 and condenser C2 nrovide the grid bias
in the usual manner, and merely fix the operating point of the

tube. The grid of the output tube T2, coupled to the plate
end of R4 through the condenser C3 and the grid load R5, com-
pletes its circuit to the cathode through R7. The grid of the

output tube T3 is coupled to the cathode end of R3 through
condenser Cl and the grid load R6.

To obtain equal signal voltages, R3 equals Rh, C3 equals Ch,

and R5 equals R6. Also, due to the blocking action of the
coupling condensers C3 and C4, the d -c voltage of the plate
circuit of Tl need not be considered. Notice also that the

grids of T2 and T3 connect to ground through the equal loads
of R5 and R6.

With an a -c voltage on the grid circuit of Tl, the action of
the grid will cause variations of plate current. For example,

suppose we assume an instant when the input voltage is in a

direction such as to make the grid of Ti more positive, and
cause an increase of plate current.

The point we want to bring out is the fact that an increase of
current in the complete plate circuit of Ti, made up of R4, Tl,

R2 and R3 connected across a constant source of "B" supply
voltage, is possible only if one of the components decreases
in value. The more positive voltage applied to the grid of
Tl causes the tube to decrease its effecti\e resistance and
therefore greater current exists in the circuit just indicated.
In accordance with Ohm's Law, the voltage drops across R3 and
R4 will increase respectively. The voltage drop across tube
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Tl decreases and thus there will be a decrease of voltage be-

tween its plate and ground even though equal increases of

voltage drop occur across R3 and R4.

Before signal action takes place, condenser 03 has been charged

to the original voltage between the plate of Tl and ground

because one terminal of C5 is connected to the tube plate, and

the opposite terminal is effectively connected to ground, there

being no voltage drop across R5 at this instant.

The reduction of voltage between the plate of Tl and ground

must be accompanied by reduction of voltage across 03, and

its path of discharge will be through tube T1, R2, R3 to ground,

and from ground up through R5 to the opposite plate of C5.

This discharge current will develop a voltage drop across R5

and the polarity of the control grid of T2 will become more

negative with respect to its cathode.

While condenser C3 is discharging, condenser C4 is charging

to a greater potential because the voltage across R3 increases

as a result of the increase of plate current. The path of

charging current is from the upper end of R3, through C4 and

R6 to ground or "B-". This charging current develops a volt-

age across R6, the polarity of which makes the control grid

of T3 more positive with respect to its cathode.

Thus we have the correct conditions for push pull operation

of tubes T2 and T3 as the changing potentials of the respect-

ive control grids are 180° out of phase. On the opposite al-

ternation of signal voltage, the voltage drops across R3 and

R4 will decrease as a result of decreased plate current in

their circuit, and hence 03 will charge making the control

grid of T2 more positive, whereas 04 will discharge making the

control grid of T3 more negative.

It also possible to achieve phase inversion by making use

of the opposite relation between the a-c grid voltage and the

a-o plate voltage of a tube. That is, when the signal voltage

causes the grid voltage to become more positive, the plate

voltage becomes less positive, both in respect to a common

reference, usually the cathode. Thus, the action in the plate

and grid circuits are 180° out of phase. By amplifying the

signal in one tube and picking off from its output, a voltage

equal to that of the input, we have a signal voltage of the

right phase relationship.

Such a circuit is shown in Figure 4, and the output -voltage

of Tl is applied to the grid of T3 through the coupling con-

denser TO and the grid load R5. A portion of the output vat--
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age of Ti is also applied from the tap on R5 to the grid of

T2. Then, the voltage output of T2 is applied, through the
coupling condenser C4, and the grid load R61 to the grid of T4.

When the output voltage of Tl swings the grids of T3 and T2
in a pcsitive direction, the plate current of T2 increases.
This increases the voltage drop across the plate resistor R4
and therefore swings the plate voltage of T2 in a negative

direction. Thus, when the voltage output of Tl swings posi-
tive, the voltage output of T2 swings negative. In other words,

the voltage output of T2 is 180° out of phase with the output
voltage of Tl.

The voltage output of T2 is made equal to the voltage output
of Tl by adjusting the tap on R5. For example, if the voltage
amplification of T1 and T2 is 10, the tap on R5 is adjusted
to supply one tenth of the audio frequency voltage across R5
to the grid of T2. Also, in order to balance the circuit, R3
equals R4, C3 equals C4 and R5 equals R6. Under these condi-
tions, the a-f voltage across R6 is equal in amplitude to the
a-f voltage across R5. Thus, the signal voltage inputs to the
push pull grids of T3 and T4 are equal in amplitude and 1600
out of phase.

In the above explanation of phase inversion circuits we have
not mentioned the output connection to the push pull tubes or
their bias resistances and capacities because the action is
exactly the same as previously explained for the transformer
type of push pull amplification. If these are not clear in
your mind, go back and review the earlier Lessons on audio
amplifiers.

SELF BALANCING PHASE INIataSION

Although the phase inversion circuits just described operate
satisfactorily if the engineered constants of the various com-
ponents do not change; after a period of service, a noticeable
unbalance of operation may be observed. If, for example, re-
sistor R6 in Figure 4 should change considerably in value, or
the phase inverter tube T2 alter its characteristics, the pre-
determined value of the R5 tap would not be correct and unequal
signal voltages would be applied to the grids of T3 and T4.

To overcome such faults, a circuit arrangement somewhat on the
order of Figure 5 has been developed. You will notice the
tube at the left is a duo-triode although we have labeled the
separate triode sections asTl and T2 in order to make refer-
ences to the tube easier to follow. The input circuit and
biasing arrangement has already been explained, and in fact,
if you check carefully, the left section of Figure 4 up to
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condensers C3 and C4 compares with the input section of Figure
5. Tubes Ti and T2 are essentially the same as tubes T1 and
T2 of Figure 5.

We will start our explanations at that point where Tl has pro-
vided a positive signal between the control grid of T3 and
ground, and a voltage will appear across R5 and R6 connected
in series. That portion of the signal voltage across R8 is
fed to the control grid of T2 where the tube reverses its
phase and the amplified signal will be developed across R4,
also R6 and R8, its polarity being negative at the control grid
with respect to ground. Again we have the proper conditions
for operating T3 and T4 in push pull arrangement.

The essential difference between the circuits of Figures 4 and
5 is in the action of R8. In Figure 4, the grid voltage for
tube T2 was obtained from that portion of R5 between the tap
and ground. In Figure 5, the grid voltage for tube T2 is
obtained from the drop across P.8 which is in series with R6
as well as R5. Thus, when current in R5 tends to make the grid
of T2 more positive the out-of-phase current in R6 will tend to
make it more negative.

For example, if the circuits constants should change to cause
a higher voltage across R5 and R81 the increased output of
tube T2 would cause a proportionally higher voltage across R6.

As the voltages across R5 and R6 are 180° out of phase, the
higher drop across R6 would reduce the effective drop across
R8 thereby reducing the output of tube T2 until the drop
across R6 is equal to that across R5.

Hence the term "Self balancing" is properly descriptive of the
action of this circuit, and changes in resistor values and
tube characteristics will automatically be corrected by the
degenerative or regenerative voltage fed back to the input
circuit of T2.

INVEaSE FEEDBACK

From the explanations of the earlier Lessons, you know that
the impedance of a transformer varies with the frequency.
That is, thinking only of the inductance, the reactance will
increase as the frequency increases and decrease as the fre-
quency decreases.

Therefore, if a transformer is employed to couple the plate
of an output tube to a loudspeaker, the load impedance on the
tube varies with the frequency. Thus, if the output tube is
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a pentode or beam power type with a high plate resistance,

the variation in plate load impedance produces considerable

distortion as a result of the introduction of harmonic fre-

quencies. Likewise, changes of signal frequency will cause

the impedance of the voice coil to vary appreciably and hence

it will reflect changes of load presented to the tube.

The common method of correcting this condition is by feeding

back to the input, in the correct phase, a certain portion of

the output voltage. Such an arrangement is generally referred

to as an "inverse feed-back amplifier". However, it is also

referred to as audio degeneration, degenerative or negative

feed-back.

Back in the early Lessons we told you that in order to in

crease the signals of simple radio receivers, variations of

plate voltage were fed back into the grid circuits, and the

arrangement war called a regenerative detector. However,

this circuit had a tendency to break into oscillation and was

not very stable.

For audio amplification, this instability would not be satis-

factory and, in order to reduce distortion due to a varying

load impedance, a portion of the signal from the output stage

is fed back to the grid circuit in the opposite phase relation-

ship. This results in a decrease of amplification and is there

fore known as "Degeneration".

To understand how this action reduces distortion, let us first

consider an audio amplifier without inverse feedback or audio

degeneration. In order to follow this explanation, it may

help you to draw out the various wave forms on a separate

piece of paper.

Let us suppose that a sine wave input voltage is applied to

the grid of an output tube and that the a-f current in its

plate circuit has a peak, or irregularity, in its positive

alternation. Due to the fact that this peak is not apparent

in the incoming wave, there is distortion in the output cir-

cuit. Remembering the action in a tube, this plate current

will cause a voltage drop having the same wave shape across

the load but this output signal voltage is 180° out of phase

with the plate current. The reason for this phase relation-

ship is the fact that a plate current increase causes an in-

crease of voltage drop across the load. The voltage at the

plate is the difference between the drop across the load and

the supply voltage and thus, when the plate current increases,

the plate voltage decreases and conversely, when the plate cur-

rent reduces, the plate voltage becomes greater.
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To correct this irregularity in the plate current waveform
let us assume that inverse feedback is applied to the ampli-

fier. With such an arrangement, a portion of the output
plate voltage is fed back to the incut circuit. AS this feed-
back plate voltage is 180° out of phase with the input grid
voltage, there will be a plate current component with the same
distorted wave form as the feedback voltage but it will also
be 180° out of phase with the original plate current waveform.
Because of this fact, the current caused by the feedback volt-
age will tend to cancel the original current but, because it

is of smaller amplitude, the result will only be a reduction
in the total output plate current.

However, the irregularities in the output wave are also re-
duced, resulting in a reduction of distortion. This is be-

cause the distortion is fed back and is itself degenerated.

The use of negative feedback also reduces the Power Sensitivity
which is defined as the ratio of the power output in watts to
the square of the input audio signal in volts. Written as an

expression,
vatts (output)

Power Sensitivity = volts2(incut signal) 61°3

For example, if 2 volts (rms) is required at the input of an
audio amplifier to produce 8 watts output, the power sensitiv-
ity is 8/22 = 8/4 = 2 mhos or 2,000,000 micromhos.

Figure 6 shows the circuits of a single beam power output
stage to which inverse feedback has been applied. The trans-
former Ti is of the audio input type and the resistance R1
with its bypass condenser Cl, provides the grid bias voltages.
R2, C2 and R3 provide a voltage divider with R3 in the grid,
or input circuit so that the desired amplitude of feedback
voltage can be obtained. The condenser C2 acts to block the
d-c voltage on the plate but allows a path for the a-c signal.
Transformer To is for coupling the output tube to a loudspeaker.

From your earlier Lessons, you know that the voltage drop
across a resistance is proportional to its ohmic value and
thus, neglecting any loss in 02, Figure 6, the feedback volt-
age will be equal to the total output voltage times the ratio
R3/(R2 + R3). The amount of feedback voltage should be such
that the distortion is satisfactorily reduced without too
great a sacrifice of amplification.

Inverse feedback can also be applied to push-pull amplifiers
as shown by the output section of the complete diagram for a
F-A system of Figure 8 where the input transformer Ti has two
separate secondaries, each with the same number of turns. It

is necessary to have this arrangement because the grid
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voltages are 120° out of phase and with a common secondary it
would be impossible to obtain the correct phase feedback volt-
age to each grid. Here, the feedback voltage is obtained from
voltage dividers across their respective plate circuits, the
same as explained for Figure 6. With the exception of the in-
verse feedback feature, the action in the power output section
of Figure 8 is exactly the same as for any other transformer
coupled push pull stage.

Although we have given you the basic ideas involved in the ap-
plication of inverse feedback, there are a multitude of circuit
arrangements used in Radio and Electronic Equipment to achieve
certain desired results. We believe it will be of help if
further classification of these circuits be made known to you.

VOLTAGE FEEDBACK

In Figure 6, the feedback arrangement is the "voltage" type,
and occurs when the "return" voltage is proportional to the
voltage across the output load, and provides a reduction in
the effective internal resistance of the amplifier.

CURRENT FEEDBACK

"Current" feedback occurs when the voltage fed back to the
input circuit is proportional to the current through the out-
put load or plate circuit and provides in the ef-
fective internal resistance of the amplifier.

A few simple changes in the circuit arrangement of Figure 6
can be made to provide "current feedback". For example, sup-
pose a resistor, which we will call Rx, is connected in series
between the lower terminal of the primary of the output trans-
former and "Bf". Then assume the upper terminal of R2 is re-
moved from the plate and connected to the junction of Rx and
lower transformer primary terminal. Output plate current pass-
ing through resistance Rx will develop a voltage drop, a por-
tion of which will be fed back to the input circuit arrangement
of R2, C2 and R3 as already explained for voltage feedback.

VOLTAGE -CURRENT 1,EEDBACK

Some circuits may even provide both voltage and current feed-
back, but the circuit of Figure 6 provides only voltage inverse
feedback. Connected across R1, condenser Cl serves to maintain
a steady d -c bias on Tl. This means that when the signal is
applied to the control grid of Tl, plate current variations
caused by the signal do not cause a change in the voltage drop
across Rl.

Consider Cl removed from the circuit, and when signal is ap-
plied, the control grid of Tl swings in a positive direction,
plate current increases and the voltage drop across R1 increases
in proportion. The direction of current through R1 is such that
the polarity of the voltage across R1 is positive at the cathode
end with respect to ground.
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The resistor R1 is also in series between the control grid and
the cathode, and with an increase of signal in a positive direc-

tion, the increased voltage across Fl produces greater bias on

Ti. With the signal increasing in a negative direction less
plate current results and the voltage across R1 decreases, pro-
viding a reduction in the bias of Tl. The signal voltage and

the bias voltage across R1 will directly oppose each other, and

it can be said that these vcltages are 1E10° out of phase.

Since the actual signal between the control grid and the cath-

ode of tube Ti is the combination of the signal voltage and

the voltage across R1, it can be seen that the effective signal

is reduced when Cl is not connected across Rl. Removing con-

denser Cl from the circuit provides both voltage and current

inverse feedback. Thus we have current feedback which results
in degeneration, end this action may be called "Current Degen-

eration" or "Current Inverse Feedback".

The application of negative feedback is not limited to a single

stage, and circuit arrangements are possible whereby feedback

is carried forward over two or even three stages,

ADVANTAGES OF FEEDBACK

Inverse feedback can be applied to power amplifier tubes that

do not draw grid current but is especially applicable to beam
power tubes. This arrangement is not recommended for use in
amplifiers drawing grid current because of the resistances
introduced in the grid circuit.

Also, the feedback is not generally applied to a triode ampli-
fier because +he variation of load impedance with frequency
does not produce much distortion in a triode stage having low
plate resistance. It is, however, sometimes applied to pen-
tode stages but, it is not always convenient. As we explained
above, when inverse feedback is applied to an amplifier, the
driving voltage must be increased to give full power output.
Using a pentode, this driving voltage, for rated power output,
may become so large that it is impracticable.

Because a beam power tube Fives full power output on a compara-
tively small input voltage, inverse feedback is especially ap-
plicable to this type of tube. Py means of inverse feedback
the high efficiency and high power output of the beam poemr
tube can be combined with freedom from the effects of varying
load impedances. In addition to the above advantages of in-
ver'3e feedback, greater stability is maintained, even with

changes of tube characteristics and applied operation -31tages.

Another advantage of negative feedback is the "flatter" end
extended frequency response of the stage. For examvle, if an

audio amplifier without inverse feedback amplifies a certain
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frequency, say 300 cycles, 200 times, and a frequency of 1030

cycles, 500 times, the application of negative feedback will
cause the amplification of these two frequencies to be more

identical, much in the same way that distortion in the ampli-

fier is reduced.

LOFTIN WHITE ADIPLIFLIt

The Loftin White amplifier employs a different type of circuit,

called direct coupling. A circuit illustrating the basic
principles of operation is shown in Figure 7, and you can see
that it is similar to a resistance -capacity coupling circuit
except the plate of the first tube is connected directly to
the grid of the second without a coupling condenser. The com-

monly used resistances and coupling condensers are replaced

by the single resistance "A".

In all of our former explanations we have told you that the
plate of a tube must be positive in respect to the filament
of a direct heating tube, or cathode, while the grid requires
a negative bias. In Figure 7, the plate of tube Ti is direct-
ly connected to the grid of tube T2 and both will have the
same potential with respect to point H which is B-. To pro-

vide the proper voltage relations between the grid, plate and
filaments, it will be necessary to have the filaments at dif-

ferent potentials.

Tracing the circuits, you will see each tube filament connects
to a separate secondary which has no direct connection to any
other secondary. Thus, you can think of each filament circuit
as being complete in itself.

The power supply filter arrangement is about the same as al-
ready explained, but we are more interested in the resistors
which form the voltage divider. This divider is shown across
the center of the diagram with its positive end at B+ and
extends through resistor junction taps C, D, E, F and G to the
negative end at H.

For the output tube T2, the plate circuit starts at the input
terminal choke "Lln0 and goes up through the output choke L2,
to the plate, across to filament and back through the center
tap of the potentiometer to D. The voltage drop across the
divider between B+ and D, less the slight d -c voltage drop
across L2, will therefore be the plate voltage of the tube.
The grid circuit is completed from the grid through resistance
A to tap 0 of the voltage divider.
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Suppose the specifications of the tube T2 show that with 250
volts on the plate there will be a plate current of 32 ma and
a negative grid bias of 50 volts is needed. To make the ex-
planation definite we will assume the voltage drop across Ll
and L2 are negligible, and imagine these voltages are supplied
and that there is a 200 volt drop across B+ C and a 50 volt

drop across C - D. That gives us a difference of 250 volts
from the plate to the mid-point of the filament.

Now, if a 100 volt drop exists across resistance A0 there will
be a difference of 300 volts between its negative end and B+.
AS there is only a 250 volt drop across E+ D, the negative
end of A must be 50 volts negative to point D and therefore we
have a 50 volt negative bias on the grid of the tube T2.

If this value of 50 volts is a bit difficult to verify, con,-
sider the equivalent situation of connecting the negative
terminal of a 100 volt battery to the grid of tube T2. Sup-
pose the positive terminal of the battery connects to point C.
Point D is negative with respect to C, therefore assume a 50
volt battery connected between points C and D. The positives
of these imaginary batteries are connected together and the
voltage between point D and the grid of Tl is the difference
between the 100 and 50 volt batteries, which is 50 volts.

Let us assume the operating values of the tube Tl are listed
as 180 volts on the plate, 75 volts on the screen grid with
a negative bias of 1-1/2 volts on the control grid and the sup-
pressor grid connected directly to the cathode. Being of the
heater type, the voltages for this tube are measured between
the various elements and cathode.

From these figures, we see there must be a difference of 105
volts between the plate and screen grid. The plate is already
50 volts negative to tap DI therefore we need a drop of 155
volts across DE of the divider.

Next we need a difference of 75 volts between the screen grid
and cathode but also desire an additional 15 volts to provide
the neceecary negative bias for tube Ti which we will explain
later* ICIding this to the 75 volts, there will be a drop of
90 volts acrec3 E-H of the divider. That given us a total
drop of 495 volts across the entire voltage divider between
B+ and H.

With a 15 volt drop across 11-K the cathode is really 15 volts
positive es far as point H is concerned, We cant a 1-1/2 volt
negative bias on the grid therefore connect the grid return of
the input circuit to tap G and have a 13-1/2 volt drop across
G-H.
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Checking back here and thinking of H as a reference point,
tap K and the cathode are 15 volts positive. Tap G is but
13-1/2 volts positive to H, and therefore is 1-1/2 volts nega-
tive to the cathode of Ti.

Tap E is 90 volts positive to point H, but the cathode is 15
volts positive to paint H, therefore the screen grid is 75
volts positive with respect to the cathode. 1,dding the 155

volt drop across E-D, point D is 245 volts positive to H.
Therefore the mid-point of the filament of tube T2 is also
245 volts positive to point H. Then there is a 50 volt drop
across D-C which makes tap C a.'5 volts positive with respect
to H.

The plate circuit of tube Ti connects at C but there is a drop
of 100 volts across resistance A therefore the plate is 195
volts positive to tap H. The cathode is 15 volts positive,
thus the difference in voltage between the plate and cathode
is 195 minus 15 or 180 volts.

Vie have already explained the voltages for tube T2 but with a
200 volt drop across C-B+, point B+ is 495 volts positive to
H. Still thinking of point H as zero potential, the mid-point
of the filament of tube T2 or point D is 245 volts positive
while the plate of tube Ti and the grid of the output tube T2
are only 195 volts positive. That is why, even though they
are at the same potential, the grid of tube T2 has a 50 volt
negative bias with respect to its filament while the plate of
Ti is 180 volts positive to its cathode.

Between G and F there is a potentiometer with its adjustable
contact connected to tap K through a fixed condenser. By ad-
justing the potentiometer to the proper point, there will be
a difference in voltage across the condenser which will neu-
tralize the a-c hum voltage caused by the ripple in the divider
current,. It is because of this feature that but one choke is
used in the filter.

The operation of this circuit is similar to that of the other
types of amplifiers. Changes of voltage on the control grid
of the tube Ti cause changes of its plate current. The changes
of plate current cause changes of voltage drop across resist-
ance A and thus cause like changes of voltage on the grid of
tube T2.

Another point to notice is the automatic grid control. As we
explained before, the grid bias for the tube Ti is secured by
the difference in voltage drops across H-K and G-H. Section
H-K carries the plate and screen grid currents of tube TI while
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in addition to the bleeder current, G -H carries the plate cur-
rent of tube T2. In the same way, the grid bias for tube T2
is secured by the difference of voltage drops across resist-
ances A and C -D.

Suppose, because of a strong signal on the control grid of the
first tube, the plate current increases. This will increase
the voltage drop across resistance A and increase the grid
bias on tube 72. An increase of negative grid bias reduces
the plate current of T2, reduces the current through G -H and
the voltage drop across it. This will increase the negative
grid bias on the first tube and reduce its plate current,
Because of this automatic control of bias voltage, the ampli.-
fier will handle a large range of input voltages with very
little distortion.

Direct coupled amplifiers have major applications in Industrial
Electronic Fields where the amplification of very low frequen-
cies is desired. Although audio amplifiers of this type have
excellent frequency response characteristics, they did not be-
come popular because of the requirement of high plate supply
voltages which made the unit more costly. In addition, varia-T-

tion of tube characteristics and component parts had a tendency
to affect the voltage distribution within the amplifier and led
to some instability.

The advent of more efficient tubes requiring lower operating
potentials, the use of self balancing circuits, much like the
phase inverter explained in this Leeson, open the field toward
more common use of high fidelity, economical, and dependable
direct coupled amplifiers.

P-.14 AMPLIFIER

In Figure 8, we show the schematic diagram of a complete P -A
amplifier made up of the separate circuits which have been
completely explained in this and preceding Lessons. However,
we will give you a brief explanation of the signal paths from
the various input circuits to the output transformer.

Starting with input circuit "Mike F2", the output of a micro-
phone will develop a voltage across the grid load R2 and thus
apply the signal to the control grid of T2. The bias voltage
for this grid is obtained by the drop across R3, and its value
is equal to the ohmic value of R3 multiplied by the sum of the
cathode currents in T1 and T2. The signal voltage on the con-
trol grid of T2 will cause variations of plate current which,
in turn, will vary the voltage across the load resistance R10.
The voltage changes are carried over to the left hand grid of
T3 through the coupling condenser C3 and the potentiometer R12,
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which acts as the load for the left hand grid of T3 and also

as a volume control for this channel.

The plate voltage on T2 is obtained from a tap on the voltage

divider made up of resistances R11, R5 and R4. The screen

grid voltage is also obtained from this divider but is tapped

off between R5 and R4, and is thus at a levier potential than

the plate. The bias voltage on the left hand grid of T3 is

obtained from the voltage drop across R13.

With the signal applied to the left hand grid of T3, there
will be a variation of current in the load resistance Rl5 and

thus a voltage drop across it which is carried over to the

control grid of T4 through the coupling condenser and grid

load R18. This coupling condenser is made up of C8 and C9

so that the reactance can be controlled, to a great extent,

by varying the position of the contact of R17. The combina-

tion of R14, R17, C6, C8 and C9 form a tone control which has

been completely explained in an eerlier Lesson.

The plate voltage on T3 is obtained directly from the output

of the power supply filter choke "CH", through the series re-

sistor R16 and the load R15. The condenser 07 is connected

from the connection between R15 and R16, to ground and together

with R16 is commonly referred to as a "decoupling filter", to

prevent audio frequency oscillation tendencies.

In order to make the pentode tube T4 more stable, the screen
grid and plate are connected together so that the tube oper-

ates as a triode. Thus, with the signal applied to the con-
trol grid of T4, there will be variations of plate current in
the primary of the push-pull input transformer Ti. This will

induce a voltage in the secondaries and thus the signal will
be applied to the grids of the push-pull output stage.

The output stage incorporates inverse feedback which we ex-
plained in a former section of this Lesson. Therefore, we

will offer no further explanation of the circuit at this time.
Hot:ever, there are t;:o secondaries on the output transformer,
both of which are tapped. This makes various output imped-
ances available so as to match the Impedance of different loud-

speaker voice coils or transmissicn lines.

Now, let's go back and see what happens wrhen the output of a
microphone is applied to the "Like ff1" input channel. This

will cause a voltage drop across R1 which is applied to the
grid of Tl. Like T2, this tube obtains its operating voltages
froth a divider arrangement and its bias from the common cath-
ode resistor R3, with its bypass condenser.
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Variations of voltage on the control grid cause changes of
current in the load resistor R8. This, in turn, causes vari-
ations of voltage drop which are applied to the right hand
grid of T3 through the coupling condenser Cl and the tapped
variable resistance R9. This, of course, assumes that the
movable arm of R9 is in its present position or somewhere
between ground and the condenser Cl. By changing the posi-
tion of the arm of the potentiometer R9, between ground and
the coupling condenser Cl, the amount of signal voltage from
this channel can be controlled. A signal, on the right hand
grid of T3, is carried on through the succeeding stages, the
same as explained for channel *2.

If the output of a phonograph pickup is applied across the
"phonon input connections, there rill be a corresponding volt-
age drop between the upper end of R9 and ground. Therefore,
to apply this signal to the right hand grid of T3, it will be
necessary to have the movable contact of R9 somewhere between
its upper end and ground. The pickup feeds directly into the
second stage because the output voltage is considerably high-
er than that of a low level microphone and therefore requires
less amplification.

Now notice, with the movable arm of R9 in the position shown,
the input signal to the right grid of T3 will be from the
"Mike fl" channel, and when it is moved in the upper position,
the input signal to the right grid of T3 will be from the
"Phonon input. Thus, R9 not only controls the volume of these
two channels but it acts also as a fader so that the signal
from either channel can be applied to the right hand grid of
T3, In changing from one channel to the other, there is no
sudden cut.Loff but after the volume of one is reduced to zero,
the volume of the other starts to increase. It is because of
this gradual changes from one signal source to another that a
control like R9 is commonly referred to as a "Fader".

Let us assume that a pickup is connected across the "Phone"
input and the fader in a position to apply the signal to the
right hand grid of T3. Also, we will assume that a microphone
is connected to the "Mike nil channel so that its output will
be applied to the left grid of T3, through T2 and the coupling
network.

Under these conditions, we have two separate and distinct sig-
nal sources applied to the respective grids of T3. However,
because the plates of T9 are tied together, there can be but
one value of signal current which will have a wave form de-
pendent on the values of the two signals. In other words, the
signals will mix and because this has been accomplished elec-
tronically, a circuit of this kind is known as an "Electronic
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Mixer". Notice that not only the phonograph can be mixed with
#2 channel but also channel #1 can be mixed with channel #20

Possibly you are wondering about the advantage of such an
arrangement and a good example is a piano accompaniment for a
vocalist. The usual procedure is to place one microphone
close to the piano and the other in a position so that the
vocalist can be more or less at a distance from the accompany-
ing music. By properly manipulating the controls, the most
desired sound levels of each can be obtained.

Without a mixer, it would be necessary to use only one micro-
phone and, unless two separate P-A systems were employed, it
would be impossible to regulate the two signals separately in
order to obtain the desired levels.

Earlier in this Lesson we mentioned that a complete "P-A System"
was made up of the amplifier, microchenes, pickup and a Radio
Tuner. This latter unit was explained in the section on trf
receivers, and the output of such a tuner can be impressed
across the "Phonon input circuits of the amplifier of Figure 8.
In this way, the level of the audio frequency signals in a
radio receiver can be amplified to such an extent that it can
be heard over a very large area. Thus, with such a setup, it
is possible to provide not only local announcements, or enter-
tainment but also radio programs and recorded selections.

In our explanation, we have not mentioned the power supply but,
in checking over the circuit diagram of Figure 8 you will note
it is of the conventional full wave type with a choke input
filter circuit with condenser 014 and 015 of adequate capacity.
A voltage divider, made up of resistances R25, R26, R27 and
R28 is connected from B+ to ground or B-, and a tap between
R25 and R26 provides the required screen grid voltage for the
output tubes.

The connections of the resistors R26, R27 and R28 are brought
out to a terminal board and their circuits are completed by
the use of "jumpers", which are in reality only common conductors
such as copper wire. This is done so that the field coils of
electro-dynamic speakers may be excited when connected in series
with desired terminal points.

For example, suppose that Resistor R26 has an ohmic value of
1000 ohms and its power dissipation is 10 watts. To connect
in a speaker with a field coil of 1000 ohms which requires 10
watts for proper excitation, it will be necessary only to
remove the "jumper', from between connections 5 and 6 on the
terminal board and connect the field between terminals 5 and 7.



,
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In this way, we have replaced B26 with the speaker field but,
as they have equal resistance values, the other voltages of

the circuit are not disturbed, When p-ru dynamic speakers are
used, the jumpers are left in place and the voice coils are
connected to the proper impedance on the output transformer.

Summing up, the amplifier of Figure 8 has three input channels
which are capable of handling two low level microphones and a

phonograph or radio tuner. Also, it is possible to fade from
the phono input to channel #1 and to mix either channel #1 or
the phone with channel #2. The circuit also incorporates in-

verse feedback and a tone control, capable of attenuating
either the high or low frequencies. The power supply is ar-
ranged so that the fields of electro-dynamic speakers can be
excited and the output transformer has several taps so that
various impedances may be matched.

CLASS A AIELIFILIS

All the various amplifiers we have been explaining are called
Class A because, in every case, the negative a-c grid bias
voltage is equal to, or greater than the maximum signal volt-
age, allowing the tubes to operate on the straight portion of
their characteristic curves. To explain this a little more
completely want to review the subject and, for Figure 9,
have drawn several curves.

As we told you in the earlier Lessons, these curves are made
-by applying a steady voltage on the plate and then recording
the values of plate current as the value of d-c grid voltage
is varied.

Checking up on curve 11.00 you will notice with 2 volts nega-
tive grid potential there is a plate current of 6.75 ma. With

4 volts negative, the current has dropped to 1.75 ma and so on
until, with 7 volts negative, the current is zero. Thus, we

say there is plate current ilcut-offit at 7 volts.

Suppose we adjust the grid voltage to negative 5 allowing a
plate current of 1 ma. These are all d-c values and fix the
operating point of the tube, as shown by the dot, giving the
conditions in the usual amplifier when there is no applied
signal.

Without changing these conditions, suppose an a.c signal volt-
age is impressed on the grid causing changes of grid voltage
which in turn, cause changes of plate current. At the top of
curve A, we show a 2 volt a-c signal which, starting from tne
bottom of the -wave will be cf the same polarity as the negative
d-c grid voltage which will increase to a total of 5 + 2 or 7
volts.
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As the total negative grid voltage increases from a value of
5 to 7, the plate current will decrease from 1 ma to zero but,
as the a -c voltage reduces to zero, the grid voltage drops
back to 5 allowing the plate current to return to a value of

I ma.

The first alternation of signal voltage has thus caused a
corresponding change of plate current as shown by the lower
left shaded loop.

During the next alternation of the signal voltage, its polar-
ity will be opposite to that of the negative d -c grid voltage
which will decrease to a total of 5 - 2 or 3 volts. Accord-

ing to the curve, 3 volts negative on the grid allows a plate
current of 2.75 ma and thus, during this alternation, the
plate current will increase from 1 ma to 2.75 ma and return
to 1 ma as shown by the upper left shaded loop.

The following alternations of signal voltage cause like changes
of plate current and thus the signal is carried over from the
grid to the plate circuit of the tube. However, on the curve
of Figure 9a, you will notice that the lower loops, represent-
ing changes of plate current, are shorter than the upper loops
although the alternations of signal voltage are all equal.

Because the changes of plate current do not faithfully follow
the changes of signal voltage, there is distortion which
spoils the quality of the reproduced sound. However, the

action shown in curve A is merely another way of explaining
the operation of a bias type of detector and tie suggest you
compare it with the explanations and curves given in the ear-
lier Lesson on Detector Circuits.

In an amplifier, this distortion is objectionable but, being
caused by the bend in the lower part of the curve, we can eas-
ily improve the action as shown in Figure 9-B. Here, we re-
duced the d -c grid bias to negative 3 volts, allowing a plate
current of 2.75 ma and moving the operating point up into the
straight portion of the curve.

Again we have a 2 volt signal and have shaded the loops which
represent the changes of plate current. Because of the posi-
tion of the operating point, the lower loops are nearly the
same as the upper ones and the distortion has been reduced.
Under these conditions, the tube operates as a class A ampli-
fier.

There is nothing new here as we have already explained the
action in the earlier Lessons but we want you to notice, with
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no signal, there is a fairly large d-c plate current. When

a signal is present, and the upper and lower loops of plate
current are equal, the average value of plate current will be

the same as with no signal.

Should we increase the signal to 3 volts, in curve B, the grid

voltage would vary from -6 to 0 and because of the bend in the
lower part of the curve, there would again be distortion.

Increasing the signal to more than 3 volts would cause the
grid to go positive, allow it to draw current which really
robe the plate circuit of some of its current, and again

produces distortion. Thus, a class A amplifier not only re-
quires a fairly large plate current but is limited as to the
strength of signal it can handle without distortion.

Other causes of distortion would be improper plate loads and
operating potentials. Longer and straighter characteristic
curvesare obtainable with larger values of plate voltage and
greater values of load resistances.

Class A operation is characterized by low power output and low
efficiency, for a given tube, but when properly operated, there
is little distortion of the audio signal.

CLASS B AMPLIFIERS

To overcome these limitations and also secure more efficient
operation, vacuum tubes can be operated under different con-
ditions which are known as class B.

To explain the action, in Figure 9-C, we again have the curve
of A and B but, by increasing the d-c grid bias to negative 7
volts, have moved the operating point down to plate current
cut off. Thus, with no signal, there will be no plate current
and the drain on the power supply is reduced.

At the upper part of C we show a 5 volt signal which, during
the first alternation, increases the grid voltage from nega-
tive 7 to negative 12. As the current is zero at -7 volts on
the grid, there will be no plate current during this alternation.

For the next alternation, the signal reduces the negative grid
bias to -2 volts causing the plate current to increase from o
to 3.75 ma as shown by the shaded loop.

The same action takes place for the following alternations with
the results that there is plate current only during those al-
ternations of signal voltage which reduce the negative grid
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voltage. Checking back on the earlier Lessons, you will
recall that when one alternation is cut off we really have a

rectifier*

Working this way, a single tube would be of no use as an
audio amplifier but, by using two of them, connected in the
ordinary push pull arrangement, we have the conditions shown

by curve D. Here, the upper half is a copy of curve C and
the lower half another copy in the reverse position*

You can think of the upper part of this curve as representing
tube T3, shown at the right of Figure 10, while the lower part
of the curve represents tuba T.

As the signal voltaic increases the negative bias on the grid
of the upper tube, it reduces the negative bias on the grid
of the lower tube and thus there is current in the plate
circuit of first one tube and then the other.

For the complete action, the loops of curve D are about the
same as those of curve B and thus the signal voltage is
carried over to the plate circuits with but little distortion.

In curve B, the plate current varies from 4.75 ma to 1 ma for
a change of 3.75 ma, with an average value of 2.75 ma. In

curve D, the plate current varies from 3.75 ma in one direction

to 3.75 ma in the other direction for a change of 7.5 ma with
an average value of zero. Thus, using the same tubes, class B
arrangement makes it possible to handle greater signal strength
and, at the same time, greatly reduce the average value of
plate current.

To handle even greater signal voltage, it is customary to
allow the signal to drive the grids positive in respect to
the cathode or filament. To prevent distortion under these
conditions, the input transformer, Ti, of Figure 10, is
designed to furnish the necessary power to the grid circuits.
This rower must be furnished by the plate circuit of the
preceding tube 1,hich is called a "Driver".

The main difference between the operation of the tubes in class
A and class B is the operating point but this brings up other
problems. For class A, the average plate current, being of a
constant value, can be used to provide the d. -c grid bias
voltage as explained in the earlier Lessons.

In class B, with the average plate current at a very low value,
it is necessary to provide a separate source of grid bias
voltage or else use tubes with an amplification factor high
enough to cause approximate plate current cut off with zero
grid bias voltage.
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Class B operation of tubes introduces some distortion due to
the curvature of the characteristic near plate current cut off.
However, the push pull output connections tend to cancel the
second or even harmonics introduced. The odd harmonics can-
not be eliminated by push pull operation thus this factor
limits the maximum undistorted power output which can be

obtained.

The efficiency of class B operation is greater than that for

class A. The reason for this is because each tube of a class
B (push pull) circuit operates one half the time only, whereas
tubes in class A have plate current in them on the full 360°

of the signal cycle.

CLASS AB AMPLIFIERS

As the difference between class A and B action is mainly in
the operating point of the tubes, other methods are in use
which are a combination of both. For example, by operating
under the conditions shown by curve P. and combining two tubes,
as shown by curve D, it is possible to obtain greater output
than in straight class A amplification.

These combination types are given various names such as "AK"
"AA", "AAA" and so on, and in general, are class A amplifiers
operating with "Overbiased" grids and do not draw grid current.
In class AB2, the grids are so biased that with strong signals
the amplifier operates in class B and draws grid currents
while at low levels it operates as class A.

CLASS C AIELIFIERS

Although used only in Transmitting circuits, the idea of the
curve of Figure 9-C is carried still further and the negative
grid voltage increased beyond the point of plate current cut-
off. Under these conditions, there will be plate current only
during a part of those alternations of signal voltage which
reduce the negative grid voltage. Operating in this way we
have a class C amplifier.

CLASS B CIRCUITS

In Figure 10 we have the circuits of class B amplifier suit-
able for installations requiring high output levels. Although
we show but one, there is sufficient power output to drive a
number of speakers.

Ao far as the actual connections are concerned, you will find
little difference between Figure 10 and those previously ex-
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plained for class A operation. However, keeping in mind the
curves of Figure 9, there are several points which require

explanation.

The input signal voltage is applied across the potentiometer
R1 and is impressed on the grid of the tube Ti. By adjusting
the moving arm: the signal voltage on the grid can be varied,
thus providing a volume control.

Tube Ti is resistance --capacity coupled to the tube T2 the same

as in the class A. amplifier previously explained. Notice here,

the screen grid and suppressor grid of the T2 are connected to
the plate which makes the tube operate as a triode. So far:

we have nothing but the usual type of amplifier with each of
the tubes self biased and operating in class..

Connected as a triode, we will assume T2 has a power output
of 1.25 watts and thus there is this amount of power avail-
able in the primary winding of transformer Tl. Like the usual
output transformer, the interstage or driver transformer, Ti
is designed with a secondary of comparatively low impedance
in order that it will deliver power. In Figure 10, this out-

put power is applied to the grid circuits of the push-pull
output tubes T3 and T4.

Looking at these tubes, you will notice the screen grid is
connected to the control grid and suppressor grid connects to
the plate. Thus, we again have a triode but, with both inner
grids acting as a control, the amplification factor is increased
to a point which eliminates the need of a grid bias voltage.
For that reason, the center tap of the secondary of T1 con-
nects directly to the cathodes of the tubes.

Under these conditions, with no signal voltage, the plate cur-
rent does not drop to zero but has a value of approximately
10 ma although during the positive peaks of signal voltage.,
this may increase momentarily to 200 ma. The low impedance
of the input transformer secondary allows it to supply the
grid circuits with the necessary current and thus overcome
the distortion of class A aeriplifiers under similar conditions.

To furnish these large surges of plate current: without great-
ly reducing the supply voltage, the power supply and output
transformer are of special design. The rectifier tube, of the

mercury vapor type, has a very low internal re,sistance and the
voltage drop across the tube does not increase to any great
extent when heavy current is drawn.
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The choke has a very low d-c resistance and thus the voltage
drop across it is small. The output transformer primary also
has a very low impedance, a low d-c resistance and wire large
enough to carry the heavy plate current.

The other parts of the circuit do not differ greatly from the
typos previously explained and we mention the points above to
prevent you from making the common mistake of trying to build
a class B amplifier with parts designed for class A operation.

The present day selection of tubes and Electronic equipment
make it possible to meet the requirement of almost any audio
frequency amplification problem. The range of power output
may vary from a fraction of a watt, as used in hearing aid
amplifiers, to hundreds of watts, such as various equipment
used in Military applications.
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To achieve what the world calls succeqs a man must
attend strictly to business and Peep a little in
advance of the times. The man who reaches the top
is the one who is not content with doing just what
is requi/Jd of him. He does more. Every man should
make up his mind that if he expects to succeed, he
must give an honest return for the other mants dol-
lar. Grasp an idea and work it out to a successful
conclusion.
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In many of our former explanations of Radio and Electronic
equ:pment, we have talked aoout oscillators and oscillating
circuits, telling why the action took place and what could
be done to prevent it. For the popular typo of superhet-
erodyne receiver however, an oscillator is required to gen-
erate a frequency which will combine with the signal fre-
quency and produce the beat or intermediate frequency.

While oscillation will prevent the proper operation of some
circuits, it is required for others and therefore must be
well understood. Also, as electronic equipment is becoming
more compact and complicated, oscillators are being u-ed
more and [lore for service and repair work.

For example, Oscillators are used to align or phase radio
receivers, to send code, to test Video, Radio and Audio
frequency amplifiero for response and amplification. In
the later lessons, we are going to exo3ain these v,rieus
tests, but now, want to gii.e you an explanation of the
operation and general construction of the most common types
of oscillators.

FR2QULFCIES

In the lesson on Tone Control, we gave you an idea of the
common auaio frequencies with the ranjes of various inetru-
m'nts and voices. You will remember, the lowest note on the
piano keyboard had a frequency of acout 25 cycles per second.

Om) again, we want to tell you that a cycle is a series
of events which take place over aid OVGf in reezulPr order.
The earth travels completely around the sun in 665 days and
a few hours, and keeps right on thae competing one cycle
every year.

Every twenty-four hours, the earth mekes a complete turn
on its axis and thus compl)tes a cycle each day. The min-
ute hand on a watch, or clock, ma:ais a completi revolution
every 60 minutes and thus completes a cycle each hour. the
eeceed hand has a similar movement, but completes a cycle
every minute.

rreyiency is the number of cycles which take place in
some given time, but the examples we have just given re-
quire a comparatively lunr time for each cycle and are not
often thought of as freeuk.ncies. For toe pendulum of a
clock, or the balance wheel of a watch, the time required
for each cycle is much shorter, but your eye can easily
foll'opw their movemnts.

If a cycle takes place in less than one sixteenth of a
7econd, the hurl-) eye can not follow thi changes because
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of what we call "Persistency of Vision". That is why, by

showing pictures at the rate of 16 each second, the common

movies are possible. Modern sound pictures have been speed-

ed up 50% but, next time you see one, remember there are 24

different pictures being shown on the screen each second.
We mention them here only to show that your eye cannot fol-
low frequencies of over 16 cycles per second, vnich is about
the value your ear beings to respond.

For ail of your electronic work, the frequency of any vibra-
ting object, or medium, is stated in cycles per second. The

usual a -c power supply has a frequency of 60 cycles per sec-
ond. The frequency at which the speaker diaphragm vibrates
is measured in the same way and the sound waves it produces
are also measured in cycles per second.

In the earlier Lessons, Radio frequencies were also measured
in cycles per second but, because of the high values, we used
units of 1000 cycles called kilocycles, or 11000,000 cycles
called megacycles. A frequency of 1500 kc is the same as

1,500,000 cycles per second.

RECEITER VS. OSCILLI,TOR CIRCUITS

Nearly all of nur explanations, up to this Lesson, have been
about circuits which received their signa3, or high frequency
energy, from some outside source. The ordinary Radio receiver
obtains its controlling energy from the antenna circuit. The

signals are amplified in the r -f stages but the frequency is
not changed until the detector is reached.

For this Lesson, we are going to explain different tube cir-
cuits which produce their own radio frequency current and
voltage. Because these circuits are much like those of Re-
ceivers, we will start our explanation with an ordinary r -f
amplifier.

In Figure 1, we have the simplified circuits of the first two
tubes of a tuned radio frequency receiver. Reviewing the
action, passing radio waves induce an emf in the antenna and
cause r -f current in the coil L. Coil L is inductively coup-
led to coil LI which is tuned to the carrier frequency of the
incoming signal by condenser Cl. This tuned circuit is con-
nected across the grid circuit of the first tube at X and Y.

When tuned to the frequency of the incoming signal, the circuit
LI-C1 will be resonant and produce a comparatively large a -c
voltage, of the signal frequency, across condenser Cl.
Thinking of the action slolviy, step by step, at some instant,
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point X will be positive and point Y negative. Then, the
voltage reverses and X bectmes negative while Y changes to
positive. These changes take place for every cycle and thus
an a-c signal voltage is impressed on the grid of the tube.

Following the action, the voltage impreseed on the grid con-
trols the plate current and causes it to vary with the fre-
quency and amplitude of the signal voltage. Coil L2, in ser-
ies with the plate, carries the plate circuit current and
will thus set up a magnetic field which also varies with the
frequency and amplitude of the incoming signal voltage. Coil
L2 is inductively coupled to L3 and the action explained for
L-L1-C1 is repeated in L2-L3-C3.

Due to the amplifying action of the circuit and tube, the
voltage across C3 is higher than that across Cl but the fre-
quency remains the same. Saying it in another way, we are
really feeding the signal energy from tube Tl to tube T2 by
means of the inductance L2.

FED BACK

Suppose now we move coil L2 over so that its magnetic field
will cut the turns of coil LI instead of coil L3. Then, in-
stead of feeding the energy forward to another tube we would
feed it back to the grid of the same tube.

On account of the tube, transformer action and position of
the coil, the voltage induced by the magnetic field around
L2 may be in phase, or 130 degrees out of phase, with the
incoming signal. If 180 degrees out of phase, the feed back
voltage will oppose the signal voltage and reduce the grid
voltage. To remedy this condition, the connections to coil
L2 can be reversed, thus reversing the magnetic field and
causing the feed back voltage to be in phase with the signal
voltage.

REGENERATION

In the circuits of Figure 2, we have made these changes and
coil L2 is inductively coupled to coil Ll. Instead of the
second tube, here we have a pair of headphones in the plate
circuit with condenser C2 cannected so as to by-pass the
radio frequency current.

By placing a grid leak and condenser, R and C31 in the grid
circuit and using the proper plate voltage, the circuits of
Figure 2 are those of the simple one tube regenerative detec-
t-or type of receiver. Because this circuit is a good oscil-
lator, we will explain its action.
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For use as a receiver, we do not want the circuit to oscillate
and therefore arrange to control the amount of feed back
energy. The .arty three circuit tuners placed L2 on the rotor
and by changing its position, the amount of coupling was con-
trolled.

If you have operated a receiver of this type you will remem-
ber how it squealed and whistled when the regeneration control
was turned up too far. In fact, most listeners used the
squeals to help in tuning the Broadcast Stations.

When the receiver is oscillating, and the rotor plates of
condenser Cl are turned slowly, a very high pitched whistle
is heard as a broadcast carrier wave is approached. Then, as
you keep on turning, the whistle becomes much louder but the
pitch is lower.

Still turning the condenser dial slowly, in the same direction
the volume of the whistle stays the same, but you will notice
the frequency of the sound decreases. Turning a little fur-
ther, both the pitch and volume drop rapidly and then you hear
nothing at all.

Turning the dial slowly, still in the same direction, the
whistle comes back gradually, first as a low hum or buzz but
rapidly increasing in pitch and volume . Then the volume re-
mains about the same, but the pitch keeps getting higher un-
til finally the volume drops off rapidly and again, nothing
is heard.

In Figure 3 we have drawn the entire action in the form of a
curve with the scale across the bottom laid off to show the
frequency and the scale at the left to show the "Per Cent
Audibility" or comparative volume.

Suppose the Broadcasting Station has a carrier frequency of
1000 kc. The receiver is oscillating and we turn the dial
slowly until its frequency is 990 kc. That gives us a beat
frequency of 10 kc or 10,000 cycles which we can just hear
as a high pitched whistle.

As the tuning dial is turned slowly and the receiver is tuned
to 995 kc, the beat frequency, or pitch of the whistle, is
5000 cycles and the curve shows the audibility or volume has
gone up to 80%. Then, as we keep turning the dial, the re-
ceiver frequency goes up to 998 kc, giving us a beat note of
2000 cycles with 100% audibility. Turning the dial further,
the receiver frequency goes up to 999 kc, making the beat note
1000 cycles; to 999.5 kc with a beat note 500 cycles end so on.
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When the receiver reaches a frequency of 998.8 kc the beat
note frequency is 200 cycles, but the audibility is still
100%. However, as tle receiver frequency is increased the
audibility or volume of the beat note drops rapidly and at
about 50 cycles, we cannot hear it.

To have a beat note of 50 cycles, with a signal frequency of
1000 kc, the receiver must be tuned to 999.95 kc so that when
the whistle can no longer be heard, the receiver is tuned to
almost exact resonance with the carrier wave.

Turning the condenser dial further and increasing the receiver
frequency to 1000.05 kc, we again have a beat note of 50 cycles

and hear it as a low hum or buzz. Tuning to 1000.2 kc, the
beat note again has a frequency of 200 cycles with 100% audi-
bility and the action, as explained for the other half of the
curve, is repeated. The whistle disappears entirely when the
receiver is tuned to 1010 kc, and again produces a beat note
of 10,000 cycles.

The point we want to bring out here is that the regenerative
whistle has two distinct points on the tuning dial, one just
above and the other just below the station frequency. The

silent spot between these points is the correct position to
receive the station.

A SI ;ELE ISTRONG OS GILD:, T OR

Ae mention this action because it is similar to some Elec-
tronic service work, which we will explain later, and also
because it proves how a simple oscillator can be made. Take

Figure 4 for example, where we have the circuits of Figure 2
but have left out the head,ehones and added the output coil,
L2, thus changing the regenerative detector receiver into a
usable oscillator.

The circuit of Figure 4 is known as an Prmstrong oscillator
and the action is exactly the same as that of Figure 2. That

is, when the plate potential is applied there will be a surge
of current through Ll. This current will set up a magnetic
flux which will induce a voltage in coil L, causing the grid
voltage to change. A change of grid voltage will cause a
change of plate current resulting in a change of induced
voltage in L.

With the induced voltage fed back to coil L in the proper
phase, continuous oscillation will result, the frequency of
which will depend on L and C. The frequency, at which a
circuit like Figure 4 will oscillate, can be determined by
the formula,
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Then

f 1

211.4,C

f = frequency in cycles
C = capacity in farads
L = inductance in henrys

From the above formula, you can see that if either L or C is

changed, the frequency of oscillation will also change. Thus,

if L is fixed and C is variable, a certain band of frequencies

can be covered, tha same Ls in an ordinary radio receiver.
As coil L2 is coupled to L, it will have an inuuced voltage

of the same frequency as that in the circuit L -C, thus provid-

ing an a -c signal for external connections.

FARTLEY OSCILLIITOR

Perhaps the most coTmon oscillator circuit is the Illiartlevil

en Alrl in Figure 5. You ;;511 ne-ice that the circuit contains
but one coil, which is taeeed, 'tnd is Co loon to both the grid

and plate circuits. The tuning condenser C2 is across t'ne
complete uinding and, being rqda variable, provides for a

change of frequ-ncy.

The coupling between the plate and grid circuit is through
the r,utual ind-Ictance betrcen thi ti7zo parts, Ll and L2, of

the tuning coil. A -c current in the plate coil, L2, induces

a voltage in Ll which is impressed on the grid, amplified and
a-nin appli.,d to the plate coil.

The suply volLagc is connected to the midpoint of the coil
and, since this woulo npki the grid at the s-ple positive po-

tential, it is isoLlted, as far as d -c is concerned, by the

blocking condenser C. The proper bias is obtained by current
in the grid leak R, connected from the grid to the cathode.

The feed back between the grid and plate is adjusted by vary-
ing the position of the tap in respect to Ll and L2. If nore

tarns are in the pl'ite coil a greater voltage will be induced
in the grid and so greater feed back from plate to grid cir-

cuits will result.

Volt-ges developed by this oscillator are made available for

external use by the output connections from the upper end of

C and ground. Notice that the upeor outpuc terminal is not
connected directly to C but is made through Cl, thus blocking

the d -c from the output terminals.
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There are many variations of Figures 4 and 5, being Armstrong
and Hartley oscillators respectively, but almost invariably,
the former will make use of a "tickler" coil, whereas the
latter will provide a tapped coil arrangement.

PURPOSE OF GRID CONDENSERS

In the circuits of Figures 4 and 5 we show a grid leak and
condenser which are used to provide a negative grid bias.
Both circuits have a comparatively high plate voltage and,
without a C battery, require the grid leak and condenser to
cause a like effect.

Looking at Figure 4,.when the tube oscillates, there is a
small current in the grid circuit from the grid to the cath-
ode through coil L and the resistance, or grid leak, R. The

voltage drop across R, caused by this current, makes the grid
negative in respect to the cathode. As the grid current in-
creases, the voltage drop across R also increases, making the
grid more negative and reducing the plate current.

Unlike the grid circuits of ordinary amplifier tubes, the grid
of an oscillator is usually positive, in respect to the cath-
ode, for a part of one alternation of each cycle and, as there
is grid current only during these periods, the current in R
will be pulsating,

Condenser Cl, -which is considered as an r-f by-pass, will
charge as the voltage drop across R increases and then dis-
charge through R when the voltage drop decrea-es due to a
reduction of grid current. The charge and discharge cur-
rents of condenser Cl thus act to reduce the variations of
voltage drop across R and provide a more uniform bias.

While not critical, at the operating frequency, the reactance
of Cl should be small compared to the value of R. Should the
value of Cl be too large, it will not discharge completely,
during the periods of zero grid current, and thus the voltage
will build up and increase the negative grid bias to a value
which will stop the oscillations.

When this happens, the grid current stops, the condenser dis-
charges completely and the tube oscillates again until the
above action is repeated. Technically, we speak of this con-
dition as "Blocking" and while it is undesirable in most
applications, it also is of benefit.

For example, if the values of Cl and R of Figure 4 are chosen
so as to stop and start the high frequency oscillation 50 to
5000 times a second, an audio signal will be produced. Saying
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it in a more technical way, the grid leak and condenser will
modulate the radio frequency oscillations at an audio fre-
quency.

CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR

A great deal of publicity has been given to "crystal" control-
led Broadcasting stations and because the crystal is part of
an oscillating circuit, we are going to explain its action at
this time. As we have previously told you, when a quartz cry-
stal is compressed between two metal plates, a strain is set
up which causes a difference of potential between the metal
plates. An electrical voltage has been produced and we call
it "Piezo" electricity.

In addition to quartz, Tourmaline and Rochelle salt crystals
are also active in this respect. Also, when placed in an
electrical field, these crystals have the peculiar property
of expanding in one direction and contracting in the other.

When one of them is placed in an ordinary electrical field,
it expands and contracts a.t the frequency of the impressed
current. If the alternations of current occur at the natural
frequency of the crystal, it expands and contracts so strong-
ly that it may crack or break.

While quartz is much less active than other crystals, it has
greater mechanical strength and can be ground to different
thickness to change its natural period of vibration. You can
think of a crystal much the same as a pendulum because it will
always try to vibrate at its own frequency.

For example, there is a crystal in the grid circuit of Figure
6 and, if the plate circuit is tuned to a frequency sli,;htly
above the natural frequency of the crystal, the oscillation
of the tube can be kept constant to within a small fraction
of a kilocycle.

The action here is similar to that explained for Figures 4
and 5 but the feed back, from'the plate to the grid circuit,
is obtained through the grid-plate capacity of the tube.

When the plate circuit of Figure 6 is closed, the surge of
plate current charges condenser C which tends to discharge
through coil L exactly as explained for a resonant circuit.
Here however, the action builds up a voltage across the plate
and cathode of the tube and, through the feed back coupling
of the grid-plate capacity, a voltage is impressed on the grid-
cathode circuit and across the crystal.
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Because of the metal plates, this voltage sets up an electro-
static field around the crystal, causing it to change shape
slightly. As soon as this "surge'' voltage diminishes, the
crystal resumes its original shape but, in doing so= produces
a voltage which is impressed on the grid -cathode circuit of
the tube.

Following the ordinary tube action, this voltage is amplified
in the plate circuit and some of the energy is fed back to
the grid circuit as exnlained for the initial surge voltage.
The action is then repeated and the oscillations build up
until the tube is delivering its maximum output for the con-
ditions under which it is operating.

In the ordinary oscillator, the frequency will vary because
of changes in plate and filament supply voltage but, with a

crystal control, the frequency of the oscillator is kept
practically constant. That is why oscillators of this type
are used in radio transmitting stations.

However, to keep the crystal frequency constant, the mechani-
cal mounting pressure on the plates must not vary and the
temperature must be kept at some exact value. For this reason
the crystal is placed in a heat insulated box equipped with
automatic temperature control.

The natural frequency of a quartz crystal is determined by
its size and the greater the thickness the lower the frequency.
In actual :figures, it is close to 110 meters per millimeter.
The crystals used in Broadcasting stations are from 2 to 5
millimeters thick and about 1 inch square. For the oscilla-
tor of Figure 6 we have a tuned plate circuit L -C and the
crystal in the grid circuit; the natural vioration period of
the crystal determining the oscillator frequency.

DYNATRON OSCILLi.TOR

In all of the former explanations of tubes, we told you that
an increase of plate voltage caused an increase of plate cur-
rent until a point of saturation was reached. But, if the
grid of a three element tube has a higher positive potential
than the plate, a different action takes place. Under these
conditions, within certain limits; an increase of plate volt-
age causes a decrease of plate current, and seems to prove
Ohm's Law is wrong. However, we know Ohm's Law is correct and
think of a tube as having negative resistance.

The same action takes place in a screen grid tube when the
screen voltage is higher than that of the plate. For example,
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with 75 volts on the screen grid, 10 volts on the plate will
cause a certain plate current. As the plate voltage is in-
creased the plate current reduces because the secondary elec-
trons emitted by the plate are attracted to the more positively
charged screen grid but, at about 45 volts the current reaches
its lowest value and then increases in the usual wai as the
plate voltage is increased further.

If the tube is used under these conditions, we say it is oper-
ating on its "Dynatron" characteristic and usually think of
it as a dynatron. Mien a tuned circuit is placed between the
plate and its supply, the tube will oscillate and we call it
a "Dynatron Oscillator".

A circuit of this type is shown in Figure 7 and revires little
explanation. The control grid circuit of the tube is comeleted
through the adjustable resistance, R, of a potentiometer be-,
tween the cathode and B negative. The tuned circuit could be
placed in the screen grid circuit but the principle of opera-
tion is essentially the same in that condenser C alternately
charges and discharges through inductance L.

The plate and screen currents pass through the potentiometer
resistance R and cause a voltage drop. By adjusting the mov-
ing arm the control grid voltage can be regulated. The fre-
quency of the Dynatron oscillator is controlled by the LC
ratio in the tuned circuit and the strength of the oscillator
by the potentiometer R.

Vie have explained the more basic type of oscillators in the
foregoing sections, and want to mention that other forms, such
as the Electron Coupled, Colpitts, Tuned Grid Tuned Plate and
Relaxation Oscillators will be covered in later assignments.

ALL WAVE OCCILLAT CR

The oscillators that we have explained are fundamental cir-
cuits and, to show you a practical application, in Figure 8

we have the complete circuit diagram of an all -wave test
oscillator or signal generator. The purpose of such an in-
strument is for stage by stage analysis of receivers and
amplifiers and perhaps more common, for the alignment or
phasing of tuned circuits. In fact, a signal generator is
nothing more than a miniature broadcasting station so arranged
that its output can be either an unmodulated or modulated
carrier wave.

Checking through the circuits, you will notice three triode
tubes, Tl, T2 and T3 are employed. The grid and plate of Tl
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are tied together and the tube, connected across the high
voltage winding of the transformer, acts as a half wave roc-
tj_iier to furnish a d -c voltage for the plates of the other
tubes. The choke coil "Chi' and condensers CO and C9 form a
condenser input filter to smooth out tne pulsations from the
rectifier.

Tube T2 operates as a tuned grid a -f oscillator, the basic
circuit being much the same as shown in Figure 4, the fre-
quency depending on the inductance of the secondary of trans-
former T and the capacity of condenser C7. Oscillation is
Obtained by the feedback action between the pirmary and sec-
ondary of transformer T. The purpose of T2 is to generate
an audio frequency signal which is used to modulate the high
frequency waves. In commercial signal generators, this fre-
quency, usually 400 cycles, is brought out to separate 14 -Fn

terminals as shown in Figure 8.

Tube T3 operates as a hgh frequency oscillator and, by using
a number of separate coils with different inductances, a -ride
band of frequency coverage is obtained. The oscillator is of
the tuned grid type with the grid coils L and feedback plate
coils L2. The condensers Cl are trimmers across each grid
coil and are employed so that the calibration of the oscillator
can be maintained, whereas the main tuning capacity is conden-
ser C.

You will notice that, for each wave band, coils Ll and L2 are
connected in the proper circuits by push button switches shown
directly below them. The shaded areas represent the movable
snitch contacts while the arrow heads represent the station-
ary contacts.

Looking at the left hand switch, the upper movable contact
completes a circuit from the upper end of coil Ll to ground
and/ as the lower end of the coil is grounded permanently,
the switch shorts it out of the circuit. The lower movable
contact connects only to the lower end of coil 12 and thus
does not complete any circuit.

When the button is pressed, both movable contacts shirt down
and make contact with the next lower stationary contact. Thus,
the upper movable contact opens the ground on the upper end
of coil Ll and connects it to the ungrounded terminal of tun-
ing condenser C. At the same time, the lower movable contact
completes a circuit from the loner end of the coil L2 to the
plate of tube T3, thus placing this frequency band in operation.
The other pairs of coils are connected in the proper circuits
in the same way and the switches are ganged mechanically so
that but one button may be depressed at any one time.
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The output of this oscillator is from the plate of T3, through
condenser C4, and the voltage divider made up of resistances
R1, R2, R3, R4 and R5. Ey the use of switch Si, operating on
the taps of the voltage divider and potentiometer R, any por-
tion of the signal voltage from the oscillator can be obtained
across the ItR-Fu terminals.

Now that we have explained the functions of the separate cir-
cuits, you are perhaps wondering hoN the audio frequencies,
generatea by T2, act to modulate the high frequency waves of
T3. In Figure 8, this is acconplished by what is called plate
modulation.

The output of an oscillator varies directly with the plate
voltage and therefor;, if the plate voltage of W -e high fre-
quency oscillator, T3., is varied at an audio rate, its output
will be modulated -with a frequency equal to the rate of change
of plate voltage.

That is just what as done and, with the left hand switch of
Figure 8 deelessed, the circuit from the plate of T3 is
through the left hand coil L2 directly to the plate of T2.
The plate of T2 is also connected to the output of the filter
through the primary of transformer T. When tube T2 is oscil-
lating, there will be a variation of plate current and thus
a variation of voltage drop, across the primary of transf or-
mer T, which will cause a change of plate voltage on T2.

As the plate of T2 is connected to the plate of T3, its plate
voltage will also vary causing the output voltage to change.
As previously stated, this output voltage will vary with uhe
change of plate voltage and, in this case, will depend on the
oscillating frequency of tube T2. Therefore, with these con-
nections, the high frequency outnut of tuce T3 will be modu-
lated with the audio frequency of T2. Switch S2 which closes
and opene the plate circuit of tube T2, is incorporated so
that the r-f output voltage may be either modulated or ururiod-
ulate.d as desired.

Most of the later models of cormercial signal gererators have
a frequency coverage of at least from 100 kc to 50 1.1c (me ,a-

cycles) or higher, with a calibrated dial so that any frequency
between the above extremities can be oetained. Considering
Figure 8 as having this coverage, we could say that the cir-
cuits represented a miniature broadcasting station, whose
carrier frequency, either modulated or unmodulated could
be varied from 100 to 30,000 kilocycles.
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RECEIVING WAVEMETERS

In many of our former explanations we have talked about audio
and radio frequencies but have not told you how they are meas-

ured. A frequency meter, sometimes called a wavemeter, is com-

monly used to measure these freauencies. A simple type of
wavemeter for the measurement of radio frequencies is shown
in Figure 9.

The circuit is composed of an inductance L and variable con-
denser C. Coupled to coil L is another inductance Ll, which
carries the radio frequency we want to measure. By adjusting
condenser C, we can tune the circuit LC to the frequency of
the current in Ll.

To be of practical value, we must add some device to the cir-
cuit in order to know when LC is tuned to resonance. While
there are several methods, we have shown one of the simplest
and have connected a small flashlight lamp in series with the
circuit LC.

Thinking of the lamp filament, condenser C and coil L as a
series circuit, you know that when tuned to the frequency in
coil Ll, the current in the resonant circuit will be high and
therefore the lamp will light. when condenser C is tuned
away from the resonant point in either direction, the current
will drop and the lamp will go out. In this way, the lamp
acts as an indicator end lights up brightest when the circuit
LC is tuned to the frequency of the current in coil Ll.

The looser the coupling between coils L end Ll, the sharper
the resonant peak and thus the more accurate the indicator.
Using a wavemeter of this type, it is always best to start
with a very loose coupling beceuse, if close to an oscillat-
ing power tube, or near the antenna of P broadcasting station,
the lamp will burn out when the circuit is tuned to resonance.

Instead of a lamp, a hot wire ammeter or therzio-micro ammeter
can be connected in the circuit. Using a meter, es condenser
C is tuned, the pointer will move up to some maximum reading,
and then drop back. When the meter shows the maximum reading,
the circuit is tuned to the frequency of the incoming signal.

The action of this type of wavemeter is the same as that of
the resonant circuits we have explained in the earlier Lessons
and the range of the circuit of Figure 9 will depend on the
inductance of coil L and the maximum and minimum capacity of
condenser C.

Using ordinary parts, variable condensers are built for a cer-
tain capacity which can not easily be changed. However, by
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having a number of coils, with different values of inductance,
and a switching arrangement similar to that of Figure 8, a
wide frequency coverage may be had.

AUDIO OSCILLATORS

So far in this Lesson, we have explained only high frequency
oscillators and the action of a wavemeter in measuring these
frequencies, however, in electronic work there are many uses
for an audio oscillator, such as providing a signal to, check
the gain and frequency response of an audio aPplifier.

One of the simplest types of audio oscillators is shown in the
circuits of Figure 10 and you will no doult recognize it as a
tuned grid type. The feed -back voltage is obtained from the
cathode of the tube through the coil L2. The current in L2
induces a voltage into the grid coil Ll in the proper phase
to cause oscillation,

Due to the fact that it is impractical to design a variable
condenser for use at the audio frequencies, the fixed conden-
sers Cl, 02, 03 and C4 are employed to resonate the grid cir-
cuit at the desired frequencies. With the circuits of Figure
10, four separate audio frequencies are obtainable across .the
output terminal. Condenser C5 is employed to block the d -c
plate voltage from the external circuit, while the potentio-
meter R controls the amplitude of the a -f output signal.

BEAT FREQUENCY AUDIO OSCILLATOR

In many cases it is desirable to have a continuously variable
audio frequency over the entire audio band and, to do this, a
little different method is employed. As will be explained in
the following Lesson, when two different frequencies are OGM-
bined, other frequencies which are the sum and difference of
the originals, will result.

That is, if we combine 100 kc and 95 kc, the result will be
frequencies of 195 kc and 5 kc. Now novice, that 5 kc is
5000 cycles which is in the audio band. Thus, if we have
two oscillators, one with a fixed frequency of 100 kc and
the other a variable frequency from 90 to 100 kc, it will
be possible to obtain a beat note from 0 to 10,000 cycles,
which covers the ordinary audio band.

That is the principle employed in a beat frequency audio oscil-,
labor and, in Figure 11, we show a simplified circuit. Tube
Tl, with its circuits, comprise the fixed high frequency os-
cillator while T2, with its circuits, make up the variable

oscilJator.
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The coils Il and L4 pick up the high frequencies from the two
oscillators and impress them on the control grid of T3, which
acts as a biased detector. The beat note will appear in the
plate circuit of T3, vhich is resistance capacity coupled to
the grid of T4. Tube T4 operates as an ordinary a-f amplifier
and increases the amplitude of the beat note before it reaches
the output terminals. The potentiometer R3 provides a control
so the desired output can be obtained.

VACUTTE TUBE VOLTIETER

In all of our explanations of test equipment so far, as have
used a vacuum tube as a generator of audio or radio frequercy.
However, it can also be used to measure a-c voltage of any
frequency, the current and voltage of audio or radio frequency
amplifiers and the radio frequency resistance of coils or
condensers. Used for any of these purposes, the tube and its
circuits are called a I'Vacuum Tube Voltmeter".

Back in the earlier Lessons, we told you how the ordinary types
of meters were built and explained how they measured electrical
effects rather than electricity itself. Also, you will remem-
ber that it required a measurable amount of current to operate
the meter movement.

The main advantage of the vacuum tube veltreter is that it has
practically no effect on the circuit to which it is connected
because of the extremely small amount of power required for
its operation.

To test the nany electronic circuits wh:ch carry very small
values of current or voltage, the ordinary types of meters
require so much power or add so much resistance the: cannot
be used. For this reason, the vacuum tube voltmeter is need-
ed in every electronic laboratory or shop because it operates
with minimum power.

Although there are many different circuits emplc:red for
or vacuum tube voltmeters, they are all basically the same and,
in Figure 12 show a cannon type. Checking through the cir-
cuit, the input terminals are connected directly across resis-
tor R. The grid of T1 is connected to the upper end of R,
while its lower end connects to the cathode of Tl through a
portion of the potentiometers R1 and R5.

In the plate circuit of Tl there is the load resistor R7, ac-
ross which condenser C and the grid-cathode circuit of an
electron ray type of tuning indicator tube T2 are connected.
This is the nlagic Eye" type of tube used as a tuning indicator
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in many models of radio receivers and the details of its oper-
ation will be described in a later Lesson.

The circuits of the power supply are conventional, with the
filter made up of Ch, Cl and C2. A voltage divider, composed
of RI, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6 and R9, is connected across the out-
put of the power supply.

Now notice, the plate supply voltage for T2 is the voltage drop
across R9, while the bias voltage on the control grid will be
determined by the voltage drop across R7. In other words, the
greater the plate current in Tl, the higher the bias voltage
on T2. As the plate current of T1 is from the supply to the
plate, the upper end of R7 will be negative in respect co the
lower end. Therefore, with a drop across R7, the grid of T2
will be negative in respect, to its cathode.

The plate voltage of T1 is supplied by the voltage drop across
R6 while its bias voltage may be anyvihere from zero to the sum
of the voltage drops across R2, Rb, R4 and 115, the exact value
depending on the settings of the three position switch and the
potentiometers R1 and R5.

The circuit of Figure 12 operates on the principle that, for
practical purposes, the plate current of a tube can be re-
duced to zero by applying a sufficiently high negative bias
to the control grid. The point to which this negative bias
voltage must be increased to reduce the plate current to zero
is generally referred to as that negative voltage required to
give plate current "cut-offn.

To measure an input voltage, the movable contact of potentio-
meter R1 is set at the extreme right position. Then, with no
voltage applied to the input terminals, the potentiometer R5
is adjusted until the bias on the control of Tl is such that
there is no plate current. This condition is indicated by a
maximum shadow angle in the indicator tube T2. This maximum
shadow angle is, of course, caused by the fact that with no
current through R7, there will be no difference of potential
between the grid and cathode of T2, which means no negative
bias on the control grid.

The voltage it is desired to measure is then applied across
the input terminals. With the polarity as shown, this will
decrease the negative bias on the control grid of Tl by an
amount equal to the input voltage. This condition will cause
plate current in Ti and is indicated by the closing of the
shadow angle on the indicator tube.
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Now, without moving R5, the bias is again increased, by ad-
justing RI, until plate current cut-off is reached and indi-
cated by the maximum shadow angle on T2. Here is the point,
in order to obtain plate current cut off, when a voltage is
applied, it is necessary to increase the bias voltage to a
value equal to the applied voltage and thus balance out its
effects. Therefore, the increase of bias voltage must be
equal to the peak value of the applied voltage. Under these
conditions, a suitable d-c voltmeter connected as E in Figure
12, would read the increase of bias voltage, which is, in
effect, the peak input voltage.

With an arrangement of this kind, either peak a-c or d-c
voltages may be measured without taking any noticeable energy
from the circuit under test. In a simple sense, it might be
considered that the unknown voltage is compared to a known
voltage, the vacuum tubes merely serving as indicators to tell
when the two are equal.

The highest voltage which can be measured is that equal to
the voltage applied across the potentiometer Rl. It would
seam then that from a standpoint of voltage range a high volt,
age across the potentiometer would be desirable; however, the
difficulty in measuring low voltages accurately when the volt-
age across the potentiometer is high, influences the choice
of this voltage.

The inaccuracy in measurement at low voltages arises from the
change in bias voltage for a given percentage rotation of the
potentiometer. When the potentiometer voltage is high, the
bias change will be high even though the rotation is slight;
hence, the vtvm will be difficult to adjust for low voltage
measurements. To clarify this point, assume that the drop
across the potentiometer is 100 volts; a one percent rotation
of the control will then change the bias 1 volt.

If the voltage being measured is 2 volts, an error of only one
percent in the potentiometer adjustment creates a 50 percent
error in the measured voltage. If the voltage across the po-
tentiometer were reduced to 10 volts instead of 100 volts, a
one percent error in the potentiometer adjustment would cause
only a 5 percent error in the measured voltage. It can be
seen then that for greatest accuracy the voltage across the
potentiometer should be roughly that of the voltage being
measured.

This factor has been taken into consideration in the circuit
of Figure 12 in which a tapped voltage divider provides three
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different voltages which are applied to the potentiometer R1
by means of the three position switch.

The circuits of this lesson have been employed merely to show
you how these units operate and 'have not been designed for
constructional purposes. Although they will operate accord-
ing to the explanations, they have been simplified to such an
extent that we do not recommend these circuits be used for
building test equipment.
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HETERODYNE ACTION

A simple electrical circuit contains a source of supply,
either 6-c or a -c, a load, the connecting wires and some means
of control such as a switch. In more complicated circuits,

the number of loads and controls is increased but usually,
there is only a single source of supply, as far as voltage
and frequency are concerned.

In the earlier explanations of the electronic circuits of
vacuum tubes, it was shown that the plate current, furnished

by a d -c supply, can be made to vary in value at the frequency
of an a -c voltage impressed on the grid circuit. These

variations of d -c plata current, often considered as an a -c
component, function as an a -c supply in the operation of the
signal coupling circuits between tubes. Thus, in effect, the

variations of plate current provide a combination of d -c and

a -c.

To investigate further the combination of supply voltages,
for Figure 1-4 we have drawn a circuit which contains the
series connected secondaries of transformers Tl end T2. The

primary of Tl is connected across nn a -c supply with a
frequency of 9 cycles while tne primary of T2 connects across
a similar supply hut with a frequency of 10 cycles. To

simplify the explanation, we will assume that both of these

sources develop voltages of equal amplitude or value.

As the secondaries are connected in series, the output voltage
will be equal to the sum of the separate voltages induced in

each. Unlike d -c, a,c voltages are continually changing in

value and periodically reversing polarity therefore, the output

voltage will vary as the algebraic sum of the instantaneous
values of the supply voltages. The term algebraic sun is used

because at one instant the tl,o voltages may aid each other whit,

at other instants they may oppose each other.

When the voltages aid, the algebraic sum is equal to the

arithmetical sum but, when they oppose, the algebraic sum is
equal to the arithmetical difference.

To follow these changes in detail, curve Tl of Figure 1-F
represents the volta-e developed by the secondary of trans-

former Ti and, in the same way, curve T2 represents tha voltage

developed by the secondary of transformer T2. To check the

action for one complete second, curve T1 includes 9 cycles
while curve T2 includes 10 cycles. In each case, the

horizontal cent,'" or base line is considered as zero, the upper
lobes as epos" and the lower lobes as uneg". The horizontal

distances represent the elapsed time, as shown by the scale
across the bottom, therefore the left hand vertical line, or
ordinate, is considered as the starting point of both curves.
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Starting here and going to the right, curve T2 gains on curve
Ti until, at the end of 1/4 second, as shown by the .25 or-
dinate, T2 has completed 2-1/2 cycles while T1 has completed
but 2-1/4 cycles. As a result, at this instant, Ti indicates
a maximum positive value while T2 indicates zero.

In curves of this type, the length of an ordinate, between
the base line and its intersection with the curve, is pro-
portional to the instantaneous value of voltage. Therefore,
the instantaneous values of the combined voltages can be
found graphically by adding the vertical distances on the
ordinates between the base line and the curves. Following
this plan, the sum of the instantaneous values of curves T1
and T2 have been plotted to form curve Ts which indicates
the output voltage of the circuit of Figure 1-A.

Starting at the left, the instantaneous iralues of both T1 and
T2 increase in a positive direction so that the first alter-
nation of curve Ts has an amplitude almost twice as great as
either of them. However, after the third alternation, some
instantaneous values of T2 are negative while those of T1
are still positive therefore they oppose each other and the
maximum amplitude of the alternations of the sum curve Ts
decreases progressively until, at the .5 second ordinate,
all three curves have an amplitude of zero.

During this first half second, curve T2 has gained exactly
one half cycle on curve Ti therefore they both reach a zero
value at the same instant but are 180° out of phase. This
phase difference reduces the output voltage but, during the
next half second, curve T2 continues to gain, reducing the
phase difference and increasing the amplitude of the alter-
nations of curve Ts until, at the end of the second, Ti and
T2 are again in phase to provide maximum amplitude for curve
Ts.

To he technically accurate, th) voltage indicated by curve
T2 has gained one complete cycle during the second and there-
fore there is a phase difference of 360° between it and the
voltage of curve Tl. However, as the variations of all cycles
are alike, a phase shift of 560°, which is one complete cycle,
brings the voltages back in phase and the variations, shown
by curve Ts, will repeat during each succeeding second.

Compared to the explanations of the earlier Lessons, curve Ts
resembles that of a modulated radio carrier and an imaginary
line, drawn across its peaks, shows one complete change or
cycle during the second. Thus, 9 cycles of voltage T1 com-
bined with 10 cycles of voltage T2 cause one complete change
or cycle in the amplitudes of the alternations of curve Ts.
Notice carefully, this one cycle is equal to the difference
between the frequencies of Ti and T2.
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This is known as a "Heterodyne" action and occurs whenever
two a-c voltages or currents of different frequencies are
impressed on one circuit. The periodic change in the amp-
litude of the combined voltage is known commonly as a "Beat"
frequency and its value is equal to the difference between
the applied frequencies. However, as explained in the earlier
Detector Circuits Lesson, some form of demodulation may be
employed to make the beat frequency available.

As will be explained later in this Lesson, in some electronic
circuits the value of one voltage has an effect on the other
and thus the combined voltage can be considered as the pro-
duct rather than the sum of the separate voltages. FoIa.owing

the plan of plotting curve Ts, but using the product of the
instantaneous values of curves Ti and T2, a curve like that
of Tp results. To keep the curves of uniform size, the ver-
tical scale of Tp has been reduced but notice, the broken
line drawn through the vertical center of the alternations
has the same general shape and frequency as the imaginary
line drawn across the peaks of curve Ts. Also, the 19 alter-
nations of curve Tp are equal to the sum of the 9 and 10
cycle frequencies of the curves of Tl and T2.

Curve Tp is merely a graphical representation of the fact,
proven experimentally and mathematical",y, that when voatages
of different frequencies are heterodyned, the output contains
frequency components equal to bosh the sum and difference of
the original frequencies which are also present.

For simplicity, the voltages represented by curves Tl and T2
are shown as sine waves but, irregularities in either wave
form would appear in the combined voltage. This can be read-
ily understood by remembering that the instantaneous values
of curves like Ts and Tp are determined by the instantaneous
values of the original voltages. Changes in the wave form of
an original voltage change its instantaneous values and thus
will have a proportional effect on the wave form of the com-
bined voltage.

SUPERHEThRODYNE CIRCUIT

This mixing or heterodyne action is utilized in the operation
of most modern radio receivers in what is known as a Super-
heterodyne circuit, shown in simplified block form in Figure
2. The complete circuit can be divided into six main sec-
tions, each of which causes some definite change in the amp-
litude or frequency of the modulated carrier or amplitude of
the signal voltage.

Starting at the left of Figure 2, the modulated carrier of
a Broadcast Station is picked up by the usual form of antenna
circuit and its amplitude is increased by one or more stages
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of r-f amplification. The action here is the same as ex-
plained for the trf type of receiver and the amplifier Jn-
eludes circuits which are tuned to the frequency of the in-
coming carrier. Thus, the function of the r-f amplifies is
to increase the amplitude without causing any change in the
frequency of the carrier.

The output of the r-f amplifier is fed- into the Mixer which
connects also across the output of the Local Oscillator.
This oscillator generates a frequency of uniform amplitude
which heterodynes with the output of the r-f amplifier to
produce a beat of lower frequency which carries the modu-
lation of the carrier.

This beat is known as the Intermediate Frequency, (i-f) and
its value is equal to the difference between the carrier and
oscillator frequencies. In effect, the mixer acts as a de-
tector with the higher values of oscillator and carrier fre-
quencies impressed on its input circuits while the lower
intermediate frequency arpears in its output circuit.

The mixer output carries the modulation of the original car-
rier and passes through one or more stages of the i-f ampli-
fier which causes a comparatively large increase in its amp-
litude but, like the r-f amplifier, causes no change in its
frequency.

The output of the i-f amplifier is impressed on the input cir-
cuit of a conventional type of detector which demodulates the
i-f and provides the audio or signal voltage frequencies in
its output. The detector output voltage is then carried
through one or more stages of the a-f amplifier which increases
its amplitude to a level high enough to operate the speaker.

As the mixer acts to cause a change of frequency between its
input and output circuits, it is sometimes known as the fllst
Detector" and therefore, the demodulator which follows the
i-f amplifier is the "2nd Detector". It is said that with
its heterodyne action and two detectors, it followed naturally
that the circuit was called a "Super" heterodyne. Due to the
design of soma of the later types of tubes, the mixer stage
is known also as a "Frequency Converter".

The advantages of this type of circuit can be appreciated best
by comparing it to the older type of trf receiver explained
in the earlier Lessons. By removing the Mixer, Local Oscil-
lator and i-f Amplifier sections of Figure 2, the arrangement
is that of a trf receiver and all of the high frequency amp-
lification must be accomplished in the r-f amplifier.

This means that all of the tuned circuits must be designed to
resonate at all frequencies of the desired band and, as pre-
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viously explained, it is extremely difficult to design a
simple circuit which will provide uniform response and ade-
quate gain over a comparatively wide band of frequencies.
For example, the Broadcast band extends from about 5501c
to 1600 kc, a ratio of over 3 to 1 and a change of circuit
values to provide resonance over this range usually causes
undesirable changes in response.

In the superheterodyne'e.ircuit, the tuning controls of the
r-f amplifier, mixer and oscillator can be ganged mechanically
so that, regardless of their position, tha difference b,tween

the resonant frequencies of the tuned circuits and oscillator
output will remain the same.

For example, suppose the arrangement of Figure 2 is do signed

to cover the Broadcast band and the i-f amplifier is tuned
permanently to a frequency of 456kc. With the tuned circuits
adjustedeto.resonate at 550kc, the ganged control will cause
the oscillator output to have a frequency of 550 plus 4L6 or
1006 kc.

Then, as the tuning control is adjusted to increase the reso-
nant frequency of the input circuits, it causes a proportional
increase in the frequency of'the oscillator so that the beat,
or intermediate frequency remains the same. This condition
holds for the entire band and when the receiver is tuned to
1600 kc, the oscillator frequency is 1600 plus 456 or 2056 kc.

This is perhaps the most important feature of the superhetero-
dyne because, with a mixer output of fixed frequency:, the
tuned circuits of the i-f amplifier can be designed to operate
at this one frequency only. Thus it is possible to select
circuit components of values which will provide high gain and
also to employ band pass arrangements with fixed tuning, to
improve the selectivity. Therefore, most of the gain is pro-

vided by the i-f amplifier and its efficiency is so great
that but one stage is sufficient in many cases and the r-f
amplifier is omitted.

In the trf receiver, it is customary to resonate some cir-'
suits in all the amplifier stages between the antenna and
detector, each of which must tune the entire band and be set
for every individual incoming carrier. While the same gen-

eral requirements are true for the superheterodyne, only
those circuits of the oscillator and between the mixer and
antenna have to be set for the individual carriers while
those of the i-f amplifier need nut be changed. Thus, al-
though the superheterodyne circuit may contain a greater
number of tuned circuits than a comparable trf receiver, the
tuning components, used when operating, may be less in number.
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While it is possible to build a trf receiver with performance
characteristics equal to those of a superheterodyne, the
greater efficiency of the s5ngle frequency intermediate am-
plifier reduces the number of stages required. Also, the

fixed tuning of the i-f amplifier circuits simplifies the
operational tuning controls and these advantages, together
with those mentioned above, more than compensate for the
addition of the local oscillator and mixer stages.

LOCAL OSCILLATORS

Before taking up the details of a complete circuit, we want
to explain the operation of the var!ous sections of Figure 2
and, starting at the antenna, the signal picked up by the
antenna enters the r -f amplifier. However, the circuits here
are like those explained for similar stages of the trf recei-

ver therefore we will not repeat.

Going to the Local Oscillator section, its function is to gen-
erate a uniform voltage, the frequency of which can be conviii-

iently controlled. This oscillator voltage is heterodyned with
the r -f to produce the desired beat frequency, i-f, throughout
the entire tuning range of the receiver. As explained in the

last Lesson, there are a number of comparatively simple oscil-
lator circuits which meet these requirements and, for Figure
3, we show the circuits of an arrangement used in many older
models of superheterodyne receivers.

The oscillator itself is of the regenerative or Armstrong type
with L5 as the plate coil connected between the plate of the
tube and the B of the plate supply. Inductively coupled to

the plate coil, the grid eon LL is tuned by the parallel con-
nected variable condenser C2 and coupled to the grid of the
tube by condenser C4. Resistor R2 functions as the grid load

and the voltage drop across it, caesed by the charge and dis-

charge currents of C4, provides the grid voltafie.

Inductively coupled to coils L4 and L5, coil L3 is connected
in the cathode circuit of the let detector cube in series with
resistor R1 which, with by-pass condenser C3, provides the
usual grid bias voltage. The complete grid circuit of the 1st

detector tube can be raced from the grid through coil L2,
tuned to the frequency of the incoming carrier by variable con-
denser Cl, to ground and back up through resistor R1 and coil
L3 to the cathode.

With a modulated carrier impressed across coil Ll, a voltage
of like frequency and proportional amplitude will be induced
in coil L2 and impressed on the grid circuit. When tuned to

resonance by Cl, the voltage across L2 will be increased to

provide selectivity as previously explained. The plate cur-

rent, carried by RI will cause the proper voltage drop to bias

the grid and provide the proper operating point for the lsc

detector tube.
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At the same time, with the oscillator in operation, a volt-
age at its frequency will be induced in coil L3 which, as
far as the grid circuit is concerned, is connected in series
with coil L2. Thus, the arrangement in the grid circuit of
the 1st detector tube provides conditions similar to those
in the simple circuit of Figure 1-A and therefore voltages
at the incoming carrier and oscillator frequencies are both
impressed on the grid.

As a result, the action shown by the curves of Figure 1-B
will occur in the grid circuit and cause corresponding var-
iations of plate current. However, the bias voltage, caused
by the drop across R11 is sufficient to provide operation as
a detector therefore the beat frequency, which carries the
modulation of the carrier, will appear in the plate circuit.

Coil L6, tuned to the beat frequency by adjustable trimmer
condenser C5, is connected in series with the plate and thus,
the variations of plate current which occur at the beat fre-
quency, will cause maximum voltage drop across the tuned
circuit. Higher frequencies are partially shorted by the
reduced reactance of C5 while lower frequencies cause a lower
drop because of the reduced reactance of coil L6.

With maximum voltage drop across coil L6, there is maximum
induction in the inductively coupled coil L7 which is tuned
by adjustable trimmer condenser C6 and thus the beat frequen-
cy voltage appears across coil L7. The combination of coils
L6 and L7, each with its adjustable trimmer condenser, is
known as an i-f transformer.

Tuning condensers Cl and C2 are ganged mechanically so that
when the capacity of 01 is reduced to increase the resonant
frequency of its tuned circuit, the capacity of 02 is also
reduced to cause a proportional increase in the frequency
of the oscillator voltage. To maintain a constant frequency
aifference, the circuits of the oscillator and 1st detector
grid must be carefully designed and to provide the higher
oscillator frequency, assuming Cl and C2 to be of equal cap-
acity, coil L4 must have a lower value of inductance than
coil L2. Then, to maintain the proper frequency difference,
as condensers Cl and C2 are tuned, it is necessary to install
the series connected condenser C7. This is known as a 'Tedder"
and it reduces the total capacity connected across the oscil-
lator coil L4 so that equal changes in the capacities of C1
and C2 will maintain an equal difference of frequencies. To
eliminate the padder condenser, many later models have the
oscillator gang of the tuning condenser made of smaller,
specially shaped plates to provide the proper change of
capacity as the rotor plates of all the tuning condenser
gangs are turned in unison.
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Various combinations of tubes and circuits have been devised
to simplify and also improve the actions of the circuits of
Figure 3 and one combination, formerly quite popular, is
shown in Figure 4. Here, the circuits are quite similar but
the oscillator tube has been eliminated and an r -f type of
pentode tube acts an both oscillator and lst detector.

Coil L5 is in the plate circuit and coil L3 is in the cathode -
grid circuit to provide the necessary feedback while coil L4,
inductively coupled to both, is tuned by condenser C2, in
series with padder C7, to provide the deslred frequency. The
action here 1,, about the same as that explained for Figure 3
and the beat frequency appears across the secondary coil L7
of the i-f transformer. To make comparison easier, corres-
ponding components of both Figures carry the same numbers.

MIXERS

To provide better action and also simplify the circuits,
several types of special "Mixer" or "Frequency Converter"
tubes have been developed and, while their overall functions
are the same, there are some important variations in the de-
tails of their operation.

One such type, shown in Figure 5, is known as a Pentorrid
Converter because its five grids combine the functions of
both oscillator and mixer. starting from the cethocie, the
first grid functions as the control grid of a triode oscil-
lator tube while the second grid functions as the oscillator
plate. However, although indicated by the same symbol as the
other grids, mechanically it consists of two side rods with-
out horizontal wires, and this second grid ia known as the
oscillator anode.

This anode connects to the B+ of the elate supply through
coil L5 and resistor R3 while the 1st grid is counled through
condenser C4 to the tuned circuit made up of a coil L4 and tun-
ing condenser CP. Resistor 112 acts as the grid load while
resistor P3 reduces the potential on the anode and, in con-
junction with condenser C7, acts as a decoJpling filter.

The oscillator circuits here are similar to those of Figure
3 except that coil L3 is omitted. However, feedback from
the anode to the grid :s provided by the inductive coupling
between coils L4 and L5 and the arrangement operates as a
triode oscillator.

The electrons emitted by the cathode are attracted toward
the positive anode but the action of the grid varies the
stream at the oscillator frequency. Grids 3 and 5 as well
as the plate of the tube are also connected to the plate
supply positive therefore many of the electrons pass through
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the anode and continue on to the plate. It may help to think
of the anode as the emitting cathode, as far as the plate cir:,
cuit of the tube is concerned, but its emission varies at the
frequency of the oscillator.

Grids 3 and 5, connected together inside the tube, serve a
double purpose. First, maintained at a positive potential
by the plate supply, they speed up the electrons which pass
through the anode and second, they form an electrostatic
shield for grid 4. Resistor R4 and condenser C8 act to main-
tain a uniform but reduced positive potential on screen grids
3 and 5.

Grid 4, connected to the input circuit, operates in the con-
ventional manner to control the electrons which flow from
the anode to the plate. As the electron stream is already
varying at the oscillator frequency, the variations of plate
current are controlled by the combined actions of the oscil-
lator and the modulated carrier impressed on grid 4. Types
1A7G, 10E, 2A7, 6A8 and 12A8 are common examples of this
type of pentagrid converter tube.

To provide better performance at higher frequencies and re-
duce the effects of interaction between the oscillator and
other section of the tube, later types of pentagrid conver-
ters :Are arranged on the plan shown in Figure 6. Here,

grid 1 functions as the oscillator control, grids 2 and 4
as the oscillator anode and also as a shield for the signal
input grid 3 while grid 5 acts as a suppressor.

The oscillator circuit of Figure 6 consists of coil L3, tuned
by variable condenser C2 and coupled through condenser C4 to
grid 1. Grid load resistor R2 connects from grid 1 to the
cathode which in turn, connects to ground through a tap on
coil L3. Thus, that part of L3 between the tap and ground is
in the cathode circuit while the entire coil is coupled to
the grid. As the cathode is part of the anode circuit, this
can be considered as a Hartley oscillator and, as the action
is independent of the plate of the tube, it is electron coupled.

Here again, the variations of plate current are controlled by
the combined actions of the oscillator voltage on grid 1 and
the modulated carrier voltage on grid 5. Types 6SA7 and
12SA7 are common examples of this type of pentagrid converter.

To further isolate the oscillator, the "Triode-Hexode" type
of converter tube has been developed and is also in common

use. As shown in Figure 7, the electrodes are arranged so
that the tube contains a separate triode section in addition
to a hexode section. The term hexode is used to signify the
six active electrodes of plate, four grids and cathode while
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the triode grid is connected internally to grid 1 of the hex -

ode section.

The -circuits here are similar to those -of Figure 7 except that

the oscillator plate_coil L5 is tuned by condenser C2 and
c"upled to the oscillator plate through condenser C7 instead

of being connected in series. However, the overall action
remains the same sand the triode section operates independ-
ently as an oscillator.

Because grid 1 of the hexode section is connected to the oscil-

lator grid, the oscillator voltage will exercise control over
the hexode plate current as explained for the circuits of Fig-

ures 5 and 6. Types 6K8 and 12K8 are examples of triode -hex -

ode converter tubes..

You will find many combinations of these basic circuits used

in commercial radio receivers, especially those designed for
Communications and high frequency service. For example, the

type 6L7 tube contains two well shielded control grids and
with -a separate oscillator, on the general plan of Figure 3,
the ris-cillator-voltage can be impressed on one control grid

and the modulated carrier on the other to provide the desired

mixing m. frequency-conversinn_action.

1-F AMPLIFINIS

As mentioned earlier in this Lesson, most of the selectivity
and high frequency gain of a superheterodyne receiver are
obtained in the i-f amplifier but the design problems are
simplified by the fact that it operates only at one frequency.
While any of the conventional coupling methods could be used,

the simplicity, economy and opportunity for band pass type
circuits, make transformer coupling the almost universal

choice.

All i-f transformers contain a primary and secondary winding

and because of the single frequency operation, either or both

of them can be tuned. In some cases the windings are untuned
while in others, one winding is tuned to provide the circuits

of Figure 8-A. Most popular is the double Iuned arrangement
of Figure 8-B chile, for broad band or hi ;h fidelity, the

triple tuned circuits of Figure 8-C may be employed.

In the earlier Lesson on High Frequency Amplifiers it was

shown that, for Broadcast s,ervice, the response curve of an

i-f amplifier shou3d have a fairly flat top, approximately

10 kc wide, with steep sides to provide a sharp cut off.

Also, in the Lesson on Band Psss Filters it was shown that

loose coupling caused a narrow response while overcoupling

caused a double hump which broadened the response.



I
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The double tuned arrangement of Figure 8-B can be considered
as a band pass type of coupling, both circuits of which are
tuned to resonance at the operating frequency. Mechanically,
the coils are universal wound, mounted on a common dowel and
the coupling depends on the spacing between them. Thus, by
adjusting the position of the coils on the dowel, the desired
or optimum coupling can be obtained.

In the arrangement of Figure 8-C, the third coil, sometimes
called a tertiary winding will, when its circuit is tuned to
resonance, absorb a certain amount of energy which "loads"
the circuit and broadens the frequency response curve of the
unit. In some receivers which feature variable selectivity,
a variable resistance is connected between the tertiary wind-
ing and ground. Variable selectivity may be obtained also by
changing the coupling between the two coils in a circuit like
that of Figure 8-B. This nay be accomplished by mechanically
moving the coils to vary the distance between them or by
switching in a third coil connected in series with one of the
tuned circuits.

As shoran in Figure 8, the coils are of fixed value and tuning
is accomplished by means of trimmer type adjusteble condensers
connected across the coils. Other types of i-f transformers
are made with fixed values of capacity and tuning is accomplisher
by changing the position of a powdered iron "slug" .which
functions as the core of the coil. Changing the position of

the slug varies the permeability of the complete core, part of
which is air, aed this, in turn, varies th3 inductance.
Transformers of this type are genJral3y listed as "Iron Core -
Permeability Tuned".

A single stage i-f amplifier, with circuits similar to those
of Figure 9, provides sufficient gain and selectivity for
the ordinary types of Broadcast receivers. The primary of
the "1st i-f" transformer is connected in series leith the
plate of the mixer tube, as churn in the circuits of Figure
3 to 7, while the secondary of the "2nd i-f" forms a part
of the input circuit of the 2nd detector. lowever, some

designers prefer to reduce tre gain cod add a second stage
so that the i-f amplifier includes two tubes end three
transformers.

The impedance of a parallel resonant circuit can be varied by
changing the ratio of inductance to capacity according to the
formula of the former Lesson on Resonant Circuits which states,

Z
CR
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Thus, as the tuned primary acts as the plate load of the
preceding tube while the tuned secondary acts as the grid
load of the following tube and the coupling between the
coils can be adjusted, the gain and response of the stage
ran be made to suit the required conditions. That is why,
in most catalogs you will find i-f transformers listed as
nInput", mInterstagell and "Output" although all three types
are designed to operate at the same frequency. The differ-
ences are in the values of inductance and capacity, as well
as coupling, to provide the proper gain and frequency res-
ponse for the complete amplifier.

For example, connected in the primary of the mixer tube,
the primary of the lst i-f must carry some of the higher
frequencies of the oscillator and modulated input carrier.
Thus, a somewhat higher value of capacity here will provide
a lower reactance path in parallel to the coil and tend to
reduce interaction with the lower intermediate frequency to
which the circuit is tuned.

The secondary of the 1st i-f connects across the grid cir-
cuit of the following tube which, operating as an amplifier
with a negative bias, offers an extremely high impedance.
Therefore, in effect, the circuit operates with no load.
In contrast, the secondary of the 2nd i-f f Figure 9 con-
nects across the 2nd detector, usually of the diode type,
which has a comparatively low impedance and carries current.
Therefore this secondary circuit operates under load and
must be designed accordingly.

For the interstage transformer, used as a coupling between
the input and output tubes of a two stage i-f amplifier, con-
ditions in its primary circuit are like those of the 2nd i-f
of Figure 9 with current variations only at the intermediate
frequency. Its secondary operates under conditions like
those explained for the secondary of the 1st i-f of Figure 9
and therefore it is not loaded.

Each of the three types of i-f transformers is designed to
meet its circuit conditions, as mentioned above and, in addi-
tion, the coupling is adjusted for each so that, in conjunc-
tion with the other transformers of the amplifier, the de-
sired overall gain and selectivity will be obtained. For
example, if the input type is adjusted for a gala of 50, the
interstage may have a gain of about 20 while the output gain
may be about 70. If, at some certain level the band width
of the input is 15 kc, that of the interstage may be about
10kc, while that of the output may be 16 kc or 17 kc.
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SECOND DETECTORS

Except for a difference in frequency, the output of the i)-f
amplifier is the same as the modulated carrier transmitted
by a Broadcast station therefore the function of the 2nd
detector is the same as previously explained for the detectors
of the simple and trf types of receivers. Any of the
conventional types of detectors will operate in this position
in a superheterodyne circuit but, due to the relatively high
gain of the i-f amplifier, no additional gain is required
in the detector stage. Thus, because of their ability to
handle larger voltages with less distortion, practically all
superheterodyne circuits employ some form of diode as the
second detector.

DIODE DEIECTOR CIRCUITS

To review briefly the explanations of the former Lesson on

Detector Circuits, for Ihigure 10 we show the circuits of a
typical diode detector. Coil L2, tunod by condenser C2,
represents the secondary of the output transformer of the
i-f amplifier and thus the modulated i-f voltage is impressed
on the circuit which can be traced from the upper end of L2
through the diode plate and cathode of the tube to ground
and back up through resistor_ R2 and R1 to the lower end of L2.

The rectifyirg action of the diode permits current in one
direction only, therefore the current in the circuit will
consist of a series of pulses which occur at she intermediate
frequency and vary in amplitude according to the modulation
or signal frequency. To eliminate the pulses and provide
current which varies only in proportion to the signal frequency,
condensers C3 and C4 connect from the ends of resistor R1 to
ground and forma filter.

The capacity of these condensers must be large enough to
eliminate the intermediate frequency pulsation-3 yet small
enough to h2ve no appreciable effect on the variations of
the audio or signal voltage. Tnus the signal voltages appear
across resistor R2 and are coupled to the grid of the first
audio tube.

As the voltage across filter resistor R1 is lost, as far as
the following audio circuits are concerned, it is common
practice to select a value for R1 that is about 100/0 of that
for R2. For typical valaes, R2 is 500,000 ohms, R1 is 50,000
ohms, and CL are .0001 mfd each and couplinP condenser C5
is .01 mfd. The value of R3 will depend on tne type of tube
installed as the 1st audio amplifier and may very from .5 to
10 megohms.
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There are many variations of this typical diode detector cir-
cuit but all of them include the basic components just men-
tioned. Also, as will be explained in the following Lesson,
circuits of this type provide a source of voltage for the
popular feature of automatic volume control.

AUDIO AMPLIFIERS

The output of the second detector of a superheterodyne cir-
cuit is essentially the same as the output of the detectors
of the other types of receivers therefore, the conventional
types of audio amplifiers are employed. However, the ampli-
tude of the detector output is usually of sufficient strength
as to require but two stages of audio amplification to provide
ample signal voltage for satisfactory speaker operation.

Depending on the power output requirements, the audio ampli-
fier may ter. mate in a single or push-pull stage employing
any of the circuits explained in the earlier Audio AmplifiersLesson. To repeat, the superheterodyne differs from othertypes of receivers only in the arrangement of the mixer,
oscillator and i-f amplifier therefore the requirements of
the audio amplifier are the same for all.

CONTROLS

Despite its more complicated action, a modern superheterodyne
requires no more controls than the simpler types of circuits.As previously explained in this Lesson, a single tuning con-
trol is arranged to vary the resonant frequencies of the r -f
amplifier if used, the mixer input and oscillator circuits
so that they will respond to the carrier frequencies of theband yet maintain a constant i-f at the mixer output. Asfar as the operator is concerned, this tuning control is no
different than that of a simple one tube receiver.

The volume control is usually incorporated as a part of the
2nd detector circuit on the general plan of Figure 10. Herethe signal voltage appears across R2 which is a potentiometer.The sliding contact is coupled to the grid of the first audio
amplifier tube therefore, only that voltage between the slid-
ing contact and ground is impressed on the grid circuit. Thus,for any value of 2nd detector output voltage, the input volt-age to the audio amplifier is controlled by the position ofthe sliding contact which therefore acts as a volume control.

In addition to the nOff-On" power switch, the tuning and vol-
ume controls are all that are necessary for the operation ofthe receiver. However, Tone Control can be added to theaudio amplifier circuits, adjustable selectivity can be in-
corporated in the i-f amplifier circuits and, as will be
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explained later in this Lesson, circuits can be installed to
provide for reception on different frequency bands,

SELECTIVITY

Perhaps the most important advantage of the superheterodyne
receiver circuit is its inherent selectivity. Operating at

a single frequency with band pass coupling circuits, the
response of the i-f amplifier can be designed for almost any
value of band width. In some of the earlier models, th
pass band was so narrow that the higher signal frequencies
were attenuated.

To understand this action, it must be remembered that the
modulation of a radio frequency carrier involves an action
very similar to the heterodyne explained earlier in this
Lesson. For example, suppose a 1000 }cc carrier is modulated
by audio or musical frequencies up to 5000 cycles which is

kc, The modulated carrier will then include frequencies
from 1000 kc up to 1000 plus 5 kc or 1005 kc and down to
1000 minus 5 kc or 995 kc.

Tuned to this carrier, the oscillator of a 456 kc super-

heterodyne will operate at 1456 kc and therefore the fre-
quencies at the mixer output will vary from 1456 minus 995
or 461 kc to 1456 minus 1005 or 451 kc. Notice here that

although the frequencies have been reduced, the band width
of the i-f is the same as that of the modulated carrier.

Assuming the amplifier has a response curve with a flat
top but 8 kc wide, when tuned to 456 kc the maximum response
will extend from 456 plus 4 or 460 kc to 456 minus 4 or 452
kc, Compared to the values given above, intermediate fre-
quencies between 451 and 452 kc as well as those between
460 and 461 kc will receive less amplification than those
between 452 and 460 kc.

Zheeking back, with an oscillator frequency of 1456 kc, an
1,-f of 451 kc is produced by a carrier frequency of 1456
minus 451 or 1005 kc. In the same way, an i-f of 452 kc is
produced by a carrier of 1456 minus 452 or 1004 kc. At the

other end of the band an i-f of 460 represents a carrier of
996 kc while an i-f of 461 kc represents a carrier of 995 kc.
As the original carrier was assumed to have a frequency of
1000 kc, frequencies between 1004 and 1005 kc as well as
those between 995 and 996 kc are produced by modulating or
signal voltages between 4000 and 5000 cycles.

The frequencies of the 2nd detector output voltage are es-
sentially the same as those of the original modulation thus,
under the conditions of this -example. all signal voltage
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between 4000 and 5000 cycles would be attenuated. Signal

voltages with frequencies up to 4000 cycles would be fully
amplified therefore, when an i-f amplifier is tuned too
sharply it "cuts the highs".

In commercial practice it is customary to make a compromise
by adjusting the response for a band wide enough to include
all the signal frequencies but narrow enough to eliminate
most of the interference from adjacent carrier frequencies.

ILi GB F2EQUENGIES

In the example just given, the 1000 kc carrier and 1456 kc
oscillator were mixed or heterodyned to produce a beat of
456 kc but suppose another carrier, at 1912 kc, was also
cutting the antenna and inducing a voltage in it. The

heterodyne action between the 1456 kc oscillator and 1912
kc carrier would also produce a 456 kc beat and if both these
carriers caused equal voltage in the mixer input circuit,
both would be amplified equally by the i-f stages and pro-
duce equal signals in the speaker.

Notice carefully, the difference between 1912 kc and 1000 kc
is 912 kc which is exactly twice the 456 kc of the i-f.
This relationship holds true in all cases and the higher
value is known as the "Image Frequency". Thus) ib general,
the image frequency is equal to that of the desired carrier
plus twice the i-f.

Image frequencies were considered an important disadvantage
of the early models of surerheterodynes but, by ganging the
tuning controls of the mixer and oscillator, providing some
selectivity ahead of the mixer and increasing the i-f, image
frequencies are no longer troublesome in the Broadcast band.

Starting with values of less than 100 kc, intermediate fre-
quencies were increased until a value of 175 kc was consid-
ered standard. Over the years, further increases were made
passing through bands of 260 to 265 kc, 370 kc and up to the
present of 455 to 470 kc for regular Broadcast service. Re-
ceivers designed for higher frequency service often incor-
porate i-f amplifiers which operate at much higher frequencies.

With an i-f of 456 kc, there is a difference of 912 kc be-
tween the tuned carrier and the image frequency and, as the
Broadcast band covers less than 1200 kc, interference of this
type is reduced. Also, for any circuit tuned to the Broad-
cast frequencies) it does not require a high degree of selec-
tivity to greatly attenuate frequencies 912 kc off resonance.
For higher carrier frequencies, the ratio of resonant to
image frequencies is less favorable and added precautions
must be taken to avoid image frequency signals.
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SENSITIVITY

In an earlier definition it was stated that all stages of a
radio receiver contribute to its Sensitivity but, due to
the high gain characteristics of the i-f amplifier, the
superheterodyne circuit will provide satisfactory sensitivity
with fewer stages than other types.

The advantages of the superheterodyne are so pronounced that
some small four tube receivers incornorate but one i-f trans-
former, and provide performance superior to trf receivers
with an equal number of tubes.

TYPICAL CIRCUITS

Although there are many variations in detail, modern super-
heterodyne circuits now follow a fairly uniform pattern and
can be divided into general classes. From the standpoint of
Power Supply, there are the following types.

1. Battery Receivers, used for portable service and con-
taining dry batteries which supply all the operating voltages
and current,

2. Receivers which operate on any ordinary lighting circuit,
d-c or a-c of any commercial frequency.

3. Receivers which operate only on a-c lighting circuits of
one frequency such as the common values of 25 or 60 cycles.

4. A combination of types 1 and 2 which provide portable
service but conserve the batteries by operating on lighting
circuits whenever they are available.

From the standpoint of operating frequencies there are,

1. Types which operate on the standard Broadcast band only.

2. Dual Band types which operate on the standard Broadcast
and another higher frequency or short wave band.

3. All Wave types which operate on the standard Broadcast
and two or more bands of other frequencies. Some later models
may include the newer frequency modulation bands,.

The complete receiver chassis may be installed in a compara-
tively small "Table Model" cabinet or in a larger "Console",
both of which are available in a wide variety of shapes, sizes,
colors and finishes.
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DUAL BAND TYPES

To illustrate the complete assembly of the various receiver
components, explained earlier in this Lesson, for Figure 11
we show the schematic diagram and chassis layout of a Sen-
tinel, 6 tube dual band a-c/d-c superheterodyne receiver.
Starting at the upper left of the diagram and following the
path of the signal, there is a 12SK7 tube, used as an r-f
amplifier, resistance coupled to the 12SA7 tube marked
HOSC-MODH. This tube functions as the mixer and the oscil-
lator coils are shown directly below at the lower part of
the diagram.

The 12SA7 mixer tube is coupled through the 1st i-f trans-
former to the 12SK7 i-f amplifier tube and its output is
coupled through the 2nd transformer to the diodes of
the 12SQ7 tube. The diodes are a part of the detector cir-
cuit which is coupled to the grid of the triode section of
the 125Q7 through the .0u5 mfd condenser shown below the
tube and to the right of the volume control. This triode
section acts as the 1st a-f amplifier and is resistance
coupled to the 50L6-GT beam power output tube Nihich, in
turn, is coupled through the output transformer to the speaker.

As shown at the lower right, the heaters of all the tubes
are connected in series across the 117 volt supply while the
plate of the 35Z5 half wave rectifier tube connects to one
side of the suprly line through the parallel connected 100
ohm resistor, 6-8 volt pilot lamp and part of the 35Z5 heater.
AS the other line wire is grounded, the d-c voltage output of
the rectifier is available between its cathode and ground.

From the cathode there is one circuit over to the right, up,
over and down through the speaker field to ground. Another
circuit is through a part of the output transformer primary,
down through a 1000 ohm resistor and over to the left to the
plates and screen grids of the other tubes. The filter is
made up of the 30 mfd condenser connected from cathode to
ground, part of the output transformer primary and 1000 ohm
resistor and the 40 mfd condenser connected from the output
end of the resistor to ground. The plate of the 50L6 power
output tube connects to the upper end of the output trans-
former primary. The cathodes of all except the rectifier tube
connect to ground to complete the circuits to the grounded
line wire.

The band switch, at the left center of the diagram, is shown
in the Broadcast position and its contact No. 3, shown at
the extreme left, connects to the grid of the r-f tube and
the stator of the antenna gang of the tuning condenser. Con-
tact No. 9, shown at the center of the switch, is coupled to
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the oscillator grid of the mixer tube and connected to the
stator of the oscillator gang of the tuning condenser*

The loop, shown at the upper left, mounted on the chassis
and of a size to fit inside the cabinet, acts as the antenna
and also as the tuned secondary of an r-f transformer. One
end of the loop connects through switch contacts 2 and 3 to
the grid of the r-f tube while, as far as r-f is concerned,
the other end is grounded through the .05 mfd condenser,
shown at the lower left and connected also to the lower end
of the antenna coil secondary. The d-c grid bias is obtained
by the voltage drop across the volume control in the circuit
which continues from the lower left corner across the bottom,
up and over through the 3 megchm resistor and volume control
to ground.

The oscillator grid circuit is completed through contacts 9
and 8 of the switch, the padder condenser and lower oscillator
coil to ground. Both oscalator coil primaries are in series
between the mixer tube cathode and ground.

Switch contacts 11 and 12 complete a circuit from ground
through trimmer condenser B and the r-f choke to the control
grid of the mixer tube. For this circuit, the values of in-

and capacity are chosen so that it can be tuned to
resonance at the intermediate frequency of 455 kc. As the
impedance of a series resonant circuit is minimum, this ar-
rangement acts as a "trap" to short out any unwanted 455 kc
frequencies which may be present in the input circuits and
prevent them from reaching the i-f amplifier.

Switch contacts 5 and 6 connect trimmer G across the oscil-
lator gang of the tuning condenser to provide a high frequency
adjustment of the oscillator circuit.

When the switch is turned to the "Short Wave" position, con-
tact 3 connects to contact 4 and the grid circuit of the r-f
tube is completed through the secondary of the antenna coil
to the d-c bias circuit. The signal frequencies are grounded
by the .05 mfd condenser connected to the lower end of the
antenna coil secondary. The signal, picked up on an external
antenna, enters at the upper loft terminal and is carried to
ground through the primary of the antenna coil and the series
connected .005 mfd condenser.

Through switch contacts 9 and 10, the oscillator grid of the
mixer tube is coupled to the upper oscillator coil through
the .005 mfd condenser while contacts 1 and 12 short the
lower primary and leave only the upper coil in the cathode
circuit. Thus, the switch operates to connect new coils in
both the antenna and oscillator circuits and although
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the circuits are tuned by the same two gang condenser, the
inductance of the new coils is such that the receiver res,
ponds to an entirely different band of carrier frequencies.
In this particular circuit, the Broadcast band tunes from
540 kc to 1620 kc while the Short Wave band tunes from 5.7
MC to 16.3 mc.

As the input circuit is tuned to much higher frequencies on
the Short eVave band, when switch contact 12 connects to
contact 1 it opens the trap circuit. Also, when switch
contact 6 connects to contact 7, it opens the circuit of
trimmer condenser C.

From the triode plate of the 12SQ7 tube there is a path
through a .002 mfd condenser and switch to ground. This
arrangement acts as a tone control because, in the switch
position shown, the condenser provides a capacity reactive
path from plate to cathode. As capacity reactance reduces
at increased frequencies, in effect, the higher frequencies
are shorted out of the 500,000 ohm plate load resistor and
therefore are not carried over to the grid circuit of the
output tube. To the listener, this loss of the higher fre-
quencies make the low notes more pronounced.

Tracing the control grid circuits of both 125K7 tubes, they
connect to ground through the 3 megohm resistor and 500,000
ohm volume control. As will be explained in the following
Lesson, the voltage drop across the volume control is thus
impressed also on these grid circuits. However, the 3 megohm
resistor, in conjunction with the .05 mfd condenser shown at
the lower left, operates to provide the grid circuits with a
d-e voltage, the amplitude of which varies as the average
strength of the demodulated i-f. As the polarity of this
voltage is negative toward the grids, an increase of signal
strength increases the negative grid bias which reduces the
signal and provides automatic volume control. To improve the
stability of the oscillator, the 3 megohm resistor connects
through a 10 megohm resistor to the oscillator grid.

ALL WAVE RECEIVERS

All wave receivers are similar to the type shown in Figure 11,
but three or more sets of coils are provided and connected
into the proper circuits by the Band Switch. When a tuned
r -.f amplifier stage is used, three coils are needed for each
set, or band, and the tuning condenser requires three gangs.
However, for each position of the band switch, the circuits
are essentially the same as explained in this Lesson.
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Automatic volume control, commonly abbreviated "eve was
briefly explained in the earlier Lessons but, because of
its application to practically all present day commercial
superheterodyne receivers and other electronic devices, we
want you to have a more complete understanding of its ac-
tion and therefore will devote this entire Lesson to the
subject.

Men we stop to consider the usual conditions of signal in-
put, it is not difficult to understand why "avc" has been
so universally applied to radio receivers. 'The electromag-
netic waves cutting the antenna of most any radio receiver
installation will be of various amplitudes, depending on the
strength of the transmitters and their distance from the re-
ceiving station. In the case of weak carriers, the signal
strength may be as low as 2 or 3 microvolts, whereas with a
powerful local transmitter, it may be as high as 1 volt.

Therefore, without avc, tuning the receiver fron a reek to
a strong signal, without changing the gain or volume control,
will result in a loud, and probably distorted, sound from the
speaker. However, this difficulty, commonly referred to as
blasting, can be minimized with automatic volume control.

Then also, as explained in an earlier Lesson, a change in the
Kennelly -Heaviside layer produces a variation of signal
strength, the effect of which, commonly called "Fading", can
be reduced to a low value by applying avc.

Going back to the earlier Lessons on vacuum tubes, you will
remember that an increase of the negative bias voltage, ap-
plied to the control grid, reduces the plate current and like-
wise reduces the gain or available amplification. This means
that an increase in negative control grid bias, applied to
the r -f and i-f stages of a receiver, reduces the sensitivity
of the complete system.

Thus, if we devise some method by which the negative control
grid bias on the ref and def stages of a radio receiver will
be changed automatically in proportion to the incoming signal
strength, an automatic control of the sensitivity is secured.
This will provide an approximately constant signal level at
the detector, which in turn will result in a constant audio
output although there is a change of signal voltage in the an,
tenna. This is the general method employed in present axe
circuits and the following explanations Till show you how it
is possible to obtain this "automatic" control of the nega-
tive grid bias voltage.
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RECTFIER ACTION

Due to the amplifying action of the radio and intermediate
frequency stages of a receiver, the carrier wave has its
greatest voltage at the demodulator or detector. Therefore,
we will investigate its action to determine if it is possible
to obtain a d -c voltage which will vary with the spplied sig-
nal and be available as a negative bias to the control grids
of the r -f and i-f stages.

Looking at Figure 1, we want you to think of the circuit as
that of the last i-f stage of a superheterodyne receiver,
coupled to a diode second detector T2, by the i-f transform-
er of a tuned primary and secondary. As you know, the diode
detector is really a rectifier and perhaps it will help you
to follow this explanation by considering the secondary of
the i-f transformer as that of a power transformer. The tube

and load resistance R complete the circuit of a conventional
half wave rectifier system.

Since we are interested in obtaining a fairly high d -c vol-
tage and because if, is essential to apply a minimum load on
the i-f transformer, so as to reduce detuning and damping of
the circuit, R has comparatively high value, usually several
hundred thousand Ohms. The bypass condenser C is installed
to provide a low reactance path for the intermediate frequen-
cy currents so they will not pass through resistor R.

From the earlier Lessons, you know that a diode rectifier is
essentially a linear rectifier -which means that an increase
of input results in a proportionally greater output. For
simplicity of explanation, we will assume a 2 to 1 ratio be-
tween the carrier voltage and the rectified d -c. That is,

with a 10 volt carrier across the secondary L, a d -c voltage
of 5 volts will appear across the load resistor R. Thus, if

the strength of carrier increases, the d -c voltage output al-
so increases.

However, from your study of the diode detector, you know that
.the voltage appearing across R, with a modulated i-f input,
is going to vary with the modulation and is therefore not
steady, but pulsating d -c. In this form, it is not possible
to employ it as the control voltage for avc because its vari-
ation at an audio rate, representative of the modulation com-
ponent of the carrier, would be the equivalent of applying an
audio signal to the r -f and i-f stages.

This pulsating d -c however, is made up of two parts or compo-
nents. One part is the modulation component and the other
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is the steady d -c voltage. The next step therefore is to
separate these two voltages so that the steady d -c can be
made available for the avc voltage.

The method by which these are separated is exactly the same
as in any other system wherein we wish to remove the a -c
component from a pulsating d -c voltage. You will notice
that the network used for this purpose, as shown in Figure
2, is very similar to the conventional type of filter found
in the normal power supply system. In comi)arison, resistors
R1 and R2 occupy a position similar to that normally occup-
ied by the filter chokes in a power supply, and condensers
Cl and C2 occupy the normal filter condenser positions.
Considering all facts, the filter system employed in an avc
circuit to secure a pure d -c output is basically the same
as the filter employed in a conventional power supply system.

ACTION OF AVC FILTR

The action of the avc filter network is not hard to understand
and we want you to imagine the circuit of Figure 2 is con-
nected across the output load resistance R of Figure 1. That
is, point A would be connected to the lower end of L, with
point B connected to ground. Thus, between points A and B
there will be a steady d -c voltage plus an a -c voltage, but
in analyzing the action, we will consider each of these vol.-.
tages separately.

As we are interested in the steady d -c voltage as a source
of control grid bias, an examination of Figure 2 shows no
d -c path between A -B or X -Y. Suppose we assume a 5 volt bat-
tery is connected across A -B and terminals X -Y are unloaded.
Condensers Cl and C2 block d -c, consequently there is no d -o
voltage drop across R1 and R2. Under such a condition, the
voltage between X and Y is also 5 volts.

Still comparing the circuit of Figure 2 with a conventional
power supply filter network, only d -c voltage is desirable
at X and Y 2or negative bias control; whereas, to supply the
plate and screen grid circuits of vacuum tubes with proper
energy, both voltage and current must be available at the
output terminals of the filter. Just as the voltage divider
and tube circuits form the load across a power supply, the
grid circuit of a controlled tube is connected across X and
Y of Figure 2. However, there is one big difference, and
that is the fact that avc circuits do not draw current from
the source of voltage, and therefore R1 and R2 can be high
resistance values compared to the low d -c resistance values
of the chokes in a power supply filter.
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To further clarify the fact that the voltage at X -Y, Figure
2, is almost identical with that at A -B, let us assume R1
and R2 each have a value of 500,000 ohms. Consider also
that the grid circuit connected to X -Y has a d -c resistance
of 99 megohms. The total series resistance between A -B is
.5 megohm plus .5 megohm plus 99 megohms, or 100 megohms.
As the voltage drop across a portion of a series circuit is
proportional to the resistance of that part, and if we still
assume 5 volts d -c across A -B, the voltage at X -Y is 99
parts of the total. The voltage across X -Y = 99/100 x 5 =
4.95 volts. The loss of .05 volt is negligible and for all
practical purposes, the d -c voltage at points A -B and X -Y

are the sale value.

To eliminate the a -c component of the pulsating d -c voltage,
the capacities Cl and C2 are so chosen to provide a low re-
actance at audio frequencies. This means that only a small
a -c voltage will be developed across the first filter con-
denser Cl because of its relatively low impedance with res-
pect to the first resistance Rl. This small a -c voltage
across Cl is further reduced by the same action in the R2 -

`C2 combination with the result that very little a -c voltage
appears across C2, which is the output of the filter.

To offer greater detail on how the a -c is removed by the fil-
ter, we have rearranged the circuit of Figure 2 to that of
Figure 3, the connections however remaining the same. To
make use of some definite quantities, ire will assume Rl has
a value of 1 megohm, R2, 500,000 ohms and the condensers Cl
and C2 each have a capacity of .05 mfd, and provide a reac-
tance of 10,000 ohms at some definite frequency. In our
example, we will consider this reactance as a resistance and
also assume that the signal input to the filter is composed
of a 5 volt a -c component and a 5 volt d -c component.

With a 5 volt a -c signal across A -B of Figure 3, there will
also be a 5 volt a -c drop across R1-Cl. Applying the rule of
series circuits that a voltage drop is proportional to the
resistance of that part, when R1 = 1,000,000 ohms and the re-
actance of Cl = 10,000 ohms, the voltage drop across R1 will
be the same proportion of the total voltage as the value of
R1 is to the totalresistance being considered in this part
of the network. As the total resistance is 1,000,000
10,000 or 1,010,000 ohms. The resistance ratio is then --

1 000 000 100
.99+

1,010,000 101
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Therefore .99 or 99% of the applied voltage is developed
across R1 as a voltage drop. According to the assumption
made, the voltage drop across R1 will be .99 x 5 or approxi-

mately 4.95 volts. Applying the same line of reasoning,
.01 or 1% of the total voltage will occur as a voltage drop

across Cl, and will be .01 x 5 or approximately .05 volts.

As the combination C2 -R2 is connected across Cl, the applied

voltage to this section is .05 volt. With R2 having a value

of 500,000 ohms and C2, 10,000 ohms, the total resistance is

500,000 + 10,000 or 510,000 ohms. The resistance ratio is

then --

500.000 * .98+

510,000 51

The voltage drop across R2 will be .98 x .05 or approximately

.049 volt, whereas the voltage drop across C2 will be .02 x

.05 or approximately .001 volt. Thus, the filter system has

attenuated the a -c component so that at the output of the
filter, the a -c voltage is equal to about 1/5000th of the

a -c voltage present az the input of the system.

To continue our explanation, the filter has no effect upon
the d -c of the detector outnut, which is the part we seek

for automatic volume control purposes. Inasmuch as we have

stated there is no direct current through the filter, the

d -c voltage across the output is approximately equal to the

input which in this case is 5 volts.

Although the above explanation is suitable for the assumed
condit-on, in actual practice the filter system must be
capable of separating the a -c and d -c components for all

audio frequencies. You know the reactance of a condenser
varies inversely with the frequency and therefore, at the
lower values of audio frequency, the efficiency of the filter

described above will be reduced because the ratio of the
reactance to resisIance will be reduced. That is, the reac-

tance of the filter condensers will increase while the ohmic

value of the resistors will remain approximately the same.
As the voltage drop across the circuit is in proportion to
the resistance and reactance, the drop across the condenser
will increase, allowing a greater a -c voltage at the output
of the filter.

However, at the higher frequencies, the efficiency of the
filter will be increased, due to the reduction of the capa-
city reactance of the filter condensers. This gives a lower

voltage drop across Cl and C2 of Figure 3 and therefore a
lower a -c voltage at the output of the filter.
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In analyzing this variable situation, one's first thought
is that the values of the filter components should be so
chosen as to give good efficiency at the low -audio frequen-
cy. This would of course mean increasing the capacity of
Cl and C2 or increasing the values of the filter resistance
R1 and R2o A design of this type would give the desired
d -c component, but at the same time rould slow up the "speed
of action" of the avc system. In other Words, the time de-
lay of the system to perform its function would be too great
for efficient avc action and therefore a compromise between
filtering efficiency and time delay must be made in the
practical design of a complete network. An explanation of
this time delay" action will be given- a little later in
this Lesson.

By the addition of the filter of Figure 2 to the output of
Figure 1, we provided a steady d -c voltage which will vary
in value with the applied modulated i-f voltage. So far,
we have said nothing about the polarity of this voltage,
but by checking the circuit of Figure 1 and considering the
direction of current to be from plate to cathode, the vol-
tage drop across R will be positive at the cathode and nega
tive at the end connecting to the i-f transformer. Therefore,
with the filter of Figure 2 connected as before, point X will
be negative in respect to point Y or ground.

Considering a 10 volt i-f signal applied to T2, Figure 1 and
assuming a 2 to 1 ratio between the applied volt-ge and d -c
output, there will be a 5 volt drop across R. -nth t:e fil-
ter properly connected, and no d -c current, point X cf Figure
2 will be 5 volts negative in respect to point Y. If the i-f
signal voltage is increased to 50 volts, then point X will
be - 25 volts in respect to point Y.

Thus, we have accomplished what we set out to do and that
was to obtain a negative voltage which would be automatic-
ally controlled by strength of the modulated carrier. If the
control grid of a tube were connected to point X of Figure 2,
with the cathode connected to point Y, its bias voltage would
increase or decrease with the strength of the carrier voltage
and its sensitivity or gain would be automatically controlled.

A.V.C. CIRCUIT

Now that we have explained the action of the avc rectifier and
filter, in Figure 4 we have the complete circuit showing the
connection to the grid of a tube controlled by avc. In check-
ing through this circuit, you will notice that we nave com-
bined Figures 1 and 2 and have added the grid and cathode chi-.
cuits of Tl.
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In the cathode circuit of Tl, Figure 4, we have the resistor

R3 with its bypass condenser C3. The control grid circuit

of Tl is from the upper end of the i-f transformer second-
ary L, through R2, R1, R to ground, and the circuit is com-

pleted from ground through R3 to the cathode. Thus, with no

signal input to cause the ave to function, there will still
be a bias voltage on the control grid due to the voltage
drop across R3 caused by the plate and screen currents through
Tl.

With adequate capacity provided by C3, the voltage drop ac-
ross R3 can be assumed as constant and therefore the negative
bias on the control gfid of Tl will not be lower than the
voltage drop across R3. This may bring to your mind a ques-
tion as the necessity of this minimum bias voltage, but you
must remember that most tubes operate at their maximum sensi-
tivity with a definite bias voltage. Therefore, the ohmic

value of R3 is chosen to develop the required voltage drop
for maximum sensitivity of the stage. Used in this way, the

voltage drop across R3 is commonly referred to as the "ini-
tial" bias voltage. To illustrate with definite values, we
will assume this drop to be 3 volts, giving an initial nega-
tive bias of 3 volts on the control grid of Tl.

Now let's see what happens when a carrier voltage from the
secondary L is impressed on the control grid of Ti. As Tl

is an i-f amplifier tube, the signal will be amplified and
appear in the plate circuit primary Ll of the i-f trans-
former. Because of the inductive coupling, the signal vol-
tage will appear across the secondary L2 and be impressed
on the detector T2 and resistance R. Let's assume this
signal has an amplitude of 10 volts, and with a 2 to 1
ratio, there will be a 5 volt steady d -c component across R.

As "R is in the control grid return circuit of Ti, this
applied voltage will make the grid 5 volts negative in res-
pect to ground. However, the cathode is the reference point
of the tube and we must consider the voltage drop across R3.
Checking the polarity of the voltage drops across R3 and R,
you will notice they are in series and thus the negative
bias on Ti is now 5 + 3 or 8 volts, resulting in a reductic"
in the sensitivity of the i-f stage.

From the above explanation, you can see that the avc action
tends to maintain a uniform output from the detector, regard-
less of the signal strength at the input of the receiver.
The action of an avc circuit is not perfect and the output
of the detector is not the same for all values of input.
However, a receiver equipped with avc is far superior in
operation than one without this feature. By distributing
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the steady d -c voltage output of the avc filter to the con-
trol grids of the several tubes, the desired degree of con-
trol over the amplification in the r -f and i-f systems is
obtained.

T DE DELAY

In our explanations so far, we have mentioned that the pur-
pose of an am system is to provide substantially constant
output regardless of changes in the signal input. As far as
the changes of received signal intensities are concerned,
they may be either rapid or slow, but whatever the condition,
the control voltage must be able to increase or decrease as
the occasion demands.

Earlier in this Lesson, we told you about the difference in
the efficiency of the avc filter, with respect to changing
frequencies, and also that the values of filter resistance
and capacity reactance had a great influence upon the ability
of the control voltage to follow rapid changes in output vol-
tage. This action is known as the "time delay", but before
going into detail, it is necessary that you know what takes
place when a condenser is charged and discharged through a
resistance.

As a rule, if the voltage is changed in one part of a circuit,
there is an instantaneous change in every other part* In gen-
eral, this is true but when a circuit containc large values
of capacity and resistance, there is a definite and appreciable
tine between the instant that she initial voltage change is
made at one point and the instant the corresponding effect is
felt at the other points of the circuit.

It has been found that if a condenser is connected in series
with a resistance and the combination connected across a d -c
supply, the condenser will gradually be charged to the full
potential of the source. A definite amount of time is re-
quired for the flow of electrons necessary to charge the
condenser

Nhen in series with a resistance, the exact amount of time
required for a condenser to reach 63% of its final charge is
known as the "time constant" and this percentage holds true
for any combination of resistance and capacity. From a prac-
tical standpoint however, the time constant in seconds is
equal to the product of the resistance in megohms and the
capacity in microfarads.
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Written as an equation, T = RC, when
T = time constant in seconds
R = resistance, in megohms
C = capacity, in microfarads

As can be seen from the equation, the magnitude of the source
of voltage will have no effect on the time constant and the
condenser will charge to 63% of its final value in the same
time regardless of whether the source is 1 volt, 5 volts, 75
volts or 1000 volts

When speaking of time constant, it is also necessary to men-
tion the discharge of a condenser through a resistance. Just

as a certain amount of time is required for a condenser when
in series with a resistance, to charge to its final value, it
is necessary for a certain amount of time to elapse for it to
discharge. As far as the discharge is concerned, the time
constant RC, as explained above, is the time required for a
condenser in series with a resistance to discharge to 37`b of
its initial value.

Now that we have a good idea as to just what is meant by "time
constant", let's go back and look at Figure 3. Here we have
combinations of resistance and capacity in series and there-
fore have a definite time lag between the applied voltage at
AB and the output voltage at XY.

If you will check the time constant equation you cansee that
increasing either R or C will result in a greater time con-
stant and thus a greater time delay. If we reduce the values
of R and C, the time delay is reduced but the filtering ef-
ficiency of the system is also impaired. Therefore, as we
stated before, a compromise must be made between time delay
and filter action.

To obtain a definite example of time delay, we will substi-
tute the values, previously given for R1, R2, Cl and C2 of
Figure 2, into the time constant formula.

The total resistance of the filter will be R1 + R2 or 1 meg-
ohm + .5 megohm which is 1.5 megohm, while the total capacity
will be .05 mfd + .05 mfd, or .1 nicrofarad.

The time constant then is, T = RC = 1.5 x .1 = .15 second.

This means that the time required for the control voltage at
the output of the filter to change in accordance with a shift
in the signal level, which means a change in the control vol-
tage at the detector, is approximately one -seventh of a second.
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From the explanations thus far in this Lesson, you can see
that the optimum value of the time constant used in receivers
is a compromise of resistance and capacity values, large
enough to provide adequate filtering, and values small enough
to allow the control voltage to follom rapid fading or tuning
operation. For Broadcast receivers this optimum value of
time constant is approximately .1 to .3 second. For example,

a value of .1 second can be obtained when the total resistance

of the filter is 1 megohm and the total capacity is .1 micro -
farad, but of course, there are various combinations of re-
sistance and capacity which will give the sane result.

Suitable time constant values for high fidelity Broadcast
receivers ran_ ;e from .25 to .5 second, whereas, dual and
multiwave band receivers employ values between .1 and .2
second. A time constant Jhich permits rapid action reduces
the audio frequency bass response since audio notes are fun-
damentally of longer time duration. A more rapid time con-
stant is desired for short-wave reception because of the fad-
ing characteristics at higher radio frequencies.

SERIES FEED AVC

The object of an avc is to affect the sensitivity of the con-
trolled tube. As in any elecrical network, there are two
basic circuits, series or parallel and their combinations.
An arrangement of series feed ave is shown by Figure 4, in
which the d -c grid circuit from the control grid of tube Tl
is completed through L, R2, R1 and R to the cathode, all com-
ponents connected in series.

In an r -f controlled stage where one section the gang conden-
ser is grounded, a blocking condenser of relatively large
capacity is placed between the coil and grounded gang section
to prevent shorting out of tne ave voltage. The tuned i-f
circuit of Tl, Figure 4, need not be grounded as condenser
C2 provides sufficient bypass fcr i-f currents.

STJNT FEED AVC

Shunt feed avc is an arrangement whereby the d -c control
voltage is fed directly to the control grid, usually through
a one half megohm resistor connected to the filtered ave
voltage source. However, a blocking condenser must be con-
nected between the control grid of the tube and the tuned
Circuit to prevent shorting out of the ave voltage. The

500,000 ohm grid resistor mentioned above, is the usual val-
ue of resistance to use for the grid leak, as greater re-
sistance has a tendency to cause grid blocking.
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It is therefore possible to use combinations of series and
shunt feed avc circuits to provide some desired characteris-
tic action frith minimum damping or detuning of r -f and i-f
circuits.

DELAYED AVC SYSTEMS

The simple avc system of Figure 4 becomes effective in re-
ducing the gain of the i-f or r -f stages even on the weakest
signals, and therefore is really a disadvantage at low in-
put signal levels. To overcome this undesirable action, a
little different design has been developed which, because of
its action, is called "Delayed AVC".

Fundamentally, the action of a delayed avc system depends
upon the fact that tne generation of the avc voltage is "de-
layed" until the input signal to the receiver reaches a cer-
tain eredetermined value. As an example, we can sa:r that
the simple avc will operate at all signal levels about 1
microvolt while the delayed ave will not function until the
level is greater than 50 microvolts and the receiver will
therefore operate at its maximum efficiency. Using the sim-
ple system, the avc will be operative at all signal strengths
and thus reduce the sensitivity of the receiver on weak sig-,
nals.

These actual values are given only as an illustration and
should not be considered as standards for receivers which
emplon- delayed avc systems. You mill find some receivers
which operate over wider ranges than these linits. That is,
the receiver may be designed so that the avc functions at
less than 50 microvolts input and still others at more than
50 microvolts input.

The value of signal strength, at which the avc starts to
function, is known as the threshold voltage. For values of
input below the threshold voltage, the receiver will operate
at its maximum sensitivity, as the initial bias is the only
negative voltage on the control grid.

To show you just how this delayed action is accomplished, in
Figure 5 we show the conventional circuits of a delayed avc
system. Checking through the circuits, you will find an i-f
amplifier tube Tl and a duo -diode IT, which functions as a
second detector, or demodulator, and avc rectifier. In re-
ality, T2, consists of two half wave rectifier tubes in one
envelope.

Following the signal through the demodulator, we start with
L, go to the control grid of Tl, to the plate and then through
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the i-f transformer windings Ll and L2, the output of which

is applied to plate Dl of tube T2 and condenser C5. From

the plate Dl, the rectified signal circuit is completed
through the cathode, R4, back to the lower end of L2. The

condenser C4 provides a low reactance path for the inter-
mediate frequencies and thus allows the audio component to

develop a voltage drop across R4 which is shown as a po-
tentiometer, and this voltage is the source of the audio
signal, as explained in the Lesson on diode detectors.

Forgetting the signal for the time being, let's trace the
circuit, of the other half wave rectifier of T2. Starting

at the right hand plate, we find it connected to one side

of 05 and also to R, the lower end of which is connected
to ground, the circuit being completed through R5 to the

cathode.

Now, notice that R5, R6 and R7 form a voltage divider from
B+ to ground and as the cathode is connected to a point be-

tween R5 and R6, it must have a positive potential in res-
pect to ground. Vith zero current in R, the plate, D2, is
at ground potential and will be negative in respect to its

cathode.

Fran your study of vacuum tubes, you know the plate should

be positive n respect to the cathode in order to serve as

a rectifier, and therefore, with a negative plate, there

will be no plate current. In order to allow current in the
plate circuit of D2, the signal must develop a plate voltage
greater than the difference of potential between the cathode
and plate, and when this occurs, the path of the current will
be from the plate D2, to the cathode, through R5 and R to
complete the circuit.

With current in this direction, the polarity of the voltage
drop across R will be positive at the ground and negative
at the upper end. The control grid circuit of Tl is com-
pleted through the filter system of R11 R2, Cl and C2, from
the negative end of R to ground and back to the cathode
through R3. Thus, it will be controlled by the avc action
only when the carrier signal on the plate D2 exceeds the
"delaying voltage" applied to the cathode.

hen the conditions are such that the input signal is not
great enough to overcome the "delaying voltage", the tube
Tl will be negatively biased only by the drop across R5 and
thus operate at its maximum efficiency. As we previously

stated, the magnitude of the "delaying voltage" will de-
pend on the desired requirement and will vary in different
receivers.
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Another method of delayed eve, and one which is quite com-
monly employed in radio receivers, is shown in Figure 6.
Only the plate circuit of tube Ti is shown, and the signal
from it is impressed on T2 by the output i-f transformer
with its primary and secondary L and Ll. Tube T2 is a duo-.

diode -triode, and in this circuit functions as a demodulator,
delayed eve rectifier and first audio stage.

AS before, we will first trace the signal path through the
demodulator and then into the first audio stage. The i-f

signal will appear across the secondary Ll and be impressed
on the lower diode plate of T2. There will then be current

from this plate to the cathode and back through R2 to the
lower end of Ll, comeleting the circuit. The condenser C2

provides a low reactance path for the i-f currents and thus
the audio component will appear across R2.

The audio signal resistance coupled through condenser 03 and
the grid load resistor R4 to the triode grid of T2, is amp-
lified and will appear across the plate load resistance of
the triode section.

For delayed ave circuit, the upper diode plate and common
cathode of T2 is employed. Tracing the circuit, we start
from the upper diode plate to the cathode, through resistance
R3 and back through R1 to the ave plate.

The plate current of the triode section passes through the
cathode resistance R3, being properly bypassed by condenser
04, and thus develops the necessary negative contra grid

bias on the triode section. However, as long as the eve
plate is connected to ground through its load resistance R1,
it is also biased to the same potential as the triode grid.
In other words, the upper diode plate is negative in respect
to the cathode by the voltage drop across R3.

Thus, we have similar conditions of delaying voltage, as ex-
plained for the circuit of Figure 5. The i-f signal is ap-
plied to the eve plate through the condenser Cl, but before
there will be any rectified current, or any d -c voltage drop
across R1 for the ave action, this signal must be greater
than the voltage drop across R3. That is to say, we must
drive the ave plate positive in respect to the cathode before
there will be any automatic control of the sensitivity of the
receiver.

The delaying voltage, in a circuit of this kind, will be deter-
mined by the required negative bias voltage on the control
grid of the triode section. If we assume this negative bias
to be 9 volts, the i-f signal must exceed this value before
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there will be any avc action. With signals below this value,

the receiver will operate at its maxirum efficiency.

In Figure 6, the resistance R and capacity 0 compose a single
section avc filter, the action of which is the same as for R1
and Cl of Figure 2. The arrow of Figure 6 marked "avc" con-
nects to the grid returns of the r -f and i-f tubes controlled
by the automatic volume control.

The avc circuits we have explained here are basic, and in prac-
tice, you will no doubt run into many variations of them, Hews*

ever, if you fully understand the principles we have set forth/
you should not have difficulty following the actions of any
automatic volume control circuits.

NIMBER OF TiBES CONThOLLED BY A7C

In our i evious explanations, me told you that the tubes con-
trolled by avc were in the r -f end i-f stages. However, we
said nothing about the number which were to be controlled and
can add now that them is no definite set rule. In soma re-
ceivers of low sensitivity, only one tube will r3ceive the
control voltage Nhile in the others, of high sensitivity, as
many as four tubes ray be automatically controlud.

This variation is due to a definite relationship between the
number of tubes autcm-Itically controlled and te performance
of the ave system with respect to a uniform audio output.

To show you this relationship -1 re will assume a certain re-
ceiver in which only one tune is controlled by avc. In this

case, we will say that a 2 to 1 increase in voltage output
will be accompanied by a certain control voltage that will
decrease the sensitivity of the receiver by a definite
amount, The exact amount of reduction depends upon ham
much the gain of the controlled stage is influenced by the
control voltage.

Now, if two tubes in this same receiver are controlled, then
the increased signal input required to produce the same 2 to
1 voltage increase in output will have to be much greater.
This is because the sensitivity of the receiver is less than
in the first case, as the gain of two tubes has been reduced.

As a general rule, you will find the large receivers, with
high sensitivity, employ ave on several stages while in the
smaller receivers, vrith low sensitivity, only one or tyro
stages will be controlled.
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AUTak:ATIC VOIINE EXPANSION

Automatic Volume Expansion, commonly referred to as eve,
finds its greatest application on audio amplifiers used
for the reproduction of phonograph records. Its purpose

is to make the reproduction of music more natural, from
a record which has a large volume range. For instance,

in the music of a symphony orchestra, the sound intensity
of the loud passages is much higher than that of the soft
passages.

The distances between the grooves of a record when music
is recorded is small, therefore, the ratio between the max-
imum amplitude to minimum amplitude is not as large on the
record as it is in the original music. The recording pro-
cess is therefore monitored so that the volume range of
the original is compressed on the record.

The circuits of Figure 7 show the arrangement for a volume
expander and you will see that three tubes, Tl, T2 and T3
are employed. Tube T1 is a pentagrid converter such as the
6L7, T2 is a triode and T3 is a duo -diode. The action of
this circuit depends on the fact that the gain of Ti as an
audio amplifier can be varied by variation of the bias vol-
tage on the ff3 or modulator grid, and when the bias is made
less negative, the gain of T1 increases.

Checking the circuit of Figure 7, the a -f signal is applied
across the two potentiometers R1 and R4, which are connected
in parallel. The movable contact of R1 is connected to the
control grid of Tl through the coupling condenser Cl. The

grid load resistance R2 is connected to a negative point on
the voltage divider and thus the tube is provided with a bias.

Ythile we are speaking of the voltage divider, point 11011 is
considered as a reference and therefore, the voltages above
it will have a positive potential while those below will be
negative.

Going ahead with the circuit discussion, the modulator grid
of Tl is also connected to a negative point with respect to
110o, through R9 and R8. Condenser C2 provides a bypass for
a -c and also prevents coupling. The screen grid of Ti and
the plate through its load resistance R3 are connected to a
positive point on the divider, the plate of course being at
the higher potential. The condenser C3 acts to block the
d -c from the output terminals and yet allows a path for the
signal.
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The movable arm of R4 is connected directly to the control

grid of T2 which is biased by the voltage drop across R5,

and condenser C4 acts to maintain a steady d -c voltage ac-

ross the bias resistor. The plate of T2 is connected to a

high positive potential through its load R6, and is coupled

to the diode plates of T3 through the condenser 05. Re-

sistors R7 and R8 provide the load for T3.

Now that we know where the various elements of the tubes

are connected, let's see what happens when a signal is ap-

plied across the input terminals. The signal will be split,

one part of it being applied to the control grid of Tl to

be amplified and appear across the plate resistor P.S. The

other part is applied to the control grid of T2, amplified,

and then rectified by T3. The rectified voltage will ap-

pear across R8 which is in the modulator grid circuit of Ti.

Notice, the polarity of this voltage drop is such that it

applies a positive bias to the modulator grid. As the grid

is already negatively biased from the voltage divider, we

have two voltages opposing each other with the result that

the bias on the modulator grid of Tl will become less nega-

tive.

In case this is a little difficult for you to see, we will

assume that the modulator grid is negatively biased to a

value of 10 volts and the drop across R8 is 5 volts. Under

these conditions, the resultant bias voltage on the modula-

tor grid would be -10 + 5 or -5 volts.

Because this decrease of bias voltage increases the gain of

tube Tl, the gain of the amplifier increases with an in-

crease in signal amplitude and thus produces volume expan-

sions of the signal.

Yihen used with a phonograph, the output of the volume em -

pander of Figure 7 is fed to the input of an audio ampli-

fier. Employed in this way, the ratio between the maximum

and minimum amplitudes of the original sound can be re-

stored from a recording.
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In the past years, automatic or push-button tuning has

been adopted by practically every manufaci:urer of radio re-

ceivers. However, automatic station seleceelon is not new

but rather a refinement and perfection of principles weich
have been in use for many years.

Although the subject seems very broad, there are only three

main types of automatic station selector systems which ray

be classified as,

1. Mechanically Orerated Lanual Types

2. I7otor Operated Types

3. Tuned Circeit Substitution Types

The object of this Lesson is to give :ou an explanation of

these basic systems so that you will not have any di2ficeity
understanding the principles of operation in nny aetoratic
tuning system.

leCHANICALLI OPERATED nAYUAL T7PE

As the heading indicates, this type of system is mechanically

operated and functions without any electrical action. Due

to this fact anyone, without technical trainine, can under-
stand the operation simply oy inspecting the s:-ste7.

In general, however, the tuning condenser is rotated to the
desired station reception position cy direct ,aecITaeical e,':2ort

of the person operating the receiver. This is accoreeliSnA
by -an arrangement of push buttons mechanically connected to
a system of gears, cams and levers whicn are in turn connected

to the rotor of the condenser gang.

The ststions are pre -selected and the system is "set ups' to
them and locked. Men this has b en done, it is only ncces-
sary to push a button, or lever, which meche rotets
the tuning condenser to the corresponding station.

1 OT OR OPERAihe TYPES

Inth the motor operated type or system, the rota Lion of tie
variable condenser gang, to a position correspondin to a

desired station tuning point, is acconplished by renns of an
electric motor. This system usually includes en elects :c
motor, a station selector switch or selector buttons, a se-
lecting commutator or other device for sto.r the moto$ and

an audio silencing circuit Which operates when the nokr is
running.

To show you the actual operation, in Fieure 1, we have t. e
simplified circeits of such a system in :Lich you Till find
the commutator, mechanically connected to Jee condenser Eeng.
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The selector switches, are connected in the electrical cir-
cuits of the motor -lindinr,, L, LI and L2, the comnutator

and supply transformer. The motors employed in these systaas

are split phase indiction type which merely means that the

current in Ll or L2 may be oat of phase .Tith the current in
L, and such arrangements permit greater torque or ternin7 effort
of the armature. No direct electrical connections are "ado
to the armature.Althourth not shown in Tig,'re 1, the armature
is mechanically coupled to the cfJndenser shat.

Tracing the motor circuit, ta start at the secondary of the
supply transformer, go through switch ti5 ^nd tne motor And-
ings up to the can_mutator. From here, to" circuit is com-
pleted through the selector switches to ground and throu.L,h
it to the gromded end of the secondary.

Looking at the switches, you will notice that numbers 1, 2,
3 and 4 are normally open, closing their cirucits when pushed
or depressed. Switch //-5, which is used to change from manunl
to automatic tuning, has the opposite :,.ction and is normally
closed but opens its circuit when depressed.

Mechanically, the arrangement operates so that when any one
switch button is depressed, all of the others sre relesed.
Thus, in normal operation, only one switch outton be

depressed at any time. Hoever, should t.ro or more cuttons
be depressed at the same time, they will remain in th,t pos-
ition until released by the ooeration of another button.

In order that you can understand the action, we will assmee
that you have the receiver in operation and desire to sot
ue the push buttons to your favorite stations which we, call
A, B, C and D. As button h3 is shown depressed in Figure 1
your first step would be to depress push button 7,-51 which
mould release r3, and then manually tune in station A, w'lfch
we will assume moves the insulated strip of the commutItor to
a position bet,;een contacts 1 and 2. 71th station A carefully
tuned in, you depress push button ill, while holding in 7/5,
thus opening switch #5 and closing switch #1.

Under these conditions let us follow the action in the elec-
trical circuits. From the supply secondary, the circuit is
through the indicator lamp connected across switch5, through
coils L and L11 to the commutator, to contact and through
switch //1 to ground. Therefore, there is a complete current
path which will cause the indicator lamp to light! The cur-
rent, of course, will also be in the motor but, because of
the lamp in series, will be too small to cause the armature
to rotate.
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Now, with the insulated section of the commutator between

contacts 1 and 2, contact #1 is moved until it rests on the

insulated section, breaks the circuit, and causes the

cater lamp to go out. Remember also, that this is the posiw

tion of the selected station A. With this setup, suppose we

release push buttons 1 nnd 5 and revolve the commutator to the

position shown in Figure 1.

Then, as switch #5 is closed, the indicator lamp is sLerted

out of the circuit and by depressing push button #1 only,

there min be current in the motor coils L and Ll the can

mutator, contact ill and to ground through switch ill. This

current cruse %he armature of the motor to revolve in a

counter-olockwita direction and because of its mechanical

connection to the condenser shaft, will cause both the con.

denser and commutator to revolve in the sane djrection. This

motion will continua until the insulated se7aent of (:-_e con.

mutator is under contact ill, breaking the circeit and stop..

ping the motor, As the position of contact )1 conforms to

the tuning-condensarls manual setting for station A, the

motor has automatically tuned in this station.

Starting with the commutator "insulationin a horizontal

position, instead of vertical as shown, the motor current

will be from the supply through coils L and i2, thus making

the armature revolve in a clockwise direction until the

circuit is broken by the insulated segment, again tuning in

station A.

Buttons 4-2.6,..3 and 4 are set up in exact -1y the sane -waa- as

Dutton , 1 and will correspond to statia,s B, C and D. Once

these n.a,tans are set up, it is only necessary to de gross

one; of wem and the station corresponding to it will 'De auto-

matically tuned in. In Figure 1, button #5 is used only to

change from manual to -automatic tuning and to assist in the

original...setting up of the selectors or push buttons.

In the_ beginningof this explanation, we told you that usually

an audio silencing system is applied to this type of automatic

tuning. This action is generally accomplished by positioning

the arlarture of the motor slightly out of the center of the

magnetic field set up by the motor coils. It is heir: in this

off center position by a flat phosphor bronze spring which

is electrically ,connected to ground. A contact, connected to

the grid of the first audio tube, is placed close to the

spring. ?`,'hen the motor windings are energized the arrLature

is drawn into the center of the magnetic field, pushes the

spring over and closes the circnit between it and the audio

contact. This grounds the grid of the first audio stage

and thu.sesilences the Osten. When the motor windings are

not energized, the spring holds the rotor out of position

and opens the contact circuit thus allowing the audio ampii,

Fier to apes -ate. normally.
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There are many variations of motor driven tuning systems but,
basically they are all the same. Therefore, if you fully
understand Figure 1, you will not have any difficulty with
others. The nueler of push buttons will depend on the design-
er and you will find systems using mere or less than the number
shown in Figure 1.

TUNED CIRCUIT SUBSTITUTION TYPES

In this type of automatic tuning, a latching or ladder type
push button switch selects pre -calibrated tuned circuits
which are substituted for the usual variable condenser tuned
input and oscillator circuits. In federal, there are two
types of pre-set circuits in use: 1. Trimmer cordenser tuning
and 2. Iron core or "Permeability" tuning.

In Figure 2, re have an arrangement using trimmer condenser
tuning and, in order to simplify cur explanation, have shown
only those circuits which are directly affected. That is,
the condenser tuned input, LC, and the oscillator Cl-Ll. In

all of these circuits, a switching arrangement is necessary
to change from manual to automatic tuning and in Figuie 2,
this is accomplished by switch 211. The upper pair of contacts
control the tuned input circuit and the lower pair of contacts
control the oscillator circuit. Each paid of contacts, of
course, is insulatea from the other.

Notice, when button #1 is depressed, the upper pair of contacts
are shorted, thus closing the circuit between C and L, which
also connects to the input grid of Tl. This tube is a penta-
grid converter, and the associated cilcults sel-ve as the 1st
detector and oscillator secticns of a superheterodyne recei-
ver. Button also closes the lower contacts, connects Cl
to Ll which, in turn, connects to the oscillator grid of Ti.
Under these conditions, the circuits are comentional and
the receiver tunes manually.

Suppose -now we depress button -'12 which, as explained for Fig-
ure 1, releases #1. This will aisccnneet conderser C from
coil L and substitute trimmer condenser C2 in its place. Like-
wise, in the oscillator section, condenser Cl will be replaced
by trimmer condenser C3. Ho, -ever, coils L and Ll remain in
their proper circuits.

Thus, if C2 and C3 are adjusted and set to properly tune
some desired station, it can be recelved by simply depressing
button #2. The other buttons, 3, 4 and 5, operate exactly
the same as #2 and it is only necessary to tune their trimmer
condensers to the desired stations. Once this is done, the
stations can be received by simply depressing a button. For
manual tuning, button #1 is pushed in and will lock in posi-
tion until another button is depressed.
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In Figure 3, we have a little different system of substitution
push button tuning and, before explaining the action, -want
you to understand tee operation of smttah This s.uitcn

is made up of tao parts, one contact of whech is connected
to condenser C3. As shown by the broken line, this switch
arm aleo controls a sliding contact which chenges the opera-
tion of the receiver from manual to automatic tuning.

Notice, that when this switch is closed, both ends of con-
denser C3 are at ground potential, thus making the push
button assembly inoperative. Closing this evitch also ,I.oves

the sliding contact so that the upper three circuits on each
side are connected to ether while the brier contacts are open.

If you will trace through these circuits, you will find this
movement of the contact simply makes connections so taut the
manual tuning circuits, L2-02 and L6 -c4 are operative. The

resistance condenser cenbination of 05 and R1 is employed so
that the input grid circuit can be controlled by avc.

The automatic tuning system of Figure 3 makes use of the
fact that the inductance of a minding varies directly eidi
a change in the permeability of its core material. To nake

use of this action, specially prepared iron slugs, which
have very low loss at radio frequencies, are placed inside
of the coils and so arranged that they can be mechanically
moved in or out.

From your -earlier Lessons, you know that the permeability of
these iron slugs will be much higher than that of air and,
as they are moved in and out of a coil, its inductance will
vary accordingly. Due to the fact that this inductance can
be veried, it is possible to tune over a definite band of
frequencies using a fixed condenser, the same as a circuit can
be tuned with a fixed inductance and variable condenser.

In Figure 3, we show four sets of these coils and have indi-
cated their functions by marking tnem "Ant. Coils!' and IlOsc.
Coilstv. It is quite easy to gang these coils and iron slugs
so that each pair may be tuned by one ad2'usting knob, such
as shown by the arrows. Turning this knob, will ~rove the

slugs in or out of the coils as desired.

Checking over the push button circuit, you will s e that the
arrangement is very similar to that of Figure 2 except here

We employ tuned inductances instead of tuned trimmi..r cnnden-
eers. Like the trimmer condensers, the inductances arc pre-
sdt, or tuned, to the desired station, which cen then be
heard simply by depressing a button.
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The antenna is coupled to the input grid of the first detector
by condenser Cl, and condenLer C3 is employed to cwipensate
for variations in antenna capacity. In the oscillator circuit,

it is necessary to inclaae adjustments which provide trac.cing
-between the oscillator and first detector circuits.

As we explained in the earlier Lessons, for the nor al tuned
circuit, this may be accomplishe ny means of a trimner and
padaing condenser working in conjunction w th the oscillauor
section of the variable condenser. However, as no varia7Jle

condenser is used with the iron core coils, a different
method must be employed.

It has been found that a small winding, connected in series
with the oscillator ,rid end of the automatic windino, and
so placed as not to be affected sy the iron core will, if pro-
perly designed, permit proper tracking at the high frequency.
portion of the coilsts range. Also, when two inductances
are connected in parallel, the maximum inductance is lien ted
by the size of the smaller of tha tic), just as the equivalent
resistance of two parellel connected resistance is lilited
by the value of the smaller.

In Figure 3, coil L3 is the padder wirdIrg and also serves
as a means of coupling to tha oscillator plate coil L4. Then

used in conjunction with the smaller winding mentioned anove,
which is L5 in Figure 3, the arrangements allow excelliJht
tracking. Variations of temperiture and humidity are call-
pensated by means of C6 which is a small fixes : condenser com-
posed of silver surfaces snrayed on a special ceramic tab...
Constructed in this ray,changas of capacity due to tenpera-
ture and humidity are opposite to similar changes in the coil.

Another variation in the arrangement of the circuit coapon-
ents in Figure 3 is that of the "shunt feed" avc circuit
mentioned in a former assignment. Instead of the "series
feed" circuit to the control grid of the tube as illustr ted
by the avo "Bus" leading to coil L of Figure 2, the avo cir-
cuit of Figure 3 does not contain the tuned circuit, whereas
the control voltage is routed through RI, and signal voltages
are coupled to the control grid through C4.

The main advantage of the substitution type of automatic
tuning, compared to the motor driven type, is that a station
is tuned in as soon as the button is depressed. In the rotor
driven type, one must wait until the commutator and condenser
gang have rotated to the desired setting. Both however, have
an advantage over the mechanical systems which are sometiLes
-difficult to tune exactly to resonance.
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IPDICLTOR

Since the advent o' avc, P.:'dio Receivers have been equinr_ed
nith variona tgpes of tuning in,'icators practically all of
vthich operate because of the aac action.

A number of factors are responsiule for the widespread adop-
tion of tuning indicators of one type or another. In adci-
tion to tneir usefuineFs in tuning to exact resonance, manu-
facturers renlizu that their incorporation constitutes an
important item in increasirc' the attractiveness and salability
of their receivers.

You have no doubt seen various shapes and sizes of receiver
tuning indicators ard, for the most part, prooably each seemed
separate and distinct. However, in general, we ern out all
types in three classes, and list then re,

1. Leter type indicators
2. Saturaole core t-pe indiontors
3c Cathode ray indicators

For the remainder of tis Lesson, we will explain each type
and show you 1-av tney '.72L1 connected in the circuit.

IETT-13. TIPS TU:TTNG

From the expinnati)ns of the earlier LesE..ons, you will re-
menher that avc oporotes by fediag z conLrol voltage to
one or more r -f, hixer, and i-f Ubes. Tho mngnitude of
tnis control voltage depends upon he ',,count of sign -)1

roaches the second detector and, applicd to the grid of the
controlled tubes as a negative bias, it will have an effect
on their plate current. Tnat is, when a strong signal reaches
the avc rectifier, there will be a high ne.g-L-tive bias on
the control grid and the plate current will be reduced. ',then

a weak signal reaches the second detJetpr or avc rectifier,
the controlled tubes will have c minimum negative bias and
comparatively high plate current.

From your former study of tuned circuits, you know that, at
resonance, the amplitude of the t'. pressed a -c voltage fill
be maximum. Applying, this to the functioning of a receiver,
as a station is tuned in, the voltnge -nu the second detector
will gradually increase and Le maximnm at rosornce. This

mill cause a maximum control volt ge, the mognituoe of mhich
mill depe,nd on the strength of the signrl, to be applied as
a negativ<, bile to the controlled tubes, reducing their plate
current.
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Therefore, if a sensitive current meter is ;laced in the plate

circuits of the controlld tLbes, it will register minixua
current when a st-tion is properly tuned in, The exact suing
of the meter pointer will depend on the neg:itive bi volt-
age applied to the controlled tubs ahich, in turn, depds
on the strength of the input signal.

In Figure 4, we show a simplified arrangement of such a
system and you All notice the net -r is connecuod in ser!es
with the plate circuit of the controlled tube Tl. Tube T2

acts as a second detector and avc rectifier, the avc
control voltage being d cveloped across R2 aad 04 while re-
sistor R1 and condensor C5 form a one section avc filter.
The control grid of Tl is connected to tne lower end of hl
through the i-f transformer secondary Ll, and the circuit
is completed to ground through R1 and R2.

-With nosignal on the control grid of Ti, -t-Lere will be
minimum bias voltage and maximum plate curr,nt which will be
registered by the meter. When a sign1 is tuned in, there
will be a volta,.c drop across R2, ahich ,rill increase the
negative bias on the control grid of Ti arl thus reduce ',he

plate -current. Therefore, to tune to resonpnce dth -n

coming carrier, the. tuning controls are adjusted until ti.0
meter registers the lowest plate current for that station.

In practice, you will.find the indicating motor carcaflaLed
in Irny different wa:is, the most common, perhaps, being the
shadowgraph or shadow meter. In construction, the shade --
graphindicator mechanism employs a small permanent magnet lthich
is in the fern of a circular fiat ring having a small air gap.

The moving armature., which forms the indicating part of the
systeml consists of a flat disc of soft iron, Ath a rec-
amgular slit in the center, and is mounted-%itLin this ring,
so that it pivots on two opposite supports.

A-thinp_black opaque vane, is mounted in the middle of this
slit ane rigidly attachd to the iron area tare so chat aoy
aovement of the armature is accompanied by a corresponding
rotation of the vane. A coil of wire surrounds the perm.nent
magnet in such a way that the magnetic field, due to current
in it, is at right angles to the plane of the purnanent magnet.

Viith this mechanical arrangement- in mind let's see just how
the unit functions. First, the magnetic field of the pel'-
manent magnet tends to keep the armature in a horizontal
plane because thE, air gap allows the leakage flux to pene-
trate the soft iron of the armature. Under this condition,
the armature assumes a position which enables the maximum
amount of leakage flux of the perm-inent magnet to pass tlrough
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it. In other words, the permanent magnet acts as the force
which holds the arnature at the zero current position.

The defl;ction of the ermature 2nd therefore the vane, is due
to the magnetic field created when there is current Ann ugh
the shador-graph coil. Its fi ld is at riLht angle to tn;:t
of the permanent magnet and there' ore the combined field is
distorted or chnged in direction sufficiently to rotate the
armature and attaened vane. The greater the current in t -e

coil, the greater its magnetic field end consequertly 6he
greater the angle through which the armture and vane are
rotrted.

Fron your former studies, you can'see that the action of the
shadar-graph is escentialy that of ameter and tierefore it
can be used in place of the meter shoYn in Fi6ure 4. The

only difference being that insteed of en ordinar7 pointer
indicator, it has an optic -!1. s:'stem arranged so thrt the
reading is represented by the width of the s1_ do; formed on
a screen.

The simple optical system is composed of a pilot lamp, placed
behind the slit, so that the liEht is trnas,itted tereuEn
the slit to a small acreen. As the vane is located in she
slit, the width of tne shadow, caet on the sc7.con, will bo
determined by the position of the vane, iLlch is conGroliod
by the current in the coil.

In most cases, the position of the vane is such that an red -
mum current, tue sh-do will have its ueatest vi('th. There-
fore, hen tuning in a station the snedaw /in narro-;, dl7e
to the nvc action, and beco:Ie .11inimul at resonance.

SATURAELE COPE TUNING INDICATORS

The saturable core tuning indicator operLtion depends uoon
the variable impedance of en iron core inductance which
carries direct magnetizing current. This may seem rather
complicated but the principles invol,red TTTC. already been
covered.

Filter chokes, as used in the ordinary po:er supply, carry
both a -c and d -c components and are usually rued in
accordance rith the valu,s of direct current they will carry
safely. This value of direct current must not be e,ccueded
if the inductance of the filter choke is to be maintained.

In other cords, the inductance of the choke coil depend.7 in
a marked degree upon the value of direct current in chi coil.

IThen the direct current in an iron core coil is OXC3L.L,iVL,
the core is said to be saturatedu and its inductance fri.ls
to a very law value.
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Saying it in a little different way, when the core is sat-
urated, it is impossible for the flux to change in accord-
ance -rith the app7_ied a -c voltages. This, means there dill
be less reverse voltage set up and thus a loser value of
inuuctance, or impedance.

In Figure 5, we have. plotted a curve of direct current against
inductance, or impedance, in an ii on core coil. You can easi-
ly see that as the direct current increases, the impedance of
the coil decreases. ','le do not show any actual values because,
at the cresent tiTe, we are interested only in the general
shape of the curve.

To em2loy this principle to tuning indicators) it is generally
found necessary to isolate tn..? d -Q winding, used to saturate
the core, from a -c winding which o:,erates the tuning indicator.
This is accomplished by using a transformer ith two -;:indings

as shown in Figure 6.

Although this circuit is a sim,dified arrangement, it will
show the action which takes place in a saturable core tunug
indicator. The primary winding Ll, connected in sorioe
the battery and variable resistor R, is used to carry The
d -c and saturate the core. The secondary L2, in series
with the lamp, is connected across a lob' voltage a -c supply.
In a receiver, tais a -c supply is generally obtained from
a winding on the po-ler transformer.

Keeping the former explanations in mind, letts as sup the
variaule resistor R is so set that the d -c in Ll, is small
in va1ue. From Figure 5, this shoats that the impedance, or
inductance, of coil L2, Figure 6, is. high. Due to this high
impedance, the current through the lame will be of small
value and it will light dimly.

Now, let is imagine the resistance if R is adjusted to a low
value and alloys a high d -c tnrouth Ll. As shown by the
curve, this will cause a decrease in the impedance of 12,
alloy more current through the lamp and cause it to light
more brilliantly.

The simple transformer arrangement of Figure 6 is not favor-
able for use in radio receivers because tnc A -c voltage in
coil L2, will induce a voltage in L., which is usually con-
nected in the plate circuits of the avc controlled tubas.
This condition of course, would caose an a -c hum in the
speaker.

To overcome this difficulty, the windings are placd on a
three -leg transformer cone as shown in the lower part of
Figure 6. The primary winding L6, wound on the micEle leg,
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has one end connected to the plates of tubes Ti and T21
through the primaries of their i-f transformers, and the
other end is connected to 13+. Thus, coil L6 will carry the
plate current of both Tl and T2.

The secondary winding is in two sections, L5 -and L7, wound
on the outer legs of the core. These two sections are joned
in such a way that the a -c current in each of them 71= in-
duce equal and opposite voltages in the primary L6, so that

no net a -c voltage appears across it. The lamp is in series
with the outer ends of the secondary sections which are con-
nected in series across an a -c source.

Examining the rest of Fiore 7, we see the partial circuits of
two i-f amplifier tubes, Ti and T2, the control grids of -rhida
are connected to en avc voltage., :hen there is no input
signal to the amplifier, the negitive bias on the control
grids of Tl and T2 will be minimum and the plate current maxi-
mum. As this current is in L6, it will tend to saturate the
core of the indicator transformer.lo-rer tee. impedance of the
secondary and allow the lamp to burn brightly.

Mhen a signal is tuned in, the avc action will increase the
negative bias on the control grids of Ti and T2, and ca .-e
a decrease of their plate currents. This, in turn, will in»
crease the inductance of the secondary and dim the lamp,
It can therefore be seen that with this system, resonance
with an incoming signal will be indicated by a dimly lit lamp,

Another application, of the saturable core principle, makes
use of different colored lights to indicate resonance. A--1

far as the mecnanical arrangement is concerned, the dial
scale lighting is accomplished by means of four red bulbs
and three green bulbs spaced alternately behind the linear
scale.

When no signal is tuned in, the red bulbs light brilliantly
and theigreen bulbs are so dim thet the net result is a rod
glow ever the entire scale. 'Then the signal is accnratoI:
tuned in, the red bulbs are dim and the zreen bulbs are sill....
ciently brilliant to cast a green glow Direr the scale. Fer
intermediate positions, then the signal is oney partly tuled
in, the illumination is a combination of green ad red Which
combines to produce a whitish light. The sequence of cha ages

as a signal is tuned in, will be, from rod to white to gram,
the latter condition indicating resonance.

The electrical system employed to accomplish this action is
shown in the circuits of Figure 8, where coils Ll and L2 we
the primary and secondary of a saturable core transformerz,
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like that explained for Figure 6. A separate tube Tl, is
employed to provide the d-c saturating current and its'
control grid is conntrd to the aonrce of avc voltage.

The lamp network consists of seven eilot lirhts ccemoctcd to
the secondary L2, whilz the a -c voltage is obtained from
a winding on the power transformer of receiver. In -rir
a.zplanation, we will clnsirier the lamps Tl, T2 and T3, Green,
with T4, T5, T6 and T7 red.

Also, we will assume the impedance of L2 varies from 25 ()lira
to 700 ohms, the exact value at ary jnst-,nt, depending on the
plate current of Tl. That is, aith no eignall the neertive
bias on Ti will be minimum and the plate current hit h, re-
sulting in an impedance of 25 da%s for L2, 'Jith a strong
signal, the negative on Tl Yin be maxilLur, and the plate
current low, causing tie.. impedence of L2 to increase to 700
ohms.

Now, let us see ,chat happens when 4f, have a ttno sir,nal con-
dition in the receiver. As mentioned above, tube Tl will
draw its maximum plate current and cause 1 25 ohm impedance
in L2. The resistance of the thrce green lams gill be
quite high in comparison and the current in ti erg so email
that they will barely light. 'Sneer these conditions, hot-
ever, the total current in L2 and the green lamps be
quite high and parsing thrcugh the red lamps will Cr11130
them to be brilliantly illuminated.

'Mien the receiver is tuned to a signal, we hive an entirely
different set of conditions. Due to the increased nee-e;ive
bias, the plate current of Tl will be loJ, nu C' -use the
impedance Qf L2 to increase to 700 ohms. In comparison to
the resistance of the green larrpe, this value is llrge
enough to consider L2 as being open c ircuited.

Vlith L2, thus eliminated, in effect we have nothing but a
simple series circuit but the tot -1 current is lees then in
the former uno signal" condition becuaee the shunting eCfect
of L2 is removed. Not only is the total current reduced,
hut because of their par=lled-series connection, the current
in each r ed lamp will be only half of thnt in the J.een lamps.

The decrease in total current, and the division of current
between the two parallel branch circuits of red bulbs, causes
them to light dimly when a signal is received. The total
current from the a -c source however, must pass brrough the
green lamps and therefore they light to full brilliancy.
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Summarizing, the red lamps lisht brillie.ntly with no signal
while the green lamps are brilliantly ill,ziinated when the
station is correctly tuned in and the entire action depends
on the variable Lipedance characteristic of the secondary
coil L2.

CATHODE RAY TULTING TOICAT3R

Perhaps the most common type of tuning indicator in use today,
is the "I:_agic Eye" tube of which the 6E5 and 6U5 Lre exafflples.
Theaction of this tube is very interestjng but ocfore going
into detail, it is necessary that we explain the locrltion of
the various elements which malce up the entire assemb17.

For Figure 9, we show a simplified, cross sectional view of
the tube, with all of the 7.rrioue elements properly marhe.
The left-hand lettering refers to e,i.Jernal terminals and re

want you to pay particular attention to tne respective loca-
tion of the active elements. You will notice there are
essentially tr;o separate tubes with r, common he uer pnd a
split cathode. One of these is a triode which functions nor..
molly end, in case you have forgotten its operation, de sug-
gest that you review the earlier Lessons.

The other section consists of the cathode with a light snield
on its outer erd,the ray control electrode road the target
which is coated with a material that glows or fluoresces :hen
electrons strike it. The purpose of the target is to attract
electrons from the .cathode and provide a visual indication by
fluorescing over a certain part of its coated area.

The ray -control electrode, whowa between the cathode and target
is tied directly to the triode plate. As Le bill explain laber,
its action controls the area of the target which is struck by
the electrons emitted by the cathode.

The purpose of the cathode light shield, which is made of an
opaque eubstnce and placed directly over the outer end of the
cathode is to eliminate any of the light -)roduced by the
heater. Usually black in color, it gives the inprassion of
being the pupil of an "eye".

Tracing the circuit of Fignre 10, the plus terminal of the
250 volt supply connects directly to the target and to the
triode plate through resistor R2 while the cathode connec-,s
to the negative of the sup 21y, as a return for the plate
circuit. From the triode grid, there is a connJetion to
the center arm of potentiometer R1, connected across a 12
volt battery, the plus of which is tied to the negative of
the plate supply.
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Forgetting the visual inrlicnting section for a moment, we
have the norm -ti connections for the grid end plate voltages
of a common he,ter type urtcde :pith po'.en,;ioleter, R1,

as aineans of varying th 3 grid vol-urge.

From our forrer explanations, ycu know that if the :ern of the
variable res].stcnce is at the plus e'de of ti,e battery t'iore
dill be zero bias, the elate current will be re-ei.mem erd the

voltage drop across 7t2 erill be the greaeest. Hoaever, LL the
arm is at tl,e extreme nogetive position, the grid bits -eill
be maximum, there will be low plate current and the voltage
drop across R2 will be srall.

Go over the above explanation serverel times because, as tne
ray-control electrode is connected directly to the plate of
the triode, it is actually tae triode section which controls
the electrons that strixce Lhc target.

Looking at Figure 10 again, and thinking of the tube cs a

whole, with th-; filament hated, :,]ee cathodes giving off elec-
trons and the arm of the potentiometer sot for zero bias,
there will be meximum current in the 'late circe,it. Under
these conditions the voltag, drop e cross R2 :i1 he mreeirum.

TIith an assumed maximum drop of 200 welts across R2 eed a
250 volt supply, there will be 250 minus' 200 or 50 volLe actu-
ally on the plate of the triode. As the ray --control electrode
is connected directly to the plate, the CO volts will be
applied to it also. The target is connected directly to the
positive of the 250 volt supply thus, there is a difference
of potential of 250 minus 50, or 200 volts beteen it .ch

is 200 volts negative in respect to the target. Go over
this last statement aL,ain because it is imi)ortant.

Before going further, we want 7-ou to go back to Figure 9
and notice that the ray-control electrode is placed between
the target and cathode. -Jaen it is 200 volts negative in
respect to the target, it will repel the electrons around
it so that practically none will reach the portion of the
target affected by this action.

Figure 11-A, is a top view of the "magic eye" tube with the
cathode light shield removed to show the position of the ele-
ments. The shaded area is that part of the target ,which no
electrons strike and, in actual operation, resembles a shae.

Cow while the other portion glows or fluoresces a greenieh-
yellow color. This large shadow is due to the repellint; action
of the ray-control electrode, which does not allow any elec-
trons to strike that section of the target and appears ,7hen
the control grid bias voltage is practically zero.
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Going back to Figure 10 again, but this tine with the potentio..

meter arm in the negative position to provide a high bias vol-
tage, the plate current zgi.11 be small and we erill assutie the

drop across R2 is only 5 volts

Thus, with 245 volts on the ray -control electrode, the differ-
ence of potential bet:een it and the target rill be 250 minus

245 or 5 volts. Hence, %he ray -control electrode will be but

5 volts negative in respect to the target and will have no
noticeable repelling action en the electrons.

Therefore, as shorn in Figure 11-B, with a high negative voltage
on the control grid of the triode section of the tube$ the width

of the shadow will be practically as narrov as that of the phy-
sical dimensions of the ray -control electrode.

In order that iou ray become familiar with its application to
radio receivers, in Figure 12 we have the simplified connec-
tions of a Iglagic Eyeu to a half -lave rectifier tube Tl Ihich
functions as a second detector and avc rectifier.

Tracing the circuit, you will find the 250 volt supply con-
nected directly to tne t.rgat and through a dropping resis-
tor, R2$ to the plate of the triode section of the tuning
indicator tube Ti. The grid circuit is connected across the
diode load resistor R and the drop across it, which depends
on the signal strenii.:th, provides the negative grid oias,

With these connections, when slowly tuning in a station, the
voltage at point X will gradually become more negative with
respect to 7round until, .t resonance, (when the station is
exactly tuned in) it will have maximum value. As this volt-
age is applied to the grid of the triode section, it will
cause a varirtion of plate current which, in turn, will vary
the voltage on the ray -control electrode.

Thus, when no sty Lion is tuned in, the rah' --control electrode
will have its greatest negative potential in respect to the
target and the shadow on the screen will lock like that of
Figure 11-A. As resonance is gradually approached, the ray-

, control electrode becomes less negative, the shadow tends to
narrow and, at resonance, will look like Figure 11-B$ the
size of the minimum shadow being -determined by the physical
dimensions of the electrode.

There ere severel types of cathode ray tuning indicators in
use but they all operate on the principles explained in this

Lesson. Some are arranged to give a circular sh-dow instead

of the angular type explained and there ere virious values
of cut-off bias volt age of the triode section. For example,

one type cuts off at -8 volts on the control grid while
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another has a -22 volt cut-off but, in both instances, there
is +250 on the target. This variation of bias voltage is to

compensate for the different contlol voltages developed
across the avc rectifier.

The maEic eye is not limited to use on receivers with avc
since it operates to indicate a change of voltage across
a y part of a circi,it to which it is connected. For example,

it iaa; be connectea in the aiode circuit of a receiver irre-
soective of the presence of avc, or it may be connected
across the ci-L,ode bias resistor of a plate detector. The

correct type of indicator tube to be selected for any posi-
tion then depends c'n the controlling voltage available.

NULL POINT INDIOkTOR

The meEic eye indicator has many applications in various types
of test equipment, one being a null point indicator in bridge
circuits. In an earlier lesson, we explained the basic prin-
ciples 01 the 1.h3atstone Bridce, and you will recall that

sone method of indicating nbal=nculf is required. In modified

bridge circuits, the use of thL m?gic eye is prefera'ele since
it can be made very sensitive in its operative, and is cap-
able of withstanding consideralae overload voltages aithout
lcaaage.

Although the explanations of this lesson have been on the so»
called "accessories" cf a radio receiver, their wide spread
apolicLtion makes a complete unaerstanding S their operation
necessary. Therefore, before going to ,he next Lesson, make
sure that you know their principles and apelications.
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AUTOKATIC FREQUENCY COFTROL

Automatic frequency control, conreonly refer-ed to as "afc p,

is employed in some modern superheterodyne radio receivers
to vary the frequency of the oscillator over a predetereined
range so that the frequency difference between it and stenal

carrier is always equal to the intermidiate frequency for
which the receiver has been designed or ttmed. This takes

care of improper tuning adjustments, oscillator drift, track-
ing inaccuracies and makes some of our present day push-
button tuning systems commercially possible.

The afc circuits, there are two ceperate functions which must
be performed and they are accomolished by the "Discriminators"
and the "Frequency Control" tubes.

The purpose of the discriminator is to convert i-f freqlency
variations into voltage variations, and the name is ae,,ropiete
since it can distinguish changes in i-f and compen'ate fer them.
If the incomieg i-f is hi7her than that of the receiver the dis-

criminator must produce a voltage at one polariLy but when the
incoeing i-f is lower than the resonant if of the receiver the
discriminator must produce a voltage of the opposite polarity.

The function of the "Frequency Control" tube is to vary the
frequency of the oscillator, and its circuits must be arranged
so that voltage variations of one pelarit tend to increase the

frequency, and voltage variations of the opposite polarity tend

to decrease the frequency of the oscillator.

In Figure 1, we represent the major circuit sections of an afc
system by a "block" arrangement. The "overall" picture of the
function of the discriminator and control tube can be seem from
these ueits. For example, following the conventional eeperhe-
terodyna sequence of circuits, an r -f carrier is conducted to
the mixer ahich, as a result of "beating" eith the frequency'
generated by the local oscillator, con-Terts the signal to the
aperoxinate deeired i-f.

Should the oscillator frequency be of such value aS to rrod,..ice
a beat difftring slightly from the correct resonnnt i-f, some

manner of correction is required which will eliminate ehe man-
ual adjustment of the tuning condenser by the operator or list-
ener. In other words, once the desired station is tuned in, it
must renain correctly tuned even though slight electrical changes
take place in circuit components.

From the final i-f amplifier, a portion of the signal is con-
ducted to the discriminetor which, electrically, deLeriAnes
whether or not a "correction" of the oscillator frequenc), is
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nee0ed. Assuming that some change in the oscillator frecuency
is required, the discriminator supplies the frequency control
tube with a voltage which, by virtue of its function, causes
the local oscillator to generate J.: -e correct frequency for ob-

taining the resonant i-f.

Although it nay seem dificult to perform these functions auto-
matically, in the following paragraphs -Te will show you gust
how they are accompliJhed b; the use of radio tubes.

DISCR10.1INATal

As we mentioned above, the plAr.)ose of the discriminator is to

change frequency variations into voltage variations, and for
Figure 2 we have drawn a simplified circuit which parforrs
this function. Although two tubes ace shoJn the funct5on of

TI is to d evelop the signal voltage in its plate circuit, while
I is a duo -diode rectifier, more often called the discrimina-
tor tube, The tr2.nsforner with its tuned priraary L-021 is

called the "Discriminator Transformer".

The operation of this circuit depends entirely on the signal
voltages and therefore, in our explanation we will ignore the
various supply voltages which maintain the operating cOhdi-
tions of the tubes. From the earlier Lessons, you know - that
when a signal voltage is impressed on the grid circuit of T1,
Figure 2, there will be corresponding changes or plate current.

These changes of plate current, in the plate load, cause
variations of voltage drop across it and thus the a -c signal
voltage appears across the primary of the DiscrininaGor Trans-.
:Corner. For thc, explanation of this circuit, therefore, we will
consider the transformer primary as the source of the signal
voltage and have indicated it as "El".

Remembering that the signal voltage is a -c there is a circuit
from the upper end of "E1", Figure 2 through C1 and to the

junction of resistors R1 and R2, From this point there is

one path through R2 to ground, over left to C and back to the
loner end of E1. Going back to the junction again, there is
a second path through R1 and C4 to ground, then through C and

back to the lower end of E1'

Thus, neglecting the condenser losso, R1 and R2 are connected
in parallel across El and the full signal voltage Jill be im-

pressed across each of them. The output voltage of the circuit
will appear across terminals X - Y, and ue want you to check the
following action very cl sely.
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As the junction between the resistors connects to one end of
the a -c signal voltage cuoply, we will assume the voltage is
of such polarity as to cause current through F., to Y and
through Ra. to X. On the reverse alternation, current will be
from Y through R2 to the junction, and from X through R1 to
the junction.

If the resistors have equal values, the voltage drop across
them, caused by current in them, aloo ill he equal. The di-
rection of current through R1 aria 22 will always be opposite,
as far as terminals X and Y are concerned. The polarity of
the \,olta7e drops. will he equal end opposite, resulting in
sero r -f voltage between terminals X and Y.

Because of this action, the signal voltage El will be neutral-
ized or balanced out and will not aptear across X - Y. This
is important and if not quite clear in your mind, go over the
explanation again.

Going back to the Discriminator Transformer, the changes of
plate current, which cause the voltage Ei, also produce a
changing flux which cuts the secondary Li and, like any trans-
former, induces a voltage in the secondary. This secondary
voltage will have the same frequency as the prImary voltage
and thus the signal voltage El appears across the secondary.

Like the primary, the secondary circuit is tuned but the wind-
ing is center tapped. To simplify our explanation, we will
assume the induced voltage in each half of the secondary is
equal to the primary voltage El. Under these conditions,

E2 and E3, of Figure 2 will all be equal in magnitude.

Ctarting at the center tap of the secondary Li, there is a
circuit through the upper half of the winding to diode plate
Di, to the cathode, through F1 to the junction of the two
resistors and back to the center tap.

Tracing the othkr way, there is a path from the center tan,
through the lower half of LI to diode plate D2, to the cathode,
through R2 to the junction and back to the center tap.

Thus we have a sort of full wave rectifier arrangement but
notice, R1 is in one diode circuit and R2 in the other diode
circuit. As the voltage El appears across F2, which iq in
series with the lower half of L1, the total voltage of this
diode circuit between Dp and its cathode will be equal to El
E2. In the same way, the voltage El appears across Ri

which is in series with the upper half of Li, and thus the
total voltage of the diode circuit between Di and its cathode
will be equal to F1 + E3.



-
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Because of the action of the rectifier, the current in the
diode circuits rill be pulsating d -c but C4, connected

across R1 and R2 functions L.uch like the filter for a cathode

bias resistor, and thus the voltage drops across these resisLors

are considered d -c.

The path of the direct currents, in R1 and R2, is the same as

previously explained fOr the a -c circuit and when they aro of

equal value, the d -c voltage drops vi11 also be equal, hut of

opposite polarity. Thus, the effective d -c voltage across

X Y wi.11 be zero.

As we stated at the beginning of this Lesson, the purpose
of the discriminator is to convert changes of froquency into
changes of voltage out, under the conditions just e,cplained,
the effective voltnge across X -Y is zero. Hoaciver, this

is true only under certain conditions and ve want you to
closely check the foLloling explanation.

FEA5E REIATICITS

Thinking back to the earlier Lessons on a -c Principles, Induc-
tance, Reactance end Transformers, you will notice that coil
'L", of Figure 2 is in series with the plate of tube IfTill and

is also the l_rimary winding of a transformer.

Changes of voltage, on the control grid of T1, will cause
changes of plate current and these, in turn, will cause
changes of voltage drop across coil TILM. As we mentioned

before, the direct current in the plate circuit does not
interest us at this time because it causes no induction in
the/ transformer and therefore has no effect on the oper-tion.
The changes of plate current however, cause changes of ma-
netic flux around the coil and this induces an enf in both
transformer windings.

In our earlier explanations of a -c principles, we illustrated
the general method of showing a chrriging magnitude of vol Cage
by rotating vectors. For part of this explanation perLrining
to phase relationships, we want to make use of the s' le
You have already studied curves which shod: lead or lag of cur-
rent with respect to a voltage, and in Figure 4-A we nave used
rotating vectors to show the phase relationship beteeen
rent and voltage of the discriminrtor. transformer aL ay in-
stant of cycle of operation. In other words, the vector dia-
grams of Figure 4-A show how Lhe primary voltage Ep or El,
the primary current Ip, the induced secondary voltage Egli 'and

the voltage drops E2 and E3 maintain their phase relation:..



\
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Also, from explanations of Lessons on Induction, the current
in an inductance legs the impressed voltage by 90°. In Fi-
gure 4-A, the primary current I lags tree impreseed voltage

El by 90°. The maxinem emf is induced 1,1 -.en the current is

changing at the greatest rate and, thinking of a -c, +hie
means ma,:imum induction when the current is zero. As the
current lags the irpressed voltage by 90°, by Lenz is Lai;,,
the induced voltage is 180° out of phase with the impressed
voltage and lags the current oar 900.

Again chocking Figure 4-A, the induced veltage Ea, is shown
180° out of phase vith El, and likewise this induced voltage
is 90° behind the primary curren.

Uotice here, the flux which cuts the primary winding L of
Figure 2 also cuts the LI -7inding. Thus, there will be a
seat' induced voltage in L and a voltage of mutual induction

in LI but, both induced voltages will be in phase, However,
the voltage induced in the secondary LI will cause a circe.-

lating current Is in the L, C3 circuit and if the capaci-
tive and inductive reactances are equal, the current will be
in phase with the induced voltage.

Figure 4-A shows the circulating current Is to be in phase
with the induced voltage ELI and this current passing through.
inductance LI of Figure 2 causes voltage drops E2 and Es,
To show these two voltages correctly on a vector diagrar,
it must be seen that inductance L1 has a center tap which is the
common return for both diode circeite of T2.

At any instent, the voltage drop, caused by the circulating
current, is in but one direction for the entire coil which
means that the plates of the diodes Di and D2 mill be of
opposite polarity. With the center tap as e comron return,
the total voltage drop across, LI, caused by the circulating
current, consists of the two voltages E2 and E3 which, lice
the respective polarities of the diode plates, are 18q° out
of phase.

Vector E3 is 90° ahead of Is which is correct for the 7°1j...ego

and current phase relation in an inductance, bat E2 is drawn
180° out of phases with E3 to maintain their respective positions.

Following a different plan to show the various phase relations
between El, E2 and E3 we have drawn the curves of Figure 5,
In Figure 5-A curve El indicates the voltage across the pri-
mary,, and curve E2 leads El by 90 because it has reached its
maximum value 90° ahead of El For Figure 5-13, curve E3 lags El
by 90°
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because it reaches its maximum value 90° after E1. Notice here

curve El is the same in both A and B of Figure 5 while E5 and

E2, are 180° out of phase in respect to each other.

Going back to the earlier explanations of this Lesson, volt-

ages El and E3 are in series in the circuit of diode D1, Figure

2, while voltage E1 and E2 are in series in the circuit of
diode plate D2. For this reason, we have added the curves,.

as sharm in A and B of Figure 5 and find that "El + E2" has the

same amplitude as curve "El + E3". The vector addition of

these voltages is further verified by checking back on Figure

4-.A. Here, El + E2 equals El E3 in value.

This merely bears out our former statement that the circ':it

of Figure 2 is balanced and, with voltages of equal ampli-

tude in both diode circuits there will be equal and oppc.
site voltage drops across resistances R1 and R2 which are

of equal value. Thus, the net voltage across terminals X

and Y is zero.

I -F CORRECT

In the beginning of this explanation we stated that the pur-

pose of the discriminator vas to convert changes of frequency

into changes of voltage but so far, we have considered the

circuit balanced with zero voltage across X -Y.

In our explanation of Figure 2, we assumed the circulating

current to be in phase with the induced voltage in the second-

ary Li. This will be true only when the circuit Ll -C3 is

tuned to resonance because then, the inductive and capacity
reactances will cancel and, as iar as the current is con-
cerned, the circuit acts as if it contained only resista:_oe.
As you already know, in a circuit containing resist-mce only,

the current and voltage are in phase.

From a practical standpoint, these conditions exist when
the primary circuit, LC2 and the secondary circuit LI - C3

are both tuned to the proper i-f which is present in the

plate circuit of T1.

I -F BELOW CORRECT VALUE

From your study of the super.heterodyne circuit, you know that
the intermediate frequency is equal to the difference between
the frequencies of the receiver oscillator and the signal
carrier. The tuning condensers of the receiver control the

oscillator frequency and while tuning the input circuits to

resonance, can not control the signal carrier frequency.
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Therefore, if a receiver is tuned very near the correct frequer-
cythe input circuits, although not at exact resonance, wIll
admit and amplify the signal carrier. The receiver oscili_a-
tor frequency is controlled by its tuning condenser Lnd :or
illustration, we will assize the resonant i-f is 450 kc and
that careless tuning caused the oscillator frequency to be
low resulting in an i-f of 443 kc. This lower beat frequency
will appear in the plate circuit of T1, Figure 2 and thus in
coil L of the transformer.

The phase relationship, ixeviously explained, remains approxi-
mately the same, as fax as El and the induced emfts are con-
cerned, but there is this important difference. At the lower
frequency, the reactance of the secondary, Li, is reduced
while the reactance of the tuning condenser is increased°

These changes of reactance values are due entirely to the
different frequency values and, in case you are not entirely
sure of this point, a review of the earlier "Resonance" Les-
son will be of benefit.

Here, at the lower i-f frequency, the tuned circuit L1C3 is no
longer resonant and, considering L1-03. as a series circl,it
with a value of capacity reactance, greater than the induc-
tive reactance, the current will lead the voltage. The in.
dUced enf in the secondary remains exactly as before but re--
member the voltages E2 and E3, are due to the voltage drop
caused by the current in L1.

For a definite illustration, we have assumed that the circul-
lating current Is is leading the induced enf by 450 and,

on this basis, have drawn the vector diagrams of Figure 4-B*
You will find El maintains the same relative position in

Figures 4 and 5, whereas El leads E3 45° in Figure 4-B,,

Notice that E2 and E3 will always be 180° out of phase in
relpect to each other, even though the voltage drops have
shifte3450from the resonant circuit condition.

Adding the vectors El and E3 and also El and E2 we find teat
"El + E3" has a greater amplitude than "El + E2". Thus a

change of the intermediate frequency from 450 to 443 kc has
caused the circuit of Figure 2 to become unbalanced.

The higher "El + E3" voltage, in the circuit of diode D1

will cause a larger voltage drop, across R1, than the drop
across R2, caused by the lower "El E2" voltage in the cir-

pf diode D2. The effective voltage, across X Y, iS
equal to the difference of voltage drops across R1 and R2*
Thus, under the conditions just explained, there will be a
voltage across x -Y with the polarity as marked for R1.
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In other words, X Frill be positive, in respect to Y which is

grounded.

To continue our practical illuetretion, in ehichwe ass'imed

that the receiver was mistuned to provide an i-f of 443 kc)

the values of 450 kc 443 kc results in a shift of 7 kc

below the resonant i- f. true will further assuae that, as a

result of this tuned conitien, 6 volts appears across X Y

of Figure 2. As we will explain subeequently this volte
then is available to govern the action of the afc tabe. Figure

3 is drawn to represent the changes of net voltage Aaich is

developed between points X -Y of Figure 2. Referring to the

6 volts assumed, "a" of Figure 5 then shoes the positive value

withrespect to the reference axis at a value of -7 kc off the

resonant i-f. That is, v0" repre3ents the i-2 of 450 kc) and

443, kc is a 7 kc deviation below the correct i-f.

If mistuning had caused the i-f to be but 4 1/2 kc below the

correct value, the phase snift of vcltages E2 and E3 from their

normal position would be lees. Lott:, assume that the resultant

voltage drops across R1 and R2 of Figure 2 result in a net volt-

age of 4 volts. This value is represented by "c" at a value o f

-4 1/2 kc on Figure 3. From these two examplesl'you can sce that

any deviation from"o", which is the resonant i-2) 7f11 develop

a voltage across the output terminals x -y of the discrieinator.

If the deviation extends a little more than 0 kc) the efc con-
trol action is no longer able to effect the change neceLeery to
produce the currect i-f. In this case, the set should r_ore

closely tuned, just as any receiver which is off or out of tune.

I -F ABOVE CORRECT VALUE

Should conditions in the receiver provide an i-f higher than
that for which the circuits 1.ere tuned, the circulating cur-
rent Is in L1 would lag behind the voltege. This would cause

a shift of the phase of the current and voltage drops) "El +

E2" aauid have a greeter amplitude then vEl 4- E311) as shozn

in Figure 4-C and curves C and D of Figere 5. Cbeckin- corres-
ponding vectors and curves, it, car be coca that E2 learis El by
45° and that E3 lags El by 135°.

Uric:ex the conditions of voltage E3 E2 greater than El + E3)

the, voltage drop across R2 would be greater than that across
the aifference between these .-to drops would be the effeceive
voltage across "X - Y", and X would be neFetivel in rese3ct to Y.

As the frequency deviation is above the resonant i-f) then
paralleling the examples for the deviation below the correct i- f,
lette assume. that an i-f of 457 kc results in a net voltage of



-
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6 volts across X - Y. Now the polarity of these points have
reversed with respect to each other. Point "b" of Figure 3
represents this numberical value of discriminator output volt-
age

If the deviation is only +4.5 kc or an i-f of 454.5 kc is
produced, the control voltage is but 4 volts as shown by

"d", Figure 3.

The scale at the right of Figure 3 merely indicates that with
respect to Y as a reference, point Mr," will be positive when
the i-f deviation is negative or below the resonant i-f, where-
as 'I" will be negative when the 1-f deviation is positive
or above the resonant i-f.

Checking back on these explanations, you will find that the
lead or lag, of voltages F2 and E3 as compared to F1, depends
on the frequency at which L,. - C3 is tuned. The larger the

phase shift between the secondary Li iroltage and circulating
current and, a9 shown by the vectors of Figure 4 and curves of
Figure 5, the greater the difference in the voltage impressed
on the respective diode circuits.

To sum up the various actions, the circuit of Figure 2 will
convert changes of frequency, in the plate c1rcuit of T1, into
changes of voltage across X - Y. The nnplitude or Yalue of
the voltage will depend or the difference oetwcon the plate
circuit frequency en,3 the resonant, frequency e-' Li- C3. The

polarity of X, in re:meet to Y, will de -..-1d on wh,ther the
plate circuit frequency is higher or lower th,in the resonant
frequency.

We want to mention here that while C2, Figure 2 , is tuned like
any i-f trim -c t nF id:,1,7-n-ns of C3 is much more critical be-
cause only a sIght f. c:: the correct capacity cause
a relatively large unbalance of voltage drops across Pi and R2.

FREQUENCY CONTROL TUBE

The purpose of the "Frequency Control" l> to provide some way
of either increasing or decreasing the oscillator frequency of
the receiving set without changing the condenser gang setting.
To accomplish this action, we connect an imaginary inductance
across the oscillator coil and, by means of the discriminator,
provide a means of making this imaginary inductance either
larger or smaller.

In Figure 6, the imaginary inductance is the frequency control
tube T2, while tube Ti is the set oscillator, connected as a
conventional grid -leak type with its tuned circuit L - C2. Ri
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provides the necessary grid -leak bias voltage, Whereas C,
couples the tuned oscillator circuit to the control grid of
T1, Coil LI is the conventional nfeedbacku Winding, and C3
simulates tEe position of a padder condenser.

From your earlier Lessons, you will remember that in an in-
ductance, the current lags the voltage by 90° -daile, in a
condenser, the current leads the voltage by 90°. Also, when
tao inductances are convected in parallel, the reseltent in-
ductance is always less than the smaller of the two.

In a parallel tuned circuit, decreasing the value of the in-
ductance permits an increase in tnevalue of the current in
the inductance. Therefore the inductive or lageing cer2ent
will be more predortinate.

Thus, in order for the frequency control tube to act 7S an
imaginary inductance, in parallel 'eith the oscillator cell..
!ILI!, Figure 6, it meet cause current, Leith respect
to the oscillator voltage ecrose the coil. This is ce:actly the
same action as if a second coil vere shunted across the oscil-
lator coil.

With the frequency conrol tube T2 daunted across Coil Tel but
without any a -c excitation on the control grid, it vi±l 2,er4e.
allel the coil with adefinite resistance or impedance, the
magnitude of which will depend on the grid bias voltsL7e0 Linder

these ccnditions tube T2 will draw current from L and this
current will be in phase with the oscillator voltage, siece
the tube acts as a resistance. Therefore an increase or de-
crease of its bias voleeire gill have nn effect on the oscilla-
tor frequency.

The energy for the oscillator end the a -c caeponent vc]tese
for the frequency control tube is supplied by Ll throlgh eu-
tunl induction to coil L.

In Figure 6, however, notice that R and C -re also con:ected
-

across L and the voltage across C4 is applied to the conrol
grid of T2 The values of R2 and C4 are chosen so that the
resistance of R2 is ruch greeter than the reoctsnce of 04 and
therefore, the combination may be considered a voltage dfvirier
which appears as a resistive load to the eecilletor volt:ge.

Thus, the current through R2 and C4 is nearly in phase 7i:_th the
voltage across coil L. Stated another T,. -,.y, -the cerrent areugh

the voltage divider is in phase with the a -c plate voltaee of
T2*

Since the current in 04 is nearly in phase eiith the oscilla-
tor voltage, the voltage across condenser C4 lags th3 oscil-
lator voltage by nearly 90°. If you hove difficulty folloa-
ing the above statement, just remember that in a capacity, the
current leads, or thevoltage lags, by 900.
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This voltage across C4, which is the a -c grid voltage, is then
applied to the control grid of tube T2 and if it is properly
biased, the plate current will be in phase with the grid volt-

age. Since, under this condition, the a -c grid voltage lags
the a -c plate voltage of T2 by 900, this means that the plate
current will lag the voltage across coil L and the tube will
function as an imaginary inductance.

From your earlier Lessons, you will remember that the induc-
tance of a circuit will have an effect on the current. That

is, with a large value of inductance the current will be
small and as the inductance decreases, the current increases.
Here, we provide the opposite action and vary the amount of
current in a tube to change its apparent inductance.

This is possible because the control tube draws a lagging cur-
rent, with respect to the oscillator voltage across L, and the
amount of this current is determined by the bias voltage on
the control grid. In effect, we have an imaginary variable
inductance across the oscillator coils the amount of which is
controlled by the bias voltage on the control tube.

Now that we have explained the separate function of the dis-
criminator and frequency control tube, let's assume that point
X of Figure 2 is connected to the grid and point Y connected
to the cathode of T2, Figure 6. As explained for Figure 2,
with an incoming signal frequency equal to the resonant i-f
of the receiver, there will be no difference of potential
across points X and Y and therefore, there is no effect on
the control tube and oscillator circuit.

However, with the incoming signal frequency higher than the
resonant i-f, point X becomes negative with respect to Y, and
causes the frequency control tube to draw less current. This

increases the effective inductance of the oscillator circuit
and decreases the oscillator frequency until the tuned cir-
cuits produce the resonant i-f.

With the incoming signal frequency lower than the resonant
i-f, point X will be positive with respect to point Y and
causes the frequency control tube to draw more current.
This decreases the effective inductance of the oscillator
circuit and with less inductance, the oscillator frequency
is increased until the i-f frequency is equal to the resonant
i-f of the receiver. Because of the actions in these two
circuits, we have "Automatic Frequency Control".



-
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le have explained how it is possible to correct the frequency
of the oscillator ahen conditions of improper tuning, traoking
inaccuracies and oscillator drift occur, and ire now 17ant to

mention a few facta about one of these discrepancies.

Of those faults just mentioned, the condition of oscillator
drift is most variable. Some common causes of drift are tem-
perature and humidity changes, mechanical vibration, line volt-
age variations and operating potential fluctuations. You

already know that changes of temperature have a tendency to
change the value of a resistor. In a similar manner conden-
sers may change slightly in capacity. A unit which has a
positive temperature coefficient is defined as one which
permits an increase in capacity with an increase of tempera-.
tore, A negative temperature coefficient is a decrease cf
capacity with an increase of temperature.

An increase in the temperature of the receiver usually
causes a decrease in the oscillator frequency, and the
drift is most apparent at the high frequency range of
the receiver.

In practice, you will no doubt find variations of afc cir-s
cults but, basically, their principle of operation will he
the same, Therefore, if you fully understand the basic
circuits, you should not have any difficulty following other
discriminator and frequency control systems.

ALL WAVE SUPERHETERODYNE

In a previous Lesson, we mentioned the aLl-wave Superheter-
odyne but noa want to offer more complete details of a modern
receiver.

With the exception of the smaller umidgeto type radios, trao-
tically all of the receivers on the market today incorpor -te
the superheterodyne circuit and tune to more than one baed
of frequencies. In most three band receivers, coeerionly called

the bands covered are the regular broadcaet, 'e55 ice
to 1605kc, police, 1605 kc to 1850 kc and short wave 2850 ko
to 18,000 kc.

In order to accomplish this wide frequency coverage, it is
necessary to change either L or C of the tuned circuits. As

C is usually a pig condenser, it isn't practical to incor-
perate a different gang for each band and therefore, the
value of L is changed. This is generally done by using sep-
arate coils for each band and, the proper ones for a definite
band, are placed in the correct circuit by means of a switch-
ing arrangement.
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For Figure 7, we show the complete circuits of an all wave
superheterodyne which, at first glance, may seem rather com-
plicated. However, there are no circuits in this recoiver
which have not been previously explained. As a matter of
fact, we have merely combined the circuits of the earlier
Lessons into a complete receiver.

Checking through Figure 7, you will find that, in addition
to the conventional superheterodyne receiver, we have con-
denser type push-button tuning, automatic frequency control,
delayed avc, bass compensation, bass boosL,er and a cathode
ray tuning indicator. In order that you may not have any
difficulty in recognizing these circuits, we go through
and give you the :unction of each tube.

Tube T is an r -f pentode and functions as an r -f amplifier.
.1

That is, it amplifies the incouing modulated carrier before
it re fiches the pentagrid converter, or mixer, T2. Tubes T3

and T4 are r -f pentodes and serve as i-f amplifiers while

Ts is a'duo-diode tube which operates as a second detector
and ave. Tube T6 is a triode functioning as the first audio
amplifier and excites the grids of the beam power output
tubes T7 and T8 which are connected in push-pull to drive the
speaker.

Tube T9 is an r --f pentode whose function is to further am-
plify the i-f signal before it reaches the duo -diode T10,
which is the discriminator. The frequency control tuba is
the r -f pentode T11 while the oscillator is the triode T12.

T13 and T14 are the first and second bass amplifiers and T's
is the fell-vaTe rectifier' of the power supply while the cat'e..
ode ray tuning tube is Tic*

D.C. VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION

Now that we kno..1 the function of the various tubes, let us
see there they obtain the necessary d -c voltage for opera.-
tion, From the 110 volt supply winding, there is a voltage
induced into the high voltage secondary which is connected
to the plates of T15, the center tap being connected to
ground though the resistor R21 and by-passed by condenser C30,

The filament of T15 is connected to its supply Idnding and
with respect to the high voltage secondary center tap, is
at a high positive d -c potential, .However, this voltage is
pulsating d -c and to smooth it out, the filter, compoeed of.
Ch speaker Field, C24, C23 and C2,1 is employed. The plates
of T7 and T8 operate at a high pote-ntialhich is obtained

-
from the junction between Ch and the field. As the screen
grids operate at a lower voltage, they are connected to the
output of the filter.
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Through their respective loads, tubes T1, T2, T3, T6, T99

T119 T12) T13 and T14 also receive their plate voltge from
the output of the filter while tube T4 receives its plate
voltage from the same point but through its load and the
series resistance R2

I -

which is by-passed by condenser 0160

Notice also) that ' e target of the tuning indicator is

also connected directly to the output of the filter.

The. resistors R16, R17, R18 and R19, in conjunction with R21,
f=m a voltage divider from the output of the filter to the
center too of the high voltage winding* The screen grid of

12, receives its voltage from the junction between R16 and

Ri which is by-passed by condenser 080 The screen grid: of

tubes T1, T3, T4 and T9 obtain their voltage from the junction -

between
R17

and R18 and are by-passed by condensers 03 and C17,

The right hand cathode of T5 is connected to the junction

between R18 and R19 and is therefore positive in respect to
the right hand plate which is connected to ground through
resistor R10. Saying this in another wgy, the right hand
plate of T5 is negative in respect to its cathode. AppiLed

to the cathode, this potential is the delaying voltage fcr
the delayed avc action, the same as explained in an earlier
Lesson on avc systems.

Notice that we also have a second voltage divider, paral:cl-
ing the one just expl-ined, which is made up of resistances

R31, R40, and R32* From the junction between R31 and R.28., the

screen grid voltage of T11 is obtained*

Tubes T1, T2, T3, T4, T7, T8 and To are all s elf biased by
their respective cathode resistors R1, R3, R5, 116) R/4 and
R37 all of which are condenser by -passed. We also tam a
resistor, R32, in the cathode circuit of T11 but, it is a

part of a voltage divider and therefore, carries bleeder
current as well as the plate and screen current of T11. The

circuit is so -designed that the bleeder current is large col-.
pared to the tube current, resulting in semi -fixed bias l';hjch

provides better stability for the frequency control tube.*

Tubes T6, T13 and T14 obtain their negative bias from thy: volt-
age drop across R21* This may be a little confusing but you
must remember that the bias voltage is the difference of po-
tential between the control grid and cathode of a heater type
tube. As the cathodes of these tubes are connected to ground,

and their control grids to the negative side of R21, thrragh

which the current of all the tubes must pass in order tc cm-
plete the high voltage circuit, the voltage drop across R21
is utilized. Resistors R27 and R26.aru grid loads while tKe
combination of R20 and C29 is a resistance -capacity filtur.
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SIGNE, CIRCUITS

Now that we have the dee voltage distribution, let's check the
signal circuits of Figure 5, with the switches in their shoen
positions. Starting at the antenna, there is e circuit through
the priory of the r -f transformer directly to ground, One
end of the secondary of this transformer connects to the con-
trol grid of T1, -while the other end is grounded through resis.4
ors R20 R4, R, and 8100 The circuit is tuned by C45 hich is
a section of the gang condenser and its connections are from
the control grid cf T1, through the upper left pair of con-
tacts ,of the push-button tuner to axound. The smaller con
denser, directly across the secondary, is a trimmer used to
properly align the gang condenser.

In the plate circuit if T1 there is the primary of a second r- f
transformer, which is connected to 3+. The secondary circaft
is exactly as explained for the other r -f transforer but is
tuned by the gang condenser section C44. The cernections to
it are mode through the ueeer middle pair of contacts, of the
push-buLton tuner, which also connect to the control grid of T2.

For the load in the plate circuit of T2, there is the tuned pri.
many of an if transformer, the tuned secondary of IhiCh is
connected from the control grLd of T3, to ground through reels..
tors R9 and R10. The plae circuit of T3 contains the tuned
primary of the second i-f transformer, Iiith the tuned seconcley
connected between the control grid of T4 and ground*

The tuned primary of the third i-f transformer is connected it
the plate circuit of T4. The upper ead of the tuned secondary
connects directly to the bCt.hand plate of T5 and also to the
right hand plate through the coupling condencer C15. The
lower end of this secondary is connected to grourla through
resistances R7 and R8 which form the load for the diode de-
tector section of T5. HaJever, the combination of R7, C11
and C12 is an i-f filter. R8 is the volume control potentio-
meter and is the source of audio voltage. .V R8 has a top, con-
nected to ground through condensers C12 and C13, it fogies a
bass compensation circuit. The right hand section of T5 functions
ae the delayed avc recLifier and its circuit is from the plate
to ground, through R10, and is completed back to the cthede
through R191 with the avc voltage duvoloped across R10. You
cnn see that the combination of R2, R4, R9, Ci, C4 and C7 form
a three section avc filter and that tubes T1, T2 and T5 are
control]ed by avc.

Getting back to the signal circuits, Cl is an audio coupling
condenser and applies the audio signal to the control grids
of T8 and T13. In the plate circuit of T6, the voltage drop
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across the load resistor R13 is applied to the grid of T7 and

the upper end of the tapped choke coil L, throwt the corden-

ser 018. As previously explained. in the earlier Lessons,

coil L acts as an auto transformer, giving tie desired phase

inversion of the si7nal applied to the grid of T8, thus allow-

ing these two tubes to operate in push-pull.

Going back to the grid of Tr, R27 forms the geid load of

both T6 and T,3. In the plate carceit of T13, the combine-

tioa of resistance and capacity, R95/ R24/ R25/ C26
and 027

fora the load and also act as a filter to attenuate the high

audio frequencies. The low frequencies are applied to the

grid of T14 through the coupling condenser 028 and the grid

load R26. As R26 is a potentiometer, the magnitude of the

signal voltage, applied to T14, can be controlled. R22 13
the plate load of T1 and the signal is coupled to the Choke

L through condenser 019, where it mixes with the original

audio fre4uencies. The audio signal is then fed over to the

speaker through the push-pull transforrer To.

Notice also that resistor R15 and condenser C21 are coneected

in series across the primary of the output transformer. Such

an arrangerient is called a ttcorrective filter" and it Improves

the frequency response of a beam power or pentode output stage

by making the effective load impedance on the output tubes

practically constant over a wide band of audio freouencies.

The resistance to be used in the corrective filter for a purh-

pull stage is 1.5 times the recommended plate to plate load

resistance while for a single output stage, it is eq-eal to

1.3 times the recommended plate load. The capacity should

have a value such that the voltage gain, at r frequency Of

1000 cycles or higher, is the same as that at 400 cycles.

To determine the proper value of capacity) it is necessa/y
to make two measureuents on the output voltage across the

primary of the output transformer. Firs, when a 400 cycle

signal is applied to the input, and second when a 1000 cemie

signal, of the same voltage, is applied to the input. The

correct value of capacitance is the one which gives equal

output voltage for the two signal inpets. In practice, this

value is usually found to be on the order of .05 microfarad

Going back to Figure 7, the control grid of Tg is excited by

the i-T from the secondary of the second i-f transforrer,
througn the condenser n41 and grid load R39. The signal is

-

then fed into the discriminator transformer and applied to

the discriminator tube T10. The control voltage, d ereloped

across the discriminator diode load resistors R3s and R33,

is applied to the grid of Tli throeL,h a resistance-capac4ety
filter R34, Cs7 and C38. AS previously mentioned, the

screen grid --or Tli obtains its voltage from the junction of
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R31 and R40 vrich is part of the d-c voltage divider. The d-c
voltage drop across R32 serves to bias the control grid of the
automatic frequency control tube.

In Figure 6, the plate-cathode elements of the afc tube are
corrected across Coil L. In sfmi)er manner tube T11 of Figure
7 is effectively connected across L1 and its variable condenser
forming the tuned grid circuit of the oscillator .tube T120
Condenser C33 series to block the high d-c of tube T11 and yet
provide the a-c path to permit current changes in the oscilla-
tor tuned grid circuit. In other words, the changing a-c plate
current affects the necessary change in the inductance of the
oscillator coil.

The a-c voltage excitation for the control grid of Tin. is
obtained by coupling it to the r-f voltage present across
the oscillator padder Cp through conden'-ers C34 and C36.
The values of 034 and C36 are Choeed to provide an a-c
pith and thus the r-Y voltage for the control gird of T11
appears across R33.

In order that T11 can serve as an imaginary inductance, the
tickler coil L of the tuned grid oscillator circuit has high
reactance in coireeerison to that of the series padder condenser
and therefore the current in this path lags the voltage by
nearly 90°. In a series circuit the condenser voltage and
inductance voltage are 180° out of phase, therefore the
condenser voltage lags the circuit current by 90°.

The reactance of 034 is large in comparison to the resistance
of R33 and therefore the current in the resistor leads the
padder condenser voltage by nearly 90°. Thus t' -le voltage

across R33 lags the circuit voltage by nearly 90°. As the
control grid of Tll connects to R33 through the low reactance
condenser C36, its exciting voltage also lags the tuned cfr-
cuit volt -age by 90° and tube T11 functions as an imaginary
inductance.

As we previously explained, T12 is the set oscillator of the
grid-leak condenser type and is tuned by the rang condenser
section C45. C32 is the grid condenser while R29 is the grid
load. From the ungrounded end of R29, there is e direct
connection to the modulator grid of T2, which asp lies the
oscillator voltage to the converter, Tne com.hining, or mixing,
of the oscillator frequency with the incoming carri,r produces
the ie-f frequency.

The tuning indicator tube T16 obtains its necessary change
of bias voltage from the avc rectifier, being tied back to
R10 through resistors R2, R4 and R9. The circuit is complete
to ground through R10, which is the point to which the
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cathode of T16 is directly connected. Thus, any change of
voltage across R10 will cause a corresponding change in the
shadow of the tuning indicator.

As you have no doubt noticed, the push-button tuner is of
the tuned condenser substitution type. Due to the fact that
the gang condenser contains three sections, it is necessary
to incorporate three trimmer condensers, one for each corres-
ponding section of the gang condenser. The upper button is
used to change from manual to automatic tuning while the
lower six buttons are for automatically tuning in pre -selected
stations.

To tune from one band to another, the switches S1, S21 S3, SO

S5 and S6 are all connected together, or ganged, and con-
trolled from the front of the panel by a single knob. The
only changes made in the c omplete circuit are the substitu-
tion of tuning coils for tha different bands. The switch S7
is employed so that the afc system may be cut out if it is so
desired. Closing this switch simply gronnds the grid of the
frequency control tube, thus allowing no changes of bias voltm
age on the control grid.

Although we have explained the circuit of Figure 7 quite fully,
we want you to go over it several times until you understand
the action of every unit in it. We say this because it is a
very good example of a modern all -:rave receiver and if you
fully Understand it, you will not have any difficulty eith
others.
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AUTOMOBILE RECEIVERS

In the first models of automobile Radio Receivers, various
circuits arrangements were used to make possible the operation
of the existing types of 5 volt and 2 1/2 volt tubes, by
means of the ordinary 6 volt auto battery. The results were
not satisfactory as the filaments, of those tubes requiring
comparatively low current, were too fragile, while those re-
quitng larger current placed a heavy drain on the battery.

To overcome these difficulties, a new series of tubes were
developed with a heater designed for operation on a nominal
rating of 6,3 volts at a currentof .3 ampere. Several power

tubes in this series require a higher value of current but
in all of them, the required heater or filament current is
low, compared to the older types.

In addition to this economy of current, the heaters are of
rugged construction and not at 111 critical, in respect to
the voltage changes which occur in the average auto elec-
trical system. Like auto type lamp bulbs, they -will oper,
ate satisfactorily from 5.5 volts up to 8.5 volts.

The development of these tubes has eliminated all complica-
ted filament circuits as it is now only necessary to connect
the heaters in parallel across the suoply, without any series
resistors, the same as is done in the usual Broadcast

receiver used in the home. For the auto, the regul-r 6 volt

car battery is the source of electrical energy and, for rea-

sons we will explain Liter, the receiver connections are
usually made directly at the battery terminals

HIGH VII'AGE SUPPLY

Although the 6.3 volt tubes have solved the problems of the
filament and heater circuits, like other receivers, the auto
Radio requires a high voltage d -c supply for the plate and
screen grid circuits of the tubes. In the older types of
receivers, B batteries made up this high voltage supply and
although giving satisfactory and fairly economical service
had to be replaced periodically.. This feature was objction=
able to the average owner who, with his home receiver in
mind, demanded an nAll Electric" auto radio.

As you already know, by means of transformers, it is a compara-
tively simple job to change the voltage of an a -c supply to
almost anydesired value but, in an auto, we have a low voltage
d -c supply. As the usual form of transformer will not oper-
ate on direct current, various other methods have been devel-
oped.
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SERIES VIBRATOR TYPE

The most popular method to change the battery d -c to a -c is
to use a vibrator and increase the a -c voltage by means of
a transformer, then rectify it by means of a tube. The cir-
cuits of an arrangement of this type are shoorn in Figure 1
where you oral find one Low Voltage Terminal grounded -while
the other connects to an r -f filter through a switch.

Because some Auto Electrical Systems connect the battery posi-
tive to the chassis or "ground" and others ground the battery
negative, it is customary to speak of the battery connectiors

as "Hot A" and Ground. Thus, -in Figure 1, the upper Low Volt-

age Terminal Is "Hot Au and the leinr one is "Ground". To sim-

plify our explanations, we will consider the "Hot A" as posi-
tive but, the unit will operate equally w=11 when the "Hat A"
is negative.

The vibrator, shown at the left of the trensformer "T", is
made up of a magnet coil, a vibrating armature and two pairs
of contacts. The armature and one end of the magnet winding

are grounded on the vibrator frame.

Starting at the "Hot A" terminal of Figure 1, there is a d -c

circuit through the switch and through the filament of the

Rectifier tube to ground. Condenser C4 connects directly
across the filament 3nd helps to by-pass any electrical dis-

turbances of the auto system.

Fran the switch uSWit tnare is enother d -c series circuit
through the radio frequency choke "2FC" and up to the center
tap of the primary winding of the transformer, through the
upper half of the winding, through the upper pair of vibra-

tor contacts and armature to ground. Also, there is a cir-

cuit from the center tap of the transformer through thu lower
half of the primary and the magnet winding to ground.

Resistances R1 and R2, connected across the contacts, have a
value of about 200 ohms each, the current through them being
negligible for this explanation. However, the magnet wind-

ing, with a relatively high resistance and large number of

turns, holds the current in its circuit to a lam value, yet
the current produces sufficient magnetic flux to attract the
armature, opening the upper pair and closing the lower pair
of contacts.

With the upper contacts open, resistance R1 is in series with

the upper half of the transformer primary reducing the current
to a negligible value. With the lower contacts closed there
is a d -c circuit from the center tap, through the lower half
of the transformer primary and through the lower pair of con-
tacts to ground, Notice also, closing the lower pair of con-
tacts shorts out the magnet winding resistance R2,
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Shorting the magnet winding reduces its current t=o zero, re-
duces the magnetic flux it sets up and allows the spring to
pull the armature back to the position of Figure 1, and the
action starts all over again

As far as the transformer is concerned, when the upper con-
tacts are closed there is current in the upper half of the
primary and when the lower contacts are closed, there is cur-
rent in the lower half. Then, because the center tap con-
nects directly to the oattery, the current in each half of
the primary is in opposite directions, setting up magnetic
flux of opposite polarity and inducing an alternating emf in
the secondary

In other words, the action of the vibrator is to cause the
steady direct current of the battery to keep changing in
value and direction as it passes through the transformer
primary. The changing primary current provides changes of mag-
netic flux which cut the turns Qf the secondary and in-
duce an alternating emf.. Like that of ordinary transformers
the value of this emf will depend on the turn radio between
the primary and secondary.

As we explained in the earlier Liissons, when an inductive
circuit, like the transformer primary, is suddenly opened,
the magnetic flux. collapses and, by self induction, in-
duces a high voltage in a direction to try and maintain
the current. Here, this action will take place as the con-
tacts open and the induced voltage will be high enough to
cause an arc between them.

Because arcing contacts wear away rapidly and become pitted,
in Figure 1 the 200 ohm reistors, R1 and R2 are connected
across them. Then, when the contacts separate, the circuit
is not opened but the 200 ohm resistance is placed in series,
forming a path for the current caused by the self induction
and reducing the magnitude of the arc.

The same general action takes place in the primary circuit
of the auto ignition system but there you will find a condenl-
connected across the contacts. While the condenser absorbs
the arc between the contacts, it also discharges rapidly Ind
then charges in the opposite direction producing a few high
frequency cycles.

The discharge action of the condenser causes a more rapid
change of flux in the ignition coil thereby increasing the
secondary voltage and improving the spark. In the circuit
of Figure 1, however, the use of a suitable condenser would
cause noisy reception as a result of the high frequency
charges, without greatly improving the action.
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Although non-inductive resistors are connected across the
vibrator contacts, the action is not perfect and some un-
wanted frequencies will appear in the secondary. To elim-
inate these, condenser Cl, usually with a capacity of about
.02 Mf., is connected across the entire secondary winding.

The tube is a full wave rectifier with circuits like those
of the common type 80 but it has a cathode which is the po,
sitive or high potential terminal of the high voltage cir-
cuit, while the center tap of the secondary winding is the
negative terminal, or considered 11.8-".

The action in this secondary circuit is exactly the same as
that explained for full wave rectifiers therefore, we will
not go into further detail. HoNever, there is a rectified
a-c voltage across the high voltage terminals of Figure 1

and the usual form of filter will be needed between the
recifier and plate circuits of the tubes of the receiver.

The vibrator arrangement of Figure 1 is a series circuit
type because the current from the battery, at any instant,
passes through one section of the transformer, through the

magnet winding back to the other side of the battery.
This means that, for starting, the armature reed must be
in contact with the.upeer vibrator points.

The series type vibrator then has only the resistance of
upper transformer in series with the battery at the instant

of starting, and if the series resistance is lod, the current
is relatively high. Should the battery be undersize or part-
ly discharged, the voltage drop across the primary winding
may be enough to cause an inadequate voltage for operation

of the magnet winding. In other words, if the contacts
fail to open, the large current could burn out the vibra-
tormagnet winding of the transformer primary winding, over
heat the contacts, or at least open a protective fuse in
the battery circuit. It is therefore, essential that the
battery voltage be adequate in order to prevent tiblowingn
of fuses or other damage to the vibrator system.

SHUNT INVER= - RECTIFIER

To further simplify the electrical: circuits like those of
Figure 1 and save the power required to operate a recti-
fier tube, the vibrator action has ben extended on the

general plan of Figure 2. Here you will find five pairs
of contacts, the single pair at the left in the circuit
of the vibrator magnet, the center double pair in the
secondary circuit and the right hand double pair in the

primary circuit.
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As Figure 1 shows the magnet winding to be in series with
component parts and the battery, the magent winding of Fig-
ure 2 is essentially in parallel with the battery, and hence
is known as the shunt type vibrator.

With the armature in the position silvan, there will be a
circuit from the Hot A, through the switch and "RFC", through
the magnet winding and single pair of contacts to ground.

As we explained for Figure 1, current in the magent coil
sets up a magnetic flux which pulls the armature down and
separates the upper contacts. At the same time, this action
breaks the direct path from the upper magnet terminal to
ground and causes closing of the lower contacts. Under these
conditions, the magnet coil circuit reduces the current and
flux to a value low enough to allow the spring to pull the
armature away from the core and again close the upper con-
tacts.

In Figure 2, the vibrator circuits are entirely separate
and the armature will vibrate at a frequency which depends
on its mechanical construction and spring tension. In

practice, the frequency is approximately twice the commer-
cial power line frequency. When the frequency of the al-
ternations is higher, the size of the power transformer may
be reduced as less inductance is required.

The primary circuit of Figure 2 is similar to that of Figure
1 ,and the action is exactly the same. As the armature vi-

brates both double pairs of contacts will be opened and closed, We
do not show any resistance connected across the primary con-
tacts because the inductance of the primary winding is so low
that some manufacturers do not install them.

Because the action in the primary circuit changes d -c to a -c,
this part of the unit is often called an t'Inverter" to dis-

tinguish it from the more common rectifier which changes a -c
to d -c. However, as d -c is required, the secondary contacts
must operate as a Rectifier and thus the complete unit is
known as an "Inverter -,Rectifier" or Synchronous Vibrator.
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To simplify our explanation, we want you to imagine that
when the direction of primary current is up through trans-
former T of Figure 2, the direction of the induced voltage
is down through the secondary Ninding.

In the position shown, the path of the primary d-c will be
from the Hot A, through the switch and RFC to the center
tap, up through the top half of the primary winding,
through the upper right pair of contacts and through the
armature to ground.

The induced secondary current, passing down through its
winding, has no circuit from the lower end, because the
lower left secondary contacts are open but, there is a cir-
cuit from the center tap to the "post! high voltage terminal
and through the circuits of the receiver to the "neg" or
ground. The path is completed from ground, through the arma-
ture and upper left pair of contacts to the upper end of

the secondary.

Should it confuse you to follow the primary and secondary
currents through the armature in opposite directions at
the same time, you can think of the secondary circuit as

being completed from ground through the battery, Hot A
terminal, switch, RFC, upper half of the primary and upper

'right primary contacts to the armature.

When the magnet pulls the armature down, all the upper
pairs of contacts are opened while both pairs of lower con-
tacts are closed and there is current down through the
lower half of the primary. The direction of the secondary
current is up and its path will be from the center tap to
the high voltage uposu terminal, through the receiver circuit
to ground. From ground, the'path is as previously traced
except the current passes through the loser left pair of
contacts to the lower end of the secondary.

Cl and C2, sometimes called uBuffer" condensers are connec-
ted across the secondary contacts, act to reduce the arc
when the circuits are opened but, as both condensers are
in series across the entire secondary winding, they also
provide a filtering action as explained for Cl of Figure 1.

The shunt type vibrator decreases the magnitude of starting
current, compared to the series tyke, and should the unit
fail to start, there is less possibility of damage to the
vibrator or associated parts. The shunt type is consider-
ably more efficient and has longer life at the same time
delivering higher currents at steadier output voltagess
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Many years.dresearch has resulted in better spring steel
for the armatures, better tungsten for the points, and better
bronze for the contact arms. Proper'selection of the buffer
condenser also contributes to longer, steadier and lower
"interference" operat4on.

Nhile there are many Mechanical variations in vibrator type
high voltage supplies, electrically, they can all be roughly
divided into the general classes of Figure 1 and 2. In both
cases, you will find a filter in the low voltage ar car bat-
tery supply circuit to keep electrical disturbances of the
auto electrical system out of the receiver circuits. Al-
though not shown, it is necessary to have the usual type of
filter between the high voltage terminals and the circuits
of the receiver.

As far as actual size is concerned, the units of Figures 1
and 2 are made in compact form, small enough to build into
the receiver chassis. Although the -general trend seems to
be toward building the power supply, the receiver chassis
and speaker in one complete unit, you will still find many
installations in which they arc made up as separate units.
However, the aifference between the sino.le and separate
units is entirely mechanical, the electrical circuits re-
maining practically the same in all cases.

SYNCHRONOUS VIBRATOR CONNECTIONS

It must be.umderstood that intho synchronous vibrator type,
which serves as an inverter for the primary circuit and a
rectifier for the secondary circuit, the polarity of the
input determines the polarity of the output voltage to the
receiver. '

In the non -synchronous type described by Figure 1, the pri-
mary or battery polarity is irmaterial because the tube will
rectify the a -c with the result that the cathode is always
positive with respect to "B -m or the center tap of the sec-
ondary winding.

However, the synchronous vibrator is essentially a two way
circuit and thus reversing the polarity of therrimary
source voltage will reverse the output polrity.

To compensate for the fact that some autos operate the
electrical circuits with a grounded negative, 'Idle in
others the positive is. grounded, the primary or secondary
connections of the transformer nay be reversed when required.

Therefore if the Hot "A" cf Figure 2 is negative, and the
contacts are in the position shown, current will pass from
the grounded armature to the upper right contacts, through
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the upper half of the primary winding to the center tap and
back to Hot A "negative" through the RFC. The induced cur-
rent in the secondary passes up through the winding, and
will follow a path from the grounded high voltage "negative"
through the receiver circuits in the wrong direction. Con-
sequently, for the receiver circuits to operate, reversal
of either the primary or secondary winding of the trans-
former is necessary.

TYPICAL AUTO RECEIVER

To give you a more complete idea of the application of the
power supplies Shown by the circuits of Figures 1 and 2,
for Figure 3 we have drawn the complete circuit of a typi-
cal stperheterodyne automobile receiver. Then, in order
that you may completely understand ity we are going to take
each of the circuits and explain thorn separately.

HEATER CIRCUITS

In Figure 3, the "Hot A" terminal connects to the insulated'
post of the cir battery while the "Cnd." terminal is uaually
connected directly to the frame of th3 car, which is the
other terminal of the car battery. Tracing the heater cir-
cuits, from the "Hot A" terminal we follow through an
choke "Ch 2" to an arrow indicating a connection to all
heaters. One side of each tube heater is grounded and there-
fore is connected directly across or in parallel to the car

battery. Notice, there are no resistors of any kind, the
heater circuits being as simple as those of a -c home type
of radio receiver.

Let us assume the heaters of tubes Tl, T2, and T3 each
require a heater current of .3 ampere while tubes T4 and T5
require .4 ampere. The total heater current will then be
.3 x 3tor .9 amp: re plus .4 x 2 or .8 ampere which is 1.7
amperes.

In addition to the tube heaters, the field winding of the dy,
namic speaker also connects across the battery and assuming
a resistance of 4 ohms, draws a current of 6 4- 4 or about
1.5 amperes. Adding this to the value given above, the bat.w
tory drain for heaters and field vall be 1.7 4. 1.5 or 3.2
amperes.

Suppose the power supply of this receiver developes 250
volts at 30 milliamperes which is equal to 250 x .03 or
7.5 watts. Whenever energy is chnnged from one form to
another there is a loss and we will assume this power sup-
ply is approximately 50% efficient. On this basis, the out-
put of 7.5 watts means an input of 7.5 x 2 or 15 watts
which, at 6 volts, requires a current of 2.5 amperes,
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Adding this value'to the current required for the heaters
and speaker field, the total battery drain will be 2.5+
3.2 or 5.7 amperes.

Figuring roughly, automobile lamps require about 1 watt per
candle power and aS the receiver of Figure 3 requires 5.7
amperes at'6 volts, for a total power of 5.7 times 6 or
34.2 watts, the drain on the battery is only slightly more
than that required for a 32 candle power headlamp.

HIGH VOLTAGE CIRCUITS

The high voltage supply of the complete receiver is practi-
cally the same as that explained for Figure 1 and because
of this, we will not repeat the action. Tracin the current
path from the cathode of the rectifier tube, T5, we go
through the choke coil "CH" which has a low d -c resistance
with a comparatively high inductance. Condense:. C19, be-
tween the input end'of the choke and B- has a capacity of
about 8 microfarads, and C18, connected between the output
end of CH and B- has a capacity of nearly the same value.
The choke coil CH and these capacities make up an efficient
condenser input filter which d.elivers practically humless
direct current to the receiver proper.

From the output end of the choke, there is one circuit di-
rectly to the screen grid of the output tube T4. Other cir-
cuits from this same point are through the load resistance
R8 to the plate of T3, through primary L6 of the 2nd 1...f
transformer to the plate of T2 and through the primary L4
of the 1st i-f transformer to the plate of Tl.

Also, below this connection to L4 you will find a circuit
through RI to the screen grids of Tl and T2 together with
a circuit through L3 to the anode grid of Tl. R1 is' of such
a value thpt, with normal currents in these circuits, there
will be sufficient voltage drop across it to allow proper
voltages on the screens Of T1 and T2 and the anode grid of
T1. The condenser, 010, with a capacity of approximately
.1.Mfd., forms a low reactance path for r -f frequencies,
thus preventing any unwanted, coupling between screen grids
and other circuits connected to the same supply.

The plate of the output tube operates at a high voltage and
is connected to the input end of the choke, CH, through
the primary of the output transformer To. The condenser C16
connected from the plate of T4 to ground attenuates some of
the tube noises and higher audio frequencies and thus, in effect,
acts as a fixed tone control.
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GRID VOLTAGES

Like most home radios, it is quite common practice to bias
the grids of the tubes in an auto receiver by a combination
of resistance and capacity in their cathode circuits. How-
ever, in Figure 3, the bias voltages are obtained by a little
different arrangement.

Tracing the circuit, you will notice that the cathodes of TI,
T2 and T4 are connected directly to ground. Then, the input
grids of Tl and T2 are connected to R2 and from there to
ground, through R3 and R6 while the control grid of T4 con-
nects to ground through its load R9 and resistances R4, R5
and R6.

As the cathodes of 1111 T2 and T4 are grounded, in order
for their current to return to B-, it must pass through the
resistances R60 R5 and R4. Also, the cathode of T3 is con-
nected between R5 and R6 and so its current must pass through
R5 and R4 to reach B-.

Here is the point. In order to arrive at B-, the current of
these tubes must pass through a resistance network and there-
fore, we can soy that ground is positive in respect to B- or,
in other words, any voltage drop across resistances R4, R5

and R6 is negative in respect to ground.

As the cathodes, or reference points, of Tl and T2 are ground-
ed and their input grids connect to the negative end of R6
through R2 and R3, these tubes receive their initial bis volt-
age by the drop across R6. R2 is part of the avc filter
and R3 is the diode detector load. As we are considering
the bias voltages without application of signal, there will
be no voltage drop across R3 and as in an eve filter, there
is no voltage drop across R2.

The cathode of T3 connects between R5 and R6 while the control
grid of the triode section connects between R4 and R5,
through its grid load R7 and therefore, obtains its bias
voltage from the drop across R5.

The cathode of T4 is connected directly to ground while
the control grid is connected to B- through its load R9.
With these connections, there is a difference of potential
between the grid and cathode caused by the total drop
across resistance R4, R5 and R6 -nd, as this is negative
in respect to the cathode, which is grounded, the neces-
sary bias is obtained. Condenser C17 is connected directly
across the bias resistors R4, R5 and R6 and serves to pro-
vide a more uniform d-c potential.
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DUO-DICDE-TRICDE

Tube T3, Figure 3, is a duo -diode -triode type which functions
as the second detector, automatic volume control and first
audio amplifier. The signal voltage appears across the tuned
secondary, L7 -C12, as the modulated intermediate frequency
The upper end of this cirduit connects to both diode plates,
which act as a half wave rectifier, and continues through
the cathode, the potentiometer R3 and then back to the lower
end of the tuned circuit.

Thus, the signal voltage, caused by the rectified current,
will appear across R3 and we can consider it as the source
of the audio signals. The direction of the rectified sig-
nal current will be from the plates, through the tube to the
cathode and back to the lower end of the tuned circuit
through R3. Thus, an increase of signal voltage will cause
more rectified signal current and make the lower end of the
tuned circuit more negative in respect to ground.

In our former explanations we told you the input grid cir-
cuits of both Ti and T2 were connected to this same point and
thus, an increase of signal strength will increase the nega-
tive grid voltage, thus reducing their amplification provid-
ing aye as previously explained.

Considering R3 as the audio signal source, the movable arm is
connected to the control grid of the triode section of T3,
through the coupling condenser C14 and thus the signal volt-
age will appear across the grid load R7 and be impressed on

the grid. By varying the position of the arm oik RS, any

amount of the signal voltage can be applied to the grid of

T3 and thus R3 acts as the manual volume control.

Under these conditions, the aye action
constant signal voltage across R3. In

desired level is obtained by adjusting
control and the automatic action tends

SIGNAL CIRCUITS

tends to maintain a
other words, the
the manual volume
to maintain it.

Now that we.have explained the various d -c circuits and part
of the signal action of Figure 3, we are going to start with
the antenna and follow the path of the signal through to the
speaker. The modulated carrier wave cutting the antenna will
induce a voltage across the series combination of Cl and the
lower end of the antenna coil Ll. This coil acts as an auto -
transformer with the part below the tap being the primary
and the entire winding the secondary.
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Thus, with current in the primary, a larger voltage will ap-

pear in the secondary. Tuning condenser C3, with its tirmmer

C2, connected across the secondary in series with the block-

ing condenser C4, allows the circuit to be tuned, thus increas-

ing the voltage of the resonant frequencies.

The exact purpose and action of the condenser in the position

of C4 seems to be confusing, therefore, an explanation will

be of bendfit. In the common types of tuning condensers, the

rotors of all the sections are grounded, making it necessary

to ground one end of the coil which the condenser connects

across. However, the coil is also in the grid circuit and

a direct, ground means a grounded grid return. For the older

circuits, this is a satisfL,:tory arrangement but, when auto-

matic volume control is used, the grid return is grounded
through various other resistances.

As far as the tuned secondary of Ll, Figure 3 is concerned,

condensers C3 and C4 are in series across the winding. You

already know that the total capacity of two condensers in

series is equal to the product of their capacities divided
by their sum. Here, assuming C3 has a capacity of .00035 m -f

and C4 a caoacity of .05 m -f, connected in series, their total

capacity is .0003475. Thus, for tuning, C4 has caused a
change of but .7 of 1% in total capacity.

This small change can be compensated easily by adjusting
the trimmer condenser and, from a practical standpoint, the
addition of C4 does not change the tuning, conditions remain-

ing the same as if the coil were actually grounded.

However, grid bias is a d -c voltage and the presence of C4
effectively insulates the coil from ground, as far as d -c

voltages are concerned, allowing the grid return to be com-
pleted through the desired resistances before being grounded.

Getting back to the signal, the voltage across the'tuned cir-
cuit of L1-03 is impressed on the input grid of Tl and mixed

with the local oscillator frequency so as to form the modula-
ted i-f which appears across the tuned circuit L4 -CB that makes

up the primary of the 1st i-f transformer.

The local oscillator is made up of the primary coil L3, in-

ductively c oupled to L2, and connected to the anode grid of

Tl. The oscillator control grid is connected to the tuned

circuit composed of L2 in series with C7 and the combination
in parallel with the oscillator tuning condenser C6, the

trimmer C5 and resistor R. Condensers 05 and C7 are really
vernters_on the mnin condenser C6 and are adjusted so that
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the bent frequency between the carrier and local oscillator
is the same as that to thich the if transformers are tuned.
Then to maintain this same frequency over the entire broad-
cast bond, the rotors of condensers 03 and 06 are mechanical-,
ly ganged and turn on one shaft. The resistance R is con-
nected from ground to provide the bias voltage for the oscil-
lator section at the convercter.

With the i-f signal in the primary of the 1st i-f trans-
former, a voltage of like frequency will be induced in the
secondary L5 which is tuned by condenser C9. This tuned cir.
cuit impresses the signal on the control grid of T2, in

the'plate circuit of which is the prim-Ty of the 2nd i-f
transformer, L6 tuned by condenser 011.

The secondary of this transformer, coil L7 is tuned by 012
and the signal voltage is impressed on the diode plates of
T3, which act as a rectifier and cause the audio signal to
appear across R3. Then, as previously expl-.fined, the de-
sired part of the audio voltage is impressed on the triode
grid of T3.

The rectified signal, or audio voltage, is carried over from
the plata of T3 to the grid circuit of T4 through the coup:-
ling condenser 015. Changes of plate current in the output
tube, T4, cause changes of voltage across the primary' of the
output transformer To, the secondary of which connects to the
voice coil of the speaker.

Checking back, on the more common plan, the tube, Ti, acts
as an oscillator and first detector, cr mixer, T2 as an inter-
mediate frequency amplifier, T3 as a second detector, avc
and 1st audio amplifier, T4 as a perver output and T5 as a
full wave rectifier.

OVER-ALL CHARACTERISTICS OF AUTO RECEIVEaS

Nhile there are an almost endless variety of makes and models
of auto radios, the circuits of Figure 3 give the fundamental
principles of all types and if you fully understand them, you
will not have any difficulty with Modern auto receivers. As

examples of variations of Figure 3, you may find receivers of
this type with an r -,f stage or an adiitimal audio stage.
Also, the output tubes may be connected in push-pull and the
power supply may incorporate an "inverter -rectifier" instead
of a tube.

Economy of operation is also of importance as prolonged opera-
tion places a rather heavy drain on the storage battery. It
is for this reason that special purpose and dual-typ,?, tubes
have been developed.
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The OM cold cathode gaseous rectifier tube has found favor
in auto radios and since it requires no filament current, it
represents some saving in battery power. Permanent magnet
speakers are now almost universal in auto sets, and here
again the power required to excite a field coil is saved

In general, the automobile receiver is much more sensitive
than the home receiver. In order to obiain a high degree
of sensitivity, the over-all amplification of the receiver
must be large, and this necessitates high gain stages sta-
bility of operation and adequate shielding.

As the Superheterodyne circuit is universally employed in
auto sets, high gain per stage can be obtained by the use
of high gain tubes, and the use of iron coil i-f and r -f

transformers. Complete shielding of the receiver by a
metal container reduces the tendency for feedback difficul-
ties, and further excludes "pickup" of extraneous voltages
which are in the nature of noise or interference, as well
as to afford protection of the component parts against
damage.

Automobile receivers have bean constructed along two general
types. One is the entirely self contained receiver with man-
ual and sometimes push-button tuning, as well as speaker,
all being within a single housing. In most cases, the re-
ceiver is mounted under the dash of the automobile. The
other type makes use of remote cable controls often with push-
button tuning. The container may be mounted in any convenient
portion of the car whereas the "controls" are usually fitted
into the dash or a memote "head" mounted on the steering
post. The location of the speaker is generally optional,
and varies with different makes of automobiles.

UNIVERSAL RECEIVERS

The development of smaller and smaller midget or "Personal"
Radio receivers has led the designers to simplify their cir-
cuits and eliminate all parts possible. Because of their
small size and weight, receivers of this type are readily
portable and therefore, it is desirable tn2t they operate
on any lighting circuit d -c or a -c and, in some cases, be
arranged for battery operation as well.

For the rest of this Lesson, therefore, we want to explain
the common a-c/d-c type of radio Receiver which usually oper-
ates on any 110-120 volt lighting circuit. Mile our examples
are Radio receivers, the same general plan is used for pub-
lic address amplifiers and other Electronic equipment.
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SERIES FILA1ENT CIRCUITS

Looking through the tube tables of an earlier Lesson, you
will find that the filaments, or heaters, operate at com-
paratively low voltage and high current. Therefore, it is
easy to see that, with a high voltage supply, it will be
most economical to operate a number of heaters by connecting
them in series.

As you already know, the voltage across a series circuit is
equal to the sum of the voltage drops across the part con-
nected in series but, at any instant, the current is the same
in all parts of the circuit. Because of these conditions,

it is practical to connect heaters, of various voltages, in
series, provided they require equal current.

Going back to the tube tables again, you will find a wide
variety of tube types, the heaters of which require .3 or
.15 ampere of current for proper operation. Some of these
were developed particularly for auto receivers and while the
heaters are rated at 6.3 volts, their construction is rugged
and they will operate satisfactory from 6 to 8 volts. Other
types have heaters rated at 12.6 volts, 25 volts, 50 volts,
70 volts and 117 volts.

Back in the earlier Lessons, we told you that alternating
current was compared with direct current by its heating ef-

fect and therefore, .3 ampere, either a -c or d -c will pro-
vide equal heat. Also, you will notice, that all of these
tubes are of the cathode type which makes the heater cir-
cuits independent of the signal circuits. Thus, there will
be a minimum of hum when a -c is used to operate the heaters.

With these facts in mind, we want you to look at the circuits
of Figure 4 which is a four tube Universal type Radio Receiver

containing an r -f amplifier tube, Detector tube, an a -f ampliy
fier tube and a Rectifier tube.

To trace the
volt supply"
the switch,

the a -f tube
the detector
can think of
to the right
volt supply"

heater circuit, we will start at the lower "110
wire, and follow the path of the current through
resistance "R2", and the heaters of the Rectifier,

, the r -f tube and the detector. One side of
heater connects to the common return, which you
as the metal chassis, and following this return
, we come down and then left, to the upper "110
wire.

To make a definite example, we will assume the following type
tubes. 6K7G r=f, 6J7G Det., 25A6G a -t' and 12Z3 recti-

fier. Checking back in thu tube tables you will find the fol-
lowing heater ratings.
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Tube Volts Amps

6K7G 6.3 .3

6J7G 6.3 .3

25A6a 25.0 .3

12Z3 12.6 .3
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Notice here, the current is the same in all cases and, con-
nected in series, the total drop across the four tubes will
be equal to 6.3 + 6.3 + 25.0 + 12.6 = 50.2 volts. Resistance
R2 is also in series and, following common practice, if we
consider the supply as 117 volts, the drop across R2 must be
117 - 50.2 = 66.8 volta.

Knowing the values of current and voltage, we substitute in
Ohm's Law and find R2 requires a value of 66.8 volts divided
by .3 amps or 222.7 ohms. The tube heaters, with a total
drop of 50.2 volts at .3 amp have a total resistance of 50.2
divided by .3 or 167.3 ohms.

The complete filament or heater circuit therefore, has a
total resistance of 222.7+167.3 = 390 ohms which) at 116
volts, allows a current of .3 ampere.

Going back to the earlier Lessons, you will remember that
electrical power, Watts, is equal to volts times amperes
or amperes squared times ohms. Here, with 117 volts and .3
amp, the power in the entire circuit will be 117 x .3 tzt 35.1

watts. IFor the tube heaters onlr, 50.2 volts x .3 amp =
15.06 watts and, for R2 only 66.8 volts x .5 amp 20.04
watts.

We mention these values to bring out the fact that the power
in R2 is greater than that in all the tube heaters. As this

Power is dtsipatud in the form of heat, R2 aill,bacome quite
warm, if not hot, when the receiver is in operation.

To keep this heat out of the receiver chassis and also to pro-
vide better radiation, the resistor R2 may be located inside
the supply cord between the receiver and attachment plug.
This arrangement is known as a "Line Cord" end can be purchaseC
complete with resistance values from 135 to 360 ohms.

There is a special RMA color code for identifying the value
of the resist-nce employed in resistor cords such as the type
commonly used in a-c/d-c receivers for voltage dropping pur-
poses. The power supply cord has three separate connector
wires, one wire connects directly to ono terminal of the line
plug while the other wire and the resistor wire connects to
the other terminal of the line plug.
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The two line wires are always either red and blue or red and
black. The color Of the thud, or resistor, wire depends on
the resistance. The resistor wire is covered with a colored
insulation and its value is determinedi by the follading code.

Color Resistance

Yellow -135 ohms
Blue 160 ohms
White 180 ohms
Green --200 ohms
Light Brown 220 ohms
Orange -260 ohms
Gray 230 ohms
Maroon 315-320 ohms
Dark Brown 350-360 ohms

From a practical standpoint, cords of this type become notice-
ably warm during normal operation and therefore, a hot cord is
not an indication of trouble. Should it become necessary to
replace the, attachment plug or make'other repairs, the cord
must not be sho-tened as this 111 reduce the value of resis-
tance and allow the tube heaters to operate at voltages high
enough to shorten their life.

Resistances used for the purpose of R2, Figure 4, are often
enclosed in a glass or metal bulb, mounted on a base the same
as the regular tubes and are known as "Plug-in Voltage Drop-
ping Resistors". The plur base arrangement provides ease in
replacement and testinr problems.

There are "Ballast" tubes which have the special operating
characteristic of greatly decreasing their resistance if the
magnitude of current through them tends to decrease. These
units are normally connected in series with vacuum tube fila-
ments and help to maintain rJlatively constant current over
a considerable range of operating voltage. in reality, they
act ,ea current regulators and this current regulating fe'ture
is what distinguishes then from the simple plug in "voltage
dropping" resistors described above.

PLATE SUPPLY

Starting at the lower wire of the "110 Volt Supply" of Figure
4, you will find a direct path to the plate of the rectifier
tube. When the plate is positive, in respect to the cathode,
current will pass throagh the tube, from plate to cathode
which is, therefore, often considered as the supply positive.

From the rectifier cathode, the circuit is through the choke
which, with condensers C9 and C101 composes the filter that
smooths out any variations of cathode current. From the
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choke, there is a connection to the screen grid of the a -f

tube and, through the primary of the output transformer T3,

to the plate. Starting at the choke again, there is another

path down, ovdr to the left, up through R6 to the Detector

Plate and up through T5 to the detector screen grid. Going

further to the left, the circuit continues to the screen grid

and, through the primary of T2, to the plate of the r -f tube.

All of these circuits are completed to the other side of the

supply circuit through the metal chassis or common return.

For the r -f tube, the cathode connects to the return through

the fixed resistance R3 and variable resistance R1 which con-

trols the bias voltage. As a change of bias voltage varies

the mutual conductance of a tube and therefore its effective

amplification, R1 acts as a volume control.

The detector tube circuits are completed from the cathode to

the return through the bias resistor R4. The same general

plan is followed for the a -f or output tube, the cathode

being connected to the return through the resistance R8.

For all three tubes, the control grid circuit connects direct-

ly to the return while the plate and screen currents of each

tube pass through its bias resistor. The voltage drops, across

these bias resistors, equal to the current times the resist-

ance, make the cathodes positive in respect to the return. As

the grids connect directly to the return, they will be nega-

tive, in respect to the cathodes.

Each bias resistor has a condenser connected across it to main-

tain a more uniform voltage, as already explained in the earl-

ier Lessons. In fact, the signal circuits of this receiver

are the same as explained for similar units with other types

of power supply.

Here, when connection is made to a 110 volt a -c circuit of
any frequency, the heaters will operate properly, as already

explained and the rectifier will allow current only when the

supply wire, to which the plate connects, is positive.

When connection is made to a 110 volt d -c supply, the attach-

ment plug must be placed in the receptacle so that the posi-

tive side of the supply circuit connects directly to the recti-

fier plate. Under these conditions, there will be a continuous

current from the rectifier plate to the cathode.

Keeping the action of the rectifier tube in mind, should the

supply cord plug be inserted so that the plate connects to

the negative side of the line, there will ce no plate voltage,

although the tube filaments will burn normally. Thus you can

understand why, with a d -c supply, it may be necessary to re-

verse the position of the supply cord plug in the power out-

let in order to secure operation.
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BATTERY OPERATION

To show you how circuits of this general type have been adapted
for battery operation, in Figure 4 we have added a 5 prong sock-
et which connects to the batteries through a plug. To provide
proper operation, the a -f tube must now have a 6.3 volt and .3

amp filament, the same as the r -f and Detector tubes.

InstePd of the type 25AG6 of the former explanation we will
assume the a-ftube is a type 38 which was popular for this
purpose. For 117 volt operFtion with this tube, the total
heater drop will be 6.3 + 6.3 + 6.3 + 12,6 for a total of
31.5 volts.

Resistance R2 must now cause a drop of 117 - 31.5 = 85.5 volts
which, at .3 ampere requires a value bf 85.5 + .3 = 285 ohms.
Figurin as before, it will now be necessary for R2 to dissi-
pate 85.5 volts x .3 amp = 25.65 watts.

As both the plug and socket are shown from the top, when the
plug is in position in the socket, the corresponding pins will
be connected. Thus, the A+ battery wire, which connects to
the top and left hand plug pin, will make contact with the top
and left hand socket connections.

With this in mind, we can trace a circuit from A+, through
the left hand pin of the socket up and over through the a -f
heater and back to the lower left socket contact which con-
nects with A-. From the top contact of the socket, which also
connects to A+, there is a circuit up and to the left, through
the r -f heater and back to the lower left contact of'the
socket.

Starting from the top contact of the socket again, there is a
circuit up and to the right, through the detector heater, back
to the common return, and down to the lower right contact of
the socket. 'As the A+ connects to the top and left contact
of the socket and the A- connects to both lower contacts, the
heaters of th.z r -f. Det., and a -f tubes are in parallel
across tlie A battery. The rectifier tube is not needed and
therefore its heater is not connected.

The plate or "B" supply has its "+ connected to the right
hand socket contact and its "-11 connected to the lower con-
tacts. Tracing from the right hand contact 'f the socket,
there is a direct connection to the choke from which point,
as already explained, current is supplied to all plate and
screen circuits. These circuits are completed through the
common return to the lyaer socket contacts and back to B-.
Although not shown, a battery switch could be placed in the
"A B11 wire of the battery connections.
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Thus, with a 6 volt A battery and 90 volt B battery, the re-
recier will operate under practically the same conditions ns
when connected to a 110 volt supply. It may be well to mention
here that, because the maximum voltage is 1.4 times the
effective value, the rectified a -c when filtered, produces
approximntely the sane d -c volt:lee es when a d -c power supply
is used.

SIGNAL CIRC'JITS

Checking briefly through the signal circuits, et the left you
will find the antenna coil, Tl, the tuned secondary of which
is in the control grid circuit of the r -f tube. The signal
is carried over to the detector grid through the r -f trans-
former T2, the primary of which is in the plate circuit of the
r -f tube ane the tuned secondary in the detector grid circuit.

The detector is Resistance -Capacity coupled to the a -T or Out-
put tube which has output transformer T3, in its plate circuit.
The output transformer secondary connects td the speaker which
is of tn.: megnetic or Permanent Magnet type. In some receivers
of this type, you will find the windings of a high impedance
type speaker are connected in the pieta circuit of the output
tube thus eliminating the output transformer.

Tracing the ineut circuit, you will find the antenna connects
directly to one end of the primary of Tl and the circuit is
completed to ground through condensers 01 =end C2. Condenser
Cl is connected between the prin,ry 'end tee common return while
C2 is connected between the chassis, or co non return, and
the external or ectual ground.

As you perhaps already know, the Electrical Code r:quires that
lighting circuits be grounded on one side so that the voltage
between the line end ground can never exceed the circuit volt-
age. In Figure 4, one side of the 110 volt supply connects
directly to the chassis, or common return, end Vie will assume
the plug has been inserted in the cutlet so that this is the
ungrounded Or "hot" side of the supply circuit.

With an external ground properly mPle, there would thus be a

short across the supply circuit unless condenser C2 was in
place. Also, it is quite common practice to use steam r7eidae-
tors and other similar grounded metal objects as an antenna
and, unless Cl were in place, again there would be a short
across the power supply.

Equipment of this general type must alwnys be arranged so that
there is no direct connection between either of the power supl
ply circuit wires and any external connection which may be
grounded.
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SIX TUBE SUPERHETERODYNE

To give you a further application of the a-c/d-c type of
unit, for Figure 5 we show a 6 tube superheterodyne receiver
which includes several featuret not included in the simpler
trf type, receiver of Figure 4.

Ohecking on the tubes, you will find the first, or left hand
one is a pentagrid converter which acts as a first detector
and oscillator. This is followed by a pentode which acts as
an i-f amplifier, its output feeding into the diode plates of
a duo -diode -triode.

This tube acts as the second detector, automatic volume con-
trol, and its triode section is the first audio amplifier. At
the right there is a power pentode tube, and at the bottom the
rectifier and ballast tubes.

You can trace the filament or heater circuit by starting at
the upper mire of the power supply and passing through the

"Ballast", "Rect." "Cutout", "I.F.", "1st Det.", "2nd Det."
tubes and back down to the lower power supply wire.

HIGH VOLTAGE CIRCUITS

For the high voltage, plate and screen circuits, you can start
again at the upper wire of the pover supply, go over to the
right to the rectifier tube plates, across to the cathodes and
up to the horizontal connections. To the right there is a
direct path to the screen of the output tube and another path
through the primary of the output transformer to the plate.

To the left, there is a path to the plate of the a -f tube
through R10 and through R6 to the screen of the i-f tube and
also through the primary of i-f T2 to the plate. Also through
the primary of i-f Tl to the plate of the first detector,
through R2 to the screen grid and through the primary of the
oscillator coil to grid No. 2

All of these circuits are completed to ground through the
cathodes of the various tubes and, from ground, the combined
currents pasS through R4, R9 and speaker field to the lower
power supply wire of our circuit. Here, the speaker field
acts as the filter choke and together with condensers C13
and p8, forms a condenser input filter. Condenser C16 is the
line filter condenser which helps to reduce hum and by-passes
high frequency noise voltage.

SECOND DETECTOR

The second detector is of the diode type and its circuit is
from theupper end of the secondary of i-f T2 to the upper
diode of Figure 5, across to the cathode and back through the
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volume control to the lower end of the second'iry. The recti-
fied signal voltage thus appears -cross the volume control
potentiometer and is couplad to the grid of the a-f tube
through condenser C10. By adjusting the movable contact of
this control, any desired part of the signal voltage may be
applied to the a-f grid, thus regulating the volume.

AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL

To maintain a more uniform output with v,rious carrier volt-
ages, there is an automatic volume control circuit through
condenser C15 to the lower diode plate of the tube. The cir-
cuit hero is from the diode plate to the cathode, to ground
and back through R4 and R5 to the diode plate.

Like the control grids of the first detector and i-f Ampli-
fier tubes, the lower diode plate will be negatively biased
by the drop across R4 and thus, with no signal, there will be
no current in RS. However, when the'signal voltage becomes
greater than this bias, the diode will become conductive and
rectified currant will exist in R5.

The direction of this current will be from ground to the diode
and the voltage drop across R5, caused by this current, will
be positive at the grounded end and negative at the diode end.
Checking back, you will find that R5 is also in the control
grid circuits of the first two tubes and any voltage drop
across R5 will be added to the bias voltage across R4.

Thus, an increase of signal strength causes an increase of
voltage across R5 which, in turn, increases the bias on the
control grids of the first two tubes. The action here is the
same as explained for the volume control of Figure 3 but the
bias is regulated by the signal strength and taus we have
automatic volume control.

Remember here, the avc acts to maintain a constant signal
level across the volume control which can be manually ad-
justed to allow ny desired part of this voltage to reach
the control grid circuit of the a-f tube.

As we have alreadyexelained, the avc circuit will not
operate until the signal voltage is gre_ter than the bias
voltage on the diode plate and, therefore, the arrange-
ment is known as "Delayed avelt.

Resistance R3 and condensers C2 and C7 act as a filter to
prevent any s.ignalfreqaencies from reaching the controlled
grid circuits the same as R7 and Cll in the grid circuit of
the a-f tube.
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The explanations of this Lesson complete the common type of
Radio Receivers and we want you to notice particularly that
about the only difference between the types is the matter of
power supply. Practically all new sets employ the superhetero-
dyne circuit and, if you understand its operation, and the
various supplies we have explained, you are well on your way
toward a good understanding of radio receivers.
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Learning without thought is labor lost. Thought
without learning is intellectual death.

---Confucius, 550 B.C.
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Contrary to ordinary belief, the cathode ray tube is not new
but has been employed in laboratories for a number of years.
However, it has been removed from the laboratory ciess and is
now considered as almost a necessary piece of -beet equipment
in the Radio and Electronic industry.

For this reason, a complete understanding of its operation is
essential for anyone interested in electronics and therefore)
we are going to spend this Lesson explaining its action and
some of its application.

THE CATFODE RAY TUBE

The cathode-ray tube is a form of vacuum tube in which the
electrons are concentrated into a beam, caused to move at
high velocity and strike a specially treated faco) or
"Screen" as, it is called, which produces a spot of light.
Deflection of the beam, .hick causes motion of the spot) is
controlled by means of an electrostatic or magnetic field.
Duo to the persistence of vision of the human eye, when the
spot is caused to move rapidly over the face of the tube)
instead of a spot, a line or trace is seen. The trace pre-
sents a pattern or image which canto interpreted in terms of
the voltage or current causirg the motion of the electron
beam.

Like the common types of vacuum tubes used as an anolifiers
the cathode-ray tube contains a cathode, a grid to control
the intensity of the electrons, and a plate or anode to at-
tract them. Instead of the usual amplifying action, these
elements serve to produce an electron beam of controlled
diameter and velocity. One commonly used method for pro»
ducing the beam is shown in Figure 1, where the electrons)
that leave the cathode) are attracted to the anode Al which
is held at a positive potential. To ru ch the anode they
must pass through the grid which consists of a metal plate
with a small hole or aperture in it.

This aperture produces a beam, from the cloud of electrons
that are emitted from the cathode, as only those passing
through the opening reach the anode Al. The grid is maintain-
ed et a negative potential; hence, by varyirg its potential,
it can be made to permit more or less electrons tc pass.
Since the object of this arrar:em.nt is to have the electrons
strike the face or screen of the tune, and not remain at
anode Al, it also has en aperture which further reduces the
beam diameter. This combinetion of electredas is ccmmonly
known as an "Electron Gun".

In order that the electrons strike t'le coated face of the
tube or screen "ith sufficient force to produce a spot of
light, it is necessary to increase their velocity. This is
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accomplished by means of anode A2, which is maintained at a
positive potential three or four times that of Anode Al, and
further concentrates the beam so that a small spot is pro-
duced on the screen. The screen is made of a coating of
willemite, cadmium tungstate, or other fluorescent materials
which have the property of giving off light when bombarded
by electrons. Different chemical coatings produce different
colors, such as blue, green, yellow or white. The green
being more useful for visual observation since the eye is
most sensitive to this color, the blue being more satisfactory
for photographic purposes, and the white for Television appli-
cations.

The intensity of the spot of light is determined by the number
of electrons in the beam and the velocity at which they strike
the screen. One method of controlling the number of electrons
is by changing the cathode temperature; however, a better met-
hod, which is more convenient, more sensitive, and provides
longer tube life, it to vary the grid potential.

The size of the spot is determined by the ratio of the volt-
ages on Al and A2. The voltege on A2 is usually kept con-
stant and that of Al is adjusted for proper focusing. If

the voltage on Al is too low, nn inadequate number of elect-
rons will reach it; hence, the number reaching the screen
will be too small and result in a dim spot. If the voltage
on Al is too high, more than the required number of electrons
will reach the screen and the spot will become enlarged. A

careful adjustment, of the grid and anode Al voltages, is
therefore necessary to produce a spot of the correct size and
intensity.

There are other methods of focesirg the electron beam end one,
as shown in Figure 2, is by means of the magnetic field pro-
duced by a coil placed so that the electrons pass through its
core. Although the magnetic field set up by the coil does not
influence those electrons traveling -parallel to the flux lines,
it does exert a force on those electrons which tend to diverge
and move across the flux lines. The electrons are thas kept
moving in one direction.

A third method of focusing, developed by the 7estern Electric
Company, makes use of an ionized gas and the tube has the gen-
eral construction shown in Figure 3.

The cathode is made part of the filament and the grid is elec-
trically connected to it. The number of electrons pasting
through the grid is controlled only by the cathode temperature
since the grid is always at a constant potential with respect
to the cathode.
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The anode Al attracts the electrons and gives them the velo-
city necessary to reach the screen but, in passing through
the inert gas, the electrons strike molecules of the gas and
knock out some electrons which leaves the molecules with an
excess positive charge. These positively charged bodies,
called ions, are much heavier and move slowly co'ipared to the
electrons; hence, they are displaced very little by the im-
pact and tend to remain in the path of the beam. Since they

are positively charged, they attract electrons, thereby pre-
venting the electrons from diverging from the pith of the
beam. In reality then, there exists a beam of both elec..,

trons and ions. 7ihile the ions are continually neutralizing
electrons, an excess of electrons is maintained by the cith-
ode.

Since the movement of an electron can be controlled electrosta-
tically or magnetically, motion of the beam, which consists
of a stream of electrons, cPn likewise be controlled. Deflec-
tion -is produced electrostatically by passing the beam be-
tween two charged plates as shown in Figure 4.

By making plate A positive with respect to plate B, the beam
of electrons, which are minute negative charges, will be at-
tracted by A and repelled by B. The spot, which is normally
at P03 will then move to Pl. If the polarity of the two
plates is reversed, the beam will be attracted by B and re-
pelled by A and the spot will move to point P2.

The distance that the seot moves from its nor -al position will
be proportional to the charge or voltage on the plates. If

the voltage on plate A is increased slowly from zero to the
value which deflects the spot to Pl, the spot will be seen to
move gradually from Po to Pl; however, if the increase in
voltage is rapid enough, the spot will be seen as a straight
line extending from P to P1. This results frem the inabi-
lity of the eye to follow changos beyond a certain rate. As

we have told you before, this characteristic of human eye-
sight is known as persistence of vision and is made use of
in motion pictures. In seeing a line, the eye sees at one
time every position that the spot occupied during its de-
flection.

By using two pair of plates, ore deflecting the beam verti-
cally and the other horizontally, the resulting pattern can
be interpreted in terms of the voltages applied to the pairs
of plates. In reality, this arrangement forms an electrical
graph, with vertical and horizontal coordinates, and the
motion of the spot, when influenced by two pairs of charged
plates, is shown in Figure 5.
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Assuming that plate V2 is made positive with respect to V1,
the spot will move from Po, the normal position, to P1. If
plate H2 is than made positive with respect to plate H1, the
spot will move to P2. If instead of applying the voltages
individually, tl',ey are both applied at the same time, the

spot will move diagonally from Po to P2; since for each
short distance it moves up, it will also move a short dis-
tance to the right. if the applied voltages are increased
from zero to their final value at the riEht speed, a dia-
gonal line extending from Po to P2 will be seen.

Plates H1 and H2 are known as the horizontal deflecting
plates or merely "Horizontal plates" and V1 and V2 are the
vertical deflecting plates or "vertical plates". These names

result from the direction in which they cause the beam or
spot to move and not from their physical position in the tube.

Similar deflection of the beam can also be produced magnet-
ically, as shown in Figure 6. However, this method is not
commonly used for measurement work since considerable en-
ergy is required to energize the coils, whereas, practical-
ly no energy is absorbed in electrostatic deflection of Fi-
gure 5. Coils Ll and 12, mounted vertically, deflect the
beam horizontally and coils L3 and L4 deflect the beam

PRODUCTION OF PATTERNS

'The pattern, produced by the voltages applied to the deflec-
ting plates of the cathode-ray tube, can be determined before-
hand by graphical construction. For example, assume that
two a...c voltages of the same frequency and zero phase rela-
tion are applied to the deflecting plates of the tube, as
shown in Figure 7. The voltage EV is applied to the verti-
cal plates V1 and V2 and the voltage EH is placed on the
horizontal plates H1 and HZ.

At zero voltage, the spot is at Po. After a time t1 has
elapsed, the voltage between the vertical plates has in-
creased to the value el and between the horizontal plates to

62. The spot then has moved to P1 which is located by pro-
jecting horizontally from el and vertically from e2 to lo-
cate point "P1". When a time equal to one fourth of the
cycle has passed, the voltage between the horizontal plates
is e4 and between the vertical plates is 03. By projection,
the spot is now P2. As this point is passed, tne voltage
starts to decrease and the spot moves down the diagonal to
P3, which is reached at the negative peaks of the applied
voltages, and than moves back to Po as the cycle is completed.
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Thus the pattern of two sine voltages, of the same frequency
and zero phase relation, is a straight line. The angle of
inclination Ilan, that the line makes with the horizontal, is
determined by the ratio of the magnitudes of the two voltages,
and when they are equal, the angle is 45°.

LISSAJOUTS FIGURES

By similar construction, it can be shown that if the two volt-
ages are sine saves of equal magnitudes and frequency but

with a phase difference, the following will be true;

1. For a phase angle greater than 0 and less than
90°, the pattern will be an ellipse, with its
major axis making an angle of 45° with the hori-
zontal.

2. Fce a phase angle of 90° the pattern will be a
circle.

3. For a phase angle greater than 90° and less
than 180°, the pattern will also be an el-
lipse but its major axis will make an angle of
135° with the horizontal.

4. For a phase angL-: of 100°, the pattern will be
a straight line whole angle "alt is 135°.

5. For angles between 180° and 360° these patterns
will be duplicated.

These patterns, knows as Lissajous figures, produced for the
various phase relations, are shown in sketches (A) through
(E) in Figure 8.

If the two volt ,g;es are of the same frequency but of unequal
magnitudes and 90° out of ph-3se, instead of a circle, an el-
lipse will be produced, however, it cannot be confused with
an ellipse produced for phase angles of less than 90° be-

cause its axes are in the vertical and horizontal plane as
shown in Figure 9.

The patterns resulting from tiro voltages of different freq-
uencies and of different phase relation are shown in the
Lissajous figures (A) through (D) in Figure 10. All these

patterns are for a frequency ratio of 3 to 1, the frequency
on the horizontal plates being three times that on the ver-

tical plates. Figure (A) is for a 0° phase angle, (B) for

a phase angle less than 90°, (C) is for a 90° phase angle,

and (D) is for a phase angle greater then 90° and less than
180°.
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Notice that the patterns consist of double traces, which
coincide for a phase angle of 0° and become displaced from
eacn other for other angles. Un to 90° one trace aonears
to lag the other and after 90°, it leads the other.

The Lissajous figures produced are determined by toe ratio
of the two frequencies, hence, if one is known, the other
can be determined. As shown in Figure 11, the frequency
ratio can be found by drawing a vertical line and a hori-
zontal line tangent to tne peaks of the waves produced, The

frequency ratio is equal to the ratio of the number of peaks
touching the vertical line to the number touching the hori-
zontal line, and these patterns are the same regardless of
t,e frequencies involved. For example, the left hand sketch
of Figure 11 would be the same if the frequencies were 30
and 10 or 300 and 100 cps.

MEASUREMENTS

From the properties so far discussed, it can be seen that
the cathode-ray tube may be used for the measurement of
frequency and phase relationships.

As a d -c voltmeter, the deflection of the spot, from its
original position, can be used as a measure of the voltage
applied to the plates. A transnarent screen, with parallel
lines, placed over the face of the tube will afford a means
of calibration. The tube is valuable as a voltmeter be-
cause of its extremely high internal resistance, therefore,
it will not alter the circuit on which measurements are made.

As a voltmeter, the sensitivity of the tube is exnressed in
volts per inch or per millimeter of deflection. Stated an-
other way, deflection sensitivity is the distance the beam
will move across the screen in millimeters (one millimeter=
one thousandth meter) at a difference of potential of one
volt between a pair of deflecting plates. Once the sensi-
tivity is determined, voltages can be determined from the
length of the deflection.

On a -c voltage measurement, the cathode-ray tube acts as a
peak voltmeter because it produces a line whose length repre-
sents twice the peak value of the wave. For example, if the
vertical deflection sensitivity of a cathode-ray tube .0

volts (rms) per inch, a vertical line trace of 3 inches on
the screen would renresent a value of 1/2 x 3 x .8 or 1.2
volts (rms). The peak value of the applied a -c voltage would
be 1.2 x 1.41 (peak value = rms x 1.41) or 1.6'+ volts.

Another valuable characteristic of the tube as an a -c volt-
meter is that the deflection is independent of frequency and
therefore, it can be used for measuring voltages of zero fre-
quency, or d -c, to very high radio frequencies.
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To further increase the sensitivity of the a -c measurement,

an amplifier can be used in conjunction with the cathode-ray

tube but, the amplifier frequency response will limit the
frequencies which can be measured. The greatest drawback, to thr

use of the tube as a voltmeter, rises from its change in son.

sitivity with a change in anode potentials.

Current readings are made by measuring the potential drop
across a resistor of known value, and thei using Ohms law,

to calculate the required value.

For frequency measurement, the output of a calibrated a -f
signal generator is applied to one sat of plates and the un-
known frequency to the other. The ratio is then determined
from the patterns as shown earlier in this Lesson.

SWEEP CIRCUITS

When an a -c voltage is applied to the vertical plates of a
cathode-ray tube, a vertical trace appears on the face of the
screen. As shown in Figure 12 (B), the line represents twice
the peak voltage and, in a sense, the ooserver is looking in
the direction of motion of the wave and sees an end view.

To obtain a true picture of the wave, such as shown in Figure
12)A), the beam must be moved horizontally at the same time
that it is moved vertically. In order to produce this wave-
form, while moving vertically from A to B Figure 12A, the
spot must also travel the horizontal dist"nce AM. When the
beam has moved vertically through one cycle, it will have
moved horizontally a distance equal to AZ, and one cycle of
the wave will be traced on the tube face.

Notice here, to produce a trace of one cycle it is necessary
that the beam move horizontally from A to Z in exactly the
same time required for the voltage on the vertical plates to
complete one cycle.

Suppose the speed of the horizontal motion were cut in half
and the beam moved only from A to Y in the time required for
one cycle of the voltage on the vertical plates. Under these

conditions, the complete wave of Figure 12 (A), would be com-
pressed into the horizontal distance A -Y and a second con,

plete cycle would appear in the space Y -Z.

The torizontal speed or velocity of the beat thus controls
the number of cycles traced on the screen, and while a de-
crease in velocity will increase the number of cycles, an
increase of horizontal velocity will reduce the number of
cycles traced on the screen.



.
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From a practical standpoint, the trace should appear to be
stationary and, therefore, the horizontal velocity must be
maintained in a definite proportion to the frequency of the
voltage on the vertical plates.

Since the width of the screen determines the maximum hori-
zontal distance that the beam can move, to produce a con-
tinual picture of the wave on the face of the tube, the beam
must be returned instantly to its original starting point
or else a double trace will appear.

The deflection of the beam is proportional to the voltage on
the plates and in order that it moves horizontally at a con-
stant velocity, theltweepit voltage, applied to the horizon-
tal plates, must increase directly with time. At the end of
the horizontal displacement of the spot, the voltage will be
miximum and then must instantly drop to zero in order that
the spot be returned to the origin.

To produce this action, the waveform of the sweep voltage
would be that shown in Figure 13 which, because of its shapes
is called a "saw-tooth" wave. Checking the curve, you will

find that the voltage builds up uniformly with time, reach
ing a peak value E and then drops instantly to zero.

To produce a voltage wave of this shape, it is customary to
use that is known as a "relaxation oscillator" which functions

on the electrical characteristics of charging condenser
through a resistance. When such a condenser is being charged,
the voltage across its terminals varies with time, and its
voltage characteristic is similar in shape to the line OE
of Figure 13 but with a certain amount of curvature which
predominates as the peak voltage is approached. However, when

this peak voltage is reached, some means of shorting the
condenser must be provided in order to return the spot to its
original position.

A motor driven switch could be used but, as it would be ex-
pensive and cumbersane, a better method, as shown in Figure
14, is to obtain the same action electrically by means of a
gas filled vacuum tube shunted across the condenser. This

tube, which contains two plates, has the property of being
conductive only when the voltage across the plates is high
enough to cause the gas to break up into negative and posi-
tive particles. This condition is known as "ionization"
and when it occurs, a very low resistance path c,xists be-
tween the two plates. The resulting high current will stop
only when the voltage on the plates is reduced to a value
much lower than that required for ionization.
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A tube of this type is ideally suited for the automatic
shorting switch in the sweep circuit, because while the voltage
is forming across the condenser, the tube acts as an infinite
resistance but, after the condenser voltage reaches the ioniz-
ing potential, it acts as a loco resistance er short. As the
condenser discharges, the voltage drop across it is reduced
and when the de-ionizing potential of the tube is reached,
the current stops as abruptly as it started and the c onden-
ser agein starts to charge.

The time for one cycle, or the frequency of the 6 -Jeep volt-
age, will be determined by the difference in the ionizing -nd

de-ionizing potentials, the value of the resistor nRn, and the
value of the condenser, C. The sweep voltage will be equal
to the difference of the ionizing and de-ionizing voltages.
In commercial circuits, the size of tie condenser is changed
to Obtain large changes in frequency, and the voltage, or
resistance, is changed far small frequency variations.

The grid controlled gaseous discharge tube has 'replaced the
two element tube for use in sweep circuits, because of the
need for synchronization of the sweep frequency otith that of
the voltage being analyzed. If the frequency of the signal
voltage and that of the sweep circuit do not maintain a con-
stant ratio to each other, the image will move back and
forth across the screen making theanalysis of the waveform
difficult.

To provide a stationary pattern, the freeuencies must be
kept in step and synchronization is achieved ay feeding a
portion of the voltage being analyzed into the grid of the
discharge tube, and using it to control the ionizing poten-
tial of the tube. As a result, the discharge tube will ion-
ize at the same instant on each cycle of the signal voltage,
thereby providing the necessary synchronization.

A simplified circuit using a triode of this type is shorn in
Figure 15 and while the grid controls the ionizing potentials
it has no control over the de-ionizing potential. After ion-
ization occurs, the grid loses control and only by 1roping
the plate voltage can de-ionization be brought about.

The circuit of Figure 15 functions in the same manner as that
described in Figure 14 and the resistor R1 is used to limit
the discharge current to a safe value after ionization occurs
while the variable bias arrangem,nt is for small frequency
adjustment.

As mentioned in the earlier part of this lesson, the sweep
voltage should increase uniformly but the complete voltage
characteristic of a condenser .could cause a saw tooth wave
with considerable curvature and a sweep voltage of this shape
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would produce a distorted picture. However, the voltage
characteristic curve of a condenser is Flmost straight-line
near the start land becomes increasingly non-linear as the con-
denser voltage approaches that of the supply. By limiting
the magnitude of the sweep voltage to a value on the lower
part of the curve, a wave form closely :pproachirg the ideal
is obtained. However, by operating cn the lower ?art of the
curve, a higher supply voltage will be needed for the same
ionizing potential.

The curvature in the charging voltage curve of a condenser
is caused by the charging current not being constant in value
but if the current could be kept constant, the condenser volt-
age would vary directly with time. This can be chown from
the expression for the voltage on a condenser which is.

= q

where q is the charge in coulombs and C the capacity in
farads. Since the charge is equal to the product of the cur-
rent and the time, that is

q = It

by substituting this equivalent of q in the voltage expres-
sion, in terms of the current and time, the voltage becomes

It

=

which shows the straight-line relation between the voltage
and time when the currant and capacity remain constant.

By utilizing the fact that, for a wide r,n2e of plate volt-
ages, the plate current of a pentode tube is practically inde-
pendent of the plate voltage, a method of keeping the condenser
charging current constant is available and a sweep circuit,
employing a pentode as a current limiting device, is shown in
Figure 16.

When the supply voltage is applied to this circuit, the charg-
ing current of condenser C will be the plate current of the
pentode tube which is determined by its grid and screen volt-
ages. With tire, the voltage across the condenser 7t 11 build
up -nd thereby decreaFe the plate voltare on the pentode, how-
ever, since the ?late current is independent of this change
in plate voltage, the current in the circuit remains constant.

When the voltage across the condenser becomes sufficient to
ionize the triode, the condenser discharges through the tube
until the vcltage on the condenser arops to the de -.ionizing
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potential. when this occurs, the condenser discharge through
the triode stops, the plate voltage of the pentode rises and
the condenser starts to charge again. Although the circuit

current remains constant during the condenser discharge the
current through the gaseous triode becomes so large that a
limiting resistor R1 must still be used.

For this circuit, the frequency of the sweep voltage can be
determined from the expression

It
e= -6---

The equation for the time taken for the condenser to charge
to a voltage "ell is

C
u =

e

I

Since the frequency is the reciprocal of the time, that is

then, by substitution,

f =
1

t

f = I

Ce

Since the voltage on the condenser does not drop to zero
when the deionizing potential is reached, the voltage nen,
across the discharge tube, commonly Known as a thyration,
will be the difference of the ionizing and de -ionizing po-
tentials,

THE OSCILLO3RAFH.

The cathode ray tube, in ccmbination with auxilliary equip-
ment such as amplifiers, positioning controls and sweep volt-
age generator, when used for measurement work, is known as

an oscillograph or oscilloscope. Although ire have expl-,ined

the v?rious actions of each of the separate circuits, it may
be rather difficult for you to visualize just hos ttey would
be connected together and, therefore, in Figure 17, we show
a complete circuit diagram of a typical cathode ray oscillo-

scope.

The controls, found on most oscilloscopes, are the intensity,
focusing, positioning, amplifier gain, synchronizing and sweep
frequency. All of these are s'iown in the circuit of Figure
17 and we are going to go through and point them out to you.
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Intensity control:- From our former explanations, you will
remember that the bias voltage on the control grid of the
cathode ray tube determined the intensity of the electron
beam. Thus, in Figure 17, R25 is the intensity cont: of be-
cause it provides a means of varying the bias on the control
grid.

Focusing Control: In the tube, the focusing element is the
anode the potential of which is varies by means of potentio-
meter R23.

Positioning Control: The positioning control consists of a
potentiometer which applies a d -c voltage of the proper pol-
arity and magnitude to the deflecting plates so that the
normal position of the electron beam can be adjusted. It

thus affords a moans of moving the position of the pattern
on the screen. There are two positioning controls, one 7,14,
to move the spot up or down, and the other, R16, to move the
spot to the right or left.

Amplifier Gain Controls: The amplifier gain controls adjust
the voltage input to the amplifiers and so determine the volt-
age applied to the deflecting plates. In most oscilloscopes,
two amplifiers are incorporated, one for the horizontal plates

and the other for the vertical plates. In Figure 17, tube Ti

with its circuit is the vertical amplifier and potentiometer
R is its gain control.

The horizontal amplifier consists of tube M2 and its circuits,
the gain ccntrol being potentiometer R2. A switch is incor-
porated at the input of the horizontal amplifier so that the
internal sweep or anexternal voltage may be applied.

Synchronizing Control: To provide a stationary pattern, the
sweep voltage must be kept in step with the voltage to the
analyzed. To do this, a portion of the voltage being analyzed
is fed into the grid circuit of the discharge tube and used
to control its ionizing potential. In Figure 17, this is
achieved by providing an a -c path from the elate -f Tl, through
R7, C2 and R5 to the grid of the discharge tube T3. As the

amount of the feedback voltage can be controlled by R5, it
functions as the synchronizing control.

Sweep Frequency Control: For large changes of sweep frequen-
cies, in commercial oscillographs, different capacities are
substituted in the plate circuit of the discharge tube. In

Figure 17 this is accomplished by switch "S" and the six dif-
ferent capacities. For finer adjustments or small frequency
changes, the plate voltage on the sweep tube is varied by
changing the position of the movable contact of R9, thus in-
creasing or decreasing the resistance, or load, of the plate
circuit.
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Like the majority of vacuum tubes used in Electronic services,
the cathode ray tube as identified by a specific Ral numbering
system. For example, the tube used in Figrre 17 could -

be a 311P1. The first figure (3) indicaced the approximate
diameter of the face of the tube it inches, the letter (R)
represents the manner of obtaning the deflecting potentials,
the letter (P) indicates the screen material is some 'shosphor
compound, and the last figure (1) represents the general
persistency of the screen. The larger the numbers the longer
the persistence. A tube identified as 3AP5 would have a
longer persistence than the tube indicated above.

Now that we have explained the fundamental actions and the
controls of the oscilloscope in Figure 17, we will show you
how it can be employed for checking distortion in an audio
amplifier. To do this, it is necessary to use a calibrated
a-f signal generator which we will assume to have a sine wave
output. That is, when the output of a-f oscillator is
applied to the vertical plates of the oscilloscope, and its
controls properly set, an undistorted sine wave mall appear
on the screen of the cathode ray tube.

To start this check, the power cord of the oscilloscope is
plugged into a suitaLle supply and the power switch turned

After allowing time for tubes to heat, and with
the positioning controls at their mid point of rotation, the
intensity control is advanced until a spot aplears on the
screen. The focusing and intensity controls area then adjusted
simultaneously until the saallest sharply defined spot is
obtained. By the use of the positioning controls, the spot
is moved until it comes to rest in the approximate center of
the screen.

Once the spot is properly centered and focused, the intensity
should immediately be decreased until the spot is just barely
visible because an intense electron beam, allowed to remain
stationary on the screen for any length of time, nna burn the
flourescent material and thereby decrease its ability to
give off light.

As we are interested in the over-all distortion of the a-f
amplifier, the vertical plates of the oscilloscope should be
connected across the secondary of the amplifier output trans,
former and the output terminals of the a-f signal generator
connected to the amplifier input terminals. The dial of the
signal generator is sot to a frequency of 50 cycles and, with
the switches of the oscilloscope in a position to employ its
internal synchronizing and sweep voltages, the main sweep
frequency control, switch uS", in Figure 17, is set to a
position which covers 50 cycles. The synchronizing control
should be set for zero voltage.
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With the connections and adjustments properly made, both the
amplifier and signal generator are turned "On". After allow-
ing time for their tubes to heat, the intensity control of
the oscillograph should be advanced until a pattern is seen.

The horizontal and vertical amplitude controls, R2 and R of
Figure 17, are then adjusted until the pattern just covers
the sc2een. Due to the fact that the soreep frequency is not
the same as that of the applied voltage the pattern nay be
complex and to remedy this, the sleep frequency vernier, R2,
should be adjusted until a single trace pattern is obtained.

If the amplifier has perfect fidelity, the pattern on the
screen will be an undistorted sine liave, the same as the
output of the generator. However, if the amplifier is not
perfect at this frequency, the pattern will be a distroted
sine wave.

When making tests of this kind, the gain control of the audio
amplifier should be rotated from minimum to maximum so that
any distortion, at the various volume levels, will be shown
on the oscilloscope

After the tests have been made at 50 cycles, both the signal
generator and sweep oscillator should be set to 130 cycles
and the above procedure followed. Like tests should be ride
at frequencies of 200, 300, 400, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4030,
5000, 6000, 7000, 8000, 9000 and 10,000 cycles so tnat the
entire audio spectrum may be covered.

The reason for repenting the tests is that the amplifier may
distcrt at some frequencies and not others. For our explana-
tion, however, wu will ass,3m, tlIqt with the gain control at
the half ivay position, these was no dLstortion at any fre-
quency but, with maximum gain, oistortion occurred at all
frequencies.

In order to determine in which amplifier stage or circuit,
this distortion is originating, the sjgnel generator and sweep
oscillator should be set at some audio freq iency, the ea.act
value of which is not imiortant and with the amplifier gain
control at maximum, the distorted wave will appear on the
screen of the oscilloscope. The vertical plates of the oscil-
lograph should then be disconnected from the secondary of
the output transformer and placed across the primary. Should

this change of connection cause an undistorted pattern to
appear, the output trnsformer is at fault.

If the pattern remains distorted, the vertical plates of the
oscilloscope should ge connected across the grid, or grids,
of the output stage and the pattern checked again to see if
the distortion is eliminated. By following the S'IMs plan,

each stage of the amplifier can be checked and the source of
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the distortion determined. Then the stage, in which this dis-
tortion occurs, has been located, it is necessary to check
the design and component parts of its circuits in order to de-
termine what changes must be made to improve the fidelity
and reduce or eliminate the distortion

_Then making tests of this kind, the input signal voltage from
the test oscillator should not be greater than that normally
applied to the amplifier in actual operation, With a strong
input signal, a distorted wave may resiat, because of over-
loading, and not be due to defective parts or poor design in
the amplfiier.

The above tests ara only a few of the applications of the
cathode ray oscilloscope and, in the later Lessons, we are
going to take up many more. However, before going ahead, we
w-nt you to make a very careful study of this Lesson in order
that you may completely understand the fundamental actions.

"Without this knowledge, you will be un-ble to dOtlin full
benefit from the more complicated applications of the cathode
ray tube, as used in the Television, Sound, Radio and other

Electronic fields.
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MODULATION

Pagel

In our early explanations of Radio we told you that a fre-

quency of 10,000 cycles per second was often considered as

the dividing line between the Audio and Radio regions of en-

ergy. Thus, in general, the frequencies which we cen hear,

can not be transmitted directly through space, while those
which can bu transmitted w:11 not affect our ears,

To be of practical benefit, the radiated or transmitted fre-
quencies must be made to carry intelligence so that, at the

receiver, they will produce an action which affects at le-st

one of our senses. Due perhaps to its comparative simplicity,
or similarity to the Telegraph, the carly Radio systems mere
arranged to produce audible code sigrals and :.ere known as a

Wireless Telegraph.

In these early systems, the higher transmitted Radio frequen-
cies had to carry lower or audio frequencies, and this was

accomplished by starting and stopping the high frequencies
according to a pre -arranged code. At the receiver, the re-

ception of the high frequencies would -cause a local circuit

to be energized and thus a telegraph sounder could be operated,

Later, after vacuum tubes came into use, the heterodyne prin-

ciple became popular and the generated frequency of an oscilla-

tor in the receiver, mixed with the incoming signal frequency,

produced a beat note at an eudible frequency. This principle

is still used for code recettion and the audible beat frequen-
cy operates head phones or loud speakers. Hmeiv,,r, the code

is transmitted by starting and stopping the radiated high fre-
quency at the desired intervals,

In general, the control of thy: radiated energy, enabling it to

carry signals, is known as "modulation". Thus we h ve the con-

trol or "modulation" frequency and the radiated or "Carrier
frequency.

By the general methods first mentioned, a "Wireless" system
cm transmit messages similar to those of the wired Telegraph

systems but Radio enjoys its present popularity because it can
transmit messages of the same type as the Telephone.

For this type of signal, the high frequency carrier must be
modulated by the audio frequency of the signal and thus, the
original method of stopping and starting the carrier is not
practical. Instead, the carrier is made to vary at the rate
of the modulating frequency and present day systems can be
classed according to the type of variation.
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To explain the modulation methods of the older and more common
systems, for Figure 1 we have drawn a simplified circuit of a
Radio Frequency oscillator of the Electron Coupled Type.

As explained in the lesson on Oscillators, the values of con.
denser C and Inductance L control the frequency at which the
oscillator operates. The tuned circuit, commonly known as a
otankn circuit made up of C1 and L1 in the plate circuit
of the screen grid tube, may be adjusted to the same frequen-
cy as C-L or one of its harmonics. Coil L2, inductively
coupled to coil Li, will contain a constant frequency which
may be radiated or braodcast when properly connected to an an-
tenna.

The basic principle of operation of Figure 1 is vary similar
to circuits previously explained. However, we want to offer
greater detail with regard to the variations in order that
you clearly understand the action of a simple transmitter.

Considering only the cathode, control grid and screen grid
circuits of the tube, we have the basic arrangement of a
triode Hartley Oscillator. In this instance, the screen
grid serves as the plate.

As the instant power is supplied there will be a surge of
screen grid (plate) current to the cathode, through the lower'
portion of L and back to B.. Acting as an auto-transformer,
this change of current through a part of L induces an emf in
the entire winding.

The polarity of this emf is such that the grid, coupled to the
upper end of the coil through condenser Cg, becomes more posi-
tive in respect to the cathode and causes a further increase
of screen grid current. However, as soon as the grid becomes
positive, there will be grid current which carried by resistor
Rg produces a voltage drop that tends to make the grid nega-
tive in respect to the cathode.

This action continues until the op using voltages become bal-
anced at which point there is no further change of grid po-
tential, the screen grid current dues not vary and the induc-
tion in coil L dies out. With no induced enf to maintain the
positive grid potential it diminishes in value, the grid be-
comes less positive or more negative, and causes a reduction
of screen grid current.

During the period of increasing screen grid current, condenser
C is charged to the voltage across the entire coil Land, as
the emf dies out, the condenser discharges through the coil
causing a reduction of tank circuit voltage. As mentioned
above, this reducing voltage lower: the posjtive grid poten-
tial to cu -se a reduction of screen grid current.
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With reducing screen grid current, the magnetic flux around
coil L becomes weaker or collapses and reverses the direction
of induction, thereby aiding the discharge of the condenser,
Thus, the grid becomes more negative, the reduction of screen
grid current continuos rod the resulting induction not only
discharges the condenser completely but charges it with a volt-

age of opposite polarity.

This action continues until the grid potential is sufficiently
negative to cat off the screen grid current and the magentic
flux, set up oy coil L, is reduced to zero. With zero flux,
the induction dies out, the condenser starts to discherge end
the grid potential becomes less negative, thereby, alloing
the re-establishment and increase of screen grid current. ilith

increasing screen grid current, the action is as previously
explained and the complete cycle is rape itod.

The speed at which the changes occur depends upon the values
of coil inductance and the condenser capacity which thero'y
regulates the irate at erhich the complete changes take place
and control the frequency of the oscillator.

As shown in Figure 1, the plate of the tube connects to a sep-
arate supply terminal usually of higher voltage than that of
the screen grid. .Therefore, many of the emitted elecrone
will pass through the screen grid mesh plate,
but the previously explained action of the control grid volt --
age will vary the stream of electrons at the frequency of the
oscillator.

Because of this action, the plate current will vary or pulsate
at the oscillator frequency and develop ace poNer in the plate
tank circuit which, in Figure 1, consists of coil Ll and con-
denser Cl. This circuit may be tuned to the fundamental cr
some harmonic of the frequency to which the grid tank circuit
L -C is tuned.

Through the inductive coupling between the coils, power in the
plate tank circuit Ll-C1 is carried over tc coil L2 and radi-
ated into space when the coil is connected in a suitable anten-
na system.

Notice in our explanaticn so far, there is nothing to cause a
change in either the frequency or amplitude of the outpu6. How-
ever, should we connect a telegraph k3y in the cathode circuit
of the tube, the oscill-tor could be ,topped and started at
will to provide code trancmiesien. ,'re mention that action

mainly to show that the high frequency output must be modu-
lated in ordPr to carry intelligible signals.
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Going back of Figure 1, the greater the magnitude of the cur-

rent changes in the load circuit, the greater the a -c power

available for radeeteon of intelligence. In order to obtain

greater power output, greater plate voltage changes are re-

quired. Conse.luently, the power output of this transmitter is

controlled fundamentally by the magnitude of plate voltage

changes.

Between the "B+" supply and the tuned plate circuit, "Cl-Ll"

you will find the coil TS which is the secondery of an audio

frequency traneforner. Lacause of its series connection, any
voltage developed in this winding will be impressed on the

plate circuit of the oscillator tube.

For simplicity, we have shown the transformer primary winding,

"TP" connected in series.with a carbon microphone and a bat-

tery. When sound waves strike the microphone diaphragm, they

cause it to vibrate and tots movement produces a corresponding

change in the resistance of the carbon button. As a result,

the current in the circuit will ver3r at the frequency of the

sound waves which strike the microphone diaphragm and the

amount of this variation will be proportional to the strength

of the sound.

The current changes in the primary of muff will cause corres-
ponding charges of voltage across the secondary TS. Consider-

int this voltage as a -c, during one alternation it will aid

the d -c supply, causing the total plate voltage to increase

and during the following alternation, it will oppose the d -c

supply, causing the total plate voltage to decrease.

Betause of this action, the strength, or amplitude of the os-

cillator output will vary vith the sound waves which strike

the microphone diaphragm, to produce whet is known as ampli-

tude modulation.

As explained in the lesson on resonant fiequency circuits, the

basic expression for resonance is f - 21/v1,c- . Since there is

no indication of "R" in the formula, chengirg the resistance

of the circuit, containing an L -C tank, does not change the

value of the resonant frequency, but rather changes the mag-

nitude of the current in the circuit.

It is customary to represent the output of an enplitude modu-

lated wave by the plan of Figure 2-B, and we wont you to study

it carefully in order to be familiar with two important char-

acteristics.

First, as indicted by the light, broken vertical lines, the

frequency of the oscillator remains constgnt as each cycle

occupies the same horizontal distance on the curve.
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Second, the height or amplitude of the cycles vary and, by
drawing a light line across the tops or bottoms of each of the
peaks of the cycles of Figure 2-B, the resulting curve would
represent the modulation frequency or signal.

Thus, for amplitude modulation, the carrier has a constant fre-
quency the amplitude of which varies as the signal or modula-

tion frequency. Looking at Figure 1 again, you can see that
the stronger the audic signal at the microphone, the greater
the voltage across "TS". This, in turn, means a greater vari-
ation in the amplitude of the cycles of Figure 2-B.

At the left of Figure 2-B :e show a fe.,: cycles of unmodulated

output and you will notice both the frequency and output are
constant. The heavy line directly above the left part of Fig-
ure 2-B labeled "no sound" (Figure 2-A) indicates further that

no intelligence is carried by the wave. The curve at the

right of Figure 2-A is the ware form of the modulating signal,
and is a loud note of rather low frequency. The wave is really

a projection of the variation in amplitude of Figure 2-B. Hori

zontal line "A" of Figure ?-B represents the axis or line of
zero outrut and thus, the distance between lines A and B rep-
resents the value of the unmodulated output.

Following the peaks of the modulated cycles, you will find they
drop from line B to line C and then rise from C to B to D.
Thus, line B becomes the axis of the modulation frequency and
the distance between lines C and B or D end B represents the
amplitude of the signal frequency.

When the value of BD is equal to that of AB, the amplitude of
the carrier will vary from zero to twice its unmodulated value
and we spy there is 100% modulation. For other values, the
percentage of modulation is the ratio between the peak of the
modulating frequency and the peak of the unmodulated carrier.
Using the letters of Figure 2-B as an eauation

BD
% modulation = x 100

AB

Figures 1 and 2 represent the conanon system of amplitude modu-
lation and, as the action of receivers designed for this type
of signal has already been explained in detail, v.e will not
repeat.

FREQUENCY MODULATION

Earlier in this lesson we said that, "In general, the control
of the radiated energy, enabling it to carry signals, is known
as Modulation", but nothing was said in respect to the type of

control. For code transmission, the carrier frequency is sim-
ply stopped and started at the desired instants, while for
amplitude modulation, the strength of the carrier frequency is
varied at the rate of the signal frequency.
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To illustrate another method of modulation, for the circuit
of Figure 3 wa have the oscillator of Figure 1, but, instead
of the carbon microphone and transformer in the plate circuit,
have connected a condenser type microphone across the tuning
condenser of the oscillator tank circuit.

However, as we mentioned for the circuit of Figure 1, the
oscillator frequency is controlled by the values of C and L
in the tank circuit. As L represents a coil of fixed induct-
ance, the frequency can be adjusted by changing the capacity
of the variable condenser "C".

Referring again to the familar resonant frequency formula,

1
f

2 Tr VLC

a change of the capacity "C" will change the value of the
resonant frequency. As a matter of fact, increasing the
value of C decreases the value of the resonant frequency,
whereas decreasing "C" increases the frequency.

From the explanations of the earlier Lessons, you will remem-
ber that the diaphragm of a condenser type microphone is in
effect, the movable plate of a two plate variable condenser.
The sound waves, which strike the diaphragml, cause it to de-
flect and this movement produces a corresponding change of
capacity.

In the simplified arrangement of Figure 3, these variations
of capacity in the microphone will cause a change in the total
capacity across the tank coil L and thus produce corresponding
change of oscillator frequency. With this arrangement, the
audio or signal frequencies will control the oscillator or
carrier frequency and thus we have Frequency Modulation.

The curve of Figure 4-B represents the modulated output of the
oscillator of Figure 3, the same as the curve of Figure 2-B
conforms to Figure 1. By comparing these two curves care-
fully, you will notice, in Figure 4-B the amplitude remains
constant but the frequency, shown by the horizontal distance
between adjacent peaks, has quite a wide variation.

In Figure 4-A the curve again shows the wave form of the audio
modulating signal, and we will assume that it represents a
note of low audio frequency of medium loudness.

As already explained, when no modulation exists a definite
frequency will be generated as determined by the values of L -C
in Figure 3. Under this condition the condenser microphone,
will have a fixed value and added to C, will cause the oscil-
lator will,have a fixed value and added to C, will cause the
oscillator to generate a "mean" frequency, sometimes called
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the ncenteru frequency. Checking Figures. 4-A and B, the mean

frequency occurs then the a-c audio wave corsses its reference

axis..

The curve of Figure 2-B represents a carrier of constant fre-
quency with varying amplitude while the curve cf Figure 4-B

represents a carrier of constant amplitude vdth varying fre-
quency. Keep this fundamental difference in mind because it

is important.

Going. back to the microphone of Figure 3, the diaphragm will
vibrate at the frequency of the sound aavas which strike it
and its movement varis the oscillator frequency. Therefore,

the oscillator frequency will vary at the rota of the signal
frequency.

To keep the illustration simple we Rill assume that with no
action of the ricroehnne, the oscillator opearates at a fre-
4uecy of 100G kc. Then, as sound 497.3s of sore fixed ampli-
tude strike the microphone diaphragm, its movement one way
increases the tot el c. pacify of the circuit just enough to
reduce the oscillator frequency to 995 kc. At the other end
of its travel, the diaphrag71, reduces the total capacity of
tae circuit by e similar amount and 'increases the oscillator
frequency to 1005 kc.

Thus, each complete vibretim of the diaphragm will cause the
oscillator frequency to shift from 1000 kc to 995 kc, back
through 1000 kc, up tc 1005 kc and back to 1000 kc. Frcm

these values, you can see that each cycle of diaphragm move-
ment causes one cycle of frequency changes in the oscillator,
and the band width required for tronaliesion is 1005-995 or
10kc

For example, a 400 cycle sound wave will vibrfte the diaphragm
400 times a second, therefore, the above frequency changes
occur 400 times per second. A 1000 cycle sound wave Till vi-
brate the diaphragm 1000 times a sec nu, therefore, the fre-
quency changes given ecova will occur again but, at the rete
of 1000 times per second.

The important point tc remember here is that each vibre-etien
of the diaphragm causes the s,ene changes of oscillator fre-
quency. Different signal frec1uencics produce different rates
of diaphragm vibration end therefore, cause different rates
at which the ch-nges cf oscillator frequency take place.

As we will explain lter, the am aunt of frequency change, or
deviation swing, is import-nt but, at this time Re want to em-
phasize only that the signal frequencies ere transmitted by
changing the rate at which the oscillator or carrier frequency
is varied.
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Going back to Figure 3, we will assume that a high amplitude
sound wave strikes the microphone diaphragm, fcrcing it to

rove a greater distance. This mill produce a greeter change
of microphone eepacity Nhich, in turn, will cause a greater
change of oscillator frequency.

Continuing our former illustration, w9 will assume now that.
each complete vibration of the diaphragm orill cause the os-

_ cilietor frequency to shift from 1000 kc to 990 kc, back to

1000 kc, up to 1010 kc and bac to 1000 kc, This is the

same as the former c7cle of frequency changes but, the greater

movement of the diephregm has cued a freivency shift of
1010-990 kc. Thus the carrier occupies a 20 ice band instead

of LI a 10 ke band of our former explanation,

To illustretc this difference you can imagine that the curve
of Figure 4-13 represents the 10 kc band width transmission
while that of Figure 5-B represents ;,he 20 kc band. The curve
Ficture 5-A repreeJnts twice th.e amplitude of the curve of Fig-

UT3 4-A yet th eudio sigrell has the came frequency beceuse
the audio variations ,uro-ride the s -me variations of carrier
frequency in the sere length of elapsed time. Therefore, the

only difference betmeen Fig ares 4B and 5aisthe deviation from
the mean carrier, ,rd BB has trice the deviation of 4B. Re-

member for both cf these curves, the frequency of the signal
determines the rate at which the oscilletor, or carrier fre-
quercy, swings through the bend. In both cses, the oscilla-
tor putput has const nt amplitude.

For the curve of Figure 2-B the strength of the signal d eter-
nines the percentage of moduletion which is a ratio between
the peak value of the roduleting frequency and the peak value
of the non -modulated carrier.

For the curves of Figures 4B ,and 5B, the strength of the
audio signal controls the amount of frequency variation and
the extent of modulation must be described in terms other
than those of the amplitude modul,ted wive.

In general, when referring to a class of stations operating
in the same service, a certlin maxi= frequency swing may be
agreed upon as representing 100`, modulation. In the case of
fem Boradcast etctions, a frequency swing of plus or minus
75 kc from the unmodulated center frequency is commonly con-
sidered as being 100% modulation.

MODLTLATI 0Ic II-DEX

HO ever, a recent adoption of describing the extent of modlk.41
lotion lies in stating the value of the limpdulation index"
(M). This index is simely the ratio of the amount by which
the transmitted frequency selinFs from its averoge frequency
to the value of the modulating frequency.
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For example, if the modulatin., frequency swings the transmitted
frequency over the rIne of 47 5 kc, and the audio modulating
frequency is 5000 cycles, the modulation index M; is 5000/5000
or 1. Similarly, should tne modulating frequency be 10,000 cy-
cles, the index a ig 5,000/10:000 or 050

Note carefully that in describing the extent of frequency
modulation, the modulation percentage and modulation index
are defined in a different manner. Summarizing these points)
t22 greate? the magnitude of the modulating signal the greater
tne frequency 6-ging, which me ins -art the modulation percent-
age is directly oroportional to the frequency swing.

If a frequency swing of 75 kc is considered 100% modulation,
then a modulated carrier having a frequency swing of 4737°5 kc
would be modulated 50%.

Tne modulation index M is inversely proportional to the highest
modulating frequency because, using the example cited above,
the increase from 5000 to 10,000 cycles as the modulating fre-
quency caused a reduction of the inch.x M from 1. to .5.

As was explained in the lesson on Su'rierheterodyne Receivers,
it is possible to gener-te an outpUt voltage which contains
the sum and difference frequencies, es well as the original
frequencies, wLen two different frequencies are combined. By
high3r mathematics it can be shown that the frequency modu-
lated output is the sum of a center frequrcy and numerous
pairs of sideband frequency components. The center frequency
then js,really the unmodul'te carrier, and the two c ompon-
ents of the first sideband pair hve frequencies respectively
higher and lower than the center frequency by the value of
the nbdulating frequency, as in amplitude modulation°

In frequency modulation, however, there are ,,dditional pairs
of sideband components which have arplitudes great enough to
be import-nt

For example, there nay be a second pair of sideband frequen-
cies which have values higher and loner than the center fre-
quency by tei.;e the value of the modulating freluuncy. Like
wise, a third pair of sideband freqlenoi2.s nay A,xist which are
removed from the center frequency by three times the modulating
fre4uency. Sidebani frequencies of higher orders mny be im-
portant too, but under certain conditions which will be ex-
plained, these frequencies may be neglected.

BESSEL FACTORS

Convenient tables have been compiled for determining the im-
portant sideband froquncies, and in t%blu 1, at the end of the
lesson, we show Bessel Factors for finding the amplitudes of
center and sideband frequ,:ncycomponents.
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Column one represents the modulation Index 01 from 0 to 6,
the second column, Jo (L) with F ivat below, shows the rela-
tive value of the amplitude of the components of the f -m
wave compared to an unmodulated carrier of 1, where F, the
carrier frequency is designated. The columns J1 (m) to J9 (M)
can best be explained by referring to 7n example.

Considering the case of modulating frequency of 10,000 cycles
with a frequency swing of T 5000 cycles, the modulating
index (1:) is 51000/10,000 or .5. For an M of .5, Jo (r!) is
.8385, indicating the amplitude of the center frequency com-
ponent is roughly 94% of the amplitude of the unmodalated
carrier. The first pair of sidebands represented by column
Jl ( ), with the frequencies being F + 10,000 cycles and
F-10,000 cycles, have an amplitude of .2./23 or 24;' of the
carrier wave. The second pair of sideeands (J2 (V) /P
2 FM) as read opposite .5 in the M column is .0306 or approxi-
mately 3% of the amplitude of the f -m carrier. Notice here,

F . 2FM is the frequency of the carrier T 2 (10,000) or

F 20,000 cycles.

The values for the third pair of sedbbands (J3 (iv:)) are not
shwn and the actual value is less than .005 or .573 of the

amplitude of the carrier, and thus the sideband pair is not
important.

F -M BAND WIDTH

The band width of an f -,m wave depends upon the number of im-
portant sidebands as well as the modulating frequency. In

the example just cited, two pairs of sideu-nds were impor-
tant. The 'frequencies of the second pair differ from the
center frequency by the greatest amount and hence deter-
mine what the band width will be. One of the sideband fre-
quencies is higher than the center frequency by two times
the modulating frequency of 10,000 cycles, and the other
sideband frequncy is lower by the same amount. 20,000
cycles above and 20,000 cycles below the center frequency
gives an over-all fre uency change of 20,000+20,000 or 40,000
cycles. Thus, 40 kc is the required band width.

To determine the band width required for -n f -m transmission
under other conditions, let's assume we desire to learn the
band width of an far. wave when the audio modulating freq-
uency is 2000 cycles and the strength of modulation provides
a frequency swing of ; 8 Ice.

The modulation index (M) is 8000/2000 or 4. From t-ble 1,
under M = 4, read to the right and find .0152 under column
J7(M). This data tells th t seven sidebands are important,
the seventh sideband having 1.5% of the amplitude of the cen-
ter frequency. The band width, however, is determined from
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11"; and as FM ='2000
cycles. Therefore, the
the lower sideband limit
ation or band width is 2

Pae 11

cycles, 7 Fm = 7 x 2 000 = 14,000
upper sideband limit is 14 kc and
is also 14 kc-. The over-all devi-
x 14 kc or 20,000 cycles.

From the explanations given, and the examples shon, you can
see that the band width of a f -m wave varies, and"the accepted
maximum limit of the sideband deviation is +75 kc, or a band
width of 150 kc, as stated in a previous section of this lesson.

The reason for the limit is not because of the nature of the
radiated wave, but rather to characteristics of the trans-
mitter.

F.41 vs A-441 RADIATED POWER

You have already learned that the amplitude of an f -m nave
is constant, and only the frequency varies with elapsed time.
However, the average power during any r -f cycle is the same
as for any other cycle in the transmission. Therefore, in
order to maintain a constant power output when sideband cur-
rents appear, the amplitude of the center frequency must de-
crease sufficiently to keep the total "12R" product of all
the components equal to the power of the uamodulated carrier.

The above action is in direct contrast with the condition in
a -m waves. As you will learn in later lessons, the radiated
power from a carrier having amplitude modulation -varies with
the magnitude of the modulation. In other words, the power
output of the circuit of Figure 1 varies with the audio mo-
dulating signal, whereas the power output of the circuit of
Figure 3 remains constant and under conditions of f -m the
amplitude of the center or carrier frequency varies with mo-
dulation.

Generally speaking, the power required for radiating an fm
wave is less than the power for the radiation of the same in-
telligence in an a -m wave. Such a feature is important from
the standpoint of transmitter operation costa and efficiencies.

FREQUENCY MODULATION METHODS

The circuits of Figures 1 and 3 have been simplified, for
sake of illustration and cannot be considered suitable for
practical operation. In the circuit of Figure 1 for example,
audio modulation of the oscillator is not satisfactory as
the changes of plate voltage causes undesired changes of
carrier frequency.

For the circuit of Figure 3, as frequency changes arc desired,
it is necessary to modulate the oscillator, but the frequency
variation of the oscillator output would not be sufficient
for satisfactory reception.
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There are numerous methods of obtaining the amplitude modu-
lated carrier of Figure 2-B, and in the same way, there are
various methods of obtaining the frequency modulated carrier
of Figures 4-B and 5-B. The simplified arrangement of Figure
3 illustrates what is known as "pure" frequency modulation
and it is only the strength or amplitude of the signal which
controls the swing or deviation of the oscillator frequency.

Another system makes use of the elements found in the Auto-
matic Frequency control circuits usea in some superheterodyne
Radio receivers. For frequency modulation, however, the con-
trol tube is made to work in reverse and vary the oscilla-
tor frequency according to the signal.

The method invented by Yajor Edwin Armstrong operates on a
somewhat different principle, known as "Phase Modulation" to
produce the variations of carrier frequency, and for the
following explanation, we will assume that "Phase Modulation"
is a form or method of Frequency Modulation. The over-all

principle of operation is the generation of a fixed frequency
carrier which provides frequency modulation when combined with
an "out of phase" modulating signal.

PHASE MODULATION

Before trying to follow the action and purpose of the various
units of a system of this kind, it will be well to review a

few a -c principles and the methods of illustrating them.

Starting at the left of Figure 6, we have drawn the line "0-A"
of a length to represent the maximum value of the a -c voltage
of some circuit. This line is called a vector and may repre-

sent either current or voltage values.

However, a -c values are continaully changing and therefore, we
rotate the vector 0-A, around the center 0 and consider each
complete revolution as one cycle. It is customary to con-
sider the rotation in an anti -clockwise direction and thus,
the horizontal, right hand position of the vector is c cnsi-
dered as 0° or the beginning of the cycle.

Following around the circle from this point, we show 12 suc-
cessive positions of the vector and have marked them in de-
grees as measured from the starting point. Adding 30° to the

330° position, you will see that the 360° and 0° positions
are the same and, if the rotation is continuedsthe same vari-

ations will be repeated.
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Also, you will remember thet at 0° of a cycle, the a -c values
are usually taken as zero, therefore, we extend the position
of the 0° vector over to the right and consider it as a zero
axis. If the vector rotates at a uniform speed it will move
each 30° in equal time and, therefore, we divide the zero
axis into twelve equal parts to represent this time.

Knowing that a -c values are zero at 0° or 180° and maximum
at 90° or 2700, we let the vertical distance, between the
outer end of the vector and the 0° or base line, represent
the a -c value for that particular point or phase of the cycle.

FREQUENCY MODULATION TRANSMITTERS

To plot a curve of these changing a -c values, we first ex-
tend horizontal lines, from the outer end of the vector, in
the various positions, Lines are then drawn vertically, from
the divisions of the axis, and the points at which correspond-
ing lines intersect, are points on the curve.

For example, from the end of the 30° position, a horizontal
line is drawn to the right while a vertical line is drawn
up from the 30° division of the axis. The point at which
these lines cross, or intersect, is a point on the curve.
Following this plan for all twelve divisions, we have 12
points them a line, have a curve for one
cycle. This, by the vay, is what we call a sine curve or
sine wave.

The point we want to bring out at this time is the relation-
ship between the vector and the curve. If we are concerned
only with conditions at some particular instant or phase of
a cycle, a vector, drawn of proper length end at the correct
angle, will provide as much information as the curve. This
is important because, when more than one a -c value is under
consideration, complete curves become rather complicated
while vectors, drawn properly as to length and position,
can be made to serve the same purpose.

In Figure 7-A, for example, we show an oscillator and mod u-
lator voltage, both of the same frequency, but 90° out of
phase. A modulator is essentially an a -f amplifier, but
the name given it is more descriptive of its service. The
oscillator vector is drawn vertically and the modulator vector
drawn horizontally to provide the 90° angle between them.
As both have the same strength or amplitude, both vectors
are of equal length.

In order to add vectors, we simply complete a parallelogram,
of which the vectors form two sides, and then draw in a dia-
gonal. In Figure 7-A, the vectors are at an angle of 90° and
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of equal amplitude, therefore, the -parallelogram is a square
and the diagonal, marked "Carrier", is a vector which repre-
sents the strength and phase angle of the combination of the
original two. The original voltages were 90° out of phase
but, being of equal amplitude, the resultant voltage is 45°
out of phase with both.

For Figure 7-B, we again have the arrangement of Figure 7-A,
except that the amplitude of the modulator has been reduced
to 1/2 of its former value. Following the former plan, the
resultant "Carrier" vector has been drawn in but it does not
lie midway between the original vectors. Instead, it has
shifted in phase by the angle "b".

For Figute 7-C, the modulator vector has been drawn to repre-
sent a value 1 1/2 tines that of the oscillator. Following
the former plan, we find the resultant vector has shifted in
phase by the angle "C", compared to that of Figure 7-A.

Checking the three conditions of Figure 7, you can see that
when two like fre,uencies are combined at a constant phase
difference, a change of amplitude in one will cause a phase
shift of the resulting voltage.

As shown in Figure 8, a similar phase shift is obtained whentwo like of equal anplitude, are combined at
different phase angles and Figure 8-A duplicates the condi-
tions of Figure 7-A.

For Figure 8-B, the amplitude of the "Mod". vector remains
equal to that of the oscillator but the angle between them
is less than 90°. As a result, the carrier is shifted by
angle "b" as compared to that of Figure 8-A.

By increasing the angle, between the "Osc" and "Mod" of Fig-
ure 8-C, to more than 90°, the phase shift through angle "C"
is produced.

In general, therefore, we can state that two like freAuencies
of equal amplitude, when combined at a varying phase angle,
cause a phase shift of the resulting voltageo

To show the action in a different
followed the plan of Figure 6 and
tor of Figure 7-A through several
is shown by the broken line which
Carrier".

way, for Figure 9 we have
rotated the "Carrier" vec-
cycles. The resulting curve
is marked "Unmodulated

To reproduce the conditions of "B" _and "C", Figure 7, we have
drawn the "Modulated Carrier" curve of Figure 9 but, for sim-
plicity have assumed both curves to have equal amplitude.
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Starting over
of Figure 7-A
carrier curve
conditions of
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on the left, at point "A" we have the conditions
and then, roving to the right, tho modulated
fells bohina until at point "B", va have the
Figure 7-B.

Continuing to the right of Figure 9, we pass through another
point A and than to point "C" where the conditions are those
of Figure 7-C. In effect, therefore, the phase shift causes
the modulated carrier to lag or lead the unmodulated carrier.

Starting .t the left agein, betwem points A and B,, Figure 9,
you will notice that a cycle of the :nodelated carrier occurs
in a shorter horizontal distence than a cycle of the unmodu-
lated carrier. s explained for Figure 0, the horizontal lis-

tance represento elapsed tide and thue the modulated carrier
cycle occurs in a shorter tine than the unmedueted canter
cycle.

In elec4rorics, fregtvn.cy me'ns the
second or, as an equation

f

number of cycles per

when
f = frequency in cycles per second
t = time of one cycle, in seconds

Going back to Figure 9, and keeping this aluation in mind,
if one cycle of the modulatel carrier occurs in a shorter
time, its frequency mast be higher than that of the unmedu-
anted carrier.

Between points B and C of Figure 9, the rodulated carrier
cycles reluire a greater time and thus the frequency is lower
than that of the unmodulated carrier. Notice also, at points

"A" which can be thought of as zero modulatien, tnere is zero
phase shift and the frequency of both curves is the same.

Thus, a change of amplitude or phase, of the modulation, as
shown in Figures 7 and 8, causes a phase shift in the re-
sultant carrier and in Figure 9, you can see that this phase
shift corresponds to a change of frequency. The final re-
sult therefore is sinilar to that explained for the sirpli-
Lied circuit of Figure 3.

GENERAL REQUIREEENTS

Major Armstrong lists two basic requirements of a Frequency
Modulated Transmitter as,
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1. "The frequency trarsmitted by an f -m system should vary
alternately rbove Ind beloq a fixed fre luency which is the

assigned carrier. These variatioas should be symmetrical with
respect to the saie frequency, pass through it and return
exactly to this carrier hhen modulrtion sops."

2. "In the transmitter, the frequency deviation of the f-im
wwe at any instant must be di-ectly proportional to the in-
tensity of the modulating current resulting from the program.
This devi-'tion in frequency, however, must be independent of
the frequency of this modulating current."

MAJOR AT!STRONG2S SYSTEM

To meet the requirement of a fixed carrier frequency, Major
Armstrong employe a crystal controlled oscillator of the type
commonly used by amplitude modulation systems. Hawever, this
frequency must be varied according to the signal '-nd, for
Figure 10, we have a simplified sketch of Major Armstrongts
system.

Starting at the left, the crystal controlled oscillator out-
put is divided into tNo parts, one of which poses into the
upper amplifier and the other into the balanced modulator.

The audio signal is picked up in the usuil 177.-7-1 by means of a

microphone, the ,output of which pass 3s through a correction
network so that the signa voltage is inversely proportional
to its frequency. In cny system'of Rraio Transmission, the
high frequencies are attenuated most and by making the proper
correction at this point, it is possible for the receiver to

reproduce all signal frequencies with more uniform amplitude.

The corrected sign -1 freeuencies, marked "Audio Input" on
Figure 10, are also fed into the balanced modulator and mixed
with the oscillator froquEncy. Because of its balanced cir-
cuity the modulator output does not contain the oscillator
frequency but only the combinations of oscillator ani signal
frejuencies which are considered as the "sidebands" of the
carrier. In the hetrodyne principle, combining two waves
produces sum and difference frequencies. The removal of the
carrier of a moduLted wave leaves the sum of the sideband
ccmponents which are smetines called the double sidebands.
These sidehand frequencies are then shifted in phase by 90°
and mixed with the output of the oscillator amplifier, to
provide frequency modulation.

Thinking of the oscillator and phase shifter outputs as being
of equal amplitude, the c-n-itions of Figure 8 are present in
effect because the varying frequencies of the side bands will
cause a variation in the 90° angle between them and the oscil-

lator frequency.
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The action here, as already explained, will cause a phase
shift and frequency chane of tne resulting voltage. At
this point, however, the actuel frequency change is quite
small and for a 200 kc oscillator, the deviation is about
15 to 20 cycles.

Going back to Figures 3,4 and 5, the deviation in fre(,,u3ncy
is proportional to the amplitude o2 the sign .l vhilu in the
fHm receiver the deviation in frequency is con rted into
corresponding cherges of amplitude. To provide proper receiver
operation and satisfactory sipal to noise ratio , the devia-
tion of Figure 10 must be greatly inc-7'eased.

Yet it is not practical to provide an in;till frequency devi-
ation such that the sidebnd nmplitrde is mnde graHlter tan
about 1/5 the amplitude of the c'Jrrier. To exce.:1 this value
introduces amplitude variations which are undesireable, and
the phase deviation will no loner be jroiortional ns deter-
mined oy the amplitude of the mociulating volt7:;e. Thus only
a slight frequency shift should be produced in the phase shift
modulator.

FREQUENCY DEVIATION MUITIPLTCATON

To overcome these limitations -me gain the desired frequency
deviation, it is common practice to employ a low frequency,
crystal controlled oscillator and, by means of doublar, in-
crease the frequency to the des ;sea

Liost oscillators produce harmonic frequencies, in ndditin
to the one tp which they are tuned. The tuned frequency is
the "Fundamental" and two tines the Fundamental is the
"Second Harmonic", throe tims the fundamental, the "Third
Harmonic" rnd so on.

A simple Freluency Doubler is usually a stage or Irrangun'ent
in which the input circuit of a tune is trned to the fun(a-
mental frequency while the output circuit is tuned to th,:
second harmonic. For a "Tripler", the output circuit is
tuned to the third harmonic.

Compared to the earlier experiments in Frequency !odulation
in which an effort was made to reluce th band v'ilth,

Armstrong*s system employs a band wiith 0C approximately
150 kc. This, you will notice is very wide in r2spect tc
the 10 kc band of the amplitude modulate ? Broadcast signal.

DOUBTRR STAGES

To obtain this broad band, from the small frequency deviFtion
explained for Figure 10, the signal is passed thr-)ugh a rumber
of doubler stages. You oan think of these as stages rahich
&amplify the frequency deviation
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For example, if the output of Figure 10, with a 20 cycle de-
viation, is passed through 13 doubler stages, the final out-
put will have a deviation of over 160 kc. As the operation
of a doubler stage is not critical, the f -m transmitter in-
cludes a sufficient number to provide the necessary deviation.

In order to obtain distortienless modulation from a phase
shift modulator, the maximum phase deviation cf the f -m /elt-
age at the output should not exceed .2 radian. The term
"radian" is really another method of measuring angles, and
turning to Figure 6, the 360° of the circle form 2g radians.
Dividing 360° by 2g (6.28) results fn r value of about 57°
for each radian. Therefore, .2 of c radian is .2 x 57° or
about 11.4°.

In Figure 9 we have indicated the radian displacement cf the
modulated and unmodulated carrier although the dravrn displace-
ment of these two waves is greater than allowable in actual
circuits.

It may be believed that multiplication of the deviation could
go on and on, but there i a practca1 limit and the accepted
ratio of the maximum frequency deviation of the tranmftter
output wave to the highest modulating frequency is 5 to 1.

For example, in f -m broadcast service, the maximum frequency
deviation is 75 kc for the highest a -f modulating freque icy
or 15,000 cycles, and this is eouivalent to a modulation in-
dex of 75,000/15,000 or 5. or a maximum phase deviatIon of
5 radians.

If the lowest modulating frequency is 50, the modulation in-
dex is 75,000/50 = 1500, equivalent to a phase deviation of
1500 radians. From this data, it can be shown that the re-
quired frequency deviation multiplication, in order to rise
the .2 radian phase shift at the phase -shifter t' 1500 radians
at the output of the transmitter, is i500/.:' or 7500.

Here again using doublers, 13 doubler stages would be required
because (P x 2 x 2 -- th4rteen times) results in P.,.7.2.
Of course, otheer arrangements or doubler and tripler stages
could be employed to achieve the desired multiplication.

F -M PROPAGATION

The present f -m station channel width is 200 kc, while the
a -m broadcast station occupies a band width of 10 kc. It is
easy to see that but few 200 kc channels could be allocated
in the standard Broadcast band, therefore, the f -m staticm
is assigned transmitting frequencies above 40 mc.
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As both a -m and f -m propagation require the came mediu40 it
would be well to review the. Lesson on Antennas in order to
recall the behavirr of electrcipagnetic wavLs in space. It

is known the ionized layer (E, F1 and F2) contain compara-
tively large numbers of free electrons end thus have the
property of refracting radio waves. Whether or not the wave
mill be bent back to the earth depends on tho frequency of
the w-ve, the height of the refr cting layer, and its densi-
ty of ionization.

In general, the waves of a -m stetions in the Broadc-:st bard
ore reflected, wherens the f.qa or -Ives above 30 - 40 me pone-
trnte the ionized 1-,7rs and are not returned to earth.

As previously stated, the sky ;lave of aem broadcast stations
is predominate at night, and considering only the ground
-wave, the field strength at a receiving point remote from
the transmitter depends upon the loss sustained by the wave.
The amount of this loss depenris upon the -list( nee treveled,
the conductivity of the earth, and the frequency of the
transmitted wave. Of these factors, W.3 are primarily con-
cerned with the frequency of the wave, and field tests
have indicated that the strength of the a -m decrupss
as the fraluency increases. Therefore, the higher frequency
of an f-rn wave will have less "coverge"

High frequency waves have the property of traveling in straight
lines, much like light, and therefore, ara often called
Optical". In general, a receiver should Pe within tha "1:ne
of sight" coverage of a trnnshiitter for satisfactory reception
of f-411 signals, although tests have shown it is possible to
provide good sign -1 strength -it distAacJs grerter than twice
the "line of sight" Then the radiation power of the f -m sta-
tion is reactively great. This is possible pertly duo to the
wave following the carv.ture of the earth.

A condition which very often occurs, particulnrly at high
frequencies, is the creation of a "shadoe" area. This is
the reduction of signal strength behind an object -Ihich is
large enough to reflect the initil wave. Shadow areas b -
coma more noticeable as the frcluency of the ver,e is incre,eed.
HoiNever, such conditions are partially co:rectel by erectfng
the f -in transmitter -antenna relatively high and designing the
antenna erray for +he purpose of concentrating the radiet.d
power toward the horizon.

INTERFERENCE CONSIDERATIONS

Satisfactory reception not only depends upon sufficient sig..
nal strength but also on the exclusion cf signals which soil
the program of the desired station. In a -m transmission f

the Broadcast band, the ratio of the desired signal to the
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undesired signal rrust be ebout 100 to 1 for good reception,
whereas a ratio of 2 to 1 is Leteyalte in %1-1 f. -;.m system. As

the maximum =go of f -m stations is approximately the sere
during daytime and nisetttime, it is possible to overate many
more f -m station:, on the semi fre.iut-ncy with lass geograph-
ical separation between stations tnen in the case of P-471

stations.

The use of f.4-, at vary high -frequencies offers a solution
font the serious interference problem encountered in a -m
broadcasting. Even the reduction of a -m paler et sunset,
40 kc separat3on of locl stations, and the use of direction-
al antennas does not reduce the ana interference conditions
to a satisfactory livel.

FREQUENCY ALLOCATIONS

It is indeed fortrnete thet we have such a body as the Fed-
eral Communic.ation Commission to regul7te the charactdr of
radio coMmunication. There are Ltany "clecses of transmiss-
ion" such 7s -- "Trensoceanie,Thip to Sr.ore", "Ship to Ship",
"Navig-tion", "Government", ?iAircraft", "Broadcesting", "Tele-
vision", "Amateur", "eeteorologicR1r, "Non -Government and
Government fixed and motile transmissions", 7s wall as experi-
r-entel services.

It has been qeite a task for the FCC to allocate suit tble
freleancies for 211 these services in the Radio Spectrum.
For the present, nee f -m transmission will be located in
the band of frequencies extending :from -- 88 to 108 mega-

cycles.

The term f -m broadcast "channel" means a band of frequencies
200 kc wide and is designated oy its center frequency. Chan-
nels for f -m broadcast stttions begin at 88.1 mc and continue
in successive steps of 200 kc to and including 107.9 mc.

The "term service" area as applied to f -m broadcasting means
that service resulting frnm and assigned effective radiated
power and antenna night above average terrain.

Although some service is provided by reflected waves, the
service area is consiftereu to be only thet served by the
ground wave. The extent of the service is detormired by
the point at which the ground wave is no longer of suffi-
cient intensity to pro-ide satisfactory broadcast service.
For city busines.; or factory areas, the field intensity
should be 1,000 microvolts per meter For rural areas
the field intensity considered necessary for service
should be 50 microvolts per meter.
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The Federal Communication Commission have set up certain

standards of good engineering practice and these will nec-

essarily be revised from time to time progress is nada

in the art. The commission will accumulate and analyze

engineering data available as to the progress of the art

so that those standards may be kept current with techni-

cal developments.

The assignment on Frequency Modulation Receivers will ex-

Plain th= basic fundam?.ntals involved in the reception of

signals using f -m systems of transmission.
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Lesson RRT -14 page 1

In our explanation of Frequency Modulation as a method of
Radio Transmission, we made frequent comparisons to the
common Amplitude Modulation methods in order to bring out
both the similarities and differences of the two systems.
For this Lesson, we will follow the came plan in respect
to Receivers because, while there are many similarities,
the few differences are extremely importrnt.

You may find it necessary to completely revise a few of
your present ideas, in respect to the rIception of Radio
signals, because in some ways, the action of the two systems
are in almost direct contradiction, Keeping this fact in
mind, may make it easier to understand some of the follow..
ing expLanations.

Later in this Lesson we will show you that, in general, the
input stage, mixer, i-f amplifier and ridio amplifier are
about the same for superheterodyne receivers of either the
a -n cr f-fr. type. The main difference occurs at the output
of the i-f amplifier and, therefore, that is where we want
to start.

RECEPTION CF a -n. SIGNALS

As a brief review, the curve of Figure 1-A represents aft a -m
carrier shich we sill consider -s the output of an i-f ampli-
fier or as the voltage which is irpressed on the input cir-
cuit of the second detector.

Thinking of a diode detector, which acts as a rectifier, with
an innut as shown by curve A, the output will be as indicated

by curve B of Figure 1. Notice here, we still have the car-
rier frequency but, instead of complete cycles, it has become
a series of pulses, all of which are above the a -c axis and
therefore, commonly considered as pulsating d -c.

By placing a small capacity across the output circuit, the
peaks of these pulses will cause it to charge, in proport-
tion to their amplitude while, between Ikas, the conden-
ser will discharge. .Lts a result, the current in the cir-
cuit will be about the average of the perk amplitudes and,
for the curve of B, will have the gmeral sl-ape of the
curve C, Figure 1. Notice the resultant signal wave has a
reference axis shown by the horizontal line.

Thus, we s,y the carrier, shown It A, his been demodulated_
and the modulating Frequency, shown at C, is carried over
to the audio frequency circuits where it is amplified to
the desired level.
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SOURCES OF INTERFERENCE

In comparison to the curve of Figure 1A, for Figure 2, we
have a curve which represents the output voltage of an f -m
intermediate frequency amplifier. Notice here, the curve
shows both fueaueney and amplitude modulation and we want
you to think of the signal as Frequency Modulation while the
changes of amplitude represent interference or noise.

As a radio listener, you are probably familiar with various
things which tend to spoil the reception of radio signals.
However, we want to list a number of interfering sources
without offering detail concerning their characteristics.

In general, the princinal disturbances to a -m reception
can be classified as follows: (1) Man-made interferences,
which occur when there are irregular r,,diations from such
sources as electrical power equipment and auto ignition
systems. (2) Static arising from electrical discharges in
the atmosphere. (5) Thermal agitation noise, which is gen-
erally caused by small potentials set up in the conductors
of the first stages of a receiver by random motions of elec-
trons. (4) Interference resulting from the reception of
signals from stations other than the uesired station. (5)
Tube noise, caused by random fluctuations in the rate at
which electrons reach the plates of vaclum tubes. (6) Hum
modulation of the signal, which can take place in an a -c
receiver where a -c is sued to heat the cathodes of the tubes,
and when the d -c power supply is not adequately filtered.

It is a well established fact that the greater part of the
unwanted noise which accompanies a radio signal is due to
changes of amplitude in the carrier. Thus, for the a -m
systems, in which the desired signal also causes changes
of carrier amplitude, it is difficult to reduce the noise
without causing a similar effect on the signal.

For the f -m carrier of Figure 2, however, the signal modula-
tion causes changes of frequency while the noise causes changes
of amplitude. Therefore, if the changes of amplitude can he
eliminated, the noise will be removed Iithout affecting the
signal. This particular condLtion Is one of the important
advantages of frequency modulation.

LIMITER

To eliminate the changes of amplitude a "Limiter" stage,
with a circuit on the order of Figure 3, is employed. The
tube is a pentode of the sharp cut-off type with its cathode
grounded, and as far as the power supply is concerned, the
tube operates a zero grid bias.
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However, the grid circuit is connected across the tuned seconm
dary of the last i-T transformer so that tho curve of Figure 2

represents tha signal voltage at this point. The resistance
R, by-passed by condenser "C", is placed in series with the
.complete grid circuit,

The positive alternations of the Carrier will cause the grid
to become positive, in respect to the cathode and, therefore,
during these periods, there will he current in the grid cir-
cuit. Passing through resistance R, this current will pro-
duce a voltage drop the polarity of which tends to ;lake the
grid more negative* Also, tho voltage across R wL11 charge
condenser C, and this d -c voltage will be very nearly equal
to the amplitude of the i-f voltage across the tuned circuit
condenser.

During the negative alternations of the carrier, the grid will
be negative, in respect to the cathode, and there will be no
grid current. Under this condition, the reduced voltage drop
across R will allow condenser C to discharge through it and
thus momentarily maintain the voltage. As the polarity of
the voltage drop does not chenge, in effect there is a d -c
bias on the grid.

You can readily see that the greater the amplitude of the
carrier, the greater the positive voltage on the grid and
thus the greater the grid current. This greater current will
cause a larger drop across R and charge the condenser to a
higher voltage. Thus, the grid bias will vary with tha car-
rier amplitude much the same as in the common avc systems
and, in some f -m receivers, the voltage across R is used to
provide Automatic Volume Control.

To provide the limiting action, the tube is operated at com-
paratively low plate and screen voltages and, during the posie-
tive alternations of the carrier, the positive grid voltage
causes the plate current to quickly reach a point of saturation.
During the negative alternations of the carrier, the signal
voltage plus that ncrose R, quickly reaches a value which
causes plate current cut-off.

The time constant ITT' is important in the suppression of
pulse noises, such as ignition radiation and sparking brushes
of electric motors. In general, the time constant should not
exceed 10 microseconds, and more conventional values range
from 1.25 to 4 microseconds,

Short tine constants make it possible for the gr'ed bias volt»
age, developed across R, to follow almost instantaneously
an impulse which would remove the signal voltage from the
grid of the limiter tube. The short time constant permits
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recovery of the bias voltage in less than the time of one

cycle at the highest audio frequency used, and the bias

system then does not prolong the effect of an individual

interferring pulse.

Thus, with properly chosen values in the limiter stage, the

lowest carrier amplitude will cause saturation and grecter

amplitudes of carrier can not cause greater changes of plate

current. Therefore, with the voltage of Figure 2 applied on

the grid circuit of Figure 3, the plate circuit will carry
all the changes of frequency but, due to the limiting action,

the amplitude will be constant.

To realize the full advantage of this noise reducing feature,

the signal reaching the limiter grid must be of such strength
that the minimum amplitudes will produce limiter saturation.
Then, any increase of carrier amplitude will not cause an
increase of the limiter output.

In some respects, the circuit of Figure 3 resembles a grid
leak type of detector which has the bad fault of cutting Off
high amplitude signal peaks and causing distortion. Hire,

such tube action is an advantage as we want to cut-off the

variations of amplitude in order to eliminate the noise which

accompanies the signal.

From the standpoint of the reduction of noise and interfer-
ence, the limiter stage is the most important component cf

the f.in receiver, because f -m detectors respond to amplitude

as well as frequency variations of the detector input voltage.

Although we show a single stage limiter in Figure 3, some
f -m receivers employ 2 stages, the second for the purpose of

removing any small amplitude variations in the output of the

first limiter, and to flatten the over-all characteristic
curve after the point of tube saturation is reached.

I -F AMPLIFIERS

In amplitude modulation receivers, the i-f transformers cro
usually peaked to pass a band of approximately 10 kc. The

narrower this band is made, the greater the selectivity of

the receiver but, for good reproduction, the b-nd must be

twice as great as the highest signal frequency it is desired

to reproduce. Theoretically at least, a 10 kc pass band
i-f can handle signal frequencies only up to 5 'cc or 5000

cycles.

For f -in systems, the pass band of the if amplifier has
nothing to do with the signal frequencies as they merely

control the rate at which the carrier frequency changes.
However, as we have previously explained, the relative
value of the signal is in proportion to the change of carrier

frequency.
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Therefore, by increasing the band width, the relative
strengtn of the signal is increased pnd the signel to noise
ratio is improved. Or, saying it the other way, the greeter
the frequency deviation the better the noise suppression.

As already mentioned, for present f -m Broadcast practice, the
ratio of Frequency Deviation to Maximum signal Frequency is
about 5 to 1. As 15,000 cycles is considered necessary for
good fidelity, the deviation is 5 times 15,000 cycles or 75,000
cycles which is equal to 75 kc. Then, as deviation means
the frequency change on one side of the carrier, the total
swing, equal to twice the deviation, is 2 x 75 = 150 kca

Because of this condition, the Federcl Communications Commis-
sion have allocated 200 ko bands for the f -m transmitters
now in operation tnd most i-f amplifiers are considered as
having this value of pass band.

The intermediate frequency of early receivers had a value of
2.1 mc which has been increased ti -rough values of 4.3 mc,
and the post war trend is toward the use of still higher in-
termediate frequencies. The use of the flodd Tenthsfl in the
value of the i-fis is for the purpose of minimizing the
image frequency. It is desirable that such interference lie
outside the f -m band.

The transformers are of the usual type with a tuned primary
and secondary and, to provide the required band width, the
coils are tightly coupled and usually loaded by a resistance
connected across them which acts to broaden tne response

characteristics. Depending on the design and requirements,
the broading resistors vary from about 10,000 to 100,000 ohms.

In other receivers, the characteristic response of the i-f
amplifier does not differ greatly from that of an a -m type
of receiver, the broad band, flat top response being obtained
by the action of the limiter.

To illustrate, for Figure 4, we have drawn three curves, repre-
senting the relative response of an i-ni amplifier at different
carrier levels. You can imagine these various levels as being
obtained by increasing either the signal strength at the an-
tenna or the gain of the amplifier itself.

The vertical scale at the left indicates the relative voltage
of the output measured at different frequencies as marked
along the bottom, horizontal scale. Checking this scale,

you can see the amplifier is tuned to 2100 kc or 2.1 mc,
because the output is maximum at that frequency.
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Starting with curve "A", the output at 2100 kc is approximately
4, on the volt -age scale, but, as the frequency is varied above
and below resonance, the voltage drops quite rapidly

For curve oBtl, the resonant voltage is 50% greater than that
of curve A but as the amplifier circuits have not been changed,
both curves have the same general shape*

For curve 11011, with a still higher resonant voltage, the general
shape remains the same as shown by "A" and 0B" but the curve is
higher and broader.

From our explanation of the limiter, you know it is arranged
to have a comparatively low saturation point which we have
indicated as 1131t on the voltage scale o2 Figure 4. Thus the
complete curves represent the voltage on the limiter input
circuit while the lower, heavier portions, represent the
limiter output.

Checking across the nn line, you will find curve "A" is
"flat-topped" for 25 kc each side of the resonant frequency
and thus the limiter action would be effective for a frequency
swing of 50 kc.

Curve RBH is flat-topped for 50 kc each side of resonance
and, with an input voltage of this amplitude, the limiter
action would be effective for a frequency swing of 100 kc
Curve flat-topped for 75 kc each side of resonance,
would provide limiter action for the 150 kc swing of pre-
sent broadcast practice.

From these curves, 'you can readily see that it is desirable
to provide a relatively strong signal at the input of the
limiter in order that the minimum amplitude be sufficient
to operate it, and at the same time allow adequate band pass.

The main purpose of the Limiter is to remove the amplitude
modulation from the carrier and thus remove the noise, static
or other interference without affecting the signal. Remember
however, some interference is frequency modulated and there-
fore, even though the limiter is operating properly, some
noise may be heard in the speaker*

Assuming perfect Limiter action, its output will have a con-
stant amplitude and the modulation will appear only as a vari-
ation of frequency.

DISCRIMINATCR

To produce audible signals of the desired volume, the usual
types of audio amplifiers and speakers are employed and there-
fore, the frequency changes of the limiter output must be con-
verted into corresponding changes of voltage or amplitude.
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The circuit arrangement, used for this purpose, is similar to
the ',Discriminator,' which was developed as a part of the Auto-
matic Frequency Control (afc) systems found in some superhe-
terodyne Radio Receivers, and it 'could be well to review the
explanations should you have forgotten some of them.

A simplified circuit of this stage is shown in Figure 5 and
you can imagine tube T1 is the Limiter of Figure 3, with the

tuned primary, Ll-C1 of the i-f transformer, in its plate
circuit.

The tuned secondary, L2-02, is center tapped and connected
to the double diode, T2, in a full wave rectifier arrange-
ment. Two resistors of equal value, R3 and R4, each by-
passed with a condenser, are connected in series across the
cathodes to form the output load.

Notice also, that while the lower end of R4 is grounded, the
center tap between R3 end R4 connects to the center tap of
L2 through the lRX.C.1/ which i6 a radio frequency choke.
In addition, the center tap of L2 is coupled to the plate of
Tl through condenser C.

Ilith this arrangement, the total voltage, applied across the
load resistors R3 and R4 can be thought of as consisting of

separate parts. To follow these paths, you remember

we are considering the comparatively high intermediate fre-

quency value and thus a condenser acts as a capacity reactance
allowing us to trace an a-c path through it.

Under these conditions, we can start at the plats end of Ll-
Cl and follow a path through coupling condenser C and through
the Radio Frequency choke, (R.F.C.) to the juaction between
R3 and R4. From this point, there are two paths to ground,
one through R4 and one through C4.

At the comparatively high intermediate frequency, the re-
actance of the condenser is so lot, Compared to the resist-
ance, that it snorts it out and the p-th is through C4 to
ground and back through G6 to the lower end of is-Gl.

The voltage across L2 -C2 rectified by tube T2, has two d-c
paths, one from the wiper cithode eheoueji R3 and RFC to the
center tap of I2 and the other from the lower cathode through
R4 and R.F.C. to the center tap of L2.

Checking back, you will find that the paths we have traced
across L2-02 are such that the voltages trill cause current
in one direction through R3 and in the opposite direction
through R4. Thus, any voltage drop developed across these
resistances will be of opposite polarity and tend to reduce
the total voltage across both of them in series.



°'.

'.
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Going back to the i-f transformer, the desired action depends

upon a number of phase relations which we wanr to explain with

the aid of the vectors of Figure E.

In any inductance, such as Ll, the current lags the voltage

by an angle which we can assume to be 90°. To represent this

condition, in Figure EA the vertical vector "Ep" represents
the vol',age and the horizontal vector "Ip", the current. The

comparative lengths of Chese'vectors have been chosen arbi-

trerily vs we ere interested mainly in phase angles rather
than actual values.

The current in Ll will induce a counter emf but, as the great-

est induction occurs when the current is changing value at

the greatest speed, which is at zero value, the induced emf

will Jag the current by 90°. This value is represented by

the vector "Ec", and you will find it t3 lE'O° out of phase

with the impressed voltage Ep. Remember, the flux which in-
duces the primary counter emf also cuts the secondary and
thus Lc represents the irduced emf in the secondary.

When the secondary circuit, L2 -C2, is tuned to resonance, its

reactance is zero and thus its current will be in phase with
the induced voltage "Fe" as ehown by vector "Is". However,

L2 is an inductance and therefore, as explained for Ll, the
voltage across the coil will lead the current in the coil by

90°.

To illustrate this action, we have drawn vector 'TI" of Fig-
ure 6A, 90° ahead of "Is" which brings it in phase with "Ip".

However, in the circuit of Fiesire 5, L2 is center tapped
and each end is connected to a rectifier plete with the cen-
ter tap as a common retarn.

In respect to this common return, the volt-tge E2 across one
half of the winding will be of onpos:te polarity or 1F0° out

of phase with the voltage El, across the other half of she
winding. For this reason, vectors El and E2 of Figure EA
are drawn of equal length but extended in opposite directions

from the vector "Is".

Going back to Figure 5, you will remember that the FFC was
in the path cf the voltage developed across Ll-Cl. CurrEnt
in this path will therefore, develop a drop across the chol4:e
and this voltage can be considered the seme as that ecross
Ll-C1, the vector for which is shown as "Ep" in Figure (A.

With this in mind, you will find the voltage "Ep" is in series
with voltages El and E2, the circuit) for which are completed
through the rectifier and resistances R3 and R4. Thus, the
total voltage across R3 will be proportional to the sum of
Ep.and El while the voltage across Pa will he proportional to
the sum of Ep and E2.
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Adding these vectors by the usual plan of completing the par-
allelogram and drawing the diagonal, we have vector ER3 as
representing the voltage across R3 and ER4 as representing
the voltage across R4.

Notice here, the current in the resistances is the resat of
rectification by T2 and, with a condenser across each of them,
we can consider the voltage drop as d -c9 Because of the di-
rection of currents the upper end of R3 and the loaer end of
R4, Figure 5, will both be poeitivel in respect to the ceeter
tap. This will cause an opposing action and the total volt-
age across both of them will be equal to their arithmetical

difference or algebraic sum.

We need consider only the length or value of vectors, ER3
and ER4 of Figure 6A and, as the diagram is symnotrical
both have the same length. Therefore, as the voltages acs-ess

R3 and R4 are of equal value and opposite polarity, the total
voltage, across both of them, is zero.

In the complete f -m receiver, the vectors of Figure 6A repro -
sent the condition at the exact intermediate 2reeeency which
is present when there is no modulation and the carrier fre-
quency has its mean or center value.

Suppose now, the carrier frequency cnanges and causes a devia-
tion from the i-f value. As far as the diagrams of Figure 6
are concerned, this will not cause any change in the phase

relations of flEpu, uIp" or "Ecu. At a higher frequency, how-
ever, the capacity reactance of C2 will reduce while the in-

ductive reactance of 12 will increase,

This increase of inductive reactance will cause the secondary
current "is" to lag the voltage "Ec" as sheen in Figure 6B0
As explained for Figure 6A, the induced voltages, El and E2
are 900 out of phase with Is end, therefore, are drawn at

this angle in Figure 6B.

Completing the parallelogram and drawing in the diagonals
under these conditions, we see that vector ER4 is longer
than vector ER3 and, therefore, know the voltage across R4
is greater than that across R3.

The total voltage, across the resistors in series, will be
equal to their difference and have the polarity of the larger
vcltage drop. Thus, as R4 is positive at the grounded end,
the up-er end of R3 will be negative in respect to ground.
The greater the change of frequency, the greater the differ-
ence between the respective voltage drops and thus, the value

of the negative voltage, between the upper end of R3 and
ground, Figure 5, pill increase with the increase of frequency

above the resonant frequency of L2-02.
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When the intermediate frequency drops below the resonant value,
the capacity reactance of C2 increases and the inductive reac-
tance of L2 decreases. ks a result, the tuned circuit becomes
capacitive and the secondary current oIsu leads the induced
voltage trEcfl as shown in Figure 6C.

Following the former plans, vectors Eland E2 are again drawn
at 90° angles to Is, the parallelograms completed and the
diagonals, ER3 and ER4 drawn in.

Here, you can
Figure 6B aid
5, this means
across R4 and
in respect to

see that conditions aro opposite to those of
ER3 is longer than ER4. Going back to Fiekre
that the voltage across R3 is greater than that
therefore, the upper end of R3 will be positive
ground.

To check the entire action, we could connect a sensitive volt-
meter from the upper end of R3 to ground and then take readings
as the frequency was varied above and below the value to which
the i-f transformer was tuned.

The results of such a test, when plotted in the form of a
graph, produce a curve on the order of Figure 7 where we have
a frequency scale across the bottom and a cent(/' zero voltage
scale at the left.

The intermediate frequency is assumed to be 2100 kc and, as
already exp]ained, the total voltage is zero at this point.
As the frequency is reduced, the voltage rises in 11+0 value
and, as the frequency is increased, the voltage increase!: in
a negative direction. Thus, variations of frequency era con..
vcrted to changes of amplitude and the output of the disoriri-
inator can be considered the same as the output of the sec-
ond detector of an a -m superheterodyne receiver.

Looking at Figure 7 again, you will notice the curve is nlmost
a straight line for a distance on each side of the resonant
frequency, after which it starts to curvy and then falls back
toward zero.

The straight line section, as shown by the vertical broken
lines, is the valuaole range of the action because, betaaen
these limits the output voltage will v-ry in direct propor.-
tion to the frequency changes. ks drawn in Figure 7, tnJ
frequency deviation is 75 kc for a swing or band width of
150 kc.

In Figure 5, the voltage of Figure 7 is impressed on the net-
work, made up of R1, C5 and the volume control R2 while the
grid circuit of the following tube is connected across the
UOutputIt terminals. The stages following the discriminator
are those of the ordinary type of audio amplifier.
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0CMPLETE RECEIVER

To show how the various stages are inter -connected, for Fig-

ure 8 we show a circuit diagram of the General Electric Model

HM -50 Frequency Modulation Receiver.

Checking the action briefly, the antenna transformer, has

a center tapped primary for use with a dipole antenna and bal-

anced transmission line. The secondary, tuned to the mean

carrier frequency, connects across the control grid circuit

of the 6K8 converter tube. The oscillator coil, L2, is con-

nected to the proper grid and ?late elements of the 6K3 and

tuned to a frequency which heterodynes the carrier to produce

an i-f of 2100 kc or 2.1 me.

The output circuit of the 6K8 is carried through the first i-f

transformer L5 which drives the grid circuit of the 6SK7,

first i-f tube. A second i-f stage, consisting of transformer

L-4 and the second i-f 6SK7 amplifier tube follows.

The third i-f transformer, L-6, drives the grid circuit of the

6SJ7 Limiter tube, the circuit of which is similar to that

shown in Figure 3. Its action, of course, is as previously

explained.

Transformer, L-6, corresponds to the i-f transformer of Fig-

ure 5 and the tube marked "6H6 Detector" is the discriminator.
The signal voltage appears across the two "10010 resistors
and the greater portion of this signal is fed from the mid-

point of the 100 M - 220 M voltage divider networks to Switch

S-2 and through the .005 mfd coupling condenser to the "2 meg-

ohmu volume control. In effect, the 100 M resistor, operating

in conjunction with the condensers controlled by switch S-1,

serve as a "Dc -emphasis" network. That is, if the f -an trans-

mitter employs a pre -emphasis circuit which, in the modulator

circuit, provides a grester amplitude of the high frequen-

cies, then it is necessary to reduce the emphasis of the

high audio frequencies in the receiver. Of course, the basic

circuit arrangement here is that of the high frequency tone

control.

With pre -emphasis at the transmitter, it is necessary to

have de -emphasis at the receiver for the purpose of bringing

the high frequencies down to the same proportion with ref, -

peat to the low frequencies that exist at the studio micro-

phone. The use of the de -emphasis network will reduce tne

high frequency noise picked up by the receiver antenna or
from thermal agitation and "shot effect" to inaudibility.

The signals continue from the moveable arm of the volume

control through the "P -A" terminals and through another .005

microfarad coupling condenser to the grid of the 6.75 a-f

amplifier tube.
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COMPLETE RECEIVER

To show how the various stages are inter-connected, for Fig-

ure 8 we show a circuit diagram of the General Electric Yodel

HM -50 Frequency Modulation Receiver.

Checking the action briefly, the antenna transformer, L1) has

a center tapped primary for use with a dipole antenna and bal-

anced transmission line. The secondary, tuned to the moan

carrier frequency, connects across the control grid circuit

of the 6K8 convertor tube. Tha oscillator coil, L2, is con-

nected to the proper grid and plate elements of the 6K8 and

tuned to a frequency which heterodynes the carrier to produce

an i-f of 2100 kc or 2.1 me.

The output circuit of the 6K8 is carried through the first i-f

transformer L3 which drives the grid circuit of the 65K7,

first i-f tube. A second i-f stage, consisting of transformer
L-4 and the second i-f 6SK7 amplifier tube follows.

The third i-f transformer, L-6, drives the grid circuit of the

88J7 Limiter tube, the circuit of which is similar to that

shown in Figure 3. Its action, of course, is as previously

explained.

Transformer, L-6, corresponds to the i-f transformer of Fig-

ure 5 and the tube marked 98E6 Detector" is the discriminator.

The signal voltage appears across the two 9100M9 resistors
and the greater portion of this signal is fed from the mid-

point of the 100 M - 220 M voltage divider networks to Switch

8-2 and through the .005 mfd coupling condenser to the 92 mg:T-

ithe volume control.. In offset, the 100 M resistor, operating

in conjunction with the condensers controlled by switch S-1,

serve as a 9De-emphasis" network. That is, if the f -en trans-

mitter employs a pre -emphasis circuit which, in the modulator

circuit) provides a grester amplitude of the high frequen-
cies, then it is necessary to reduce the emphasis of the

high audio frequencies in tha receiver. Of course, the basic

circuit arrangement here is that of the high frequency tone

control.

With pre -emphasis at the transmitter, it is necessary to

have de -emphasis at the receiver for the purpose of bringing

the high frequencies down to the sane proportion with res-
pect to the low frequencies that exist at the studio micro-

phone. The use of the de -emphasis network will reduce tne

high frequency noise picked up by the receiver antenna or
from thermal agitation and 9shot effect's to inaudibility.

The signals continue from the moveable arm of the volume

control through the 9P -A9 terminals and through another .005

microfarad coupling condenser to the grid of the 6SF(5 a-f

amplifier tube.
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The plate circuit of the 6SF5 is resistance coupled -to the
grid circuit of the 6Y6G output tube which, in turn is

coupled to the speaker by transformer TI.

The power supply is conventional and consists of the usual
type of power transformer with a 5Y3G full wave rectifier.
The filter however, diff4%rs from the common type in that no
iron core chokes are employed.

The rectifier filament connects directly to the primary of
the output transformer with a 40 mfd condenser to ground.
For the other plate circuits, the supply is through two re-
sistors with a 20 mfd condenser to ground at the load end
of each.

AUDIO ma'Lraa

Switch 52 makes it possible to connect a phonograph pick-up
across the grid, or input circuit of the first audio ampli-
fier tube through the regular volume control.

The "P -A. Terminals" make it' possible to use the receiver as
an f -n tuner End feed the audio signals into a PA system or
other audio amplifier. When the terminals are shorted, the
incoming signal is fed to the grid circuit of the "6SF5 a -f
Amp." to operate the audio amplifier and its speaker. The
signal is also avTilable between the PA Terminal connected
to the volume control and ground.

Checking the values in the 69F5 stge ycu will find a pl_te
load of 220 M ohms, a grid lead of 15 mcgohms and a cathode
resistor of 82 ohms. As this is a high mu triode with a
normal plate current of less than 1 ma, the voltage drop
caused by plate current in the 82 ohm resistor will be negli-
gible.

Therefore, we consider the tube as operating under conditions
of "zero bias", an arrangement which has been found to provide
high gain and low distortion with a minimum of parts. This
method is particularly adapted to high mu triodes and in gen-
eral consists of eliminating the cathode resistor while the
value of the grid resistor is greatly increased.

For most purposes; ire consider that, for Class A operation of
an amplifier tube, the grid current is zero. That is not
strictly true bec'usc, even with a negative birs, there is
s small grid current which varies with the grid voltage.

By greatly increasing the usu-1 value of the grid resistance,
this small gri' current will cause a volt-,ge drop sufficient.
to properly bias -the grid circuit. For example, in the cir-
cuit of Figure 8, a grid current of .1 microampere in the 15



a
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megohm grid res_ietorwill cause a drop of 1.5 volts and the
normal rating of the 66F5 is -2 volts on the grid, There-
fore, the 82 ohm cathode resistor does not provide the grid
bias voltage in the usual way but, tracing from the cathode,
you will find a circuit through the 220 ohm resistor, by-

passed with a .1 mfd condenser, and through the secondary
of output transformer Tl to ground.

For this circuit, the output transformer supplies the volt-
age and thus inverse feedback is provided as part of the

speaker voice coil voltage is fed back to the cathode of
the first audio amplifier tube.

The current caused by that voltage, in passing through the
82 ohm resistor, produces sufficient voltage drop to bias the

grid. Due to the relative value of the 220 ohm and 82 ohm
resistors, slightly more than 25% of they oice coil voltage
will be fed back to the cathode circuit.

The .1 mfd condenser, connected across the 220 ohm resist-
ance acts as a sort of auxiliary tone control because, at

higher frequencies, it becomes a partial short across the
resistance. With a reduction of effective resistarce,
feed back voltage across the -cathode resistance will be
greater and thus the higher frequencies will be attenuated
to a greater degree to cause an apparent bass boost.

It is interesting to note that this audio amplifier really
has three tone controls. 1. The bass compensated volume
control, 2. The switch type shunt capacity tone control
and 3. Inverse feed back compensated for high frequency
attenuation.

ALIGNMENT

As previously explained, the 34 amplifier must pass a 150
kc to 200 kc band, the exact ridth depending on the manu-
facturer's specifications. The i-f amplifier output is
measured by means of a micro -ammeter connected in the li-
miter grid circuit or a vacuum tube voltmeter connected
across the limiter grid bias resistor.

Some manufacturers recommend a 300 kc frequency modulated
oscillator, as a signal source of i-f amplifier adjustment,
with an oscilloscope as the indicating instrument. The
actual response curve of the amplifier can thus be seen and
corrected by proper adjustment.
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Other manufacturers suggest the use of a good signal genera-
tor of the usual Radio type, output readings to be taken at
the intermediate frequency and also at points 75 kc to 100
kc above and below. Comparison of these three output read-
ings indicates the shape and band width of the amplifier
response.

For either method, the output indicator is connected in the
grid circuit of the Limiter and the usual plan is to in-
crease the signal input to a point at which no further in-
crease of output is noted. This assures correct Limiter
action and proper operation.

The adjustment of the Discriminator, or second detector in-
put circuits is quite critical becuase, for best results, its
output voltage must be symmetrical in respect to the inter-
mediate frequency. Using a frequency modulated oscillator
and oscilloscope, and referring to the diagram of Figure 5,
the vertical plates of the scope are connected across the
load resistors which correspond to R3 and R4. The Discrim-
inator transformer trimmers are then adjusted to produce a
curve like that of Figure 7, care being taken to have the
cross over point in the proper position with an approximately
straight line, as far as possible, on both sides of it.

To make the same adjustment, using an ordinary oscillator
and micro -ammeter, the meter is connected across the load
resistors but in such a position so as to be in series
with a resistance such as R1 of Figure 5. When aligning
with a vacuum tube voltmeter, it can be connected across
the load resistors the same as the vertical plates of the
oscilloscope

To obtain maximum output reading, the primary is tuned to
the signal frequency but the secondary must be detuned be-
cause when it is resonant, the total output voltage is zero.

The test oscillator is then set at 75 kc to 100 kc below
the i-f and, as the polarity of the output voltage will be
reversed, it will be necessary to reverse the test meter
connections. For this particular job a meter scale with
a center zero is convenient as it eliminates the need for
reversing connections.

The output voltage should be checked again and a peak value
obtained by a slight readjustment of the trimmers if neces-
sary. After this has been done, the oscillator frequency
should be tuned to the exact value of the i-f at which point
the output should have decreased. The secondary trimmer is
then carefully adjusted until the output is zero.



-

-
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This is an extremely important adjustment and, if appears

to be more than one setting for zero output, the position of

greatest sensitivity is the proper ones

The oscillator frequency should then be changed slowly to
values above and below the i-f, one way causing a positive
output and the other way a negative output, The primary trim-

mer adjustment can then be checked to make sure the output is

of approximately the same value at equal frequencies above
and below the i-f.

The alignment and tracking of the vonverter and oscillator
stage is usually somewhat simpler as a low frequency oscil-
lator padding condenser is seldom needed, it is usually

sufficient to simply adjust the trimmer condensers for maxi-
mum output at the high frequency end of the tuning range,

ADVANTAGES OF yLm

'While there have been many claims and counter claims in res-
pect to f -m vs a -m it seems to generally conceded that, for

transmission at equal power levels, the f -m signals are re-

ceived with much lower noise levels,

For amplitude modulation, the noise levels are in proportion
to the band wid7,11 but, for frequency modulation, the reverse
is. true. Checimg e^ek on the action of the limiter sec-

ond detector, you will remember that the amplitude of the

signal is proportional to ;he frequency deviitidrt-while the

noise or amplitude modulation, remains the same. Thus, the

wider the band the better the signal to noise ration

Another advantage of frequency modulation is that of less
interference between two stations transmitting.on the same
carrier frequency. In effect, therefore, although the f-411

stations require a wider band, more of them can operate on
the same carrier freqt7ency without interference. This j.s due

to the reduced interference and also because the high ea rier
frequencies, used for f-41-1 Transmission, limit the servica area
of the Broadcast stations somewhat as compared to those
operating on lower carrier frequencies.

TECHNICAL AND ECONCVIC FR. OBLEY.S

From a technical standpoint, there has been a great deal
of discussion as to tIe methods of comparing am and f -m
systems. It is quite well known that certain forms of
interference, troublesome in the present Broadcast band,
are greatly reduced or disappear entirely at the high car-
rier frequencies used for f -m. However, f -m seems to have

a distinct advantage in respect to unlade made Statie which

can cause trouble at most frequencies.
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Two technical problems which must be solved are the band width
which will allow good f -m reception with minimum noise and
whether the public will be served better by allocating more
frequencies for f -m, or by allowing more a -m stations to trans-
mit on the ultra high frequencies.

From an economic standpoint, there is a wide difference of
opinion as to whether or not the public will appreciate the
reduced noise and higher 4_idelity f -m programs to the extent
of buying new receivers. In this country, practically all
Broadcast stations are supported by the sale of time to
advertisers. The prices paid depend greatly on the esti-
mated size of the listening audience and, unless assured
of such an audience, the advertiser would not buy time of
an f -m station.

Under this condition, the burden on the station would be heavy
because, even though the public appreciated the advantages of
f -m, they would not purchase receivers unless assured of good
programs.

FUTURE POSSIT3ILITIES

With all of these conditions in mind, many predictions have
been made regarding the future of Frequary Modulation, One

quite plausible forecast is that the larger citirs and other
densely populated areas will be serviced by broad band, high
frequency f -m stations while the more sparsely populated
areas will be served, as now, with lower frequency a411 sta-
tions.

The wide band f -m system is sufficiently flexible to permit
multiplex operation on the same channel. This would allow the
transmission of two simultaneous programs such as one for
sound and one for facsimile.

Frequency modulation has been called a tiRevolution in Radio
Broadcasting" and we have triad to indicate briefly, a few
of the more important problems which it has brought up. The
entire science of Radio is comparatively young, it is only
natural that many improvements will have to be made. It is
but a few years ago that there was ample space on the air
for every active station and the amateurs were assigned
all the frequency bands below 200 meters or above 1500 kc.

Today the entire Radio spectrum from 10 kc to 300,000 kc
or 500 m -c has been definitely allocated for specific ser-
vices and the present trend is toward higher 'and still
higher frequencies because that appears to be the only
direction in which a1ditional space is available.



.
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Frequency modulation seems to be well adapted for the higher
frequency carriers and its demonstrated advantages seem to
assure it quite an amportant place in the radio Broadcast
systems of the near future
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We cannot grow unless we know. Hero are some suggestions
on knowing and growing: (1) Ask questions. Don't be
ashamed to say nI don't known, (2) Adapt yourself. Darn
to fit in. (3) Set a goal. Have an ain in life. (4) Co-

operate. Play fair with everybody. (6) H-ve faith.

Believe in yours:di'. (6) aork your life. Donct

postpone happiness.

Dr. Frank Crane
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We have already explained the basic principles of Oscillators,
and now want to offer greater details as to the general
characteristics of oscillating circuits. As you probably
know, a vacuum tube oscillator is really the heart of a Radio
Transmitter. It generates or originates the carrier frequency
radiated, and the constants of its circuit largely determine
the stability of that frequency.

Before going further, we want to remind you that all radiated
Radio signals exceeding the legal range as determined by

1570100
KC

from their source, come undcrthc jurisdiction of the Federal
CommunicPtions Commission, (FCC) and it is illegal to put any
signal on the air unless and until a proper License has been
obtained.

Each station must obtain a License, the terms of which contain
the allowacle Power, Transmission Frequency, Hours of Operation
and other similar details. The operation of the station is
under the direct supervision of someone who has passed the
necessary examinations and obtained an "Operator', License.

There are various classes of station Licenses, various types
of Transmission and various grades of Operator's Licenses,
each of which h ve definite privileges and limitations and
all of which are under the direct supervision of the FCC.
As the various rules and regulations are subject to change,
we will not attempt to include them as a part of our explana..
tions.

However, to facilitate the jurisdiction of Radio Transmission,
the United States has been divided into 22 Inspection dis-
tricts, each with a "Radio-Inspector in Charge". You will
find these districts and the Inspector's addresses listed at
the end of this Lesson and, if you are interested in obtaining
a License of any kind, we suggest you write to the "Radio
Inspector in Charge" of the district in which you live. He
can send you full details in respect to the requirements,
time and place of examinations and all other necessary inf or-
mation.

The circuits we are going to explain in this and following
Lessons are comparatively simple to construct and capable of
producing signals which come under the jurisdiction of the
FCC. There is no charge made for an Operator's License
but there are heavy fines and jail sentences for operating
without a license.
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We want to emphasize these facts as many persons are not
aware of them and we feel that an essential part of Trans-
mitting Circuit knowledge is the regulations which must be
observed in respect to their use.

SIMPLE REGENERATIVE OSCILLATOR

In several of the earlier Lessons, we explained the circuits
and operation of various types of oscillators, used in some
Radio Receivers and certain types of test equipment but, as
similar circuits are used for Transmission, we feel that a
brief review of the subject will be of benefit at this time.

Starting with Figure 1, we show a circuit, the major part of
which was previously described as a Regenerative Detector
used in a Radio receiver. Upon connecting the load coil "L"
between an antenna and ground and inserting a pair of head-
phones in series with the "B+" lead, the arrangement would
operate as a one tube receiver.

Plate coil "L2", known as a "Tickler", is inductively coupled
to the grid coil of "L" so that some energy from the plate
circuit is fed back to.,4the grid circuit, causing an increase
of signal strength. However, if the feed back is increased
sufficiently, the tube oscillates and prevents proper operation
as a detector.

We are interested in the oscillating condition of the tube
because it acts as an r -f generator, and "L" becomes the
load coil instead of a primary or input coil as explained
for the detector action.

To follow the action, we will assume the tube of Figure 1 is
in operating condition but the "13" or plate circuit is open
and there is no action. When the "B" circuit switch is
closed, there is a surge of plate current through coil L2,
causing a voltage drop across it. Because of the coupling,
the transformer action induces an enf in coil Ll which is
connected across the grid circuit.

Thus, the original surge of plate current causes a voltage
pulse on the grid and the amplifying action of the tube causes
a large pulse of plate current. The original action is then
repeated except that the voltage pulses across the grid
circuit continue to increase for each cycle until the grid is
driven positive in respect to the cathode.

When this condition occurs, there is grid current which must
be supplied by energy from the plate circuit. This is known
as the "driving power" and the more positive the grid is
driven, the larger the required driving power.

When the a -c power generated in the plate circuit is just
sufficient to supply that required by the grid circuit, the
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tuned circuit, the plate resistance and other losses, a
state of equiliorium is reached and the values of a -c plate
voltage, grid voltat;e1 plate current and grid current became
fixed and constant.

As explained in the earlier Lessons, grid current in resis-
tance R of Figure 1 will produce the necessary grid bias
voltage for the tube -Ind, by selecting the proper values for
R and C1, the tube can be made to operate on the desired portior
of its characteristic curve.

Condenser C is connected across the plate supply to provide
a low impedance path for the r -f so that, in effect, the
power supply is not in the high frequency circuit.

Thinking of coils L, LI and 12 as a transformer, the plate
coil L2 is the primary while L and LI are secondaries,
Thus, energy taken by the grid circuit of the load circuit
will, as mentioned above, be suppliid by the plate circuit.

The entire action of the circuit of Figure 1 can be thought
of as self excited amplifier in which, by means of n feed
back arrangement, energy from the output circuit is impressed
on the input circuit. Keep this action in mind as it applies
to most transmitting type oscillators.

TUNED PLATE -TUNED GRID

Another basic type of oscillator circuit is shown in Figure
2 and you will find the tuned circuit Li -C connected to the
grid while another tuned circuit, L2 -C2 is connected to the
plate. Therefore, the arrangement is commonly known 6s a
"Tuned Plate Tuned Grid", ( TFTG) type of oscillator.

Compared to the circuit of Figure 1, there is no apparent
coupling between th,- plate coil I. and the grid coil I. of
Figure 2. However there must be a "feed back" fral the plate
to the grid circuit in order to maintain the conditions
required for oscillation and here, the coupling e 11.c

grid -plate capacity of the tube itself as indicated by

From our earlier explanations, you know that a -c signal
circuits may be coupled indtctively or by cloncity. Comparing
Figures 1 and 2, you will find the grid circuits are the same,
but in Figure 1 the energy from the plate circuit is fed back
to the grid circuit through the inductive coupling between
L 2and I.

In Figure 2, there is no inductive coupling between I. and
but the energy of the plate circuit is fed back to the
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grid circuit through the grid plate capacity of the tube,
shown as C4o

As we explained for Figure 1, the plate circuit energy must
be fed back in proper phase ind T,ith sufficient amplitude to
sustain the oscillations. Thus, although the grid -plate
capacity of the tube is present in Figure 1, the untuned
plate circuit does not provide sufficient feed back voltage.
The frequency of oscillation of this circuit is determined
by the LC combination which has the higher "Q".

In Figure 2, you will notice the plate coil L2 is tuned by
condenser C3 and, by tuning this circuit to a frequency
slightly aoove the resonant frequency of the grid circuits
it becomes inductive, causes a lagging plate current and
produces the proper phase relationship.

The other circuit components of Figure 2 are the same as
explained for Figure 1 but you, will notice the load coil "Lit
is now coupled inductively to the plate coil I. Perhaps it
would be simpler to state that in Figure 2, the grid coil is
not inductively coupled to either the plate or load coils.

In this type of equipment, tuned circuits, such as L1 -C and
12-C3 are known as OTank" circuits and to distinguish thems
in Figure 2, Li -C is the "Grid Tank" and L2-03is the "Plate
Tank".

TIE HART= OSCILLATOR

From the standpoint of the required number of parts, the
Hartley Oscillator of Figure 3 is one of the simplest types.
The tank circuit consists of the tapped coil, shown as II-Ie
and the tuning condenser C. Although shown as a single coils
LI and L2 need not be wound on the same form or be inductively
coupled because, connected in series, the circulating current
of the tank circuit passes through both.

One end of this coil is coupled to the plate, through the
blocking condenser C2, the other end is connected to the grid
through the Ci-R combination and the tap, which can be thought
of as a common return for both circuits, connects to the
cathode of the tube and B-. Oscillation is maintained because
the circulating current in the tank circuit produces voltage
drops across L1 and L21 which are 1800 out of phase in respect
to the common return or tap.

There are a number of variations of this circuit but the
principle of operation is the same for all. The load coil L
is inductively coupled to the tank coil, while R and C1 in
the grid circuit serve the same pbr)ose as similar units in
Figures 1 and 2.
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The Radio Frequency Choke, (R F C ), connected between "B+"
and the plate, must have a high reactance, compared to that
of condenser C2, at the oscillation frequency, in order that
sufficient r-f voltage will be impressed on the Li part of
the coil.

COLPITTS OSCILLATOR

The Colpitts Oscillator of Figure 4 is quite similar to the
Hartley of Figure 3 and the principles of operation are the
same for both. For the Hartley, the tank coil is tapped while
for the Colpitts, in effect, the tank capacity is tapped.

From a practical standpoint, the tank capacity is in two parts,
C and Cl, the grid circuit across Ci, the plate circuit across
C and the coil L1, across both. Here, the amount of feed back

is controlled by changing the relative values of C and C1.
The smaller the capacity of Ci, the higher its reactance and
the greater the difference of potential across it.

While quite similar in operation, both the Hartley and Colpitts
oscillators claim certain advantages. For example, the Hartley
is simpler to tune but the adjustment of the feed back, or tap
on the coil is more inconvenient. the Colpitts, the feed

back voltage ratio can be easily adjusted by employing variable
condensers. With fixed condensers, the inductance of the coil
may be varied, or plug in coils, covering a wide range of
frequencies, can be used without disturbing the feed back vol-
tage ratio.

THE ULTRAUDION

For the circuit of Figure 5, W3 show one of the oldest tyVes
of tube oscillators, known as the ultraudion. While oscilla-
tors of this type are not particularly stable at the loeer
radio frequencies, they have proven quite satisfactory in
some ultra high frequency applications. Checking up here,
you will find the circuit resembles both the Hartley and
Colpitts but there ar2 some important differences.

To follow the circuit action, we will assume the tube is operat-
ing so that when the plat~ circuit is closed there is a rush
of current in it. The resulting change of voltage, across the
plate circuit of the tuba is impressed on the parallel circuit
made up of Li-C, and series Cl.

The portion of this drop, which appears across C1 is impressed
on the grid circuit, R F C and R, through a low reactance
condenser C2. This is the grid excitation voltage, which causes
the tube to oscillate and, as explained for Figure 4, its value
can be controlled_ b- varying the capacity of condenser 01.
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In our explanations so far, we have assumed the frequency at
which the oscillator operates to be controlled by the values
of inductance and capacity in the tank circuit. However,
the inter -element capacities of the tube may resonate with
the grid and plate circuit leads, which can be thoughtof as
one turn inductances, to produce oscillations at a frequency
much higher than the resonant frequency of the tank circuit

This action is known as "Parasitic Oscillation" and is maw
desirable because it absorbs power, acts as a power loss and
therefore reduces the available power output. The R F C
in the grid circuit of Figure 5 is a common arrangement to
prevent "Parasities%

The inductance of the choke offers a much higher impedance
to the higher Parasitic frequency, detunes the circuit and
prevents Parasitic oscillation. You will find r -f chokes

inserted in the grid circuit, plata circuit, or both, to
prevent the genemtion of paroitics.

Low frequency parasitics sometimes occur when r-( chokes,
in both the grid and plate circuits, resonate at about the
same frequency because of coupling through circuit condensers,
As the inductance value of these chokes is not critical, one
common plan is to use units of different inductance so that
their resonant frequencies will be sufficiently different to
avoid the action of Figure 2.

EMI:ARON COUPLED OSCILLATOR

All of the oscillators, explained so fnr, are fundamental
typos and have little practical value as far as present day
transmitting is concerned. They are known as "Self Excited"
because of the feed back from the plate to the grid and any
changes in the plate circuit have a tendency to cause a varia.
tion of the generated frequency.

With the present crowded radio frequency spectrum and definite
allocations, a variation of Transmitter frequency will cause
interference bytween stations and may prevent the reception
of important signals. To give you an idea of the importance
of this condition, all present Broadcast Stations must not
vary more than 50 cycles from their frequency allocations.

New Broadcast Stations must not vary more than 20 cycles
from their frequency allocations and, in the near future, the
older stations must meet the new requirement. For a station
operating with a 1000 KC carrier, this means an accuracy of
20 parts in a million which is .002770.
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Because of its frequency stability and ease of tuning, the
Electron Coupled Oscillator, (eco) of Figure 6 is used
in many Amateur Transmitters. One common form of its circuit
is shown in Figure 6 and, like other oscillators, its fre-
quency is determined by the values of inductance and capacity

in the grid tank circuit LC. The circuit differs from the
conventional oscillator in that no capacitive, inductive or
direct coupling exists between the grid and plate circuits.
Here, the load on the oscillator is coupled to the tank cir-
cuit by means of the electron stream.

To fully underseand its operation,,let us consider the
arrangement of Figure 6 and, for the time being, neglect the
tube plate circuit. Jhen a positive voltage is first applied
to the screen erid, there gill be a surge of screen current
to the cathode and throueh the lower part of coil L. This

coil acts as an auto transformer and with a changing current
in the loner portion, a voltage Gill be induced in -the com-
plete winding. As the grid circuit is connected across the
upper portion of the coil, the induced voltage will cause a

further cliange of screen current. This action continues
until a state of equilibrium is reached, and the a -c values
of voltage and current become fixed.

As stated above, the frequency of this oscillation is deter-
mined oy the inductive and capacitive values in the tank
circuit. The action of condenser C1 and resistance R is to
provide a d -c bias so the tube will operate on the desired
portion of its characteristic curve.

So far then, we have nothing but a simple rcgeierative type
of oscillator, similar to that of Figure 1 except that, in '

effect, the plate coil is connected between cathode and "B-".
However, the screen grid of a tube is made of a mesh material
and by. operating it at a lower potential than the plate, only
a small number of the electrons will be attracted to the
screen while the rest will go to the plate. Only enough

electrons, to supply the driving power for the oscillator,
need be taken by the screen grid.

The electrons pass through the screen in pulses, the frequency
of which is determined by the oscillation of the inner elements,
and this puts: ting current, develops power in the plate cirouit
load. Thus, the only coupling oetween the oscillator and the
load is the electron stream which passes through the screen
and thereby we derive the name nelectron coupled oscillator".

It has been found thet increasing the plate voltage will shift
the frequency of the electron coupled oscillator in one direc-
tion while increasing the screen voltage will shift it in the
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opposite direction. Thus, by supplying the screen voltage
through a voltage divider arrangement in the plate supply,
the screen voltage can be adjusted to a value which will
make the frequency independent of the plate supply voltage.
This is because any change in frequency, due to a slight
change in plate voltage, will be neutralized by an opposite,
change in frequency due to the change in screen grid voltage.
In general, the stability will be best when the ratio of the
plate to screen grid voltage is about three to one.

In Figure 6, condenser 02 places the screen grid at ground
r -f potential and causes it to act as an electrostatic shield
between the output or load circuit and the oscillating circuit.
This arrangement prevents variations in the output circuit
from affecting the frequencydetermined by the L -C tank circuit.

Pentodes can be used in the ecots but it is preferable to
connect the suppressor grid to tee screen grid rather than
the cathode, in order to obtain additional internal sheilding
of the load circuit from the oscill,tor circuit.

It is difficult to obtain good frequency stability as well as
high power outeut from oscillators of this type. Therefore,
instead of attempting to obtain both of these desirable
characteristics from one unit, an oscillator and povier amplifier
arrangement is most frequently employed. A low power oscillator
is used to provide good frequency stability and its output is
fed to a power amplifier where large paver output is obtained.
This arrangement is known as a "Master Oscillator Power
Amplifier", commonly abbreviated, 11110PA".

QUARTZ CRYSTALS

There are several crystalline materials which possess piezo-
electric properties, although quartz is most commonly employed
for frequency control apparatus.

Figure 7 shows a whole, or parent, crystal and the dashed
lines represent three major axes. The letter X is used to
denote the electrical axis, Y the mechanical axis and Z the
optical axis. The raw crystal is usually first cut into
rods, some having the hexagon shape illustrated by Figure 8.
These rods are then cut down to desirable "plates" or crystals
for a definite service.

Crystals cut from a quartz rod have good mechanical strength,
small charge in vibration frequency with temperature and
comparatively log cost.
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Perhaps you are wondering just what the term "vibration
frequency" means but every object has 2 natural period of
vibration or what might be called the mechanical resonant
frequency at which it will vibrate when sub:lected to a
sudden force. A good example of this is the sound'produced
by a drinking glass when struck by a knife or fork. The

frequency of this sound is the "vibration frequency" of the
glass. The natural vibration frequency of any ooject will
be determined by its size or shale end the elasticity or
give of the material from which it is made. Also, if the
object is to be maintained in a state of continuous' vibration,
energy must be supplied periodically to take care of the
frictional losses.

As a quartz crystal comes under the heading "any object" it
also has a natural period of vibration and if a force is
applied to it and suddenly removed, the crystal will vibrate
at its natural frequency. A vibrating crystal however, due
to its piezo-electric properties, produces qn electrical
voltage of the same frequency as the mechanical vibration,
hence the vibrating crystal becomes a volta:e generator.
This action also works in reverse and en electrical force
will cause the crystal to vibrate mech-:nicelly so that the
initial vibration in a crystal can tea produced by an ems.

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT OF FRETJENCY

Although the piece of quartz used as a resonator in Figure 9
is generally called a "crystal", it is not a whole crystal
but only a section of one cut to certain dimensions and
specifications. The frequency at which the crystal vibrates
depends mainly on the thickness of the cut, being inversely
proportional to the thickness. That is, thethinner the cut,
the higher the generated frequency.

There ar.3 several different cuts which can be made from a
parent crystal and the main difference between plated cut
in different ways is the temperature coefficient of frequency,
that is, how much the frequency changes for every degree
change in crystal temperature.

For example, as shown by Figure 8, a plate cut :with its major
surfaces perpendicular to an L axis is known as an X cut
plate and it has a negative temperature coefficient. Ti -t is,

when the temperature increases, the frequency decreases. For
a Y cut crystal, the plate is cut from the 2arent so that
its major surfaces are parallel to the X axis and it nes a
positiva temperature coefficient.
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Using some definite values, the temperature coefficient of
frequency of - good X out crystal is about .0022 per cent
per degree centigrade while that of a good Y cut is about
.007 per cent per degree centigrade. To compare these two
cuts, let us assume a transmitter operating on an assigned
carrier of 1000 kc and that for some reason, the temperature
of the crystal has increased 10 degrees Centigrade.

Under these conditions, for an X crystal, the frequency
would decrease by 1000000 x .000022 x 10 or 220 cycles.
With these same conditions, for a Y cut, the frequency would
increase by 1000000 x .00007 x 10 or 700 cycles. Thus, it
can be seen that the X cut is superior for frequency stability
but, in both cases, the deviation is considerably greater
than that allowed by the FCC.

The fact that the temperature coefficient of X and Y cuts are
opposite led to the belief that it might be possible to cut
a crystal somerberebetween them with a zero temperature co-
efficient. Ti is would mean thet temperature would not have
any effect on its frequency.

Viorking olong this line, the Bull Telephone Laboratories
developed an AT cut shown by Figure 8 to be at an angle with
the Z axis, while RCA developed a V cut both of which have
temperature coefficients of 2 parts per million per degree
Centigrade. Tnis is the same es saying .0022 per cent per
degree Centigrade. Using ore of these crystals, in our
former example, the frequency change would be only 1000000zc
.000002 x 10 or 20 cycles, dhich is within the FCC require-
ments.

However, in the transmitting room, the temperature may vary
considerably more than the 10° Centigrade change used in our
exempla and therefore precauti)ns mint be taken to hold the
crystal temperature constant.

COITSTANT TEMPERATURE OVEUS

In order to maintain the frequency of the crystal well within
the limits alloeed by the Federal Communications Commission,
the teemperturcr of the crystal must be maintained a2)roximately
constant. This is eccomplished by placirg the crystal in a
constant temperature oven which is nothirg but a well construc-
ted, air tight box, having heat ineuleted wells and containing
a thermostat and a small heater. The thermostat is quite
commonly a bimet?llic snap action automatic switch while the
heater may be simply e coil of resistance wire through which
an electric current is passed.
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When placed in operation, the thermostat is adjusted so that
its contacts are onened when a certain temperature is reached.
Obviously, the contacts should be set to open at a temnerature
exceeding that which may be reached outride of the oven be-
cause the apparatus in the oven heats it but no provision is
made for cooling.

When the temperature in the oven falls below that for which
the thermostat is adjusted, the contacts close and.allow
current in the heater element. Then the proper temperature
is reached, the contacts open and the heater is made inopera-
tive. As the oven is now at a higher temperature than the
room, the heat gradually leaks out until the temperature is
again of such value to operate the thermostat and the above
cycle is repeated. Thus, the temperature variation of the
crystal is dependent only upon the sensitivity of the thermostat.

For broadcast stations, the FCC requires that for ordinary
crystals the temperature be maintained within 0.1° Centigrade
while for low coefficient crystals, the temperature must be
maintained within only 1° C. In order to maintain the tempera-
ture within the .1° C limits, costly and e:aberate control
apparatus is required and even then, many stations have had
difficulty. For this reason the low coefficient crystal, even
though it is more expensive than others, is being used more
and more because it is comparatively easy to keep its tem-
perature within the la C tolerance.

Ovens, not much larger than a regular mounted crystal, are
now available with plug-in connections so that a defective
unit can be replaced in a few seconds. However, for this
service, spare units should be connected to a proper heater
supply so that the crystal will be held at the proper
temperature and placed in operation, without a "warn up"
period, when a change is made.

For transmitters, other than broadcast, the temerature eontrol
ovens are not required by the FCC. However, whenever it is
practical, they should be included as part of the installation
so that the frequency deviation is kept at a minimum. For
aircraft, where veight is a factor in the safety of the plane,
and for police cars where interference from other stations
not a serious problem, the use of oven terneratare control is
considered impractical. Transmitters of this type, nerefore,
employ low temperature coefficient crystals so that their
frequency deviation does not become too great.

THE CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR

In order to stay within the allowable carrier frequency
deviation, practically all commercial transmitters use a
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crystal controlled master oscillator and in Figure 9, a
simplified arrangement of such a circuit is shorn. You
may recognize this as being very similar to a crystal
controlled oscillator circuit explained in an eirlier
Lesson and will remember that its operation is dependent
on the remarkable piezo-elactric properties of certain
crystals.

If the crystal is to generate a continuous or undamped
voltage wave, enough energy must be supplied periodically to
overcome its frictional losses. The circuit of Figure 9 is
arranged to supply these losses and with the above explanations
you should not hae any difficulty in following its action.

The initial impulse of energy, which causes the crystal to
start vibrating, is obtained when the plate voltage is first
applied and there is a surge of current across the grid -plate
canacity of the tube. This currant also passes through the
crystal and cautes it to vibrate at its natural cr resonant
frequency. As e result of the vibration, a voltage is pro-
duced across the two plates, between which the crystal is
mounted. Due to the electrical connections, this voltage is
applied to the grid, is amplified by the tube and appears
as a much larger voltage in the plate circuit. Enough energy
is then fed back through the grid plate cap -city of the tube
to keep the crystal vibrating and the remainder of the plate
circuit energy goes into the load and plate circuit losses.

It is sometimes convenient to explain the oper-tion of a
crystal -oscillator by replacing the crystal with its equivalent
electrical circuit. This circuit is considered es being made
up of a resistance, inductance, and capacity connected in
series, the combination ehunted by a second capacity. The
resistance is the electrical equivalent of the give cr
elasticity of the naterial. The shunt capacity is formed by
the two metal plates of the crystal holder and is very large
compared to the series capacity- hence the frequency of
resonance, which is the mechanical resonant frequency of the
crystal, is determined primarily by the values of the series
inductance end capacitance.

In this equivalent circuit, the L/C ratio is very high and
the resistance small so that the Q or ratio of reactance to
resistance is very high. In fact, it is much higher than
can ordinarily cc obtained by means of coils end condensers
and therefore very little energy is required to keep the
crystal oscillating.

'Ile want you to notice also that if this equivalent circuit
were placed in the grid circuit of Figure 9, the arrangement
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and action would be very similar to that explained for the
TPIG of Figure- 2. Also, like Figure 2, the plate tank
circuit, LC of Figure 9, should be tuned to a frequency
slightly higher than the crystal frequency so as to reflect
the proper impedance into the grid circuit.

Like the other circuits we have explained, the RFC is to
prevent parasitic oscillation chile the voltage drop across
resistance R provides the desired grid bias.

PC rEa OUTPUT AND EFFICIENCY

An oscillator, of any type, is a generator and as such must
be capable of supplying more power than that necessary to
keep it operating. If it would only maintain itself, it
would have as little value as an automobile engine which
could run but could not deliver power to turn the wheels of
the car. To be of practical value, an oscillator must deliver
enough power to take care of its own loss :c, 'ead supply

additional power to some external load which may be the grid
circuit resistance of an amplifier tube or the resistance of
an antenna,

The efficiency of an oscillator will therefore be determined
by how small the losses can be kept in comparison to the
power delivered to the load. The losses in an oscillator
consist of the power consumed in heating the tuned circuit
resistance, thY- grid to cathode resistance and the plate to
cathode resistance. As the power then by the oscillator,
comes from the B supply, exclueing the power taken by the
filament of the tube, th,, po'rur input will be, th., product
of the B supply current and the 3 supply voltage, that is:

tr, ni 0.Lo

1. PI = EBIB

is often referred to as the

Since the current taken from
of the tube, the power input
as

2. P = E I
I B P

plate power input.

the B supply is the plate current
to the oscillator can oe expressed

If there is no appreciable d -c voltage drop in the plate
coil and no cathode biasing resistor, the d -c plate voltage
on the tube will equal the 3 supply; and the power input can
then be a.%prossed by

3.
PI = EFIP



-
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As the a -c power output can be found by measuring the current
or voltage in the load, the power output will be given by

4. Po = IL 2RL

or

ET2se Po

The efficiency of the oscillator will then be expressed by

6, eff = P= IL2RL
E

PI PIP

and thus represents the degree to which the d -c power of the
B supply is converted into useable a -c power.

In the above formulas,

P = Power Input
Po = Power Output
EB = B supply voltage
IB = B supply current
E 0.. Plate voltage

I = Plate current
EL = Voltage across the load
I = a -c current in the load

Efr = Efficiency
RL = Load Impedance

Nhen used in an oscillating circuit, the power output of a
tube will depend largely on the class of operation. If the
tube is operated in Class A, the maximum power output will
be that obtained for a load equal to its plate resistance.

If the tube is operated in Class B or C, the power output
will be determined by the load and how hard the tube is driven.
In any type of operation the maximum heat dissipation of the
plate should not be exceeded. The plate poorer dissipation
for a tube used as an oscillator, under any operating conditions,
can be found by subtracting the power output, plus the power
consumed in the grid circuit, from the power input.
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District

No. 1

UNITED STATES RADIO DISTRICTS

Territory

The States of Connecticut, Maine,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode
Island and Vermont

No. 2 The counties of Albany, Bronx,
Columbia, Delaware, Dutchess, Greene,
Kings, Nassau, New York, Orange,
Putnam, Queens, Rensselaer, Richmond,
Rockland, Schenectady, Suffolk, Sul-
livan, Ulster and Westchester of the
State of New York; and the counties
of Bergen, Essex, Hudson, Hunterdcm,
Mercer, Middlesex, lammouth, Morris,
Passaic, Somerset, Sussex, Union and
Warren of the State of New Jersey.

No. 3 The counties of Adams, Berks, Bucks,
Carbon, Chester, Cumberland, Dauphin,
Delaware, Lancaster, Lebanon, Lehigh,
Monroe, Iontgomery, Northampton,
Perry, Philadelphia, Schuylkill and
York of the Stnte of Pennsylvania;
and the counties of Atlantic, Burling-
ton, Camden, Cape May, Cumberland,
Gloucester, Ocean and Salem of the
State of New Jersey; and the county
of Newcastle of the St` to of Delaware

Page 35

Address,
Radio Inspector-

in-Charge

Customhouse,
Boston, Mass.

Federal Building,
641 Washington
St., New York
N.Y.

Room 1200, U. S.
Customhouse,
Second and Chest-
nut Sts, Phila-
delphia, Pa.

No.4 The State of Maryland; the District Fort McHenry,
of Columbia; the counties of Arling- Baltimore, Md.
ton, Clark, Fairfax, Fauquier, Fred-
erick, Loudoun, Page, Prince, William,
Rappahannock, Shenandoah and Warren
of the State of Virginia; and the
counties of Kent and Sussex of the
State of Delaware.

No. 5 The State of Virginia except the
part lying in District 4, and the
State of North Carolina except that
part lying in District 6.

402 New Post
Office Bldg.
Norfolk, Va.
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UNITED STATES RADIO DISTRICTS

District Territory

No. 6 The States of Alabama, Georgia, 411 Federal
South Carolina and Tennessee; and the Annex, Altanta,
counties of Aahe, Avery, Buncombe, Ga.
Burke, Ccldwell, Cherokee, Clay,
Cleveland, Graham, Haywood, Henderson,
Jackson, McDowell, Macon, Madison,
Mitchell, Polk, Rutherford, Swain,
TransylvAnia, Tlatauga and Yancey of

the State of North Carolina.

Page 16 '

Address,

Radio Inspector-
in-Charge

No. 7 The State of Florida. 312 Federal Bldg.,
1:iami, Fla.

No. 8 The States of Arkansas, Louisiana
and Mississippi; and the city of
Texarkana in the State of Texas.

No.

326 Customhouse,
New Orleans, La.

9 The counties of Arkansas, Brazoria, 404-406 Federal
Brooks, Calhoun, Cameron, Chambers, Bldg., Galveston,
Fort Bend, Galveston, Goliad, Harris, Texas
Hidalgo, Jackson, Jefferson, Jim
Wells, Kenedy, Kleberg, Watagorda,
Nueces, Refugia, San Patricia, Vic-
toria, Jharton and Wiilacy of the
State of Texas.

No. 10 The State of Texas except that part
lying in District 9 and in the city
of Texarkana; and the States of
Oklahoma and New Mexico.

No. 11 The State of Arizona; the county of
Clarke in the State of Nevada; and
the counties of Imperial, Inyo, Korn,
Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San
Bernardino, San Diego, San Luis
Obispo, Santa Barbara and Ventura of
the State of California.

302 U.S. Ter-
minal Annex Bldg.,

Texas.

1105 Rives-Strong
Bldg., Los Angeles,
Calif.

No. 12 The State of California except that 328 Customhouse,
part lying in District 11; the State San Francisco,
of Nevada except the county of Clarke. Cnlif.

No. 13 The State of Oregon; and the State
of Idaho except that part lying in
District 14.

207 New U.S.
Courthouse Bldg.,
Portland, Ore.
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Dlltrict

Noc, 14

UNITED STATES RADIO DISTRICTS

Territory

The Territory of Alaska; the State
of Washington; the counties of
Benewah, Donner, Boundary, Clear-
water, Idaho, Kootenai, Latah, Lewis,
Nez Force and Shoshone of the State
of Idaho; the counties of Beaverhead,
Broadwater, Cascade, Deurlodge, Flat-
heat, Gallatin, Glacier, Granite,
Jefferson, Lake, Lewis and Clark,
Lincoln, :adison, 1'eagher, Mineral,
Missoula, Fondera, Powell, Ravalli
Sanders, Silver Bon:, Teton and Toole
of the State of Montana.

No. 15 The States of Colorado, Utah and Wyo-
ming; and the State of Montana except
that part lying in District 14.

No. 16 The States of North Dakota, South
Dakota and Minnesota; the counties
of Alger, Baraga, Chippewa, Delta,
Dickinson, Gogebic, Houghton, Iron,
Keweenaw, Luce, Yackinac, Marquette,
Menominee, Ontonagon and Schoolcraft
of the State of Michigan; and the
State of Wisconsin except that part
lying in District 18.

No. 17 The States of Nebraska, Kansas and
Missouri; and the State of Iowa ex-
cept that part lying in District 18.

No. 18 The States of Indiana and Illinois;
the counties of Allarrakee, Buchanan,
Cedar, Clayton, Clinton, Delaware,
Des Moines, Dubuque, Fayette, Henry,
Jackson, Johnson, Jones, Lee, Linn,
Louisa, Muscatine, Scott, aashington,
and ginneshiek of the State of Iowa;
the counties of Columbia, Crawford,
Dane, Dodge, Grant, Green, Iowa,
Jefferson, Kunwha, Lafayette, Mil-
waukee, Ozaukee, Racine, Richland,
Rock, Sauk, Welmorth, Washington and
Waukesha of the State of Wisconsin.

Page 17

Address
Radio Inspector-

in-Charge

808 Federal Office
Bldg., Seattle,
Washington

504 Customhouse,
Denver, Colo.

927 New P. O.
Bldg., St. Paul,
Minnesota

609 Pickwick
Bldg., 903
McGee Street,
Kansas City, Mo.

246' U.S. Court-
house Bldg.,
Chicago,
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District

No. 19

UNITED STATES RADIO DISTRICTS

Territory

The State of Michigan except that
part lying in District 16; the State
of Ohio, Kentucky and West Virginia.

No. 20 The State of New York except that
part lying in District 2, and the
State of Pennsylvania except that
part lying in District 3.

No. 21 The Territory of Hawaii, Guam and
American Samoa,

No. 22 Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands

Page 18

Address,
Radio Inspector-

in-Charge

1025 New Federal
Bldg" Detroit,
Michigan

514 Federal Bldg.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Aloha Tower,
Honolulu, T.H.

303 Ochoa Bldg.1
San Juan, P.R.
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VOLT AG: AMPLIFIERS

The subject of Radio Frequency amplifiers should not be
strange to you because they are used in very nearly all
of the modern receivers explained in the eErlier Lessons°

This may seem contradictory but you must remeMber that all

frequencies above audibility are classed as r -f and there-

fore the i-f amplifiers of superhetrodyne receivers fall

into the general classification of "R. D. Implifiers".

In receivers, the purpose of tJ amplifiers is to increase

the amplitude of the modulated carrier co that it will be of

sufficient amplitude to operate the de-eodulator and no
theuglt is given as to the power output o" the tubes, In

other words, their ourpose is to increlse the signal voltqfe

and thus they are classed as "voltage arplifiere".

In order to obtain a linear output wits, high amplification,

the tubes used in the r -f And seetiens of Radio reeeiv-

ers are designed for an output o' but a fraction of a t:att

and are caerated in Taes For the r -f amplifiers used

in transmitters, however, the rower oeteuta are rated in

watts and 1:110 -watts therefore, in order to obtain this power

with good efficiency. the tubec are operated in Class B and

C. 'iI'us, for this Lesson, 'we IRanL to e.,plain the verieus
classes of r -f amplification end show ehere they are used

in transmitters.

R -F ArPL7I:a CI1CUIT

In the cjrcrit of Fioure 1, :re show the simplified arrange-

ment of a typical r-4' amplifier stage ae used in transmitters.
There is nothing complicated lboet its action and the r-f

input is coupled to the grl.d of the tube by corder. ter C and

the radio frequency choke coil, A.F.C. L5 fixed bias is

comet en for this ty)e of circuit, re nave indicated that it

should be applied acrcss C- and witn the toge4ive of the

supply connected to the grid circuit.

The plate eircuit is conventional, being made up of +he tank

L-Ci uaich is inductively coupled to Ll. The resistance A

thus acts as the load on tne p]ete circuit anl can be con-

sidered as the grid resistance of a followine sty e or the

resistance of an antenna. It ruirht be yell to mention here

that, when working, witn transmitters, one has to think in

reverse as compared to receivers, b3cause the antenna. now

becomes a part of the output circuit, or lea], on the final

amplifier while with receivers, it is a part of the input

circuit.

Going back to Figure 1, the high voltaie is applied across

Di- and B- while condenser 02 is an r -f by-pass whicn permits
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the r -f currents to complete their circuit to the cathode

without passing through the power supply. As you will

learn in a later Lesson, when using triodes for r -f amp-

lification, it is necessary to use some method of neutral-

ize the effects of the grid -plate capacity, but, for sim-

plicity, this is not shown here. Also, in order to be oper-

ative, there would have to be a heater circuit for the tube

and the proper voltage applied across it.

CLASS A AMPLIFICATION

The various types of r -f amplifiers used in Radio receivers

and other Electronic equipment all operate in what is known

as Class A. Although this type of operation was completely

explained in the earlier Lessons, we feel that a brief review

will be of benefit. As you will remember, a tube operating

in Class A, tlas a negative d -c bias voltage of a value equal

to or greater than the maximum signal voltage. Operating

under these conditions, the straight part of the character-

istic curve is utilized and linear amplification results.

In order that you may have a little better picture of what

takes place, in Figure 2, we show the graphical representa-

tion of Class A operation. Here, we have the characteristic

In -E curve with the plate current scale running vertically

at tie left and the grid voltage scale horizontally across

the bottom. The a -c signal voltage, impressed on the grid

of the tube, is represented by the small sine curve near

the top of the Figure while the resulting plate current curve,

shown at the right, has the same general shape but greater

amplitude than the input signal.

As mentioned above, in order to obtain this linear relation-

ship between the a -c signal input and plate current, it is

necessary that the negative d -c grid bias voltage of the

tube be properly chosen. From the Ip-E curve of Figure 2,

is can be readily seen that this bias voltage should be of

such value that the input voltage swing will always be on

the straight part of the curve. This particular value of

bias is indicated as 110.P.1 on the curve and represents

the operating point of the tube.

Although no values are given in Figure 2, we will assume that

the operatin point (0.P.), shown on the curve, is obtained

with a negative grid bias of 2 volts. Thus, in order to re-

main in Class 'A operation, the maximum grid input signal

cannot exceed this value. '`Then the positive swing of the

input signal is equal to the bias voltage, the resultant

grid voltage will be zero and on the negative alternation,

the total grid voltage will be -4. Thus, the grid volt-

age swings between 0 and -4 volts causing a corresponding

change in plate current.
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Another point we want to bring up here is that for Class A
operation, the grid bias is of such value as to allow plate
current during each complete cycle of input voltage. 111'4

is, there are 360° in eery electrical ccle and, in order
for a tube to operate in Class A, there must be plate cur-
rent during every electrical degree cf each input cycle.

Thus, summing up, the complete and correct definition of a
tube cperating in Class A, is one whose negative d -c
voltage is equal to, or greater than the maximum input
signal voltage and with plate current exis+inc during the
complete 360 electrical degrees of each input cycle.

Assuming the curve of Figure 2 is the operanag character-
istic for the tube of Figure 1, a 2 volt supply, properly
connected between C- and C+ of Figure 1, would allor the
circuit to operate as a Claes A, r -f amplifier. With high
power tubes, this type of amplifier can be n4;:e to give
fairly high power oi'put, but its plate efficiency, wriLch
is the ratio bet icen poer.input and o'itp'it, is and

therefore it finds little use in tno r -f poaer amplifier
circuits of transmitters.

CLASS B AFPLIFI=3

From your earlier study of audio ampliriers you will
remember that when a tube operates In Class 3, it is
biased to plate current cut-off and therefore plate cur-
rent exietF only during the positive alterrauions of in-
put signal.

To compare thie cenditirn, with that explained in Figure 2,
we have drawn the curve of Figure 3 and you will find thlt
about the only difference between them is in the position
of the oper4ting point 110.1). ohich is detervjned oytie
amount of negative grid bias al,piied to tne grid o2 the
tube. Notice also, that the plate current pulses occur
only during the positive alternations of signal ineut and
thus the tube action is similar to that of a half rave rec-

tifier. It is because of this action that t'ro tubas, opar-
ating in Wass "Bti push-pull, are required far audio %,ork.

For r -f work however, a single tube Class r arplifier can
be employed to amplify a modulated carrier Nithout
appreciable distortion cf the signal, beep -ace of the uily-
wheel!' action that takes place in the plate ta.nhz circuit.
This action is very important and, in our exelinations,
we will assume that the circuit of ]+ figure 1 is now biased
so that it nor operates as a Class 3 amplifier. 3efore

going ahead however, we want to explain an analoa which
is quite similar to the action which takes place in the
tank circuit L -C, of Figure 10
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No d7)111,t you are familicr ifith the usual type of play
ground sring and, at some time or other, have been the
one to supply the enorgy or "pushu to soma friend whc de-
sired to swing. 'jhether 7 -al/ -iP.V.3 noticed it er not, tle

string moved back and forth at some definite rte wdlch de-
pen:led on the length of the rope. To use technical terms,
the movement of the swing, from stirt to the ether side cud
back to the strrt po'"ition, is a cycle, the nrAe dt which
it makes the cycle is its freluency arri i'eight it

swings above the 6rotnd is its amplitude. Thus, a sis le
swing has fre4uency'and auplitude a:aalogous cc an a -c ,ave.

As stated above, the length of the rope controls the fre-
quency which can be considered as the natural resonant
freluency of the swing. The amplitude of -each cycle, will,
of course, depend on the applied energy or '"push out,
regardless of the amount of :energy applied, the frequency
remains constant. If one l'pushu acre given any the swing
then left alone, it woeld oscillate back and :ortn v:ith
dirinishing amplitudes to produce an effect cnalogous to
a damped electricra.ave.

However, you have probably found that if you pushed st just
the right instant, it eras quite easy to keep the swing go-
ing at the some amplitude. In other words, if you supply
energy periodically, and at the right instrntl-both the
amplitude and frequncy of the sing romain constant.
Therefore, bec%uso it, is 11,_cossa,7 to suoply energy for r -.1y

a stall portion of the time, in ordor to maintain com-
plete and uniform cycles, we way t1 -.P swing has a fly-4,Thesl
effect.

Now her are the points wn want you to establish firmly in
your mind. The swing has a natural frequency ..!Thich is de-
tsrminod by its physical arrangement; the an.plitude of
each cycle depends on the inpu 'n;r7y rd, with equal
energy pulses applied at the pro.)or time, both the amp-
lituc2ke and frequency can be k.'.pt constant.

Let's go back to Figure 1, which you will remember is now
operrting as a Class B amplifier, and compare its action
to that of th2, swing. Here, the tank circuit L -C1 is
comparable to the swing and its natural resonant or vi-
bration frequency will depend on the values of the induc.,.
tance L and the capacity Cl. Mien a sini:le pulse of energy
is applied to this circuit, it will cause a circulating
current at the resonant frequency, out, unless additional
energy is supplied the current will die out in the form
of a damped wave.



.
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If additional energy is supplied periodically and at the

proper instant, the circulating currant can be maintained

at all times and, if these enorgy pulses are of equal value,

the amplitude of the circulating current will be constant.

Thus we can say that, when a tube is operating on the linear

part of its curve, the circulating current in the tank cir-

cuit of a Class B amplifier is proportional to the a -c volt-

age applied on the grid.

Checking back on our analogy, the swing can be compared to

the tank circuit L-Ci; the movement of the swing to the cir-

culating tank current and the amplitude of the swing to the

amplitude of the circulating current so that the "fly wheel"

action of both is similar.

Summing up the electrical action, when an amplitude modulated

carrier wave is impressed on the grid circuit of Figure 1,

the amplitude of the pulses of current in the plate circuit

will be proportional, within certain limits, to the amp-

litude of the a -c grid voltage. These plate current pulses

charge condenser CI and set up a circulating tank circuit

current which is proportional to the magnitude of the pul-

ses. Thus, due to the "fly wheal!' effect, the modulated

carrier is amplified with but negligible

tion of the modulating frequencies.

DRIVING PO"Tial REQUIRE TNT OF CLASS B AMPLIFIER

In our foregoing explanations of Class B amplifiers, we have

not mentioned that, on signals of high amplitude, the grid is

driven positive, causes current in its circuit and thus in-

troduces a power loss in the stage. In order to prevent an

exceedingly high distortion level, it is necessary that the

grid power be supplied by the preceding stage.

As the peak plate current of a Class B amplifier tube occurs

at the instant of peak grid voltage, its power output will be

determined largely by the amount the grid is driven positive.

However, there are certain limitations as to how far positive

the grid can be driven. First, the grid currcnt causes grid

power dissipation in the form of heat and therefore the max-

imum positive grid voltage is determined by the safe heat

dissipation limit of the tube.

Another limiting factor is that minimum plate voltage occurs

at maximum grid voltage. If this is a little hard for you

to see, just remember that the plate of the tube and its

lead are in series with the plate supply voltage. Thus, when

the grid is driven positive, the plate current increases

and causes a larger drop across the load which, in turn, re-

duces the plate voltage. Physically, the grid is closer to

the cathode and tf the minimum plate voltage approaches the



_
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maximum positive grid voltage, the grid tends to take current

which would normally go to the plate. This action results in

a distorted plate current wave form and overheating of the grid.

Still another factor to be considered is that when grid current
exists, power is absorbed in the grid circuit. As mentioned
above, this power must come from the preceding stage and there-
fore the further the grid is driven positive, the more power
the driver stage must be capable of supplying. Thus, it

follows that in the design of a Class tt, r -f stage, the driving
power requirements must not be made excessive.

PLATE EFFICIENCY

As you perhaps know, the purpose of a tube and its circuits,
operating as a power amplifier, is to change the direct current
power available at the supply into a -c power in the tank

circuit. Of course, the more efficiently this conversion is
made, without objectionable distortion, the greater its use-

fulness.

The elate efficiency may be expressed as a percentage according
to the following general formula:

70 Efficiency 4° x 100
'1.11

Ilhere P is the a -c power output and Pin is the d -c power

input. You will recognize this expression as the efficiency
of an oscillator given in a former Lesson.

For example, let us assume a certain transmitting tube has
a safe plate dissipation of 1000 watts and consider only the

efficiency of the plate circuit. If the plate efficiency is
90°7o, the circuit could handle an input of 10,000 watts
from the plate supply because 9000 would be dissipated in the
load leaving the 1000 aatts for the tube.

However, if the plate efficiency were 707o, the circuit
output power would be determined as follows:

70 = Po x 100; but as Pin = Po + Ptubel Pin = Po + 1000

Pin

Substituting for nPin,

Pox 100
70 = and rearranging, 70 Po 70000 = 100 Po

+1-00-
Collecting, 30 P0 = 70000 the power output P0

70000
= 2333 watts

The power input (Pin) equals 2333 + 1000 = 3333 watts,
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Thus, a reduction in the plate efficiency from 90% to 70% would

cause the poIrcr output to tha load to reduce from 9000 matte to

2333 watts or by appro;:imetely (6667/9000) 75%,

In radip- telephone transmiters, Claes B radio fre_luency power

amplifiers a2e generally used to amplify the modul-ted clrrier

wave, and ere called finest modulated" stages. Unfortunetely,

the plate efficiency of these stages is for below the values

given above, usually being between 25 and 33 per cent. Thus,

there is always the de ire to increase the output efficiency

butlahen this is done, the adjustments generally result in a

distorted modulation envelope which means that the audio sig-

nal w41 not be amplified with good fidelity.

There are various circuits which have been developed to over-

come this fault but, in every 0'63, they require additioeel

equiprant. One circuit arrahFement has been developed by

IT. H. Doherty of the Bell System Laborotories.

DOJERTY = HIGH EKeiCIEITCY CLASS B 1R0.171 An:171-3R

In the high efficiency Doherty type of Class B, r-f amplifier,

two tubes are emp2ord. Ore, called the ucacrier tube!' is

operated at or very near its plate current satarretion point

when the unmodUlated carrier wave only is impreesed on its

grid circuit. Thus, with a modulated carrier applied, it is

possible for it to follow only the negative arinFs of h11.3 modu-

lation. The other, called the "peak tubeg', is opereted so

that it drays -pproximately no plate current vhen_ Cee unmedu-

lated carrier only is applied to its grid circuit. However,

when the carrier is modul-ted, the peak tube delivers po,ler

on the positive sins of the modulation. Censegencly,

when the tabee function, tlepy ::e_Liver a larger proportion of

their rating iith an increased efficiency.

At first tnought, it may seem that this coeld easily be accom-

plished by connecting tro tuo;s in par11131 and operative their

grids at different bins voltaj,es. Hgvever, tries is not true

because, under these conditions, the oatpat of the csrrier tube

would be applied to the peak tubel preventing its output frem

being in proportion to the positive input swings of t,e, m-da-

lation, and resulting in a distorted envelcpe. In the Doherty

systen, this firixing" action is obtained oy the ese ref on impe-

dance inverting network bet-ieen the carrier ti be and teed,

er outTuto

Checis.ing threuch the "carrier tube" circuits, to e r4f inzat is

applied across the inductance L and because of the inductive

coupling is carried over to which is tuned to reeonence by

condensers C and 01. The vcltnge drop across this tuned cir-

cuit is ,epplied to the grid of Tube T1 through the ccuplirg
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condenser C2 and rfcl. As previously explained, this tube is

biased so that it operates at the plate saturation point.

Going ahead with the signal, it will appear across the plate

load rfc2 which is coupled to the tank circuit L5 -C11 through

condenser Clo. This tank circuit is tuned to resonance by

condenser C11 and because of the inductive coupling, the sig-

nal appears across L6. The load, R1 is connected across L6

through the "impedance inverting"networks made of of L7, 012

and C13.

The path of the signal through the upeak tube circuits is the

same as explained above except that the impedance inverting

network, made up of L2 Ca and C4, is placed in the input cir-

cuit. The tube T2, is biased so that it will deliver power
only on the positive swings of the modulation and its output

signal voltage appears across L9.

Checking back on these explanations, with a modulated carrier

as the fq.Fliinput" in the circuits of Figure 4, the negative
swings of the modulation will produce a voltage across L6

while the positive swings will produce a voltage across L9.

As the load connects across L6 and L9, which are in paralled

to each other, R1 will carry the complete modulated carrier
made up of the outputs of both tubes.

IMPEDANCE INVERTING NETWORK

So far in our explanation, we have just mentioned the Imped-

ance inverting networks but, as the operation of the system

depends on them, we want you to have a good understanding of

their action. Fundamentally, these networks are equivalent
to a quarter -wave transmission line and, as such, have the

characteristic that their impedance, as measured at one end

of the network is inversely proportional to an impedance con-

nected. across the other terminals. That is, in Figure 4,

the impedance, as measured across C12, increases if the load

R1 is decreased and decreases if the load is increased.

Stating the same facts a little differently, tube T2 works into

Load R1 directly, whereas the carrier tube Tinseesn a load

of 1/R ohms, and thus its load will vary inversely as the load

resistance R1. Read this statement over several times because

it describes the action which allows the circuit to perform

satisfactorily.

The network, shown as C12 -L7 -C13 in Figure 4 is designed to
present an impedance of such value that tube Ti must operate

at nearly its maximum possible radio frequency plate voltage

swing in order to deliver the carrier power. You will also
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remember that tube T2 is operated so that it will deliver
power only on the positive swings of the modulation there-
fore, at all ether times, the carrier tube is the only one
delivering paher.

During the positive alternations of the modulation, the peak
tube delivers power -to the load R1 which, in effect, increases

the load resistance. Fowever, due to the inverse cnaractere
istic of the network, this results in a decrease of the im-
pedance presented to the carrier tube T1. 7ith a decre-sed
impedance, its plate current will increase, without an in-
crease of the alternating plate voltage, which is already at

maximum, and result in an increase of its power output.

lNhen the peak of the modulation envelope is applied to the
grid of the peak tube, it is delivering its maximum potter
output which is half of the power in tle load RI. Under

thece conditions, the effective resistance of Al has increased

to trice its original value 1-1(3 because of the action of tne

network the impedance presented to Ti has decreesee to half
of its original value. Thus, the carrier tebe can deliver
twice its original output power with no Increese in its oet-
put voltage. The total power in the load, at peak modeleldon
input, is thus equal to four times ,)o her which

corresponds to increasing the current in the loed nd tic
its carrier value.

As indicated previously, the inverting network may b3 consi-
dered a quarter wave transmission line and, from a previous
lesson, the characteristic impedence of such a ]ine is given
by: Z = YL/C. liemoving the square root sign, Z2 = L/C, It

can be shown that Z02 = Zin x ZL, where Zo is the character?

iastic impedance of the line, Zin the input jmpcdance and 74,
trhe load impedance. If, in Figure 4., we lot R1 re:)reeent Z1,

and Lg represent Zin.then the product of R1 x 1,2 = Z020 Tthen

the peal: tube starte'to deliver pever to RI the effect is to

increase the impedance of R1. In order for Z 2 to remain
constant, the impedance of the input circuit Ee must de-

crease. Therefore, the property of the Lepedanne inverting,
network has permitted the load mn the carrir tube to de-
crease when the peak tube starts to deliver power to the load.

From the above explanations, you can easily see the necass-
sity for the impedance inverting network because if it aare
not used, when the peak tube started ciliVering prier, the
effective impedance presentei to the carrier tube would in-
crease and, as its alternating pl-te voltage is at maximum,
the current would decrease and result in a decrease of oat-
out power instead.
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In addition to the action already explained, the impedance in-
verting network has the characteristic of shifting the phase
of the signal by 90° and thus, to keep the output of both tubes
in phase, a similar network is placed in the output circuit of
the peak tube. In Figure 4, this is represented by the com-

bination of L2, C3 and 04 while resistance R is the load on

the input network. Also, in Figure 4, the capacities C3 and
Co are neutralizing condensers, the adjustment of which will
be explained in a later Lesson.

The complete Doherty Class B radio frequency amplifier -will
give good linear operation with a very high efficiency, com-
pared to the ordinary type of eostmedulated Class B r -f
amplifier, and therefore it is quite extensively employed
in modern radio broadcast transmitters.

CLASS C R -F LITLIFICATIOT.1.

From the earlier explanations of this lesson, you can see that
the shorter the plate current pulses, or the fewer the elec-
trical degrees they exist) the smaller the amount of power
absorbed at the plate of the tube and the higher the plate
efficiency. This is true because) with snorter plate current
pulses, the average current drawn from the suelly is reduced
and therefore, in modern transmitting design, it is common
practice to bias the tube beyond cut off so that plate cur-
rent exists for less than 180 electrical degrees. Operating
in this way, the tube is said to be working as a Class C am-
plifier.

In Figure 5, we show curves of a tube (-)1,erdting as a Class C
amplifier and want you to notice that the operating point,
tio.p.11, is now at a point beyond pl[te current cut off. As

a matter of fact, thIS tube is biased so thl, plate current
exists for only about 120 electrical degrees of e:ach =plate
input cycle.

Due- to the short period of plate current for each complete input
cycle, the distortion in a Class C amplifier is very great.
However, this is not detrinental when an unmoOulated carrier
only is to be amplified and, as will be explained in a later
--Lesson, a Class C amplifier can be modulated without serious
distortion of the modulating signal. For post !iodulation
stegee, however, the Class C 7emblifler cannot be used with-
out grJatly distorting the modulated carrier envelope.

As we pointed out above, the shorter the period ef.plate cer-
renu for each complete input cycle, the greater the plate
efficiency. In fact, by m?king the current pulses extremely
short, the efficiency can be made to approach 100P70 but, by
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going to this extreme, the input is reduced with a resulting

decrease of power output. Therefore, in practical work, it

is necessary to make a compromise between high efficiency

and power output. Under the usual operating conditions for

Class C, r -f amplifiers, the plate current pulses exist for

about 120 to 150 electrical degress to produce practical
efficiencies somewhere between 60 and 80 per cent.

Due to this comparatively high efficiency, Class C Operation

is employed in transmitters wherever it is possible. For

example, in a radio telegraph transmitter all stages, in-

cluding the master oscillator may beoperated in Class C with

a resulting high efficiency system. In a radio telephone

transmitter., when the final stage is modulated, all the r -f

section may be operated in Class C. However, as pointed out

above, when an amplifier follows the modulated stage, it must

be operated in Class B so as to prevent distortion of the mo-

dulated carrier envelope.

CLASS C GRID BIAS

In our definition of Class C operation, we said that the grid

bias could be of any value beyond plate current cut off but,

experience has shown that, for amplifiers working with an

unmodulated carrier such as in a telegraph transmitter, a
negative bias of about twice plate current cut off is recom-

mended. That is, if a bias of -30 volts produces cut-off,
for the service just mentioned, the bias should be increased

to -60 volts. In the case of a modulated stage however, a
bias of approximately three times cut-off for the normal

plate voltage is recommended but the bias voltage is not

very critical in either case and good results can be obtained

with different values.

Earlier in this Lesson we assumed the amplifiers to be operate-

ing with fixed bias but it is entirely practical to obtain the

complete bias by placing a resistance in series with the grid

circuit. Under these conditions, the grid current through the

resistance produces a voltage drop which biases the grid.

This system however, has the bad fault that when anything

happens to reduce the exciting voltage, the bias is also

reduced and the plate current rises to a value which may be

high enough to damage or completely ruin the tube.

Therefore, it is considered as good engineering practice to

use a combination of fixed and self bias with a value of

fixed bias ,lust large enough to hold the plate current to a

safe value in case the excitation voltage is lost.
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.PUSH-PULL R -F AYPLIFIERS

Although our azplanations in this Lesson have been based
mainly on single tube amplifier circuits, r -f amplifiers fcr
transmitting purposes can co opernted in push-pull, Like an
audio amplifier, this results in twice the power output of
one tube and a reduction of second harmonic voltageo.

This last feotere of push-pull operation is perhaps the most
important from a transmitting angle because it helps the

station keep within he law bh tbAs subject, as-ound in the
Madrid Treaty of 1932. This law is very general and, in part,
requires that all stations reduce their harmonics as much as
the state of art permits. Brom a practical standl)oint, this
is interpreted to require'aell designed output circuits in
keeping with the pcwer employed and the class of service,

However, the Institute of Radio Engineers standardi-Lation
coilmittee suggests that, for broadcast stations, the harmonic
field siren{ th be limited to .02 porcent o.]: the fundamental

field strength. In order to operate within this limit, te
system must be well designed and a push -poll output stage is
of considerable benefit.

In operation, a push-pull r -f amplifier is much the same as
a push -pall audio amplifier, working in the sane Class, how-

ever, in the tank circuit of an r -f amplifier, the timirg
condenser is divided, the centr tap being connected back to
the reference point of the tube in order to procide a log
impedance p-th for the harmonic currents. If phis is not
done, considerable harmonic voltages may appear between the

tank and ground.

Also, for equal outpUt per tube, the totl r -f voltage input
to the grids of a push-pull stage murt he twice- as high as
for single tube operation. Likewise, in order to keep the
circuit balanced, the d -c tlrid current ,or each tuba should
be the same and the total equal to trice the value for sin-
gle tube operation. With these exceptions, the valu's of
voltage and current, for the Class of push -dull operation
desired, are the same as for a single tube,

TRANTJITTING TUBES

In general, the tubes used for transmitting are very similar
to those used in ordinary receivers, about the only difference
being in their size, wattage rating, etc. As a m-tter of feet,

when a transmitter output is to be limited to only a few watts,
ordinary receiving tubes can be employed. However, wlwre
large power outputs are required, special transmitting tubes
must be used.
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The power a tube can handle is determined by the plate volt-

age that may be applied safely, by the electron emission of

the cathode and by the amount of power which can be dissipa-

ted, inside the tube, without overheating.

It follows then, that in the design of a tube, its cathode

should be capable of emitting enough electrons so that the

peak current can be maintained for the entire life of the

tube. The voltage which can be applied safely to the plate

is dependent on the plate -cathode insulation and the degree

of vacuum inside the tube. Depending on the tube, this value

may range between 1000 and 20,000 volts.

As power is the product of voltage and current, the amount of

power absorbed at the plate of a tube is equal to the d -c

plate voltage times the aver'ge value of plate current. In

addition to this, there is the power at the grid plus that

used in heating the cathode, all of which must be dissipated

in the form of heat through the tubes envelope.

In general, tubes generating less than 1000 watts of alter-

nating current power, can pass this heat to the surrounding

air through comparatively small glass walls, without danger.

However, glass softens at a comparatively low temperature so

that the amount of energy, radiated per unit area, is quite

low and makes it necessary to use very large envelopes for

larger power. The cooling of these tubes is ordinarily ob-

tained by allowing the free circulation of air although in

the larger sizes, it is sometimes necessary to employ a forced

draft supplied by a fan.

For transmitting tubes which have ratings of 1000 watts or

more, it is common practice to cool the plate with circula-

ting water. In one water cooled type, the plate is made of

a seamless copper tube welded into a glass base so as to form

a part of the complete envelope. This leaves the outside of

the plate exposed while the grid and filament assembly are

placed inside. Then, in order to cool the plate, it is im-

mersed in a container through which cooling water is circulated.

Being in contact with the plate, the water is at a very high

potential and is carried by rubber hose connections of suffi-

cient length to prevent a high order of leakage current. The

inlet and outlet hose connections are usually coiled together

on a circular form located beneath the tube and provide two

parallel leakage paths, of about 20 to 30 ft., depending on

the value of plate potential*
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Even though the water columns are quite long, comparatively
pure water is necessary and for this reason it is quite common
practice to circulate distilled water in a closed cooling
system.

Also, some provision should be made to immediately remove the
plate voltage from the tube in the event of failure of the
cooling system. Unless such a provision is made, a failure
of the cooling system would allow the temperature inside the
tube to rise quickly to a value high enough to liberate gas
or even melt the copper anode.

Vie have mentioned these various facts about transmitting tubes
merely to point out their differences in respect to the ordi-
nary receiving tube. Remember however, their action is the
same and the main differences are the high plate voltage they
can withstand safely, the large currents they are capable of
producing and their ability to dissipate large amounts of power.
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Like all the other multi -stage electronic units explained in
the earlier Lessons, a radio transmitter requires some method
by thich the signal energy may be carried over or ''coupled"

from one stage to the next. Therefore, for this Lesson, we

want to explain some of the various methods or types of
coupling.

In general, these methods can be divided into the three main

classifications, of capacitive, inductive and link. As you

will learn later, the "link" is really a form of inductive
coupling but, ils extensive use has brough forth its own

classification.

INTTIZSTAGE R -F COUPLING CIRCUIT

In our following explanations, we want you to remember that

the general types of r -f coupling can be used to couple a
single tube to a single tube, a single tube to push-pull tubes,

push-pull tubes to a single tube or push-pull tubes to push-
pull tubes. For parallel operates tubes, it is customary to
employ the same general method of coupling as used for single

tubes.

The requirements for an interstage r -f coupling unit are not

many in number but someti-nos prove quite difficult to meet.

First, the unit must be capable of deliverior the desired
excitation from the driver tuba the following stage with-

out over-loaaing the driven grid circuit. Second, there

must be no coupling between the Liters -tare circuit and any
other electrical networks of the urancmitter. Thu effect

of this r -f feedback may cause the transmitter to be un-
stable.

The third requirement is a low impedance high frequency
path from the grid to the cathode. If ,his is not provided,

the circuit will have a tendency to favor parasitic oscil-
lations which cause erratic operation of the system, and
incur additional power losses.

With these general requirements of an r -f coupling device

in mind, lees look at Figure 1 where we show a simple type

of capacitive coupling circuit of which the plata of the
driver tube obtains its d -c energy through the inductance
of the L -C tank and is kncwn as a series feed arrangement.
The r -f excitation is developed across the plate tank L-C

which is coupled to the grid of the following tube through
condenser C2 and the RFC. The capacity Cl acts as a by-
pass condenser and provides a low reactance r -f path to

ground,
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The first requirement, concerning the excitation, is quite
easily met because, by varying the position of the tap on
coil L, any degree of the full excitation can be applied to
the grid of the following tube.

The second requirement can also be met by this circuit but
there are several precautions which must be observed. As

you know, in ordinary receivers and amplifiers, it is common
practice to run ground wires to the most convenient point on
the chassis. For r -f work with transmitters, this is not
considered good practice as it may provide coupling between
the ground returns of several stages, thus introducing re-
generation and instability.

Instead, all ground leads of each stage should be run separate-
ly to a common ground connection which is placed so as to make
the leads as short as possible. By this arrangement, all the
ground leads are kept at the same r4potentiall and thus the
tendency toward coupling is minimized. Also, as a further pro-
tection against coupling, the magnetic flux which is set up
in the coils and other units should be kept in its proper
circuit by means of suitable shielding.

Should the voltage output of the driver, Figure 1, be greater
than that required for the proper excitation of the following
grid, the tap on the coil can be moved down but, under these'
conditions, the circuit would not meet the third requirement.
That is, with the tap in the position shown, pert of the tank
coil, inductance is in series with C2 and Cl, wLich are in the
r -f path from grid to ground. As the reactance of a coil
increases with frequency, the impedance of this circuit will
also increase, thus making it favorable for parasitic oscillation.

By moving the tap to the upper end of coil L in Figure 1,
there would he a path from grid through C2, C and pi, to
ground and, with nothing but capacity reactance, its impedance
will decrease with an increase of frequency. However, under
this condition, maximum output is available and therefore,
the tubes in the circuit must be selected so that the voltage
output of the driver is equal to the desired excitation voltage
of the following tube.

For Figure 2, we show a modification of the circuit of Figure 1
and, checking through the plate circuit here, you will find a
parallel feed arrangement with the d-c plate voltage supplied
through the RFC and the r-tf voltage coupled to the tank circuit,
L...01-02, through condenser C. From the junction between C. and
C2, the signal is coupled to the grid of the following tube
through C3 and RFC1. Notice hare also, condenser C blocks d -id
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plate potential, ard condenser 03 serves as a coupling unite

There is no d -c potential applied to tee taming condensers.

A circuit of this type neets all three of the above re,uire-,

vents and the excitation applied to the grid can be varied by
changing the relaive capacities of Ci and Czo Also) there

will always be a low impedance r -f path to ground through C3

and 020 Of course, the precautions for grounding and shielding,
explained for Figure 1, must again be observed.

In order to give you a little variation from single tube arrange
ments, in Figure 3 we show the driver feeding a pair of tubes

connected in push-pull. Checking the circuit, the driver -plate

voltage is shunt fed as energy is applied through the RFC, and
the r -f voltage is coupled to the plate tank L-.0 throqh
condenser C much the same as the parallel feed arrangement of
Figure 2. Here however, coil L is inductively coupled to
which is tuned by condensers C2 and C3, and the voltage drop
across it is applied to the grids of the push-pull connected

tubes.

Neglecting the tuning condensers, Cl, C2 and C32 the circuit
is very similar to that of the ordinary push-pull input
stage of an audio amplifier and the action is about the some,
The voltages at the opposite ends of coil I are 180° out

of phase with respect to the center tap and thus the voltages
on the push-pull grids are in their proper releeion to each

other. However, erith the tuning condensers 02 and C3 in
place, their capacities must be clue]. in order to keep the
necessary balanced condition -)f the circuit.

Compared to the circuits of FigurJs 1 and 2, where the signal
energy is carried over or "coupled" by means of capecity, here
in Figure 3, coils L end I are placed to provide an inductive
coupling. As the signal is carried over by this arrangement,
we say the circuit is "Inductively coupled".

In an inductive circuit of this kind, the excitation voltage
applied to the grids is controlled by varying the coupling
between the two tank coils. In Figure 3, this variable
coupling is indicated by the arrow which is drawn through
coils L and LI. Notice also, that this circuit will meet
the three requirements listed earlier in this Lesson provided
the precaution regarding shielding is properly observed.

fnductive coupling provides for a smooth adjustment of excite..
tion voltage and is generally preferable to capacitive coupling.
The main disadvantage of this form of coupling is the mechanical
difficulty in arranging for some means to vary the coupling
between the tank coils.
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By means of a transmission line to transfer the energy from
the plate tank to the grid tank circuit, the advantages of
inductive coupling, with its separately tuned circuits, can
be retained without the necessity for a direct inductive
coupling between the two tank coils. An arrangement of this
kind, commonly called a filinku coupled circuit, is shown in
Figure 4 where we have a push-pull driver exciting the grids
of two tubes connected in push-pull.

Here, the plate voltage for the driver is supplied through
the RFC to the center tap of coil L which is tuned by
condensers C and CI. Ti e -f voltage across L is transferred
inductively to coil Li and because of the connections between
them, appears across 12. As coil 12 is inductively coupled to
Ls, which is tuned by condensers C2 and C3, the signal energy
is transferred to the grids of the following tubes..

The inductances, Ia and Le, commonly called filinksu, are
usually one or tee turn coils connected together by ordinary
twisted pair. The assembly results in a fairly low impedance
line which may be of any convenient length, from several
inches to a few feat, without an appreciable loss of power in
the transfer. With this type of coupling, the proper excite..
tion voltage can be secured by changing the position of either
coupling coil, in respect to its tank circuit, or by changing
the number of link coil turns.

Link coupling between shielded stages is very adaptable because
the transmission line may be run through a small hole in the
shield can without appreciable loss. Perhaps its principal
advantage is in making extremely short connections possible
without crowding the stages together. Also, if one side of
the transmission line is grounded, it acts as an effective
electrostatic shield between stages and greatly reduces the
transfer of signal frequencies other than the fundamental. This
is of great benefit because it prevents the transfer of any
parasitic energy from stage to stage and thus improves the
stability of the transmitter. As a matter of fact, many
amateurs employ link coupling between all the stages of their
transmitter even when the transmission lines are only a few
inches long.

NEUTRALIZATION CIRCUITS FOR TRANSMITTERS

From your earlier lessons, you will remember that a three
element tube can be made to oscillate, because of the feed
back through the grid -plate capacity, and some types of
oscillators depend on this action for their operation. However,
oscillation is not desired in amplifiers., and therefore some
means of overcoming the feed -back voltage must be employed.
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In receiving circuits, this was accomplished by using tetrode
and pentode tubes with a small grid plate capacity but, as
triodes are still common in the transmitting field, special
circuits are employed to neutralize this feedback voltage*

In general, this undesirable voltage is overcome by taking
some of the radio frequency voltage from the input or out-
put of the amplifier and introducing it into the other circuit
in such a way that it opposes the grid -plate feedback voltage.

This outside voltage is applied to the circuit 180° out of
phase with the grid plate voltage and when both aretof equal
amplitude, the resultant voltage is zero and we say the grid-
plate feedback voltage is completely "neutralized".

There are many ways in which this neutralizing voltage can be
obtained but, in general, they may be put into two main
classifications. When the neutralizing voltage is obtained
from the plate, circuit and fad back to the grid, we call it
a "plate neutralized" stage, and when the neutralizing voltage
is obtained from the grid and fed back to the plate, it is a
"grid neutralized" stage.

For Figure 5, we show the circuit of one form of a plate
neutralized stage and want you to notice that the plate voltage
is applied to the tube through a tap on the coil L instead of
at the end. By doing this, the r -f voltages at the opposite
ends of the coil are 180° out of phase with each other, in
respect to the tap. Thus, voltages fed to the .grid through
the grid -plate capacity of the tube from the upper end of coil
L are 180° out of phase with those fed to the grid through C3
from the lower end of coil L.

This condition meets the phase requirements for neutralization
and all that remains is for the neutralizing voltage to equal
the feed -back voltage. For this purpose, condenser 03 is made
variable and, as it controls the amplitude of the neutralizing
voltage, it is called a "neutralizing condenser",

A method of plate neutralization for a push-pull stage is
shown in Figure 6, but here the problem is quite simple because,
in push pull operation, the voltages on the respective grids
and plates are already 180° out of phase. Therefore, it is
necessary only for the plate of one tube to connect to the
grid of the other through the neutralizing condenser 02 while
the other plate and grid are connected by the neutralizing
condenser C30 In operation, condensers 02 and C3 are adjusted
until the neutralizing voltage equals that fed back by the
grid plate capacity of the tubes.
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For the circuit of Figure 7, we have shown a method of grid
neutralization and you will notice that the neutralizing
circuits are very similar to those of Figure 5, except that
they are now in the grid instead cf the plate circuit. Here,

the voltages fed back through the grid plate capacity of the
tube are applied to one end of coil Lerhile similar voltages
are applied to the other end through condenser Oa. 'ellen

these voltages are made eeeel, by an adjustment of condenser
C2, their effects on coil L will cancel and the stage
be neutralized.

NEUMALIZING ADJUSTMEITTS

Regardless of the type of tube or the circuit employed, the
procedure for neutralizing is the same end some form of
sensitive r-f indicator is needed for proper adjustment. The

indication may be obtained by means of P neon bulb, a flash
light bulb, or thermo-galvanometer connected to a loop of
wire or a d-c milliammeter connected to road the rectified
grid current.

In order to make our explanation more specific, we will assume
that you are going to neutralize an r-f stage, and that ycu
have inserted a d-c meter in the grid circuit to serve as an
indicator. You then disconnect the plate voltane supply from
the tube being neutralized, but its filament voltage should
be applied as in normal operation, and normal, or perhaps a
bit greater, excitation from the preceding stage should be fed
to the grid circuit at the stage being neutralized.

Under these conditions, the grid current meter usually showa
quite a high reading and you rotate the tuning condenser, in
the plate circuit of tne stare being neutralized, until a
noticeable dip in the grid current reading indicates the plate
circuit is tuned to resonance. rext, you adjust the neutralizing
condenser, while slightly rocking the plate tuning condenser,
until the grid current dip becoees less and less pronounced.
When perfect neutralization is secured, rotating the plate
tuning condenser will have no effect nn the grid current reading.

Men using the flashlight bulb, thermo-galvenameter or neon
bulb as r-f indicators, the same procedure is followed, but
instead of owing placed in the grid circuit, they arc coupled
to the plate tank. In the case of the flash-light bulb or
thermo-galvanometer, coupling is made by placing the wire loop
close to, or around, the plate tank coil while the neon bulb
is placed close to, or on the tank coil. Plate circuit
resonance is indicated by maximum light, or reading, depending
on the indicator, and the neutralizing condenser is -,ljusted
until this is zero.
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The disadvantage of using a neon bulb is that the operatorts
hand may disturb the conditions of the circuit so that exact

neutralization cannot be obtained, That is, the circuit may
be neutralized while the operator Ts hand is near the coil buts
as soon as he removes it, the balance may not be maintained.
Of course, as soon as the hand is removed, the neon bulb is
also removed and this condition sill not be detected.

As you can see from the above explanation, the purpose of the
neutralizing adjustment is to find the setting of the
neutralizing condenser ehich eliminates r-f in the plate
circuit when it is tuned to resonance© After a few trials,
it is rot at all difficult to reutralize a stao, provided
the circuit is properly laid out --nd the neutralizing condenser
has the correct cleacity range.

Reiever, it sometimes happens that the neutralizing condenser
can be adjusted to give minimum, but not zero, R.F. in the
plate circuit. Such a condition indicates the presence of
stray coupling between the ?mplifIer and driver tank coils
or stray capacities between various parts of the amplifier
circuit, each of 'thick have e tendency to upset the voltage
balance. This condition can usually be eliminated oy a better
layout of the ports, with short, widely spaced leads and by
placing the coils so that the coupling between them is mini.
mized. This position of minimum coupling between coils is
usually found when their axes are at right angles to each
other.

L/C RATIOS OF TAPK CIRCUITS

In our explanation of radio recei/ring vacuum tubes, we told
3ou that the load into which a tune operates has a big effect
on its efficiency. This is also true for transmitting tubes
and, within practical limits, the higher the impedance of the
plate tank circuit, the greater its efficiency.

From ycur study of the earlier Lessons, you sill remember
that,' at resonance, the impedance of parallel circuit is
high and its current is at minimum value. Under the conditions
of parallel resonance, the formula for the impedance is general-
ly given as,

Z=
CR

Whore

Z = impedance in ohms

L = the inductance in henrys

C = the capacity in farads

R = effective resistance of the circuit
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In order that you may understand just how this formula may
be used, we will assume that you desire to :Tow the resonant
frequency im.Jedance of the tan's circuit LC, Figure 1, when
L = 200 microbearies, C = 100 micromicrofa2ads and the effec-
tive resistance is '0 ohms.

Substituting in the formula,

Z -
.0002 _ .0002 200,000 ohms

.0000000001 x 10 .000000001

Now, suppose That you want to increase the impedance of this
tank circuit without chancing its resonant frequency. Anal -,,zing

the formula, yolt can =see has the ;clue of 'Z" may be increed
by increasing L and by decreasing C or Ti. As the coils ere
usually of low lost cons ruction, no much can be done about
R, which leaves only L and C to vary. Howo-cr, to keep the
resonant frequency the same, if L is increased, C must be de
creased in the same proportion so that the produce of L and
C will always remain the same.

Going ahead, we will assume the inductance has beer doubled
and the capacity cut in half, while the effcuive resistance
remains the same. Under these conditions,

Z .000J' .000)' - 800,000 ohms
.00000000005 x 10 .0000000005

Thus, by varying the L/C ratio from '2 to to "8 to 1" tae

have increased the tank impedance 4 times. As we pointed out
previously, he higher th!s impedance, uhe higher the plate
efficiency and therefore ve can say 1,1.at the --)7ate efficiency
will b, increased with an increase of the L/C ratio.

However, by using a high L/C ratio, the distortion and harmonic
content of the amplifier arc increased also bet, in order to
minimize this action, you will recall that The fly wheel effect
of the tuned circuit wes utilized. If the fly wheel effect
increased with an increase of the L/C ratio, the problem would
be qui e simple but the reverse is true. That is, in order
10 reduce harmoaics and the reculaant distortion, considerable
fly wheel effe:!, is necessary and this calls for a fairly high
C/L

Therefore, in practice, the design of the tank circuit must be
a compromise beiween high plate efficiency and the r,qtAred
amount of fly wheel effect.
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FREQUENCY MULTIPLIERS

In our earlier explanaticns of a class C amplifier, we told
you that the harmonic output increased as the plate current
pulses became shorter. Due to this action, it is possible
to tune the plate tank circuit to one of the harmonics and
thus obtain an output frequency which will be a multiple of
the fundamental or input frequency.

Operating in this way, an r -f amplifier stage is called a
"Frequency Multiplier" and, va ile the third and fourth harmonics
are occasionally employed, it is customary to operate on the
second. With its output frequency equal to twice the funda-
mental or input frequency, an amplifier stage is commonly
known as a "Doubler" and its use has already been referred to
in the Lesson on f-ci Transmitters.

In order to provide a frequency multiplier with a sufficiently
strong harmonic output, it is usually necessary to operate
with a negative gria bias considerably higher than for straight
Class C amplification. Due to the higher grid bias, the
driving power required for good doubler efficiency should be
at least two or three times greater than that used for efficient
straight amplification. To keep the ariving power requirement
as low as possible, a tube with a high amplification factor
and low bias voltage is recommended while a tank circuit with
a high L/C ratio is desirable.'

Almost any Class C amplifier, with a single tube or tubes in
parallel, can be used for a frequency multiplier provided the
driving power and grid bias requirements are met. Push pull
amplifiers, because of their cancellation of second harmonic
voltages, cauno4 be used as doublers but may be tuned to the
third harmonic -to opere-te as triplers.

The principle advantage of frequency multipliers is found in
their application to short wave transmission where a more
stable, lower frequency crystal oscillator may be employed and
its output frequency multiplied until the desired carrier
frequency is reached. This arr^ngement eliminates the need
of a more expensive high frequency crystal and, because the
plate circuit is not tuned closely to the grid input frequency,
it is seldom necessary to provide neutralizing circuits.

ANTENNA COUPLING CIRCUITS

Some method of coupling is needed to transfer the energy from
the final amplifier to the antenna, Where it is radiated. As

you already know, all tubes operate at their best when they
have their proper load and, as the plate impedance of the tube
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is comparatively high, while that of the antenna input is
low, the coupling unit must also act as an impedance matching

device. Thus, th9 entenna coupler performs the same general
function as the output transformer of an audio amplifier

which transfers the energy from the high impedance plate cir-
cuit of the output tube to the low impedance voice coil of
the speaker and at the same time provides for 3 proper impedance
match.

In a transmitter, the final amplifier may be coupled directly
to the antenna or by means of capacitive, inductive and link
coupling as already explained. IdLia certain exceptions,
direct or capacitive ooupling to tire antenna is forbidden by
the FCC because such arrangements favor harmonic radiation
which would cause interference, and therefore the folloeing
explanations will cover only inductive 2nd link coupling.

Starting with the circuit of Figure 8A, we shos a simplilied
form of ?la inductive coupled network and have indicated the
tuned circuit LC as ininz the plate tack of the firal amplifier.
Coil L is inductively coupled to LI, tuned by condensers C.
and C2, which, in turn, are connected to the feeders cr trans-
mission line that carries the energy to the antenna. Thu

coupling between L and L1 is made variable so th t the amount
of "loading" can be adjusted to the desired value. Because

coil L1 ana condensers Ci and 02 arE all in series with the
antenna, at resonance, the current in the circuit e!ill be
maximum and therefore this arrangement is known as a "series
tuning" or "current feed" system.

In Figure 6B, we show similar circuit but coil Li is now
tuned by a single condenser C1 , connected in parlllel, ahile
the feeders are connected across the Tuned circuit LiCi.
Mth an arrangement of t.iis kind, at resonance, the volt:ge
will be maximum and th,: current rieimum, Uherefore it is
known as a "parallel tuning" or "voltage feed" system. As

explained for the circuit of Figure 8A, the coupling between
L and Ia is made variable so th ;t the, desired enount of load-
ing can be secured.

For the third or "link" form of coupling, we have drawn the
circuit of Figure 8C which is exactly the same as 813 ndth
the exception that coils L and LT are now' coupled by the
link. As explained for the intorstage coupling methods, the
amount of coupling is varied by charging the position nf each
lin" in respect to its tank. Although we shoN a voltage feed
arrangement in Figure 8C, current feed could be used just as
well.
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In the above circuits, the choice of the voltage or current
feed arrangement depends on the length of the feeders and
the antenna itself. From the explanations of en earlier Lesson,
you will remember that for a half wave length doublet type of
antenna, the current was greatest at its ridpoint pncl minimum
at the ends. Therefore, if the energy from the final amplifier
is fed at the midpoint of the antenna, the coupling device
must be of such design thrt the current mill be maximum then
it reaches the antenna prover.

One method of providing this condition is shown in the circuit
of Figure 9A where WE have a half aavelength antenna Which is
connected to a parallel tuned coubler by feeders -fhich are
each 1/4 wavelength long. The amplitude of the antenna current
is represented by the curved lines X -M while that of the
feeders is represented by Y-YI. Notice, that although each
feeder is 1/4 wavelength, their combimd length is the same as
that of the flat top, so that their current is mir'mum at
the ends and maximum at the midpoint. Thus, a parallel tuned
coupler meets the requirements because it allows minimum cur-
rent with maximum voltage at the input to the line.

You can easily see that if a series tuned cornier were employed
with these dimensions, the current Jould be maximum at the
transmission line input an0 minimum at the antenna. should

such. an arrangement be tried, the combination could not tune
properly and the antenna would not take power from the trans,-
mitter.

In order to satisfactorily employ series tuning, it iP necessary
to increase 2 the length of each feeder, PS shown in Firre a3.
The terminology used here is the same as in Figure 9A but
notice each feeder is now 1/2 wavelength resulting in e total
of one wavelength and cousin:, the current to be maximum at the
antenna. From these two examples, you car see the', when tinned
feeders are employed, their length is quite critical in respect
to the type of tuning employed in coupling networks.

To TT -tune up" an .mtenne couplinr circuit employing series
tuning, the condensers -q..1 set et njnimum capcity, the
antenna. coil is loosely coupled to the plate tank of the
final amplifier in the transmitter ncl the plate current
reading is ooserved. Then, the two antenna condensers are
adjusted simultaneously until a maximum plate current reading
is obtained. This indicates that the antenna is nob; in
resonance with the transmitter frequency and the plate tank
condenser is then tuned for minimum current. This last step
is necessary because the antenna adjustment --;1.11 have an
affect on the tuning of the plate tank.
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Although this minimum value of plate current will be higher

than that obtained before the antenna circuit was tuned, it

should be considerably lower than that for which the tube is

rated.

Next, the coupling between the antenna and tank coils is
increased by a small amount, the antenna condensers are
readjusted for maximum plate current and again, the plate tank
condenser is set for minimum current. This procedure is then

repeated until the minimum plate current reading is equal to
the rated value of plate current for the tube.

When making adjustments of this kind, always use the lowest
amount of coupling, betweer the antenna and Mate coils,
which will bring the amplifier plate curr nt up to its rated
value when the antenna condensers are tuned through resonance.

For parallel tuning, a similar procedure is followed except
that there is but one antenna condenser to adjust. Again it

is proper to find the lowest value. of coupling, between the
antenna and plate coils, which will bring the plate current
to the desired value as the antenna condenser is rotated
through resonance. Like series tuning, a slight readjustment
of the plate tank may be necessary to compensate for tLe
effect of changing the coupling.

TRANSMISSION LINES

In the earlier explanations of this Lesson we mentioned
feeders, or transmission lines but now we want to rive you a
little more information in regard to them. 1;c you mow, their
purpose is to transfer energy, from th, source to some other
unit, with as little loss as possible. When 'a transmission
line carries r-f current, as in transmitters, it tends to
radiate energy and to minimize this action as much as possible,
special design is necessary.

The amount of radiation can be decreased by using a 1Lne with
a comparatively high impedance and a resulting; low current or
by using two conductors arranged so that the current in them
is in opposite directions and of equal amplitude. By this
latter method, the fields set up by the conductors are 180°
out of phase with each other and being of equal amplitude they
cancel.

There are several common types of transmission lines and
perhaps the simplest is made up of a pair of insulated wires
twisted much like the old style lamp cord. Because of its
arrangement, this is known as a utwisted pair" line.



.
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Another type, quite popular with amateurs, is made up of two
parallel wires, held two or six inches apart by means of
insulation strips called "spacers". Here again, the construction
indicates its common name of "open wire" line.

A third type, quite commonly used in colmercial installations,
is made up of a relatively small diameter conductor placed
centrally inside an outer tubular conductor. The inner con-
ductor is held in its central or axial position by means of
"coaxial cable" or "concentric" line.

Still another type of line, known as a "single wire feeder"
uses only a single wire, and radiation is minimized by keep
ink; the line current low.

TRANSMITTER ADR3TMENT

Now that we have explained a number of the various components
which go to make up an unmodulc,ted transmitter, we want to
combine them in a complete unit and explain the adjustments
which are necessary for satisfactory operation. ge will
therefore assume a transmitter consisting of a :master crystal
oscillator, a first amplifier and final amplifier all operated
in Class C. This arrangement is quite commonly used by amateurs
and the first amplifier stage is commonly referred to as a
"buffer stage".

In tuning up the transmitter, the first step is to rk-,mova the
load from the oscillator and connect a current me -t -a- in its
plate circuit. with the amplifier tubes' plate voltaic off,
the oscillator tank condenser is rotated from its minimum
capacity setting, until a dip in its plat,.: curr.,nt is observed.
WhiL making this adjustment, it will be noted that, as the
condenser is rotated toward its maximurl capacity, the plate
current will gradually decrease after oscilltions commence.
Turning the condenser past the peak dip will result in a
sharp increase of plate current r nd indicato that oscillations
have ceased. For stable op ration, it is considered good
practice to adjust the oscillator to a point just before the
maximum dip in the plate current occurs.

The next step is to load the oscillator, by increasing the
coupling to the following stage, until the tube is d-livering
its rated output. ',Then making this adjustment, it will be
noted that the dip in the oscillator plate current is less
pronounced.

This completes the oscillator tuning and moving to the next
stage, it must be "neutralized", in case a triode tube is used.
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As this process has been previously explained we will
not repeat. After neutralizing, plate voltage is applied to
the buffer tube but, for the preliminary adjustments, it is
advisable to use a low value. This is due to the excessive
plate current which may be drawA by the tube before the plate
tank is tuned to resonance. Tith low ,late voltage, the tank
condenser is ae,justed for minimum plate current, mhich
indicates resonance, and then the normal plai,e voltaz can be
applied to the tube.

As these adjustments ha' e been made without a load, the minimum
plate current will be quits sr,:11 in respect to the normal
loaded current. To continue with the procedure, the load is
increased by increasing the coualing between the buffer plate
tank and final amplifier grid cirolit. Keeping the plate tank
at resonance, the coupling is increased until the tube is
drawing its rated plate current.

The final amplifier stage is adjustA on the same plan as the
buffer stage and is properly loaded by following the procedure
outlined in our former explanation on artenna tuning. To
avoid radiation stile adjustments are being mtde, it is good
practice to re,,lace the regular antenna :with a Ilduamy" of
equal impedance. Then, after the transmitter is all "tuned
up", the dummy is replaced by the regular antenna and the
transmitter is ready for operation.
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In our ear)ier Lessons on transmitters we have explained how
a high frequency signal is generated by oscillaLors and then
showed you how it can be amplified until the desired power
level is reached. However, this r-f energy is of no
practical value for the transmission of intelligence until
Some method of control is employed. In general, any means of
controlling the r-f carrier, for the transmission of intelligence
is known as modulation and, as many methods are in use, we want
to explain the more common types.

KING

One of the first methods of conveying message through space,
from one point to another, was to interrupt the generation of
the continuous carrier of the radio transmitter. Today, this
method is called "Keying" and is used for all telegraph radio
transmission. There are many ways by which keying can be
accomplished and, for Figure 1, we have drawn a simple system.

Here, we show the final stage of a transmitter xith its input
or grid tank LC, blocking condenser C1 and bias resistor R1.
In the plate circuit we have the tank Li-C2 which is inductively
coupled to the antenna coil. L2, while the key is connected
between cathode and ground, placing it in se-ies with both
the grid and plate circuits. In operation, the key is really
nothing but a single pole, single throw switch which, when
closed, allows the stage to operate continuously and transmit
power to the antenna where it is radiated in the form of radio
waves.

However, if the key is open as shown, the plate circuit will
be broken, there will be no circulating currant in the plate
tank L1-02 and thus no power to the antenna. Of course this
is strictly true only when the stage is properly neutralized
but, for simplicity, we assume this has been done.

Thus, by closing and opening the key in the circuit of Figure 1,
it is possible to start and stop, or interrupt, the carrier and,
if this is done according to some prearranged code, a message
can be transmitted from one point to another. It may be well
to mention here that the carrier frequency is too high to
operate 'phones or speaker, therefore, at the receiver, the
output of a beat frequency oscillator, (BF0) is combined with
the incoming carrier to produce a beat note of audio frequency.

In addition to the arrangement of Figure 1, there are many
other methods of keying but all you need to remember at this
time is that they are all used to interrupt the carrier
current to the antenna.
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EASE ABSORPTION MODULATION

Although the circuit of Figure 1 is satisfactory for the
transmission of code, it does not allow the transmission of
speech or music which requires a variation of either the
amplitude or frequency of the r-f carrier at the audio
frequency of the speech or music. At first, this may seem
rather difficult to accomplish but, as you will learn, it

is comparatively easy to do.

One of the simplest methods of this type of modulation is
shown in Figure 2 and we want you to think of the inductance
L as being the tank coil of an oscillator which is inductively
coupled to the antenna coil L1. A third coil is tightly

coupled to L1 and connected to a carbon microphone.

With no sound entering the microphone, its resistance is fixed
and can be considered as a part of the load on the oscillator.
Thus, with a constant load, the amplitude of the carrier in
the antenna will be constant and the circuit operates like that
of Figure 1 when the key is closed.

From your earlier Lessons, you know that the internal resistance
of a carbon microphone varies at the frequency of sound waves
which strike its diaphragm. Also, you will remember that a
change of load, on an oscillator, will cause a variation in the
amplitude of its output.

With these two actions in mind let us examine the circuit of
Figure 2 at an instant when a sound wave strikes the microphone
diaphragm. We will assume the resulting movement of the
diaphragm causes a reduction of microphone resistance which
permits an increase in current. In effect, this increases the
load on the oscillator and causes a reduction of carrier
amplitude. Of course, the same action is true the other way
around and if the resistance of the "mike" increases, the load
on the oscillator decreases and the amplitude of the carrier
increases.

The amplitude and frequency of the diaphragm movements corres-
pond to those of the sound waves which strike it. The

variation of microphone resistance corresponds to the movements
of the diaphragm and therefore the amplitude of the oscillator
output, or carrier, will vary according to the amplitude and
frequency of the sound waves.

Because the amplitude of the carrier is varied, all arrangements
of this type produce what is known as "Amplitude Modulation".
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Although the arrangement shown in Figure 2 will operate, in
practice it is not considered as a very satisfactory method.
It is limited to small transmitters because of the low power
absorbing qualities of the microphone which result in its
being heated to the point where it is no longer operative.

Another big disadvantage is that the modulation system operates
on the power output of the oscillator and causes its load to

vary. This has a tendency to cause the oscillator frequency
to shift sufficiently to violate the rules of the FCC.
Therefore, in commercial transmitters, the oscillator functions
normally and modulation takae place in one of the amplifier tubes.
The output, or amplitude of an r-f amplifier can be changed in
accordance to the modulation, without causing an appreciable
change of carrier frequency.

PLATE MODULATION

Perhaps the most common form of amplitude modulation is known
as the "Plate" or "Heisine method, a simplified arrangement
of which is shown in Figure 3. Checking through the r-f
circuit, you will find the grid tank LC, blocking condenser Cl
and the bias resistor R. In the plate circuit of T1, we have
the L1C2 and, tracing to Bi-, go through the RFC
resistor R1 shunted by condenser C3 and the iron core choke
L3* The plate of T2 receives its voltage from the junction
between R1 and L3. In this circuit T1 functions as an r-f
amplifier while T2 is the output tube of an audio amplifier
which, in this arrangement, is known as the modulator.

The operation of this circuit depends on the action of the
choke coil L3 which is designed to present a very high
reactance to both the audio and radio frequencies. In fact,

the reactance is of such value that the total current through
it, or that drawn from the B supply, is held at an approximately
constant value although the plate currents drawn by T1 and T2
may vary.

This constant current from the supply will divide between the
T1 and T2 branches in proportion to their resistances. That

is, if the resistance of the plate circuit of T2 is decreased,
it will carry more current and thus there will be loss in the
plate circuit of T1. Of course, this is also true the other
way around and if the resistance of T2 increases, the current
through Ty increases. Thus, in the circuit of Figure 3, we
can say that the current in the plate circuit of Tl varies in
proportion to the resistance of the plate circuit of T2. The

power output of T. depends on its plate current and therefore
the amplitude of the carrier will vary in proportion to the
resistance of T2.
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Now, here is the point. When an audio signal is impressed on
the grid of T2, in effect, its plate resistance varies in
proportion to and at the same frequency as the signal voltage.
Therefore, from the above explanation, you can see how the
carrier amplitude is varied in proportion to and at the same
frequency as the incoming audio signal.

Another way of explaining this same action is in terms of
voltage, instead of current. Checking the circuit of Figure 3,
you will see that the choke L3 is common to the plate circuits
of both Tl and T20 Also, the total voltage of the plate of Tl
will be the sum of the plate supply and audio voltage developed
across the choke. As the output of an r-f amplifier is
dependent on its plate voltage, part of which is made up of the
audio voltage in this case, the amplitude of the carrier will
be made to vary in proportion to the incoming audio signal.

When the process of modulation causes the peak amplitude of a

carrier to rise to twice its original value we say it is 1007o
modulated and for this condition, the peak amplitude of the
audio signal rill be equal to the plate supply voltage, Eb.
The peak a-c plate current of the modulator will be equal to
the d-c plate current, Ib, taken by the r-f amplifier when it
is unmodulated. As effective value is equal to peak value
divided by the V'2, the power output of the modulator will be
equal to -

p = Eb 1b Eb/b

v2 xvE (1)

For the unmodulated condition the power input to the r-f
amplifier is equal to the supply voltage times the supply
current. As an equation,

P = EbIb (2)

By comparing expressions (1) and (2) you can see that, for
100 per cent modulation, the power delivered by the modulator
to the r-f amplifier is 50 per cent of the power input required
by the r-f amplifier for the carrier power.

The load current, which is the antenna current in Figure 3,
is dependent on the modulation ratio and is expressed by

where

IL = I0 /37-7. M2

v/ 2

Io = unmodulated load current
m = modulation ratio.
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For 100 per cent modulation, m = 1, and the load current

becomes

IL = Io /57-11- = 1.225 Io

2

which shows that the load current increases 22.5 per cent.

Since the power output varies as the square of the current,

the power output will be increased by 50 percent.

Because the modulator stage works at audio frequencies, the

single tube, T2 of Figure 3, must be operated in Class A in

order to prevent serious distortion. For 100°/o modulation

in a circuit of this kind, the d-c plate voltage on the r-f

amplifier should be lower than that on the modulator. This

is necessary because, for Class A operation, the peak a-c

voltage is from 60 to 80 per cent of the plate supply voltage

while the peak modulating voltage must equal the plate supply

voltage of the oscillator. In Figure 3, therefore, the plate

supply voltage of Tl is made lower by the dropping resistor

R1, bypassed by condenser 03 which has sufficient capacity to

present a low reactance to audio frequencies.

Because of the direct coupling between the plates of the tubes,

push-pull operation of the modulator is not applicable to the

circuit of Figure 36 Thinking back over the earlier explanations,

the total plate current of a push-pull Class A stage remains

practically constant and does not vary in proportion to the

signal voltage.

For Class B push-pull stages, the plate currents occur in

alternate pulses one for the positive nd one for the negative

alternation of each cycle of signal voltage.

Connected in the circuit of Figure 3, a Class A push-pull
modulator stage would produce little or no modulation while

with a Class B push-pull stage, modulation would occur at

twice the signal. frequency.

This is a big disadvantage because about the highest practical

efficiency attainable for a single tube modulator, operating
in Class A, is 50°A) while for Class B it may run as high as

60°/o. This may not seem like such a big item but when you
consider modulating a high power amplifier it becomes important.

For example, if a 21,000 watt, or 21 kilowatt, carrier is to
be modulated 100 per cent and the plate efficiency is 70 per
cent, the direct current plate power required is (100/70) x

21,000 or 30,000 watts and the modulator output is one half
of this or 15,000 watts. Thus, it is quite evident the
requirements of the modulator become important and with the

higher efficieney, obtainable in Class B operation, it is possible
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to use lower voltages, resulting in longer tube life, than
for the same tubes operating in Class A.

Perhaps you are wondering how a push-pull Class B modulator
can be connected for plate modulation but it is quite simple.
In fact, you need imagine only that L3 of Figure 3 is the
secondary of a push-pull output transformer, the primary of
which connects to the plates of the Class B modulator tubes
while its canter tap connects to B+. Do not confuse this with
the ordinary output transformer because the secondary must
be wound with wire of sufficient size to carry the current for
the r-f amplifier plate circuit in addition to the modulation
of audio current. Also, as we will explain in a later Lesson,
the impedance ratio between the primary and secondary must be
of the proper value and the assembly is known as a "Modulation"
transformer.

To differentiate this arrangement from the direct coupling of
Figure 3, it is known as inductive coupling and, as the action
in the complete circuit is similar to that already explained,
we will not repeat. With inductive coupling however, the
dropping resistor and its bypass condenser may be eliminated
as the reeiuired peak modulating voltage can be obtained by the
proper turn ratio between the primary and secondary of the
modulation transformer.

In the above explanations, we have considered only a single
ended r-f amplifier which may be a single tube or tubes
operated in parallel but we want to point out that a push-pull
operated stage can be modulated just as well; in fact, push-.
pull operation is a more common arrangement. The triode tubes
used for a plate modulated amplifier are tne same as those of
a regular unmodulated triode amplifier. You must keep in
mind, however, that the power requirements are greater at the
peak or crest of modulation than at the carrier level and
therefore the tubes must be operated accordingly. Pentode
and screen grid tubes are sometimes plate modulated although
the linearity of operation tends to be poor. For such tubes,
it has been found advantageous to modulate the screen voltage
as well as the plate voltage.

GRID MODULATION

For plate modulation, the plate voltage of the r-f amplifier
is made to vary at an audio rate while for grid modulation,
a somewhat similar plan is used but the grid bias voltage is
made to vary in proportion to the modulating signal.

An arrangement for grid modulation is snows in Figure 4 and,
checking through the circuit, youldll find the grid tank LC
is coupled to the grid through condenser Cl. From the grid,
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there is a path through the RFC, the secondary of the
modulation transformer L4 and the "On supply to ground while
condenser C3 is a bypass for r-f currents. In the plate
circuit, the tank LiC2 is inductively coupled to coil L2.

Now notice, the secondary L4 is directly in series with the
"C" supply and thus, with an a-c signal across L4, its voltage
will add to or subtract from the "C" supply voltage, depending
on its polarity at any given instant. With suitable audio
power applied to the primary L3, the grid bias voltage of the
tube can be made to vary in proportion to the amplitude and
frequency of the audio input. As you already know, this
variation of bias voltage will cause the plate current to vary
also and thus the amplitude of the carrier will change in
accordance to the incoming audio frequency.

For the proper operation of a grid-modulated amplifier, the
conditions at the peak of the modulation are very similar to
ordinary Class C operation. The main differences are that
the minimum instantaneous plate voltage be somewhat smaller
and that the grid current be less than with customary Class C
operation. Grid current has a tendency to flatten or distort
the positive peaks of the a-c modulating voltage and also
tends to make the r-f exciting voltage drop off at the
modulation peaks. These actions flatten the positive peaks
of modulation and are the principal cause of distortion,
provided the conditions at the crest of the modulation cycle
make the instantaneous minimum plate voltage small.

In broadcast transmitters, where low distortion is of very
great importance, the stage is sometimes operated so that the
grid is never driven positive and thus there is no grid current.
With this arrangement, the linearity of modulation is greatly
improved but, in comparison with a stage where the grid is
driven moderately positive, the power output is very low.

The advantage of grid modulation is that very little modulation
power is required but, it has the disadvantage of low average
plate efficiency. Also, unless very little power output is
obtained, the linearity of a grid modulated Class 'IC" stage is
not as good as a Class C plate modulated amplifier.

SUPPRESSOR GRID MODULATION

For Figure 5, we have drawn a simplified circuit of another
form of modulation in which the amplifier tube is e pentode
and modulation is performed by varying the voltage on the
suppressor grid. The fundamental amplifier is the same as
those previously explained therefore wewill not repeat our
explanations of its operation. Here, the suppressor grid is
connected to ground through the RFC, the modulation secondary
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L4 in parallel to R1, and the voltage supply while condenser
C2, acts as an r-f bypass.

The action in this circuit Lo very similar to that explained
for grid-modulation because the audio signal, supplied to the
primary L30 appears acros- L4 and R1 where it adds to or
subtracts frnm the normal suppressor grid voltage. In turn,
this variation of suppressor grid voltage causes variations
in the output of the amplifier which result in an amplitude
modulated carrier.

The modulating power requirements, efficiency end power output
are of the same order as explained for the grid-modulated
amplifier. This arrangement has ran advantage in that the
modulating and excitation signals, being fed to separate grids,
result in simpler operation because best adjustments for proper
excitation and modulation requirements are more or less
independent. Its disadvantage is that the linearity of modu-
lation does not equal that of conventional grid modulation.

Although used but very little for commercial work, this type
of modulation is employed quite frequently in amateur trans-
mitters.

CATHODE MODULhTION

Still another form of modulation is shown in the circuit of
Figure 6 where we have the conventional amplifier input and
output circuits but the cathode is returned to ground through
L4, the secondary of the modulation transformer, and resistor
R1 which is bypassed by condenser C3. Due to the fact that
the modulating signal is applied in the cathode circuit, this
arrangement is called "cathode modulation".

From your former study of vacuum tubes, you know that the
grid bias voltage is the difference of potential between the
grid and cathode. Here, the plate current passes through L4
and R1 and causes a voltage drop across them. The direction
of current is such that the cathode is made positive in
respect to ground or/ saying it the other way around, ground
is negative in respect to the cathode. As the grid connects
to ground, through resistor R, it is negative in respect to
the cathode by an amount equal to the crop across L4 and R,.

In practice, the d-c resistance of L4 is small in comparison
to R1 and therefore practically all the voltage drop, known as
the initial bias voltage, is developed across 111 . So far, we
have assumed no r-f excitation on the grid, because when this
occurs with no audio input to the modulation transformer, the
total bias will be the sum of the voltage drops across R and
Rio
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When an audio signal is impressed across the modulation trans-
former primary L3, a similar voltage will be induced in the
secondary L4 which is directly in series with the cathode circuit.
Depending on its polarity at any given instant, this a-c audio
signal will add to or subtract from the initial bias voltage
causing the total grid voltage to vary in proportion to and at

the frequency of the audio signal. You will probably recognize

this action as the same as that which took place during grid-
modulation and, for that reason, we say that the arrangement
of Figure 6 causes grid modulation.

That is not all however, because as you already know, the
cathode is really the return of the plebe circuit and therefore
in series with it. also, when units are connected in series,
the sum of their voltage drops is equal to the impressed voltage
on the circuit.

Going back to the circuit of Figure 6, and neglecting the
voltage drop across R1, the secondary L4 is in series with the
plate voltage supply, the negative terminal of which is grounded.
Thus, the a-c signal voltage across L4 will alternately aid and
oppose the plate voltage supply.

This action same as explained for the voltages
across L4 and R1, which result in grid modulation and there-
fore, the sum of the voltages across L4 and the plate supply,
result in plate modulation. Because of this double action,
cathode modulation is really a combination of plate and grid
modulation and permits an efficiency part way between the two
depending on the ratio of grid to plate modulation.

With normal operating conditions, about 75 per cent of the
modulation is supplied by the grid bias method while the
remaining 25 per cent is supplied by plate voltage variation.
With this ratio, efficiencies of 400/0 or better can be
obtained with relative little audio power as compared to that
needed for plate modulation. Vdth cathode modulation, the
modulator should be capable of supplying audio power equal
to about 100/0 of the d-c plate input to the modulated amplifier.

AS we stated above, higher efficiencies are obtained when the
ratio of grid to plate modulation is reduced therefore the
tube used in a cathode modulated amplifier should have a low
mu. Because of this requirement, the ordinary low mu trans.
mitting triodes are adaptable for this type of work.

FREQUENCY MODULATION

So far in this Lesson, all the general methods of modulation
which we have explained operate to vary the amplitude of the
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carrier and all of them come under the same general head of
"amplitude modulation". As you already know, intelligence
can also be transmitted by varying the frequency of the carrier

at an audio rate and, when this is done, we call it "frequency
modulation".

Although the important details of this system of modulation
have already been explained, for review purposes yea show a
simplified arrangement in Figure 7 where we have a conventional
type of regenerative oscillator with its grid tank LC,
blocking condenser Cl and bias resistor R. In the plate

circuit you will find the tank Ll-C2 which is inductively

coupled to L2. Notice also, that we have connected a condenser
microphone across the tank condenser C.

From the explanations of the earlier Lessons, you know that
the frequency generated by this oscillator will depend on the
value of capacity and inductance in the grid circuit. If

these values are fixed, the output frequency will be practically
constant but, if either is changed, a change of frequency results.
In its simplest form, the diaphragm of a condenser microphone is
really the moveable plate of a two plate variable condenser so
that, in Figure 7, the main tuning condenser C is shunted by
another variable two plate condenser. If the capacity of either
one of these is changed, the oscillator frequency will also be
changed.

Sound waves, striking the diaphragm of the microphone, will
cause the total capacity across the tank coil L to change,
and produce a corresponding change of oscillator frequency.
Therefore, with this arrangement, the Round waves which strike
the diaphragm of the microphone will control the oscillator
or carrier frequency, and result in frequency modulation.

Going back to the diaphragm, it will vibrate at the frequency
of the sound waves which strike it and, being connected across
the grid coil, the oscillator frequency will vary at the same
rate as the incoming audio or signal frequency.

Reviewing briefly the important principles of f-m, each complete
vibration of the diaphragm will cause the oscillator frequency
to shift above and below the mean or carrier frequency and the
greater the amplitude of the modulating audio signal, the greater
the frequency swing or deviation. Therefore a "soft" audio
modulation signal will cause but slight frequency deviation:

An increase in the frequency of the audio modulating signal
causes the diaphragm to complete its vibrations at a faster
rate and hence the "rate of change" of the oscillator frequency
varies directly with the modulating frequency.
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Summing up, we can say that the band width of an f.m carrier
depends on the amplitude, or intensity, of the modulating signal)
and the rate at which the carrier frequency takes place depends
on the frequency of the modulation.

HIGH AND LOW LEVEL MODULATION

Going back to amplitude modulation, we want to explain what
is meant by the commonly used expressions "High Level" and
"Low Level" modulation. From our former explanation, you
know that the ordinary radio broadcast transmitter is made
up of a very stable crystal controlled oscillator followed
by a number of stares of r-f amplification, one of which is
modulated.

Although it is possible to modulate the oscillator, we have
already pointed out the disadvantages of this arrangement
and need consider it no further. However, it is possible and
practical to modulate any of the following r-f amplifier
stages but there must always be a definite ratio between the
power requirements of the modulator and the r-f power output
of the stage it modulates.

In general, therefore, when the final r-f stage of a trans-
mitter is modulated, a high level of modulator output is
required and the arrangement is known as "High Level" modulation.
When an intermediate r-f stage is modulated, a lower level of
modulator output is sufficient and the arrangement is known as
"Low Level" modulation.

With high level modulation, all the r-f stages may be operated
in Class C, with the resulting high efficiencies but, this
advantage i9 offset by the large power requirements of the
modulator.

With low level modulation, all stages following the modulated
stage must be operated in Class B so that linear amplification
can be obtained. While this arrangement reduces the efficiency
in the r-f stages, it also reduces the requirements of tno
modulator.

Thus, you can see that choice of system is more or less dependent
on the particular installation. However, it has been found that,
in high power transmitters, low level modulation is cheaper,
especially when the Class B, r-f amplifiers are operated in a
high-efficiency circuit, such as the Doherty system.

In this Lesson we have explained various methods of modulation
but have said nothing about the modulators, speech amplifiers,
and other units which are needed to produce the desired results.
Therefore, in the next Lesson, we arc going to take up details
of the modulation or audio equipment associated with a radio
telephone transmitter.
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The people who fail are those who become discouraged over
their mistakes. They lose heartsand when you )ose heart the
best way to get over it is to quit doing wrong and begin to
do right. We progress simply by watching our mistakes and
correcting them.

Dr. Frank Crane
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In the last Lesson, we explained several different methods

by which an r-f carrier frequency could be modulated and

now are ready to take up the modulating equipment itself.

If you will remember here, that this equipment is really nothing

but an audio amplifier, and review your earlier Lessons on the

subject, you will find the following explanations easy to

understand.

CLASS A OPERATION

In the upper right hand corner of Figure 1, we show the

conventional circuit of a triode push-pull Class A amplifier,

made up of the input transformer, two tubes, the output trans-

former and the load Idlich we have designated as RL. AS the

action in a circuit of this kind has already been explained

many times, we will not repeat. Instead, W3 are going to

show you how to make use of a family characteristic c..sves
in order to determine the noder output with different values

of load resistance.

To do this, it is first necessary to plot a curve which is

called a "Load Line" and represents all the values of plate

voltage attained during one cycle of plate current ming.
As you know, the voltage on the plate of a tube is equal to
the "B" supply volta,e mines the drop across tlio load resistance.

As an equation,

Where

Ep = Eb - I pRL

Eb= plate voltage

Eb = "B" supply voltage
/p = plate current
RL = load resistance

(1)

Analyzing this equation, with Eb and RI, constant, you can see

that Elo will vary directly with I and thus the plate voltage

has a linear, or straight line, relation to the plate current.

To construct a straight line, only two of its points need be

known and one of these can be considered as zero plate voltage.

For this condition, we assume the voltage drop across the plate

load just equals the plate supply voltage. That is,

Eb /nRL = 0

and solving for the current Ipf we have

. E12.

P RL

(2)
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which gives us one of the points of our load line.

The second point on the load line can be considered as the
plate voltage when the grid is sufficiently negative to cause
plate current cut-off. Under this condition, with no plate
current, there will be no drop across the load and the plate
voltage will be equal to the "B" supply voltagt, That is,

E = Eb - x RL)

EP = Eb (3)

A line, connecting these two points, gives the locus of the
plate voltage during one cycle of plate current and, from
our former definition, is a "Load Lino".

To show you how a load line can be put to practical use,
suppose we want to find the power output of a triode tube
with a family of curves like those shown on Figure 1. The

recommended operating values are 250 plate, volts, 33.5 ma
plate current, 4,8.5 volts negative grid bias and a load
resistance of 3900 ohms. The first step is to deterrine the

value of 11B" supply voltage necessary to allow a plate
voltage of 250 volts at a current of 33.5 ma. This can be

done by substituting in formula (1) and solving for Eb.

Ego Eb IpRL or, transposing ters,
Eb = 7 IpEL = 250 (.033s x 3900)

Eb = 2 0 J.30.65 = 380 volts. (approx.)

Substituting in Equation (2), the plate current, at zero
plate voltage, will be

609
P RL 3900

This value of plate current is now plotted on the plc to
current scale at zero plate volts and is shown as point A
in Figure 1.

For the nlato voltage at plate current cut-off, or zero
plate current, En = Eh = 380 volts chjen is point "0"
on the load ineo Point A lies on the zero voltai;e axis at
97.4 ma and point B lies on the zero current axis at 380
volts. Joining these two points produces the load line AB,
Figure 1, which must also pass through the Ep = 250, Ec = -48.5
and I = 33.5 intersection, es this was the suggested operating
point.

Before we can find the power output, it mill be necessary to
derive a formula so that the current and voltage values of
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the curves may be used. The amplitude of the plate
current is equal to the total current swing divided by two,
As an equatioe,

Ip "c 7.- Imin
2

In a like manner, the Weak amplitude of the a -c plate voltage
can be expressed by

Ep =
Emax Euin

2

Then, as power is equal to voltage times current, the peak
power is equal to,

(Imax ImsIn)P =EI =
P PP( 2 ) 2

1771inP =

To obtain the average power, the effective values of the
plate current and plate voltage must be used and remembering
the ratio between maximum and average a -c values, we divide_
both the above current and voltage values by 1.414 or V2.

(LmaZ .(kraz Emin)

Paves ( 2 x ) ( 2 x \72. )

CLIolx 011uax Emin)
Pay =

8
(4)

In order to keep the gri4 from being driven posftive the
positive peak value of the a -c grid voltage must not exceed
the grid bias value. When these two values are equal, the
voltage on the grid will be zero and the Ilate current will
be maximum value. From the family of curvee in Figure 1, this
maximum plate current is shown by the intersection of the
load line AB and the Ec = 0 curve and has a value of approximately
68 ma.

As the a -c grid voltage swings an equal distance on ejthor side
of the fixed d -c grid bias operating voltage, at the negEtive
peak of the signal, the voltage on the grid Is twice the grid
bias, or in this case, -.97 volts. At this value of bias voltage,
the plate current is minimum and its value of approximately 6 ma
as shown by the intersection of the load line /..B and the
Ec = 97 curve. Therefore, the plate current swings from 6ma
to 6P, pia in one cycle of a -c grid voltage,
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The plate voltage swing can be found in a similar way and,
reading down from the intersection of the lord line AB and
Ec = 0 curve, the value is approximately 118 volts while at
the intersection of the load line AB and Ec = -97 volts, the
value is approximately 358 volts. Thus, the a -c plate
voltage swing is from 118 to 358 volts.

Substituting these values of plate current and plate voltage
in formula (4), the power output will Le,

LImax Imin) (Emax
8

1.068 - .000 i358_:- 118) .062 x 240Pay-
8 8

P
av

Fay = 1.86 watts.

As the load resistance is decreased, the value of plate current
change will increase and result in a greater power output.
However, any attempt to reacn the maximum power output of the
tube by decreasing the load resistance is limited by the allow-
able amount of distortion.

From your earlier Lessons, you know that for distortionless
Class A operation, the average value of plate current remains
constant, whether there is a signal input or not, because the
positive and negative lobes of the plate current cycle are of
equal amplitude. When this is not the case, the average
plate current varies and results in what is called "second
harmonic distortion". As this distortion is due to unsymmetrical
positive and negative plate current lobes, we can set up the
following expression between Imax, Imin and the current at no
signal input, "Ion.

D

Imax + Imin
1

2
0

Imax Imin
x 100 (5)

Where D is the percentage of second harmonic distortion.

All of these values can be found in the curves of Figure 1
and, as previously shown, Imax = 68 ma and Imin = 6 ma.
As Ic is the current at no signal input, its value is indicated
by the intersection of the load line and Ec = -48.5 volts
and is approximately 33.5 ma. Substituting those values in
formula (5), the percentage of second harmonic distortion
will be,
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toAggf) .0335
2

x 100 =---`12-33 5 x100
D = (.068 - c606) 062

D = 5,64°/o

For quality amplification, the distortion should not greatly
exceed 50/0 and, as our example is only slightly higher, a load
of 3900 ohms would be satisfactory. A higher load would
result in distortion but also a lower power output, while a
lower load would give higher distortion and greater power output.

Of course, there are limitations to the amount the load may
be increased or decreased and they depend on the type of tube
employed. However, you can see from the above explanations
that the power output and distortion are dependent on the
load resistance. These formulas, for power output and
distortion, hold true only for Class A triode operation and,
with two tubes operating in push-pull as shown in the circuit
of Figure 1, the power output will be approximately twice
that of one tube.

CLASS B OPERATION

In the circuit diagram of Figure 2, we show a conventional
Class B audio stage which, a.- far as the connections are
concerned, is exactly like that shown in Figure 1, In Class B,

however, the grid is driven positive and the bias voltage is
of such value that plate current exists only during the
positive alternations of signal input. The action for this class
of operation has been explained in an earlier Lesson and, if
it is not clear, we suggest that you go back and review so that
you will have no difficulty understanding the following
explanations.

The power output of a Class B stage is determined by the value
of the load and the peak or maximum plate current drawn by
each tube. The peak value of plate current is determined
chiefly by the amount the grid is driven positive and the
minimum plate voltage, which occurs at maximum plate current,
is then determined largely by the value of load resistance.

At plate current cut-off, the voltage on the plate is maximum
and equal to the supply voltage EB, therefore the peak
amplitude of the load voltage is expressed by -

Emax = EB Emin.
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As the current varies from zero to the value Imax, the peak
amplitude of the load current is equal to Imax.

The peak power output then is

P = Imax (EB Emin)

and the effective or average power output, in terms of the
peak load current and voltage is expressed by

Po
(Imax) (EB Emin) Imax (EB - Emin)

(6)

The plate power input is the d-c power delivered to the stage
by the supply and is expressed by

PI .= EBIav

where EB is the plate supply voltage and Iav is the average
current taken from the supply. This average current is the
averar,e value of plate current taken by the tubes, and is
expressed in terms of the maximum plate current by

.636 Imax

The average plate power drawn from the plate supply is then

PI - EBIav = .6366 EgImax (7)

In percentage, the efficiency of the stage is equal to the
power output divided by the power input times 100 therefore,
we can write,

Imax (EB Emin)

Po 2
off = = x 100 or

PI .6366EBImax

Eff = 73.5 (1 Emin )
EB

(8)

Maximum efficiency will be obtained when the minimum plate
voltage is zero and, by substituting in equation (8), will
be found to be 78e5°/o.

As pointed out earlier in our explanation, peak plate current
will occur at peak grid voltage therefore the power output
is determined largely by the amount the grid is driven positive.
However, when the grid is positive, grid current exists and
causes grid power iissipation in the form of heat so that
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the maximum positive grid voltage is determined by the safe
heat dissipation limit of the tube.

Another factor which also limits the maximum positive grid
voltage is that minimum plate voltage occurs at maximum grid
voltage. If the value of minimum plate voltage approaches
that of maximum positive grid voltage, the grid, being closer
to the cathodal tends to take current which would normally go
to the plate. This results in a distorted plate current wave
form and overheating of the grid.

Still another factor to be considered is the absorption of
power in the grid circuit when grid current exists. As this

power must come from the driver, or stage ahead of the Class
B stage, excessive grid current means that more driver power
must be delivered.

Taking all of these factors int-, consideration, a safe rule
is to hold the mininrim plate voltage to a value not less than
twice the maximum grid voltage. By following this rule, the
maximum' plate current and minimueL pl-to voltage, for any grid
voltage, can be found by me.ns of a family of plate current -

plate voltage curves. Knowing these values, it is (mite
simple to determine the proper load resistance into which
each tubes works.

From our former explanations, you know that the drop across
the load is the difference between the supply and elate
voltages. The resistance of the load is eaual to the voltage
drop across it divided by the plate current and, if we take
the conditions of peek plate current, which causes minimum
plate voltage, we can write

RL.. EB Emin
Ir.ax (9)

where RL represents the effective load resistance of each
tube in a Class B stage. In actual practice, the specifi-
cations of an output or modulation transformer of a Clase B
stage' are givea in terms of the plate to plate primary impe-
dance; which is four times the effective plate load of each
tube,

In order that you may see why this "four" relation is proper;
let us consider the circuit of Figure 2 and assure that RL
is the -proper effective load for each tube. In an earlier
Lesson, we gave you a formula for a transformer where

N2 =
RP

Rs
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When,

Fto
R.;

= turn ratio
= resistance of primary
= resistance of seconoary

Transposing and solving for Rp, W3 frld that

R = N2Rs

which tells us that the primary impedance varies a- the square
of the turn ratio. In Class B operation, only one tube operates
at a time therefore, in Fizure 1, one half the transformer
primary must have a 1:1 ratic to the sec-ndary in order that RL
will be reflected as the proper load in the primary circuit.
However, -rich a on: to one ratio betnieen each ralf of the
primary to the secondary, the total primer, ratio to the
secondary will be 2:1. Jnder these conditions, the load RL will
be reflected to the total primary as

RI) = N2Rs = (2)2Rs = 4Rs

which shots the four to one relationship previously mentioned.

Thus, as equation (9) expressed load of
one tube, the plate to plate load can be expressed as,

(

E .-Eiain\
RL1 = 4 -1.2-----

Imax
,) (10)

where

RL1 = plate to plate load resistance.

To show you how these variu'is formulas can be put to use, let
us consider the family o2 plate voltage-plate current curves
shown in Figure 2. For definite values re will assure that
the grid is to be driven 80 volts positive, the supply develops
800 volts aed the maximum plate dissipation is 26 watts.

Our first step is to
from the former rule
the grid voltage, wa
the plate volta:e at
B. Connecting these

determine the points fur a load line and,
of minimum plate volta:e3 equal to twice
locate point ItAn. The second point, for
zero plate currant, is indicated by point
two points gives us the load line AB.

The power output for the two tubes can he detlrened from
equation (6) and the curves show that Imax = 265 ma,
EB - 800 volts and Emin = 160 volts.
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Substituting in equation (6),

Imax (EB - Emin) .265 1800 - 1211
Po m __ =

2 2

640
Po =

.265 x

2
- 84.8 watts

The proper plate to plate load to obtain this power output
can be found by substituting in equation (10).

.(800 1601= 4 x 640
RL "I -'

1 0-265 .265

RL1 = 9660 ohms

The plate power input for this load can be found by substituting
in equation (7) and is

PI = .6366 EBImax = .6366 x 800 x .265

PI = 135 watts approx.

The efficiency can be found by substituting in equation (8)

Pn 84
Eff = 1358 = .628 = 62.8Vo or

pI

,160\
Eff = 78.5 (1 - gain) - 78o5 (1 800) = 62.87o

EB

The power dissipated in the plates of the tubes in the form
of heat, is the difference between the power input and the
power output or

135.0 - 34.3 = 50.2 watts

The plate dissipation per tube will be half this value or
25.1 watts which is less than the maximum allowable
dissipation given in our explanations and therefore satisfactory.

MATCHING MODULATOR TO AMPLIFIER

The plate to plate load impedance specified for the rated
power output of a Class B modulator seldom corresponds to the
modulating impedance of the Class C r-f stage, so that a
match must be brought about by adjusting the turns ratio of
the coupling transformer. As pointed out More, for proper
impedance match, the required turns ratio should be,
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2
RP

/N = - or N = RP (11)
Rs

Rs

which

N turn ratio
Rp = primary impedance
Rs - secondary impedance

To now you how this formula is applied, we will now assume
that we are to match the 9660 ohm plate to plate load of our
former example to a plate modulated Class C amplifier which,
when modulated, draws 300 ma, from a 1200 volt supply*
From our former study of a plate modulated Class C amplifier,
we know that, when properly adjusted, the plate current is
almost exactly proportional to the applied plate voltage.
Thus, the load presented to the modulating voltk:o is equal
to the plate supply voltage of the amplifier divided by the
unmodulated d-c current. As an equations

Rs EL/Ib

when

(12)

Rs = secondary impedance of modulation transformer
Eb plate supply voltage of Class C amplifier
Ib = d-c plate current of Class C amplifier when

unmodulated.

For our example,

Rs EB/ip =
1200

1= 4000 ohms.

The proper turn ratio of the modulation transformer is
therefore,

N = VA' /Rs 5a:. v2.415
V 4000

N = 1.55

which tells us that the total primary has a ratio of 1055 more
turns than the secondary.

It is commercial practice to give the specifications of Class B
modulation transformers in terms of the Class B output tubes
to the secondary impedance. Thiq, however, is nothing but a
short-cut method of stating the turns ratio which can be found
by the proper use of equation (11). Also, many modulation
transformers, known as "Universal" types, are provided with
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primary and secondary taps so that various turn ratios can be
obtained to meet the requirements of e large number of tube
combinations. This latter type, while seldom used in commercial
stations, is a big help to the amateurs who change their
equipment quite often.

PER CENT OF MODULATION

As we explained in an earlier Lesson, for or radio telegraph,
the amplitude of the carr.Ler is constant while a signal is being
radiated from the transmitting antenna. However, for the
transmission of voice or music, the amplitude of the carrier
varies in proportion to the sound or signal frequencies and vie

say the carrier is modulated. The ratio of the peak modulating
voltage to the normka carrier amplitude is called the "percentage
of modulation". As an equation,

when

m = x 100 (13 )

M .e percentage of modulation
A == peak signal volts ;e

B = normal carrier veltaee with no modulation.

Analyzing this formula you can see that when the -peak signal
voltage equal to the normal carrier volta7e with no modulation,
we have a condition of 100°A modulation. Saying this in a
little different way, when the carrier increases to teice its
normal amolitude on une altwenation of the signal frequency and
then drops back to zero on the next, the carrier is 1000/0
modulated.

You will recognize the general curves of Figure 3 as having been
offered in a previous Lesson. Hc,rever, we want to repeat at
this point and at the left of Figure 3A we have drawn an
unmodulated carrier and then at the rfght have shn.n the effect
of a modulating signal. notice, amplitude "B" indicates the
normal carrier while nil shows the peak amplitude of the modulating
voltage. In this Figure, "A" and nEn are equal therefore 1000/0
modulation results*

For Figure 3B, we have drawn another modulated carrier wave
but with "A" equal to half the value of "B". Und-)r the
conditions, the modulated wave, or envelope as it is quite
commonly called, represents a percentage of modulation of,

1
= y3- x 100 = x 100 = 50°A
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Going back to Figure 31.12 you will notice that the carrier
amplitude is the a-c axis for the modulating frequency which
we have considered to be a sine wave signal and the jower in
this sine wave, or side band, must be supplied by the modulator
stage. The average carrier power in the antenna is equal to
the current squared times the resistance of the antenna divided
by twos Expressed as an equation,

Ice x R
Po =

when

2

Po = average power in unmodulated carrier
Io = carrier current
R = antenna resistance

(14)

The amplitude of the current in each side band is equal to
the current in the carrier multiplied by one half the percentage
of modulation. As an equation,

Is = Ic
2

LIx (15)

when

Is = current in each side band
M = percentage of modulation.

As the average-power is equal to half the current squared
times the resistance, the average power in each side band is,

A. Ic2NP R
Ps =

x
x 2

4

Io2Y02R
Ps

8 (16)

when

Ps = power in each side band

The total power in the antenna is equal to the sum of the
separate powers and, as there are two side bands, it is
equal to equation (14) plus two times equation (16). As an
equation,

I 2R
Po 4= 0

2

IeRm2
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Factoring out the (102R/2) terms,

P
I02R

z/,
/02

2,

when

(17)

Po = total antenna power

No notice, in equation (17), when the value of Li is 12 or
the carrier is 100% modulated, the power increases, over that
with no modulation, b,r the factor 1.5. Considering the
average unmodulated power as unity, or 1, it will represent
1/105 or 66.7% of the total antenna power leaving 33.5% of the
power in the side bands. When M is 50%, the factor becomes
1.125 and the carrier power is 1/1.125 or 88% which leaves
about 12% in the side bands.

As it is through the medium of these side bands that
intelligence is transmitted, it is obvious that the most
efficient use of the carrier is obtained when it is 100% modulated,

METHODS OF MODTJLP T ION 1 & SURE ia'T

By analyzing Figure 3 and equation (13) you can easily see
that the percentage of modulation can be determined if the
amplitude of the carrier is measured with no modulation and
then measured again when it is modulated. One of the simplest
methods of making these measurements is by the use of a vacuum
tube voltmeter, one arrangement of which is shown in Figure 4.
You may recognize this as a slide back type of vtvm explained
in an earlier Lesson but, for the present application,, we have
added the inductance L and condenser C so that no direct
connection to the transmitter is necessary.

In using an instrument of this kind, the movable arm of R1 is
rotated to the extreme right and then R2 is adjusted until
the milliammeter in the plats circuit indicates zero current.
Then, coil L is coupled to the unmodulated amplifier and the
coupling and condenser C are adjusted until the plate current
milliammeter reads some convenient value of at least half
scale. Then, without touching R2, R1 is adjusted until the
plate current is again zero. When this happens, the voltmeter

will read the peak value of the incoming carrier, which
is represented by "B" in formula (13) or in Figure 3.

Without changing the coupling, a sine wave note is applied
to the modulator input causing the carrier to be modulated,
and the change will be indicated by current in the meter non.
R1 is adjusted again until there is zero current in "iv_" and
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under this condition meter "Vi' indicates the peak amplitude
of the incoming modulated carrier which, in Figure 3, would
be A B.

To show you how this works out, we will assume that the first
reading was 2 and second 3. -Jnder these conditions, B = 2, and
A = 3 - 2 or 1. From equation (13), the percentage of modulation
is

A 1
Me= x 100 = = 50%

Although this system does provide a means of determining the
percentage of modulation, it has the disadvantage of not being
direct reading and does not give any indication of the symmetry
between positive and negative peaks.

Another way of determining the percentage of modulation is
by the double rectifier method, a simple arrangement of which
is shown in Figure 5. Checking through the circuit and
starting from the left, you will find the combination LC whice
is coupled to the half wave rectifier T1 through condenser C.
A uTu type filter, made of two r-f chokes and condenser 02,
with voltmeter V1 across its output, connects to the rectifier
plate. Fro'a the upper terminal of this voltmeter there is a
connection to one side of a polarity reversing switch, while
from the other terminal, there is a connection to the other
side of the polarity reversing switch through voltmeter V2.
Notice here, voltmeter Vel measures the voltage drop between
the movable contact of potentiometer R and its terminal.
From the reversing switch, there is arother circuit made up
of the capacity C31 shunted by 111 in series with current meter
M, all of which are in series with the rectifier tube T2.

A circuit of this kind operates on the idea that when a
modulated envelope is rectified, it is made up of an a-c
component which represents the modulation and a d-c component
which represents the carriers

Keeping this in mind, coil L is coupled to the r-f amplifier
stage and condenser C is adjusted until the circuit is
resonant at the transmitter frequency. This will cause a
rectified current in the plate circuit of T1 and V1 will
indicate the average, or d-c, voltage; which represents the
carrier level. The movable contact on potentiometer R is then
adjusted until V2 reads the same as V. Under these conditions,
and with an unmodulated carrier, there will be no difference of
potential between points A and B. However, if the carrier is
modulated, and the reversing switch is in the position of the
broken lines, the d-c component will be cancelled and the a-c
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component only will appear across A-B. Because of the
rectifying action of the tubes, only the negative alternations
of modulating signal volta,e will cause currant in the plate
circuit of T2 and meter UM!'. With the switch thrown in the
opposite position, the positive alternations will cause current
in the meter uMu.

As you probably remember, with a condenser input filter across
the output of a rectifier, the d-c voltage very closely
approximates the peak value of the pulsations. In the cathode
circuit of T2, condenser Ca acts as a condenser input filter
while R1 and M, which is a very sensitive current meter,
measure the voltage drop across it. As pointed out above,
this voltage very nearly equals the neak of the pulsations and
therefore the meter IA can be calibrated in u% of modulation"
and read directly. Also, by chanting the position of the
polarity reversing switch, a check of the symmetry between the
positive and negative peaks.is obtained.

MODULATION PATTERNS

Due to the fact that an oscilloscope gives a visual indication
of the happenings in a circuit, it can also be used to provide
a check of the percentage of modulation. Although a tecope
could be connected directly to a transmitter, the high voltages
encountered make it a rather dangerous procedure therefore,
a circuit arrangement, similar to that of Figure 6, is more
advisable. You will notice that we have a coupling coil
in the tuned circuit LC which, in turn, is coupled to a half
wave rectifier through 01. In the rectifier plate circuit
there is a conventional r-f filter the output of which is

resistance capacity coupled to the tereinals H. This allows
only the a-c component of the signal to appear across the "Hu
terminals :/hile the "V's terminals are connected directly
across the tuned circuit LC.

In operation, the vertical plates of the 'scope are connected
across the V terminals and the horizontal plates across the
H terminals. Then, coil L is coupled to the modulated amplifier
and the condenser C adjusted until the circuit is resonant at
the transmitter frequency. With these connections, the full
modulated envelope will be applied to the vertical plates of
the scope while only the modulation or a-c component of the
signal is applied across the horizontal plates. The result is
a "trapezoidal" pattern on the screen of the scope and, if the
carrier is 100% modulated with negligible distortion) the
pattern will be similar to Figure 7A.

If the carrier is modulated 50%, the nattern of Figure u will
appear while a pattern, similar to 70, indicates over-modulation.
In Figure 70, the aver-modulation is indicated by a bright line
which is pointed out at the right side of our drawing.
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From such patterns, percentage of modulation, up to 100% can
be quite easily determined by measuring the distances Dmax
and Dmin, as indicated in Figure 7-B, and then substituting
in the follo-ling formula -

M = 100
Dmax Dmin

(18)

Dmax Dmin

As a definite example, you will find by measurement that, in
Figure 7B, D is 3 times as long as Dmin. $uhstituting in
equation (18r

M 100
(

100 x
2

4' 1 4

M 50%

Following the same plan, Dmin is zero in Figure 7A, therefore
the percentage of modulation is

M = 100 ma x;= 100 x 1 = 100%
Dmily

Another method of using the 'scope as a modulation indicator
is to apply the modulated carrier to the vertical plates, by
the use of a tuned circuit similar to L0, Figure 6, while 4he
internal sweep of the 'scope is used on the horizontal plates.
The carrier is then modulated by a single tone and the internal
sweep is adjusted to the frequency of this tone.

With this set up, 100% modulation wila produce an image on the
screen similar to that 3hp-in in Figure 3A, while with BO%
modulation, the image will he similar to Figure 3B. Over-
modulation will be indicated by a pattern similar to Figw4e 7D
where the bright line appears in the center )f our dra-711r._;.
In practical use of this method, the cin,:le c7eles of carrier
frequency will not stand out as shown in oar dra.Nin;s, but this
is not detrimental as the percentage of modulation is determined
by the wave form of the envelope.

Although the 'scope does show the modulation continuously, and
is very valuable for this reason, it is not considered as a vary
accurate measuring instrument becausJ the pattern on the screen
is comparatively small and it is difficult to mal-:e accurate
measurements. Therefore, the 'scope should be considered as
supplementary to a more accurate modulation meter.
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CARRI,M. SFIFT

In the operation of a transmitter, slight changes in dynamic
conditions may result in car7^ier frequency modifications known
as "carrier shift". Looking at Figure 3B, if the amplitude
of ti.01, with repect to the dashed line representing the r-f
carrier level, it greater than corresponding negative alternation
of audio signal, we have a condition of positive carrier shift.
In other words, the lobes representinp, the audio variation are
not symetrical and the result is noticeable distortion and broad
tuning.

Positive carrier shift may be caused by over modulation,
insufficient r-f excitatier in the amplifier stage, high grid
bias values or poor regulation of the grid bias supply.

In contrast with the condition of positive
excessife r-f excitation of the amplifier,
modulator and modulated scares, as veil as
may cause negative carrier shift. In such
lobe of the audio modulated r-f carricr is

SPEECH ALPL1FIERS

carrier shift,
mismatch between
mistuned circuits
a case, the negative
greater.

So far in our explanction of modulators, re have said nothing
about the sound signal before it reaches the modulator stage.
However, before reaching the modulator, it must be amplified
to the proper lei -el by means of a unit which is calleo the
"Speech amplifier". For Figure 8 we have drawn tie circuit
ol a ;.-d raple speech amplifier and yeiu ti i ll notice that it is
nothing but an audio veltaze amplifier.

Following the path of the si,:tnal, it is applied across resistor
R and impressed on the grid of is amplified by the tube
and appears across the plate resistor R3,, Froii here it coupled
to the grid of T2, through condenser C3 and the volume or gain
control, R5, is amplified by this tube and appears across R,7*
It is the. coupled by C5 and R8 to the grid of T3 and appears
finally across the secondary of the output transformer.

In case the modul=ator is operating in Class Al like the circuit
of Figure 1, T3 of Figure 8 need be a voltage amplifier only
because no power is required. If we assurr3 that the primary
of the input transformer of Figure 1. is th.) primary of the output
transformer of Figure 8, the speech amplifier rould be properly
connected to the modulator,

Shoulci the modulator operate in Class B, which is most generally
the case, then T3 of Figure 8 would have to furnish the power to
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drive the Claos B grids and is commonly called the driver.
In the design of a circuit of this kind, the type of tube
will depend on the amount of driving power required.
Where larger driving power is necessary, it is customary
to use two driver tubes connected in push-pull, and because
the load into which the driver works is continuously variable,
low mu power triodes are most suitable for drivers. Pentode
or beam power tubes can be used but, in order to prevent
serious distortion, inverse feed-back should be employed to
reduce their effective plate resistance and provide better
voltage regulation.

MICROPHONES

Although microphones have been explained in an earlier Lesson,
they are an important unit in transmitting work and therefore
we want to briefly go over several of the different types.

A carbon microphone, you will remember, operates on the principle
that its resistance changes when sound waves strike the diaphragm.
Its a-c resistance is quite low, making an impedance matching
transformer necessary when working into the grid of a tube.
Compared to later types, its frequency response is not very good
and it has a comparatively high background noise level which is
caused by current through the carbon granules. It is non-direc-
tienal and requires a voltage for operation but does have the
advantage of a comparatively high output.

The condenser type of microphone, which operates on the
principle of a changing capacity when sound waves strike its
diaphragm, and is of the high impedance type and requires a
polarizing voltage. Due to this voltage, it cannot be coupled
directly to the grid of a tube, but requires some arrangement,
such as a resistance capacity coupling, to block the d-c.
This type of microphone is non-directional and has a good
frequency response but with a low output.

In the ribbon or velocity microphone, the sound waves are
changed to electrical energy by moving a conductor ln a magnetic
field which is set up by a permanent magnet. The conductor is a
small corrogated ribbon, suspended between the pole pieces of the
magnet, and when sound waves cause it to vibrate in the magnetic
field, a voltage, of the sem frequency and amplitude of sound,
is induced in the ribbon.

The impedance of the ribbon is but a fraction of an ohm and
thus its output is transferred immediately to the primary of
an impedance matching transformer which is considered as an
integral part of the microphone. The transformer secondary
may be wound to most any desired impedance, and therefore
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both low and high impedance types of velocity microphones
are available. Their frequency response is excellent, they
are bi-directional, transaitting sounds equally we.L1 from
front aod rear, req%ire no polarizing voltage and have an
output comparable to that of the condenser microphone.

The ""dynamic" is another type of microphone and it onerates
on the gam principle as the aynamic speaker. Conditions are
reversed howe-er, and an onf is induced in the moving coil
ce: the mic,..ophone al the sound waves cause it to vibrate in a
string magnetic field. The impedance of tha moving coil is
low and an impedarce matcning transformer is quite often built
in as an integral part of the complete microphone. Therefore,
as e::plainee for the velocity types, dynamic micronhones may
be of the low or high imp3oance type.

They are sensitive only to sounds striking diaphragm at
approximat2ly right angle, and ara thcr-fore uni-directional,
have a good frequenc:;, response, do not re,luire a polarizing
volta,e and develop an output hi,Ther than that of the ribbon
or velocity microphone.

The operation of a crystal microrhone is dependent on the
piezo-electric pronertis of certai,- crystals such as the
commonly used Rochelle Salt. Onu (A the exceptionally fine
characteristics of this type micronlionu is its ability to
amplify thu hi,ther cpectrum ui audio freluencies above 8000
cycles. It dues no', require a polarizing voltael is non-
directional and has an out u:, comparable to that of the dynamic
type. In L:eneral, crystal microThenee are of the high impedance
type and can 4t; cronected directly across the grid circuit
of an amplifier tube.

Of the microphones dhich wc, hava explained, the velocity or
ribbon, dynamic and crystal types are the most oopuler at
the prisent time. ,ftwel,er, the particular type employed
depends considerably on conditions under which the desired
sound 1.-; to b_ picked up.
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AIRCRAFT RADIO COMM:CATIONS

The ''SOS" radio distress call has been given so much publicity
that everyone fully appreciates the importance of Radio
communication in respect to ocean transportation. Although
more or less taken for granted, the general public does not
seem to appreciate that the rapid development of air transpor-
tation has been due largely to the various applications of
Radio Communication.

Full credit must be given to the wonderful improvements of
aircraft design as well as to the great advances which have
been made in speed, reliability, safety and comfort of both
the pilots and the passengers. As a transportation system
however, the Radiotelephone, Radio Telegraph, Radio Beacon,
Radio Direction Finder, Radio Altimeter and Radio Landing
Beams have made it possible to fully utilize the capability
of modern types of aircraft.

By means of these various Radio services, the airplane pilot
is in constant communication with other ships in flight and
also with the ground stations at the various landing fields.
He receives up to the minute weather forecasts which tell
him what lies ahead and enables him to pass around severe
local storms.

His radio instruments tell him when he is on the proper
course and show him which way to go, in case he is Hoff
course'', tell him how high abbve the ground his ship is and
help him to land under conditions of bad weather or poor
visibility.

In a Railroad system, the Train Dispatcher can send messages
to any of the stations along a given route and thus periodically
issue orders to the train crew. By means of Radio communioationy
the Airline traffic manager has continuous contact with all
aircraft in flight and can thus control their movements at any
time in respect to weather conditions, traffic requirements
and details of landing.

To improve the safety of Air Navigation, the United States
Government has developed an elaborate network of Radio stations
to supplement those of the commercial systems. There are
government stations which, at frequent intervals, broadcast
up to the minute weather forecasts for ships in flight as
well as the airports in range.

There are about 200 Radio range beacon stations which furnish
special directional signals and provide charted courses which
can be followed in bad weather.
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Supplementing the Range Beacons there are about the same
number of Radio Marker Beacons which locate the meeting points
of the range beacon courses and also indicate important
locations such as emergency landing fields and sudden changes
in the elevation of the ground.

In addition to all of the above, there is a teletype system
connecting Radio stations with government weather observation
stations to provide almost instant typewritten weather fore-
casts at the offices of the air transport lines.

Thus, while Radio has nothing to do with the actual flying
ability of a ship, it is Radio alone which makes it possible
to fly the ship over given routes and maintain regular
schedules,

For both Army and Navy work, Radio is even more important
as it permits the pilot to maintain constant communication
with Headquarters and instantly report his observations,

Even for pleasure craft, which are flown only in fair weather,
Radio equipment has become almost a necessity to insure safe
take.offs and landings on a busy airport as well as to provide
direct courses for cross country flights. In effect therefore,
the Radio equipment of modern aircraft is almost as important
as the motive power which makes air transportation possible.

The total amount of Radio equipment carried on a transport
aircraft has increased considerably the last 10 years and even
further increases are expected in the future. The most important
reason for added radio equipment is to provide facilities for
operation in all conceivable flying conditions.

Radio equipment, normally employed in aircraft, can be segre-.
gated into three distinct types as follows: 1. Two way
communication radio equipment; 2. Radio equipment for enroute
navigation; 3. Instrument landing equipment.

Before going into greater detail as to their principles of
operation, we want to offer an "overall picture!' of the first
of these services.

TWO WAY COMMUNICATION

As the terms imply, two way communication is the transfer of
essential information between any two stations, either mobile
or fixed, although the greatest amount of traffic will be
exchanged between aircraft and airport stations. The latter,
known as "fixee stations, are separated, on the average, by
distances of 200 miles.
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At present, transport aircraft in any given area of the
United states transmit on two frequencies. They are equipped

to transmit on as many pairs of like frequencies as there
are radio divisions on the system and the two frequencies
employed in each pair are used for day or night transmission.

The frequencies for night time communications center at
approximately 3 megacycles while those for day time communi-
cation center at about 5 megacycles. The information car-
ried on these frequencies is of two kinds: (a) Important
weather reports and direction given to the pilot 104y super-

visory ground personnel. (b) Position and weather reports
given by the pilot to the ground.

As you can readily appreciate, direct and positive contact
must be provided between aircraft and airport, stations in
order to insure maximum safety of life and property. There

are limitations as to the range of positive radio signals
due to atmospheric conditions and unusual behavior of radio
waves, therefore approved aviation transmitters have reli-
able transmission ranges somewhat as shown by the following
table.

TABLE 1

Condition Average Distance (Hiles)

Winter 400
Summer 200

Summer Thunderstorm (scattered) 125

Summer Thunderstorm (heavy) 30

At present, Many ground stations are equiped with 3000 watt
transmitters, whereas the usual aircraft transmitters are 50-
100 watt units. You ma, wonder at this difference in power
of the transmitters but there are two reasons for this dis-
crepancy. 1. There is a definite weight and power limita-
tion in the aircraft. 2. Ground stations must comirunicate
with one another over the full distance between such stations,
which is usually twice as far as the greatest aircraft comp.
munication distance.

Experience has shown that an increase in the power of the air-
craft transmitter from 50 vratts to 1000 watts resulted in an
effective increase of radiation from 200 to about 400 miles,
but the increase in weight was from 70 lbs. to about 450 lbs.
Although these figures are only approximate they show the high
weight penalty paid for increased power and the relatively small
increase in communication distance for this weight. Of course,
recent improvements in the efficiencies of tubes and lighter
associated equipment has reduced the 'Iv/eights' that normally
would have been required to increase the power of the transmitter.
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CHOICE OF FREQUENCY

Obviously the transmission conditions over a given distance

vary so greatly that small power changes are ineffective in

establishing reliable communication. However, there is a

partial solution to this difficulty in the choice of the

proper frequencies at given distances.

Table II shows how a group of six frequencies can nrovide

efficient transmission over various distances.

TABLE II

Local Frequency in Distance in

Time kc Miles

Noon -6,500 0-200

8,000 100-500

10,000 400-1600

6 PM 5,000 0-200

8,000 150-800

10,000 400-1600

Midnight 4,000 0-200

5,000 150-500

6,500 400-1600

6 AM 3,000 0-200

4,00o 150-500

5,000 400-1600

For example, suppose it is desired to provide not less than

250 mile transmission at any time of a 24 hour cycle. At

noon and through 6 PM, 8000 kc transmission would be used.

At midnight and 6 AM frequencies of 5000 and 4000 kc respec-

tively would be used.

One factor, not considered in the above table, is that of

atmospheric noise. Such disturbances decrease almost inversely

with frequency and this immediately suggests the use of ultra

high frequencies. At the present time a considerable amount of

development work is being done using such frequencies for

aviation communication. Ultra high frequencies do not follow

the curvature of the earth, nor are they reflective back to

earth at great distances from the Heaviside layer. Phenomenal

reductions in thunder storm static are realized on these
frequencies, and aircraft can work with ground stations through

almost any atmospheric conditions.
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Although transmission can take place over greater distances
than those shown in Table II it has been found by actual
tests, that these frequencies are reliable day and night and
depend only upon the altitude of the plane plus the elevation
of the ground station antennas.

GMRAL REQUIREMENTS

In some ways, Aircraft Radio can be compared to Auto Radio
because, in both cases, the equipment must be installed on a
mobile unit which is complete in itself and must operate
without the benefit of a remote power supply or elaborate
antenna equipment. The comparison can not be carried too
far however because the safety of the aircraft may be entirely
dependent on the proper operation of the Radio equipment, a
condition that is seldom, if ever, true of Auto Radio.

From the standpoint of safety, Aircraft equipment must be
reliable in performance and simple in operation. As already
explained, it must be low in weight and occupy a minimum of
space but these considerations should not be emphasized
sufficiently to reduce the stability and efficient operation
of the aircraft.

There are often wide differences of temperature between
ground levels and the altitudes at which flights are made and
the speed of the ship will expose the equipment to sudden
temperature changes. Similar conditions exist in respect to
the weather and thus the operation of the equipment must be
continuous under all conditions, of weather and temperature,
which will be encountered in flight.

Mechanically, the equipment must be built and installed to
stand up under constant vibration as well as the more violent
shocks which sometimes occur when landing. To sum up the
requirements, the Radio equipment must operate normally under
any and all conditions which may be encountered during take-off,
flight and landing.

POWER SUPPLY

Like the automobile, the need for electrical power to operate
the various Radio and other equipment of modern aircraft is
growing steadily. Although the general conditions are much
alike, the problem of minimum weight imposes additional
restrictions on aircraft power supply systems.

In order to provide at least a temporary source of power to
operate the Radio equipment while the plane is grounded and
its engines are idleiastorage battery will be found in most
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installations. Although the 12 volt battery was usedtmost
present day aircraft operating voltages are -- 24-30 volts d --c

For Figure 1 we show the simplified circuit of any ordinary
supply and you will notice first that the load is connected
directly across the battery at all times. The meter, in

series with the battery, will indicate both the amount and
direction of current in the battery circuit.

The generator, a simple shunt wound d-c type, is mechanically
connected to and driven by the main engine so that, while the
plane is in flight, the generator will carry the load and
also charge the battery. The cut-out or cut-out relay is
essentially a check valve type of automatic switch, closing
the generator battery circuit when the generator voltage is
high enough to charge the battery and opening the circuit
when the generator voltage drops sufficiently to allow the
battery to discharge through the generator.

For the automobile generator, various forms of voltage and
current regulators are installed but, for aircraft systems,
the general trend is toward their elimination. Instead, a

mechanical type of governor is placed in the driving connection
between the engine and the generator. By means of a friction

clutch, the generator speed remains practically constant,
regardless of engine speed, so that the generator maintains
a practically constant voltage on the system. With a constant

generator voltage, the battery charging rate automatically
adjusts itself according to the condition of the battery and
thus the desired regulation is obtained without any electrical
complications.

One quite common form of electrical voltage control, shown
by the simplified circuit of Figure 2, depends upon the action
of s magnetically operated switch. The unit resembles the
cut-out of Figure 1 but the coil has only a voltage or shunt
winding and the contacts are arranged to open as an increase
of voltage causes a stronger magnetic pull on the contact arm.

The shunt field winding of the generator connects across the
generator armature in series with the contact points which
have a resistance, "R", connected across them. The position

of the movable contact arm is balanced between an adjustable
spring and the magnetic pull of the coil so that the contacts
are normally closed.

With the contacts closed, the resistance is shorted out and
the shunt field connects directly across the armature as
shown in the circuit of Figure 1. As the generator is
mechanically driven at increasing speeds, its terminal voltage
rises, causes greater current in the magnet coil and increases
the pull on the contact arm.
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At some pre-set value of voltage, the magnetic pull overcomes
that of the spring, the arm is pulled down and the contacts
are opened. When this happens, the resistance "R" is in
series with the shunt field winding, increasing the total
resistance of the circuit and reducing the currant iu it.

With reduced field current, the magnetic flux cut by the
armature coils will also reduce, causing a lower value of

induction and a lower terminal voltage. This lower terminal

voltage means a lower voltage across the regulator coil and
less pull on the contact arm which the spring pulls up
sufficiently to close the contacts.

When the contacts close, the resistance is shorted out, the
shunt field current increases and the terminal voltage of
the generator rises until the contacts are pulled apart and
the entire action is repeated. With this arrangement, the
generator provides its maximum voltage at low speeds and,
as the speed increases, the regulator contacts open and

close rapidly enough to keep the output voltage practically
constant.

Within the usual working limits, the voltage of a lead acid
storage cell varies from 2.1 volts at full charge to 1.8 volts
at discharge. While being charged, the voltage may rise
to 2.5 volts per cell but this value drops quickly to 2.1
volts as soon as the charging circuit is opened.

For example, suppose the generator regulator is adjusted to
provide a 14 volt output, the resistance of the charging
circuit and battery is .2 ohm and the maximum charging rate
is 16 amperes. For a 12 volt, six cell battery, when discharged
to 1.8 volts per cell, the total voltage will be 6 x 1.8 = 10.8
volts.

A8 the generator positive connects to the battery positive,
the effective voltage on the circuit will be 14 - 10.8 = 3.2
volts and with a .2 ohm resistance, the charging current will be

E 3 2
I =

R
= = 16 amperes.

.2

As the action continues, the battery charges and we will
assume the cell voltage rises to a value of 2 volts. The

total for the battery is then 6 x 2 = 12 volts and the
effective circuit voltage is 14 - 12 = 2 volts. At this

time the charging rate will be,

=g
2

= = 10 amperes.R .
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At the fully charged condition of 2.1 volts per cell, the
battery volta._;e is 6 x 201 = 12.6 volts for an effective
value of 14 - 12.6 = 1.4 volts. The charging rate will then
be

.4
I = 5-

1
= = 7 amperes.

.2

Should the charge still continue, by following the plan above
you will find the following values.

Cell Voltage Charging Rate

2.2 - 4 amps.
2.3 - I amp.
2.33 - 0 amps.

This constant voltage method of charging has the advantage
of providing a high rate for a discharged battery and a low
rate for a charged batterywithout danger from overcharge
in case of long or continuous charging periods.

The problem of keeping the battery properly charged under
the varying conditions of charging time, discharging time and
load is of great importance and many arrangements have been
and still are in use. The constant voltage method just
explained has proven highly satisfactory but refinements have
been added for some systems.

For example, by connecting the magnet winding of Figure 2 in
series with the load, like the 11Seriesn coil of the cut-cut
of Figure 1, the spring could be adjusted so that the contacts
would be pulled apart at the desired maximum current. The
regulator would then operate to limit the generator output
at some safe or desired maximum current value.

As a further refinement, a series winding, like that of
Figure 1, could be added to the c oil of Figure 2, connected.
to carry the load current and arranged so that its flux
would oppose that of the shunt winding. Then, as the load
increased, the regulator magnet would be weakened sufficiently
to allow a higher generator voltage with a resulting higher
output.

With the coils properly balanced and a generator of sufficient
capacity, it would be possible for the generator to carry
varying loads and, at the same time, maintain the proper battery
charging rate.
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DYNI-OLTOR

AVIdle the arrangements of Figures 1 and 2 provide a practical
source of low voltage d -c, the plate circuits of the Radio
tubes require a high voltage d -c. Unlike a -c, a transformer
can not be used directly to alter a d -c voltage and therefore
a nynamotorus built on the general plan of Figure 3, is
sometimes employed.

A dynamotor consists of a low voltage d -c motor, shunt or
compound wound (suitable arrangements of series windings),
designed to operate. on the low voltage supply circuit of
Figure 1. The armature carries a second winding, with a
comparatively large number of turns, brought out to a second
commutator and set of brushes.

Revolving with the motor armature, the turns of this second
winding cut the magnetic flux of the field and thus operate
exactly as the armature of a generator. The commutator and
brushes provide a d -c output while the large number of turns
of the armature winding produce the required high voltage.

You can think of this arrangement as a low voltage d -c motor
driving a high voltage d -c generator but, to save weight and
space, both units operate in the same frame and magnetic
circuits.

The overall effect is much like that of a step up transformer
except that a low voltage d -c input provides a high voltage
d -c output.

Dynamotors of this type are made in a variety of sizes with
outputs, in terms cf voltage and current, designed for the
ordinary Radio units., The efficiency of these units is about
500/o and one model with an input of 5 amps. at 14 volts,
provides an output of .1 amp. or 100 ma at 360 volts. Thus,
with a 5 x 14 = 70 watts input there is a .1 x 360 = 36 watts
output.

ROTARY CONVERTERS

For most ground Radio, the problem has been to devisd circuits
or units which, with an a -c input, will deliver a d -c output.
Thus, every common a -0 unit includes a rectifier and filter in
its plate supply.

In the usual type of aircraft, the primary source of electricity
is low voltage d -c but there are a number of advantages to be
gained by having an a -c source. With a -c, a transformer,
which has no mechanically moving parts and which requires no
attention, can be used to provide any a-c voltage within
reasonable limits.
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Also, with an a -c supply, all of the highly developed and
efficient rectifier circuits will be available for aircraft
radio.

One type of machine for obtaining an a -c output from a d -c
supply is shown in simplified form in Figure 4. The general
arrangement is much like that of Figure 3 and again there is
a shunt wound d -c motor operating on the low voltage d -c
supply.

The electrical circuits are different and, as shown in the
circuit diagram of Figure 5, the armature has but one winding.
Instead of a second commutator, this unit has a pair of slip
rings, insulated from each other and each making continuous
contact with a brush.

Each slip ring connects directly to a commutator bar and the
angle between these bars is the same as that between the
motor brushes. As shown in Figure 5, which represents a two
pole, two brush motor, slip ring 'IA" connects to segment 9
while slip ring B connects to segment 3, directly opposite
or at an angle of 180°.

To follow the action, we have shown the polarity of the d-c
supply and want you to remember that the circular portion of
Figure 5 revolves while the 11+11 and "-" brushes remain
stationary. Assuming a 12 volt supply, you will notice that
between the brushes there are two parallel paths through the
armature winding.

As we show only a 12 coil armature and 12 segment commutator,
to have a 12 volt drop across the brushes there will be a 2
volt drop between adjacent commutator bars. Tracing the
paths, there is one from the tt+11 brush through the winding
tapped at segments 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1 which is in contact
with the II -0 brush. With a 2 volt drop between segments,
there will be an 8 volt drop between the H4-11 brush and
segment 3 which is connected to collector ring "B.

Going around the other way, there is a path from the +
brush through segments 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 1 which is in
contact with the tt-m brush. In this path, there will be a
4 volt drop between the mo brush and segment 9 which is
connected to collector ring HA%

Checking back, ring B is 8 volts negative in respect to mo
while ring A is but 4 volts negative in respect to fi+. A d.c
voltmeter connected across the rings would therefore read 4
volts with A positive.
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As the armature revolves in an anti clockwise direction,
segment 8 will move under the "+" brush and segment 2 under

the "-" brush. Again using the "+" brush as a reference
point, in this position there is a 10 volt drop between "+"

and B but only a 2 volt drop between "+" and A. A voltmeter

across A-B now would read 8 volts with A positive.

In the next position, segment 9 and ring A will be in direct
contact with the "+" brush while segment 3 and ring B will
be in direct contact with the *-ft brush. Therefore, the

voltage across the rings will be the same as that across the
brushes, with ring A positive.

As the armature continues to turn, the voltage across the
rings will decrease until segment 12 is in contact with the

"+" brush and segment 6 in contact with the "-ft brush. Under

these conditions segments 3 and 9 will be midway betvgeen the
brushes, the voltage drops will be equalized and the crop
across the ring will be zero.

From this point on, segment 3 and ring B approach the "+"
brush, making B positive in respect to A until, with segment
3 under the "+" brush and segment 9 under the ft-" brush, ring
B will be 12 volts positive with respect to ring A.

Thus, as the armature revolves, there will be an alternating
voltage across the rings and, for the arrangement of our
sketch, each revoltuion of the armature will produce one a-c
cycle. For 60 cycle a-c, the armature will have to revolve at
3600 rpm.

An arrangement of this kind is known as a Rotary Converter and
the frequency of the a-c output depends on the number of field
poles and the speed or rpm of the armature. Notice here, the

function of the motor is mainly to revolve the armature so
that the commutator and its brushes will act as a reversing
switch between the d-c input and a-c output.

Remember here also that, ignoring any losses, the d-c input
voltage equals the maximum value of a-c output voltage so
that an ordinary a-c voltmeter connected across rings A to
B will read the effective a-c value which is equal to .7 of
the maximum. th a 12 volt d-c input the output would be
12 x .7 =-8.4 volts a-c effective, but by means of transformers,
this low voltage a-c can be stepped up to the desired values.

The present trend of aircraft power supply is to use the

engines of the ship to drive a generator which charges the

battery. One disadvantage of this arrangement is that in
case of an emergency or forced landing with a dead engine, the
battery will operate the radio equipment for but a limited time.
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As we stated before, in addition to the electrical energy
supplied to the radio equipment, the electrical load
requirements of modern aircraft are increasing steadily due
to the adaition of motors for starting the engines, lights,
deicer equipment, motors for operating fuel and oil pumps,
retractable landing gear. adjustahie pitch propellors and
additional current for remote .controls operated by relays,
Another demand for electrical power is the facilities commonly
requi-ed by passengers such as readieg lights, cabin ceiling
lights, the heating of the cabin, food and water.

A -C A.IR CRA FT EVaDENT

One solution to handle increased electrical loads is the use
of an auxiliary gasoline engine driving an electric generator
because, with this arranee-lent, only a small battery is needed
.and, as long as fuel is available, the electrical supply is
independent of the main flight engines. iaso, with an
electrical power plant of this kind, toe generator can be made
to produce a-c of most any desirable frequency and voltage.

In considering the use of r-c for aircraft, an important factor
is the choice of frequency. This factor has a direct bearing
on the weight of transformers, and if the weight of a 60 cycle
transformer is considered as 100°/o the weight of a similar
transformer et 400 cycles is about 59°,6 , at 800 cycles 27°A
and 1000 cycles 187o. Recent developments have shown that
transformers can be constructed to operate at these higher
frequencies with efficiencies greater than the more conventional
loiNer frequency types.

Although frequency does not directly effect the weight of motors
used in the various services in the operation and maintenance of
an aircraft in flight, the greater the frequency, the greater
the synchronous speed, end utilizing this factor, lighter motors
for a given horsepower rating can be produced. However, in
the a-c rectifier supply, higher frequencies permit the use of
lighter weight chokes for adequate filtering.

In general, the weight of electric wiring is not affected by
frequency, and problems of the reactance of conductors are not
appreciable except at extremely high frequencies.

Another factor to be considered in selecting the bust a-c
power supply for use on aircraft is the phase. That is, the
greater the number of phases, the greater s it l be the number
o2 distribution wires, switches, fuses, conduits and installation
material. Iikawise, the problem of insulation must be considered.
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It has been found that the weight of insulation on a 3 phase
system is about 22,5% greater than that on a single phase

system. This point can be more clearly appreciated because,
in single phase systems, the airplane structure is used for
a common ground much in the same manner as the chassis of an
automobile, but the 3 phase system requires a balanced
distribution line and thus dictates the use of 3 conductors.

Successful aircraft installations have been made with either
a 3 phase 400 cycle supply or a single phase 800 cycle supply,
both systems utilizing 120 volts.

AIRCRAFT SUPPLY VOLTAGE

As indicated in preceding sections, the supply voltage require-
ment, as well as power capacity has increased with electrical
demands. The 12 volt system met with favor prior to the war
years but now the use of the 24 volt system, considering a
large range of airplane, is perhaps the optimum value. For

very small private planes, it is expected that 6 volt systems

will be used.

The trend is still. toward higher supply voltages as the size
of aircraft increases and there will be a considerable saving
in wiring weight because the current requirement for a given
amount of power is reduced. The idea hero is nut new because
for many years, transmission lines have conveyed energy from
one remote point to another over high voltage (tension) lines,

therefore it is possible to convey this power using small
sizes of wiru, which is merely another way of staling that
the weight of the wire can be reduced. For example, in a

recent large aircraft design, an increase in the operating
voltage of the electrical system makes possible a saving of
more than 1 ton in wiring alone.

One of the prime requisites of the optimum voltage for an
aircraft electrical system is that it provides the necessary
service at the lowest possible weight. As the voltage is
increased, the reduction in the size of wire may take place
up to the point where it is necessary to add more insulation
for safety reasons. It has been found that mechanical
considerations make impractical the installation of solid
wires smaller than #20. Therefore the equivalent size in
stranded wire is being used because experience has shown that
it is better able to withstand the vibration encounter in
aircraft operation. Recently, various combinations of
materials, such as artificial rubber, asbestos and spun glass
are being used to fireproof the distribution wires.
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Some consideration has been given to the possible use of
aluminum in order 'to reduce wire weight and comparing their
characteristics, the weight of the copper is about 3.36 times

as great as that for aluminum. However, if the resistance

per unit length of each conductor is to remain the same, the

aluminum conductor must have about 63°/o greater area than
the copper conductor or about 260/0 greater circumference.
This greater circumference requires a greater weight of
insulation, and therefore the use of aluminum as a reduction
in weight is not a decisive factor. Another consideration is

that of the difficulty of attaching terminals to the ends of
aluminum conductors because this material does not solder
readily.

Designers in aircraft electrical equipment have learned new
methods of getting more power out of each cubic inch of
electrical equipment, how to cool systems advantageously,
that motor and generator brushes can be worked harder, and
that new materials can stand higher temperatures. Along with

all of these factors, great strides have been taken in the
use of "light" materials to obtain a further reduction in

weight.

ANTENNAS

The antenna equipment presents several problems because the
dimensions of the aircraft limit its size while the structure
offers resistance to a ship'in flight and causes what is
known as aerodynamic "drag". The variation in aircraft design,
as well as the range of frequencies in use, make it necessary
to compromise and select the type best suited to the particular
aircraft and also the type of service for which it is to be
used. However, all of the more common types may be divided in
general classes and all antennas mounted on top of the wings
of fuselage are known as "Overhead" while those mounted below
are called "Belly" antennas.

For Figure 6 we show an antenna mounted on top of the upper
wing of a biplane, with a support at each end and the lead le
connected at the center. This is known as a "Transverse T"
because the antenna wire is at right angles to the direction
of flight and, with a center lead in, the system has the general

shape of a letter "T".

The antenna wire should be from 6" to 12" above the surface
of the wing and the lead in, made as short as possible, is
brought down through a deck insulator to the receiver.
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Another arrangement of a T type antenna is shown in Figure 7,
the front end supported by a stub mast mounted at the forward
end of the fuselage with the rear end supported by the vertical
tail surface. In ,some cases, the rear end may be supported by
a mast, about 5 ft. high, mounted forward of the tail. The

antenna is usually stretched with a 100 lb. tension as provided
by a spring adjacent to one insulator. This antenna, although
subject to icing, presents the least drag and is one of the

most efficient types.

As shown in Figure 7, the central lead in makes this a "T"
and because the direction of the antenna is the same as that
of the ship when in flight, it is known as a "Longitudinal"
type.

There are many variations of the two installations shown and
you will find one common combination which has the two wing
supports of Figure 6 and the tail support of Figure 7. The

antenna wire is then strung from each wing support to the
tail support so that electrically it is still a "T" but, looking
down on the ship, the physical shape is that of a "V". While

the "T" type of antenna is used largely for Transmitting it may
also be used for receiving in any frequency band.

In other installations, when the vertical stabilizer is of
sufficient height, the rear support of the antenna is often
made as shown in Figure 7 but the wire is carried foward and
attached at a point in the approximate location of the deck
insulator.

The "Last" of "Vertical" type of antenna, shown in Figure 8,
is quite similar to tho wffhip" antennas used on automobiles.
For aircraft installation it has the advantages of low air
resistance, does not accumulate ice and is practically non-
directional in operation. Lasts of this type are commonly
made of a hollow, streamlined metal rod and must be completely
insulated from the main structure.

Ultra high frequency two way equipment usually makes use of
a "whip" antenna about 40 inches in length and this part may be
fastened either on top or the bottom of the -Iirplane. This

antenna is fairly free of icing but does present some drag.
Its location on the bottom of the plane fuselage of transports
may present difficulties in proper servicing of the?. irplane
on the ground unless it is located where it cannot be
accidentally impared by ground crews.

The arrangement we have described are known as "fixed Types"
because theyare mounted permanently in contrast with the
"Trailing Wire" types, which consist of a wire fastened at one
end in the airplane and allowed to trail behind while tha ship
is in flight.
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The trailing wire may be released from various points along
the bottom or 'Telly" of the ship, may be of fixed length or
may be mounted on a reel which allows certain specified lengths
to be. used. This latter type is known as "Retractable" and
may be operated manually, when mounted in the cockpit, or
operated by remote control when located near the tail.

To provide the proper electrical conditions, the length of
the trailing wire antenna is made equal to some odd multiple
of the transmitted wavelength or of some more convenient
length with a loading coil added to provide resonance. In some
retractable types, there is an indicator to show the length of
wire let out and thus, by properly regulating the length, the
antenna can be resonated at more than one frequency.

When the trailing wire is brought out from under the forward
part of the ship, a streamlined lead weight, about the size df
a large fountain pen, is attached to the end. This holds the
outer end of the wire down and prevents it from whipping
against the under side of the ship.

The trailing wire has some disadvantages from an operating
standpoint as the reel and lead at the end of the wire have an
appreciable weight (usually more than 10 lbs.), The drag i8
high and cannot be tolerated on modern high-speed airplanes.
Some hazard is present should the pilot forget to nreelan"
his antenna just prior to landing.

When the trailing wire is brought out from the tail, the
weight may be replaced by a wind sock which tends to hold the
antenna taut and maintain its proper length.

The retractable types are reeled in before landing while other
types are not, making them subject to excessive wear from
dragging along the ground during take-offs and landings. For
both types, all parts of the mounting in the ship must be
completely insulated from the fuselage.

The antenna requirement of the various units on an aircraft
is so different that the best solution seems to be an
Individualantenna for each service. For example: A Douglas DC -3

uses 5 antennas for communication rnd navigation purposes.

Various types of Loop antennas are also in common use but
usually for the reception of various navigation signals and
therefore will be described later as a part of the indicating
instruments.
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plate of a
or received signal

For aircraft, the ship itself acts as the counterpoise and
therefore it must be completely insulated from the antenna
proper. As the ship is thus a part of the antenna system all

of its various metal parts must be connected electrically to
form a single unit ca. conductor.

The usual mechanical connections, made by rivets or bolts are
not sufficient because, although physically tight, the joint
may have electrical resistance which will vary with vibration

and other stress. As a result, certain parts may be at different
electrical potentials and produce sparks which will cause noise
in the radio receiver.

Bonding is usually done during the assembly of the plane and
in general consists of electrically connecting the various
parts with strips of metal having about the same electrical
resistance as the parts they join. Metal braid is commonly
used because, being flexible, it is readily installed and when
not pulled tight, will maintain proper connection under
conditions of vibration and other relative motion.

All long metal pieces, including piping, tubing, shielded
cables and wire bracing are bonded at each end and at distances
of not more than 36" in between. They are also bonded at points

of contact where vibration or rubbing can occur. If it is not

practical to bond at the point of contact, the parts should be
electrically insulated at or near this point. The actual

connections can be made by bolting, clamping or soldering and
should he considered the same as the parts of a circuit carrying
r-f.
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For ships or parts of wood-wire construction, a metal strap,
usually copper, is placed along each wooden spar and all wires,
fittings, tubes or conduits of the part, are bonded to the metal
strip. All of the various parts are then bonded to the main
metal part of the ship.

Gasoline tanks are very often mounted to the airplane by means
of leather straps, and bonding is necessary to prevent sparks
which might "set off" the gas fumes.

If the tail surfaces are large, they have a tendancy to take
on high charges and without bonding, will cause discharges to
the fuselage and create interference in the radio equipment.

All water, oil and gasoline lines should be bonded to the frame
at frequent intervals. *len a metal line is divided by a rubber
or other non-metallic joint, a copper braid bond should be
soldered across the adjacent ends of the metal line.

In a similar way, the parts of metal hinges, such as those used
on the rudders, ailerons, elevators and so on, should be bonded
together and also bonded to the connecting control wires. In

general, regardless of the actual mechanical construction, all
metal parts of an airplane should be bonded so as to form one
single piece electrically.

Because of the low resistance of the parts, the ordinary types
of ohmmeters used in Radio work are nut satisfactory for tasting
work of this kind. However, a similar circuit can be made up by
using one cell of a storage battery, a low reading ammeter and a
low resistance high currant rheostat. The circuit should be
made up of 1/14 wire and the units connected in series between
the test prods.

With the test prods shorted, the rheostat is adjusted until the
meter reads 1 ampere. The prods are then applied to the various
parts which have been bonded, one prod to one part and the other
prod to another part. Care must be taken that the prods make
good contact but, after this has been done, any test which causes
the meter reading to drop below .9 ampere shows the bonding
between the parts is not satisfactory. In terms of resistance,
the test circuit, with 1 ampere at 2 volts has a total resistance
of 2 = 1 or 2 ohms. A test reading of .9 amp. shows the test
circuit plus the bonding has a total resistance of 2 4- .9 = 2.2
ohms, Therefore the resistance of the bond is about .2 ohm which
is the maximum value allowed.
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While these tests are being made, the adjoining parts should be
strained or the control surfaces moved and a noticeable variation
of meter reading indicates improper bonding.

SHIELDING

Another point in common with the automobile, is the shielding
of aircraft electrical systems to prevent noise from this
source to interfere with Radio reception.

As you perhaps know, whenever a spark discharge takes place
in an electrical circuit, high frequency oscillations are
produced. For the usual types of gasoline engines, a spark
is necessary to ignite the fuel in the cylinders and while
the spark itself may be well shielded by the metal parts of
the engine, the high frequency oscillations are present in
the entire high tension circuit.

The reason that shielding is effective in reducing noise can
be understood by realizing that the undesired electromagnetic
radiations set up currents in the shields. These currents in

turn set up a magnetic field having a direction opposite to
the field inducing the shield current. If the resistance of
the shield is relatively low, the magnitude of the field set
by the shield currents will very nearly equal the field set up by
the disturbance and thus the resultant disturbing field is
reduced to an unnoticeable level.

Oscillations may occur in the low tension circuits of the
ignition system due to its connection with the high tension
circuits or because of the action of the breaker or contact
points. As the radio receiver is connected to the same low
tension system, these oscillations can reach the receiver
through the wires.

To prevent this action from taking place, r-f filters are
generally used to isolate the receiver from the balance of
the low tension system as far as r-f is concerned. However,
the high frequency oscillations will radiate from the wires
which carry them and thus, the entire system acts as a sort
of transmitting antenna, radiating disturbances which are
picked up by the receiving antenna and reproduced as noise
in the headphones or speaker.

Therefore, it is necessary to shield all wires of the electrical
systems, even those for lighting and instruments which, by
themselves, would not produce interference.
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The high tension ignition circuits are the chief source of
radiated interference and therefore special attention must
be given to this part of the work. The actual problems are
somewhat simplified however as complete shielding assemblies
can be purchased for most airplane engines.

The general plan of these assemblies is to use special spark
plugs with an integral shield and terminals for the wire as
well as a surrounding flexible metal conduit. The flexible
conduit, with the wire inside, connects to a solid metal mani-
fold of the usual type.

The metal cover, or shield is made to completely cover all
wires, magnetos, switches and other parts so that direct
radiation is reduced to a minimum.

LOCATION OF EQUIPMENT

As we have mentioned previously, the weight of aircraft Radio
equipment is an important factor and now we can add that the
distribution of the weight must also be carefully considered
when the various radio units are installed. The actual details
of the installation will be taken up later because, at this
time, we want to bring out the arrangement or location of the
various units which make up the complete system.

One common plan is shown in Figure 9 and you will notice the
receiver is located close to or directly below the -A.st Antenna.
The main factor here is the short lead-in between the antenna
and receiver which reduces the losses and allows maximum
signal input.

With the receiver close to the antenna, the distance between
the receiver and the pilot is greatly increased and therefore
some form of remote control is usually required. This may
take the form of a flexible shaft, as indicated in Figure 9,
or may be a more elaborate electrical control similar to the
motor driven types of push button tuners installed on
Broadcast receivers.

The storage battery is frequently mounted close to the engine
up near the nose of the ship and therefore a cable must he
run from the battery back to the receiver. However, the
battery must also supply the high voltage plate source, such
as the dynamotor of Figure 9, which is often mounted close
to the receiver.

Because of this condition, it is common practice to install
a junction box, close to the receiver and run a cable from
the battery to it. The receiver and dynamotor also connect
to the junction box as well as the control unit or switch box,
mounted in the cockpit.
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With an arrangement of this type, all the electrical controls
for both the receiver and power supply can be brought to the
switch box in the cockpit. In some installations, the actual
circuits are extended while in others, the switching is done
by remote control and only the control circuits are extended.

In our description of the receivers themselves, we will take
up further details of remote control but at this time want to
give you only a general idea of possible arrangements.

For the smaller aircraft, the equipment more closely resembles
auto radio and the dynamotor of Figure 7 may be replaced by
a vibrator type of supply. Also, because of their smaller
size and more limited range, the receiver itself may be mounted
in the cockpit and connected to an antenna mounted close by.

For commercial aircraft, the general tendency has been to
mount the main equipment items in portions of the baggage space.
In more recent designs, an equipment rack has been provided so
that all radio apparatus can be located on one shock-mounted
support. This rack, ;which consists of several hundred of
pounds of radio equipment, should be located immediately aft
of the cockpit, either in the cockpit enclosure itself or in a
compartment immediately behind it. There are several reasons
for mounting this equipment in this position: 1. This is
usually a favorable location from a center of gravity stand-
point. 2. Interwiring to the cockpit and main batteries is
short and light. 3. The location is convenient to all
antennas. 4. The equipment is located where it can readily
be serviced by a flight engineer.

The disadvantage of forward location is mainly from a maintenance
standpoint since service operations for other mechanical sections
of the plane are required.

In addition to the main radio equipment rack and antennas, it
is important that several provisions be made in the cockpit.
These are: 1. A central control unit available to both pilot
and co-pilot for control of radio equipment such as selection
of tuning etc. 2. Switch boxes for each individual pilot.
3. hen a radio operator is carried, many of the contact film-
tions can be given to him. A control unit and switch box unit
for selection of equipment must also be available to him.
4. Interphone stations provided for pilot, co-pilot, radio
operator, flight engineer, navigator, stewardess, etc.

Now that we have given you a general idea of the power supply,
antenna types, placement of parts and other common features,
we are ready to take up the various types of receiving and
transmitting units which are required to provide two way
communication.
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If one could learn early in life that money is of less value
than his mind, he would be in possession of a priceless asset.
Try filling your mind with valuable thoughts- give Lt an over-
dose of some worthwhile subject, digest it and then begin on
another subject. A right mind is of far greater value than a
large bank account.
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In our last Lesson, we emphasized the importance of two- way

Radio Communication, in the operation of aircraft, and in
order that it may be used to full advantage, a number of
frequencies have been allocated exclusively for this purpose.
These frequencies are considered as "Bands' because a numoer
of channels may be grouped adjacent to each other.

Thinking along these lines, one of the most important is the

low frequency, 200 kc 415 kc band, which is used for the

transmission of weather reports and "Range signals by goYern-

ment stations. To simplify the operation of aircraft receiv-
ers, most airports hm,e cransmiters operating in this bead,

mainly at 278 kc, for sending "Traffic" information.

Radiotelephone communication, between aircraft and ground,
usually employs a number of carrier frequencies between
2850 kc and 6600 kc. This is quite a wide band, so wide
in fact, that its higher f'N:qu4Jrcies have transmission
-characteristics quite different, from those of the lower
frequencies. The differences are due mainly to the 'Skip
Distance" or "Ekip Effect" which varies from day to night.

To obtain the most reliable transmission and reception re-
sults, this band is therefore divided roughly into two pa-ts,
4500 kc to 6600 kc for daytime, and 2850 kc to 3530 kc for
night time. Every Radio equipped plane has one day and one
night frequency, the exact values of which are allocated
the same as for other transmitting stations.

The commercial transport lines have definite frequencies
allocated for each of their important routes while all
private or 'Itinerant" flyers may operate on 3105 kc during
the day and 6510 kc at night. As the ground stations me lam
tain a constant watch on these frequencies, any Radio re-
quest by a private flyer will be heard and answered. The
reversal of "High -Low" frequency operation for day -night
operation is for the purpose of preventing interference
on frequencies which carr7the greatest amount of traffic
as well as to provide a clearer channel for private plane
communication.

Due to the congestion of the lower frequencies and the
progress being made in high frequency apparatus, the addi-
tional channels have been allocated for aircraft use. The
following table lists those frequencies important in air-
craft service.
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Frequency Range in MC

108
112
118
122
132
148
225

328.6

335.4
420
960

1325
1600
2700
5000

- 112
- 118
- 122
- 132
- 144

- 152

- 328.6

- 335.4
- 400
- 460
- 1145
- 1375
 1700
- 3900
- 5250

Service

Air Navigation Localizers
Air Navigation Ranges
Airport Control
Aero Mobile, non -government
Aero Mobile, government
Mobile, government
Aviation, military and civil
Air Navigation Aids, Glidepath
Aviation, military and civil
Air Navigation
Air Navigation Aids
Aero fixed -mobile, non -government
Air Navigation Aids
Air Navigation Aids
Air Navigation Aids,

instrument landing

RECEIVER TUNING RANGES

Except for the smaller installatiOns a single receiver is
seldom designed to operate on all of the available bends and,
due to the importance of the signals, the simplest aircraft
receiver operates only in the 200 kc - 400 kc band.

Usually a unit of this type is designed to tune continuously
over the entire band and thus the pilot can receive weather
reports, range signals and also traffic directions from an
airport which he is passing over or on which he desires to
land.

Other units of this general type are equipped so that certain
preselected frequencies can be tuned instantly, the operation
resembling the "push button" tuning of Broadcast receiver.
This arrangement permits the pilot to shift from one service
to another with a minimum of effort and time.

More complete receivers are designed to operate on two or
more bands, following the general plan of the "All Wave" type
of Broadcast receiver. For entertainment purposes, as well
as certain forms of direction finding, other models of aircraft
receivers operate over the common broadcast band.

The receiver circuits are of the usual superheterodyne type
but, due to the services for which they are used, have several
important differences, the most noticeable of which is the
use of crystals to control the frequency of the receiver
oscillator.
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Going back to the earlier Lessons, which explained superheterodyne
receivers, you may remember that the oscillator frequency and
resonance of the input circuits were tuned by a "ganged" condenser
to provide a single control. Thus, if the tuning was not done
carefully, there would be a loss of sensitivity in the input
circuits but, of greater importance, the intermediate frequency
would not be of proper value.

As the i-f amplifier is tuned and peaked to a definite frequency,
a variation from this value causes distortion and a great loss
of signal strength. You may remember the automatic Frequency
Control, (AFC) circuits which were developed to correct this
condition.

For aircraft Radio, all of the essential services are trans-
mitted at fixed frequencies making it possible to operate the
receiver oscillator at a fixed frequency also, the value of
which is equal to the transmitter carrier frequency plus the
i.ef of the receiver. In this way, the i-f will always have the
proper value and a slight detuning of the input circuits will
have but a comparatively small effect on the receiver output.

One common plan is to tune the receiver over the band in the
usual way and, in addition, provide two or more crystals of
the desired frequencies, which may be cut in instantly to
receive the regular services. Thus, the stability of crystal
control, required for the transmitter, is incorporated in the
receiver to assure correct tuning and provide for positive
reception.

As we explained previously, the proper location of the various
pieces of Radio equipment often make it necessary to install
the receiver at a distance from the controls. Thus in
addition to the usual components, the receiver may contain
relays and other remote control devices, but, as an added
safety feature, a manually operated control is included in
many remote receivers. This is known as'an emergency control
and can be used in case the remote control becomes inoperative.

RECEIVER TYPES

While practically all aircraft radio receivers are superhet-
erodynes, it is common practice to classify them according to
their tuning ranges. In terms of wavelength, all signals
above 1500 meters are "Long Waves"; from 1500 meters to 50
meters are "Medium Waves"; and from 50 meters to 5 meters are
"Short Waves" and below 5 meters are "Ultra Short Waves".
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Although Radio Carriers are no longer compared in terms of
wavelength, the practice has not entirely died out, end we
mention the terms mainly to avoid confusion and help you
understand their meaning. You need only remember that the
shorter the wavelength, the higher the frequency and a con-
version from one to the other can be made by this simple
equation:

Wavelength (meters). --
300, 000_ 300

Frequency kc Frequency me

In some cases you will find the terms used somewhat
changeably, as for example, the Frequency Ranges of
4 band airport receiver are given as

Long Wave
Standard Broadcast
Medium Wave
Short Wave

- 150 he - 410 kc
- 530 he - 1300 he
- 1300 kc - 6400 he
- 6400 kc - 23000 he

while a 3 band aircraft receiver of the same make
following specifications

Range Band
Broadcast
High Frequency

- 195 kc - 420 kc
- 195 kc - /400 kc
- 2300 Ice - 6700 he

nter -

an RCA,

has the

In general, you will find the smaller aircraft usually employ
a single receiver which may be designed to cover one, two or
three bands. The large airliners however, usually have three
or four receivers, each covering a specified band or serving
a specific purpose.

Their average equipment includes a Range receiver, which tunes
approximately from MO kc to 1415 kc, a Radio Compass receiver,
often covering the 200 kc - 400 kc and broadcast bLnds, and a
High Frequency Range receiver, covering the 108 - 118 me bands.
The fourth, receiver, if used, is a part of the Radio altimeter
and operates between Y20 - 460 mo.

RECEIVER CIRCUIT

As a representative example of aircraft equipment, for Figure
1 we show the circuit diagram of the RCA AVR7G receiver and
want you to study the various cornectinns thoroughly and care-
fully.

Starting from the antenna circui t, you will find the signal
passes through an r -f amplifier tube, a combination Detector
and Oscillator tube, an i-f amplifier tube, a combination



,
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second detector and first a-f tube and into the output tube,

one section of which operates as a heat frequency oscillator.

This oscillator is tuned to a frequency within a few hundred
circles of the i-f and its output is fed into the second
detector circuit to heterodyne with c-41 Signals to produce an

audible note in the phones. Therefore, it is placed in
operation for c-w reception and turned off for voice or phone
signals.

The power supply, similar to those of automobile receivers,
is designed to operate from a l2 volt battery and, in
addition to the usual chokes and filters, contains a synchronous
type of vibrator. AS you nay remember, this type of vibrator
has one set of contacts to allow current alternately in each
half of the transformer primary and a second set of contacts
which operate to rectify the secondary current.

The vibrator assembly is of the plug-in type and the socket
is arranged with extra contacts so that a reversal of battery
polarity can be compt;nsated by lifting the vibrator assembly
out of the socket, giving it a half turn and replacing it.

In order that the heaters of the tubes, designed for 6.3
volts, will operate properly on a 12 volt supply, they are
connected series-parallel. One parallel group consists of
the heaters of the r-f, det.-es c., and i-f tubes, while the
other parallel group is made up of the beaters of the 2nd det.
and output tubes togeiher with a 21 ohm ru-istor. As the
value of this resistor is equal to that of the tuba heaters,
the circuit is balanced.

CONTROL UNIT

The control unit, shown near the lower right of Figure 1 and
connected to the receiver by an 8 wire shielded cable,
contains the Volume Control with the main "OFF-ON" switch
mounted on it, a "PHONE Cu" switch, a "LIMITER-OFF" switch,
a "CRYSTAL-OFP switch and a "PHONE JACK" In addition to
the cable, there is also a wire from the ungrounded battery
terminal.

Checking the control unit, the battery circuit contains a fuse
and the "OFF-ON" switch in series. The "PHONE -OW" switch
onerates to close and open the plate circuit of the triode
section of the output tube which, as mentioned above, operates
as a beat frequency oscillator. To receive o=w, the switch
is closed and, to receive voice, the switch is opened.



-_
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The PLIYITER-OFFti switch is connected across a 3300 ohm
resistor and the combinition is in series with the "PHUT E JACK"
which means it will be in series with tne headphones when they
are in use. For ordinary reception, too switch is closed)
the resistor is snorted out and the circuit operntes normaly°

When the static level is high, the switch is opened and the
resistor, in series with the circuit, reduces the amount of
energy in the phones. This action results in a loss of volume
for both signal. and staioic and the volume control is turrrd
up to bring the signal level back to nornal.

Under those conditions, ths output, tube operates at maximum
so th t further increases of static cause no increase of
volume and, as a result, the level of the static can not
exceed that of the ,s12,11,iil and the reception is improved.

The phone jack is mercly a special form of socket to hold
the two contact plug connected on the end of the phone coA.
As mentioned a)ove,,. the phones. and limiter are connected in
series aclods the secondary of the output transformer°

The volume control is a 5000 ohm variable resistance, the
moving arm of which is grounded along with one side of the
phone jack through wire 0 of the cable. From the other end
of the control there is a circuit, through wire 0 of the
cable and u) to the cathode of the a»f tube through a 2Z0
ohm resistor. From the junction just below this resistor,
there is a circuit through a 150 ohm resistor to the cathode
of both the r-f amplifier and the combined "det.-osc." tuies.

The action of the volume control is to vary the resistance
between these cathodes and ground so that the plate currant
will cause a proportional voltage drop. AP the control go -id
circuits are grounded, the effect is to vary the grid bias
voltage and provide a type of control which has been full;
explained in the earlier lessons and therefore requires no
further comment here,

Tracing the circuit of the "CRYSTAL" switch, you will find
one terminal is grounded while the other connects to the
winding of a relay through wire ff5 of the cable. From this
winding, the circuit is completed back to the "hut" side of
the battery circuit so that the relay is in parallel to toe
tube heaters.

When the switch is closed, the relay winding is energized
by the battery and the resultant ragnatic flux attracts the
armature which carries contacts and acts as a switch.
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As shown in Figure 1, the crystal switch is open, the relay
winding is not energized and the crystals are not in use.
Closing the crystal switch, causes the relay switch contacts
to connect the crystals into the plate circuit of the
oscillator section of the "det-osc." tube and control the
oscillator frequency.

Going back to the r -f section of the receiver, you will find
three groups, eanh of three coils, which are necessary to
permit operations on three bawls.

The antenna connects to the antenna or input coils, the plate
of the r -f tube connects to the r -f coils while the third
group are the oscillator coils. The range switch consists
of three sections, or decks, marked, Sl, S2, and S3 each of
which has three positions and controls two circuits. Check-
ing the switch contacts, you will find that those coils, not
in use, are shorted by having both ends connected to ground.

The general arrangement here is about the same as found in an
"All Wave broadcast type of radio receiver. In the circuit
of Figure lithe upper coils are for the Range Band, the
middle coils for the Broadcast Band and the lower coils for
the High Frequency Band. Notice here that the crystals are
operative only on the High Frequency Band.

Looking at the diagram again, you will notice the coil circuits
contain the common arrangement of trimmer and coupling
condensers but adjustments are made mainly by changing the
inductance of the coils. This is done by means of adjustable
iron dust cores as shown by the symbol of parallel lines with
diagonal arrow through them.

An arrangement of this kind is often called "Permeability"
tuning and here it is used in the antenna, r -f, oscillator
and i-f coils. In practice, the actual adjustments are
made the same as for adjustable condensers but the advantage
is in increased stability.

In the alignment of the tuned circuits, the output of a
signal generator is connected to the control grid of the i-f
tube and the transformer is peaked at 460 kc. Using the
same signal frequency, the generator is then connected to
the control grid of the "det-osc" tube and the first i-f
transformer is peaked, also at 460 kc.

The beat frequency oscillator (BF0) can be adjusted by turn-
ing the signal generator modulation "OFF" and throwing the
receiver switch to the "c -w'' position. The oscillator coil
is then tuned until a beat note of about 1000 cycles is heard
in the headphones.
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The antenna, r-f and oscillator coil are aligned by connecting
the signal generator to the antenna terminal and feeding
a high and low frequency signal for each band. In general,
the adjustable condensers are set for the high frequency and
the coil cores for the low frequency end of each band.

Except for the Remote Control arrangement and frequencies of
operation, this receiver does not differ greatly from the
other typPs which have been explained in detail in the
earlier Lessons, however, we suggest again that you study
the entire circuit carefully to familiarize yourself with
the various circuit details.

TRANSMITTEt CIRCUIT

For Fifure 2, we have drawn the circuit of an RCA, AVT12B
transmitter which you can think of as a companion unit to the
receiver just described. It has a power output of 50
watts phone and SO watts c-w with a frequency range of 2630
ice to 6530 kc.

The complete unit consists of throe parts, 1, the Pmer
Supply, 2, the Transmitter Proper and 3, the Control Box.

As explained for the receiver, the power is actually supplied
by a 12 volt storage battery but here, due to the higher
values of plate currents, a DYNANDTOR is used to provide the
high voltage. The power unit therefore includes the dynamotor
with the necessary filters and voltage dividers to properly
operate the various tube circuits.

The transmitter contains three tubes, 1, a type 837 which
operates as a crystal controlled oscillator, 2, a type 803
as an r-f power amplifier and 3, a type 42 as an audio
amplifier modulator. Omitting the details, which will be
taken up later, the circuit operates as a crystal controlled
oscillator, capacity coupled to an r-f power amplifier.

For c-:w transmission, the amplifier operates in Class C
while, for phone operation it is suppressor grid modulated.
The moduletiun voltage is supplied by the secondary of the
transformer in the output of the type 42 modulator tube.

REMOTE CONTROL RELeYS

Complete remote control is provided by means of relays and
checking through the circuit, at the upper left of Figure 2
you will find ,ne relay which operates a switch in the crystal
circuits with another in the oscillator output circuits.
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At the right of the diagram a third relay is located in the anter
coupling circuits of the r-f amplifier. There is also an antenna
relay, to control the connections between the transmitter and
antenna while a fifth relay, located in the power supply near the
lower right of the figure, controls the operation of the dynamotor

CONTROL BOX

The control box contains a four position, "Frequency Selector"
switch, an "Off-On" filament switch, a "Phone-CP switch, a Jack
for microphone or telegraph key and an antenna circuit meter.
The jack is of the two circuit type and carries connections for
a "Press to Talk" switch muunted on the microphone.

Starting with the action uf the Frequency Selector switch, in
the low frequency position 1, none of the oscillator or amplifier
relays are energized and the circuit connections are as shown.
Under these conditions, crystals HF-3 and LF-1 are in the
oscillator grid circuit of the tube vhils, the LF or low frequency
tank is in its plate circuit. The low frequency tank is in the
r-f power amplifier outnut circuit and the tap on its coil
connects to the antenna through a loading coil. As we will
explain later, the antenna relay is energized at this time,
moving its contacts to a position opposite to that of our
drawing, and completing the antenna circuit.

With the Frequency Selector switch in position 2, the oscillator
grid circuit relay is energized, operates its contacts and
connects the HF-4 and LF-2 crystals in the circuit. The remain-
ing circuits remain as explained for position 1 of the switch
and thus positions 1 and 2 permit the selection of either of
the low frequency crystals.

When the Frequency Selector switch is moved to position 3, the
oscillator grid circuit relay is de-energized and crystals 11F-6
and LF-1 are returned to their operating position. At the
same time, the oscillator output relay is energized, operates
its contacts and connects the lif_ch Frequency tank in the plate
circuit. The relay in the amplifier output circuit is also
energized and its operation connects the high frequency tank
in the output circuit, also connecting the antenna directly
to the tap on the tank coil.

For position 4 of the Frequency Selector switch, the oscillator
grid circuit relay is energized and its operation places
crystals HF-4 and LF-2 in their operating positions. The
other circuit connections remain as explained for position 3
so that positions 3 and 4 make it possible to select either of
ths_i high frequency crystals.
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It may be well to mention here that there is a comparatively
large difference between the frequencies of the HF and LF
crystals but only a comparatively small difference between
those of the two HF and two LF crystals respectively. Thus,
although one HF and one LE crystals are both in the oscillator
circuit at the same time, the transmitter frequency will
depend on whether the HF or LF tank circuits are in use.

Due to the comparatively small difference in the frequencies
of either the HF or LF crystals, it is not necessary to
tune the tank circuit for each of them. The HF tanks are
tuned to transmit both HF crystal frequencies while the LF
tanks are tuned to transmit either of the LF crystal frequencies.

The "ON -OFF" filament switch shown in the control box, serves
a double purpose and when in the "ON" position it closes the
heater circuits of the tubes and allows them to warm up before
the plate voltage is applied. It also connects one side of
all the relay windings to the battery or supply circuit.

When in the "OFF" position, this switch provides for interphone
transmission by connecting the battery to the microphone
through a 470 ohm resistor. This circuit is completed when
the microphone "Press to Talk" switch is closed and the varia-
tions of microphone current cause an audio voltage to build
up across the resistance. This voltage is carried over to
the headphones by a .5 mfd coupling condenser and the "Side
Tone" connection.

The "Phone-CW" switch is a double pole, double throw type and,
when in the c-w position, it closes the power relay circuit,
which allows the dynamotor to run continuously, and also
grounds the suppressor grid of the r-f Amplifier tube.

In the "Phone" position, the power relay is energized only
when the microphone "Press to Talk" switch is closed and the
suppressor grid of the r-f amplifier tube is connected to the
negative end of the high veltae supply.. /Is the high voltage
circuit is grounded on its voltage divider, at a point which
is positive in respect to HV "-", this arrangement resLIlts in
a negative bias on the suppressor grid.

The secondary of the modulation transformer is in series ti Ith

the suppressor grid circuit and thus the signal voltages,
alternately aiding and opposing the bias voltage, provide the
desired modulation. You will find this arrangement parallels
the circuit explained in an earlier Lesson on Modulation.
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The resistor, connected across the secondary of the modulation
transformer, provides a more constnt lned on trio modulaeor
tube. In case the modulatioo vulture drives the suppressor
grid positive, the resulting current will cause a drop across
this resistance and develop additional negative bias.

The antenna current meter is of the thereto --couple type, the
"couple" being 1, cated in the antenna circuit eith connections
to the meter through a suitable filter.

AS leentioned above, the phone jack is of the two circuit type
and, for o-w reception accommodates a plug and carries both
the microphone and ',Press to Tail ,11 switch circuits. A duplicate
jack is provided on the transmitter unit and, for c-w operation,
the microphone plug is removed and replaced by a "Key"
properly connected to a similar plug.

AMIO CIRCUITS

The audio circuits are quite simple and, with but one stage
of amplification, a hi el level typo of carbun rni crophrne is
used. The d-c supply for the microphone is obtained from
the voltage drop across a part of the resistance in series
wite the Type 42 tube filament.

The microphone current passes through a choke-condenser filter,
through the macrophone transformer primary and through the
microphone button to ground. The filter is installed to remove
any voltage variations or "ripple" from the circuit.

The operation of the microphone causes variations of current
in the primary and, due to the transformer action, a co-rec-
ponding signal voltage appears across the secondary. This
secondary voltage is impressed on the grid of the modulator,
is amplified by the tube and appears in the plate circuit
which includes the primary ef the modulation transformer.
As previously explained, the secondary of this transformr
is connected in the supprescor grid circuit of the reef amplifier
tube to provide the required modulation of the carrier.

The signal voltage which appears also across the third winding
of the modulation transformer, is used to provide side tune
for the headph)nes. Tracing the circuit, of this third ti finding,
you will find it connects to that previously explained for
inter-phone operation.

ANTENNA RELAY

Looking at the antenna circuit of Figure 2, you will find the
contacts of the antenna relay are arranged to operate as four
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separate switches. The one shown at the toe is a single pole,
double throw, while the other three are single pole, single
throw.

In the position of the drawing, the relay is not energized
and the top switch connects the antenna to the receiver while
the other three switches are open. when the relay is energized,
the top switch grounds the receiver connection, the second
switch connects the antenna to the transmitter output, the
third switch connects the side tone winding of the modulation
transformer to the side tone lead at the control box while
the fourth switch connects the high voltage supply to the
plate circuit of the r-f amplifier tube.

An inductance, resistance and capacity, connected in series
across this plate circuit switch, make up an absorption
circuit to prevent arcing at the contacts when the high
voltage circuit is opened.

TRANSiaTTMI TUNING

In addition to the units already mentioned, you will find
closed circuit type jacks in the cathode circuit of the
oscillator tube and in the plate circuit of the r-f amplifier
tube. An insulated case type of milliammeter is connected
to a plug which, when inserted in these jacks, provides a
convenient means of reading the desired currents.

The crystal frequencies are usually specified at the time of
purchase and final tuning i8 done after the transmitter has
been installed. The general procedure follows the steps
explained in our earlier Lesson but, as the plate supply
develops 1700 volts, care must be taken while adjustments are
being made.

To tune the transmitter, the meter is plugged in the oscillator
jack, the plate lead of the r-f amplifier tube is removed
and, after the filaments have been on for about a minute the
high voltage is applied. Starting with position 1 of the
frequency selector switch, the low frequency oscillator tank
circuit is tuned until a sharp drop of cathode current occurs.
The condenser is then adjusted to the position of minimum
current after which its capacity is reduced until there is a
current increase of ebout 5%.

The frequency selector switch is then moved to position 2 and,
with the other LF crystal in the circuit, the current should
be within about 5% of the value shown for the first crystal.
If this condition does not exist, the entire process is repeated
until the two current readings are within 5% of each other.
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The same steps are followed for positions 3 and 4 of the
frequency selector switch except thet the high frequency
oscillator tank circuit is tuned.

To tune the r -f amplifier, the plate lead is replaced, the
antenna is disconnected and the meter is plugged into the
plate circuit jack.

With the frequency selector switch in position 1, the 10,7
frequency tank circuit is adjusted until the meter registers
a current, dip. Care must be taken here and, until the tank
circuit is properly tuned, the high voltage supply must not
be IIONli for more than about 10 seconds at a time.

After this first adjustment has been made, the frequency
selector switch is turned to position 2 at which point the
r -f plate current ehould remain about the same as for
position 1. Slight readjustment of the oscillator circuit
may be necessary to provide this condition.

The same steps are followed for positions 3 and 4 of the
frequency selector seitch while the high frequency tank circuit
is tuned.

LOADING e DJUSTIOTTS

To properly load the r -f amplifier tube, the antenna is
connected to the transmitter and, while mo.t of the
adjustments can be mace on the ground, the final ones are
made in flie.ht.

While a number of antenna types are in use, for this explanatic,
we will assume a trailing type of fixed length. For the first
ground adjustments the total length of the antenna should be
redubed about 15% and the outer end held about 10 ft. above
ground by a well insulated supeort.

The transmitter is then placed in operation and the r-tr
amplifier tank again edjuctod for the dip in plate current.
This adjustment will vary from that previously made and the
antenna then folded back, about a foot at a time, until the
adjustment remains the same with or without the antenna.

Under this condition, the antenna presents r:sistance only
and adjustments can then be made fur the amount of power to
be transferred from the transmitter to the antenna. This is
commonly known ae uLoading" and is done by changing the
position ef the tap on th, tank coils.
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Each time the position of the tap is changed, the tank circuit
is retuned to the dip in plate current and adjustments are
continued until the minimum plate current is of the desired
value. Ie the circuit of Figure 2c, the meter on the control
box will indicate maximum antenna current when these adjustments
have been made properly.

These adjustments are made at the higher frequencies and then
repeated for the lower frequencies, the tap on the loading
coil being adjusted to vary the effective length of the antenna.

The final adjustments are made in flight after the antenna
length has been increased about 20% by unfolding the outer end.
The antenna is shortened, while making the grcund adjustments,
to compensate for short distance between it and the earth.

After these adjustments are complete for c-w transmiesion, the
modulator is placed in operation and the antenna current
should show an increase of 10% to 20%. Sometimes the operation
o2 the modulator clauses a decrease of plate current or what is
known as "downward" modulation.

To correct this latter condition, the loadin:: should be
readjusted for a lower value of "dip" or minimum plate =rent,
until upwara modulation 5s obtained.

INSTLLLATION

In ab actual installation, the various units are interconnected
means of specially built, shielded cables which terminate

in plugs. These plugs and their respective sockets cr recep-
tacles are arranged so that there is no chance of error either
in the selection of the proper cable or the proper insertion
of the plug.

Going back to the circuit of Figure 2, you will find a 12
wire control cable for interconnections between the Transmitter
and Control Bax. 1 -et the control box, the cable terminates
in a 14 wire fitting to allow for the battry and side tone
leads.

A 10 wire cable is needed, for
the transmitter and Pore/. Unit
supply voltajes as well as the
In addition a two wire battery
power unit.

the interconnections between
to accommodate the various
circuits of the poeer relay.
cable also connects to the
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When a carpenter "walks" a spike into the grainy heart of
a two-by-four, he doesn't summon all his strength and with
one mighty blow attempt to drive it down. It is a matter

of "little by little" until the spike begins to get the
bite of the grain.

Many of our problems are tough as an oak. The way of the

carpenter must be the answer. Patience, plus persistence,

plus understanding.

- Selected.
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In an earlier Lesson on aviation radio we gave you a general

explanation of a typical receiver and transmitter employed
in the plane, but there are additions to this equipment
which are necessary for "safe flying". All of these "additions"

come under the general head of "Radio Aids to Air Navigation"

and for this Lesson, we want to explain the underlying
principles on which they Operate.

The various "aids" generally consist of radio equipment for
"on -route" navigation and, for ease of presentation we, have
considered three ssparat3 majors functions with explanations
on supplementary services. Those divisions consist of:
(1) direction finders, (2) radio ranges and (3) radio markers,

DIRECTION FINDERS ON PLANES

One of the first requirements of the pilot in a plane is to
know his location and the direction the plane is traveling.
Of course, this is quite a simple matter when the'visibi2ity
is good, and the pilot is familiar with the routes because
he can observe the country side. On the other hand, when

visibility is poor and he is "flying blind", the only reliable
way he can determine his location and direction of travc2 is

by the use of a radio direction finder, commonly called a
"radio compass".

A direction finder then is a device for determining the direc-

tion of the radiated energy of an electromagnetic wave. Llore

specifically, its function is to determine the angle between
the line of bearing connecting a transmitter and a receiver
and a known direction in space at one or the other of these

locations.

Although initial direction finding apparatus' as installed on
aircraft for the purpose of assisting the pilot in maintaining
a designated flight course, ground direction findin'; equipment
is being developed to a high degree of accuracy. It is now
possible to "locate" the position of aircraft, from a ground
station, and plot or show its position on the screen of a
cathode ray tube.

In general, all direction finders make use of a loop antenna
and a sensitive receiver. Refinements require the use of

another antenna and on transport aircraft, these include a
belly antenna and a loop enclosed in a streamlined "egg"
housing which is some g inches in diameter and about 2 feet
in length. In high speed aircraft these loops may be enclosed
in a streamline "blister" or in the nose of the aircraft with
a plastic shin to cover the nose.
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The essential differences between the broadcast receiver and
direction finder receiver lie in their basic uses. The former
is for the transfer of messages whereas the latter is merely
for determining the direction of radio energy radiation.
However, it is true that in cases of emergency the direction
finder can be used for communication purposes. Direction
finders are used almost invariably where one of the stations
is mobile and where its position must be determined for the
purpose of navigation.

Fundamentally, the receiver action is exactly the same as those
explained in the earlier Lessons therefore, we will not repeat.
However, in order to understand the operation of a direction
finder it is necessary to study a few antenna field patterns.

If a simple type of vertical antenna is connected to a
sensitive indicator, it will be found that waves of equal
amplitude, cutting it at different angles, all induce the
same voltage. Thus, we say that it is non-directional and
its field patterns will be a circle as indicated by the larger
outer circle of Figure I.

For receiving antennas, the field patterns are really a form
of curve or graph which indicate the relative strength of the
voltages induced by carrier waves arriving from all directions.
The outer circle of Figure 1 therefore indicates equal
induced voltages for all direct5ons.

With a loop antenna, conditions are different and when it is
subjected to the experiment just explained, it will be found
that maximum voltage is induced when the waves are in the
same plane as the loop. The resulting field pattern has the
shape of an 118H and can be shown as the two connecting smaller
circles in Figure 1.

For a pattern of this kind, the plane of the loop is along
the XXI axis, and sjgnals reaching it from this direction
induce maximum voltage. Other signals, reaching the loop
in the direction of the YYI axis, induce minimum voltage
therefore, the loop is directional and can be used to
indicate the direction from which a signal originates.

To show you how this action can be put into
we will assume that the axis XXI represents
plane, while the loop, mounted as shown, is
sensitive receiver. We will assume further
.is on a flight to Kansas City, Missourlland
so poor that the pilot has to depend on his

practical use,
the wings of a
connected to a
that the plane
visibility is
direction finder.
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Under these conditions, the pilot need only turn on his
receiver, tune in some transmitting station located at his
destination, and keep the plane headed in the direction
which causes minimum signal volume. As explained for Figure 1,
minimum signal indicates that the loop is at right angles to
the direction of the signal and therefore the plane is flying
in line with the transmitter.

Although the simple loop arrangement will allow the pilot to
fly his plane in line with a transmitter, it does not tell
whether he is flying toward his destination or away from it
becaused the induced voltage in the antenna is minimum whether
the signal is from wY to Yt" or nY4 to Ytt in Figure le

In order to correct this "180° ambiguity", as it is called,
it is common practice to use two antennas, one a loop and
the other a non-directional type. when the outputs of these
two antennas are combined in the proper phase, the result is
a heart shaped field pattern, similar to A of Figure 2. Should
the phase of the loop be reversed, a similar pattern with
opposite polarity results as indicated by B in Figure 2. Each
of these separate patterns is called a cardioid and notice,
they overlap on the axis XY. Consequently, there will be
but one maximum and one minimum voltage (signal strength) in-
duction, and such an arrangement eliminates the dual maximum
and minimum positions.

Checking this Figure, and thinking of the distances, from the
center "0" to the curve, as representing the relative values,
a signal received from the X direction will induce equal
voltages, OC, in each of the field patterns A and B. When
the signal is from the Xt direction, the voltage OCI induced
in pattern B is much greater than the voltage OC" induced in
pattern A while with signals from the X" direction, the
voltage OCT induced in A is much greeter than the voltage OC"
induced in B.

If we assume the voltages induced in B are positive while
those in A are negative, a signal from the direction X would
result in zero effective voltage, with an Xt signal the
effective voltage would be positive while an Xfl signal would
result in a negative effective voltage

For a signal coming from any of the "Yt directions, the action
is the same as explained for the "X" directions but the
effective polarity of the induced voltage is reversed, Thus,
by employing a measuring instrument to indicate the relative
amplitude and polarity of the effective voltage, the 180°
ama3iguity is corrected. The direction of the transmitter can
be located and because of the changing amplitudes of effective
voltage, the "sense" of deviation from the line of flight to
the transmitting station can be determined.
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This is the principle employed in a large number of radio
compasses which employ a left-right or zero-center type of
meter as an indicator. When the received voltages are
equal, the effective voltage is zero and the meter reads
zero to indicate the flight of the plane is in line with the
received transmitter. Should the signal be received from an
angle, the meter pointer will deflect to the right or left
depending on the polarity of the effective induced voltage.
When the pointer deflects to the right, 't indicates the line
of flight is to the right of the desired course and turning
the plane to the left will bring the indicator pointer back
to the central or zero position.

Should the plane be traveling from the transmitter, instead
of toward it, the polarity of the induced voltage will be
reversed. Under these conditions, an indicated right hand
deviation will be increased instead of corrected by turning
the plani to the left and thus the pilot is informed of the
180° reversal in the direction of his line of flight. By

properly calibrating the indicator, it becomes a "'Iodic)
Compass" and immediately shows the pilot whether he is or or
off course and if "off", which way the plane should be turned
in order to fly "on the course".

The left-right radio compass has not been widely adopted by
commercial air-transport companies. One of the reasons is
because a strong side wind blowing directly across its course
could cause the path of flight to take considerable "arc"
even though the nose of the ship is pointed directly toward
the tranmitting station. The plane, therefore, traverses a
much longer path than if following the shortest distance
between the starting point and destination. Of course, if
the plane has sufficient fuel and the longer path flown has
no obstructions, the plane eventually reaches its destination.

Many of the Radio aids to navigation depend on "radio beams"
and therefore we went to give you a general idea of just what
is meant by the term and how they are produced. es its name
implies, a radio beam is really a narrow path of radio energy
transmitted in a fixed direction, on the same general plan
as the beam of light from a searchlight. To produce a radio
beam of this type, the characteristics of a loop antenna Are
utilized and therefore we can refer again to Figure 1.

Vhen a loop antenna is used for transmission, the field
pattern of Figure 1 represents the relative intensity of the
radiation. Thus you can see that the radiation is suppressed
along the.n1 axis or in a direction at right angles to the
loop but is at maximum along the XX' axis which is in line
with the loop.
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By erecting two loop antennas at right angles to each other,
a field pattern like that of Figure 3is produced. One loop
will have maximum radiation along the XX' axis while the
other has maximum radiation along the YY' axis. However,
the radiation from both loops will be of equal intensity only
in the comparatively narrow zones in which the two field
patterns overlap.

These zones of equal intensity are indicated by the shaded
wedges of Figure 3 and represent the "Beams". In order that
the airplane pilot may learn whether or not he is on the
beam and if not, which way he must go to regain it, the
following method is in use.

The two antennas radiate alternately, one transmitting the
letter "A" which is a "dot-dash" in code, and the other
transmitting the letter "N" which is a "dash-dot" in code.
As long as the airplane is flying the beam, the A and N
signals are received with equal intensity and timed so that
the separate dots and dashes blend into a steady unbroken
note or "on course" signal. In order to provide what is
known as interlocking, the dash of the N is generally trans-
mitted first, then the dot of the A, then the dot of the N,
and the dash of the A.

The course signals, A and N, are broadcast for 30 seconds
and then interrupted while the station identification signals
are broadcast trice, once from each loop for a period of 7
seconds. This results in a complete sequence every 37 seconds
and,at present, there are 12 "A 's" and 12 "Nis" transmitted
between station identification signals.

In order to eliminate danger of mistaken identity, each trans-
mitter is assigned an individual one or two letter station
identification signal. For example "WA" (dit dah dah, dit dah)
identifies a Washington, D.C. station.

Should the path of the airplane veer to one side of the beam,
the two signals will not be received with equal intensity,
the steady tune will be broken up and one of the signals will
become louder than the other. The stronger or louder signal
indicates to which side of the beam the course of the airplane
has deviated.

,Going back to Figure 3, each lobe of each loop antenna field
pattern is known as a "Quadrant" and a single letter code
signal is transmitted in each. Knowing the location of the
transmitter and the orientation of the quadrants, the pilot
can return to the beam without error.
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Lesson RRT -22 Page 6

Sometimes, it is desirable to lay out the beams or courses
so that they are not at right angles to each other as shown
in Figure 3. When this is done, and the opposite courses
are in a straight line, the resulting pattern is called a
"squeezed course". Should the course be laid out so that the
opposite beams are not in line, the result is a "bent course".
In either case, this is accomplished at the transmitter by
changing the antenna and tuning arrangements so that the field
pattern is altered.

If, in Figure 3, for example, the A signals were transmitted
with but half the amplitude of the N signals, the upper and
lower quadrants would be smaller, making the left and right
angles between the beams larger while the upper and lower
angles would be smaller. Thus, as previously explained, the
result would be a "squeezed course".

RADIO RANGE BEACON

A radio range beacon is essentially a special radio trans-
mitter, usually locates; just off the landing field at an
airport and designed to radiate the course beams, such as
shorn in Figure 3. The actual radio range consists of two
loops placed at right angles to produce the pattern indicated.
As installed on the air -rays, the range assembly is oriented
so that the courses are aligned in the direction desired.
By correctly distributing the stations geographically, a

system of airways can be marked out in much the same manner
as the development of the modern auto highway networks.

Signals from the loop type antenna produce the pattern of
Figure 3 which is satisfactory for "daytime" flying. With
the advent of night flying, it was found that the "Night
effect," associated with the loop type ranges, hindered a
satisfactory course definition. The energy radiated from
the loop type station is polarized in both the horizontal
and vertical planes due to the fact that both the vertical
component and horizontal top of the loop radiates energy.

The horizontally polarized energy radiates from the flat
top portion of the loop antenna, travels upward at undesirable
angles and is reflected back to earth by the Heaviside Layer,
and interferes with the direct ground wave upon which desirable
operation of the range depends. Generally, the refracted energy
is out of phase with the direct ground wave and thus cancels
out the desired signal. This action causes the power of one
of the loop signals to be reduced, and the cuurse will be
shifted. Such phenomena accounts for the instability of
courses transmitted by loop typo stations during the hours of
darkness.
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Generally speaking, the sky wave is not reflected back to
earth at distances of less than 30 miles. Therefore it is
possible to use loop type radio range stations within a
radius of 30 miles of the station during the hours of darkness.
The loop type of station is relatively inexpensive in initial
cost and maintenance and, for that reason, a great number of
loop stations are operated at points where distances in
excess of 30 miles are not required. Such stations are useful
to fill in gaps along the airway, mark airway intersections)
provide range courses to emergency fields and as localizers
for low approach procedures at terminal airports.

There are several types of radio range beacons but their
main difference is in the means employed for distinguishing
between the two sets of signals. One) explained for Figure 5,
transmits the range code characters A and N which are picked
by the receiver in the plane and reproduced in headphones or
speaker. When the plane is "on course" the sound is a steady
note, while if "off course") the A or N code character is the
louder. As the course is indicated by the sound of the note
received, this method is known as an "aural type" beacon.

In the second method, the same type of transmission is used
but, instead of the A and N characters, two low frequency
notes, generally 65 and 86.7 cycles, are transmitted. That

is, the high frequency power in opposite quadrants is
modulated with 65 cycles while in the other two quadrants the
high frequency is modulated with 86,7 cycles.

Two vibrating reeds, tuned to the modulating frequencies,
65 and 86.7 cycles respectively, are connected.across the
output of the receiver in the plane. Thais type of indicator
is very simple and practical, being connected to the receiver
in place of the headphones. The tips of the reeds are white)
with a black background, and when a signal is received they
vibrate at sufficient speed to appear as a vertical white
line to provide a visual indication.

In practice, the reed on the pilot's left is tuned to a
frequency of 86.7 cycles while the one on his right is tuned
to 65 cycles and readings are taken by noting ne lengths of
the lines produced by their vibration. When the lines are
equal, the plane is on the correct course but, if the one on
the left becomes longer, the plane has drifted off the course
to the left. On the other hand, if the plane has drifted to
the right, the right white line will become longer than the
one on the left.
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In another form of indicator, designed for the same method
of transmission, the vibrating reeds are placed in a position
to induce voltages in two pick-up coils in much the same
manner as the vibrating armature in a magnetic phone pick-up,
These voltages, which are proportional to the amplitudes of
the vibration of the two reeds, are rectified by cuprous
oxide rectifiers and the rectified voltages are applied
differentially to the terminals of a center-zero type of meter.

The meter remains at zero when "on course" because the
rectified voltages are equal, and opposite. iiihen "off course",

the unequal rectified voltages from the pick-up coils result
in an effective voltage which acts on the meter and causes
the pointer to move. The distance and direction of this move-
ment depends on the effective voltage and whether the plane
is off the course to the right or left. AS the visual
indication is employed to inform the pilot of his course,
this arrangement is known as a "visual type" radio beacon.

SIMULTANEOUS RANGE SThTI')NS

With the loop type of station, it is possible to transmit
both range signals and weather broadcast reports, but not
simultaneously. In order to transmit a weather report, it
is necessary to discontinue the range signals and operate
the entire system as a radio telephone station. The great
number of requests for continuous range operation by pilots
"on instrument" prompted the development of the "simultaneous"
radio range stations which are capable 9f simultaneously
broadcasting range signals and radio telephone messages on
the same frequency.

In operation, the center tower radiates a carrier at the
frequency assigned to the stction vhile the e and A range
signals are radiated from the diagonally opposite pairs of
corner towers at a frequency of 1020 cycles higher than
that of the center tmer. When tuned to the assigned
frequency of the station, a receiver will accept both carriers
but, by itself, neither one will produce an audible note
in the receiver output. However, when both carriers are
received az the same time, an audible beat note of 1020
cycles is produced in the headphones or other regeiver output
device.

The range signals are heard because they are transmitted by
the interruption of their carriers at properly timed
intervals while the center tower carrier is transmitted
continuously.
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When voice messages are to be transmitted, the center tower
carrier is modulated by the audio frequencies and thus,
like Broadcast radio, these messages are heard in the receiver
output in addition to the range signals. By means of a filter

system, connected between the receiver output and the head-
phones, the two types of signals can be separated and a selec-
tor switch makes it possible to listen to, (a) Both range and
voce, (b) Range only and (c) Voice only.

Electrical or mechanical breakdown of some part of the range
transmitting equiprent could cause complete failure, or more
serious yet, a condition which might for the moment permit
the pilot to receive an "on course" signal where none should

exist. Every conceivable precaution is taken to prevent
failure of radio ranges by freauent regular inspections,
cleaning and overhauling. In addition, a monitoring *stem
is maintained such that several receiving stations are charged
with the responsibility of listening to each range for
evidence of course deviation or other faults. Any departure
from normal open-Um) is investigated immediately and warnings
broadcast to all concerned. For this reason, "Air lines"
maintain elaborate laboratories for the purpose of testing
and repairing aircraft equipment, as well as developing new
aids to make flying safer.

As previously indicated, the pre sent range stations operate
in the 200 - 400 ire bands, although considerable development
work is being dune in the ultra high frequency regions.
High frequency radio ranges have superiority over low frequency
ranges for several reasons, Thunderstorm static has no effect
on reception, the range "legs" are perfectly straight, whereas
on the lower frequencies the legs may sometine9 be bent (dog

legs) because of terrain variations and also because of
reflection from the P:eaviside Layer.

It is very probable that radio range transmitting and receiving
equipment will be operated in the ultra high frequency bands
just as soon as the equipment change can be made.

IZSTRULIENTS

In the earlicr sections of this Lesson, we explained the
field patterns of non-directional and loop antennas and
showed how, by combining these patterns in the proper phase,
a cardioid pattern was produced. Also, when the polarity
of the loop was reversed, the polarity of the cardioid also
reversed.
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Lesson RRT-22 Page 10

By rapidly reversing the polarity of the loop antenna, the
resulting pattern is similar to Figure 2 which, as you will
remember, makes it possible to obtain an effective voltae
determined by the direction of the signal input. At this

time, we want to explain how this action is produced and,
for Figure 4, have drawn a simplified circuit arrangement.

Starting at the upper loft, you will find a split loop
antenna, with one side of each section connected to the
respective grids of tubes Ti and T2. The other sides of the

loop connect to opposite ends of the secondary D2 transformer
L, the center tap of which connects to the C- terminal.
Notice also, that each half of this secondary is bypassed by
a condenser, C1 or C2, With a capacity of such value as to

offer a low reactance to radio frequencies but a comparatively
high reactance to audio frequencies.

The cathodes of tubes Ti and T2 are grounded to the B-C+
terminal, while their plates, connected in parallel, receive
voltage from B+, through coil L1 which is inductively coupled
to the input coil "Lett of the receiver. The non-directional
antenna is connected to coil L2 which is also inductively
coupled to the input coil L3. Because of this arrangement,

the inputs from both the split loop and non-directional
antennas will appear across the radio receiver input co'l L3.

The action of this receiver is fundamentally the sari as
those explained in the earlier Lessons, and its output is
fed into the primary of the transformer L4, the secondary of
which connects to the moving coil, or armature, of a cater.
zero dynamometer type of indicating instrument. The stationary

coil, or field of this indicator, is connected directly across
the primary of transformer L.

The type of indicating instrument employed here is a little
different than those previously mentioned therefore an
explanation of its action will b3 of benefit. Fre' your

earlier Lessons on meters, you will remember that in the
DtArsonval moving coil type, the field is supplied by permanent
magnets and the instrument is used to neaeure d-c voltage and
current only.

When an a-c voltage is applied to an instrument of this kind,
the pointer merely vibrates at the frequency of the a-c
because it is first in one direction and then the other.
NIon current is in one direction, the coil of the meter tends
to turn clockwise, but this is offset by an exactly equal
counter-clockwise motion when the current reverses.
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In order to measure a -c with a meter of the moving coil type,
the permanent magnet is replaced by an electro-magnet which
is excited at the same frequency as that applied to the
moving coil. Under these conditions, the flux set up by the
electro-magnet reverses direction at the same frequency as
the current in the moving coil and therefore the pointer naves
in but one direction and can he made to measure alternating
current. Indicators, employing this principle are called
"dynamometer type instruments".

Going back to Figure 4, let's check the action of the circuit
to see just how the polarity of the loop is reversed. In

operation, the negative bias voltage on the grids of tubes
Ti and T2 is of such value that, with no signal input, no
plate current exists. That is, the grids of T1 and T2 are
biased to plate current cut-off by a voltage applied between
the 0- and 0+ terminals.

A low fixed frequency audio signal, called the switching
frequency, is applied t,o Lhe primary of transformer L, appears
across the secondary and is iepressed on the grids of the two
tubes. AS. previously pointed out, these grids connect to
opposite ends of the secondary therefore, in respect to the
center tap, the:e will receive equal and opposite voltages.
Saying it a little difierently, the audio voltage, on the
grids of T1 and T2 , is 160 degrees out of phase with respect
to the secondary center tap of transformer L.

Under these cenditiens, and with .the tubes biased to cut-off,
Ti will pars current during one alternation of the switching
frequency while T2 will pass current on the next alternation.

The r -f voltages, induced in tho split loop antenna are also
applied to the grids of Tl and T2 but, by themselves do not
have sufficient amplitude to reduce the grid bias voltage to
a value below that of plate current cut-off. As a result,
the loop antenna signals will appear in the plate coil'Ll
only when the switching frequency causes plate current.

As already explained, the switching frequency causes the tubes
to operate alternately and, as the opposite ends of the loop
are connected to the respective grids, the effective polarity
of the loop is reversed at the switching frequency.

The received signal volta es in the loop antenna appear across
coil Ll and together with those appearing across coil L2 are
inductively coupled to the receiver input coil L3. The phase
relations are such that the split loop antenna voltage alter-
netely aids and opposes the non -directional antenna voltage.
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The resultant voltage is amplified, detected and amplified
again in the receiver, appears across the primary of trans-
former L4, is transferred by induction to the secondary and
applied to the moving coil of the dynamometer type indicator.
The field coil of the indicator is connected across the
primary of the transformer L and is thus excited by the
switching frequency, to maintain the proper relationship
between the field flux and the current in the moving coil.

By this arrangement, the pointer can be made to move, say to
the left, for the aiding condition and to the right for the
opposing condition of the two antenna voltages. Thus, it
is readily determined whether the plane is flying away or
toward the transmitting station by noting whether the pointer
moves to the right or left as the heading of the plane is
altered to the right or left of its course. If the pilot
heads his plane to the right of the course and the indicator
shows this has been done, the plane is flying toward the
transmitter but, if it indicates a direction opposite that
to which the plane has been headed, it is flying away from
the transmitter.

As you can see, from the above explanation, this type of
direction finder is quite simple and may be used with most
any type of radio receiver. Also, the signals picked up need
not be of any special type, even those of a broadcast station
may be employed, provided of course, that the receiver tunes
to these frequencies. In addition, the same receiver may be
employed to receive weather broadcasts or range beacon signals.

CONE OF SILENCE

In the drawing of Figure 3, we indicate the field pattern of
two loop antennas -which produce the desired beam. This sketch
is a plan view of the radiation but, directly over the antenna,
there is an inverted ccne-shaped area where the loop signals
cancel each other, and comparatively little energy is
radiated.

Starting from the center of the antenna system, this area
projects upward and outward in the form of an inverted cone
and as the beam signass in the aircraft receiver fade out
when the plane passes directly through this area it is known
as a Home of silence".

As we have previously explained, a radio beam is comparatively
broad at a distance front the transmitter but, as an aircraft
approaches the station, the width of the beam reduces and if
the course is followed, the plane will reach a definite point
directly above the antennas.
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As the aircraft approaches this point, the beam signals will
build up rapidly, drop off suddenly for a few seconds, and
then came in with still greater volume. This sudden drop in
signal volume is caused by the cone of silence while the
duration of the no-signal period depends upon the altitude
and speed of the plane.

The action is not always perfect and unless the plane is
exactly on course, the signals will not fade out completely.
Also, duo to the sensitivity of the receiver the signals may
still be audible, even when on course, unless the volume
control of the receiver is turned down.

While the approach to a erne of silence is generally made at
a low altitude, there is a minimum height at which it is
reasonably possible to detect the cone. Although conditions
vary, depending on tranAnitter power and receiver sensitivity,
as an example case it has been found that planee flying at a
height of 3,000 feet and at a speed of 120 miles per hour
receive.] a "cone of silence" indication for approximately 7
seconds. Due to the shape of the area, the lower the aircraft,
the less chance the pilot has of finding the cone of silence
and it would be qaite easy to pass by or around it at unduly
low altitudes.

INSTRUMENT LafDING EQUIPMIT

While the various services and instruments, explained in the
earlier part of this Lesson, are invaluable for cross country
flying, it is generally conceded that the most difficult and
dangerous part of any flight is While landing. It is only
natural therefore that much research work has been done to
develop a radio system which will indicate a safe and accurate
landing under conditions of zero visibility.

The radio beams and range beacons make it possible to fly
"blind" from one airport to another but arc of no practical
assistance for a successful "blind" landing. Therefore, we
want you to think of a Radio landing system as something
separate and distinct from all other Radio aids.

The need for such a system has been recognized almeet since
the beginning of comeercial aviation and, as far back as
1919, an experimental system was devised by the Bureau of
Standards. Since then, many systems have been C.eveloped but
without going into detail in regard to them, we want to give
you a brief description of the equipment and operation of one
manufactured by the International Telephone Development
Company.
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Tnis particular system was designed to incorporate the best
features of all previous developments and will therefore
serve as a model. In general, it is composed of the following
elements.

1. A "Runway.-Localizer" beacon which provides an indication
for the proper horizontal path to follow to the particular
runway being used.

2. A "Landing Beam" or glide path which will provide an
indication of the proper vertical path to follow for a proper
landing.

6. Two "Marker Beacons" to provide spot indications which
will enable the pilot te determine his location in relation
to the landing field.

For the benefit of the pilot, the first and second of these
signals operate a "cross pointer" type of indicator. The
vertical pointer, controlled by the Runway Localizer, will
swing to the right or left of center as the plane moves to
the right or left of the desired horizontal path while the
horizontal pointer will swing up and down as the plane rises
above or falls below the path of the landing beam.

As long as the plane remains on the proper path, the pointers
will be at right angles to each other and cross exactly at a
marked center on the indicator dial. The location of the
"cross-over" point of the two pointers, in respect to the
marked center, shows the pilot instantly whether he is to
the right or left, aboVe or below the proper landing path.

RUNWAY LOCALIZER

The localizer equipment consists of a transmitter located
in line with and several hundred feet beyond the outer end
of the runway. Its output is divided into two equal parts
to energize two antennas which produce overlapping directive
radiation fields.

Although both antennas operate at the same carrier frequency
each has a separate and distinct modulation frequency. The
receiver in the airplane is tuned to this carrier and its
output will consist of the two modulation frequencies.

The vertical pointer of the indicating instrument is controlled
by the output of this receiver and arranged so that when
reception from the right hand antenna of the transmitter is
stronger, the pointer will move to the right. In the same way,
the pointer will move to the left when reception from the left
hand transmitting antenna is stronger. The pointer assumes a
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central, vertical position only when both carriers are
received with equal strength.

As the transmitting antenna fields overlap, this condition
of equal reception occurs only when the plane is centrally
located and on the desired path of flight.

LANDING BFALI

The landing beam equipment consists of another transmitter,
located near Lhe outer end of the runway and close to the
border of the field. Its carrier is modulated at a frequency
of 60 cycles and operates a special "glide path" receiver
installed in the airplane.

To produce the desired field pattern, the antenna system is
horizontally polarized and mounted fairly close to the ground.
Under those conditions, the radiated energy, which can be
thought of as lines of conlstant field strength, start ui-tard
in space, curve back down Gnd end on the surface of the earth
close to the antenna. A few of thee returning constant field
strength lines are shown in Figure 5, and one of than is used
for the glide path.

As the airplane approaches the field, the energy of this field
operates the glide path receiver, the output of whibh controls
the horizontal pointer of the indicating instrument. In
general, the elevation of this pointer will very with the
intensity of radiated field.

Looking at Figure 5, as the airplane approaches fr Jrn the right,
the field intensity will be low and the horizontal pointer on
the indicator will also be low. As the plane continues its
flight toward the airport, the field intensity, increases and
the indicating pointer rises, reaching a horizontal position
at a point approximately as shown by the intersection of the
"Path of Plane" and glide path of our drawing.

Should the plane continue in level flight, the field intensity
would increase still further, cause the indicating pointer
to rise above the horizontal position and show the pilot he
was above the glide path. Should the plane lose altitude
too fast, the field strength ,pould reduce, cause the Lndicating
needle to drop below the horizontal position and show the
pilot he was below the glide path.

Thus, by controlling the flight of the plane to keep the
pointer in a horizontal position, the glide path would be
followed to a safe landing.
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MARKER BEACONS

To prevent the possibility of error in the reception of the
glide path signals, the pilot should also have some definite
indication in respect to his distance from the airport. The

marker beacons provide this information and the "outer marker"
of Figure 5 is located in line with the runway but about 2
miles beyond its outer end. The inner marker, also in line
with the runway is located at the airport boundary.

The antennas of these marker transmitters are arranged to
radiate a rather narrow cone shaped, vertical field of limited
power. They operate at the same carrier frequency but the
outer marker is modulated at 400 cycles while the inner marker
is modulated at 1500 cycles.

The receivers for this service are of the usual crystal
controlled superheterodyne type but have band pass filters
in the audio amplifier so that each modulation frequency
will operate a different indicator. For example, reception
of the 400 cycle modulated carrier may flash a blue light
on the control panel while the 1300 cycle modulation may
flash an amber light, while both can bo heard in the phones.

To make a blind landing with this system, the pilot approaches
the field in the proper path indicated by the runway localizer
and at the proper elevation a- shown by his altimeter. Then,

as he reaches the outJr marker, the blue light will flash to
indicate he is in position to start down the landing beam.

Following the landing beam, the flashing of the amber light
will indicate a position over the boundary of the field and
permit the remaining distance of the landing to be made with
comparative safety.

At present, there are no standard or generally accepted blind
aanding systems but, beCause of their importance and 'die
progress which has already been made, it seems reasonable to
expect that equipment of this type will soon come into more
general use.

RADIO ;dARKER TYPES

As aircraft traffic grow in volume, it soon became heoessary
to establish "radio markers" which are in the form of a
miniature radio range stations and operate with low power,
usually on a frequency of 278 kc. To the pilot flying a
radio range course these markers indicate his position along
his line of travel and so enable him to orient himself with
relation to the terrain over which he is flying.' Such radio
markers are of the .following three general types.
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"M" Type Markers: "M" type markers comprise a low power,
long wave radio transmitter with a non -directional antenna
system. They operate on the same frequency as the range
stations on whose courses they are located, and their signals
are received by the pilot as an interference on the range
signal without need of retuning his range receiver. Signals
from these markers are received as a continuously repeated
single letter of the alphabet in the Morse Code which
identifies the marker.

They provide only a general check on position, since the dis-
tance over which they may be heard is comparatively small and
affected by differences in antenna efficiency, night effect,
and the sensitivity of the receiver used aboard the aircraft.
Provision is also made for radio telephone transmission to
the aircraft on a common frequency of 278 ke, the latter
replying on a higher carrier frequency.

FM Type Markers (Fan Marker): The Fan Marker consists of a
transmitter using a directive antenna system and operating
with an output power of approximately 100 watts at a carrier
frequency of 75 megacycles. Located along the airways which
they serve, the radiated field pattern is in the shape of a
fan extending vertically upward from the antenna with its
major axis at right angles to the range course.

The carrier is modulated with an audio frequency of 3000
cycles, keyed in groups of 1, 2, 3 or 4 to identify the Fan
Marker with a numbered leg of the range station. These
numbers are assigned by starting from true North at the
range station and, moving in a clockwise direction, the
first leg is No. 1, the second leg No. 2 and so on to No. 4,
The marker is given the same number as the leg on which it
is located regardless of similar equipment which may or may
not be installed on the other legs of the range.

To receive the Fan Marker signals the aircraft must be
equipped with an ultra high frequency receiver in addition
to the standard low frequency range installation. The 3000
cycle tone can be heard in the headphones but usually these
signals actuate a lamp so that both aural and visual indi-
cations are given the pilot as he passes over the marker.
By checking these signals, the pilot may accurately locate
his position along a range course.

Z Type Markers (Zone): The Z marker consists of a transmitter
using a directive antenna system and operating with an output
power of approximately 5 watts at a carrier frequency of 75
megacycles. The antenna is designed to radiate a vertical,
cylindrical field and is located so that this field coincides
with the cone of silence of the radio range station. The
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carrier is modulated continuously with an audio frequency of
3090 cycles and thus the signal can be heard in the Fan
larker receiver.

The primary function of the Z marker is to provide a positive
means of identifying the true cone of silence over the radio
range station. As previously explained, the range signals.
die out as the aircraft crosses the cone of silence to provide
a "negative" station indication but similar indications may be
caused by faulty receivers, momentary failure of the trans-
mitter, fading and other conditions. Therefore, as the Z
marker signal can be received only while the aircraft is in
the cone of silence, it provides a "positive" identification
of the true cone of silence.

Micro-Wave Markers: The micro-wave marker consists of a
transmitter using a directive antenna array and operates at a
frequency of about 600 megacycles. The use of micro-wave
radiation results in production of a very sharp radio beam
from small electro-ma,gnetic horn radiators, and tends to
correct spurious field distribution lobes which sometimes
occur in the 75 megacycle marker fields. karkers using micro-
waves are still in the state of development and it is anticipat-
ed that the use of two horns, each modulated nith a different
audio frequency, will provide a marker which has a large easy
to locate field, and a centrally located pattern for positive
identification.

ALTIMETERS

Unlike land and water vehicles, aircraft operate in three
dimensions and therefore it is essential that some means be
provided so that the pilot may know his altitude or distance
above the surface of the earth. Instruments for measuring
the vertical distance between an airplane and the earth are
generally known as "Altimeters" the prefix Haiti, referring
to altitude.

The early forms of these instruments operated on the principle
of a barometer and depended upon the air pressure for their
readings. As you perhaps know, there is a definite relation-
ship between air pressure and altitude, but temperature, weather
and other conditions cause the actual air pressure to vary.

In fact, the relationship between air pressure and weather
conditions makes the barometer a necess-ry instrument for the
preparation of Weather laps and forecasts. When used as an
altimeter however, these varlatione are compensated, as far
as possible, so that the readings rill -rry with changes of
altitnee nnly.
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To be of most practical use in aircraft, an altimeter must
make it possible for the pilot to know the distance between
his plane and the ground below. Therefore, to use the baro-
meter type, which indicates the altitude above sea level, it
is necessary that the pilot know the altitude of the ground
beneath him and subtract this value from the altimeter read-
ing.

Knowing the exact altitude of his plane, in respect to the
earth's surface beneath him, is of greatest importance during
times of poor or zero visibility and, when a pilot does not
know exactly where he is, the barometer type of altimeter
does not supply the required information. For this reason,
much research has been done to develop an "absolute altimeter"
which will give an accurate reading of the actual distance
between its location and the earth below without reference to
any arbitrary point such as sea level.

REFLECTION ALTIMETER

One type of such an instrument makes use of the fact that
high frequency radio waves are reflected quite well by the
earth's surface and travel at a uniform speed. Thus, a high
frequency radio wave, transmitted downward from an airplane
will strike the earth's surface, be reflected upward and
operate a receiver, also installed in the airplane.

To make practical use of this action, it is necessary to
provide some method by which the time required for the trans-
mitted radio wave to reach the ground and return to the plane
can be converted into a measure of the distance of its travel.

To work out a relationship between these factors, we want to
remind you first that the speed of transmitted radio energy
is usually considered as 186,000 miles per second. With
5280 ft per mile, this means a speed of 186,000 x 5280 or
982 million feet per second.

To simplify our explanation, we will consider this value as
1000 million and, to reduce the numerical values, will take
one millionth of a second, called a "microsecond" as the time
unit. Thus, the speed of the signal can be stated as 1000 ft
per microsecond.

Assuming a plane at an altitude of 1000 ft, the transmitted
signal will travel 1000 ft to the ground and 1000 ft back up
to the plane for a total distance of 2000 ft which, from the
values given above, will require a time of tqo microseconds.
When the plane is at an altitude of 500 ft, the total time
required for the signal to travel to the earth's surface and
back will be but one microsecond.
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To convert these exceedingly small differences of time into
reliable and accurate measurement- of distance, two well
known radio principles are employed. The first is Frequency
Modulation of the Transmitted Carrier and the seceed is the
heterodyne action of two high frequencies which produce a
third frequency equal to their difference.

To explain the applicatioe of the Preuqncy Modulation
principle, we will assume the transmitter is normally tuned
to a frequency of 500 megacycles. In addition to the usual
components, the transmitter oscillator circuits contain a
tuning condenser rotated at a speed of 100 rps by a constant
speed motor.

Further, we will assume the capacity of this rotating
cendenser is such that, at PaXj_MUM capacity, it tunes the
oscillator to 500 mc but, at minimum capacity, it causes
the frequency to increase to 520 mc. For each revolution
of this condenser, tne transmitter frequency will start at
500 me, increase to 520 me and then reduce to 500 mc for a
total change 20 20 or 40 mc.

As one complete revoltuion of the cendenser takes place in
.01 second, the frequency changes arc equivalent to 4000 mc
per second or 4000 cycles per microsecond.

Keeping these values in rind, tlei equipment is installed on
the plane with the transmitting antenna mounted under one
wing and the receiving antenna mounted under the other. These
are both half wave antennas but, due to the high frequency,
are only about one foot long, and are located approximately
20 feet apart. To provide minimum eickul, betwe3n then,
antennas arc mounted in line or pointed at each other.

Following the broken lines of Figure 6, you w::11 find two '

signal paths between the transmitting and receivng antennas.
One path is direct while the other extends from the trans-
mitter to the ground and back to the roceving antenna.

Going back to nur former explanation, if a plane is at an
altitude of 1000 ft., the signal path to the cround and back
will be 2000 ft. longer than the direct path between the
antennas and therfore the signal will arrve after an interval
of 2 microseconds.

Thus, the receiving antenna will receive two signals, one
directly from the transmitter and ene which left 2 micro.-
seconds earlier. As the trensmitter frequency is changieg
at the rate of 4000 cycles per microsecind, there will be a
difference of 2 x 4000 = 8000 cycles between the carrier
frequencies of those two signals.
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In the receiver, these two signal frequencies will heterodyne
to produce a beat note of 8000 cycles which is used to operate
the indicating meter.

When the plane is at an altitude of 500 feet, one signal path
will be 1000 feet longer.than the other to produce a time
difference of one microsecond. This will cause a frequency
difference of 4000 cycle and a corresponding heat note in
the receiver.

In effect therefore, the indicating instrument is a form of
frequency meter which can be calibrated in feet above ground.
From the values of our examples, you can readily calcula:ie
that if 1000 ft. altitude causes a beat frequency of 8000
cycles and 500 ft. altitude causes a beat frequency of 4000
cycles the ratio is 8 cycles per foot of altitude.

An instrument of this typeltrhich orerates entirely on the
transmission of radio energy, is practically independent of
changes in temperature or air pressure and will indicate
the distance above the surface directly below regardlees of

-

the altitude above sea level.

Yeu must remember however that the energy, between the
transmitting antenna and the ground, assumes the shape of
a cone and, at higher altitudes, covers considerable
territory. The reading will therefore represent the average
altitude above the surface enclosed by the cone. As the
altitude ire reduced the cone area also reduces and thus, the
lower the altitude, the more accurate the reading.

ULTRA-HIGH FREQUENCIES

The use of ultra-high frequencies is becoming more evident,
and research into the 75 mc - 150 mc range indicates that
some of the disadvantages of low (200 - 400 kc) and inter-
mediate (2 - 6ric) aircraft frequencies can be overcome. The
principle advantages anticireted are: freedom fray atmospheric
interference, fading and skip annoyances; reduction in
aircraft installation weight, number of frequency bands
required and cost of necessary equipment.

The small space requirement of the antenna for ultra-high
frequency communication is well adapted to metropolitan
areas where cost is an important factor, even though requiring
a higher degree of care in design and adjustment.

There is a disadvantaee in connection with the use of ultra-
high frequencies because as 'w have already mentioned, such
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radiations travel in straight lines and do not follow the
curvature of the earth. This characteristic demands a
greater number of ground installations to maintain proper
radio coverage of a specified area.

However, the advantages gained far out weigh the limited
range of transmission, and we may well expect many modes of
communication to exist on ultra-high frequencies.

TRANSOCEANIC CONYUNICATION FACILITIES

The Civil Aeronautics Administration (CAA) has constructed
a transoceanic communication station in the New York area
to serve aircraft operating to and from the Jnited States
over the North Atlantic route. All aircraft are guided
constantly and their positions are reported each half hour.
Routine operation of this station falls into the following
five catagories: (1) Tieterological (express high speed);
(2) Meterological (local); (3) Aircraft-to-ground and
ground-to-aircraft; (4) Point-to-point (fore5gn) and radio
direction finding; (5) Domestic communications.

Similar stations have been constructed by the governments
of Newfoundland, Ireland, Bermuda, the Azores, and
France, and as additional airlines are established, such
routes will be so serviced.

FUTURE REQUIRE-Z:72S

The FCC is already faced with the problem of allocating
the radio spectrum to both commercial and private aircraft,
for the purpose of insuring adequate and reliable COMMUDiWo.
tion as well as safe navigation. Additional services, such
as anti-collision devices, automatic position reporters,
improved radio ranges and ground station aircraft detectors
will require suitable operating frequencies. Suitable
allocations will be made just as soon as improvements in
equipment or new devices can be proven for the advancement
of aviation.

Based on the assumption that the greatest .peace-time hazard,
to aircraft flying on instrument, will be collision with
other aircraft, certain developments are being made, chief
among these arcs devices thzt show the horizontal and vertical
separation of aircraft in flight.

In view of the general trend in present day aviat ion, it can
be said thct the future of aircraft navigation will depend to
a large degree upon devices controlled electronically.
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